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PREFACE.

The publication of this volume has been long delayed.

Some years passed after Mr. Wylie's death before it was

decided to issue a selection of his essays. As only fragments

of time, from a busy life, could be given to the examination

of the boxes full of " papers " and " manuscripts " which

Mr. Wylie had written, many months passed before this

preliminary work was done. When the Essays to be pub-

lished had been selected, considerable time and labour were

absorbed in preparing them for the press. It was then found

that the book could not be printed in England, and two

efforts to get it published in China failed. But when the

Rev. W. Muirhead, D.D., of Shanghai, was in England, he

generously took charge of the manuscripts, and undertook

to carry the book through the press when he returned to

China. It is to his kindness its publication is now due.

Only by dividing the manuscripts between two printing

establishments could the work of printing be completed in

a year. This accounts for the want of continuity in the

numbering of the pages.

The Essays chosen for publication have been selected

in order to show the great variety and wide scope of the

Author's researches and attainments. The number of

Essays still in manuscript is sufficiently large to fill two

volumes of similar size to this. I intended to publish a fuller

biography of the distinguished Author, but special circum-

stances compelled me to abandon this, and Dr. Muirhead

has therefore republished my little sketch of Mr. Wylie's

life and Mr. Cordier's paper read at the meeting of the Royal

Asiatic Society in London.

JAMES THOMAS.
London,

November, 1897.
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THE VALUE OF MR. WYLIE'S CHINESE RESEARCHES.

As a friend of many yeai's, whom I first knew in 1848, and who

during the interval from that year till he died in 1887, proved

himself to be one of the most learned of Scotland's sons iu

tlie Far East. I have always watched his career with unfailing

interest. He told me in 1848 that the winter before he had

studied Manchu with Sir Harry Parkes, and soon he and I began

to study Mongol and Manchu together. He had a passion for

acquiring languages, and a strong power of memory, which was

much strengthened by the interest he felt in the history of the

Jews and Christian missions in Asia generally, in the remarkable

story of Bible versions, and in the history of literature and of ma-

thematics. He went beyond every one else—French, English, Dutch

or German—in his knowledge of Chinese mathematical literature.

Biot, father and son, were able mathematicians, but their guides the

Jesuits in Peking never studied the Sung dynasty mathematics, and

in the Ming dynasty this branch of literature had been neglected

in Peking by native scholars. Biot, father and son, were therefore

at a disadvantage in their researches on Chinese mathematics

and astronomy. Wylie studied the Sung dynasty arithmetic with

the help of Li Shan-Ian, a native mathematical author of high

attainments. In 1852, after five years in China, he showed that

Horner's method for solving equations of all orders published in

1819, was anticipated by Chinese mathematicians in the 14th

century, that is, five hundred years before. The shortness of the

time Wylie had spent in the country when he reached this result,

shows how his mind moved with freedom among the abstractions

of the higher matliematics. This rare faculty fitted him to become

the translator of works on the Diflferential and Integral Calculus
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into Chinese. It is also a most valuable proof of the equality

of the intellectual gifts of the Chinese with those of European

nations. Wylie showed that they possess the necessary power

to become senior wranglers in a competition for the highest

mathematical prizes with the gifted youth of Europe. In historical

research he was greatly aided by his habit of unwearied reading

in Chinese history and mediaeval literature. He had a passion for

buying books, when books at Shanghai were unusually accessible on

account of the rebellion. He possessed the bibliographical faculty

in a high degree. This is shown in his Notes on Chinese Literature,

in his Memorials of the Protestant Missionaries, in his Life of Seu

Kwang-ki, and in his Catalogue of the London Mission Library at

Shanghai. In historical research he was one among such as Legge,

Medhurst, Douglas, Mayers, Palladius, Bretschneider, Parker,

D. J. Macgowan, Bushell, S. W. Williams, Schlegel, Von Groot,

Hirth, Giles, Eitel, Chalmers, Martin, Faber, Von Mollendorff,

Chavannes and others. Among these names Legge has shown the

widest knowledge of the classics of the Chinese, and Wylie the most

extensive acquaintance with their literature. But Wylie, with all

his assiduity and calmness of judgment, was not infallible. For in-

stance the Hien-kiau, of the Tso-chwen and later books, is really the

Persian religion and not Judaism, and Yaou-kwan was right in

saying in the Se-ke-ts'ung-yii that the Hien-kiau was the Persian

religion, because that religion at an earl}' time had human sacrifices.

Nor did Wylie remark when writing his article on the Sabbath that

the character mit, denoting Sunday in the Fukien calendar, is really

Mithras, the sun god of the Persians.

Ten years have gone since he passed away, and all those who

knew him, and consult his works with advantage, unite in wishing

that this selection from the more valuable of his shorter productions

should be printed as a monument to an indefatigable student and a

good and able man. As a collection of researches it will serve

many an important purpose. Wylie had an ineradicable conviction

that in the depths of Chinese history a mass of important facts are

hidden. He was no doubt right. His example of successful in-

vestigation, continued through a long period of years will, it is hoped,

stimulate men of the new generation to follow him eagerly in the

path of useful inquiry traced in this volume.
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Wylie was most helpful to Sir Emerson Tennent in writing his

History of Ceylon, to Sir Henry Yule in his edition of Marco Polo,

to Mr. Henri Cordier in Bibliography, and to Sir Henry Howorth

in his History of the Mongols. He gave disinterested aid of the

most valuable kind to all who appealed to him for assistance

on subjects needing research in Chinese literature.

His Notes on the Syrian Inscription, his List of Names of Fixed

Stars, his List of Eclipses observed by the Chinese and his Discussion

of the Origin of Manchu Writing, are the fullest we have on these

subjects.

J. Edkins.

June 6, 1897.

•©•^





BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF ALEXANDER WYLIE,

Bv The Rev. James Thomas.

ALEXANDER WYLIE was born in London, on April 6,

1815. His father came from Scotland to London about the year

lyqi, and carried on the business of an oil and colour merchant
in Drury Lane. Alexander was the fourth child and youngest

son. Being of a delicate constitution, he was sent to Scotland

when a year old, and placed under the care of a relative who
lived on the Grampians. His education was begun in the gram-

mar school at Drumlithie, and after his return to London it was

continued in Chelsea. On leaving school he was apprenticed to a

cabinet-maker, and while in this business he spent some months

at Hatfield, restoring Hatfield House after a fire.

Little is known of the beginning of his religious life, but he

was a member of the National Church of Scotland, Crown Court,

Covent Garden.

From an early period he seems to have cherished the hope

of going to China, and, unaided by any tutor, he commenced the

study of the Chinese language. Having bought a copy of

Premare's Notitia Linguae S'tiicac^ he learnt Latin in order to

read it. Then, procuring from the British and Foreign Bible

Society a copy of the New Testament, he began the study of

Chinese in earnest, making his own dictionary as he proceeded.

His method is interesting. Taking the Gospel according to St.

John, he knew that in the first verse of the first chapter the

word for "God" occurred twice, and the term for "Word " three

times, he was able at once to begin his vocabulary with these

words. In a similar manner he added other words until he made

quite a useful dictionary.

When Dr. Legge returned to England in 1846, he was

anxious to find a suitable man to take charge of t.h'^ London Mis-

sionary Societ3-'s printing establishment at Shanghai, the British
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and Foreign Bible Society having offered to defray the cost of the

printing of the Delegates' Version (which had just been com-

menced), and also to provide a printer, if all his time were

devoted to this work. Dr. Morrison of Brompton sent Mr. Wylie

to Dr. Legge as just the man he wanted; and, to Dr. Legge's

great surprise, he found that with only Premare's volume and

the New Testament, he had so far mastered Chinese as to be able

to read the Gospels with tolerable accuracy. The London

Missionary Society engaged him, and sent him to the

office of Mr. (afterwards Sir) Charles Reed, to study print-

ing for six months, during which time Dr. Legge aided him

in learning Chinese. The following year, 1847, he sailed for

Shanghai, where he arrived on August 26, and took charge of the

Mission Press. In the Bible Society's Report for that year, it is

recorded that a grant of ^1000 was made to the London Mis-

sionary Society, " to enable them to forward to Shanghai a cylinder

printing-press, and an additional quantity of Chinese type, and

also to defray the expense connected with sending assistance

from this country for printing the Chinese Scriptures." It is

added, "the printer and the press have recently -left England.

May God speed their voyage and crown the undertaking with His

largest blessing !
" From the first, therefore, Mr. Wylie was

practically the employe of the Bible Society, his salary being paid

from the Society's funds.

In 1848 Mr. Wylie married, in Shanghai, Miss Mary Hanson,

who had been for seven years a Missionary among the Hottentots,

and whom he met on her return to England from Kaflirland

because of the war. Mrs. Wylie died the following year, leaving

an infant daughter, and for the remainder of his life Mr. Wylie
was a widower.

Devoting himself to his work, he became a master of the art

of printing. Some of the editions of the Scriptures which he

issued are beautiful specimens of typography, and e.xcited the

admiration of the Chinese as well as that of Europeans. His

evenings and early mornings were devoted to study ; and during

the years in which he was in charge of the Press, he learned the

French, German, Russ, Manchu, and Mongol languages, as well

as a good deal of Greek, Uig6r, and Sanskrit. He was deeply

read in the history, geography, religion, philosophy, arts and

sciences of Eastern Asia. Probably no man had a wider ac-

quaintance than he with Chinese literature. And he wrote some
important works, both in Chinese and English. Of these the most
valuable are the following :

—
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/;/ Chinese.

A Compendim of Arithmetic. 2 vols. 1853.

Supplementary Elements of Geometry. Being Books 7-15 of

Euclid, in continuation of Ricci's translation of the first six

Books. 1857.

This was republished with the first six Books by Tseng-Kwo-

fan, Viceroy. 1 86 5.

Popular Treatise on Mechanics. 1858.

Elements of Analytical Geometry and of the Differential and In-

tegral Calculus. In eighteen books. 1859.

Outlines of Astronomy. Herschel's work. Illustrated by the

original engravings. 1859.

Chinese Grammar of the Manchu Tartar Language. With In-

troductory Notes on Manchu Literature.

Main and Brown on the Marine Steam Engine. 4 vols. 1871.

The Gospels of St. Mathew and St, Mark. Manchu and Chinese.

Li Eftg/ish.

The Shanghai Serial. Articles on Chinese Religion, Literature,

and Science. Memorials of Protestant Missionaries to the

Chinese. 1867.

Notes on Chinese Literature. A most valuable contribution to

Chinese Bibliography, over two thousand treatises being

reviewed in it.

Translations from the Tseen Han-Shu ;
or, the Ethnography of

the Han.

He wrote the valuable articles on "China and Chinese

Literature" in the Americmi Encyclopedia. He also contributed

many papers to the Journal of the North-Chinese Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society, of which he was one of the founders.

He wrote many articles for the Chinese Recorder and other

magazines ; and edited the best book on Chinese Buddhism. He

was a member of most of the learned Societies which are

occupied which Oriental research, and he was deputed to attend

the Congress of Orientalists in Italy.

While in charge of the Press in Shanghai, he took the deepest

interest in the evangelisation of the Chinese, often accompanying

his fellow missionaries into the regions beyond. On one ot these

journeys, disguised as a Chinaman, in native dress and spectacles,

in the city of Soochow, he was discovered to be a foreigner, and

was roughly treated. Happily his pigtail came off in the hands

ot his captor, and saved him from much incon\enience at llie time.
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After a prolonged examination by the authorities, he and his

fellow traveller were set free, but charged never to appear in that

city again.

Nor was this the only narrow escape which he bad. When
the city of Shanghai was held It^- the rebels, in company with Dr.

Lockhart, he passed through the French lines and entered the

city in the middle of the night, to try to induce the commander

to surrender, in order to save the city and lives of the people.

During the rebellion he was always, ready to undertake any duty,

even at the risk of his Hfe. One day, just after he had risen from

a seat in his own house, a stray bullet from the rebel soldiers

pierced the chair he had quitted.

The concurrence of events at the time of his going out was

remarkable. The Delegates had just assembled in Shanghai to

begin the revision of the New Testament in Chinese. Mr. Wylie's

knowledge of Chinese was suflRcienS to lead him to take ai deep and

intelligent interest in the version, although he was not a member
of the Revising Committee. The Bible Society's Jubilee, coincid-

ing with the rising of the Taipings, who appeared to be so

favourable to the spread of Scriptures, became the occasion for

creating a fund to provide a million Testaments for China. But

the great civil war soon hindered Christian work. Stocks of

Scriptures began to accumulate. The Shanghai Committee

urged the suspension of printing operations ; and that instead of

siich work, Mr. Wylie should be engaged as an Agent of the Bible

Society and this was agreed to for a year as an experiment. Mr.

Wylie accompanied Lord Elgin on his igreat expedition up the

Yang-tsze, and proved himself to be the ver}- man to represent

the Society in China.

In November, i860, he left Shanghai to returrs to England

for a time. He went back to China in 1863, as the Agent of the

Society, travelling by way of St. Petersburg and Siberia to Peking.

He continued in charge of the Agenc}' until 1S77. During this

time, he made extensive journeys throughout China, and also

visited seven out of the eighteen provinces of China, making

journeys of great extent, and often at the greatest peril. On one

occasion he escaped being shot b}- pirates, only by having removed
from his seat in the boat a moment or two before a bullet struck

it. Thus, it will be noticed, his life was twice saved in a remark-

able and almost identical manner. In his zeal he traversed

extensive areas of country, visiting in all fourteen of the eighteen

provinces, not only in order to organise a wise system of colport-

age, but also to do all that he could in personally distributing
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God's Word. In 1868 he went, accompanietl b}- the Rev. GriHiih

John, on a great journey up the Yang-tsze to the capital of

Sz-chuan, thence across country to the source of the River Han,

and then to Hankow and Shanghai,—a tour occupying more

than five months, extending over 2500 miles, and involving

great hardship and peril. He was often the first foreigner to

enter great Chinese cities, being glad of the honour of thus

preparing the way of the Lord.

He was the first to see the importance and value of employ-

ing foreigners as superintending Colporteurs, and he placed his

men so that every village and town and cit}' in certain provinces

were visited, and the Scriptures oflfered to the people.

Preferring the system of sale, as a rule, to that of gratuitous

distribution, he led all the Missionaries to see the wisdom of it,

so that the Report for 1877 records the unanimity with which

this method had been adopted. In ten years he was instrumental

in getting over a million copies dispersed among the people, and

before he left China he had the joy of seeing more than a million

New Testaments put into circulation, besides a great many Por-

tions. He organized a Bible-text Conserving Committee, and

had stereotype plates made for the Delegates' Version, so that

for that version his successor should not have the exhausting and

blinding task of reading and correcting proofs.

During his stay in Shanghai the making of founts of moveable

metallic type was brought to the present point of perfection, and

in this invaluable work he had a share.

In 1877, on account of the failure of his eyesight, which had

been brought on by incessantly reading the proofs of the Chinese

Scriptures, he returned to England, and retired from active labour.

He took up his abode at Hampstead, and resided there until his

death. He was taken ill on February 6, 1883, became totally

blind, and gradually grew very feeble. For the last two years of

his life he was entirely confined to his bedroom
;
yet he was always

cheerful. At length softening of the brain showed itself, and his

mind lost its clearness and power. The end came, as it seemed
to those who were nursing him, rather suddenly. He was taken

away very quietly on Sunday evening, February 6, 1887, and his

remains were interred in his father's tomb, Highgate Cemetery,

on the loth, several of his oldest China friends, as well as others,

sorrowing over the grave.

Alexander Wylie was a man of great natural gifts, having

particularly a strong brain and remarkable memorj^ Possessing

vigorous health, he employed both his gifts and his time most
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diligently, seldom allowing himself more than six hours for sleep,

No man ever troubled others, or himself, with fewer self-regarding

thoughts. The idea of personal aggrandizement never entered his

mind. All his books were published for the good of others and

without any pecuniary benefit to himself. He estimated labour

according to its usefulness, and not as a source of monetary gain.

He was most modest and retiring, never intruding himself or his

opinions, uninvited. To those, therefore, who did not know him

well, he seemed to be a very commonplace man, and not the

genius that he was. Strong Protestant as he was, his character

nevertheless attracted to him many of the Roman Catholic priests

of both the Jesuit and Dominican Orders. The Archimandrite of

the Greek Church in China was also his personal friend. He
was so true a representative of the Bible Society, that Protestant

Christians of all names, and several nationalities, felt that he

was the model man for the post. He was also held in the highest

respect by all the representatives of Western Powers at the.

Court of Peking. Sir Thomas Wade writes of him, "Abetter

man, I think, I never knew, whether in what he laid down as to

be done, or what he did. In his own province of Sinology,

which was rather bibliography and archaeology, he was greatly

valued, and I have heard scholars of note admit their obligations

to him. I wish to express my sympathy with those who survive

him, and my respect and regard for the man himself." Mr.

Wylie had a rich fund of humour, which made him a charming

companion. Little children especially were attached to him ; his

tender gentle nature at once went forth to them. Withal he was

a man of deep yet simple piety, a man of prayer, and a con-

stant student of the Bible which he was living to print and

circulate. In peril, in suffering, and in toil he laboured con-

scientiously and devoutly, as one who worked for the Saviour of

the world. His was a good course, and well and nobly finished.

His literary work will remain as evidence of his genius, but his

truest memorial will be in the hearts of multitudes of the Chinese,

to whom he gave the revelation of God which is contained in

the Holy Scriptures.

" To live in hearts we leave behind

Is not to die."
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LIFE AND LABOURS OF ALEXANDER WYLIE,

By M. H. HENRI CORDIER,

Professor at the Ecole des Langues Orientales Vivantes and Ecole des

Sciences Politiques, Paris.

It may be at first a matter of surprise to many that an alien

by nationality and religion, a Roman Catholic Frenchman, should

come before this learned Society to discourse on the life and

labours of a British Protestant Missionary. A few words, how-

ever, will show that there are strong reasons for my taking up

some of your valuable time with an account of the good work

done by our late friend.

Indeed, Wylie's library was the ver}- foundation of my
Bibliotheca Sinica. In 1869 I was engaged as Honorary Librarian

to compile the Catalogue ofthe Library of the North China Branch

of the Royal Asiatic Society at Shanghai, the bulk of which came

from Mr. Wylie, when an idea of compiling a list cf all the books

relating to the Middle Kingdom occurred to me. Having pub-

lished the catalogue of the Asiatic Society, I have devoted the last

eighteen years to this task. I drew much of the necessary mater-

ials from the N.C.B.R. Asiatic Society's Library, a great deal

more from the new collection made by Wylie during his visit to

Europe in i860. His library was situated on the ground floor at

the farthest end of the premises belonging to the London Mission-

ary Society in the Shantung Road, at Shanghai. Four or five

large book-cases contained the works comprising his new library.

The Chinese books were at the back in a sort of passage. Wylie

was exceedingly proud of his Chinese library, rivalled or surpassed

in China only by the collection of that very learned sinologist and

distinguished diplomatic agent, Sir Thomas Wade, Her Majesty's

Minister at Peking, Many an afternoon, winter and summer, did
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I sil with Wylie at his small lound writing table, he doing sonic

useful work for some one who might never of thankintj hini for it,

I copying titles in view of my Bibiothcca Sinua. Wylie was not

one of those savants with a solemn appearance who fill witn awe

and reverence the poor mortals who are allowed to approach them :

he had a kindly appearance, a pleasant smile on his face, a modest

countenance, and oftentimes, when engaged in conversation he

would make| you believe that he was highly interested in and

derived much knowledge from what you told him. Though ex-

tremely pious, he did not think that religion should make one

gloomy, and he was at that time of a very genial and humorous

turn of mind.

When the Bibliotheca Sinica was published in parts, it was to

Wylie that I owed the first public recognition of my labours in

the Chinese Recorder, the China Review, Trubner's Record and the

London atid Chma Express. Our friendly relations continued to

the end. In fact, I published in my own Revue de VExtrhne-

Orient what I believe to be the last paper written by him, The

Ethnography of the After Han Dynasty. I think that under these

circumstances, I may feel quite justified in bringing here my
grateful tribute to the memory of a friend whose science I ad-

mire, whose character and life I hold in high esteem.

Some years ago, as I intended giving some notices about

celebrated Sinologists, Wylie, to whom I applied for particulars of

his life, sent me his photograph, adding with characteristic modes-

ty, "Your notices of Sinologues will be interesting, but it will be a

long time ere it comes to my turn. I really do not know what

notes I could give you about myself that would be of any interest

to the public. I am essentially one of hoipoUoi. My birthday

was April 6th, 1815, in London, and I reached China August 26th

1847. The rest I think you know tolerably well."

Of the early life of Alexander Wylie I know but few par-

ticulars. Dr. James Legge related in Triibner's Record i^o. 2^,1,

vol. viii. No. i) lately, how he made the acquaintance of Wylie,

and under what circumstances the latter proceeded to China

:

** Having returned from Hongkong to England for a time in con-

sequence of illness, I was living in London in 1846. It was there

that I first saw Mr. Wylie. He called on me with a letter from

a friend, which told me that my visitor was a cabinet-maker,

whom he knew well, of great intelligence and other high qualities,

who had been occupying himself lately with the study of Chmese.
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I asked the stranger what had made him take up that language,

when he said that having picked up, the winter before, at an old-

book stall, a copy of Premare's Notitia Linguae Sintcae, he had

learned Latin sufficiently to be able to read it, was much interest-

ed with it, and wished to obtain some guidance in prosecuting the

study of Chinese. There was a New Testament in Chinese on

the table. I opened it, and he read with tolerable accuracy a

column or two, and translated them with an approximation to

correctness. His pronunciation was not exact, but he had got

hold of the principle of relative position by which the meaning

of the symbolic characters in their combination is determined. I

asked him where he had got a dictionary, and he said he had not

got one. " How, then, did you learn the names and meanings of

those characters?" "Partly," he said, "from Premare, and I

have tried to make a list of characters and their signification tor

myself. I got a New Testament from the Bible Society. Turn-

ing to the fourth Gospel, I knew that the first verse must contain

the name for ' God ' twice, and the character for ' Word ' three

times. I put these down, and went on to determine others in the

same way." He had brought with him some tracts which he had

got from the Religious Tract Society ; trying him with one of

these, he was not so successful as with the New Testament, but

still did wonderfully. I arranged for him to come to me, and get

a lesson occasonally. When he left me, I felt sure that if the way
could be opened for him to pursue the study under favourable

conditions, he was a man who would greatly distinguish himself

in the field of Chinese scholarship. The result of that interview

was, that soon afterwards he was studying the work and man-
agement of a printing office under the auspices of the late Sir

Charles Reed, and in 1847 he proceeded to China to take the

superintendence of the printing office of the London Missionary

Society at Shanghai, which he conducted efficently till i860."

As soon as Wylie arrived in China, he set at work to master

the Chinese language. Knowing well the enormous influence

the Classics have on the mind of the natives, and how necessary

it is for the missionary to penetrate into the inner thought of the

individual, he undertook to translate for himself the whole of the

King. This wonderful labour he successfully accomplished, and I

well remember the six or seven half-bound volumes containing

his manuscript on the topshelf of one of his book-cases. How-
ever, Wylie considered these translations too imperfect to be

printed, so they have remained unpublished
; they have fallen

into good hands, those of his daughter, with the exception of one
in care of Dr. James Legge, who speaks in the following terms
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of the version of the Le ki: "The present translation [Dr.

Legge's] is, as I said above, the first pubHshed in any European

language of the whole of the Li Ki ; but another had existed in

manuscript for several years,—the work of Mr. Alexander Wylie.

now unhappily, by loss of eyesight and otherwise failing health.

laid aside from his important Chinese labours. I was fortunate

enough to obtain possessson of *^his when I had got to the 35th

Book in my own version, and, in carrying the sheets through the

press, I have constantly made reference to it. It was written at

an early period of Mr. Wylie's Chinese studies, and is not such as

a Sinologist of his attainments and research would have produced

later on. Still, I have been glad to have it by me, though I may
venture to say that, in construing the paragraphs and translating

the characters, I have not been indebted in a single instance

to him or P. Callery."

After try-ing his hand in this severe task, Wylie was ready to

give to the public some works bearing his name. Many oppor-

tunities were soon offered to him.

Wylie was one of the foremost contributors to the North-

China Herald in the early da3-s of that paper. The Chinese Re-

pository had ceased to exist in December, 1 851, after the completion

of its twentieth volume. During the last seven years of its

existence, this celebrated magazine had lost from 300 to 400 dollars

annually, and its last editor. Dr. S. Wells Wiliams, had discontin-

ued its publication, thinking—and in this he was wrong—that the

appearance of numerous newspapers rendered useless a periodical

of the nature of the Repositorv. The North- China Herald had

been started in 1850 at Shanghai, by Henry Shearman, Avho

continued to edit it to his death in 1856. News was then scarce,

one monthly line of steamers brought letters and papers from

home, and China was not yet connected with Europe by a

telegraphic wire, so Henry Shearman gave much place in his

gazette to scientific papers. Wylie was one of those who took

advantage of the new periodical to publish articles which—owing

to their lasting value and to their leng:;h—-would no doubt have

suited the defunct Repository better than a weekly chronicle.

However, at the end of the year, Shearman used to reprint as an

appendix to his Almanac a number of the special articles which

had appeared in the Herald, making out of valuable materials lost

in the files of the newspaper an interesting Mis:ellany-~no\v very

rare—which lived until 1858. Charles Spencer Compton, who
took Shearman's place, thought it too much trouble to continue
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a serial which reflected great credit on its editor, but did not bring

him £ s. d.

Two of Wylie's papers in the North-China Herald at that

time call for some special notice : one is on the celebrated Nes-

torian stone found in 1625 at Si-ngan fou in the Shensi province,

which shows, as everybody knows, that the Christian religion

existed in the Chinese Empire as far back as the eighth 'century,

under the rule of the Tang Dynasty. One would have thought

that all discussions were at an end after the notes, articles, or

books from Fathers Terenz, Trigault, Martini, Senedo, Kircher

and Visdelou, from Andreas Miiller, Abel Remusat, Neumann,

Leontiev, E. C. Bridgman. Wylie made the subject quite new,

and, in spite of more recent researches made by G. Pauthier,

Dabry de Thiersant, and others, his series of papers on the Si-ngan

fou tablet cannot be overlooked by all who study the progress of

Nestorianism through Asia. As late as the loth of December,

1879, did Wylie busy himself with this favourite subject of his

in a short reply to an article of Mr. George Phillips in the China

Review.

The second of these articles is on the science of the Chinese,

particularly on Arithmetic. It was deemed of sufficient impor-

tance to be translated into German, and the learned Secretaire

perpetuel of the Academy of Sciences in Paris, Joseph Bertrand,

did not think that two lengthy articles in the Journal dcs Savans

were unnecessary to bring Wylie's researches before Western

mathematicians. This article seems to have been the starting-point

of those mathematical and astronomical studies, which though

little known in Europe, are perhaps the most important of the

scientific baggage of Wylie. In 1753 he gave a compendium of

Arithmetic in Chinese, Soohco k'e mung, with a table of logarithms

as an appendix. Four years later he gave one more paper on the

bibliography of mathematical books, and he then boldly under-

took to translate some European scientific books into Chinese.

At the beginning of the seventeenth century the celebrated

Matteo Ricci, founder of the Jesuits' Mission at Peking, owed as

much of his success to his scientific books as to his religious works

one of which remains famous to this day in China : The True

Doctrine of God, Tien choo she e, while others like the treatise on

Friendship, J^iao yow-luen, are not yet forgotten. Ricci had given

a general Treatise on Arithmetic, Tong wen swan che shong pien^

a work on Geometry, Hwan yong kiaoe^ etc., and he had translated

the first six books of Euclid's Elements^ Ke hoyucn pUn^ in 1608,

with the assistance of his noble convert, Seu Kwang ke, whose
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life he wrote, Sen Kwang kehinglio. Wylie, following in the wake

of Ricci, completed his work by rendering into Chinese book vii.

to book XV. of the -£'/<?;;/^///j', published in 1857 at Sung keang,

tinder the title of Suh ke ho yum pun, Supplementary Elements of

Geometry. At the end of the short English preface Wylie

remarks :
" To accompany this issue with an apology would al-

most seem out of place. Truth is one, and while we seek to

promote its advancement in science, we are but preparing the way

for its development in that loftier knowledge, which as Christian

men and missionaries, it is our chief desire to see consummated."

Henceforth Li Ma-tow (Ricci, Matteo) and Wei lee Ya-lih (Wylie)

were inseparable, and in 1865 Viceroy Tseng Kwo-fan had both

of these works reprinted together at Nanking.

Next follow (Shanghai, 1858) a Popular Treatise on Mechan-

ics, Chung Mo ts'een shwo, from the English, and De Morgan's

Treatise on Algebra, Tsac soo heo (Shanghai, 1859). Always in-

defatigable, at the same place and in the same year (Shanghai,

1859), he produced translations of Loomis' Elements of Analytical

Geometry and of the Differential and Integral Calculus, Tae we

tseih shi kclh and Herschell's Outlines of Astronomy, Tan Teen.

This last work is illustrated by the original steel engravings used

at home. The astronomical phenomena "cannot fail," Wylie

observes at the end of the Preface of Herscheirs Outlines, " to

awaken in inquisitive minds of a certain order, a desire to become

better acquainted with those and kindred facts in nature, which

is calculated to exercise a healthful influence on the intellectual

character. That such facts may lead to juster and more exalted

conceptions of ' Him who hath created these orbs,—who bringeth

forth their host by number and calleth them all by their names
;

—who hath made the earth by His power, established the world

by His wisdom, and stretched out the heavens by His understand-

ing,' is the sincere desire of the translator."

He occupied himself with these studies late in life, as he

devoted a lengthy and most remarkable article to the Uranographie

Chinoise by Dr. Schlegel, of Leyden, in the Chinese Recorder.

The work of Schelgel had been very severely criticized, to my
mind unjustly, by M. Joseph Bertrand, and Wylie's high en-

comium was exceedingly gratifying to' the learned Dutch

professor. Wylie gave to the Fifth International Congress held

at Berlin a paper on the Mongol Astronomical instruments kept

at the Observatory at Peking. All visitors to the Capital of the

Middle Kingdom have admired on the wall of the city or in the

garden below ihc magnificent bronze castings which are generally
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ascribed to the Jesuit missionaries of the eighteenth century,

especially to Ferdinand Verbiest, though some of thero date as

far back as the Yuen dynasty. These Mongol instruments are

fully described in the memoir presented to the Berlin Congress

(1881).

While prosecuting these scientific works, Wylie was studying

the Tartar languages, Manchu being especially useful. It is a

language more easily acquired than Chinese, and as most Chinese

books of importance have been translated into Manchu, a great

saving of time may be effected by using the Manchu, instead of

the Chinese texts. This was done to a great extent by the

missionaries at Peking, and by Leontiev during the Keen-lung

period, as well as by Klaproth at the beginning of this century.

Wylie was soon able to give articles on some interesting Mongol

and Neuchih inscriptions. To facilitate the study of Manchu, he

translated in 1855 a Chinese grammar of his language known as

the Tsing wan k'e viung. This work had been already put into

Russian by Valdykine in 1804; but Russian being almost as

inaccessible as Chinese to most readers, this version remained in

manuscript, and I do not think that Wylie even suspected its

existence in the catalogue of Klaproth's scattered library. Wylie

intended giving a Manchu Chrestomathy^ but he did not carry out

his idea. This Chrestomathy was to include an English trans-

lation by Wylie of the so-called Amiot's Grainmairc Tartare-

Mantch'u, which was really written in Latin by Gerbillon. The
English version was printed, I have seen it, and comprised 30

pages 8vo., but was not published. Four years later (1895),

Wylie edited at Shanghai the Gospels of Matthew and Mark from

the Manchu translation by Lipovzov and the Delegates' version

in Chinese with the titles Woo choo ydy soo ke tiih sin e chaou shoo

and Musei echen istisgheristos i tutapicha itche ghese. New Testa-

ment in Manchu and Chinese.

Amid these multifarious labours Wylie found time enough

to edit a new periodical, Luh ho ts'ung tan, which lasted from

January, 1857 to 1858. It includes articles somewhat after the

style of magazines, and in it appeared the Popular Treatise of

Mechanics alluded to already. This serial was, with the exception

of the articles on religion, reprinted by the Japanese during the

following year.

About this time some spirited gentlemen thinking that tea,

silk, and Manchester goods, however important they were from a

mercantile point of view, were not sufficient food for the mind,

created a literary and scientific association, which soon after
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becamt; affiliated to this Society under the name of the North-

China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. The inaugural

address was delivered on the i6th of October, 1857, 'by the Rev.

Dr. E. C. Bridgman, of the American Board of Commissioners

for Foreign Missions, the first editor ' of the Chinese Repository^

President of the Society. Naturally, Wylie was one of the first

contributors, and he gave in the Journal of the Society, almost

at the outset, a long notice of the coins of the present dynasty,

illustrated with 232 cuts. This catalogue of coins has been com-

pleted in 1878 by Mr. James Kirkwood in the Ciiiua Review

Every one knows of the scion of the Jewish family which

emigrated under the Han dynasty, and finally settled at Kai Fung
foo, in the Honan province, where its representatives were

discovered by the Jesuits at the beginning of the seventeenth

century. Indeed, this group of Israelites do not exist any longer;

the Tai-ping rebellion has scattered its few remaining members

all over China ;
in fact, I knew one of the last Jews, who was my

tailor at Shanghai twelve years ago. But great interest was taken

in them formerly in 1850, the Right Rev. George Smith, then

Lord Bishop of Victoria, Hongkong, had sent to them two native

Christians on a mission of inquiry ; these envoys brought back

some manuscripts, facsimiles of which were 'printed at Shanghai.

An agent to the London Missionary Society could not overlook

such an interesting question, and Wylie published a valuable

article on the Jews in China in 1863 in the Chinese andJapanese
Repository.

But time had come for Wylie to take a little rest, and he

returned home in i860. He had previously ceded his valuable

library, which was to be replaced later on by a still more valu-

able collection of books, to the North China Branch of the Royal

Asiatic Society. A preliminary list was prepared, and I published

some years later a full catalogue with notes. A change occurred

at this time in Wylie's life. While in London he transferred his

connection from the London Missionary Society to the British

and Foreign Bible Society, as whose agent he went back to

China in 1863. The return journey to China was overland from

St. Petersburg to Peking, and Wylie has related it in a too im-

personal manner in the Journal of the N.C.B.R. Asiatic Society.

Bibliographical labours are those by which Wylie is best

known in Europe : indeed '^x'i Notes on Chinese Literature is actually

the only guide to the general literature of China. His debut in

this field of learning was the now very rare Catalogue of the
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London Mission Library at Shanghai. It is not a meagre list of

Chinese titles arranged in alphabetical order, but a catalogue

raisonne, with most interesting notices on the works and the

authors. It is really a very brilliant prelude (1857) to his greater

undertaking. He had given a bibliographical list of works printed

in Manchu, in the preface to his translation of the Ts'ing wan

ke' mung (pp. xlix et seq.), and a descriptive catalogue of the lan-

guages into which the Bible has been translated in his Chinese

Western Almanac for i860. Wylie always refused to recognize

as his own the very useful bio-bibliographical book entitled

Metnoriais of Protestant Missionaries (1867). He wrote to me once

(28th January, 1872): "I was instrumental in furnishing Gamble

with nearly all the information in the ' Memorials of Protestant

Missionaries," but never authorized him to put my name to it. I

protested against it at the time he issued it, but have repudiated

it so often that I now let the thing take its course." The work,

nevertheless, bears fully his mark; it contains the surname and

Christian names of every missionary, his native name, and a full

list of his publications, whether in Chinese, Malay, or in any other

language.

In 1867 the Notes on Chinese Literature appeared. Biblio-

graphy is not merely a list of works strung together in alphabetical

or systematical order. To be a good bibliographer, some general

and technical knwledge to classify books, tact to make a discrim-

inate selection of works, exactitude to describe volumes accurately,

are required. These qualities are possessed in a high degree by

the Chinese, who are first-class bibliographers. Wylie's book is

based mainly on the spendid catalogue of the Imperial Library at

Peking, compiled during the period Keen-lung from 1772 to r790,

Kin ting szc k'oo' tseuen shoo tung nidh, an abridgment of which,

containing less than a tenth of the original matter, was published

under the title of Kin ting sze /ioo' tseuen shoo keen ming muh luh.

Wylie followed the Chinese system of classification under four

headings, j-s,?' /('^^. I. Classics (}^'^-y{7>/^, 6'//c'(3-/C'///^, etc.). II. His-

tory, She (History, Geography, etc.:. III. Philosophy, Tsze

(including Religion, Arts and Sciences). IV. Belles-letters, Tscih^

the largest of the four divisions, including the various classes of

polite literature, poetry, and analytical works. Over 2000 works

are described with notes by Wylie, and the whole is headed by

a preface and introduction, including a list of the translations of

Chinese works into European languages. At the end are to be

found an appendix, containing a list of general collections of works,
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Tsjiiig shoo, than an index of the titles of books, and an index of

the names to terminate the volume.

The work carried on by an agent of a Bible Society partakes

somewhat of the labour performed by a pedlar : the chief quality

of an agent is activity characterised by itinerancy. Wylie never

failed to do his duty, and he travelled extensively throughout the

Celestial Empire ; he has kept the record of one of his longest

journeys in the central provinces in the Journal of the N.C.B.R.

Asiatic Society.

About this time Wylie, who was one of the Vice-Presidents

of that Society, the late Egyptologist, C. W. Goodwin, being the

the President, had the greatest share in editing the Journal. It

was during this brilliant period that the Society built rooms for

itself, that the library was removed and catalogued, that a

museum of natural history was created, and that in the journal

were published the remarkable articles of W. F. Mayers, on the

introduction and use of gunpowder among the Chinese, of the

Abbe Armand David on the Natural History of China, of the

Archimandrite Palladius on Marco Polo, of Dr. Emil Bretschneider

on the Mediaeval Geography of Central and Western Asia.

Wylie himself gave little to the Journal, being fully occupied

elsewhere, and he returned to his old studies with two ipapers on

the eclipses recorded by the Chinese, and the opinions of the

Celestials regarding these Phenomena. He soon took the editor-

ship of the Chinese Recorder. A periodical devoted to missions

had been started in January, 1867, at Foochow, under the name
of the Missionary Recorder ; it soon was changed into the Chinese

Recorder and Missionary Journal^ with the Rev. S. L. Baldwin

and Justus Doolittle as successive editors ; but it was short-lived

owing to its almost exclusive tendency
; two years later (1874)

Wylie took it up. He-had much of the spirit which guided the

Jesuits at Peking during the last century
; he was too liberal mind-

ed to separate science from religion
; both could march together to

their mutual benefit. At once the Recorder, transferred to Shang-

hai, published papers of the highest order due to Archimandrite

Palladius and to Dr. Bretschneider
; room was largely given to

history and geography, while the Term question was renovated

with new vigour. But it was Wylie's last great effort. Age,

fatigue, and more than age or fatigue—his failing eyesight—com-
pelled him to return to Europe in 1877.

With Palladius' death at Marseilles, just landing from the

mail steamer, Brestchneider's return to St. Petersburg, Wylie's

demise, historical and geographical studies have suffered irrepar-
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ble losses in China
;
in Europe the innumerable correspondents of

these scholars knew well their worth. I may be allowed to quote

the following lines : ''Not a few of the kind friends and corres-

pondents who lent their aid before have continued it to the present

revision. The contributions of Mr. A. Wylie, of Shanghai, whether

as regards the amount of labour which they must have cost him,

or the value of the result, demand above all others a grateful

record here."

These words, written by your illustrious President at the

beginning of the Book of Ser Marco Polo, the greatest monument
ever raised to mediaeval geography, could not be passed over in

silence.

And what shall I say of the host of newspapers, reviews, ma-

gazines, periodicals of all kinds, serials of all size suddenly deprived

of one of their most valuable contributors ? North China Herald,

North China Daily News, SJianghae Evening Courier^ Shanghae Budget,

China Review, Notes and Queries on China and Japan, may be

mentioned as the most important, and it would take two or

three pages to index Wylie's articles in these and other papers.

Wylie crossed the Channel in 1878, and was present at the

fourth Congress of Orientalists held at Florence, where he read

a paper on Corea. On his way back to England he stayed a few

days in Paris. The latter days of his laborious life were spent at

18, Christchurch Road, Hampstead, where he could enjoy pure

air land the splendid view of the heath. His last work was the

translation of the Ethnological part of the history of Han, but

he would make himself useful to others, and he revised, among
other things, the proof-sheets of the book on Chinese Buddhism by

his old friend, Dr, Edkins.

But his eyesight was rapidly failing him. The last autograph

letter I received from Wylie in March, 1881, is written by a hand
which was no more guided by the eyes ; later on, his devoted daugh-

ter acted as his secretary, and he only signed his name to the

letters ; towards the end the mind had not survived the eyes, and

Wylie had forgotten the world, whilst the world was still expect-

ing some new work from the veteran Sinologist. When this man
of good works and deeds breathed his last on the 6th of February,

his valiant spirit had long since abandoned his enfeebled body.

Like S. Wells Williams, like many other Sinologists whose

primary object in life was the propagation of the Gospel in the

Celestial Empire, Wylie was a self-made man, and proud he

might be of it, that self-made man, seeing that he could write

his own language in such a simple and cheerful manner.
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could understand and speak French and German, read Latin and

had a knowledge of Russian. He had studied successfully ma-

thematics and astronomy, and mastered so thoroughly the Manchu
and Chinese languages, that he leaves translations of Euclid and

Herschell and his Notes on Chinese Literature as everlasting monu-
ments of his learning and industry. If I add that Wylie never

neglected his duties as a missionary, I think I shall be quite right

in saying that he may be set as an example, not only to his fellow-

workers in the evangelical field, but also to men of science at

large. Alexander Wylie's name ought to be a pride to his pro-

fession and to his country. I only hope that full justice will be

done to his memory.

/
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LECTURE ON PRESTER JOHN.

Early in the 5th century the Nestorian schismatics had

branched off from the Church of Rome, and became in after years

a great evangelizing power throughout Asia. From their chief

centres of influence, first at Edessa, and afterwards at Nisibis in

Persia, they were successively driven by the invading Mohamme-
dan armies. Consequent on these movements, large numbers of

men of cultivated intellects, and fired to some extent v/ith the

missionar}' spirit, spread themselves over the various countries,

carrying the gospel even to the remotest regions of the East.

While the Church of Rome was slowly extending its boundar-

ies among the Teutonic, Scandinavian and Sclavonic nations of

Europe, the disciples of Nestorius were alike zealous in their

labours among the equally barbarous Tartar and Scythic tribes of

Asia.

The way was long,—the roads were with difficulty passable,

—

and intercourse between the two continents was comparatively

infrequent ; so that little was actually known in the West of the

evangelistic progress of the Nestorians in the East. We are not

without evidence, however, that in the earlier centuries they

were abundant in labours, and that these labours were attended

with marked success in the numbers who were brought to join

their standard. Some idea may be had of the extent of their

operations from a list preserved by Assemani, of twenty-four

metropolitans during the 4th century, and fifty-six bishops, the

stations forming a network over the continent extending from

Damascus in the West to Mongolia in the East. ^ The Metro-

politain seats are named in the order of their formation, in which

we find China is the 12th ; and as we know China enjoyed that

dignity at least as early as the 8th centur}-, we may take this as an

evidence of their undoubted advance at that period.

1.—See Mosheim's Historia Tartarorum Ecclesiastica, Appendix p. 2.
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Occasional intimations of what was going on as they reached

Europe, should have been sufficient to gladden the Christian

heart ; but on the other hand, the certain intelligence of the

frightful advances being made by the Mohammedan nations,

was beginning to strike terror into thoughtful minds. The power

of the Turkish princes was growing into such an alarming pre-

ponderance in Asia, and even wore such a threatening aspect

towards Europe, as to be a source of great uneasiness to the

Christian potentates of the West and especially to the Pope.

Since the occupation of Jerusalem by the Seljukide atabegs, the

pilgrims who visited the Holy Sepulchre had been exposed to

indescribable miseries and cruelty. Pope Sylvester II was the

first to propose a crusade against the infidels, but it was not till

nearly a century later that Europe was ready for the execution of

such a project. The far-famed Peter the Hermit visited Jerusalem

in the year 1093, and what he then saw of the hardships and

indignities to which the Christians were exposed roused all the

powers of his impetuous nature, to avenge the injuries he had

witnessed. On his return to Europe he was foremost among the

agitators for a crusade. Although his appeals to the Pope of

Rome and the Patriarch of Constantinople had met with but a

lukewarm response, this was a zeal not to be so easily extinguished.

From one country to another,—from city to city, this unwearying

apostle continued to press upon the princes and statesmen the

claims of his scheme ; and the means he employed to inflame the

minds of the people were still more remarkable. Other influences

were at work in the same direction, and very various were the

motives all tending to this central point. Suffice it to say, a

crusade was resolved on under the patronage of His Holiness

Urban 11. Eight hundred thousand men left for the Holy Land
in 1096

;
Jerusalem was taken from the Turks, and a Chris-

tian king set up.

Some fifty years after this, in 1 145, the Catholic Bishop of

Gabala in Syria made a journey to Europe, to lay certain com-

plaints before the newly-elected Pope, Eugene III. While at

Rome, he was met by Otto, Bishop of Freisinzen, to whom we
are indebted for the account, and whose words I may quote,

thus:— "We heard him bewailing with tears the peril of the

Church beyond sea since the capture of Edessa, and uttering his

intention on that account to cross the Alps and seek aid from the

King of the Romans and the King of the Franks. He was also

telling us how, not many years before, one John, King and Priest^

who dwells in the extreme Orient beyond Persia and Armenia,
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and is (with his people) a Christian, but a Nestorian, had waged

war against the brother Kings of the Persians and Medes, who
are called the Samiards, and had captured Ecbatana, of which we
have spoken above, the seat of their dominion. The said kings

having met him with their forces made up of Persians, Medes, and

Assyrians, the battle had been maintained for three days, either

side preferring death to flight. But at last Presbyter John (for so

they are wont to style him), having routed the Persians, came
forth the victor from a most sanguinary batt'e. After this victory

(he went on to say) the aforesaid John was advancing to fight in

aid of the Church at Jerusalem ; but when he arrived at the

Tigris, and found there no possible means of transport for his

army, he turned northward, as he had heard that the river in that

quarter was frozen over in winter time. Halting there for some
years (?) in expectation of a frost, which never came, owing to

the mildness of the season, he lost many of his people through

the unaccustomed climate, and was obliged to return homewards.

This personage is said to be of the ancient race of those Magi
who are mentioned in the Gospel, and to rule the same nations

that they did, and to have such glory and wealth that he uses

(they say) only an emerald sceptre. It was (they say) from his

being fired by the example of his fathers, who came to adore

Christ in the cradle, that he was proposing to go to Jerusaleum,

when he was prevented by the cause already alleged." i I have

been thus particular in giving this extract, as it is the earliest

notice extant of that remarkable half mythical individual, whose

doubtful existence was the source of so much speculation for

several centuries through the various countries of Europe.

It could not but be gratifying to Christian nations to hear

that a powerful monarch in the far East had with his people

espoused the Christian cause, assumed holy orders, and even
incongruous as it might seem, taken up arms in its defence,

making common cause with the Crusaders.

Two years later another crusade was organized for the re-

capture of Edessa, in which expedition Louis VII of France

took the field ; but the experience cf the campaign was most dis-

astrous, and a wretched remnant of the mighty army returned in

1 149, having effected nothing.

The public mind was still somewhat alive to this question.

The popular fanaticism indeed which had been awakened by Peter

the Hermit had naturally subsided to a great extent, and the

1 (Ottonis Episcopi Frisingensis. Libri octo. Basileae 1569. L. 7, c. 33, p. 146 et 147.)
Oppert's Der Presbyter Johannes in Sage nnd Geschichte, pp. 13, 14.
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marvellous story brought over by the Bishop of Gabala, of a

mighty Christian Priest and Monarch in the East, had almost

faded from the memory, when several of the princes of Europe

were taken by surprise to receive copies of an oecumenical letter

addressed to them in 1165 by the redoubtable Prester John him-

self. A copy of that addressed to Emanuel, the emperor of Con-

stantinople, has been preserved to us, and as it was the occasion

of a great sensation at the time it may not be amiss to read some

extracts from it. It runs thus :

—

" John, Priest by the Almighty power ofGod and the strength

of Our Lord Jesus Christ, King of Kings and Lord of Lords, to

his friend Emanuel, Prince of Constantinople, greeting, wishing

him health and the continued enjoyment of the Divine favour.

" It hath been reported to our Majesty that thou boldest our

Excellency in esteem, and that the knowledge of our highness

has reached thee.

"Furthermore we have heard through our secretary that it

was the desire to send us some objects of art and interest, to gratify

our righteous disposition. Being but human we take it in good

part, and through our secretary we transmit to thee some of our

articles. Now it is our desire and will to know if thou boldest

the true faith, and in all things adherest to our Lord Jesus Christ,

for while we know that we are mortal, people regarded thee as

a god ; still we know that thou art mortal, and subject to human
infirmities.

"If thou shouldest have any desire to come into the kingdom

of our majesty, we will place thee in the highest and most digni-

fied position in our household, and thou mayest abundantly par-

take of all that pertains to us. Shouldst thou desire to return, thou

shalt go laden with treasures. If indeed thou desirest to know
wherein consists our great power, then believe without hesitation,

that I, Prester John, who reign supreme, surpass in virtue, riches

and power all creatures under heaven. Seventy kings are our

tributaries. I am a zealous Christian and universally protect the

Christians of our empire, supporting them by our alms. We
have determined to visit the sepulchre of our Lord with a very

large army, in accordance with the glory of our majesty to humble

and chastise the enemies of the cross of Christ and to exalt his

blessed name.
" Honey flows in our land, and milk everywhere abounds.

In one region there no poison exists and no noisy frog croaks, no

scorpions are there, and no serpents creeping in the grass.

" No venomous reptiles can exist there or use there their
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deadly power. In one of the heathen provinces flows a river

called the Indus, which issuing from Paradise, extends its windings

by various channels through all the province; and in it are found,

emeralds, sapphires, carbuncles, topazes, chrysolites, onyxes,

beryls, sardonyxes, and many othet precious stones.

" Between the sandy sea and the aforesaid mountains, is a

stone in a plain, of incredible medical virtue which cures Christians

or Christian candidates of whatever infirmiiies afflict them, in

this manner. There is in the stone a mussel-shaped cavity, in

which the water is always four inches deep, and this is kept by

two holy and reverend old men. These ask the new-comers

whether they are Christians, or desire to be so, and then if they

desire the healing of the whole body, and if the answer is

satisfactory, having laid aside their clothes they get into the shell
;

then if their profession is sincere, the water begins to increase

and rises over their heads ; this having taken place three times,

the water returns to its usual height. Thus every one who
enters, leaves it, cured of whatsoever disease he had.

" For gold, silver, precious stones, animals of every kind and

the number of our people, we believe there is not our equal under

heaven. There are no poor among us ; we receive all strangers

and wayfarers; thieves and robbers find no place among us,

neither adultery nor avarice. When we go to war we have

carried before us fourteen golden crosses ornamented with

precious jewels, in the place of banners, and each of these is

followed by ten thousand mounted troopers and a hundred

thousand infantry ; besides those who are charged with the care

of the baggage, carriages and provisions.

" Flattery finds no place; there is no division among us; our

people have abundance of wealth ; our horses are few and

wretched. We believe we have no equal in the abundance of

riches and numbers of people. When we go out at ordinary

times on horseback, our Majesty is preceded by a wooden cross,

without decoration or gold or jewels, in order that we may always

bear in mind the passion of our Lord Jesus Christ. Also a

golden vase full of earth to remind us that our body must return

to its original substance-the earth. There is also a silver vase

filled with gold borne before us, that all may understand that we

are Lord of Lords. Our magnificence abounds in all wealth, and

surpasses that of India.

" The palace in which our sublimity dwells, is after the

pattern of that which the holy Thomas erected for king Gundo-

foro, and resembles it in its various oflBces, and everything in the
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Other parts of the edifice. The ceiHngs, pillars and architraves

are of rarest wood. The roof of the same palace indeed is of

ebony, lest by any means it might be destroyed by fire or other-

wise. At the extremities, over the gables are two golden apples

in each of which are two carbuncles, that the gold may shine by

day, and the carbuncles sparkle by night. The larger palace

gates are of sardonyxes, inlaid with snake's horn, so that nothing

poisonous may enter. The others indeed are also of ebony. The

windows are of crystal. The tables on which our courtiers eat

are some ofgold and some ofamethyst. The standards supporting

the tables are some of ebony and some of amethyst. In front of

the palace is the court in which our justice is accustomed to

watch the combatants. The pavement is of onyx, in order that

by virtue of the stones the courage of the combatants may be

increased. In the aforesaid palace, no light is used at night, but

what is fed by balsam. The chamber in which our sublimity

reposes is marvellously decorated with gold and stones of every

kind.

" At our table, thirty thousand men, besides occasional visitors

are daily entertained ; and all there partake of our bounty whether

it be for horses or other expenses. This table made of the

most precious emeralds is supported by four amethyst pillars
; by

virtue of which stone, no person sitting at the table can become

inebriated.

"Every month we are served in rotation by seven kings,

sixty two dukes, and two hundred and sixty five counts and

marquises, besides those who are sent on various missions in our

interest.

" Twelve archbishops sit on our right at table to meals every

day, and twenty bishops on our left. The Patriarch of St. Thomas,

the metropolitan of Samarcand, and the bishop of Susa where our

glory resides and our imperial palace is, each in his turn is ever

present with us.

"If again thou askest how it is that the Creator of all having

made us the most superpotential and most glorious over all

mortals,—does not give us a higher dignity or more excellent

name than that of Priest (Prester) ? Let not thy wisdom be sur-

prised on this account ; for this is the reason. We have many
ecclesiastics in our retinue of more dignified name and office in

the Church, and of more considerable standing than ours in the

divine service. For our house steward is a patriarch and king.

Our cup-bearer is an archbishop and a king. Our chamberlain

is a bishop and a king. Our archimandrite, that is chief pastor
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or master of the horse is a king and abbot. Wherefore ovir liigli-

ness lias not seen it repugnant to call himself by the same name

and to distinguish himself by the order of which our court is fulL

And if we have chosen to be called by a lower name and inferior

rank, it springs from humility. If indeed you can number tlie

stars of heaven and sands of the sea, ttien you may calculate the

extent of our dominion and power."*

Such is the notable epistle tliat has been handed down to us

as professedly emanating from this famous individual, wliose ex-

istence is all but a myth, whose history is a riddle, and yet wlio

has enjoyed a reputation throughout Europe for some five or six

centuries, almost equal to tliat of some of the greatest heroes of

history during the same period. As we have already seen, prior

to the date of this letter, there i.s at least one recoi'd extant/ of

the doings of Prester John, which was brought to Europe i)y the

Bishop of Oabala. There may have been other reports which liave

not come down to us. The widespread renown of our lieio,

however, would seem to date from the publication of this wonderful

missive. Marvellous are the tales that have been told of this

eastern potentate ; stories have been written in every language.

t

ballads have been sung, legends liave been handed down :—his

name has been the theme of the proverb, and his f^iue has i)('en

])erpetuated in many an old saw.i But stranger almost thm all

the strange things that have been said about him, is the account

that he gives of liimself in the preceding letter. Shall we belit^\e

the document is genuine, or shall we reject it as a forgery of later

* Der Pre-'ihyter JohnnnM in Swje iind Ge-'ichichte, pp. 167-179.

t In the Rei^istei's of the Stationer's Conapany it i.s recorded, under the

date March 12tli, 1582, that Thomas Eastc was licensed to print " Pretor

Joim's land."

+ Mosheim iu his Ni^tona tells us that the fame of th'^ felicity of Prester

John's Land, was—even in his time, in Germany, still commemorated in such

sayings as :

—

Er mnnet. er sey in des Prieffer Johanves Lande. " He thinks he

is in Prester John's land," and Er hhtt so vernihjt, als iriire er in den Prief^ier

Jjhanve-i Lund) .
'• He lives as pleasantly as if hi" M'erc in Prester .John's

la:id.'
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times? Both sides have had their advocates; and it may be there

is something to be said for either ; but whore doctors of such learn-

ing and discrimination have differed, I shall certainly hesitate to

pronounce a docision. Letters siujilar to the above were said to

have been sent to the Emperor of Rome, the Pope, King Louis 7th

of France and the Kin-^ of Portugal. The historian Petis de la

Croix tells us that in his time these letters were still to be seen,

and implies that he had seen the one addressed to the King of

Prance.* Anyhow we have th(? authority of Mr. D'.ivezacf for

saying that there are at the present day in the National Library

at Paris " letters from Frester John to the Emj^eror of Home and

the King of France, without name of place, date or paging, printed

in Gdthic letters on twelve sheets."

Not only was the piestige of Prester John spread far and

wide among the millions of Emope, but even the dignitaries in

high placi-s could not, or did not feel disposed to, ignore his

existence. Accordingly we find, twelve years after the date of

the letter, Yo-pt Alexander 3rd reciprocating the courtesy, and

there can be little doubt at least of the genuineness of the letter

bearing his name, which runs as follows:—

* The History of Gengizcan the Great, p. 24.

t Recutil de Voyage-i ef de Mcmoirefi, tome iv., p 5-43. note 1.

Note.-—The above two pages are what is referred to in the

Table of Contents as missing, the manuscript having since been

found. Theii- publication gives an opportunity also to correct the

name of the Pope mentioned in the Table, which should be

.\lexnnder TTT.
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' The Bishop Alexander, servant of the servants of God, to

his dearest son in Christ, the renowned and lordly king of India

and high Priest, sends his greeting and apostolic blessing.

" Lately we have understood through divers reports and by

popular rumour, that thou, whilst thou professest the Christian

faith, art incessantly engaged in pious works, and directest thine

aim on godly things. On this account our beloved son, Master

Philip, our private physician and friend, hath affirmed regarding

thy pious designs and projects which thou entertainest with

noteworthy and respectable men of thy kingdom in those

parts,—as it was related to him by a prudent, trustworthy,

•circum_spect and discreet man,—repeatedly urging it on our

attention :—From such a one he heard it distinctly stated that it

was thy will and thy design to learn the catholic and apostolic

discipline. jVIay one of thy warmest wishes be accomplished,

that nt^ither thou nor the nations relying on thine elevation, may
ever admit anything into your creed, which may be oflfensive to

the teaching of the apostolic chair, and thereby lead to a mis-

understanding. And in regard to this, we share \vith thee, our

dearly beloved son, the most cordial joy ; but to Him who is the

bestower of every gift, we are indescribably indebted, and have

added vow upon vow, and prayer upon pra3^er, that He who has

led thee to take the name of Christian, may enlighten thy muid

by his unspeakable love ; since thou desirest absolutely to

experience, what it is to observe the Christian religion which is

before all creeds.

Meantime we who, notwithstanding our unworthiness have

been raised to the chair of St. Peter, and acknowledge ourselves

in the words of the apostle, as debtor to the wise and to the

unwise, to the rich and to the poor, are zealously troubled

about thee and thy welfare, and would, as is due from our domi-

nant station, dissuade thee from retaining that position, in

which you err from the Christian and Catholic faith. For the

Lord himself said to St. Peter, whom he appointed chief of all

the apostles; 'And when thou art converted, strengthen thy

brethren.'

'' Difficult -and dangerous as it may seem,—through such

numerous hardships and manifold perils, by a first journey

through distant and unknown lands,—to send an envoy from our

side to thee
;
yet having proved the obligation resting on us, and

considered thy plans and designs, we have despatched to thee

the above-named Philip, our private physician and confidant, a

trustworthy, circumspect and prudent man, appointed as our
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confidential messenger in Christ, to thy highness. In case thou

continuest to persevere in thine intention and effort, which as we

learn God has put in thy heart, then it is needful that thou

shouldest be informed without delay, in regard to the Christian

faith, wherein thou and thine differ from us, that thou shouldest

entertain no fear, that thine errors might hinder the salvation of

thee and thine, or that your Christian name should be tarnished.

Therefore we request thy Royal Highness,—we remind and

exhort thee in the Lord, that thou receive with becoming favour,

the said Philip, out of reverence for St. Peter and for us, as a

genuine, trustworthy and prudent man, come from our residence,

and treat him with respectful courtesy. And if it is thy will and

thine intention, as it must also be, to study the apostolic dis-

cipline in regard to those points which the same Phillip, on our

behalf will lay before thee, then attend carefully to what he says

and try to understand him, and send respectable men to us, and

a letter sealed with thy signet, through which we may under-

stand thy design and thy wish."

Such was the dispatch with which Philip the physician set

out for the court of Prester John. Whether he or the document

was ever so fortunate as to reach that destination, we have no

means of knowing, as history makes no further mention of the

circumstance, and it is uncertain even in what direction he bent

his steps.

Just about that time events were beginning to take shape in

the east, which brought on one of the mightiest political

movements the world has ever witnessed. The conqueror

Genghis was entering manhood. Already he had given an

earnest of his future prowess ; and that train of sanguinary con-

flict had ahead}- commenced, which was to issue in the conquest

t)f nearl}^ all Asia, and a part of Europe to the Alongul rule. For

more than half a century the public attention was diverted from

Prester John, and directed to matters more urgent in regard to

their consequences
; the irruption of the hordes of Tartars into

Russia, who had carried all before them in their onward progress

through the centre of Asia ; their line of march everywhere

marked by the most frightful carnage and devastation. They
had already penetrated into the heart of Hungary, when the

news of the death of the Emperor Ogodai, the son of Genghis
Khan in 1241, was the occasion of this unwieldy army of savages

hastily retracing their steps.

Ferocious as was the character of the swarms of invaders

that threatened the independence and the lives of the inhabitants
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of Europe, it must have been no small relief to learn that, from

any cause,—they had turned their faces eastward, and that the

danger which so recently was imminent, was turned aside for a

time at least. As it was uncertain, however, whether the}^

might not make their reappearance at any time, it was long

before a feeling of security could be restored. The terror spread

by these barbarians induced Innocent IV, who had been recently

elevated to the pontificate,—after having preached a crusade

against them in Europe,—to resolve on a diplomatic mission to

their headquarters in the East, to conjure them in the name of

his Holiness to stay the work of extermination ; and also to

disseminate among them a knowledge of Christian truth.

John of Piano Carpini, an Italian friar, and a distinguished

member of the order of St. Francis, was selected for this remarkable

mission,—and furnished with letters from the Pope, he left Lyons

v/ith a companion, on April i6th, 124;, being then over sixty

years of age.

On the 22nd of July, 1246, he arrived with his companion at

the court of Cujuc, the emperor elect ; and during his sta}', the

elevation of this prince to the imperial dignity took place.

Well-nigh starved during their sojourn at the court of the

Great Khan, John and his companion were glad doubtless to re-

ceive their dismission on the 13 November, and making all speed

on their way back presented themselves before his Holiness early

in July following. Plan Carpin was familiar with the popular tales

and the marvellous things said about the mighty Christian prince

Prester John ; and we may be sure, a man of his in-telligence

would improve the opportunity of gaining some information re-

garding this potentate, the fame of whose power and doings had

created such a sensation in the West. The single scrap of intelli-

gence on this point in the friar's narrative, has tended rather to

complicate than to solve the mystery of this monarch's existence.

After stating the conquest of the black Saracens of India Minor by

one of the sons of Genghiz, he says "the armie marched forward

to fight against Christians dwelling in India maior. Which the

King of that countrey hearing (who is commonly called Presbiter

John) gathered his souldiers together, and came forth against

them. And making mens iniages of copper, he set each of them

upon a saddle on horsebacke, and put fire within them, and placed

a man with a pair of bellowes on the horse backe behind every

image. And so with many horses and images in such sorte

furnished, they marched on to war against the Mongals or Tar-

tars. And comming neare unto the place of the battell, they first
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of all sent those horses in order one after another. Bat the man

that sate behind laide I wote not what upon the fire within the

images and blew strongly with their bellowes. Whereupon it

came to passe
;
that the men and the horses were burnt with wilde

fire, and the ayre was darkened with smoake. Then the Indians

cast darts upon the Tartars, of whom many were wounded and

slain. And so they expelled them out of their dominions with

great confusion nether did we heare, that ever the}^ returned

thither againe. "
'

Even with our present knowledge of India and the adjoining

lands, it is not easy to determine the kingdom here alluded to
;

but as we shall see Friar John's brief notice finds its place in the

chain of evidence by which we seek to identify Prester John.

In the summer of 1253, Louis IX of France, known as St.

Louis, having heard much of the favourable disposition of the

Mongol princes towards Christianity, and having already sent a

mission to Kara-korum at the time Mangu ascended the throne,

now resolved again to dispatch the Franciscan monk, William de

Rubrusquis, on a specially religious mission, with a view to extend

the knowledge and influence of Christianity among the subjects

of the great Khan. After a protracted journej'^ of more than two

years, he returned to his convent on the coast of Palestine on

the 15th of August, 1255. The narrative of his journey

is no less full of interesting details than that of Plan

Carpin ;
and from it one or two extracts bear upon the

subject of the present lecture. Speaking of the great nation of

the Karacatay he says :
—"These Cathayans dwelt among the high

mountains over which I travelled
;
and in a plain between these

mountains, there was a certain powerful Nestorian pastor and

lord over the people called Naiman, \vho were Nestorian Chris-.

tians. On the death of the Coircan (i.e. khan of the Caracatayans),

this Nestorian raised himself to the kingdom, and the Nestorians

called him King John, and said ten times more of him than was

true. For such is the manner of the Nestorians coming from

those parts : the}- raise great rumours out of nothing, and so have

disseminated the statement that Prince Sartach and Mangu Khan
and Ken Khan are Christians, because they give more honour

to Christians than other people, yet in truth they are not Christians.

In this way therefore the great fame of that King John has gone
forth

;
but though I passed through his pastures, nobody knew

anything about him except a few Nestorians. Ken Khan now
occupies his pastures, and brother Andrew visited his court, and I

1 The Principal Xarimitiuns, (Jj-c. p. 58.
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also passed by it on my return. This John had a bro;her, a

powerful pastor, named Unc; and he lived beyond thy high moun-

tains of Karacata}', at a distance of three weeks from his brother,

being lord of the town of Karakorum, having under him the tribes of

Crit and Merkit, who were Nestorian Christians. But their lord

himself had abandoned the worship of Christ and followed idols,

having with him idol priests, who are all devotees of devils and

of sorcery. At ten or fifteen days distance beyond these pastures,

were the Mongol pastures, belonging to a people of the poorest

class, without a chief and without laws, except sorcery and

divination, which are attended to by all in those parts. And
next to the Mongols was another poor tribe called Tartars-

King John having died without heir, his brother Unc who was

rich caused himself to be proclaimed khan, his herds and his

people extending to the Mongol boundary. At that time there

was a certain' smith named Chingis among the Mongols, who
carried off the cattle of Unc Khan, insomuch that the herdsmen

of Unc Khan complained to their lord. The latter then gathered

a host and rode into the Mongol territory, seeking Chingis

himself, but he fied and concealed himself among the Tartars.

Unc then returned with plunder taken from the Mongols and

the Tartars. Chingis then addressed the Tartars and Mongols

saying :
—

' It is because we have no head that we are thus

oppressed by our neighbours.' They thereupon elected him leader

and chief of the Tartars and Mongols. Then secretly gathering

an army they rushed upon Unc and defeated him, while he fled

into Cathay. His daughter was there taken captive by Chengis,

who gave her as wife to one of his sons, from whom sprang him
who now reigns as Mangu Khan." '

In a later chapter of his narrative Rubruquis says :

—

" But the foresaid Ingures (who live among the Christians

and the Saracens) by their sundr}- disputations, as I suppose, have

been brought unto this, to believe that there is but one only

God. And they dwelt in certain cities, which afterward were

brought in subjection to Chingis Can : whereupon he gave his

daughter in marriage unto their king. Also the citie of Caraca-

rum itselfe is in a manner within their territory : and the whole
countrey of king or Presbyter John, and of his brother Vut
(Unc) lyeth neere unto their dominions : saving, that they

inhabit in certaine pastures northward." ^

i Recueil de Vot/ofjes et de Memoires puhUe par la Sociele de Gtograpliie torn.

jv, pp. •260--262.

'J. The Friticipul Natujatioitu, t^c p. 116.
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One other sliglil mention of the royal Priest we find in

Ruhruqm's, in describing his journey towards Karakorum.

Having narrated his passage across the gobhn desert, he

continues :

—" After that we entered the phiin in which was the

court of Ken Khan, which was formerly the land of the Naiman,

who were the people of Prester John." '

According to the narratives of these two Franciscan monks

then, we learn that there really was an Asiatic potentate generally

known by the name of Prester John, while there is a very general

accordance between the two travellers as to the site of his

empire, all the indications pointing to the neighbourhood of the

Celestial mountains. The memory of his reputation and his

doings however seem to have made a less permanent impression

in the east than in the west. It will be observed Rubruquis

says that Prester John had a brother named Unc, and that

when king John died without heir, Unc caused himself to be

proclaimed Khan of the Keraites. It is somewhat strange that

the traveller should have said nothing about Unc having

assumed the Papal authority also, if such was the case, and the

fact of his silence on the subject, taken in connection with other

circumstances, induces me to doubt the accuracy of the tradition

prevalent at a later date, that Unc Khan was the famous Prester

John.

Nearly twenty years after Rubruquis, the Venetian traveller

Marco Polo was over the same ground, and lived many years in

China. No doubt his report of the transactions of the time is such

as was current among the Mongols, but there is a suspicion that

his identification of the Kerait prince as the Prester John of

history was deri\^ed from Persian sources. As however it tallies

with the accounts given by the Persian and Arabian his*:ories, it

may be well to quote his account :

—

"Originally the Tartars dwelt in the north on the borders o

Chorcha. Their country was one of great plains
;
and there were

no towns or villages in it, but excellent pasture lands, with great

rivers and many sheets of water ; in fact it was a very fine and ex-

tensive region. But there was no sovereign in the land. They
did, however, pay tax and tribute to a great prince who was called

in their tongue Unc Can, the same that we call Prester John, him
in fact about whose great dominion all the world talks. The tri-

bute he had of them was one beast out of every ten, and also a

tithe of all their other gear. Now it came to pass that the Tar-

tars multiplied exceedingly. And when Prester John saw how
1 Rtcueil de Vojayes et dt Memoires, toiu. iv, p. 295.
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great a people they had become, he began to fear that he should

have trouble from them. So he made a scheme to distribute

them over sundry countries, and sent one of his Barons to carry

this out. When the Tartars became aware of this, they took it

much amiss, and with one consent they left their country and

went off across a desert to a distant region towards the north,

where Prester John could not get at them to annoy them. Thus
they revolted from his authority and paid him tribute no longer.

And so things continued for a time. Now it came to pass in the

year of Christ's Incarnation 1187 that the Tartars made them a

king whose name was Chinghis Khan. He was a man of great

worth, and of great ability [eloquence] and valour. And as soon

as the news that he had been chosen King was spread abroad

through those countries, all the Tartars in the world came to him
and owned him for their Lord. And right well did he maintain

the sovereignty they had given him. What shall I say ? The
Tartars gathered to him in astonishing multitude, and when he

saw such numbers he made a great furniture of spears and arrows

and such other arms as they used, and set about the conquest of

all those regions till he had conquered eight provinces. When
he conquered a province he did no harm to the people or their

property, but merely established some of his own men m the

country along with a proportion of theirs, whilst he led the

remainder to the conquest of other provinces. And when those

whom he had conquered became aware how well and safely he

protected them against all others, and how they suffered no ill

at his hands, and saw what a noble prince he was, then they

joined him heart and soul and became his devoted followers.

And when he had thus gathered such a multitude that they seemed

to cover the earth, he began to think of conquering a great part of

the world. Now in the year of Christ 1 200 he sent an embassy to

Prester John, and desired to have his daughter to wife. But

when Prester John heard that Chinghis Khan demanded his

daughter in marriage he waxed very wroth, and said to

the Envo3's, ' What impudence is this, to ask my daughter

to wife! Wist he not well that he was liegeman and serf?

Go ye back to him and tell him that I had rather set

my daughter in the fire than give her in marriage to him,

and that he deserves death at my hand, rebel and traitor

that he is !
' So he bade the Envoys begone at once, and never

come into his presence again. The Envoys, on receiving this

reply, departed straightway, and made haste to their master, and

related all that Prester John had ordered them to say, keeping
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notliiiig back. When Chinghis Khan heard the brutal message

that Prester John had sent him, such rage seized hitn that his

heart came nigh to bursting within him, for he was a man of a

very lofty spirit. At last he spoke, and that so loud that all who
were present could hear him :

" Never more might he be prince,

if he took not revenge for the brutal message of Prester John,

and such revenge that insult never in this world was so dearly

paid for. And before long Prester John should know whether

he were his serf or no !
" So then he mustered all his forces,

and levied such a host as never before was seen or heard of,

sending word t<) Prester John to be on his defence. And when
Prester John had sure tidings that Chinghis was really coming

against him with such a multitude, he still professed to treat it as a

jest and a trifle, for quoth he, " these be no soldiers." Nevertheless

he marshalled his forces and mustered his people, and made great

preparations, in order that if Chinghis did come, he might take

him and put him to death. In fact he marshalled such a host of

many different nations that it was a world's wonder. And so both

sides got them ready to battle. And why should I make a long

story of it ? Chinghis Khan with all his host arrived at a vast and

beautiful plain which was called Tanduc, belonging to Prester

John, and there he pitched his camp ; and so great was the

multitude of his people that it was impossible to number them.

And when he got tidings that Prester John was coming, he

rejoiced greatly, for the place afforded a fine and ample battle-

ground, so he was right glad to tarry for him there, and greatly

longed for his arrival. Now the story goes that when Prester

John became aware that Chinghis with his host was marching

against him, he set forth to meet him with all his forces, and

advanced until he reached the same plain of Tanduc, and pitched

his camp over against that of Chinghis Khan at a distance of 20

miles. And then both armies remained at rest for two da3-s that

they might be fresher and heartier for battle. So when the two

great hosts were pitched on the plains of Tanduc as you have

heard, Chinghis Khan one day summoned before him his

astrologers, both Christians and Saracens, and desired them to

let him know which of the two hosts would gain the battle, his

own or Prester John's. The Saracens tried to ascertain, but

were unable to give a true ansxver
; the Christians however did

give a true answer, and showed manifestly beforehand how the

event should be. For they got a cane and split it lengthwise,

and laid one half on this side and one half on that, allowing no
one to touch the pieces. And one piece of cane they called
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Chinghis Khan, and the other piece they called Prester John,

And then they said to Chinghis :
" Now mark ! and you

will see the event of the battle, and who shall have the

best of it ; for whose cane soever shall get above the other,

to him shall victory be." He replied that he would fain

see it, and bade them begin. Then the Christian astrologers

read a Psalm out of the Psalter, and went through other

incantations. And lo ! whilst all were beholding, the cane that

bore the name of Chinghis Khan, without being touched by

anybody, advanced to the other that bore the name of Prester

John, and got on the top of it. When the prince saw that, he

was greatly delighted, and seeing how in this matter he found

the Christians to tell the truth, he always treated them with

.great respect, and held them for men of truth for ever after.

And after both sides had rested well those two days, they armed

for the fight and engaged in desperate combat ;
and it was the

greatest battle that ever was seen. The numbers that were slain

on both sides were very great, but in the end Chinghis Khan
obtained the victory. And in the battle Prester John was slain.

And from that time forward, day by day, his kingdom passed

into the hands of Chinghis Khan till the whole was conquered.

I may tell you that Chinghis Khan reigned six years after this

battle, engaged continually in conquest, and taking many a

province and city and stronghold. But at the end of those si.v.

years he went against a certain castle that was called Caaju, and

there he was shot with an arrow in. the knee, so that he died of

his wound. A great pity it was, for he was a valiant man
and a wise." ^

Thus far Marco Polo, whose narrative appears to be true in

the general outline, though there is obviously some confusion in

the order of dates and events. Unc Khan, the chief of the Kerait

tribe, is a name not unknown in history, and there are detailed

accounts in the Chinese and Mongol annals of his intercourse

with Chinghis Khan for a number of years, first as a friend and

protector, afterwards as an enemy and a vanqui>hed foe. He
was not killed however as Marco says, h\ his battle with

Chinghis
; but escaped by flight and was put to death by his

kinsman the Khan of the Naimano.

How far Unc Khan sustained the Christian character it is

difficult to say. Rubruquis tells us that he abandoned the

worship of Christ and followed idols ; but he tells us also that the

Kerait and Mcrkit tribes over whom he ruled were Nesturiau

1 Yulc'ii /'/tc Book: •>/ Her. Marco I'uUi, vol. i. ])j), 204-20<i,
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Christians, and there is reason to beheve that he also retained

the Christian name.

Rubruquis says that when Unc Khan fled from the Mongols,

his daughter was taken captive by Genghis Khan, who gave her

to his fourth son Tolui to wife. From more reliable authority

we learn that this was Sorhahtani the niece of Unc Khan, and

not his daughter. She had the honour of being the mother of

the Kubla Khan, and in the national history of the Yuen dynasty

it is distinctly stated that after her death, her tablet was placed

in a Nestorian church in the department of Kan-suh. ' This

appears decisive as to her having professed the Christian faith

duiing life.

Such is the generally accepted story of Prester John ;
but it

seems probable that the renown of this half-mythical potentate

must have been of earlier date than the Kerait chief Unc Khan.

This we may infer from the report of the Bishop of Gabala in

1 143. In an Arabian author ^ of the XIV century, we find a

curious story, which though difficult to accept in its purity,

may serve as an indication of the great progress Nestorian

Christianity was making in Eastern Asia in the beginning of the

XI century. The story runs thus :
—" In the year A.D. looi,

the Nestorian patriarch John received a letter from Ebedjesus,

the metropolitan of Merv in Khorassan, to the following

efl'ect :
—

" The king of a Tartar people called Berita while

thoughtlessly pursuing the game, lost his way among unknown
paths. When driven to despair of finding his way home, a holy

man appeared to him in a vision and promised to direct him, on

condition that he would accept the name and the doctrine of

Jesus Christ. The king immediately acquiesced and was put in

the right way by the holy man. On reaching home he sent for

certain Christian traders who were li^'ing in his camp, and

learned from them the way of salvation through Christ. Having
embraced the doctrine, he sent to the Metropolitan of Merv
desiring baptism

; and enquired at the same time what he should

do in the matter of fasting, as they had nothing to live on but

flesh and milk. When these things came to the knowledge of

Ebedjesus, he communicated the information to the patriarch.

The patriarch directed him to send to the Tartar camp, two
priests and two deacons, to baptize all who should be converted

;

and as to seasons of fasting, he ordered that they should abstain

from flesh but might use milk. It is added that the Tartar chief

1 See Thf Chinese Recorder and Missionary Journal, vol. vi, p. 104.

2 Abulfai-<j;ins. Chrun. i<yr.
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and two hundred thousand of his subjects were converted to the

Christian faith. The chief appears to have been baptized under

the name of John. ' Hence Mosheim sets him down as the first

Prester John ; but it is not clear that he was ever so designated

by contemporary historians.

There is much reason to believe however that a seed of fact

lies at the root of the preceding story ; and in passing from

mouth to mouth, according to the natural genesis, the facts

would lose nothing in bulk by the transit
;

till they ultimately

developed in the marvellous history of Prester John.

From the same historian who has preserved the above narra-

tive we receive the account of another great Christian movement

under a leader named Nasarath, whom Mosheim designates the

second Prester John.

He says :—In the year 1046 the Nestorian Metropolitan of

Samarcand sent a letter to the Patriarch, which was read in the

palace of the Caliph of Bagdad. A people, said he,—numerous

as locusts, have opened for themselves a passage across the moun-

tains between Thibet and Khoten, which the old historians state

to have been closed by Alexander. Thence they have penetrated

to Kashgar. There are seven Kings, each of whom has under him

seventy thousand horsemen ; the principal one is named Nasarath,,

meaning Chief by the command of God. They are of swarthy

complexion like the Indians
;
they neither wash the face, nor cut

their hair, but plait it in the fashion of a tiara, with which they,

cover the head as with a helmet. They are excellent archers,

Their food is simple and they eat little. They cultivate humanity

and justice above all. Their horses eat flesh."
'-^

This evidently refers to the great power the Nestorians were

gaining among the semi barbarous tribes of Central Asia, and may

possibly allude to the Chief, the renown of whose line was after-

wards spread abroad as the family of Prester John.

So far then all we have read about the country of Prester

John obviously points to Tartary or Turkestan, and it may be to

the North of Hindustan. Subsequent to the XIII centur}^ the

excitement regarding this individual seems to have subsided for a

time ; and consequent on the political changes that took place in

Asia after the Mongol invasion, and the rapid increase of the

Mohammedan power, the memory of Prester John and his King-

dom had well nigh faded away, or was only retained as a vision of

1 See Ilistoria Tartarorum Ecclesinstica, p.p. 23 and 24

2. Hislorii Tartarorum KcceJesiaslica, p. 25.
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dream land, respecting which no one had really anj- reliable

information.

B)' one of those strange freaks that we meet with occasionally

in mediaeval legends, we now find the story of Prester John trans-

migrating from Central Asia to Northen or Central xVhica. It is

not very easy to trace the process b}^ which this was brought

about ; but like the dissolving views of the magic lantern, as the

Asiatic vision disappeared the African tableau gradually came in

sight. The Abyssinian pilgrims who visited Jerusalem in the XV
century, carried with them glowing accounts of the powerful

Christian monarch ruling in that country, and it was an easj' step

to attach to this prince the shadowy conceptions and the name of

Prester John still extant. It must be admitted the descriptions in

some of the old writers favoured this idea ;—Plan Carpin spoke of

him as the King of India Major. Other authors describe Prester

John's subjects as Ethiopian Indians. Bishop Jordan of Catalan,

writer of the IV century, says distinctly that Prester John was

the Emperor of Ethiopia, which he calls Tcrtid India ' and Marco

Polo himself calls Abyssinia, the Middle India. From the time

of Virgil downwards the names of India and Ethiopia have been

occasionally interchanged. Many authorities might be quoted to

the same effect ; suffice it to say that in a letter from John of

Lastie, Grand Master of the Knights of Rhodes to Charles VII of

France, dated July 3rd 1448, he speaks, in the most unequivocal

terms^ of Prester John of India as the King of Abyssinia. * Just

about this time the Portuguese were becoming fired with a zeal

for geographic exploration ; and the problem of Prester John,

while it presented a point for investigation, was indeed an

incentive to some of the daring voyages undertaken by those

hardy navigators.

\-\'i H^^. ^'1 ambassador from the King of Benin on the west

coast of Africa, who accompanied John Alphonso d'Aveiro, back

to Portugal, for the purpose of forming an alliance with that

Kingdom, and to procure preachers of the Gospel to instruct the

King and his subjects in Christianity,—stated that at a distance

of three hundred leagues from the Kingdom of Benin, in the cen-

tre of the continent, there was a powerful monarch named Ogane,,

who held spiritual and temporal rule over all the neighbouring

Kings
; that the King of Benin like the others, on coming to the

crown, received his investiture from him, the tokens of which

1. liecueU de Vnrpges ft de Memorres, tome quutrieme, p. 56.

2. In a map published by Andrea Bianco in 143G, the Empire of Prester John Is

lupced iu Ktlni'pia.
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were a pilgrim's staft" by way of sceptre, a kind of cap instead of a

crown, and a brass cross. This prince was never seen by the

ambassadors who resorted to his court ; but on audience days he

exhibited one of his feet, which they kissed ; and on their depar-

ture a cross was suspended to their necks, which exempted them
from state service for the future. On hearino- this, Kino; John

II of Portugal despatched two envoys, Peter of Covillan and

Alphonso. of Paiva, to discover this famous potentate. On May
7th 1487 they received their credentials, and proceeding by Naples,

Rhodes, Alexandria and Cario, they reached Aden together.

There they parted company. Paiva crossed over to Ethiopia,

while Covillan went on to the Indian peninsula, and re-embarking

at Goa, returned to Aden and Caivo where the two travellers had

agreed to meet. There he learnt that Paiva was dead ; but he

found two Jews waiting for him with new orders from the court

of Portugal. To one of these he entrusted a full narrative of his

travels, and left in company with the other, with whom he pro-

ceeded to Ormuz. There Covillan parted with his feliow travel-

ler, and returned by the Red sea to pursue his researches in quest

of the Prince whom he had already so long sought in vain. At
length he discovered the object of his search in Iscander the King

of Abyssinia, Covillan's credentials having been examined by this

Prince, he treated the envoy with great favour, and appeared

desirous of forming an alliance with Portugul. But death inter-

rupted future negotiations, and the Prince was succeeded by his

brother Nahu, who adopted a different policy, and forbade the

return of Covillan to his native country. The latter seeing no

hope of release, married and settled down there.

Nahu, however, had but a short reign and died soon after his

brother. He was succeeded by his infant son David, whose

mother was regent. This Princess indeed resolved on an em-

bassy to the King of Portugal, but fearing Covillan might not

come back, she selected an Armenian Christian named Matthew,

who had been before engaged in diplomatic negotiations for her.

By him she sent a golden casket containing a piece of the tnce

cross, as a present to the King of Portugal. *

As the Portuguese monarch had laid upon Convillan the in-

junction to find Prester John at all hazards, it was incumbent on

him to find some one answering to his description, and there ap-

peared to be so many things about the character and surroundings

of the Abyssinian Prince, corresponding with the tradition, that

the report he sent home was received with enthusiasm at the

1. Der Preshyter Johannes in Saije and dcschic/ite, pp. 7, 8.
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Europe. Moreover the arrival of the Abyssinian ambassador, and

the wonders he told of the Christian Prince and his dominion,

tended to strengthen the general belief. Nor was it merely a

popular story credited by the ignorant multitude. It was espous-

ed and defended by some of the most learned men of the age.

In John of Linschoten's summary of the Kings of Portugal, he

says of Don Manuel,—" This King did tirst discover, and by his

captains and soldiers, conquered the countries and passages into

the East Indies, and the oriental countries for spices, and also the

havens and passages in Prester John's land."

There is in the British Museum a M.S. letter from King Em-

manuel to the Pope, dated June 6, 1513, describing the successes

in India, the battles and bloodshed of his general Alfonso de Albu-

querque. He savs:
—"He sailed to Dabuli, received an embasy

from Prester John, who requested him to cross the Red Sea, and

unite with himself in war against the intidels. He has sent home

to the King a large fragment of the wood of the true cross, and

asks to have some clever workmen, in order that he may divert

the Nile from the country of the Sultan. There was with him at

the time the Ambassador of the Pagan King of Narsinga, who had

1,500 elephants of war, 40,000 horses, as much foot as he wishes,

and so much territory as can scarce be traversed in six months.

There w^as also with him an ambassador from the King of Cam-

baya from Sabay, formerly Lord of Goa, and King Grosapa, with

presents and offers of alliance. In the last fleet that appeared was

an ambassador from the King of Ormus with a present of pearls

and jewelery Alfonso will effect a union with Prester John,

and raising the standard of the cross will inflict a blow upon

Mohammedanism. ' ''

In fact, every traveller who touched on the coast of Africa

during the XVI century, seems to have thought it incumbent on

him to tell us something about Prester John.

John Hughen of Linschoten, who made a voyage to the

East Indies and China about the year 1592, and called at many
places on the African coast gives us some account of a subsequent

Prester John, whom he calls the greatest and the mightiest

prince in all Africa. His country beginneth from the entrance

into the Red sea, and reacheth to the island of Siene lying under

the Tropic of Cancer, excepting the coast of the same sea, which
the Turke within these fifty years hath taken from him. To set

down the greatness of all the countries which this Christian king

1. Calendar 0/ State Papers, Colonial Series, East Indies, China and Japan, pp. 1, 2
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halh under his commandment, they are in compass 4,000 Italian

miles. The chief city thereof, and wherein he is most resident is

called Belmalechi, his government is over many countries and

kingdoms that are rich and abundant in gold, silver, and precic us

stones, and all sorts of metals, his people are of divers colours,

white, black and between both, of a good stature and proportion.

The people are Christians but hold certain ceremonies of the

Jewish law, and upon the day of the Conception of the Virgin

Mary, all the kings and princes under his obedience, do come

unto the said town of Belmalechi, there to celebrate the feast,

every man bringing with him such treasure or yearly tribute

as he is bound to pay, and at the same feast the people come

hither in pilgrimage to honour it, whereupon that day there is a

great procession, and out of the church from whence they come,

they bring an image of the Virgin Mary, in form like a man of

massive gold, and where the eyes should be, it hath two great

rubies, the rest of the whole image being wrought wiih excellent

workmanship, and set with many precious stones, laying it on a

bier of gold very cunningly wrought. At this procession Prester

John himself is personally present, either sitting in a chariot of

gold, or riding on an elephant most richly trapped, himself

apparelled in most strange and costly cloth of gold, all

embroidered and set with pearls and stones most sumptuous to

behold : to see this feast and image the people run in so great

troops, that by reason of press, many are thrust to death.

The notorious Ferdinand Mendez Pinto gives a curious

account of a visit to the mother of Prester John in 1538. The

infant prince David III, who had succeeded to the throne in 1508,

during Covillan's residence there, was still king, but bis mother

held a very conspicuous place in the government if we may
believe the traveller.

Just about this time negotiations were in progress which led

to the formation of the celebrated East India Company. The
application of the merchants to Queen Elizabeth pointed out

the limits of the Spanish and Portuguese conquest and the facili-

ties for trade in the east. The memorial was handed over by

her Majesty to the celebrated Fulke Greville, who in his report

thereon (dated March loth, 1600) to Sir Robert Cecil, the

Secretary of State, remarks that—"The Portugals send yearly

eight ships to the great empire of Prester John, which also

furnishes them with many sailors."

In the original Correspondence of the India Office is a M.S.

of three pages, dated May 21st, i8b2. In the port of Agona
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endorsed "An Armenian, his report of Prester John or the

Elhopian Emperor," '—of which the following is a summary:

—

" Report of an Armenian, who came from the court of the

Prester John some twelve days since. Goods carried fiom

Dialeque [? Diabeque, modern Diarbekir] to the King's court,

called Dombia " (a very great city)," twenty-five days' journey

by caravan, being all kinds of India clothing, English com-

modities, and velvets from China of all sorts, and their worth.

Commodities w^iich his country yieldeth, with their prices.'

From Cairo to Dembia, fifty days travel by caravan. Account of

the king's state. He sits on a gilt bedstead like those of China,

and daily receives great troops of men, some days 2,000, and on

Fridays their fast days, a far greater number. Thirty or forty

great men sit near the king, at whose houses all complaints and

suits are heard, and the king, on their report, administers justice.

A great shame amongst them for any man to be drunk ; the

king's drink is made of honey, for they have not any wine in

their country ; when he eats all people depart, except his

council ; "the quantity of meat is little, some 15 or 20 dishes to

the king's table." The women sit and converse with the men.

The Turks only come near them for merchandising. The King

has four wives for succession, but the commonalty hath but one
;

his religion is nearer the Greeks, than any other. He has not

less than 300,000 fighting men ;
their arms are like the Turks

;

some 40,000 mules, the only beast they go to war with, for their

long enduring and passing the mountains ; they ordinarily make

war with savage people who have not the knowledge of God.

Great quantity of elephants, but they are not used for war, being

killed for their teeth. The present king is called Susinnus.

Dembia is situated on the Nile, w^hich at that place is at least

eight leagues across, and has at least eighty islands, small and

great. Four or five days' journey from Dembia is a mountain

called Phillassa, inhabited b}'^ Jews, so steep that they are wound

up in baskets, and very high, the compass is ten days' journey
;

it is very fruitful, and inhabited with many people, who are

tributary to Prester John, but often rebel. Zeila, two days

journey without Bab-el-man-del, is twenty-five days journey to

Dembia."

The Portuguese had been the means of spreading the renown

of the African prince and concentrating the eyes of Europe upon

him as the real Prester John ; and his reputation as such

continued during the earlier part of the X\'^II century. At
1 Cultnditr oj' Stale Papers, Colonial Seric$, East Indies, China and Jupun. \\ 2o7,
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length the investigations of the learned were brought to bear on

the question, and it was the publications of two Portuguese

Balthazar Tellez in his History of Ethiopia and the Letters of

Alphonso Mendes, the Roman Catholic Patriarch of Ethiopia, '

that first gave a serious check to the delusion.

The Missions to China of the Church of Rome had been

recommenced towards the close of the preceding century, and

attention began to be directed anew to the far east. Manuscript

accounts of the mediaeval travellers which had long lain concealed

and forgotten were now brought to light, and it was seen that the

narratives of Plan Carpin, Rubruquis, Marco Polo, Monte-Coserino,

Friar Odoric and many others all pointed clearly to central Asia

as the site of Prester John's kingdom. Many of these MS. in the

the Latin, Italian, French and other European languages were

now printed, thus making accessible to far greater numbers than

before the numerous details that were on record regarding this

subject. Gradually the works of oriental writers began to be

translated and published, which work has continued down to the

present time, so that now, besides the European accounts, we have

reliable translations from the Arabic, Persian, Armenian, Syriac

and Hebrew, all testifying to the fact of a mighty Christian poten-

tate ruling in central Asia. So thoroughly was the belief in the

African prince given up that we scarcely ever find his name men-
tioned in this connection later than the middle of the XVII
century.

While the predominance of testimony pointed to the Kciait

chief Ung-khan as the veritable royal priest, the discrepancies

between the different writers still left the way open for speculation,

What was the history of this great empire ? Were there no

vestiges of it still left }

In 1661, the two missionaries Albert Dorville and John
Griiber returned from China to Europe, and by their report gave

a new direction to the investigators. They stated that in passing

through Tibet they had observed many traces of the empire of

Prester John. In fact from all they had seen and heard, they

came to the conclusion, that the Dalai Lama ruling in Tibet was

no other than the legitimate but apostate continuator of the

said potentate. The many remarkable resemblances the}' had

noticed to the rites and practices of the Church of Rome ; and,

above all, the high pretensions of this royal pontiff, and the divine

honours which were rendered by his subjects and accepted b3'hmi,

all tended to confirm them in this belief.
*

1 Hiflnrln Tartardrum Krclesidstkn. [i. 18.

2 ijee Kiix-her'.s l_hina lUusimta p 61.
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Although that view of the matter found its advocates in

Europe, it was not very generally adopted
;
and up to the present

time, a mist still hangs over the memory of Prester John. Even

among those to whom we naturally look for an authoritative

statement, opinions are divided as to the historical or the my-

thical character of our hero ;—as to whether such an individual

ever had a real existence—or whether the stories^that have so long

clustered round the name are but the productions of a fertile

oriental imagination.

Quite recently the subject has been brought anew before the

European public by Dr. Gustavus Oppert, Her Majesty's librarian

at Windsor Castle. In a most learned and elaborate treatise, this

scholar has set himself to prove that the line of Princes known by

the name of Prester John, were no other than the descendants

of the Leaou dynasty of China. When they were expelled from

China by the Kins the ancestors of the present imperial family,

they removed to the West, and established the powerful empire

of Karakatai, where they reigned with great eclat for nearly a

century, and eventually, like many other illustrious kingdoms,

succumbed to the all-conquering power of Genghis Khan. The
theory is plausible and is ably argued, but it has its weak points.

Since the publication of the last mentioned volume. Professor

Bruun of Odessa has published a work in Russian, entitled " The

Migrations of Prester fohn^" in which he disputes the conclusions

arrived at by Oppert, and proposes as the true man, the Georgian

prince John Orbelian, the general in chief under several successive

kings of Georgia.

Colonel Yule, who gives a notice of Professor Bruun 's work in

the Appendix to his new edition of Marco Polo, remarks :
—

" My
own conviction is that the report of Otto of Freisingen is not

merely xSm: first mention of a great Asiatic potentate called Prester

John, but that his statement is the whole and st)le basis of good

faith on which the story of such a potentate rested ; and I am
quite as willing to believe, on due evidence, that the nucleus of

fact to which his statement referred, and on w'hich such a pile of

long enduring fiction was erected, occurred in Armenia as that it

occurred in Turan."

There are still difficulties in the way of accepting the Prince

of Georgia, as there has been with every theory yet propounded
;

and probably many will acquiesce in Colonel Yule's view that the

Prester Johns who have been discovered by Frank travellers in

the east, were but the natural supply to a persistent demand for

such a personage.
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I have thus endeavoured to follow the story of Prester John

through six centuries or more, and must still leave it in the hands

of the controversialists. Much has been done in overhauling the

documents of byegone ages.

One other source of light however still remains to be

developed. Chinese histories contain a mine of information as

yet scarcely suspected or even touched upon, but I shall refrain

from entering into the evidence to be gathered from this

department.

^
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BUDDHIST RELICS.

Surrounded as we are on ever)'' hand by the emblems of

Buddhism, and living as we do among a people whose very

language is tinctured by its phraseology, it is surely natural for

those of us who are called to spend the greater part of our lives

in this countrv', to seek some acquaintance with that ponderous-

system of faith that may truly be designated the national religion

of China. While this indeed is incumbent on those whose pro-

fession leads them into more intimate converse with the people,

and whose it is to speak with them on things spiritual and in-

tellectual, it is scarcely exceeding the truth to say that some
knowledge of the subject is advantageous to every resident in

the empire. Even the casual visitor will feel an additional in-

terest imported to his temporary sojourn, by having the key to

unravel the myths and legends bound up in those hideous images

and grotesque sculptures that line the gloomy halls of the

Buddhist fanes and cloisters.

It is worthy of remark, that in the several nations of this

hemisphere, where Buddhism has struck its deepest roots, the

vital energy of the system seems to be on the wane, at the same

time that an extraordinar}- spirit of investigation regarding its

history and principles is occupying the attention of scholars

throughout Europe. I have no intention of touching on the

general question of Buddhism, of which a mere statement of the

various phases, its leading principles and sub-divisions, would be

sufficient to occupy a lecture. I propose merely to say a few

things about relics connected with the system. Although relic

worship is in fact extraneous to the pure doctrine, yet in some

countries it has entered so largely into the life of the faithful,

as to seem an essential part of the religion. This has been

observed to some extent in every nation where the faith has

been planted
; but it is in India, the cradle of the religion, that

the relic institution has been conducted on S3^stematic principles

and developed to an extent unparallelled in other countries.
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Without entering into details of the life of the ilhistiiotirs

founder, 1 will merely recall to mind the fact that he was born

about five centuries before the time of Christ, near the city of

Kapila, in the kingdom of Oude in Northern India, the heir-

apparent of the Royal house of Shakya. Of a meditative cast of

mind, he early conceived a deep-seated dissatisfaction with the

world and its institutions. Having struck out for himself a new

conception of the universe, he abandoned the luxuries of the

palace, for a life of austerity and penance,—gathering around him

a devoted band of disciples, some of whom willingly gave up all,

to follow the fortunes of their beloved teacher.

Divesting the record of some of its mythical features, we

learn that his death took place at a mature old age,—the imme-

diate cause having been an attack of dysentery, brought on by a

dinner of pork, to which he had been invited by a pious smith.

The circumstances attending his death (or entrance into Nirvana)^

between the two Sala^ trees, in a forest near Kushinagara, are

dwelt upon at great length in the legends, and for the better un-

derstanding of subsequent events, it will be well to give the gist

of these traditions.

We are told that after his body had been placed in the coffin

with great pomp, by the magnates of Kushinagara, three several

times he raised himself from his final resting-place. First, to

address instructions to his favourite disciple and relative Ananda.

A second time he sat up to impart words of consolation to his

sorrowing mother. On a third occassion, he raised his feet and

put them outside the coffin, to gratify his great disciple and

successor Kasyapa.

On the completion of the funeral obsequies the pile ignited

spontaneously and was soon in a blaze. The skin, flesh, muscles,

intestines and liver were all consumed, leaving not a trace of

ashes. All had disappeared except the relics. Chief among these

were the four canine teeth, the two shoulder bones, and the

frontal bone. These were in a state of perfect preservation,

having received no damage from the fire. Besides these objects

there was an accumulation of others of smaller size, sufficient to

fill an eight bushel measure. The smallest were the size of a

mustard seed, in form like the bud of a flower
;
the next were the

size of a grain of rice, and resembled pearls ; while the largest were

the size of a pea, in appearance like gold. These relics were laid

out vi^ith the highest honours for seven days, to give the people

an opportunity of doing homage to them ; being guarded by four

1. " Shorea robusta."
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concentric rings of elephants, horses, chariots and warriors respec-

tively.

When the report of these events got spread abroad, a succes-

sion of demands were speedily sent in from the . Princes and

magnates of eight of the surrounding nations, all of whom laid

claim to a portion of the relics. The magnates of Kusinagara

demurred to their pretentions, and were about to resist the de-

mand by force of arms
; but a celebrated old hermit named Dauna

interfered to quell the strife, by proposing an equable division

among the eight claimants. The golden vessel in w^hich they

were deposited was opened to the gaze of all. Great was the cla-

mour and loud the lamentation that took place at the sight of

these mementos of their departed teacher
;
and in the midst of

the prevailing confusion, the hermit Dauna managed adroitly to

abstract one of the canine teeth, which he concealed in the folds

of his robe. The theft however was noticed by one of the Shakya

family, who succeeded in getting possession of the relic un-

observed, and put it in a place of honour. When the partition

among the eight claimants had been completed, Dauna discovered

that he had been outwitted about the tooth, but fearing to make

known the matter, he put up with his disappointment in silence.

Anxious however to retain some token of remembrance, he

applied for the vessel that had contained the relics, which was

granted to him.

Very shortly after the occurrence of these events, some new

candidates made their appearance in the persons of the Mori3'a

princes from Pippalavana, who also came seeking a portion of the

treasures. They were informed by the magnates of Kushinagara,

that nothing now remained but the charcoal ashes from the

funeral pile. These ashes they carefully collected, and carried

home with them.

Omitting details regarding the wonders that attended the

removal of these much-valued objects to their respective desti-

nations, suffice it to say that ten chapels or pagodas were built

for their honour and protection ;—eight over so many portions

of the bodily substance of Buddha, a similar one by Dauna over

the golden vessel that had held the relics, and another by the

Moriya iprinces over the cinders of the funeral pile. Of the four

canine teeth, the upper right one is said to have been taken

possession of by the gods of the thirty-three heavens. The lower

right tooth was carried to the country of Gandara. The upper

left was taken to the kingdom of Kalinga, on the border of the

Bay of Bengal
; and the lower Itft fell into the posscbsioa of the
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dragons. The other teeth and hairs of the head were said to have

been distributed by the spiritual powers through other worlds.

I find a Burmese tradition however that states, that shortly

after the death of Buddha, a sage named Gambawatti brought

thirty-three of the sacred teeth to Thaton in that country, where

they were deposited in a pagoda.

Some twenty years after this, the Patriarch Kasyapa fearing

for the safety of the relics thus distributed over so many countries

concerted with the king of A'lagadha, to indijce the others to give

up their treasures. An exception was made in the case of one of

the portions, which was retained at Rama, and at a subsequent

date was conveyed to Ceylon. The relics thus obtained were placed

in six golden boxes, and these were enclosed in a suc'ession of

costly cases, the whole being deposited in a brass chapel, which

was sunk in the earth to a depth of 80 feet, outside the city of

Rajagriha. A plate of gold was placed along with them, bearing

the following inscription by Kasyapa :
—

" In after time a young

man named Piyadasi shall ascend the throne, and become a great

and renowned monarch, under the designation of Asoka. Through

him the relics shall be spread over the peninsula of Jambu-,

dripa." Every precaution was taken to secure the deposit,

and a chapel was built over the spot ; while the transaction

was kept secret from all but a select few. As the few who were

in the secret died off one by one, the knowledge of the treasure

died with them
;
and the very existence of the relics almost ceased

to be even known. Meanwhile Buddhism passed through a

precarious and chequered history of some two centuries, till the

time of the celebrated Asoka, king of all India, who became a

convert, and distinguished himself by his zeal as ^ revivalist and

propagator of the faith. In addition to his numerous bequests, he

determined on building a great number of pagodas throughout

the country, in honour of the relics of Buddha. It now became a

question where these objects were to be found. By the king's

order, search was made in every direction, but without success.

Five of the original pagodas were demolished with the hope of

of finding them, but in vain. Disappointed but still undaunted

by his want of success, Asoka directed his steps towards

Rajagriha, resolved not to abate his exertions, until he had found

the object of his desires. Arrived at the capital, he called an

assembly of the hierarchs and the people, to enquire if any one

could give a clue to the discovery of the relics. In the crowd

was a veteran devotee, a hundred and twenty years old, who
declared that when a young priest, seven years of age, his superior
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directed him to take flowers and incense, and leading him to a

retired place, said :
—

" You see that dark bush, in the middle of

which there is a small stone pagoda ; let us prostrate and make

our offerino- before it." The rite accomplished, he added with a

solemn tone :
— " Young Shaman, observe well this spot, and

ever remember it, he said no more, and we returned home. " That

exclaimed the king—" is doubtless the very spot I have been

searching after and unable to discover.'' They hastened to the

place indicated ; and great offerings were made to propitiate

the guardian spirit. The latter assuming the shape of a young

man, removed all the obstacles that obstructed the way to the

place. On nearing the object of their search, the door opened at

the touch, and the king found the gold plate with the inscription

concerning himself. Having removed nearly all the relics, he

closed up the place as before. This event is dated in the year

B.C. 325.

In tracing the history of the Buddhist relics, we arrive here

at something like a starting point, and emerge from the region

of fable. No name in the history of ancient India seems better

authenticated than that of Asoka, both by Buddhist tradition

and the numerous contemporary inscriptions still in existence

through the country. The legend of eighty-four thousand ' pago-

das attributing their origin to this monarch, so extensively

current through the Buddhist writings, is of course a mythical

exaggeration ; but there is little doubt that many of those

structures, the remains of which still exist, date from his reign. A
vast number of shrines were established through the country under

his patronage ; and in after years these became so many centres

of attraction, to w^hich the faithful of all nations were accustomed

to perform long and wearisome pilgrimages. Not the least

remarkable among these were the succession of devotees from

China, some of whom have left behind them detailed accounts of

their wanderings, which are now records of ver^^ great interest.

There is a stern realit}^ about these self-denying journies, which

strikes the modern European mind with amazement almost

amounting to incredulity. It were but sacrilege to place them in

the same category with our pilgrims of the nineteenth century,

who can satisfy their penitential convictions b)- a visit to some

1 The Buddhists say there are 84,000 pores in a man's body, and thns, by followiner

corraption and passing through transmigration, he leaves hehinds him 84,000 particles of

miserahle dust. Buddha's body has also 84,000 pores, but by resisting evil and reverting

to truth he has perfected 84,000 relics ; these are as hard and as bright as diamonds,

aftording benefit to men and spirits wherever they arc deposited.
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renowned shrine via railway train, surrounded by all the applj-

ancesof the modern tourist. Even the knight-errantry of our thir-

teenth century crusades must pale before the adventures of some
of these simple minded monks. Nor were they of the class who
sought out self-imposed penances for the sake of suffering. They
had no occasion nor had they the desire to fill their shoes with

dried peas, lest they should forget the toils of their pilgrimage

in the pleasures of the way. They had an object in view, and

unweariedly did the}' pursue that object, undaunted by the

trials and dangers that inevitably crossed their path.

Passing over the narratives of Fa-heen, Sung-yun and

others, with merely occasional references, I intend to confine

myself chiefiy to a notice of some of the sacred objects noticed by

Heuen-chwang, a Buddhist monk of the VII century, who spent

sixteen years in visiting the relics and collecting the scriptures of

his religion. At the age of twenty-one, our hero was admitted

into full orders in the Buddhist priesthood, having already at-

tained renown by his profound studies and ample knowledge.

Oppressed by theological doubts, he resolved to perform a journey

to India the birth place of the faith and the abode of its most
celebrated doctors, to obtain that information which he sought

in vain in his native land. In company with some other

priests he asked the imperial permission to travel, but was denied.

His companions lost heart, but he had a fixed purpose, and was
not to be foiled. We see in Heuen-chwang the characteristics of

a self-made man. The officers at the boundary had orders to

stop him, spies were set to dog his steps. By his address and
determination he managed to elude all their opposition. But

once outside the wall, he was entirely deserted by his friends, and
found himself alone in an unknown country. With nothing to

support him but his strong faith in the spiritual, he knelt down
and sought for strength in fervent prayer. He got a guide as

far as the desert, but there he left him to pursue his solitary

journey over the sandy waste, guided only by the skeletons of

his predecessors who had perished on the way. Opposed at

every military post he reached, he had almost begun to despond,

and to quote the words of Max MuUer. "He had nothing

to refresh himself except his prayers—and what were they ?

Te.xts from a work which taught that there was no God, no

Creator, no creation,—nothing but mind, minding itself. It

is incredible in how exhausted an atmosphere the Divine spark

within us will glimmer on, and even warm the dark chambers of

U)c liuuiHii heart." One is tempted to linger ovci the advctituies
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of this remarkable man, but I find it is leading me too far away

from the immediate subject of this lecture, and will therefore

proceed to recount some of the notices he has left of his visit to

the sacred places.

As implied in my preceding remarks, it was the desire of

Asoka, to disseminate the relics of Buddha far and wide over his

vast dominions, and for the preservation of these he caused an

incredible number of pagodas to be erected. Whatever these

relics may have been, we know from the concurrent testimony

of several witnesses, that for centuries they had at least a

traditional existence.

Making his way across Chinese Tartary, and over the snowy

mountains, passing en route Tashkand and Samarkand, the travel-

ler appears to have reached Balkh in the spring of 630. At this,

the ancient capital of Bactria, he meets for the first time on his

journey, with one of the sacred deposits. He says:—"There is

a pagoda two hundred feet high, covered with a composition

dazzling like a diamond, and decorated with a profusion of

precious stones. This contains some of the Relics, which

constantly give out a divine lustre." From this place he pro-

ceeded south, and crossing over the Hindu-kush range of

mountains, arrived at the city of Kapissa, about twenty-seven

miles north of Cabul. Some thirty le to the south-east, he

says :
—" There is a pagoda about a hundred feet high. On the

occurrence of a fast day, it always emits a brilliant light. At the

top of the cupola, a black fragrant oil is seen to exude from the

interstices of the stonework, and in the dead of night, harmo-

nious music is heard."

And so he goes on from station to station making the grand

tour of India. I have noted twenty five places altogether, where

he found Relics of the body of Buddha. Several of these had

legends connected with them, and many of them were famed for

their sanitary influence. In Gandhara was a pagoda built by

king Kanishka, which contained a bushel of the Relics, renowned

for the cure of infantile complaints. Those who came seeking

benefits, rubbed the building with perfumes and scattered flowers

about, when they frequently had their desires gratified. Near

Mungali, he finds a pagoda with a marvellous story of king

Uttarasena having obtained a portion of the Relics on their

original distribution, having brought them home on an elephant^

and deposited them in this pagoda. In Cashmere were four

pagodas, each containing a pint of the Relics. At Tse-ka the

ancient capital of the Punjab, was a pagoda with many Relics.
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which shone with a dazzling light on fast days. A Chinapati he

speaks of a line of Relic pagodas seven miles in length, and so

near to each other, that the shadow of one impinged on the next.

At Stavesvara there was a pagoda containing a pint of the Relics,

which constantly emitted a brilliant light, and many wonders

were effected by them. At Kanoj the ancient Hindu capital of

North India, were Relics, which always shed a brilliant light.

Kapilavastu was a pagoda with Relics, and ten miles further

south, another. At Rama, there were a bushel of Relics guarded

by dragons. Miracles were wrought by them, and sometimes they

emitted a supernatural light. At Kushinagara, Relics were still

found by the faithful. Near Ghazipur was a pagoda containing

a pint of Relics, A hundred le farther was a pagoda said to have

been originally built by old Dauna who, it will be remembered,

at the distribution of the Relics, first stole the tooth and then

begged the measure.

At a less distance to the north-west of the same city, he

speaks of a pagoda of gilt copper a hundred feet high, and gives

the following as the popular report ;
—*' This building contains

about a pint of the Relics of Buddha. On the fifteenth of every

month, they emit during the night a pale disc of light, which

illumines the cupola. This light shines till morning, when it

fades by degrees, and retires into the pagoda."

He had taken the precaution, however, to smear the in-

side of the measure with honey so that by this means he

obtained also a portion of the relics that had adhered to it. So

says the tradition, and adds also, that sometimes on fast days these

emit a dazzling light. At Vaisali there was once a bushel of

Relics, being one of the original eight divisions. Subsequently

nine tenths of these were removed by Asoka. At Magadha

he found a pagoda, built by king Asoka, containing a pint of

Relics. To the westward of the royal city were five more

pagodas by the same royal founder, containing each a pint of

Relics by virtue of which some signal miracles were performed.

At the convent of Silabhadra, were some Relics deposited in a

mountain peak. At Bodhagaza were some pagodas that contain-

ed Relics of Buddha's bones, about the size of finger joints, and

of the flesh like large reddish-blue pearls. Sometimes they shed

a brilliant light, and sometimes distributed flowers. Every year

at the time of Buddha's nativity they were exhibited to the

public. Heuen-chwang being there at the time went to see them,

afterwards when he was giving vent to some sceptical views, he

was convinced and converted by a miracle. At Rajagriha he notes
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the place where the original bushel of Relics were deposited and

afterwards removed by Asoka. Near Konkana was a pagoda with

Relics, which sometimes shed a celestial light on fast days.

Near Petasilawasa pagoda w^ith Relics, which constantly emitted

a bright light.

Early in November of the same year, we find the pilgrim at

the city of Gandhara, gathering up the traditions of the place.

Three miles south-east from the city stood a Pippala tree, under

which Buddha is said to have delivered the following prophecy

to his disciple Ananda :
—" Within four hundred years after my

decease, there will be a king who shall achieve renown under the

name of Kanishka. At a short distance to the south of this he

will build a pagoda, in which will be placed the greater part of

the Relics of my flesh and bones." Now he continues—to the

south of the Pippala tree, there is actually a pagoda that was

built by Kanishka.

In the four hundredth year after the death of Buddha,

Kanishka ascended the throne, and extended his rule over the

whole Indian peninsula. He neither believed in the reward

of virtue nor the punishment of crime. He despised and

calumniated the religion of Buddha. One day while hunting in

the meadows, he saw a white hare. The king pursued it till

he reached this spot, when the hare vanished. He then

observed a young herdsman in the middle of the wood, building

a little pagoda three feet high. The king asked him what he

was busy with. 'Formerly'—answered the young man,—'Bud-

dha by his Divine prescience uttered this prediction ;—In this

fortunate country there will be a king who will build a pagoda,

that shall contain the greater part of the Relics of my body.—In

vour past existence. Oh great king, your sacred virtue acquired

for vou the right to the throne. The divine merits and higher

felicity named in the ancient prediction, coincide exactly with

the present hour. That is the reason I am now here, to make
the matter known to you to-day,—When he had finished speak-

ing he disappeared. On hearing these words the king was
transported with joy. Congratulating himself on having been

named in the ancient prediction of the great Saint, he opened

his heart to the faith, and shewed a proper respect for the

religion of Buddha. Round the spot where stood the little

pagoda, he raised a stone pagoda, using every effort to make it

exceed the former in height. But as the new erection rose, the

little pagoda always kept three feet ahead of. it. He continued

Vo build till it was more than four hundred 'feet high. The base
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was half-a-milc in circumference, When he had completed five

i^toreys, each a hundred and fifty feet high, he succeeded in cover-

ing the little pagoda. The king congratulating himself on his

success, placed a twenty-five tier cupola on the top. He then

deposited a gallon of the Relics of Buddha inside the building,

and worshipped them. When the structure was finished, he saw

the little pagoda spring up from the south-east nngle and overtop it

by one half. Troubled in mind, the king ordered the demolition

of this pagoda; but soon after, when it was below the second

storey, he gave orders to desist, and through the opening in the

stonework he saw the little pagoda rise a second time from its

original place. The king retired with a sigh, saying:—'Alas! in

human undertakings one is easily deceived, but it is impossible to

frustrate the work of the gods; when an object is under divine

protection, what can rage and anger accomplish ?
' Filled with

shame and fear, he withdrew.

In the spring of 631 we find the traveller at Mungali to the

north of his former position. There he makes the following

note:—^' At sixty or seventy le south west of the city, to the east

of the river Swat, is a pagoda about sixty feet high, which was

built by the king Uttarasena. Formerly when the Tathagata

was about to enter the Nirvana, he addressed the multitude,

saying:
—'After my decease, Uttarasena the king of Udyana must

obtain a portion of my Relics.' When the kings were on the

point of making an equal division, king Uttarasena arrived after

the others, and this delay was forthwith attributed to a feeling of

contempt and disdain. The gods then declared afresh the last

words of the Tathagata; upon which he obtained his portion of

the Relics. He returned with them to his kingdom, where he

built a pagoda in their honour. By the side of this, on the bank

of the river, there is an enormous stone of the form of an elephant.

Formerly when Uttarasena returned to his kingdom, he transport-

ed the Relics on a white elephant. Arrived at his place,

immediately the elephant fell down dead, and changed into stone.

The king then caused the pagoda to be erected by the side of it.

Going southward he passed the Indus, where he takes

occasion to mention the danger of crossing the river for any one

who carries precious stones, the seed of flowers and rare plants, or

any of the Relics of Buddha, the result in such cases being that

the boat is engulphed in the waves.

The pilgrim halted for two years in the kingdom of Cashmere,

where he tells us :
—

" There are four pagodas built by the king

Asoka, containing each a pint of the Ri:lics of Buddha."
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In November 63; he was at Tse-ka ihe ancient capital of

the Punjab, where he remarks:—"At about three miles north

east of the new capital, there is a pagoda two hundred feet high,

which was built by Asoka. It was there that the Tathagata

stopped halfway, on his journey to the north when he went to

convert the people. It is stated in the History of India, that

there are many Relics in this pagoda; and on fast days, they

always emit a dazzling light."

Eighty-three miles farther east, at the city'of China pati he

remained for fourteen months. To the south east of this city he

tells us there is a line of pagodas containing Relics of Buddha,

seven miles in length, completely encircling a hill, and may be

numbered by hundreds and thousands, their shadows meeting

each other.

In October 635, the pilgrim was at Stanesvara, one of the

sacred places in Central India of great repute. There he

says :
—" At four or five le north-west of the city, there is a

pagoda two hundred feet high, which was built by the king

Asoka. The bricks are of a yellowish red, extremely bright

and lustrous. In the interior of this pagoda, there is a pint of

the Relics of Buddha. They constantly give forth a brilliant

light, and numerous prodigies are wrought by their virtue."

In the autumn ot 636 he spent three months at Kanoj, the

ancient Hindu capital of North India, where he says—" there is a

pagoda that was built by the king Asoka. Although its base is

sunk in the ground, it is still a hundred feet in height. For-

merly Buddha preached in this place for seven days. In the

interior of the 1 monument there are Relics, which constantly

shed a brilliant light."

Towards the end of December he reached the ruined city of

Kapila, renowned as the birth place of Buddha. Fifty le south

from that was an ancient city, formed as the birth place of a

sage of Buddha. There he notes,—" On the south-east of this

city is a pagoda, which contains Relics of Buddha." More than

thirty le north-east from the latter he says,— *' There is a pagoda

which contains Relics of Buddha."

A few days later Heuen-chwang was at the ruined station of

Rama, where he makes the following notes :
—" To the south =

east of the ancient capital there is a brick pagoda rather less

than a hundred feet high. Formerly after the decease of

Buddha, the king of this country having obtained his share of the

Relics, brought them to his kingdom, and raised this pagoda to
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their honour. Miracles are exhibited there horn time to time,

and occasionally they em.it a supernatural light."

The Buddhist chronicles of Ceylon and Siam however relate

that the original pagoda was washed away by the encroachments

of the Ganges, when the relic casket containing one of the

original eight divisions of Buddha's remains was carried down to

the sea. There it was picked up by some members of a race of

dragons, and conveyed to their own country called Majerika.

Eventually it seems to have reached Ceylon, not later than the

fourth century. The probability is that the casket was by some

means conveyed to Ceylon at an early date, and the story of the

dragons invented to conceal the facts.

In the beginning of January 637, the traveller was at

Kushinagara, the scene of Buddha's death, a place rife with

legends of that memorable event. Many of these he collected,

and has left ample memoranda regarding the noteworthy objects.

North of the city he says there is a pagoda built on the spot

where Buddha's body was burnt, and remarks that Relics are

sometimes found there yet by the faithful. He mentions a

pagoda erected by Asoka, near the place where Buddha exhibited

his feet to Kasyapa, and adds :
—" It was in this place that the

eight kings obtained their portions of the Relics. A stone

column has been set up, bearing an inscription commemorative

of the event." He then relates the story of the eight claimants

for the Relics, the refusal and subsequent assent to a division

by the princes of Kushinagara, the after claim of the gods and

also of the dragons and the equable adjustment finally, to the

satisfaction of all parties.

Fifty miles to the east of Benares, he visited Ghazipur, a

city on the Ganges, to the north-west of which he says there is a

convent, with a pagoda built by king Asoka. In the historical

records of India, it is said :
—

" In this pagoda there is a pint of

the Relics of Buddha."

Proceeding southwards for a hundred le, he came to a

pagoda sunk in the ground, and rising some tens of feet above

the surface. After the decease of Buddha, when his Relics were

divided among the eight kings, the Brahman who measured

them put a coating of honey on the inside of the measure. The

distribution being completed, the Brahman obtained possession

of the measure to the inside of which a portion of the

Relics had adhered. For these he built a pagoda, and

deposited the measure and Relics inside. In after times, Asoka

opened the pagoda, took out the mea:>ure and its treasures and
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built a new and lofty edifice for them. Occasionally on dayi^ of

worship these emit a dazzling light.

His next stage takes him to Vaisali a famous city to the

north of Patna, where he says,
—

" there is a pagoda, built by a

king of Vaisali. After the decease of Buddha, the king of this

country obtained his portion of the Relics, and raised this

edifice in their honour." In the historical records of India we

read:—"This formerly contained a bushel of the Relics of

Buddha, but king Asoka opened it and took out nine-tenths,

leaving only one tenth remaining. Subsequent to that another

king desired to open the building and take out the Rklics ; but

just as he was about to commence operations, an earthquake took

place, which caused him to desist."

Shortly after that, Heuen-chwang was in the kingdom of

Magadha, the scene of some of the most eventful periods in the

life of Buddha. There, he says :
—

" there is a pagoda, buried in

the ground, the only part above the surface being the cupola,

whieh is covered with rich ornaments, and surrounded by a stone

balustrade." This was one of the eighty-four thousand pagodas.

King Asoka had it built by human hands inside his palace. It con-

tained a pint of the Relics of Buddha. Miracles without end

are performed there, and it constantly emits a divine light. After

the destruction of the prison, Asoka met the great Sage Upagupta,

who cleverly managed to draw the king towards him, and eflecled

his conversion. The king said to the sage :
—

' Thanks to my good

works in a past life, it has been my fortune to be placed on the

throne. But my sins and imperfections have prevented me
seeing Buddha in the flesh, and profiting by his instructions.

Now that Buddha has left the sacred remains of his body in the

world, I wish to build some other pagodas for them.' 'Great

king'—replied the Sage—'it is my most ardent desire to see you,

by the force of your virtue, commanding the host of spirits, and

solemnly charging them to protect the Three precious oties. Now
the time has come.' He then explained to the king in detail,

the motives which should guide him in making an offering of his

kingdom to Buddha, and spoke of Buddha's prediction regarding

the merit he should obtain by his pious edifices. When he had

heard these words the king leaped with joy. He called the

spirits and demons, whom he thus addressed :
—

' Buddha has guided

intelligent beings for their own interest, and has procured their

happiness. Thanks to the good deeds of a former existence. I

have procured honour above other men. Buddha having left his

venerable remains. 1 uish t<,i raise ne^v tdifict^ to theii l)i>n<jur.
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Do you, Oh! demons and spirits, combine your wills and your efforts,

so that to the utmost extremities of India, in every town possessing

the value of a hundred thousand pieces of gold, a pagoda may be

raised to receive the Relics of Buddha. The idea will be mine,

but the merit of execution will be altogether 3'ours. I do not

wish to monopolize the whole merit of this pious undertaking.

Each one of you must construct one of the ,e monuments, and

then return to receive my further orders. Having received these

orders, the spirits and demons set to work in the places indicated.

When their work was completed, they came in a body to ask the

king's commands. Asoka having opened the pagodas that had

been built by the eight kings, divided the Relics and entrusted

them to the demons and spirits. He then said to Upagupta:

—

* In all the places that I have in view, I wish to have the Relics

deposited at the same instant; although this is the prayer of my
heart, the desire is not yet accomplished.' ' Call the demons and

spirits ' said the sage,
—'and tell them that on a certain day, when

the sun shall be darkened, and present the appearance of a hand,

they must all at that instant deposit the Relics.' Having receiv-

ed these instructions, the king delivered his orders to the spirits

and demons. When the time arrived, the king observed the sun's

disc. Exactly at midday, the sage by his supernatural power

extended his hand and concealed the sun. In all places where

the pagodas had been erected, the inhabitants were witnesses of

this phenomenon. Thus in the same instant of time this work

of merit was universally accomplished.

Having spent nearly two years in this neighbourhood, visiting

and studying the sacred spots, the pilgrim had ample time to

make memoranda and gather up the local tradition.s. Westward

of the king's palace, he says:
—"there are five pagodas, the bases

of which are buried in the ground, but a portion of them is still

above the surface. Looked at from a distance they resemble

hillocks, each side several hundred paces in extent. In later times

small pagodas have been built on the top of them. In the

historical records of India we read:—'When king Asoka had

completed the eighty-four thousand pagodas, he had still five pints

of the Relics of Buddha over; and for these he built five pagodas,

the beautiful construction of which eclipsed all the others, and by

the virtue of which some extraordinary miracles were performed.'

Thus he sought to honour the person of Buddha five fold in

substance. At first, faithless people said that king Nanda had

constructed these five depots to guard his treasury' of precious

objects. Subsequcnll}- there \\as a king of a sceptic turn, relying
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Upon these conjectures of the past, and urged on by a Wind

cupidity, assembled his troops and came in person to make

excavations. But suddenly the earth began to quake, the

mountain gave way, dark clouds covered the sun, and a terrible

noise resembling the roar of thunder issued from the pagodas.

The officers and soldiers fell to the ground, the elephants and

horses fled with affright ; the king acknowledged himself van-

quished and relinquished his plundering project. Many persons

say that this story is void of truth ; but we admit our full con-

fidence in these ancient records, and believe them to be perfectly

true.'

About thirty-seven miles to the south-west of the royal city,

he came to the monastery of Silabhadra on an isolated hill, named

after a celebrated sage, who had deposited some Relics of Bud-

dha in a mountain peak, which resembled a pagoda at a distance.

At Bodha-gaya, some twenty miles or more farther south,

outside the north gate he saw a convent and pagodas which had

been built by the first king of Ceylon. He remarks :— " The

pagodas are of gigantic proportions and richly decorated. They

contain Relics of Buddha. Those from his bones are about the

size of finger joints, lustrous, pure white and transparent.

Those from his flesh are like large pearls, of a reddish blue tint.

Every year at the full moon of the month in which Buddha per-

formed his divine miracles, these Relics are taken from the

pagodas and exhibited to the multitude. Sometimes they emit

a brilliant light; sometimes they shed a profusion of flowers."

Our pilgrim being there just at the time of exhibition, went

in company with Jaysena, a sage with whom he had formed an

intimacy, to see these far-famed Relics. The display having

terminated and the treasure being replaced in the pagoda, Heuen-

chwang sat conversing with Jayasena late into the night. The
latter remarked:—" Of all the Relics that I have seen elsewhere,

I have never seen any larger than grains of rice ; how comes it

that those we have just been looking at, so much exceed the

ordinary size ? Venerable sir, have you any doubts on the subject?''

" The surprise and the doubts expressed by you," said Heuen-

chwang—"had already occurred to my mind." Shortly after this

conversation, the Relics suddenly disappeared, and the lamps

both inside and outside the building shed an extraordinary light.

Struck with astonishment, they went outside, and standing at

some distance, they saw the Relic pagoda dazzling with light,

while a great flame rose from the summit and reached to the skies-

Heaven and earth were light as midday. Neither moon nor stars
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were visible, and the precincts of the convent were filled with a

sweeth^ perfumed atmosphere. The report of this wonder spread

immediately, and brought together an immense multitude who
worshipped and extolled the miracle ; but after a few minutes the

brilliant light gradually diminished, and when about to go out,

it circulated several times round the vessel with the Relics.

Immediately after, all was darkness and the s*:ars shone out again.

After witnessing this scene, all doubts were di>-pelled.

Turning northward again, the traveller is soon after at

Kusagarapura, the ancient Rajagriha, and former capital of the

country. There he notes :
—

" To the east of the Bamboo Forest

of Karandavenswana, there is a pagoda which was built by the

king Ajatasatru."

After the decease of Buddha, when the kings divided his

Relics, king Ajatasatru returned with the portion he had obtained,

built a pagoda to their honour, and worshipped them. The king

Asoka, moved by a sincere faith, opened the monument, took the

Relics, and in turn built another pagoda. The remains of this

still exist, and constantly spread a brilliant light."

A year and-a-half after leaving Magadha, we find him at

Konkana, also known as Anagundi, the ancient capital of Dravkla

in Southern India. There he says :

—
" At a little distance to the

east of the city, there is a pagoda, the greater part sunk in the earth,

and about thirty feet high above ground. In the ancient historical

records it is said,
—'This pagoda contains Relics of Buddha.

Somtimes on the days of worship, it spreads a celestial light.''

In the autumn of 641 he had reached Pitasila, a city represent-

ed by the modern Haidarabad on the Indus, where he notes :—

•

" At fifteen k north of the city, in a large forest, there is a pagoda

several hundred feet high, which was built by Asoka. It contains

Relics, which constantly emit a brilliant light."

Among the 84,000 pagodas constructed by order of Asoka, it

is said that 19 found their way to China, in the shape of miniature

receptacles, mere models of the loftier edifices. These are men-
tioned on various occasions in the national histories, together with

the honours they received by different sovereigns. A notable

instance is that of Woo Tsih-teen, the empress who usurped the

throne in the 7th century. In her zeal for the Buddhist cause,

she had made all preparations for paying a visit in state to a

celebrated Relic shrine ; and it was only at the last moment,

that she was dissuaded from her purpose, by the importunate

solicitation of Teih Jin-kee, one of her influential ministers, who
casting himself on the ground before her, implored her as she
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carei for th; iiatio lal welfare to desst. I find it stated in (he

local topography, that there is a pagoda inside the Pwan Gate

at Soochow, which at first contained some Relics of Budda. But

the best known example is at the temple of Yuh-wang, within a

day's journey of Ningpo, Yuh-wang being the Chinese for " king

Asoka." The celebrated Relic enshrined there, is reputed to have

a known history of great antiquity. As the legend goes it was

rediscovered in the year AD. 281' and according to the histor}- of

the province the pagoda was built at the commencement of the

5th century. It is still an object of worship to numerous^devotees

from far and near; and not a few Europeans have had the curiosity

to look into the venerated casket.

The Rev. Mr. Milne, who visited the place in 1853, says :

—

"With a show of ceremony I was invited to peer through an

orifice in the reliquary. I did so, but saw nothing save what looked

like a glass bead; however, it did not deign to shine at me, and

the aperture was soon closed."

I may here refer to the similar testimony of the intelligent

traveller Robert Fortune in his work, "Residence among the

Chinese " p. 34.

When Heuen-chwang returned to his native land after an

absence of sixteen years, among the large accumulation of treasures

he brought with him, were 657 Buddhist classical works in the

original Sans.r!t language, six images of Buddha in wood, silver

and gold; but the chief and most honoured package was 150

grains of the Relics of Buddha's body.

162 years after this an event occurred in connexion with this

subject, which had a very important influence on the life and

fortunes of one of the most renowned of China's scholars and

statesman, Han Wan-kung. Chang-gan in Shen-se was then the

capital of the empire, and in the neighbouring prefecture of

Fung-tseang, there was a pagoda in which one of the Fi.nger

Bones of Buddha was preserved in a case. The case was to be

opened once in 30 3-ears, and the opening of it was sure to be

followed by abundance and prosperity. The year 819 happened

to be the time for exposing this bone; and the emperor, anxious

to have as much benefit from it as possible, ordered it to be

escorted to the capital, when it was brought to the palace in great

state. It was kept in the private apartments for three days and
then returned to the monastery. All classes, with one accord,

princes, nobles, scholars and common people hastened to offer

their gifts, each seeming only afraid lest he should be the last.

Han Wan-kung then held the office of Censor in the capital, and
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his indignation was uncontrollable. He undertook single-handed

to oppose the surging tide of fanaticism, and addressed a remons-

trance to the throne, which procured his degradation, and he

narrowly escaped capital punishment in consequence; but his

memorial is immortalized, as one of the most remarkable pieces

of this distinguished scholar; remarkable alike for its literary

merits, and his outspoken denunciation of the imperial conduct.

Among the personal Relics of Buddha that have been

specially particularized, none hold a more distinguished position

than the Teeth
;
and not a few places lay claim to the posses-

sion of one or more of these antiques. The first of those that

Heuen-chwang had the fortune to see was at the city of Balkh,

where he simply notes :
—" A Tooth of Buddha is exhibited there,

about an inch long, and eight or nine tenths of an inch broad.

It is of a yellowish white tint, and of a brilliant and pure sub-

stance."

Some few days farther south, having reached the Bamian

territory, he speaks of a convent in a marshy valley, where a

Tooth of Buddha was preserved, five inches long and at least

four inches broad.

After crossing the Hindu-kush mountains, to the north-west

of the ancient city of Kapissa, on the southern bank of the Cabul

river, he visited a convent dedicated to an ancient king, in which

he saw one of the Milk-teeth of Buddha, about an inch in

length.

Fifty miles of a difficult road from Kabul brought the

traveller to the ancient city of Nagarahara, the site of which has

been recently identified near Jellallabad, where he says the

foundation still remained of a pagoda that had formerly contained

one of Buddha's Teeth ; but it was no longer there at the

time of his visit. When Fa-heen visited this place early in

the 5th century, the Tooth was still there. May we infer that

this was the lower right canine Tooth which, it will be remem-

bered, was carried off to the kingdom of Gandhara on the original

division of the relics ? If so, it is just possible that it may have

been the same object that Heuen-chwang found worshipped in

Cashmere. For many past generations there had been an un-

quenchable strife between the Buddhists and the Kritiya rulers

in Cashmere, and at the time of Heuen-chwang's visit, one of the

latter named Chandrapida was on the throne. The following is

the traveller's account of a Tooth relic there :
—'' About ten le

south-east of the new city, to the north of the ancient capital,

and south of a great mountain, there is a convent containing

about three hundred monks. In this convent there is a pagoda,
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ill which is preserved a Tooth of Buddha, an inch and half long,

of a yellowish white colour. Sometimes on a day of worship, it

emits a brilliant light. Formerly when the Krityas had sup-

pressed the Buddhist religion, the monks dispersed, each one

settling where he found it convenient. One of them travelled

all over India, visiting and worshipping the relics of Buddha, thus

testifying the sincerity of his faith. At length learning that

toleration had been established in his native country, he set out

to return."

Soon after Heuen-chwang's departure from Cashmere, Hartha

Varddhana the powerful king of Kanoj demanded the sacred

Tooth, at the head of an army on the frontier of the kingdom,

which was granted to him, with small scruple as we may imagine,

by Durlabha Raja, who being himself a Brahminist, had no faith

in the Buddhist sacred objects.

Three years after leaving Cashmere, the traveller was at

Kanoj, and there again we have some further account of this

famous treasure, which he speaks of thus :
—

" In a casket kept in

a sacred edifice there is a Tooth of Buddha, an inch and-a-half

long, it has a marvellous lustre, and an extraordinary colour

that changes from morning to evening. People flock from all

quarters, magistrates and commoners all unite in rendering

homage. Every day the multitudes are numbered by hundreds

and thousands. The guardians, in view of the noise and con-

fusion that were increasing from day to day, have fixed a heavy

tax, and have made it generally kno\vn, that whoever wishes to

see the Tooth of Buddha, must pay a large piece of gold.

The devotees who come to see and adore, however, are still as

numerous, and cheerfully pay the tax of the piece of gold."

Fa-hien, who crossed the Tsung-ling mountains in the 5th

century, halted at a place called Karchu, to the south of Pamir,

and remarks " there is also one of Buddha's Teeth, over which

the inhabitants have raised a tower."

In the summer of the year 639, when Heuen-chwang was in

Orissa, he must have heard of the famous Tooth relic at Ceylon
;

for he remarks that looking southward in that direction, on a clear

night, at a distance of twenty thousand /^, a precious stone in the

pagoda where the Tooth was preserved, was seen shining

with extraordinary lustre. Some curious particulars are known with

respect to this Tooth. I have already stated the tradition that

on the division of the personal relics, after the cremation of

Buddha's body, the upper left canine Tooth was taken to the

kingdom of Kalinga. A collateral testimony to this fact is the
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existence of the ancient city of D.iu aoura (lit. To )th ciLy) spoken

of in the Buddhist chronicles, as the capital of Kalinga. General

Cunningham thinks the site of this may be identified with the

present town of of Coringa on the Godaveri river. Tliere the

Tooth is said to have been preserved for 800 years, including an

interval in which it was captured and carried off by the Brahmins

to Palibothra, the ancient capital of India, on the site of the

modern Patna. Its resistance to all their efforts to destroy it had

the effect of converting the king Pandu, Lord paramount of India,

who sent it back to Kalinga. The king of Kalinga, during the

reign of the Singalese monarch Maha Sen (AD. 261—274), being

on the point of engaging in a doubtful conflict, directed in the

event of defeat that the sacred relic should be conveyed to

Ceylon. The sequel was that it was carried to that island in the

beginning of 4th century, by a princess of Kalinga, who concealed

it in the folds of her hair. The ancient Singalese chronicle, the

Mahawanso, describes the procession as conducted by the king and

by the assembled priests, in which the Tooth was borne along

the streets of the capital city Anarajapura amidst the veneration

of the multitude.

Just about a century after this the Chinese pilgrim Fa-heen

visited, Ceylon, and the following account which he gives of the

Tooth is interesting as being that of an eye witness—" Within

the capital is erected the chapel of the Tooth of Budc'ha, in the

construction of which all the seven precious substances have been

employed. The King purifies himself according to the strictest

Brahmanical rules, whilst those men within the city who reverence

(this relic) from a principle of belief, also compose their passions

according to strict rule. This kingdom, from the time when
this chapel was erected has suffered neither from want, famine,

calamity, or revolution They alwa3's bring out the

Tooth of Buddha in the middle of the third month. Ten days

before hand, the King magnificently caparisons a great elephant,

and commissions a man of eloquence and ability to clothe himself

in royal apparel and, riding on the elephant, to sound a drum
and proclaim as follows:—" Bodhisatwa, during three ^^--^W/^^y^

kalpas, underwent every kind of austerity, he spared himself no

personal sufferings, he left his country, wife and child; moreover,

he tore out his eyes to bestow them on another, he mangled his

flesh to deliver a dove (from the hawk), he sacrificed his head in

alms, he gave his body to a famishing tiger, he grudged not his

marrow or brain. Thus he endured every sort of agony, for the sake

of all flesh. Moreover, when he became perfect Buddha, he lived

in the world forty-nine years preaching the Law, and teaching and
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converting men, He gave rest to the wretched—he saved the lost-

Having passed through countless births, he then entered Nirvana"

Since that event is 1497 years. The eyes of ihe world were then

put out, and all flesh deeply grieved. After ten days the Tooth of

this same Buddha will be brought forth and taken to the Abhay-

agiri Vihara. Let all ecclesiastics and laymen within the

Kingdom, who wish to lay up a store of merit, prepare and level

the roads, adorn the streets and highways, let them scatter every

kind of flower, and oflfer incense in religious reverence to the

Relic." This proclamation being finished, the King next causes

to be placed on both sides of the road, representations of the 500

bodily forms which Bodhisatwa assumed, during his successive

births. For instance, his birth as Su-jin-no
;
his appearance as a

bright flash of light ; his birth as the king of the elephants, and as

an antelope. These figures are all beautifully painted in divers

colours, and have a very life-like appearance. At length the

Tooth of Buddha is brought forth and conducted along the

principal road. As they proceed on the way, religious offerings

are made to it. When they arrive at the Abhayagiri Vihara,

they place it in the Hall of Buddha, where the clergy and laity

all assemble in vast crowds and burn incense and light lamps,

and perform every kind of religious ceremony, both night and

day, without ceasing. After ninety complete days, they again

return it to the Vihara within the city. This chapel is thrown

open on the chief holidays for the purpose of religious worship,

as the Law (of Buddha) directs."

More than two centuries after this, we have the account of

Heuen-chwang
; but as he did not visit Ceylon himself, he merely

relates the sayings that he found current in India, thus:—"By
the side of the king's palace, is the chapel of the Tooth ofBuddha,

several hundred feet high
; it exhibits the lustre of some ex-

traordinary jewels, and is ornamented with the most precious

substances. An arrow has been placed on the spire of the chapel,

surmounted by a stone of great value, called a ruby. This precious

stone constantly sheds a dazzling light. Day and night, looking

at it from a distance it is taken for a luminous star. The king

bathes the Tooth of Buddha three times a day. Sometimes he

sprinkles it with scented water, sometimes he burns odorous

powders to it. It is his aim to use the rarest and most precious

articles, and respectfully pay his adoration to it. In the nth cen-

tury king Anaranhta of Burmah, sent a mission to Ceylon to

endeavour to procure it, but he could obtain only a miraculous

emanation of the relic. On the establishment of Kandy, towards
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the end of the 13th century the sacred Tooth was removed to

it.

In the beginning of the 14th century, the Malabars came
from the coast of Coromandel to attack Ceylon, and sacked

Yapahoo which was then the capital. They seized the country,

persecuted the faith, and carriei off the sacred Tooth to the

south of India. After a few years the King of Ceylon, Prakrama
3rd, went in person to Madura to negotiate its surrender, and
brought it back to PoUanarrua. During the troublous times
which followed, the Tooth was hidden in different parts of the

island, at Kandy, at Delgamoa in Saffragam, and at Kotmalie
;

but at last in 1560 it was discovered by the Portuguese, and
taken to Goa by Don Constantine de Braganza. It was mounted
in gold, and had been deposited for security in one of the

pagodas. On the intelligence of its capture reaching the King

of Pegu, who had been in the habit of sending annual embassies

to offer homage at its shrine, he immediately dispatched an

embassy to Goa, to tender as a ransom three or even four

hundred thousand cruzadoes, with offers of his alliance and

services in many capacities, and an engagement to provision

the Portuguese fort at Malacca as often as it should be

required of him. The fidalgos and commanders were un-

animous in their wish, to accept the offer as a means

of replenishing the exhausted treasury of India. But the

Archbishop, Don Gaspar, was of a different mind. He firmly

resisted the offer, as an encouragement to idolatry, and was

supported in his opposition by the inquisitors and clergy. The
Viceroy, in consequence, rejected the proposal of the infidel

King; and in full assembly commanded the treasurer to bring

forth the Tooth, which he then transferred to the Archbishop.

The latter in the presence of all, with his own hands, put the

Tooth into a metal mortar, and having broken it into pieces,

cast the fragments into a chafingdish, which he then caused to

be thrown, ashes, coals and all, into the middle of the river, in the

presence of all the people, who looked on from their windows

and verandahs.

But a very few years elapsed before the delusion was revived,

and not only a duplicate, but a triplicate of the desecrated relic,

were regarded with undiminished adoration both in Pegu and

Ceylon. The King of Pegu, in 1566, having been told by the

astrologers that he was to wed a Singhalese princess, sent to demand
her in marriage ; but the reigning Sovereign, Don Juan Dharma
Pala, having unfortunately no child, the prophecy was on the
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point of discomfiture, when his chamberlain, a nobleman of the

blood royal, suggested the substitution of his own daughter, and

added impiety to fraud, by feigning to the Peguan envoys that

he still held the genuine Tooth relic, falsely supposed to have

been destroyed by the Christians at Goa. The device was

successful, the supposititious princess was received in Pegu with

all the nuptial honours of royalty, and am bassadors were des-

patched to Ceylon, to obtain possession of the sacred Tooth,

which was forthwith transferred to Arracan,

The King of Kandy, Wikrama Bahu, on learning the deception

which had been perpetrated by his cousin of Cotta, apprised the

Peguan sovereign of the imposture which had been practiced

upon him ; and to redress it he offered him his own daughter in

marriage, and proposed as her dowry to send the veritable Tooth,

affirming that both the one recently obtained from Colombo, and

the other formerly pulverized at Goa, were counterfeit, his alone

being the genuine relic of Buddha. But the prince of Pegu was

too devout to confess himself a dupe, and so declined the

overtures of the Kandyan king. When Kandy was ceded to the

British crown in 1815, the Tooth seems to have been stolen

from its sanctuary by some of the natives, and during the next

two or three years, when the spirit of rebellion was rife through

the kingdom, this palladium was paraded to arouse the fanatical

enthusiasm of the people against their European masters. At
length, however, it was recovered in 1818, and restored to its

depository in Kandy. From that time it was in the keeping of the

British. The Hon. Mr. Turnour, who has given the most particu-

lar account of the relic, published in 1837, concludes by mentioning

that he had held official custody of it since 1828; it having been

found necessary for the tranquillity of the country that the British

government should retain so precious an object in its own pos-

session. During the period of his charge, he says:—" The six-

fold caskets in which it is enshrined have been twice opened ; once

in May 1828, at the request of the natives, when a magnificent festiv-

al was celebrated, which lasted a fortnight; and once in 1834, to

admit of Sir Robert and Lady Horton seeing it, on which occasion

the scientific Austrian traveller. Baron von Hugel, was also present.

The keys of the sanctuary are never absent from my library,

excepting during the actual performance of the daily religious

ceremonies, and at night a military guard is posted at the

temple."

In 1839 the relic was finally given up to the native chiefs and

priests.
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The Singhalese maintain that the Tooth, still treasured in

the strong tower at Kandy, is the genuine relic, which was preserved

from the Portuguese spoilers by secreting it at Delgamoa in

Saffragam. The Burmese were also convinced that they were the

possessors of the veritable article; and when Col. Yule was on a

mission to Ava in 1855, he saw at Amarapura "a square edifice,

representing the depository of the Tooth of Buddha, which, in

ancient times, was preserved within the royal precincts." In

descending the river to Rangoon, on the return of the mission,

they were shewn at Nyoungoo the Leegoong pagoda, which

enshrines a facsimile of one of Buddha's "' Teeth." On the other

hand, the Portuguese were equally confident that it was the true

and original TooTH that was destroyed at Goa, and the circumstan-

tial details of the transaction given by their historians bear all the

appearance of authenticity. Sir J. Emerson Tennent remarks;

—

*' The incidents of this narrative are too minute, and their credibility

is established by too many contemporary and concurrent author-

ities, to admit of any doubt that the authenticity of the Tooth
now preserved in the Maligawa at Kandy, is no higher than its

antiquity, and that the supposed relic is a clumsy substitute,

manufactured by Wikrama Bahu in 1566, to replace the original

dalada destroyed by the Portuguese in 1560. The dimensions

and form of the present <^/ci^/<? are fatal to any belief in its identity

with the one originally worshipped, which was probably human,

whereas the object now shown is a piece of discoloured ivory

about two inches in length, and less than one in diameter, re-

sembling the tooth of a crocodile rather than that of a man." The
same writer adds:—" The apartment in which it is deposited is in

the inmost recess of the Wihara, a small chamber without windows

in which the air is stiflingly hot, and heavy with the perfume of

flowers. The frames of the doors are inlaid with carved ivory^

and on a massive silver table stands the bell-shaped carattdua^

the shrine, which encloses the relic, encrusted with gems, and

festooned with jewelled chains. The outer case contains a

number of others, similarly wrought, but diminishing in size, till

on removing the inner one, a golden lotus is disclosed, in the centre

of which reposes the mysterious Tooth."

Widely as the renown of the sacred Teeth had become dis-

seminated, it may well be conceived their fame would easily reach

China, and accordingly we find in the annals of the empire

several notices of these sacred objects :—In the year A.D. 428, a

model of the shrine containing the sacred Tooth was sent to the

Emperor of China by Maha Nama, the Rajah of Ceylon.
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In 530, a Tooth of Bu:ldha was brought to China by a

Persian embassy.

In the 13th century, when Ceylon came under Mohammedan
domination, the Buddhist rehcs were readily appropriated by

the intruders. Buddha's footprint became the footprint of Adam

;

the hill on which it is impressed became Adam's peak ; and the

Teeth of Buddha were designated Adam's Teeth. We need

not be surprised to find such a collector of curios as Kubla

Khan, who could despatch an embassy to Jerusalem, to obtain

a few drops of the oil from the lamp in the holy sepulchre,

fitting out an expedition also to obtain some of the Teeth and

other relics of our great progenitor. This, Marco Polo tells us,

he did in 1284. "And they were so urgent that they succeeded

in getting two of the grinder Teeth, which were passing great

and thick." Having obtained these and the other relics for

which they were sent, they returned to China. " And when

they drew near to the great city of Cambaluc where the Great

Khan was sta5'ing, they sent him word that they had brought

back that for which he had sent them. On learning this the

Great Khan was passing glad, and ordered all the ecclesiastics

and others to go forth to meet these relics, which he was led to

believe were those of Adam. In sooth, the whole population of

Cambaluc went forth to meet those relics, and the ecclesiastics

took them over and carried them to the Great Khan, w'ho

received them with great joy and reverence;—and a mighty great

treasure they did cost him."

That these teeth really reached Peking there is every reason

to believe ; but what was their subsequent history I have no

means of ascertaining. Colonel Yule suggests the possibility of

one of them being identical with one now preserved in a

monastery on Koo-shan (Drum mountain), near Fuhchow. The
late Dr. Medhurst who visited this monastery, has the following

characteristic observations on the Tooth. " The other relic is a

large Tooth, called by the priests a Tooth of Buddha. The
nature of this is more patent, and it is evident to all observers

that it is no other than the molar tooth of an elephant, about

six inches long, by 2 in broad and 3 in deep. On observing this, it

was immediately suggested to the priest that the tooth in

question was that of an elephant and not that of a man. The
priest continuing to assert that it was a veritable Buddha's tooth,

he was asked how large he supposed Buddha to have been ? He
replied 16 feet high. Granting, it was said, his enormous size,

upon what did he live ? Upon grain and fruits was the reply.
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Bill he was requested to notice that a Tooth such as that in

question was not desicrued for the chewing of rice and cakes, but

for the grinding and masticating of the roots and branches of

trees, with reeds and rushes. He began now to open his eyes,

and candidly owned that he did not know whether it was a

Tooth of Buddha or an elephant, but it was handed down to

him for a Buddha's Tooth, and as such he shewed it. He was

advised henceforth never to repeat the assertion, at least to

foreigners, as by so doing he would only expose himself to

ridicule."

In 1405, a mission from China, sent with incense and

offerings to the shrine of the Tooth, was insulted and way laid,

and with difficulty effected an escape from Ceylon. This treat-

ment however cost the latter country dear
; for in 1408, the

Emperor sent Ching Ho with a fleet and large military escort,

who invested the capital, took captive the king, with his queen,

his children, officers of state and attendants, and carried them to

China together with abundance of spoils. One Chinese account

says that amongst the articles carried away was the sacred

Tooth of Buddha, but it is safe to alffrm it was not the celebrated

article.

Probably the most singular of all the'reputed relics of Buddha

is what has been called the Excrescence of his Skull-bone.

The original word is Ushiisha^ and from the difficulty of ascertaining

the exact meaning, this word is often used in European writings.

There is a great diversity of opinion among those who are best

acquainted with the Sanskrit language, as to what it implies.

Among the different definitions given to the word, are— i, ''a

turban,"— 2,
" the curly hair with which Buddha was born,"—3, "a

particular way of dressing the hair turban fashion,"—4, "a fleshy

protuberance on the head."— 5, "an excrescence of the skull bone."

The relic-mongers however have definitively settled the question,

by exhibting the veritable article. And this is a tradition of very

respectable antiquity ; for it was seen by the Chinese pilgrim Fa.

hien at the city of Hida near Nagarahara in the beginning of the

5th century. His own account runs thus :
—

" In the city of Hidda

is the Vihara, containing the relic of the Skull-bone excrescence

of Buddha. This Vihara is entirely covered with plates of gold,

and decorated with the seven precious substances. The king of the

country reverences in a high degree this sacred relic. For fear

any man should cai ry off the true bone and substitute another in

its place, he appoints eight persons belonging to the principal

families of the country to seal up (every night) the door of the
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shrine, each one with his own seal, so as to guard and protect it, At

early dawn these eight men all go to the temple, and each one

observes if his seal is as he left it. They then open the door, and

having washed their hands with perfumed water, take out the

bone of Buddha, and place it upon a lofty throne which is erected

outside the shrine. On this throne is a circular table composed of

the seven precious substances, with a crystal bell-shaped cupola on

the top. Both the table and the cover are highly decorated and

enriched with gems, about four inches in diameter and elevated in

the middle. Each day after it is removed, certain men appointed

for the purpose ascend a lofty belfry and beat a great drum, blow

the conch and clash the cymbals. When the king hears it, he

immediately repairs to the Vihara and offers flowers and incense;

having done this, he repeatedly bends his head to the ground in

adoration and departs. He enters by the eastern gate and departs

by the western. Thus does the king discharge his religious duties

every morning, and after worship proceeds to attend to govern-

mental affairs. The chief men and nobles also attend to these

acts of worship first, an indispensable duty of every day. After the

acts of worship are over, they then return the relic to its shrine.

A century later the place was visited by Sung-Yun another

Chinese pilgrin, who says r—^" There is the Skull-bOne excres-

cence of Buddha, four inches diameter, of a yellowish-white colour,

hollow underneath, sufficient to receive a man's finger ; to the

touch it is soft as wax.

Heuen-chwang who was there in 630, apparently describing

the same Vihara, says :-
—

" On the second floor there is a small

pagoda made with the seven precious substances, in which is

deposited the Skull-bone excrescence of Buddha. This bone

is one foot tvvo inches in circumference, and the apertures for the

hair are distinctly visible. It is of a yellowish-white colour. It

is enclosed in a precious casket in the centre of the pagoda. Those

who wish to know the measure of their virtues or their vices,

make a paste with scented powder, and take a cast of the bone
;

when the marks upon the paste are in accordance with the char-

acter of the person using it."

This notable bone however does not seem to have been

without a rival ; for we are told that, to the north west of the

city of Kapissa, is a convent, called ' the Ancient King's Convent,'

where may be seen a fragment of the Skull-bone excrescence
of Buddha. It is about an inch broad, of a yellowish white

colour, and the apertures for the hairs are plainly discernible.

Strange as it may seem, China also lays claim to a portion of
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this highly-valued relic ; which may be seen by visitors to the

city of Foochovv, who choose to make a short excursion to the

temple where the tooth is preserved. Mr. Fortune relates the

interview at which he got a sight of it.

'

Besides the excrescence bone in the Vihara at Hida, Heuen-

chwang tells us that in the same building there is a small pagoda,

made of the seven precious substances, which contain Buddha's

Skull itself. He says it is in shape like a Lotus leaf, and the

same colour as the excrescence bone. It is also enclosed in a

precious casket.

Another division of the personal relics seem to have been

very profusely distributed,—the Hair and Nails which are

generally found together. In narrating the legend of the cre-

mation of Buddha's body, Heuen-chwang says that the Hair and

the Nails remained in the same condition as before, having

undergone no change. The town of Te-wei about fifty le north-

west of Balkh and Pole, about forty le north of the same city,

each contained a pagoda about thirty feet high. In these

several buildings were deposited some of the Hair and Nails of

Buddha. When Buddha began his public ministry, his first

auditors happened to be two men belonging to these towns

respectively, and on taking leave, they received from the Sage

these mementos in answer to their request.

In the same convent that contained the fragment of Buddha's

Skull-bone excrescence, north-west of Kapissa, we are told there

was one of Buddha's Hairs, of a bluish-black colour. It was
curled up to the diameter of half an inch, but when drawn out

was about a foot in length. At each of the six fasts in the year,

the king and his minister spread flowers in honour of this Hair
and bone. Near Nagarahara, the place is marked where
Buddha shaved his head and pared his Nails. Seng-yun
says,

—
" Some of the Buddha's Hair was there." About twenty

le south-west of the city of Kushinagara, there was a pagoda

containing some of the Hair and Nails of Buddha.
To the south-east of the city of Sroughua represented by the

modern Sugh, at the foot of the Himalayas, was a pagoda in

which was deposited some of the Hair and Nails of Buddha.

At the city of Govisana on the site of the present Kashipur,

there were two pagodas, each about ten feet high, containing

some of the Hair and Nails of Bunddha.

At Sankisa on the Kalindri river, Ta-keen says :—There is a

tower on the spot where Buddha when in the world cut his

Hair and his Nails."

1. See"TeaDibtrict5" p. 140.
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To the north-west of the city Kanoj was a little pagoda,

containing some of the Hair and Nails of Buddha.

About two or three miles south-west of the same city was a

little pagoda which contained some of the Hair and Nails of

Buddha. If an invalid, with strong faith, reverentially cir-

cumambulated this pagoda, he invariably recovered his health and

attained happiness. About three miles to the north-east of the

same city was a pagoda, which contained some of the Hair and

Nails of Buddha.

About two or three miles north west of the city of Ayuda,

which General Cunningham locates by the present Kakupur on

the Ganges, there was a pagoda containing some of the Hair and

Nails of Buddha.

About two miles south-west of the same city was a pagoda,

containing some of the Hair and Nails of Buddha.

A little to the south-east of the city of Hayamoukha, which

Cunningham thinks may be identified with Daundia-khera on the

northern bank of the Ganges, there is a pagoda built of blue

stones, which contains some of the Hair and Nails of Buddha.

On the south west of the city of Prayaga, the site of which is

now occupied by Allahabad, there was a pagoda containing some

of the Hair and Nails of Buddha.

About three miles south-west of the ancient city of Kozambi,

lately identified on the banks of the Jumna, there was a pagoda

containing some of the Hair and Nails of Budddha. Invalids

coming there to pray_ generally obtained the recovery of their

health.

At the cit}^ of Kusapur, on the site of the present Sultanpur

on the river Gumti, there was a pagoda containing some of the

Hair aud Nails of Buddha.

On the south of Vaisakhi, a city on the Ghagra river, there

is a pagoda containing some of the Hair and Nails of Buddha.

A hundred le to the north east of the city of Janakpur, there

was a pagoda containing some of the Hair and Nails of Buddha.

By the side of the famous monastery of Nalanda, seven miles

north of Rajagriha, the ancient capital of Magadha, there was a

pagoda which contained the Hair and the Nail-parings that

Buddha had cut during the space of three months. Persons af-

flicted with severe complaints, come to circumambulate the build-

ing, and many of them recovered their health.

In a forest to the north-east of the city of Avanda, which

Cunningham identifies with the ancient city of Brahmanabad, on

the river Sind, were a line of several pagadas in sight of each

other, marking the places where tlie four preceding Buddha^ had
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sat. Each of the buildings contained some of the Ha i r and Nails

of the Buddha. On every fast day, the greater part of them
emitted a bright light.

Five or six le to the east of the ancient sacred city of Madura,

there was a pagoda which contained some of the Nail-parings of

Buddha.

The last of the personal relics which I shall name is perhaps

the most astounding of all. Heuen-chwang, who transmits the

tradition, tells us that about two hundred le to the south of

Mungali the capital of Udyana, at the foot of a pagoda there is a

yellowish white stone, which is always moist with an oily matter.

The reason is that when Buddha, while yet in the Bodhisattea

state, after having heard the law, broke one of his bones at this

spot, and wrote out some sacred books with his Marrow, which

has never dried up.

Such then is a tolerable catalogue of the post mortem

remains of the renowned Sakya-muni, that I have been able

to extract from the Travels of the Chinese pilgrim. Of the

twenty four places where portions of the body of the saint were

preserved, the aggregate found in ten places was nearly two bushels;

the amount in the other fourteen places is left indefinite, but in

several of them it is said to be large, and it will probably not be

exorbitant if we add another bushel, making in all three bushels,

equal to eight and a half cubic feet of the flesh and bones of Bud-

dha. Of his teeth, eight are accounted for in India, two of these an

inch long, two of them, an inch and half, and one, five inches long.

Thirty seven more are reported in Burmah and China, making

a total of forty-five teeth. With a skull the shape of a Lotus

leaf and a wart four inches in diameter crowning the summit; add

to which a pair of eyes the size of two plums, and a profusion of

Hair and Nail-parings scattered over the country in twenty-two

shrines, a skilful anatomist might feel competent to attempt the

task of reconstruction. Could such a feat be accomplished, we

might perhaps find that the Fuhchow priest's estimate of si.xteen

feet for the height of Buddha would not very greatly exceed the

result. There is a tradition that an image of Buddha s'xteen feet,

high was made during his lifetime, in the neigh ;3ourhood of his

native place ; and in the course of transmission from age to age,

the attributes of the image may have got transferred to the original,

^n the minds of some of his less advanced disciples.

Notwithstanding the precision with which the distribution

of Buddha's remains is related by the authorities already quoted
wc have in the luipei ial Chinese Gcograi'hy, the startling statement
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that the body of Buddha is still to be found intact, in a monastery

at the foot of Adam's Peak, reclining on his side on a couch.

Next to the personal relics, and scarcely inferior, is the

adoration that has been paid to the sacred impressions of the Holy

man. The most wide-spread of this class is certainly the Foot-

prints of Buddha, which are to be found in most Buddhist

countries.

Quoting from Heuen-chwang's account of the famous cavern

near Nagarahara, "Outside the entrance to the cavern there

are two square stones. On one of these is seen the Footprints

of Buddha ; and on these appear the figure of the wheels, which

always emit a brilliant light. This was noticed a century earlier

by Sung-yun, who says :
—" Before the cave is a square stone, on

which is a Print of Buddha's Foot."

Fa-hien, in describing Udiyana, at the beginning of the fifth

century, says :
—" According to tradition,—When Buddha visited

North India, he at once came to this country. When he left, he

bequeathed to them an Impression of his Foot." The appearance

of the impression is large or small, according to the intensity of

the religious feeling of the person who beholds it. It exists to

the present day. Sung-yun says :
—" Eighty Ic to the N. of the

royal city there is the Print of the Shoe of Buddha on a rock.

They have raised a tower to enclose it. The place where the

print of the shoe is left on the rock, is as if the foot had trodden on

soft mud. Its length is undetermined, as at one time it is long,

and at another time short. They have now founded a temple on

the spot, capable of accommodating seventy priests and more."

Speaking of the same, Heuen-chwang says:—"About thirty le

south-west of the spring of the dragon Apalala, on a great rock

on the north bank of the river Swat, is seen a Print of the Feet
of Buddha. They appear long or short, according to the virtue

of the person who sees them. The impression was left by Buddha,

before his departure when he had conquered the dragon. Sub-

sequently people collected stones on the rock and erected a

building. People came from all parts to offer flowers and incense."

Again, Heuen-chwang says :—About two hundred le to the

south ofMungali the capital of Udiyana, there is a large square stone

on which are preserved the Footprints of Buddha. When
Buddha trode on this stone, it emitted ten thousand rays, illum-

inating the convent of Mahavana."

At Sankisa on the river Kalindri, we are told by Heuen-
chwang :

—
" There are some large blocks of stone, fifty feet long

aud seven feet high. Buddha took exercise on these, and the
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Footprints which he has left all shew figures of the Lotus." This

was one of the most famous places of Buddhist pilgrimage,

and has the following curious legend connected with it :
—

" Maya
the mother of Buddha, dying seven days after his birth,

ascended to the abode of the thirty-three gods of whom
Indra was chief. But as she had no opportunity of hearing

the law of Buddha there, her pious son ascended to heaven,

where he spent three months instructing her. He then

returned to earth by means of a golden ladder, accompanied

on either side by the gods Brahma and Indra on silver and

crystal ladders respectively. This legend, says General Cunning-

ham, who recently visited the place, is firmly believed by the

natives at the present day. Fa-hien says, that after the descent

the ladders sank into the earth all but seven steps, over which a

temple was built. Two centuries later Heuen-chwang said the

ladders after remaining for several centuries had at last sunk

completely into the earth ;
and in later times had been replaced

by three staircases built of brick and stone, and ornamented with

precious substances, over which in like manner a temple has

been built.

On the south-west of the city of Prayaza (the present

Allahabad), was a place, where Buddha had walked and left his

Footprints.

At the city of Shravasti were to be seen the Impressions of

Buddha, where he was accustomed to walk for exercise.

In the city of Patna, Fa-hien says:—"In front of the first

pagoda built by Asoka, there is an Impression of Buddha's Feet,

over which they have raised a chapel." Heuen-chwang, entering

more into detail, says :
—" Not far from the pagoda, there is a large

stone, upon which Buddha walked. The Impression of his two

FEET is still to be seen there, about eighteen inches long and six

inches wide each. They both bear the figure of the wheel, and

on the ten toes are raised figures of flowers and fish, a bright

light issues from them at times. When Buddha was about to

enter the nirvana^ he went towards the city ofKushingara. Look-

ing south towards Magadha, placing his feet on this stone, he

addressed Ananda thus :
—*' I now leave this last Impression of

my Feet ; and on the eve of entering nirvana^ I rest my thought

on Magadha. A hundred years after this there will be a king,

named Asoka, who will become illustrious in the world ; he will

establish his court here and rule over this country. He will

protect the Three Precious Ones, and will control the demons and

spirits." When Asoka ascended the throne, he removed his court

to this place, built a city, and enclosed by a wall, the stone bearing
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homage to it. Subsequently the kings of other countries coveted

and wanted to carry it off ; but although the stone was of moderate

dimensions, notwithstanding the efforts of a great multitude, it

was found impossible to displace it. More recently the king

Shashanka, having abandoned the Buddhist faith, went to the

stone, bent upon effacing the Impression, but as fast as they

chipped the pieces off with the chisel, they united again spon-

taneously, and the figures appeared perfect as before. Seeing this

he left the Ganges in all haste, and returned forthwith to his

native country."

About five miles to the north of Pa'.na, the Footprints of

Buddha were seen on a stone. Although the lines of the wheels

were somewhat indistinct, still the form could be distinguished.

In the province of Kachh near the embouchure of the Guni

branch of the Sindh river, Heuen-chwang says Buddha left

several of his Footprints, over which Asoka built six pagodas.

All the above rock impressions doubtless had a celebrity

of their own ;
and in their day have had multitudes of pilgrim

worshippers ; but for European celebrity, none can in any

way compete with the far-famed impression on Adam's Peak

in Ceylon. This was visited by Fa-hien about the year 412.

In describing the place, he says :—By his spiritual power,

Buddha' planted one Foot to the north of the royal city, and

one on the top of a mountain, the distance between the two

being about a hundred miles. Over the Imprf:ssion to the north

of the royal city, is erected a great tower, 470 feet high.'' Old

records speak of this tower, but the tradition is that the Footprint

is now covered by the waters of the Kalany river. The other

Footprint which is found on the summit of Adam's Peak, the

highest hill in Ceylon, is thus described by Sir J. Emmerson
Tennent :

—"The indentation in the rock is a natural hollow

artificially enlarged, exhibiting the rude outline of a foot about

five feet long, and of proportionate breadth ; but it is a test of

credulity, too gross even for fanaticism, to believe that the

Footstep is either human or divine. The worship addressed to

it consists of offerings, chiefly of flowers of the rhododendrons,

presented with genuflexions, invocations, and shouts of Saadoo.

The ceremony concludes by the striking of an ancient bell,

and a draught from the sacred spring, which runs within

a few feet of the summit." In the native History of Ceylon,

written prior to the 3rd century B.C. this is spoken of

as the Footprint of Buddha. The Brahmans, however, claimed
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it as the Footstep of Siva
; the Gnostics claimed it as that of Jen,

the first man in their system ; the Mohammedans made it the

FoorpRiNT of Adam; in later times some of the Chinese have

attributed it to Pwan-koo, the first man according to their

traditions; while some of the Portuguese Christians contended for

St. Thomas, and others for the Eunuch of Candace Queen of

Ethiopia. Moses of Chorene, however, summirily disposes of all

other claimants by pronouncing it to be the Footstep of the devil.

The great success of the impress on Adam's Peak, and the

celebrity it attained, may possibly have provoked the emulation

of the sovereigns of neighbouring nations. As a matter of fact,

we find that in due time other Footprints were discovered, one

of the most famous of which was the Phrabat or Sacred Footprint

of Siam. According to native accounts, it was discovered by a

hunter named Bun, about the year 1604. When the news was

taken to the king, he sent a number of learned monks to examine

it, and compare it with the description of Buddha's foot in

the sacred books. The Examiners reported that it was
genuine, whereupon the king erected a shrine over it, and

worshipped in person. To the present da}' it has continued

a place of great resort for worshippers of all classes, especially

in the cold season of the year; and is the great Siamese

memorial of Buddha. Mr. Alabaster, who visited the place in

December, 1868, says:—" On the walls of the building in which

it is enclosed, are fixed two large gold plates, which are full-size

representations of the design supposed to have formerly existed

in the Phrabat itself...We next examine the actual Phrabat^

which is in the centre of the building, and find it to be a hole in

the rock about five feet long and two broad, perhaps a monster

relative of the fossil shells we have seen outside. The grating

which usually covers it is removed to enable us to see the bottom,

but the temple is so dark that we cannot see much of it. We
move aside some of the offerings lying on it, but can see nothing

of the pattern except the five marks of the toenails—five grooves

in the rock which some declare to have been made with chisels;

and on inquiry we are told that the other marks were destro3'ed

long ago by an accidental fire. Likeness to a foot there is none."

One of my earliest recollections of the British Museum,—and

it is an object which has most probably attracted the attention of

all who have visited that interesting institution.—was the huge

gilt Footprint of Buddha, brought from Burmah; apparently

about the size of the Siamese one, aud I think Mr. Alabaster

declares the figures to be identical.
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A careful invcsligatioii would probably discover many of the

Footpkin:s in China. I see Mr. Alabaster mentions one in

Canton. I shall at this time only notice one which is to be found

near the famous temple of Yuh-wang, about eighteen miles east

from Ningpo; for there Buddha himself is reported to have stood

in the flesh. An old legend speaks of Impressions of both the

Right and Lrft Foor, at a distance of two miles between the

two; but I am not aware that a second Impression is now known.

I will here quote Mr. Milne's account of his visit to the honoured

spot. He says:—"On the edge of a rock in the grounds, an

Imprint of Buddha's Foot was shown with much solemnity.

When pointed out to me, I took the pains to measure,—seven

inches broad at the toes, and five at the heel. It was three inches

deep in the rock. In evidence of its being genuine, a priest spat

on it, to show how rapidly it would dry up. The spittle of the

bonze, however, would not evaporate on the occasion."

The above enumeration has already extended to too great

a length, but it is far from having exhausted the list of objects.

Among the more notable of the others may be named the Shadow
of Buddha in a cavern, seen by those who have sufficient faith

;

his Gown and Robe somewhat deteriorated througfi the ravages

of time ; Imprkssions of this Gown on the rocks in several places
;

his Staff ; his Begging Bowl, still to be seen at Kandahar ; his

Tooth-pick ;
his Broom ; his Wash-bason ; the Well where he

drank ; the Pond where he Bathed ; the Pond where he washed

his Bowl ; and the Pond where he washed his Clothes.

This is far from being a complete catalogue after all. Nearly

all the objects above-named were seen by the single traveller

Heuen-chwang and are the relics of the great Sakya-muni himself;

but besides these the relics of the canonized followers of Buddha

that came under his observation would swell the collection to

several times the amount.

In bringing these things before your notice, it is by no means

my object to adduce them as a reproach to Buddhism. The truth

or falsehood of that system must rest on other grounds than this,

which I have no intention of touching at present. Christianity is

not in a position to fling stones in that direction. The history of

relics in the Christian church would reveal a very dark chapter

in the annals of superstition
;
probably little if any inferior to the

Buddhist vagaries. The memories of some here present must

carry them back to the time when the " Garment of our Lord"

was exhibited at Treves, creating quite a European sensation, and

drawing many hundreds of worshippers to it day by day. To one
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who has not seen them, the number of rehcs publicly exhibited

in the principal churches of France and Italy is alnu)St incredible.

Portions of the true cross have been exceedingly numerous, and

there is scarcely a Saint in the Calender, of whose skeleton a

portion may not be found in some sanctuary or another. At Cologne

are to be seen the skulls of the Three Wise men from the East who
came to pay homage at the birth of our Saviour. In the Kremlin

at Moscow, I have witnessed the unceasing stream of worshippers

devoutly kissing the skull of a boy, supposed to be the last of an

old Russian dynasty who was murdered early in the seventeenth

century. Those who are best informed say the thing is an imposture.

In the same church are preserved a few drops of the blood of John

the Baptist, shed after his decapitation. In a neighbouring church

is exhibited a nail from the true cross, a robe worn by our

Saviour, and part of one worn by the Virgin Mary. Such emblems

of a dark age defy enumeration. Take for instance the following

incident narrated by the well-known historian of the Reformation,

which is quite entitled to rank with the story of Nikrama Bahu's

spurious tooth at Ceylon. The scene is at Berne in Switzerland,

in 1522. " The clergy, council, and corporation had assembled

in front of the Upper Gate, waiting for the skull of St. Anne,

which the famous knight, Albert of Stein, had gone to fetch from

Lyons. At length Stein appeared, holding the holy relic wrapped

in a covering of silk. As it passed, the Bishop of Lausanne knelt

down before it. This precious skull, the skull of the Virgin's

mother, is carried in procession to the church of the Dominicans,

and amid the ringing of bells, enters the church, where it is

placed with great solemnity on the altar consecrated to it, behind

a splendid grating. But amid all this joy, a letter arrives from

the abbot of the convent of Lyons, where the relics of the Saint

were deposited, intimating that what the monks had sold to

the knight was a profane bone taken at random from the burying-

ground."

Even among the Israelites of old who were highly favoured in

the enjoyment of a special divine guidance, we find the same

wayward tendency to transfer to the creature, the worship that

is due to the Creator, in the case of the serpent of brass; for it is

put on record among the good deeds done by Hezekiah, when he

ascended the throne, that—"he brake in pieces the brazen serpent

that Moses had made ; for unto those day, the children of Israel

did burn incense unto it ; and he called it Nehushtan. i.e. a piece

of brass." Of the great lawgiver Moses himself, we are told,

that—"he died in the land of Moab, according to the word of
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the Lord; but no man knovveth of his sepuichre unto this da}."

Looking back on the history of our race since that time, we are

forced to see more than human wisdom in that arrangement,

Had it been otherwise, who can imagine the extravagancies that

would have been enacted in a pilgrimage to the tomb of Moses,

How many shrines would have been erected to the relics, real

and imaginary, of this holy man ;—and what an amount of foolery

have we been spared, by the authoritative announcements that

" no man knoweth of his sepulchre unto this day."

We may infer that a spirit very near akin to that of relic wor-

ship was prevalent among the Jews, when our Saviour uttered the

burning words;—"Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites!

because ye build the tombs of the prophets, and garnish the

sepulchres of the righteous.'

It were easy to find instances of the same practices in

connexion with the Mohammedan faith, and—I am disposed to

think—with every other system of religious profession that has

dominated in the world.

The religions of the world, like nations and individuals, have

their periods of infantile weakness, the energy of manhood, and

the decrepitude of old age. They too are exposed to disease,

which plays heavily on the constitution. The disease of relic

worship seems incident to every system of faith, sooner or later
;

and in most cases this phase is the surest symptom of decay.

There is this difference however, between Buddhism and Christ-

ianity ;—that while the former has succumbed under the deadening

influence of mere material worship, the latter having within itself

a self-purifying and revivifying potentiality, is rising phcenix-like

with rapidly increasing vitality from the ashes of its corruptions.

The death knell of Buddhism has already been tolled ; but the

religion of truth is renewing its youth, and, as it were, beginning

to bloom in immortal vigour, and will go on shining brighter and

brighter unto the perfect day.

(^^^'^Cj^k^JS^S
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THE BIBLE IN CHINA.

Since the completion of the canon of the Christian Scriptures,

few ages have passed without furnishing assailants of the sacred

record
;
but these are probably outnumbered by the champions

of the Book, who have boldly placed themselves on the defensive.

If much has been written that is calculated to give pain to the

humble believer, we have also to thank the controversy for

calling into existence a class of writings in defence of the ftiith,

which have received as yet no satisfactory answer, and bid fair to

remain unanswered. Looking at the vain conflict of opinions

that have emanated from the minds of philosophic thinkers, and

the unsatisfying character of all other systems of religion

apologists for the Bible have dwelt on the necessity of a Divine

revelation, an argument which they have wielded with much
effect.

I have no intention now to enter on this as a general

question ; but narrowing it down to the occasion, would say

that there is nothing peculiar in the Chinese as a nation, to render

them an exception to the argument.

The few dim traditions that speak of their golden age give us

but scanty information regarding the moral and religious aspect

of the people, or the doctrines propounded by their sages.

Confucius indeed in later times stands forward as the pro-

fessed continuator and strenuous upholder of their principles.

But powerful as are the claims of this great teacher, and wonder-

ful as is the influence he has exerted in all subsequent ages, the

history and present aspect of the nation strongly testify to the

insufficiency of his doctrines, to satisfy the cravings of human

Read at the Quarlerly Missimtary Meefinf;; in Union Chapel,

Shan^^hni, in April, iS6S,
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nature. It is but an act ofjustice to praise him for the purity

and excellence of most of his lessons
;
at the same time it must

be admitted that some of the greatest life problems are utterly

ignored by him. We are told indeed that such was his sincerity

in his religious observances, that he worshipped the spiritual

existences as if he actually stood in their presence.' But when
Chi-lu, an inquisitive disciple, interrogated the Master touching

religious worship and a future life, the memorable answer which

he handed down for the instruction of after ages is of the most

vague and evasive character. ** While you are insufficient for

the service of men, how can you serve the spirits ? While you do

not understand life, what can you know about death } " * Tsze-

kung, another disciple, on one occasion asked for a general rule of

life in a comprehensive form. Confucius replies :
—" Sympathetic

benevolence is the rule. What you would not have others do to

you, do not practice towards them."' A maxim worthy to

immortalize the sage ; and indeed the code of ethics he laid down
is for the greater part unobjectionable, even from a Christian

standpoint. Had man nothing but a moral nature, his teachings

might be well adapted to secure the end proposed. But alas !

the depravity of the human heart is left out of the account ; and

man is consequently utterly unable to effect that self-renovation

which lies at the foundation of the whole scheme. The system

is a beautifully-shaped automaton, but wanting the vital prin-

ciple, so that it can onl}^ be kept in operation by artificial means.

Confucius spent the greater part of a busy life, endeavouring to

establish his principles
; but at the close he had the mortification

to find they had not made the progress he anticipated ; and he

died lamenting the fact that there was not one of the princes of

the empire prepared to adopt his teaching. But it was not to

remain so. The influence of his character and example, added to

the purity of his lessons, gradually gave rise to posthumous

honours, far exceeding anything that had been accorded during

life.

The principles of Confucius however were interpreted in

different ways. Other masters sought to gain the ascendancy

over the popular mind ; various and opposing were the views

set forth
;
and some of these have been handed down to our own

days. Thus we find Yancf-chu boldly discarding the doctrine of

a future life, and teaching men to give themselves up to the

pleasures of sense as the only true wisdom. This was in fact a

1. Analects. Book 3, cb. 12.

2. Tbid. Tbid 11, ch. 11.

J. Jbiil. Ibid 16, ch. 2;.
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very distorted scheme of Epicureanism ;
and it is not surprising

that the frigid code of Confucianism left the hearts of the people

a prey to such pernicious counsels.

Another philosopher, named Mo-Jt, taught the doctrine

of Universal Love, in a modified form ; and his opinions, we

learn, made considerable progress in the empire. But his

teaching wanted the sustaining principle
; human nature was

unequal to its requirements
;
and in the hands of his disciples, it

appears to have run out into disorders social and political.

The doctrines of both these teachers were alike censured

and confuted by Mencius, whose views have been preserved in

the book known by his name. The questions regarding human
nature, which are almost passed unnoticed, or merely hinted at

by Confucius, are openly treated by this philosopher. The
radical goodness of human nature is unequivocally declared, and

illustrated by the phenomena of daily life ; while all his maxims

are based on the assumption that perfect virtue is attainable by

man, simply acting out the dictates of his nature. His views on

that subject have left a great impression on the minds of the

Chinese of subsequent generations.

But other doctrines on this subject were taught at the same

period. For instance we find the philosopher Kaou maintaining

that the nature of man is an open blank, susceptible of impres-

sions either good or bad, but with no original bias towards one

side or the other. His views are discussed by Mencius, whose

condemnatory arguments have been deemed sufficiently

conclusive.

Hsiin-tsze, who lived at a somewhat later period, was for a

time, a formidable opponent of the views of Mencius. Building

on the same premises, he strenuously contends for the original

depravity of human nature. As a teacher he stood on a par with

Mencius for several generations ; but the latter ultimately

secured the ascendancy among influential minds ; and Seun-tsze

is merely referred to now as one of the philosophers of

antiquity.

There are plausible points m both theories, and the conside-

ration of these would no doubt attract adherents to each side
;

but at the same time, the diflficulties that attach to both would be

equally apt to give rise to doubts which the theoiies of these

teachers were insufficient to clear away. In order to evade these

difficulties, Yang-Hsiung, another of the early luminaries, struck

out a middle course, maintaining that the principles of good and
evil are both inherent in human nature, and that this duality
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manitests itself from the ver\' earliest period of existence ; the

preponderance to one side or the other being merely the result of

cultivation.

These and other modifications divided the opinions of the

learned for many centurieSj but none have retained a firmer place

in the popular mind than the doctrine of Mencius. This, however,

can scarely be said to be more than an abstraction, and very

inadequate to meet the aspirations of man as an intelligent and

immortal being. The doctrines of the literati throw no light on

questions of the greatest interest, which lie at the foundation of

all religion properly so called. They tell us nothing of a future

state, and one side of human nature is altogether ignored by them.

Abstractions are not calculated to engage the affections ; and

however excellent the moral maxims of the ancient philosophers,

while the exciting motive was the mere love of virtue, a great

void was left unfilled in the imaginations of the mass. Made for

eternity, the spiritual part of man claims to knov/ something

regarding his ultimate destiny ; and any S3^5tem which leaves

that element out of account must so far fail in its influence on

the heart. Hence we cease to wonder at the facility with which

Buddhism got a footing, and made its way among the Chinese.

A legend preserved in the national history, tells of Ming-ti

an emperor of the Han, moved by a dream, sending an embassy

to India, which returned with a party of Buddhist priests
;
and

these having brought their sacred classics, inculcated their

doctrines under imperial patronage and protection. This may be

true, but still it is a ver}- imperfect statement of the question.

There was a spiritual dearth in the land, and Buddhism offered

the only pabulum of the class required, to say nothing of its

quality. Enough was fovuxd in the subtle treatises of this system

to occupy and interest many of the cultivated intellects, and a

want in the religious condition of the nation was to some extent

supplied by the upward tendency it gave to the thoughts of the

devotee, teaching him to look beyond the present state of

existence, and thus gratifying the longing for immortality

inherent in. the human breast. It appealed to the ho|>es and

fears of its votaries, and its plan of rewards and retributions was

made appreciable to the humblest adherents. In it men felt they

were not merely combining to carry into effect some abstract

principle, but that their every action carried with it some

corre^p )nding result. Ages have rolled on, and Buddhism, if it

has not strengthened its stakes, has at least lengthened its

cords. Ahuoit without a rival for thousands of years, the pip.ilar
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part of the scheme has had a widt-sprcad inHuence (Jvcr Uie

masses
;

but as to raising them in the scale of hunuinity, or

advancing their moral interests, it has been weighed in the

balances and found wanting.

Taouism, as a religious system^ is but a poor cop\' of Bud-

dhism. In its present aspect, the production of a later age,

scarcely a trace is left of the profound speculations of its reputed

founder. It has already sunk deeper in corruption than its proto-

type, and even its most rigid followers will scarcely contend that

it is destined to be the renovator of degraded humanity.

Such are some of the prominent characteristics in the mental

and moral systems inculcated by the teachers of China through a

long succession of ages. The result is patent to all. Can we say

regarding them, that no higher guide than the mere unaided

eftbrts of human intellect is necessary to lead men into the way
of eternal truth }

In the teaching of Confucius and others of the old masters,

many of the truths and maxims of an earlier traditional taith have

been handed down. The belief in the unity and personality of

God, the doctrine of filial piety, and other traces of the primitive

religion, have acted as a preservative in the history of the empire.

The excellence of many of the lessons and ethical institutes of the

ancient philosophers is unimpeachable ; but these are insufficient

to change the heart, or restore mankind to a state of purity. They
are of the earth, earthy.

One can a| preciatc the efforts of Buddhism to escape from a

sin-polluted world and soar to the regions of bliss in other realms
;

but we see in the system little beyond the imaginary dreamings
of a people given up to an endless round of speculation. It may
be said of its founders and propagators :

" They have hewn out to

themselves broken cisterns."

We may freely admit that there is a great verity imbedded in

the work of Laou-keun on Eternal Reason, or the Logos;—but it

is a sealed book to the nation at large, who practically ignore the

Author of nature.

Even the pantheistic teachings of the great Choo-hsi may have

fragments of truth, although their efficacy is greatly nullified by

the Godless system in which they find a place.

Deliberately discarding each and all of these systems, the

result of the mental striving of a highly civilized nation, through
a period upwards of two thousand years, we are as little prepared

to accord our suffrage to the wretched electicism which is so

prevalent
; a structure composed of the heterogenous materials of
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aniiquated fabric^, but wanting in the perfection and symmetry
Indicative of a well-conceived plan.

In view then of the grievous deficiencies in every system which

China has been able to produce, I do not hesitate to say that its

religious history plainly indicates the need of a Divine revelation.

That need is amply provided for in the Christian scriptures.

Hence the obligation resting on the Christian church, to give the

Bible to the Chinese.

I know the objections which are frequently thrown out, even

by believers,—that the Chinese are too apathetic to care about

religion, or *:oo self conceited to receive doctrines imported from
a foreign country.

To say nothmg of the unphilosophical character of such

objections, I maintain that they are by no means borne out by facts.

The reception of Buddhism by the nation at large is a sufficient

guarantee that the people are as capable of adopting new opinions

as any other nation ; and the zeal needful for the maintenance of

the system through so many centuries, were it nothing more,

amply vindicates them from the charge of inherent apathy. To
the believer, it should be sufficient to quote the words of inspir-

ation:—"The Lord looketh upon all the inhabitants of the

earth. He fashioneth hearts alike."

We do not indeed find the rampant fanaticism that char-

acterizes the Hindu
; nor is the spirit of self immolation and

voluntary martyrdom at all prevalent. But it is not difficult to

point to instances of religious zeal among the Chinese, perhaps

unsurpassed by any people. It may suffice to quote the Buddhist

priests, who, in their fervour for the purity of the faith, left their

native soil, traversing long and unknown tracks to distant count-

ries, enduring privation, toil and danger, and accomplishingjournies

which would be counted marvellous, even in these days of universal

locomotion. Such was the priest Fa-hien, who passed beyond the

Chinese frontier in the year 399, crossed Tartary, penetrated the

mountains of Tibet. By means of cords, flying bridges and steps

hewn in the rock, he cleared all but unapproachable chasms, and

precipices 8,000 feet high, and returned to his native land by way
of Java, having spent about fifteen years wandering through the

various countries of India, and travelled between nine and ten

thousand miles. Such were Sun-yun and Hway-sang, two devo-

tees of the same fraternity, who traversed the countries of Badak-

shan, Oudyana, Kandahar and Eastern Persia, early in the 6th

century, moved by a spirit of pious zeal. Many others fearlessly

gave themselves to like enterprises, and have left a fund of infor-
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mation of much value regarding Central Asia. But none have

attained a greater fame than the priest Heuen-chwang, who left

his native country in the early part of the 7th century, and after

more than sixteen years spent in the cause of his religion, returned

to China, to end his days in the further development of the same

spirit. Speaking of Heuen-chwang's travels, a celebrated orien-

talist' says:—"There we learn something cf the man himself,

and of that silent enthusiasm which supported him in his arduous

work. There we see him braving the dangers of the desert,

scrambling along glaciers, crossing over torrents, and quietly

submitting to the brutal violence of Indian Thugs. There we
see him rejecting the tempting invitations of Khans, Kings and

Emperors, and quietly pursuing among strangers, within the

bleak wall of the cell of a Buddhist college, the study of a foreign

language, the key to the sacred literature of his faith.—His whole

life belonged to the faith in which he was born, and the object of

his labour was not so much to perfect himself as to benefit others.

He was an honest man. And strange, and stiff", and absurd, and

outlandish as his outward appearance may seem, there is some-

thing in the face of that poor Chinese monk, with his yellow skin

and his small oblique eyes, that appeals to our sympathy—some-

thing in his life, and the work of his life, that places him by right

among the heroes of Greece, the martyrs of Rome, the knights of

the crusades, the explorers of the Arctic regions—something that

makes us feel it a duty to inscribe his name on the roll of the

'forgotten worthies' of the human race." "He deserved to have

lived in better times, and we almost grudge so high and noble a

character to a country not our own, and to a religion unworthy

of such a man." Men of such a stamp are by no means a rarity
;

and instances from the modern history of the nation might also

be adduced. Some indeed strike us with wonder, and utterly

remove the point from general aspersions cast against the Chinese.

The deadening element is in the religion they have adopted, rather

than in the people adopting it.

Assuming then that the Bible is the only book adapted to

meet the spiritual wants of China, let us proceed to examine what

has been done towards furnishing them with the sacred oracle.

Notwithstanding the decay of the traditional and patriarchal

religion, it is observable how the monotheistical element prevails

in the most ancient of the philosophical treaties now extant.

This has induced some to maintain the early settlement of a portion

of the Israelites in China, who had diffused such a knowledge of

I Max MiilleT.
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the trulhs (^f the >ac!ed record, that they had become obscurcfy

perpetuated in the teachings of these wise men of old. On a

careful persual of such artcient writings, it is not difficult to admit

the plausibility of the above hypothesis ; nor is their anything

extravagant in the notion of such a document arresting the

attention of the thoughtful in all age and nations. While allow-

ing, however, that the Hebrew records may have been not without

a certain influence, in giving a tone to the writings of the early

philosophers and teachers, it is obvious that this theory has

been pushed too far by some of the Jesuit fathers, such asPremare,

Cibot, BoUvet and othefs, who first brought these works to the

knowledge of the European public. Some of these have professed

to trace, not merely the unity of God, but also certain details

regarding the creation, paradise, the tree of life, primeval happiness,

the fall, the temptation, the Redeemer, his birth by a virgin and

other Christian verities. It is evident there is much that is fanci-

ful in such deductions, which have been denounced and rejected

by more sober writers in the same communion. Although there

is nothing impossible in the Chinese having had a knowledge of

the Hebrew scriptures at a very early period, yet history furnishes

no direct evidence to that effect ; although it may be there are

occasional vestiges in the national literature to corroborate such

a supposition. If any part of the Old Testament however was

translated, the manuscripts have probably long since perished, for

recent researches all lead to the conclusion that there is nothing

of the kind now extant.

We are not left so much in the dark, however, regarding the

operations of the early Christian settlers in China in the matter.

In 1625, a stone tablet which had lain embedded in the ground

for nearly eight centuries, was dug up at Si-ngan in Shen-si. From
this interesting relic, which contains a summary outline of pro-

bably the first Christian mission to China, we learn that some
emissaries of the Nestorian college at Nisibis in Persia, fired with

a zeal for the spiritual welfare of this nation, braved the dangers

of a journey through Central Asia, and reached the capital of

China in 635. From the same source we derive information of

much interest, touching our present subject ; indicative of the

great importance these pioneers attached to having the sacred

record translated into the language of the country. In the com-
mencement of the inscription there is an evident allusion to the

Old Testament, in the statement, "The declarations of the a;/r/V«/

law, as given by the hveiity-frmr sages, were fulfilled,"* on occasion
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of the advent of the Me>siah. An equally clear indication of the

New Testament writings is found in the statement, that when

the Messiah ascended to his original dignity, '^twenty-seven sacred

books remained ;" t presenting an exact correspondence with the

number held by the early Nestorians, and now acknowledged by

the Christian Church at large. With this identification we are

then <:old that the apostle Alopum came from Syria, " watching

the azure clouds, and bringing with him the true Sacred booksTX

Reaching the metropolis, after an introduction to the emperor,

it is said,
—" The Sacred books were translated in the imperial

library." II
A subsequent part gives a portion of an imperial edict

issued in 638, in which it is stated, that Alopum had " brought

the Sacred books and images from afar, and presented them at the

metropolis;" IT after which follows a declaration of the excellence

of the Christian system, giving the impression that his majesty

must have had the means of investigating the principles of the

faith, through the medium of translations. In the ode which

forms the principal part of this inscription, we find in the record

of incidents during the reign of Tae-tsung, it is said,
—

" The

Scriptures were translated, and churches were built."*

From these several notices, preserved to us in the durable

records of a stone tablet, we gather with much confidence the

impression that the New Testament, at least, was translated into

Chinese during the first half of the 7th century ;
and this seems

the more probable, when we consider that at that period, the

emperor was engaged in a most extensive undertaking, translat-

ing the Buddhist works which had been recently brought from India

by the Chinese traveller Heuen-chwang. The monastery where

this work was executed was at a recent period still pointed out at

Si-ngan. There is no supposition, amounting even to a probability,

to place against these statements. Although the translation

may have been completed, however, yet, as the art of printing

was not generally practised till several centuries later, there was

then no less laborious method of multipl\-ing copies than by

manuscript, which must necessarily have greatly circumscribed

the circulation. By the time that typography came into general

use, the Nestorian religion was probably on the decline ;
and

t i^ ^ -fr -t ^15.
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with a fading vitality, it is easy to conceive that the interest I'lS

the Holy Oracle might diminish ; so that we hear very little

subsequently of the actual existence of this ancient version.

We are not, however, left altogether without indications on

the subject. In an incidental notice of a journey by Ibn Wahab,

an enterprising Arab^ to Chang-ngan, the capital of China, in the

9th century, we find an account of an interview he had with the

emperor. The latter having produced a series of portraits for his

inspection, Ibn Wahab proceeds to say :
—"I recognized on these

leaves the portaits of the prophets j at the same time I made my
vows on their account, which caused a movement of my lips.

The emperor, not knowing that I recognized the prophets, asked

me through the interpreter why I moved my lips. To which I

replied :
' I was praying for the prophets.' The emperor enquired

how I had recognized them and I replied : 'By means of their

distinctive characteristics. Thus, there is Noah in the ark, who
was saved with his family, when the Most High God sent down
the waters, and the whole earth was submerged with its inhabi-

tants ;
only Noah and his company escaped from the deluge.'

At these words the emperor laughed, and said :
' You have

guessed right in recognizing this as Noah ; as to the submersion

of the whole earth, we do not admit the fact. The deluge could

only have embraced a portion of the earth ; it neither reached

our country nor India.' Ibn Wahab states that he feared to

refuite what had fallen from the emperor, and to make use of the

arguments he had at command, considering that the prince

would not have been willing to adroit them, but he con-

tinued :
—

' There is Moses and his rod, with the children of Israel.'

The emperor said :
' That is true, but Moses appeared on a very

narrow stage, and his people shewed themselves ill-disposed

towards bim.' I added :
' There is Jesus on an ass, surrounded

by bis apostles. "^ The emperor said :
' He appeared but a short

time on the scene. His mission scarcely lasted more than thirty

months.' Ibn Wahab continuexl to pass in review the different

prophets ; but we shall only repeat a part of what he told us.

Ibn Wahab added that below each prophet's figure there was a

long inscription, which he supposed contained the name of the

prophet, the name ol their couniry, and the circumstances which

accomp-^nied their mission.'"^ From the preceding extract, there

is reason to believe that the emperor must have been to some

extent acquainted with the truths of Christian revelation ;
and

I Relation des voyages faits per les Arabes et les Persons dans I'Inde et &. la

Chine, Paris, 895. pp.83, &c.
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u IS lair to assume that he may have been in possession ut that

translation of the Scriptures which was made under the direction

of his great ancestor Tae-tsung.

Nearly four centuries later, we have the testimony ofJohn de

Plana Carpini, an Italian friar, who went on a mission, partly

political, partly religious, from Pope Innocent IV, to the

Mongolian court in 1245. In a very brief account which he gives

of China, gathered from report, it is remarkable that he twice

alludes to the fact of the Scriptures existing in that language.

He says:—"But the men of Kitai (China) spoken of above, are

pagans, having a pa-^ticular kind of written character, and as it is

said, the Old zxvd New Testaments; they possess Biographies of

their Forefathers, have hermits, and houses made in the fashion

of churches, in which they themselves worshipped in former

times ; they say also that they have a number of saints. They
worship one God, they honour the Lord Jesus Christ, they

believe in eternal life, but are not baptized ; they honour and

reverence our Scr.pfures, respect Christians, and give much alms
;

they seem to be a tolerably kind and courteous people." ' There

can be no doubt, I think, that the Scriptures alluded to in this

passage was the version in use among the Nestorians ; and there

seems a strong probability that it was the same, or a revision of

that translated under the patronage of Tae-tsung of the T'ang.

A traveller nearly contemporary with the above, William de

Rubruk, a Franciscan monk, who went on an embassy from

Louis IX of France to the Khan of the Tartars in 1253, speaking

of China, says: "The Nestorians there know nothing. For they

repeat their services, and have the Sacred bo>ks in Syriac, a

language which they do not understand, so that they sing as the

monks do with us without knowing the grammar ;
and hence

have become totally corrupt."" At first sight there appears a

discrepancy between this and the previous quotation ;
but if we

consider the actual practice of the Church of Rome, we shall see

that there is no real inconsistency between the two slaieraents
;

for it was only in accordance with the general practice of the

Nestorian church to use the Syriac in their ritual services
;
nor is

it to be supposed that this practice wovdd be interrupted by the

fact of the Bible having been translated into the language of the

country.

1 Relation des Mongols ou Tartares par le fr^^re Jean du Plan de Carpin Paris,

I838. p 257.

2 Recueil de Voyages el dc Mcmoires public par la Societd de Georgaptiic,

Tonie 4, f. 293.
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The interesting narrative of Marco Polo's residence in China

also states how the Four Gospels of the Christians were publicly

honoured by Kubla-khan and his courtiers. ' But this probably

also refers to the Syriac version
;
and other authorities may be

quoted to the same effect.

Almost the only relic that has come down to us of the

Sacred books or formularies of this ancient and once flourishing

church of the Nestorians in China, is a Syriac manuscript in the

same character as that on the borders of the Si-ngan inscription.

This was discovered about the 3'^ear 1725, in the possession of a

Mohammedan, the descendant of Christian or Jewish ancestors

from the West. On examination, it was found to contain the

Old Testament, from the beginning of the 25th chapter to the

end of Isaiah, the twelve Minor Prophets, Jeremiah, Lamentations

and Daniel, including Bel and the Dragon, with the Psalms, two

Songs of Moses, the Song of the .Three Holy Children, and a

selection of hymns. ^

A recent work indeed hazards the notion that, " there is

reason for supposing that in certain mountain district, of China

whole villages and tribes of Nestorian Christians are still found,

and that they have preserved to this day the Scriptures among
them."' Should this supposition be supported by evidence, it

would prove a most interesting fact, and although it may not be

said to be entirely destitute of probability, yet for the present it

can scarcel}^ be considered beyond the range of conjecture. The
suggestion may receive some countenance from a passage in a

letter by the late Rev. J. Goddard, Ningpo.

He says :
—

" A few days since, a respectable looking stranger

came into our chapel, and listened with much apparent attention

to the sermon. After service, he stopped to converse. He said

that he and his ancestors had worshipped only one God. He
knew of Moses and Jesus and Alary, said he was not a Romanist

nor Mohammedan, neither had he seen our books, but that the

doctrine was handed down from his ancestors. He did not know
where they obtained it, nor for how many generations they had

followed it. He is from one of the western provinces of China,

and said that in his native place there are some thirty families of the

same religion."'' There is something in the above statement to

1 Navigations et viaggi. Ramusio. Venice, 1556, Vol. 2, fol. 20.

2 Notices et extraits des Manuscrits de la Bibliotheque Royale. Paris, I83I.

Tome 12 pp. 277, &c.

3 Christianity in China. London, I853. p. 32, note.

4 New York ( )l);,eiver for Sept. 2, !S52. p, 2S3.
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awaken a feeling of Christian interest ; and it is to be hoped tliat,

with the advance of Christian missions in the interior, we may

ascertain for a certainty whether any vestige of the Nestoriau

church still exists, and whether the ancient translation of the

Scriptures is to be found, either whole or in part, among them.

Towards the close of the 13th century, when the Mongols

had possession of the empire, John de Monte Corvino, a Fran-

ciscan monk of Calabria, who, when on an embassy from Pope

Nicholas IV to Kubla-khan in Cambalu, translated a portion of

the Scriptures into the language of the dynasty. Having taken

up his residence there, he was afterwards made Bishop of the

diocese ; and in a letter dated 8th January, 1306, he writes :
—

" I

have acquired a competent knowledge of the Tartar language and

literature, which is the common language of the Tartars, and

have now translated into that language and character the whole

of the New Testament and the Psalms of David, which I have

caused to be written in their most beautiful style, and I write and

read, and preach freely and openly the testimony of the law of

Christ."' It seems to have been the desire of the venerable

prelate of Cambalu that the natives under his supervision should

obtain a knowledge of the Word of Life.

How far he succeeded in this end, we have no certain infor-

mation ; but we are warranted in saying that he was conscien-

tiously carrying out the objects of his mission, in giving out the

Scriptures in the language of the people ; for as we learn from a

letter of Pope Benedict XII, about thirty years later, to some

Tartar converts, a belief in the inspiration of the Old and New
Testaments formed an essential article of the Catholic faith.

*

If this work of Corvini was ever put to press, the probability

is that it has long ceased to exist ; for I have not heard of

any ancient copies
;
while the translation of the Old and New

Testaments into the Mongolian language, by the devoted mission-

aries Swan and Stallybrass, is now used by the mission of the

Russian Greek Church to the Mongols, as well as Protestant mis-

sionaries in the north of China.

The Jesuits first made their appearance in China in the i6th

century, and though they prosecuted the objects of their mission with

a praiseworthy vigour, we hear nothing of a complete translation

of the Scriptures having been published by them. Matteo Ricci,

indeed, in a letter to Yu Chun-he, a metropolitan high functionary,

early in the 17th century, excuses himself from the task, on the

1 Historia Tartaroi-um ecclesiasica. Mosheim, Appendix. No. XXXIV, p. 11 7.

2 Historia Tartarorum ecclesiastica. Mosheim, Appendix, No. LXXVIII, p. 173.
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plea of pressure of other matters. * The plea may have been so

far valid ; but it is probable other motives also weighed with this

distinguished missionary.

When the celebrated convert, Seu Kwang-ke, addressed a

memorial to the throne in 1616, in defence of the Jesuit mission-

aries who had been denounced by the Board of Rites at Nanking
as traitors, he proposed a scheme for the translation of the Scrip-

tures, to be used as evidence in their case, t Nothing further

however seems to have come of the suggestion.

Several isolated and select portions of the Scriptures may be

found in the Chinese publications of the Roman Catholies, and we
are not without evidence that such detached portions have incited

a desire among the natives to have more from the same source.

Selections from Scripture elegantly illustrated were at one

time published, but they are now of an extreme rarity, and only

to be met in the cabinets of the curious. In some works on the

fine arts, we find specimen pages of these Christian books given as

Chef dcBuvres of wood engraving.

The most ample translation that has appeared in print from

that source is the Shing king chih keai, X by Emanuel Diaz, a Por-

tuguese missionary, finished in 1636, being a version of the Gospels

with the portions of other parts of Holy Scripture, several Sundays

and feast days throughout the year, as appointed by the rubric,

with an extended commentary, and reflections on each separate

portion. This is written in a simple style, and has been recently

republished.

Commendations of the Word of God, however, are not rare

in the older Christian publications ;' and these seem to have excited

the suspicion of the more acute natives towards the book which

was not accessible to them. Thus we find the complaint brought

forward by Yang Kwang-seen, a high officer of the Astronomical

Board, in a brochure which he published against Christianity,

about the year 1660, that Mathew Ricci had suppressed some parts

of the faith, in order to impose upon the people ; while in a later

publication, entitled Puh teh <f, the same scholar remarks, " That

Father Ricci who came to China in past years had quoted his

Bible^ and the comments of his holy men, in order to palliate his

* M% ^^ i^ ^M P'ven k'eo r tuh.

t #1 ^ §^ f1 ^'^^^ ^'''° -^"^ '^'''"'•

X ^ ^ @. M Shing king chih keae.

I See Fremare's Notitia Lingua: Sinicse p. 233, &c.
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vicious doctrines ;" ' a charge which he extends to other mission-

aries also.

From the remarks of Father Le Comte, we learn that a

project was in contemplation by some of the missionaries in the

1 7th century for a translation of the Bible into Chinese, but circum-

stances proved adverse to the undertaking. Writing to Father

De-la Chaize, the confessor to Louis 14th of France, he says:

—

"A translation of the Missal had been desired in order to say Mass

in Chinese, according to the permission that had been obtained

for that object ;
and an exact version of the Holy Scriptures. The

Missal has been completed, and Father Couplet presented it to the

Pope some years since ; after having maturely considered the

matter, however, it was not judged expedient to make use of it
;

and they continue to say Mass in Latin, according to the usual

custom. As for the complete version of the Bible ^ there are such

weighty reasons wh)' it should not yet be given to the public, that

it would be rash imprudence to make use of it
;
the more so that

the substance of the Gospel, and even the most edifying p.irts

of it, have already been explained in several of their books."''

We have authority however for saying that the Bible was

translated, although not printed
;
for Dr. J. F. Gemelli Careri, an

Italian gentleman, who visited Peking in 1696, in the confidence

of the missionaries, while remarking on the self esteem of the

Chinese, adds:—"The European missionaries have begun to

undeceive them by printing five hundred books of the law ofGod,

which they composed in less than a century ; having translated

the works of St. Tiiouuis, and also the Holy Scriptures'^

It is probable indeed from the occasional notices that we meet

with, that more versions than one may have been executed. Thus
we are told that the New Testament in Chinese was in use in

Father Ripa's Chinese college at Naples, at the beginning of the

present century.* In the earlier part of Dr. Morrison's residence

in China, he was on several occasions distinctly told, by mission-

aries and converts of the church of Rome, that the Old and New
Testaments had been translated, and were in use among the

Christians in Peking ;^ and from one of the body, he procured a

1 Tratados Historicos, y Religiosos de la Monarchia de China. Navarette p. 357.

2 Nouveaux Memoires sur I'etat present de la Chine. Le Comte. Paris, 1701.

Tome 2, pp. 223, 224.

3 Giro del Mondo. Naples, 1 700. Tome 4, p. 1 98.

4 Memoirs ot Father Ripa. London, 1861. p. 159.

5 Memoirs of the life and labours of Robert Morrison, D. D. vol I
, pp 1 69,

210. 34S.
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translation of the Gospels, made by a missionary early in the

centu'v. ' I" th ^ British Museum there is a manuscript volume

ill Chinese containing a Harmony of the Gospels, the Acts of the

Apoitles, and all the Epistles of Paul, excepting that to the He-

brews, of which there is only the first chapter. The author of

this manuscript is not known, but it was brought to England by

Mr. Hodgson of the East India Company in 1739, he having

obtained it at Canton, and give it to Sir ,Hans Sloane. Along

with the collection of MSS. belonging to the latter, it came into

possession of the Museum. *

Previous translations, however, do not appear to have been

considered very satisfactory, if we may trust Abbe Dubois, a

renegade Indian missionary, who writing under date August 7th

181 5, makes the following statement, with a view to disparage the

labours of Protestant missionaries:—"About twenty-five years ago,

the French missionaries, in the province of Sutchuen in China,

were earnestly requested by the congregation De Propaganda Fide

at Rome to translate the Gospel into Chinese, and send a copy to

them. The missionaries answered, that as the Chinese language

did not admit of a literal translation, they had a long time before,

compiled a work in Chinese containing the history and moral of

the Gospel, for the use of the congregations, and that nothing

more could be satisfactorily executed on the subject
;
yet, as the

request was urgent, they prepared, with the assistance of their

best informed proselytes, a translation of the Gospel of St.

Matthew, a copy of which they sent to Rome, informing, at the

same time, the congregation De Propaganda, that the translation

of this Gospel alone, obtained with the assistance of many well-

educated natives, had cost them considerable labour and trouble
;

adding that this literal translation differed so widely from the

Chinese style, that even their converts would hardly refrain from

laughing in perusing it." ^ Now the inference which the Abbe
obviously wishes his readers to draw from the above statement is

very clear; but if all his reasonings are based on a similar

foundation, there is little difficulty in estimating them at their

true value. We have now the most triumphant answer to the

argument he wishes to establish.

1 Thirteenth Report of the British and Foreign Bible Society. 1817. p. 15.

2 The following note is affixed to the manuscript. "MS: Or: 22. XXXC.
Evangelia quatuor Sinice MSS. This Transcript was made at ( anton in 1 738 and

^739. by order of Mr Hodgson, junr , who says it has been collated with care, and
found very correct Given by him to Sir Hans Sloane in Sept. 1 739

3 Letters on the state of Christianity in India. London, 1823 pp. 30, 40.
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I find there is in the library of the Propaganda at Rome a

translation of the New Testament into Chinese, in seven volumes,

by J. Basset, ' but have no knowledge of who the author was, or

the date of translation.

We see then that up to the commencement of the present

century, no version of the Scriptures had been published, as far

as our information goes ;
and if translations existed, they were

confined to private hands, and not available to the people at

large.

The period in question was specially marked by a new deve-

lopment of Christian life, in the formation of those large societies

which had for their object the extension of gospel truth to the

uttermost bounds of the habitable globe ; and it was left for the

Protestant Church to have the honour of giving to the Chinese

the Bible in their own language.

It is remarkable that two independent chains of events were

working contemporaneously towards the same object. The first

decided action in the matter is due to the Rev. Claudius Buchanan,
Vice-Provost of the College of Fort William at Calcutta. Soon

after the foundation of this college in 1800, a department was

appointed for translating the Scriptures into the oriental langu-

ages ; and besides the several dialects peculiar to India, the

directors turned their attention towards securing a version for

China. Mr. Joannes Lassar, an Armenian Christian, and native

of Macao, being tolerably proficient in the Chinese language, was

appointed Professor of the same, his special duty being to translate

the Scriptures; a work which he began in 1804, or early in the

following year. After some three or four years, he removed to the

Baptist mission at Serampore, where the work was continued under

the superintendence of the Rev. Joshua Marshman, a gentleman

who had attained such a prcficiency in Chinese as to fit him to

take a great part of the responsibility on himself. By their joint

labours, and competent native Chinese assistance, the whole

Bible was brought to a conclusion in 1820, and printed at Ser-

ampore, by 1822. This, which was the first known entire printed

version of the Scriptures in Chinese, was a remarkable monument
of persevering industry and untiring zeal, and must rank as not

the least conspicuous among the multifarious labours of the devoted

and self-denying Marshman
;
sixteen years having been spent in

its production. The version as might be expected is rude, and

to a degree unidiomatic, as most first versions in the oriental

languages necessarily are; but although it has not been circulated

I Mehino,fs Asiai lilies Kemubal Paris, 1825. Tome 1. pp. 12, 13.
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to the extent perhaps anticipated by its pious author, 5'et it has

doubtless been useful in promoting the great object of the

Chinese mission. It would be unfair to withhold from Dr,

Marshman the tribute of praise due to his talents, his learning^

and his fervour in the Christian cause
; but it has been thought

that he was going beyond the legitimate sphere of his operations

in devoting so much time to the Chinese version. On this point

his son remarks :
—

" At this distance of time, however, and on an

impartial review of the circumstances and wants of the Seram-
pore Mission, the appropriation of Mr. Marsh man's strength to

a distant object of doubtful expediency cannot be regarded

without some feeling of regret." '

Reverting to the year 1802, we find the attention of the public

in England drawn towards the state of religion in China, by the

Rev. W. Mosely, who published a memoir "on the importance

and practicability of printing the Sacred Scriptures in the Chinese

language, and circulating them in that vast empire." This was

sent to the Society for promoting Christian Knowledge that

same year by the Archbishop of Canterbury, together with a note

from himself on the subject. The matter was referred to the

East India Mission Committee, but we do not hear of any actiorj

thereon.

It was not however destined to fall to the ground. The ques-

tion, once mooted, had set many minds a working; and unpro-

pitious as were the first efforts, the work was destined to proceed.

In 1804, the British and Foreign Bible Society was establishedj,

the special cause of its formation being to supply the Welsh with

Bibles in their own language. The next object that came before

them was the question of furnishing the Chinese with the Bible.

Dr. Antonio Montucci, who had given some attention 60 the

Chinese language, drew the attention of the Committee to the

existence of the Manuscript Harmony in the British Museum,

before mentioned. Should it be thought expedient to print it,

he offered his service as editor ; earnestly recommending its

publication, "for the benefit of three hundred millions of people."

The Committee were to some extent prepared for such a proposal^

by the recent perusal of Mr. Mosely's memoir ; and they

forthwith set on foot the necessary preliminary inquiries. On
procuring estimates for the printing, however, the extraordinary

price proposed was such as to decide them to abandon the

enterprise, for the time ; one thousand copies being estimated at

little less than two thousand five hundred pounds, and five

thousand copies at more than six thousand pounds.

\ Tlae Lile aaid Times of Carey, Marshmau, and Ward London, 1859. p 245.-
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It will be seen, however, that the Manuscript Harmony was not

altogether fruitless. From an early period in the histor}^ of the

London Missionary Society, some of the founders, in their

benevolent review of the state of the heathen world, had in

anticipation extended their operations to China, scarcely second

in importance to any other nation, as being the dominant power

in Eastern Asia, and containing about a third of the world's

population. To many the difficulties of such a project appeared

altogether appalling ; and so imperfect was the knowledge gene-

rally possessed regarding China, that some doubted the practica-

bility of acquiring the language to an}' tolerable degree.

A mission to China was proposed, however, and warmly ap-

proved by the Directors. The more immediate object proposed to

this mission was the acquisition of the language, and the translation

of the Scriptures. About the end of 1804, Robert Morrison,

then a missionary candidate, was appointed to China as his

station, and proved to be the right man in the right place. The

Manuscript Harmony was placed in his hand?, and with the

assistance of Yong Sam-tak, a Chinese then in London, he

transcribed the whole ;' and this formed the basis of his future

work.

So little favourdid the object of his mission receive at first from

the East India Company, that Morrison was refused a passage by

their ships, and found it necessary to proceed to New York,

where he shipped for China. On September 4th, 1807, he

reached his destination, and from that time set himself with

untiring zeal towards the completion of the translation. Many
of the gentlemen of the Company's factory at Canton looked with

much jealousy and fear upon Morrison's translatorial advances,

while others were favourable to the project. The remarks of Mr.

Roberts, the chief of the English Factory, while on his death-

bed, do honour to that gentleman, and are worthy of the

representative of a Christian nation. His words were:—''I see

not why your translating the Sacred Scriptures into the Chinese

language might not be avowed, if occasion called for it. We
could with reason answer the Chinese thus :

—'This volume we

deem the best of books. Mr. Morrison happens to be able and

willing to render it into your language, in order that it may be legi-

ble to you
;
your approval or disapproval of it rests entirely with

3'ourselves
;
we conceive he has done a good work.' " Morrison

continued single-handed at his work till the summer of 18 1 3,

1 Morrison's MS, in still ia the library of the Morrison Education Society at

Hongkong.
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when he was joined by the Rev. W. Milne
;
but through the

jealousy of the Macao government, the latter was obliged to leave

China a few days after his arrival. The two friends continued to

prosecute the translation in conjunction, however, though not

together, one being in China and the other at Malacca. Each

taking separate books, and the whole passing finally under the

revising hand of Morrison, the complete Bible was brought to a

termination in 1822 ; but before it had issued from the press.

Dr. Milne was called to his rest in June of the same year.

The following year the complete work was in type, being the

second entire version published within two years. This was

the result of seventeen years of close application, severe toil,

much anxiety, and believing prayer, on the part of the first

Protestant missionary to China, in the face of extraordinary

diflficulties and discouragements ; having been ably assi; ted in

his arduous labour during part of the time by the

zealous Milne, who eventually succumbed under the severity of

the toil. Morrison gave due and accurate credit to Milne for the

share he had in the work ; at the same time acknowledging the

obligation he was under to the manuscript in the British Museum.

Still he never gave this out as a perfect translation. It is indeed

a remarkable production, as being chiefly the work of two Euro-

pean missionaries ; for the native assistants who aided them in

their work, it is to be believed, were not of very high standing in

the literary scale. Under the circumstances, we cannot too highly

value the efforts of Morrison and Milne, while every Chinese

scholar must be conscious of the deficiencies of their version.

As might be expected, the attempt to render it literal,

has degenerated into a style of composition intolerably

unidiomatic, and disfigured by a profusion of barbarisms. It is,

however, faithful
;
and while it cannot be expected to rank

among the literary productions of the empire, or to be accept-

able to the fastidious taste of native scholars, yet we have reason

to believe that it has been instrumental in shedding the light of

divine truth on the minds of many of the votaries of paganism.

Soon after Morrison's return from England in 1826, he

entered into correspondence regarding the version, with the Rev.

W. H. Medhurst, who had been about ten years in the China

Mission, the result of which was an invitation to the latter to

attempt a new translation. But doubting at that time his own
proficiency, Dr. Medhurst tells us, and conceiving that while

Dr. Morrison lived, he would be the fittest person to set about the

work, he gave up all idea of prosecuting the scheme any further,
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until circumstances and necessities again forced the subject on his

attention. The importance of a thorough revision and correction,

however, seems to have struck Morrison with greater force, the

longer he continued in the mission field, and with that candour

and disinterested truthfulness which ever marked his course, he

was ready to sanction any steps which might be taken for the

improvement of the version. His son, John Robert Morrison,

shewed great aptitude in acquiring the Chinese language
; and

it was the expressed hope of the father that at some future

day, he might revise Morrison and Milne's version of the Holy

Scriptures.

A new and handsome edition of the Bible was issued about

1830 ;
but, with the exception of a few slight verbal alterations,

it does not appear to have undergone much emendation or

revision. Notwithstanding the great encouragement which had

been received, however, it was felt that much still remained to be

done, in order to render the Word of Life into that free and

intelligible style that we have it in every European language.

The missionaries who were engaged in explaining the Scriptures

to enquirers became painfully sensible of the difficulties they had

to cope with, in bringing the Chinese to understand the sense of

God's word. Their misapprehension of the true meaning, and the

disposition they frequently manifested to put a wrong construction

on what appeared to the missionaries the plainest passages, greatly

disturbed the minds of their instructors. Some of these difficulties

doubtless originated in the nature of the subject, and will

continue to present themselves after the most perfect translation,

until worn down by a more familiar acquaintance with Christian

truth. But the chief drawback in the first translation was its

excessively unidiomatical style, and the great and needless

abundance of barbarisms.

In accordance with the wish above stated. Dr. Morrison

proposed that his son should undertake the revision ; in which

he was supported by the American Bible Society. That body

had actually made provision for sustaining Mr. J. R. Morrison in

the undertaking, and were determined to carry him through

with it at any expense, when the death of Dr. Morrison entirely

disarranged the plan ; for the son having succeeded to his father's

office as Government Translator, had little time comparatively to

devote to the object.

Practical measures were then adopted, however, for securing

a new translation, and no one was better qualified for the work

than Mr. Medhurst, who was at Canton at the time. Associated
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with liiin in the work were the Rev. C. Gutzlaff, and the Rev-

E. C. Bridgman
;
while Mr. J. R. Morrison devoted what time

he could spare from his official duties to aid in perfecting the

translation^ With the assistance of several native scholars, these

gentlemen completed the New Testament before the end of

1835 ;
after which, by the concurrent advice of the brethren, it

was put to press in three different places—Singapore, Serampore

and Batavia,

The following year, circumstances having rendered it neces-

sary that Mr. Medhurst should return to England, the joint

labours of the translators were in a measure arrested ; but not

before they had reached the end of Joshua. It was then agreed

that the several portions of the remainder should be allotted to

Mr. Medhur.'-t and Mr. Gutzlaff, who should transmit their

respective portions to each other, for the inspection of all parties

engaged.

W'hile in England, Mr. Medhurst used all his influence with

the London Missionary' and Bible Societies, to get them to

sanction a new translation ; but the high respect entertained for

the attainments of Morrison, together with the counter influence

at work, had the effect of frustrating Mr. Medhurst's design
;

and the Directors, failing to appreciate the arguments used

against the work of Morrison, refused to adopt the newly pro-

posed version. In this they evidently fell into an error, for the

work of Medhurst was a decided improvement on the former.

The way was preparing however ; the old version was being

tested, and time was given for the formation of opinions ; new

sinologues were entering the field and acquiring qualifications,

fitting them to engage in the work
;
while political events were

about to open the way for the entrance of missionaries into

China, and enable them to procure native assistance of a far

higher standard than could be got in the Straits Settlements, or

even at Canton under the old arrangement. By the efforts and

enterprise of Mr. Gutzlaff, the new translation of the Old Testa-

ment was completed and published.

The zeal and devotion of the Rev. S. Dyer to the mission

cause is well known, and from the time of his arrival in the

Straits in 1827, he was a diligent student of the Chinese Bible,

losing no opportunity of commending it to the Chinese within

his reach. While engaged in the duties of his vocation, he was

gradually led to see the imperfections of the existing version, and

became more and more impressed with the importance and

necessity of a thorough revision. Evsry object of pursuit with
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him seems Lo have bc:cn brought lo bear on this subject, and the

productions of his pen shew the deep interest he took in it. Iil

1839, he hud occasion to visit Enghuid, and while there took

every opportunity of urging upon the Bible and Missionary

Societies the necessity of a thorough revision ; and was so faf

successful as to induce a feeling in favour of the long cherished

scheme.

Soon after this a new field of enterprise u is opened for the

servants of Christ in China, By the treaties of 1843, five ports

were made accessible to foreign residents, and the island of

Hongkong was ceded to Great Britain. Most of the missionaries

from the Straits removed to China; and, under the circumstances,

a conference of the various denominations was resolved on, to

take into consideration the state of the Chinese versions of the

Scriptures.

Four Societies were represented, one English, two American

and one local
;
and the result of six meetings was the allotment

of the New Testament in five portions to be translated by the

missionaries at the respective ports, subject to a final revision

in concert.

In the summer of 1847, the work of the several local Com-

mittees being in an advanced stage, a general Com.mittee of

Delegates from the severals ports was convoked and met at the

house of Dr. Medhurst at Shanghai in June. With the ex-

ception of a few months the same year, during which there was

a cessation, the work was continued without intermission till the

24th July, 1850, when the New Testament was brought to a

completion, and the labours of the Committee ended. Day

after day the Committee met at the house of Dr. Medhurst, the

President, aided by the co-operation of four or five native scholars,

some of them men of superior qualifications. The proceedings

are thus described by the Rev. W. C. Milne, a member of the

Committee :

—" Under the able and skilful leadership of this

linguist, who was elected as Chairman, the translatorial engage-

ments of the delegation were commenced upon the New Testa-

ment, following the ' Textus receptus,' in deference to the Bible

Society's suggestion. Our sessions occurred daily, opened with

reading a portion of the Sacred Scriptures and prayer, and

extended from 10 o'clock A.M. to half-past 2 o'clock P.M. The

method of proceeding in Committee was to consider verse by

verse, word by word, allowing each individual opportunity to

propose an}' alteration that he might deem desirable. The

several members of the delegation had their native tutors with
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them, three of whom continued with us for six years in our daily

sittings, rendering most valuable assistance. Each day before

adjournment, the portion of the Scripture to be considered at the

next meeting was specified, and a rough draught of its translation

offered by the Chairman, so that each member might duly

examine and compare the same." '

A few days after its completion, it was formally given out,

with the imprimatur of the Delegates, the Rt. Rev. Bishop Boone,

Rev. Drs. Medhurst and Bridgman and the Revs. J. Stronach

and W. C. Milne
;
the work of the Committee having been thus

finally brought to a close ; and the result of their labours, the

admirable translation known as the Delegates' version, which has

since been so extensively circulated.

Soon after this, another Committee of Delegates was assembled

at Shanghai for the translation of the Old Testament ; but after

a few months: a division took place among the members, and the

result gave rise to two versions instead of one. One was carried

through by the Revs. Dr. Medhurst, J. Stronach and W. C.

Milne, and completed in 1853, uniform in style with the

Delegates' version of the New Testament. Contemporaneously

with the preceding, the Revs. Dr. Bridgman and Mr. Culbertson

were engaged in a translation of the whole Bible, differing

somewhat in style. With the exception of intervals, during which

they each visited their native land, the work was continued till

its completion in 1862 ; this being the fifth complete translation

of the Bible into the Chinese language.

Dr. Marshman's translation of the Bible was specially used

by the Baptist missionaries ; but increasing dissatisfaction with

the version induced the American Baptist Board of Foreign

Missions to send out the Rev. Josiah Goddard, with a special

view to carry through a new translation. Ill health and various

missionary duties combined to retard the progress of his work.

The New Testament was completed by him, and printed in 1853,

The following year he died at Ningpo, while engaged in his

labours on the Old Testament, the translation of which has since

been carried on by the Rev. Dr. Dean, of Bangkok.

The Rev. T. H. Hudson, of Ningpo, has for many years been

occupied with a revision of the New Testament, which has recently

been brought to a completion and published.

The only other translation of the New Testament in the

book style of which I am aware is that by the Russian Mission,

published at Peking in 1864.

I Life in China, pp 504, 505.
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Besides the Old Testament, it may be mentioned that Gutz-

iaff published a modification of Medhurst's version of the New
Testament, or rather the version upon which they had been

working in concert. This went through some ten or more editions,

being each time revised under the superintendence of Dr.

Gutzlaff.

It was one of the earlier editions of this that was ultimately

printed by the T'ae-p'ing rebels. At first they published it in its

original purit}'^, but in subsequent editions it was much altered by

members of their own fraternity.

The Old Testament was partially published by them, but

never completed I believe.

Next to the literary versions, the most important of the

dialects is the Mandarin, as being the colloquial -nedium of a large

proportion of the people of China. Scarcely had Dr. Medhurst

completed his labours on the Old Testament, when he commenced
a translation of the New Testament into the Mandarin language,

in concert with the Rev. J. Stronach. This was first published

in 1856.

A Committee has been engaged for the last three _vears in

Peking on a new version into the Mandarin, suited more partic-

ularl)' to the northern part of China. Another year will probably

see the completion of the work.

The whole New Testament has been published in the Ningpo
dialect; and several editions of the New Testament in the Fuh-
chow Amoy dialects have been put through the press.

Detached portions of the Scriptures have also been published

in several other dialects.

Such is a very summar}- outline of the .stages b}- which Bible

translation in China has reached its present state of perfection •

and it is hazarding nothing to say that as a literary composition,

and a faithful transcript of the original, it stands unsurpassed in

the histor}- of translations into Chinese.

We deem it a great thing to have a good version of the

Scriptures, but this is not the ultimate aim. It is one thin^

to have the book, and another to be able to circulate it.

Indispensable as is the former, the latter is the great object

which Christian philanthropists have kept in view from the

beginning ; and for this end the various Bible Societies of Great

Britain and America have contributed liberallv their funds.

In the early days of the China Missson, the printing ajid

circulation of the Scriptures, even (in the borders of the empire.

M"as a (|Ursliiin of j>(;n;)l! jcs, stri]>rs and iji)jM-is(inji;;Mil
; .mil ii ii"as
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found necessary to remove to Malacca, or some place outside the

empire, in order to carry on the printing to an}^ great extent,

The first tour made for the circulation of the Scriptures among
the Chinese was by the Rev. W. Milne in 1814. On that occa

sion he visited Rhio, Banca, Java and the islands of the Malayan

Archipelago, and distributed several hundred Testaments among
the Chinese settlers. The work was carried on for years by the

missionaries at the various stations, several of whom made special

voyages in the interest of the British and Foreign Bible Society-

But the importance of the operations assumed such a magnitude

in the eyes of Dr. Morrison, that in 1824 he made an earnest

request to the Societ}^ that a special Agent might be emploj^ed

in promoting their interest in that quarter
; a proposal which

was cordially seconded by Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles, the

Governor of Sumatra. Although the request was approved by

the directors, the matter had to stand over for several 3'ears, till

Mr. Lay went out as their Agent, and arrived at Macao towards

the close of 1836. The difficulty of gaining access however to the

mainland of China was such as entirely to cripple his efforts

regarding that country, and after nearly three years spent in the

Straits and among the islands chiefly, he returned to England.

Events were progressing, however, towards the opening of the

country. By the treaty of Nanking, five ports were made accesible,

and at each of these the representatives of Missionary Societies

were established.

In 1854 a remarkable concurrence of events took place

While the Christian public of England were celebrating the

Jubilee of the British and Foreign Bible Society, news was arriv-

ing from China of the great revolutionary movement that was in

progress. The fact that a powerful party, in successful revolt,

was maintaining the cardinal points of the Christian faith, and

actually printing and publishing the Christian Scriptures, was

sufficient to draw forth the religious sympathy of Christians. At

the period alluded to, when it was thought the country would

speedily be thrown open to Christian teachers, the Rev. J. Angell

James, One of the oldest and warmest friends of the Bible Society,

came forward with a proposal to raise a fund to supply China with

a million copies of the New Testament. The call was warmly

responded to, and the funds were raised without difficulty. A
large portion of the m.illion was printed, and native colporteurs

were employed in vaarious parts of China, under the immediate

direction of the missionaries ; but the circulation did not advance

so rapidlv as Ivad been expected.
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In I'So:;, the Rriiisli and Foreign Bible Society again adopted

the plan of appaiiitin-:^ a special Agent to take the charge of their

alfiirs in Chin:!, w Iicrt' he arrived about the end of the year.

Having already had some experience in circulating books among
the people, he was impressed with the disadvantages of a gratuit-

ous distribution, and felt that if the natives could be got to give

a small price for the books, it would hz beneficial in several

respects. But the matter had to be tested, and w-hile he was fully

convinced of the importance of the principle of sale, he was by no
means sure of success. A trial however soon decided the question,

and it was found that the the principle of sale for a small sum was

far more practicable than gratuitous distribution. Native colpor-

teurs have been appointed at Peking, Tientsin, Kewkeang, Han-
kow, Shanghai, Fuhchow, Amoy, Hongkong, Canton and at several

points in the interior of the province. Most of these natives

travel over the country by themselves ; but it has been found

profitable sometimes to have Europeans accompanied by Chinese :

and two or three have accordingly been engaged in this service.

The object of the Society is to send the Scriptures to every corner

of the empire, and keeping this in view, instead of mere desultory

efforts, it has been the Agent's plan to go methodically over the

country by means of his various employees, as far as the scheme

is practicable, leaving no town, city or village, without an offer of

the Scriptures. The price has been fixed so low as to place it

within reach of almost the poorest to obtain at least a Gospel, if

they cannot purchase a complete New Testament, and yet high

enough to cut off the probability of people purchasing them for

improper uses. We have thus an excellent means of testing how
far the people really desire the books for their own sake ; and

after some four years' experience I have no hesitation in saying

that there is a very general desire on the part of the people to

obtain our books.

Thirteen' out of eighteen provinces have thus been visited

by our agency. In some of these, our operations have as yet been

very limited; in others, there are few cities or towns where the

Scriptures have not been circulated. Of the 267 prefectures and

departments into which the whole empire is divided, we have

introduced our book into more than a third. In the provinces

south of Chekiang, the selling system has scarcely been adopted,

and my statistics from those parts are not very precise. But from

Fuhkien northward, our circulation has been entirely by sale; and

on that principle the New Testament has already been largely

1 Since this article was read to the meeting, the writer has made a tour through

two other provinces.
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distributed in more than three hundred walled cities, besideir

about 1200 towns and villages ; in all, upwards of two hundred thou-

sand volumes during the past four years.

These statements refer altogether to the agency of the British

and Foreign Bible Society; but the result will be greatlv augment-

ed, ifweconsider the labours of the Rev. A. Williamson, the Agent

of the National Bible Society of Scotland, whose appointment

dates from the same period. Besides these, a number of col-

porteurs have been actively engaged in the service of the American

Bible Society for some years past ; and although I do not know
the extent of their circulation, there is reason to believe that they

have been earnest and diligent in the work.

By the general voice of Christendom, the Bible is acknowleged

to be the Word of God. I believe that voice is not mistaken,

Entertaining such a belief, I rejoice in maintaining the principle

of our Society, which is to circulate the Bible without note or

comment; and since the commencement of my agency, I have

never distributed a page of other matter along with it. In thus

prohibiting the distribution of other books by those engaged in

the service of the Society, we wish the Chinese to see that we do

not place it on the same footing as tracts or other books: without

depreciating other works, we wish them to understand that this is

a hook apart, and that we give it out as infallible—a predicate we
refuse to any mere human composition. I believe the Bible is

littcd b\- Him whose Word it is to raise mankind from the lowest

depths, and that it is the right of every man and woman in the

world to possess it. While by no means ignoring the efficacy and

necessity of the Holy Spirit, to apply the truth to the heart and

con.science, I yet believe there is a power inherent in the very

wonl.s of Scripture; and that we may legitimately look for results

horn its perusal which no other book warrants us to e.xpect. I

believe in the value of disseminatinn a knowledge of the arts and

sciences, and secular learning of ever\' kind,—1 believe in the

progress of civilization,—1 believe in the advancement of com-

merce ; but without the Word of God, I believe all these

appliances will be powerless to raise the people in the social scale.

As Christians of all denominations hold the Bible to be the

\Vord of God, when we meet together on this platform, we can

happily lav aside denominational differences. Not only does this

apph to the various bodies into which the Protestant Church is

divided, but also to the Church of Rome and the Greek Church
;

for we all unite in this article of faith. This was remarkably

illustrated at the late Paris Flxhibii ic^n, where the Society opened
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a stove, tor the ilistribution of its \vare^. Mon^ovfr \\c can com-

mend the Bible to any intt-lligent Mohaniinedan, without oiTi-iKlini;

his prejudices, if he is familiar'wilh the K')ran;;"for the Scrii)tvircs

aie there haliituallv acknou'hMlHed and tacit Iv apiirovrd. These

form a very nvimerous chiss of the Cltinese 'population
; :ind while

it is easy to conceive how they might be irritated bv meie polemic

essays, it is a great advantage to have^this common ground lo

meet them on.

The Chinese at large, as a people, are well able to appreciate

our efforts in this direction
;

tor it is no novelty with them to

circulate books for the advancement of morality and religion.

They are a reading people, and naturally anxious to obtain books.

We merely take advantage of this inquisitive spirit, to put into

their hands a book of inestimable value ; and look to God to give

his blessing on the transaction. So accustomed are they to

meet with missionaries first, engaged in this work, that in some

of the more distant regions, they unconsciously imbibe the notion

that all foreigners come ou the same errand; and hence a kindly

feeling is generated, which only waits to be drawn out and cultivated,

by the reciprocation of a genial bearing towards them. I do not

ignore the difficulties of opening up new ground having had

experience in that matter; but what I say is, that the tendency of

our work is to conciliate the fears and apprehensions of a suspicious

people; and thus while we are imparting to them what we conceive

to be the greatest boon, we are actually the pioneers in opening

up tin- ciuintrv to foreign intercourse.

9^
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It has been said that in a despotic empire, insurrections are

the eruptions upon the surface of the body politic, which mark

the working of humours within, and that they are the reforms of

those goverments, while banditti are the opposition party.' That

possessors of an arbitrary power like the rulers of China, whose

policy it is to withhold from the people all participation in politi-

cal authority, should cherish a distrust of popular assemblages, is

but natural. That they do so is a fact, indications of M'hich are

apparent, in the vigilant system of espionage which has come to

maturity under the present monarchy, in the edicts which are issued

from time, to time and especially in the nicely graduated code of

laws which have found a place on the statute book. The result of

this policy, however, has been in some respects far from satisfactory,

having tended to aggravate the evil it was proposed to suppress
;

for while public assemblies have been carefully kept down,

secret societies have become numerous and threatening ; these in

their turn have called forth legislative acts of a more stringent

character ; and withal, the more severe the prohibitions, the more

the secret associations seem to have grown and gathered strength.

Some of these societies are said to be innocent in their object
;

others are decidedly immoral and vicious, being merely a shield

for the members to practise, with impunity, crimes of the most

revolting character ;
one, if not more, exists with the avowed ob-

ject of subverting the present dynasty.

One of the latter class which has several times played a con-

spicuous art on the page of histor}', the |^j||^ P>^h leen Keaou,

"White water-lily sect" is apparently coeval with the present

I Chinese Repositor-y, Vol IV, p. 416.
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dynasty, for we find in the is^%% Ta-tsing leuh-le, " Penal

code of the Manchu dynasty," the section on "Magicians, Leaders

of Sects, and Teachers of false Doctrines" gives the name of this,

together with '^%\%%, Me-lih fuh keatio, "Sect of Maitreya

Buddha" 'S^^^ Ming-tsun keaou, "Sect of the intelligent and

honourable," and ^^^ Feh-yun tsung, "White cloud institu-

tion :" the chiefs of which several associations are made liable to

the penalty of strangulation, and the members to receive looo

blows and be transported 3,000 /<?.

The existence of the above fraternity at the comm^nctinient

of last century, and the jealous eye by which they were looked upon

by the sovereign power, is shown in the fact that the P:h-lccn

keaou, and^^fjc Wdu-heang kcaou, " Fragrance-perceiving sect
"

are both proscribed in the Amplification of the 7th Text of the

l^til Shu7ig-yii^ " Sacred Edict," published by the emperor Yung-

ching in i734-

Aware of the existence of this body and their obvioush'hosti'e

intentions, the ruling authorities must have felt their proximity

to be a very thorn in the flesh
;
although no outbreak of a serious

nature had taken place, until the rise of that insurrection which

menaced the government at the beginning of the reign of Kea-

k'ing, and kept the five provinces of Sze-chuen, Kan-suh, Shen-se,

Hoo-peh and Hoo-nan in a state of war and anarchy for

eight years in succession, but was at last put down by the imperial

troops.

The sect received a temporary check in this suppression, but

it was not by any means annihilated, for in 1812, a plot had been

conceived by them for a movement on a grand scale, to begin with

a rising in Honan, an attack upon the palace at Pe-king, and also

upon the emperor Kea-k'ing himself, while returning from his

summer excursion to Jehol. The life of the emperor was at

this time saved, in consequence of the rain having detained him
on the way

;
and the attack on the p'.ace by seventy of the sect

proved unsuccessful, the future empjror, then Meen-ning having

distinguished himself on the occasion, killing two of them with

his own hand.

In has been said that from this time, the society changed its

name to that of ^'^'^ San-ho hrvny, " Triad societyV but this

is probably a mistake, for although many of its members may
have sheltered themselves in this latter, from the relentless spirit

of vengeance which Kea-k'ing ever after seems to have manifested

towards them, and although they never after appear in any overt

1 Chinese ReposUory, "XoX. IV. p. 420.
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lacts, yel we do occasioiially hear of their existence, and even

down to^the end of his reign, we find this emperor oppressed

with'^a suspicion of their rising. One of the last acts of his reign

is butl^poorly adapted to illustrate the high sounding epithet of

Benevolent, with which he was honoured after death. In his

zeal for the destruction of every vestige of this sect, he caused

a man to be put to death in 1819, who had been banished to the

frontier when a child of four years old on account of his father's

connexion with the body. This atrocity, it was said, was com-

mitted with the view^ of " cutting off a sprout of rebellion.-"'

The bitter hatred which was thus generated in the heart of

Kea-k'ing was not confined to this sect, but extended itself to

every kind of society or association not by law established, or at

least sanctioned. Exen the Roman Catholics had to sufter under

the hand of persecution ; many native Christians were pursued

to the death, and a French missionary was called to seal his

testimony wuth his blood in 1820.'

In the year 1821, a clause was inserted in the section on

"False doctrines, etc.," in the Penal Code, to the effect that the

leaders of the ^P^fS: Peh'ya7ig keaou^ "White Bright sect,"

Pch-lecn kcaon, and A$'M5: Pa-kwa kcaon, " Eight diagram

sect," should be liable to immediate strangulation, and the

members, according to the degrees of their guilt, be given to

Mohammedan Begs as slaves, or transported
; and further that

for the ^X^^W^ Huiig-yaiig kenon^ " Red Bright sect," and such

other sects as are not in the habit of using spells, the members be

transported to Woo-loo-muh-tsze.

Alter the Peh-lcen keaou, the next in importance, and which

seeems now to have succeeded the other in its influence, is the

Triad Society mentioned above. This society is known b}' a

number of other de.signations, such as ^J^ij,'^ T'een-ti Inuiiy, or

W^^ T^cn-te hwiiy, "Heaven and Earth Society," ^X'M
Hung kca. or j^^ Hung kea, "The Hung family,'' /^7J'^
Seaou-taou hzauy^ " The Dagger society," etc. ; but whether these

are all s3monymes, or names of different branches of the same

society, is not very clear.

In the 1 8th volume of the Chinese Repository is a notice of

the origin of this society, which gives a good deal of information

respecting many things connected with them ; but most of the

narrative portion bears so much of an air of allegory with it, that

one is apt to hesitate before receiving it as authentic history. In

2 Indo-Chinese G/eatirr, Vol TI p. ^230.

3 IiidoChilic.fl- (i/rniin; \"ol. J [. p. 414.
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that account we are told that the society took its rise in Fah-kien,

on the 25th day of the 5th month, 1674 ; the object of their com-

pact being to avenge the murder of their brethren by the present

dynasty. In 1736, they were dispersed into various parts of the

empire, having previously agreed upon certain signs by which

they might be known to each otiier, until the day of vengeance

shall arrive, when they are all to march to Nanking, and establish

the ancient Chinese dynasty upon the throne. Ever since the

time of their dispersion, the scattered members have been bound

together by a kind of Freemasonry, using certain private signals

whereby to recognize each other, meeting together at nights

when certain ceremonies are performed known only to the con-

federates, and initiating new members under the most solemn

pledges. The 36 oaths taken by the novitiates, and the symbolical

names of various parts of the rites are given in the article above

alluded to, and to these we shall refer below. Dr. Gutzlaff con-

sidered this society so formidable in its character, that should

it combine with the other politicali associations in existence, it

would form a strong barrier against foreign encroachment.

In the Penal Code, under the Section on Rebellion, in the

edition published in 1801, one of the clauses states that " All those

vagabond and disorderly persons who have been known to as-

semble together, and commit robberies and other acts of violence,

under the designation of the 'Heaven and Earth Society,' shall

upon seizure and conviction, suffer death by being beheaded ; and

those who have been induced to accompany them, and aid and

abet, shall suffer death by being strangled.'

"

In 1 8 10, a clause was inserted in the same section, stating

that the lawless banditti of Fuh-kien and Kwang-tung are forming

plots and have resuscitated the ^j-^"^ T'ien-ti hwu)-, "Triad

Society," &c.

This body seems to have gained great strength during the

reign of Kea-k'ing, and in 181 7, Yuen-yuen, governor of Canton,

who vigorously exerted himself for its suppression, succeeded in

capturing from two to three thousand of its members.

In 1819, Woo, the lieutenant-governor of Hoo-nan, in a

memorial to the throne, complains of the pernicious influence of

the ^^'^ T'ien-ti hwuy, "Triad Society" of the Kwang pro-

vinces, stating that it had extended as far as
ji^'}\\

Vung-chow in

Hoo-nan, being known also by the names |^ jp-^ Tan-tsze hwu}-,

'' Sons of Toil Socie»:y," and
'|h H"^ Tsing-i hwuy " Equity of the

feelings Society." In 1822, a memorial was sent up from the Board

I Staunton's translation of the Penal Code, Appendix.
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of Punishments, stating that one Wei Fung-jin of Yung-ngati Chow
was at the head of a confederacy, with which several of the sold-

iers and officials, were connected, being united in brotherhood by the

blood-drinking rite, and proposing that a special punishment should

be appointed for soldiers and officials found guilty of this offence, be-

ing lighter in character than that of belonging to the Triad Society.

The following account by an ej'C-witness of one of the

nocturnal meetings of the T'ien-li Hwuy, in the neighbourhood

of Singapore, is given by Abdullah .... a Malay, well known to

some gentlemen now in Shanghai, and said to be thoroughly

trustworthy in his statements. What he relates occurred about

the year 1824. He says that anxiety to gain satisfactory inform-

ation respecting the proceedings of the Society led him to

ingratiate himself with a Chinaman, one of the members, who
agreed to take him to the place of meeting and give him an

opportuity of witnessing their proceediags. After describing his

journey to the place by short cuts over sturiips of trees, across

swamps and through water, &c., arrived at his destination, he says,—

-

'' There were three large sheds, one of them was about 30 fathoms

in length, and full of people. When we were close to this Ban^sdl^^

my friend said, 'Mr. Abdullah keep very quiet, and assume an air

of stupidity.' Soon about 20 dogs commenced to bark at us, I was

afraid at seeing so many of them together, but m\- friend called to

the people in the l>uigsal, some of whom came out, and quieted

the dogs. The biins;sal was surrounded with a ditch, about three

fathoms wide, and opposite the doors there were drawbridges, so

that they might remove the bridge, and prevent people coming

over without leave. When my friend was observed, three men
brought the bridge and placed it over the ditch, so that we
passed over it. On arriving at the other side there were also

two or three pit-falls, over which were placed marks, but if

any came, who did not know these marks, they might fall into

a pit. The pits were about three fathoms deep, over the top

was a slight wicker frame, on which dry plantain leaves were spread,

and over these sods were laid, so as to be exactly like the surround-

ing ground. Some people came and led us into the bangsnl.

Inside I saw hundreds of lamps on the right and left, with people

smoking opium AH round the bangsal there were heaps of

sharpened stakes, and inside arms were arranged, the sharpened

stakes were used for throwing at an enemy. There were also

plenty of swords, and bucklers and sticks, a fathom long, sharpened

at the end like a dart, which were resting against the wal

in bundles.

I Malay woid for a shed.
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I asked my friend quietly, "Is this the place ?" he said "Yes,

this is one place, there are five or six others larger than this, and

farther inland, but to-night the people will assemble here, as this

is the place where new members are received, and Mr. Abdullah

will have an opportunity of seeing the ceremonv, as they have

just got five whom they initend to initiate this evening, for the

Hoeys of Singapore are very bold and daring in forcing people

to join their society." I then asked, "Wheij shall we remain

this evening?" He said, ''I will get a place in the chamber of a

friend, at one side of the bnngsaiy

In the evening a drum was beaten, the sound of which was

heard at a great distance, and soon after, the people began to

collect. In my opinion there were 500 or 600 people in the

bangsalzX. one time, and, of these, there were not twenty who were

not opium smokers. When they were all assembled, the noise in

the bangsal was such as if people were fighting a battle. At
this time I was taken to the chamber at the side, which had a

curtain, and belonged to the secretary. I remained here very

quietly, my friend brought some rice in a plantain leaf, a roast

potato and two plantains. I ate in order to prevent me from

being hungry during the night. In a short time my friend came,

and said, " Sit here quietly, there is a hole through which you can

see, and be very careful, as the people will soon be all collected."

I asked him to come and sit with me, but he said, " Don't be afraid,

I am an officer of the society, how can I be absent from the duty

which brought me here ? I will come every now and then to

see you, but don't be alarmed as no one will dare to molest you."

I said '' Very well."

About 7 o'clock they had all arrived and commenced to eat

and drink spirits, which they did with a noise like a battle. In

about an hour this finished, when they commenced to play on

drums &., the music of which was exceedingly loud. On this

they all arranged themselves in order, sitting opposite the data

(idol), but I observed that their faces were as red as the bwiga

rayah, from drunkenness. Among them all there was one chief,

who sat on a lofty chair, with two men standing at his fight, and two

at his left. After them came eight men, with drawn swords, who
arranged themselves at the right and left ;

then came one man
who burned paper in front of the idol (sacrifice), after him came
eight men, with drawn swords, who guarded a man with dishevelled

hair, and without any upper garment, in fact he had only a pair

of trowsers. This man came in front of the chief, and bowed down,

till his head touched the ground, the armed men on the right and
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left now advanced, shouting, and laid their swoids on his neck,

they remained silently in this position for a short time, when a

man advanced to the candidates' side
; the chief then spoke as

follows in the Chinese language :
—" Who are 3-ou, and from

whence come )'0u ? Who are your father and mother ? Are
they still alive or are they dead ?" These questions were explain-

ed to the candidate by the man who stood at his side, and were

answered as follows :
—

" I am such a one, of such a countrv, and

my father and mother are both dead," even if his father and

mother were alive, he would be obliged to say they were dead,

because no one whose father and mother are alive, can be ad-

mitted into the society, as the existence of all those is as if they

were dead to the world and its ties. The chief then said, " Will

you swear that your father and mother are dead ?" He answered,

" I will, " and performed the oath, by burning paper in front of

the idol, saying at the same time, " My father and mother are

dead." The chief then said " What have you come here for ?

Answer " I wish to join the T'ien-te hwuy."

The chief then said " You are deceiving, your thoughts are not

as your speech." Answer " I will swear that I am good in faith,"

" Then swear." The candidate then taking paper, burned it»

while he repeated his assertion. The chief then said, " Are you

acquainted with the rules of the society?" Answer "Yes, I under-

stand that I am required to take an oath by drinking blood.

"

The chief then said something to which the following

answer was made :

—

" I promise not to divulge the secrets of this society to any

one under penalty of death." The chief said, " Truly". Answer
" Truly." A vessel was then brought, containing arrack and a

little blood from each of the members of the society, and with a

knife, was placed in front of the idol. The candidate then taking

up the knife, made a slight cut in his finger, from which he

allowed some blood to fall into the cup. The chief then said^

" Drink in presence of Datu Peking." The candidate then drank

a small cupful, on which the chief and all the confederates drank

a little, each in his turn. The chief then said " To-morrow go to

our Secretary, and ask him for a book, in that book you will find

all our rules and secret signs; you will pay one dollar for it."

The chief then rose, and himself raised the candidate from his

prostrate position, and now being initiated, he can take his place

among those who before would have considered him an enemy.

In this way four members were admitted, and during the

ccreuiouv, I wrote down on paper evcrv thing which I saw going
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on. My friend now came to see me, and after having asked if I

was satisfied, went away. After three or four had been admitted,

they brought a man with his hands tied with a cord, he was

placed in front of the chief, and ordered to prostrate himself, but

he remained erect. A man then came and gave him ten or twenty

blows with a bamboo, he was then asked if he would join the

society, he remained silent ; the question was repeated three or four

times, without getting any answer. The c;iief made a sign to

those who were armed with the drawn swords, they advanced

and made a motion as if they were about to cut off his head,

indeed, I thought he was killed, but the chief ordered them to

desist, and again asked if he would become a member of the

society, still he refused. The chief then ordered him to be

stretched on the ground, and two men came and beat him on the

back with bamboos. This beating frightened him greatly, but

on being questioned again, he still refused, when the chief said

" To-morrow morning let him be put to death." They confined

him for that night, and the next morning he was killed, in

consequence of his not wishing to join the society. In this way

how many tens of people have been murdered. Unfortunate

people were taken with violence, at night in town, and to

increase the number of members, were forced to join the society
;

and if any of them dared to divulge the secrets, they would be

put to death without mercy
;
they could not escape, as wherever

they went, they would meet members of the society.

Each member when he enters gets a book, in which are

written the rules and regulations and secret signs and marks of

knowing each other, in eating, and by different ways of wearing

clothes, so that when one arrives as a stranger in any country, he

can easily make himself known to the brethren by these signs.

By the time the occurrences I have described above were

finished, it was 2 o'clock in the morning
;
they then blew a horn,

and the people separated, some went to smoke opium, some to

sleep, and some went down to town to rob. My friend soon

came to look for me, and, seeing me, asked if I was not asleep, I

said, '* No, I don't feel sleepy," but God alone knows how
frightened I was. My friend sat down beside me, and explained

every thing which had happened. He told me further that there

were 200 men who had gone down to town in search of food,

(to rob). When I heard this my fears increased, my heart

palpitated, and I wished for day-light, so that I might leave this

ill-omened place, where I remained in fears.

'' Sure enough, on arriving in town, I heard that about 200
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Chinese had come down last night lo Kampoug Glarn. armed,

with their faces blackened, and with tens of dammar torches, hke

a procession. They robbed the house ot the Roman Catholic

Padre. TJie Padre had no one in his house but the cook. The

robbers divided, some watched in front, and some behind, while

stune entered the house. I'hey found the Padre asleep, one man
held his hands and feet, while two others placed their swords at

his neck, and demanded the key of his bo.x. The Padre pointed

out the keys, they opened the box and took all his property a

quantity of money and his clothes. Bv ihe time they had

finished, those on guard in the street blew their horn, when ihey

all went away into the interior, except those who held the Padre,

thev remained with him till their companions had got off some

distance, when they also left him.

After I returned I could not remain satisfied till I informed

Government of what I had seen and heard. Accordingly I went

to Mr. Crawfurd and told him everything as related above ; when
he heard me he was astonished, and said, " How could you think

of exposing your life to such danger ? It is a wonder you were

not killed." I said, " If I had not done so, there would be no

certain information, as there are different accounts of theT'ien-Te

Hwuy, but now, having myself seen things, there can be no

mistake." He said, " That is very true, it is exactly the idea of

Europeans." He then said, " And so there was a robbery last

night, at the Roman Catholic Padre's house, in Kampong Gram."

I said, " Yes I heard so, but how can you remain quiet thus, the

next time your own house will be attacked." He said, "That is

true, but I think the road is too difficult to send people to catch

the robbers, and on that account I remain quiet, but I will send

a constable and some peons to look out for them." I said, "That

is right, if you remain quiet, they will become bolder." I then

made my compliments and left him, he went Lo the Police Office,

and I went home. Afterwards in the evening I heard that Mr.

Crawfurd had ordered two constables with twelve peons, armed

with swords, muskets, pistols, and some of them with their

krisses, to go into the interior, to look for traces of the

robbery, and, if possible, to recover the Padre's property. They
started, and on arriving at the house half way, where I had

stopped to refresh, they found a Chinaman just awakened, with

his face blackened with ashes, and who was just going down to

wash the ashes off, they took him into custody and brought him
to town. When he was brought up at the Police Office, he

pretended to be dumb and refused to answer any question
;



accordingly, as it was late in the afternoon, he was remanded and

sent to the prison at Teluk Ayer.

At about 2 o'clock the next morning, his friends, to the

number of 200 or 300, came down armed, broke the prison and

released him. Some of the rioters watched at the door, others in

the streets. All the peons who were on guard ran away, each to

save his own life. The Constable in charge escaped through one

of the upper windows. The prison was brcken, and the prisoner

was carried away b}' his friends. In the mean time, the Constable

and peons went to the Police Office, and on the roll being called,

not one was missing. Now for the first time, we heard of a night-

watch being set in the streets of Singapore. After this news had

been abroad two or three days, the T'ien-ti Hwuy again came

down and attacked the Dhoby Ghaut and Campong Glam. There

were 200 or 300 of them with dammar and bamboo torches, and

with arms. When the peon who was stationed there saw this

state of afifairs he ran off, and about 30 or 40 of the robbers with

arms, were set to watch the ends of the streets, and the rest com-

menced to break open the doors of the houses, and collect the

property of the Dhobies, the clothes entrusted to the Dhobies to

wash were also taken. The owners of the houses were tied up to

a post, and made to give up the keys of their boxes, and all the

property worth taking was carried off, and not one of the

neighbours dared to open the doors of their houses
; to see what

the noise was about. One door was opened but two of the man's

fingers were chopped off, and he quickly shut the door, and kept

himself quiet in fear. The robbers chose certain houses, some
they passed over, and indeed they did as they pleased. In this

way matters renrained
;
sometimes every night, sometimes every

other night, robberies were committed, till in about a week, the

gun which was fired at 8 p.m., and 5 a.m. every day was lost. It

disappeared in a wonderful way. There was a sepoy, armed with

a musket and regularly relieved, placed to guard it. The gun,

sepoy and musket were lost and have never till this day been

heard of. Many were of opinion that this was also the work of

the Chinese T'ien-ti Hwuy.

About a fortnight after, there was a large Siamese junk,

which was sailing into Singapore harbour, but as there was a

strong head wind, the junk was anchored outside at Tanjong

Katong. One night the T'ien-ti Hwuy came in great numbers
in boats and boarded the junk

;
they attacked and killed many

of the crew, and the rest jumped overboard. The pirates then

collected all the portable things, and loaded their boats as deeply
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as possible with thera, and set off home. I shall not enlarge

further on the conduct of the Chinese T'ien-ti Hwuy in Singapore,

they were exceedingly licentious, and did as they pleased, without

regard to decency or civilized manners.

Journal of the Iiidian Arc/n't/clago, September, 1852.

The above extract is translated bom the AIala\' by T. Brad-

deli. E-<.i.

In 1S2Q, a censor memorialized the emperor, stating that

the numbers ot the Triad Society in Kiang-si, were such as to

intimidate the authorities in the execution of justice; whereupon

his majesty ordered the military to be employed for their sup-

pression. ' During the former part of the reign of Taou-kwang,

the members of this society were permitted to increase their

numbers to a great extent in the southern provinces
;
and by the

unchecked depredations and continued annoyances which they

practised, at last roused the ^g Yaou, a wild mountain race, living

on the Borders of Kwang-si and Hoo-nan, who goaded by their

insults rose en masse and killed upwards of twenty of the frater-

nity in 1831. This led to an insurrection of the Yaou, which was

suppressed after a few months campaign, many of the imperial

troops and officials being found to be connected with the association.^

Woo, the lieutenant-governor of Hoo-nan, memorializing the

emperor on the subject, asserts that there are none of the Triad

Society among the rebels. Taou-kwang, however, seems a little

distrustful on this point, and replies with his vermillion pencil :

—

" How d) you certainly know that there are none of the Triad

Society among them ? Hereafter when they are annihilated, and

it is found out that there were Triad banditti among them, what

will you do? Where will 3'ou hide yourself on the earth ?"'

The society although existing with the avowed object of over-

throwing the present Chinese dj'nasty seems to lose none of its

energy or independence among the members who settle in foreign

countries, and according to the testimony of Dr. GutzlafiF in 1831,

when all the other Chinese residents in Siani were submitting with

the most abject servility to the oppression lof their Siamese rulers,

the members of the Triad Society alone were able to make a

stand against their exorbitant demands.' The remarks of Dr. G.,

however, in this and other places are scarcely in keeping with his

remarks on the Society in his " Life of Taou-kwang," he says there

speaking of this period,—" The T'ien-ti Hwuy, or Triad Society,

J Chinese Repository, Vol. IV. p. 424.
*

2 ^ lEi: la
3 Unjiese Repositiry Vol. 1. p. 30,
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to appear patriotic, would still talk about the usurpation of

the Manchoos, and incite the people to shake off the yoke.

These eflTorts, however, were very feeble, the plans badly concerted,

and amongst ^11 their political professions, there lurked always a

strong desire to rob ; vagabonds like these, therefore, were very

soon put down, and the government recovered its ascendancy."

In 1831, the emperor ordered proclamations to be issued,

offering free pardon to all who would recant, and give up their

connexion with this society.

At Malacca and the neighbourhood of the Straits, where

Chinese settlers are numerous, the membersof this body are under

still less restraint in their lawless proceedings than in China, and

instances of oppression by them are frequently brought to light.

A case of the kind which occurred m 1833, is given in the Chinese

Repository for that year, where a native of Fuh-kien having

accumulated a little money by trade in Malacca, was so frequently

assailed by insult and violence from the members of the Triad

society, %vho demanded loans of money and extorted credit, that

he was obliged to quit the scene of persecution and return to his

native land. The following account of the state of Chinese society

in the Straits is given in the Chiiuse. Repository for September

1833, on the evidence of a Chinese who had jUst returned to his

native land. " Secret societies have risen up in all the settlements.

But they are all emanations of the TriadSociety. They have secret

signs and dark phrases—a circumstance that identifies them all

with that odious fraternity. Of late, there has arisen a very large

stock of this society, consisting of a great many men, extremely

powerful and violent. They have assumed the names of the

Hai-shan Hwiiy^ " the Sea and land society ; and the I-hinij^ hiouy,

"the Righteous rising society." These two associations are scat-

tered over all the settlements
; and they all obey the order and

restrictions of the heads of their respective societies, whom they

call " the great brotker^ This stock is divided into four, eight,

or twelve great stems, as the case may be, and from these stems

there issue scores of branches. Every stem and every branch

has its headman, who is designated senior brother, Emigrants

from the hills of China are called new-comers. As soon as

they arrive at any settlement, the brotherhood sends persons to

invite them to join the confederacy. If they decline, they are forth-

with persecuted. However, the two above-named societies often

wrangle, and if you belong to the one and not to the other, you

are equally persecuted. Chinese coming from Bengal with a few

hundred dollars, or a few thousands which they may have saved,

are inveigled by these banditti to go to the hills and enjo}' them-

"Selves in pleasure. When (he ^Irangcro arc bi ought to a solitary
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place, they are probably destroyed, and their property plundered.

Thus half goes to the society, and the other goes to the captors.

Thus it has often occurred, and the local magistrates have got

some slight tidings of it, and have sent to seize the offenders. But

the customs of the settlement are defective. They require witnesses

before they dare convict of guilt. Th^ydare not urge the question

by torture ; so that having one or two witnesses on one side, and

a great multitude of sureties for the accused on the other side,

they will never convict. But the newcomer is a solitary individu-

al, and if his native townsmen feel for him and desire to redress

his grievances, one person alone goes to the magistrate to lodge a

a complaint, and hundreds or thousands of the brotherhood will

come forward to be surety for the accused. Often have the local

magistrates been thus deceived and hoodwinked. And afterwards

those Chinese who had indicated feeling on behalf of the stranger,

have been forced to leave the settlement speedily, to avoid the

secret malice of the brotherhood." The editor adds,—"Of the

truth of the above allegations we have no doubt. These brother-

hoods do not seem to aim at taking the external form of a

government ;
but to avail themselves of the substance. They

wish to be the ' gentlemen regulators ' for all poor Chinese,

and to leave the gentlemen European governors and residents,

in quiet possession of their titles and salaries. For the

amount of horrible crime which such 'secret societies' may
commit, we refer our readers to a paper in the Asiatic Journal 'iox

May 1833, on 'the Thugs of the Doaab.' The Chinese Triad

Society does not seem equal to them in cold-blooded murder ; but

they also, now and then, carry off to the hills those who show them
' dii^i'capcct^ and there flog them to death.''

A branch of the Triad society was known to exist in Macao,

by the discovery of a nightly meeting of them in the burial ground

belonging to the East India Company, where, in their haste to

escape, they left behind them documents which fully proved the

treasonable nature of their intentions.

In a memorial presented to the emperor in 1838, it is said,

—

" Bands of men combine and join together, under the designations

of Heaven and Earth Brotherhoods, Triad societies and such like.

They carry off persons in order to extort ransoms from them ; they

falsely assume the character of policemen ; they clandestinely build

fast pulling boats, professedly to guard the fields of grain, and these

they man with a crew of from ten to twenty people, who cruise

along the rivers, violently plundering the boats of travellers as

they pass to and fro, or forcibly carrying off the wives and daughters

of the egg-boat people. The inhabitants of the villages and ham-

lets fear these robbers as they would tigers, and do not offer them
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any resistance, lest they should draw down their resentment.

The husbandman, when he has received a field to plant and prepare

for culture, must take the precaution of paying these robbers a

charge, which is called procuring an indemnity,-—else, as soon as

the crop is ripe, it is plundered and the whole field laid bare. In

the precincts of the metropolis,where their contiguity to the

civil and military tribunals prevents them from committing violent

depredations in open day, they set fire to places during the night,

their aim being, under pretence, during the conflagration, of saving

and defending, to avail themselves of opportunities to plunder and

carry off. Hence of late years, calamitous fires have greatly

increased in frequency."

'

In 1841, Fung Tsan-heun, Censor for Hu-kwang, memoria-

lized the emperor in a doleful strain respecting the associated

banditti, who were spreading in all directions. He says, " these

confederacies have been for many years linked together, extending

throughout five or six provinces, and are known as the rT/A,-^

Saii'ho hiouyy Triad society
;
their numbers cannot be ascertained,

but they are divided into five lodges ; Fuh-kien is the grand lodge
;

Kwang-tung is the second ;
Yun-nan is the third ; Hu-kwang is

the fourth ;
and Che-kiang is the fifth ; every lodge has its head-

man or A.rch ;
their standards are distinguished by the five colors

;

the members o^f the society have a pass-word, and each has in his

possession a seal ;
although the members may not have seen each

other befare, yet o-n hearing the pass-word, they recognize each

other as brethren ;
they have a mutual participation of property)

and hold 'by each other in time of difficulty
;
respectable people

who do not join them are never safe, so that the number of their

adherents has become formidable. Thus they have secretly spread

without having any fixed retreat, soldiers, civilians and ofiicials all

sympathizing with them, Fercbance at some given signal, the

whole six provinces may respond in concert, when there will be

calamity of no slight magnitude. I would accordingly request

your majesty to give particular orders to the various district

magistrates in the said provinces, tliat they may adopt preventive

measures^ secretly investigate aud rigorously apprehend and

destroy the ofTenders. I have obtained a copy of their seal, which,

I dare not withold from your majesty, and have had it carefully

retraced, and it is forwarded with this memorial for evidence

&c."

/ Mm-tinh China, Vol. I p. IGff.

(^See Seal and Descriptvjn in the followmgpages.

y
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SEAL.

The 10 Inics (it the top.

The chief lodge, in Fuh-kicn, with the black Hag.

San Ycioii Pi-eking.

Second lodge, in Kwang-tung, with the red Hag.

Show Hung Tai-sti)\

Third lodge, in Yun-nan, with the carnation llag.

Ho Wdo T''ien-ching.

Fouith lodge, in Hu-k\vang, with the white flag.

Ho Lin Ynng-chdon.

Fifth lodge, in Che-kiang, with the green flag.

*TuNG \Li Sch-ti.

Inscj'iption round the outside oj the scdl

Heaven.

First fu miy connect the house of Hung, and next secure the

brethren.

Before heaven I take the oath, declaring these to be my true

feelings

:

(l)The winding entrance to Chang-sha is nearly connected

with heaven :

• All the initial words here represent composite characters, unknown in

Chinese literature except the first, each having the character for a ' tiger
"

combined with some other. Although the up|ier character, when standing by
itself, ptWy admits of a natural exjilanatiou, yet it is probahle that here also the
tiger character is to he discarded, whicli will leave the jdionetic san, to which it

is difficult to find a clue. The next, <>n the same ]irincii)le, probal)ly alludes to

the Siiow-lin monastery on the Iviulien hills, in the dopartnieni of Fuh-clmw in

Fuh-Kien, the original resilience of the j)riests who first gave rise to the as-

socintion. I'hc three lower characters without the auxiliary "tiger" will read,
" United in a bond of harmony."

t After the Show-lin priests left Chang-sha, they fled for retreat to the
Ling-woug temple, and while living there, they were visited by five horse-dealers
named respectively. Woo, Hung, Li, Taou, and Lin, who entered into a mutual
oath with tlie rive priests, to hold by each other in life or death. It is said in

the Clancse Refjository, \o\. 18,p. 29 1, th;it tliesu five horse-dealers were made
heads of five juuinr lodges in Szc-chuen, Kwei-chow, Kiang-nau, Yun-nan and
Ho-nan. There is sutiicieut coincidence in tliese five names with the five beads
of lodges on the seal, the only difference being Taou in this, instead of Yaou on
the other. But only one out of the five lodges corresponds, viz., Yun-nan,
while the other four lodges, on the seal are mentioned as anxong the five senior

lodges, presided over by the fiv.^ Show-lin priests. Tossibly these maybe liable

to variation according to time or cirumstancos.

(0 :M?j!'1I^'* n " 'The winding entrance to Chang-sha,"—The priests of the

Show-lin monastery in Fuh-kien being persecuted by the rulers of the province,

determined to oppose them ; they thereupon killed one Kien Tsin. Instantly

the fiames burst on every side of the monastery late in the night, while the

priests were asleep, and when uo helping hand could reach them, by which most
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Crossing over the Blaek Dragon ford. T'ae-p'ing appears to view:

At the bridge consLrucLed of brass and iron, the brilhren are
recognized :

(•J)Crossing the bridge and mentally looking upwards, the
city of (;J)Yang is seen

;

The right and left being skirted by the (4)Sung, Peh, Taou
and Li respectively

;

Setting forth fidelity and constancy, while the (5)red blossoms
adorn the Pavilion of confederate righteousness

;

Before the Hall of fidelity and righteousness, the brethren are
all seated

;

In the ci*:y, the troops muster a hundred myriads strong :

Before the Chapel of felicitous virtue, they come and raise

the righteous standard
;

(G)Thirty-six is the number of united branches of the family;

The ancestors of our united family will combine the Flowery
race in one :

With coincidence of views and sincerity of heart, diversity of
purpose is unknown

;

But all the members of the Hung fraternity assemble as a

single family.

of the brethren perished, only eighteen men being scarcely saved. These taking
the seal and sword, repaired to a back pavilion, jukI knelt liefnro the altar of
Buddha, begging him to rescue them. He straightway ordered Chu-kui to
descend and transform himself into two roads, wliereliy he could suve these men.
They thus went out of the monastery, and saw one Ma Urh-fuh standing amongst
the troo])s and said, '• This is the man who served as guide to the troojis to come
and set fire to our monastery. lie has tliis day revenged his hatred by acting
as guide." They then struck him dead, <'U which the troojts became JFurious

;

but the priests being few, tbcy were no match, though tlu'y fought till dawn
;

they however escaped to Chang-sha mart in Hu-kwang, where thirteen of tbeni
afterwards died by reason of hunger and the hardships of the season.— Cliinese

Repository, vol. 18, p. 289.)

(2) i^ 1^ " Crossing the bridge."—This bridge is formed of swords, either

laid between two tables (an end resting on each) or else set up on the hilts, and
meeting at the point ; or held up in the hands of two ranks of members, with
the points meeting in form of an arch. The persons who receive the oath, take

it under this bridge, which is called—" passing, or crossing the bridge " The
j/('A /.o, or chief ruling brother, sits at the head of this steel bridge (or each with a
drawn sword), reads the articles of the oath, to every one of which, an afhrma-
tive rcsjionsc is given by the now mcmbtr, after which he cuts off the head of a

co( k, wliich is tlie usual form of a C/hinese oath, intimating—" thus let i)erish

all who divulge the secret."

—

(Dr. Miine. Asiatic trans ictiuns, vol. 1, p. 243.)

(3) >i]i^^ MiP^^ " ''^'^'^utally looking upwards, the city of Yang is seen."

—

The lodge i.s repre-ente<l under the similitude of an encamjjment, called the

Muh-yang city, said to be the name of a city in the JMiug dynasty.

—

(Chinese

Rtposilurii, vol. 18, p. 288.) — Probably Nanking.

i.^) 'felE'f-^k^
"

^'^'^o'
'''^^' Taou, Li."—These are the names of four

trees, the tir, cypress, peach, and pear ; but here they may represent so many
branches of the fraternity.

(.5) j&Hj't " Red flowers" may also be read the "blossoms of Hung."—The

Red flower pavilion is the innermost part of the lodge. ( Chinese Jieposito? i/,

vol. 18, p. 288.)

(6) There may possibly be some allusion here to the thirty-six oaths adminis-

tered to the members, which are given in the Chinese Repository, vol. 18, p. 284.
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The upper of the eight compartnicnls coiUair.s the s:imc five

composite characters that are used as initials under the respet;tive

lodges, viz.,

—

San Show Ho Ho Tung.

The lower compartment contains five other strange characters,

still more complex in their structure than the preceding, the

auxiliary part being formed by the character for rain, with that

for a spirit (jf
the inferior order, under it : the annexed characters

are Lung a dragon, Hu a tiger, Kwei a tortoise. Shay a serpent,

and HwUY an assemblage.

In the right side compartment, there is little doubt about the

two outside characters
;
they have the same auxiliary as those in

the lower compartment, the lower one having the character
tJ;;

annexed, which is a well known cypher for -p7L or eighteen
; the

principle is obvious ; this represents the number of the years of

the reign of Shun-che, the first emperor of the present dynasty.

The upper one has the character :wl" annexed, which being dissected,

gives y^C*—- or sixty-one, the term of Kang-he's reign. In the left

side compartment are also two outside characters with the same

auxiliary, the upper one having z:^ aimexed, an analysis of which

gives ~f*H or thirteen, being the years of Yungching's reign
; the

lower one has ill" annexed, which being reduced on the same

principle, gives ffj-ffj' twice thirty, or sixty, being the length of

Kien-lung's reign. In the middle of the right and left hand com-
partments, are two characters each ; the two outer ones, " Sun "

and " Moon " seem to be intended as the component parts of the

character ^ ming for the Ming dynasty
;
the inner one on the

right ^, sun "descendants" may refer to |U Fuh Wang and

A\^I Luh-ngan Wang, two of the descendants of the Ming

imperial family, who were successively, chosen by the adherents of

the dynasty, and put to death by the Tartars. The inner charac-

ter on the left ]^ Tang may allude to /^3E T'ang Wang a subse-

quent aspirant to the Ming succession in Fuh-kien and Kiang-si.

(See North-China Herald, Nos. 90,101,122.)

In each of the four diagonal compartments are two lines, one

longitudinal, the other horizontal. Beginning with the outside or

longitudinal lines, taking first the upper right, and then the left

these being both read from bottom to top ; next the lower left,

and last the right, both these being read from top to bottom, we
have the following stanza ;

—

The five lodges taking their respective parts, all enuiige in full chorus.

Bearing on their persons the cnitilcm of Hung, which is nnknowu toothers
;

This tradition is handed down to the whole host of breihren,

And every future meeting forms an occasion of cementing their alliance.

Taking the four diagonal compartments in the same order

for the inner or horizontal lines, we have the following verse :

—
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The w.itcrs nf (7) Hiiiii: flowiiifr abroad,

Overflow and iminlate tlie wlinlu cmjiirc ;

The black, red, carnation, wbite aud green standards,

Like a torrent enlarge, till thej roll over the (8) sun.

In the four compartments inside the octagon, the upper one

contains four composite characters unknown in hterature, the

auxiliary character for "rain" being placed above each, and the

character for " water " at the side. It is a common device with

the Taouists to write out inscriptions, each character being covered

like these ; but in the present instance, there is probably quite an

independent origin. Taking the four lower right-hand portions

as separate characters, they will bear the following meaning —
The Hung blossoms of the three great ones (or Triad), (9)

In the lower compartment, are four characters signifying:

—

Let affection pervade, and extend assistance to the needy.

The right and left compartments have each three lines.

The outer lines respectively give the following couplet :

—

United together a harmonious band,

Myriad's the signal word by wliich we stand.

The two inner lines may be read as follows, taking the

water radical of each character as merely a characteristic of the ^
society and extra from the meaning :

—

Reaching the first forest on the hill.

We seize our weapons at the Chang-lin monastery.

The right centre line consists of seven composite characters,

omitting the auxiliary ^ as before, the first four may be read,

—

The marriage of hearen and earth

—

It is difficult to give any intelligible meaning to the other

three, ;;z(7, /^z', tsaiig^ literally " horse,'' " evil," and " to strive."

The left centre line consists of seven composites of the

character for " rain," all admitting of a natural explanation except

the sixth, which is the character for stem placed under rain. The

other six are,

—

Small rain, heavy showers, hoar frost, fog, dew, slcct.

Omitting the head character, the explanation is still more

difficult.

The characters in the centre square are in some fantastic form,

apparently arbitrary in their structure. The meaning probably is,

—

Celestial blood has been shed
;

When the true lord appears,

The celestial dynasty will be established,

aud Hung exalted

(7) This Ilung is the character for an minxldtion, evidently used as being iu
keeping with the meaning of the verse, though there can lie no doubt it is iu-

tcuded secretly for the same as the Hung on the outer line, which literally niean3
reii, but which is used here as -a proper name.

(8) Sometimes used figuratively for the emperor.

fOJ Since the capture of Shanghai by the Triad Society, these four characters
written on red pujier have been jiasted on the doors of a great number of the
housfci.
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We seldom hear any aggressions upon foreigners by this body
;

but an instance ma}- be referred to, in the burning of the British

Factory at Canton, in December 1842 ; there being strong grounds
for beheving that it was the work of some incendiaries belonging;

to the Triad society.

In 1845, indications of internal disorder wore a threatening

aspect at Chaou-chow foo in Kwang-tung province, where the

Triad society presented such a formidable opposition to the

authorities, that it was necessary to send for a strong military

force from Canton, before they could be suppressed, and then
altogether at the cost of about eight hundred lives, while in other

parts of the province, they still continued to carry arms in utter

defiance of the government authorities.

About the same time, they were exciting troubles at Heang-
shan, between Canton and Macao.

Our own colony of Hongkong does not seem to have been

free from these vexatious residents, a lodge having been established

in the town of Victoria ; and that they did not receive much
more favour at the hands of our authorities than under their own
government, .is clear from the following ordinance, passed at the

beginning of 1845 :

—

" By his excellency John Francis Davis, Esq., Governor and Commander-incliief
of the colony of Hongkong and its dependencies.

" Whereas the Triad Society and other secret societies prevalent in China exist

among the inhabitants of the island of Hongkong, and whereas these associations

have objects in view which are incompatible with the maintenance of good order
and constituted authority, and with the security of life and property, and afford by
means of a secret agency increased facilities for the commission of crime and for the
escape of offenders

:

" Be it therefore enacted and ordained by the Governor of Hongkong with the
advice of the Legislative Council therefore, that from and after tne passing of tliis

ordinance, if any person or persons being of Chinese origin in the said island or its

dependencies shall be a member or members of the Triad Society or otiier secret

societies as aforesaid, he she or they shall in consequence thereof be guiliy of felony,

and being duly convicted thereof shall lie imijrisoned for any term not exceeding three

years, with or witliout hard labour, and at the expiration of such term of iniprisoiuneiit,

that such person .shall be marked on the right cheek in the manner usual in tlie case

of military deserters and be expelled from the said island."

In March 1846, a formidable demonstration was made by the

body in Singapore, on ccca-sion of the death of their chief, seven

thousand of the members having assembled to escort the funeral

through the town, to the terror of the peaceable inhabilants, and

who even ventured to menace the military in open da)--light.

The recent movements of the association under the design-

ation of the Dagger Society, at Amoy and the neighbourhood^

are still fresh in the memory
; and although the secret iuHuences

in operation are so imperfectly disclosed as yet, all the information

we have received from that quarter, goes to identify them with

the original Triad Society. It appears that on Alay iSth this
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year, after the inhabitants had been kept in suspense and antici-

pation for several days, the town of Amoy was attacked and fell

an easy prize to about three thousand of this body, who seem to

have met with fully more S3-mpathy than opposition, both from

the inhabitants and the military. Having become masters of the

town, the several mandarins were allowed to make their escape,

and many of the inhabitants joined the ranks of the insurgents.

Foreigners resident at the port were nominally taken under their

special protection, and a considerable effort seems to have been made

by these newly constituted authorities to preserve some degree of

order, and not altogether without effect. Later news from that

port chiefly tends to show the imbecility of the imperial troops,

and the probability that the insurgents will be able for a time at

least to retain their position
;
although it does not appear that

they have organized any regular form of government.

{See Seal and Description on nextpage^
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77/6' /w;' ////rj- outside tlie square.

' Chung-le fanning the sun, heads the family of immortals.

Till Le-kwae with his gourd emiting endless pure smoke.

Tung-pin with his sword suspended high in vacancy.

Tsae-ho holds a flower basket in one hand.

Chang-koo the veteran practises the ancient doctrines.

Seang-tsze plays on a single flute.

Duke Tsaou Kvvo-kew has a double jade talisman.

Sien-koo stands at pleasure on the metal bridge.

I These are the names of tlie^ ^^ Pa sifu Eight immortals, famous in

Chinese mythology.
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The characters in the four angks.

FAITHFUL AT HEART, AND JUST IN PRIN'CIPLE.

In the outer octagon, the centre character at the top is

"Heaven," that at the bottom " Earth," at the right side " Sun,"

at the left side "Moon." The four intermediate portions make
four lines of a stanza; taking the upper left, the lower right, lower

left and upper right in succession, each line beginning with the

right-hand character, next the left, then second right, second left,

and so on closing up to the centre, gives the four lines as follow :

—

Five men each taking his part in the ehonis.

Reciprocally presenting on their jiersons the secret badge of Hung.
This being communicated to the whole host of brethren.

At every future recognition, tlie bond of alliance becomes more firm.

Within the second octagon line, the centre character at the'

top is Wan a " myriad," and two on the right and left of it

respectively signify a " thousand changes " and a " thousand trans-

formations." The four characters down each side are difficult of

explanation. The nearest sense we can come at may be :

—

Investigating the existing corruptions,

We find the supreme }x>wcr is opposed to I lung.

The lower line is the same five characters that are given at

the top of the Hu-kwang seal, but placed in a different order

commencing from the centre, and taking a character alternately

right and left, giving as before, S.'Mn Show Ho Ho Tcng.

Above the centre square are two characters signif\ing "Prince

of the Family."

The two lines on the right and left side of the inner square

give :
—
When Hung with Hung in harmony combines.

The watchword •' .Myriad" [xisses thrcjugli ths lines.

The cluiracLLT at the boltt)m of the square Pcaou may mean
"dispersed," in allusion to the present condition of the society.

The centre character is HuNCi.

Since the above was writteti, the inhabitants of Sliangliai have

been called to witness atiother, and probably one of the most

remarkable demonstrations in the history of the society. The
capture of the cit}' however was not an unforeseen event. For

several weeks or even months previously, the pacific natives of

this district had observed, not without suspicion and alarm, the

successive and numerous arrivals of Fuh-kien and Canton men,

without ail)' ostensible object in view. Swords, pikes, and other

military weapons were forthwith in demand ; the Seaou-taoii hwuy

or Dagger Society became an object of general observation, while

some of the members shielding themselves under the security
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afforded by their confederate strength, gave way to the comnii.ssion

of delinquencies and outrages, which rendered them objects of

dread to the peaceable inhabitants. To such lengths indeed had

these proceeded and with such openness, that the authorities seem

to have felt themselves compelled to take some notice of them,

although no effective measures were taken to suppress the body

or to prevent the rising which was daily anticipated. On the loth

of August, the Taou-tai issued an edict with special reference to

the plans which were then being secretly concocted by the Dagger

society, and offering a reward for the apprehension of Le, who
has since the capture of the city, been recognized as second in

power, with the title of Too-hih "Commander general."' The
next day a semi-poetical notice by the Che-hien was placarded in

various parts of the city, calling on the people to unite and raise

a volunter police force for self-preservation. Several men were

apprehended and taken before the city magistrate, and in one or

two instances, torture was resorted to, but although those in

custody were known to be members of the society, most of'them

were released with little or no punishment, while the unfortunate

Che-hien afterwards came to an untimely end, by the hand of

one of those whom he had submitted, to the torture, generally

known by the nickname of Seau-kin tsze.

During the two weeks following, the Society had been active

in maturing" its plans and arranging preliminaries, and having in

a great degree thrown off the secresy of their proceedings, organiz-

ed themselves into a formidable corps, ostensiblv for the defence

of the citv, after which they came boldly forward with an appeal

to the Taou-tai signed Le by Seen-yun of the Fuh-kien lodge,

Tan Kung of the Canton lodge, Ko Wan-che of the Chaou-chow

lodge, Le Shaou-he of the Kea-ying lodge, Chang Kwei of the

Ningpo lodge, and Pwan E-kwoh of the Shanghai lodge, to

sanction their proceedings, and to furnish the funds necessary for

their maintenance, estimated at L*,1U0 dollars monthly, besides the

purchase of two Canton longboats, military weapons, &c , &c.

Their demands were virtually acceded to, and their various pro-

positions were published on the city walls in a document issued

by the Che-hien, on the 31st of August. Two days later a notice

appeared from the same authorit}^, respecting the danger to be

apprehended from the insecure condition of the various city and

ward gates, and pressing on the inhabitants the necessity of vigil-

I Shorly after the capture of the city, tliis Le nia'le his escape to Amoy, rumour
says with a large sum of money, but whether to carry out the objects of the brother-

hood, or to retue from the struggle in the enjoyment of his share of the booty, is not

generally known.
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ance in emploving their efforts to detect and arrest ever}- appear-

ance oi' treachery. The 7th of September having been considered

a day propitious for the execution of their great object, all the

members were on the alert by early dawn, and while the author-

ities were engaged in the sacrifice to Confucius, the residences of

the several mandarins were simultaneously attacked and given up
to spoliation, the resistance being of the feeblest character ; most

of the government officials being already connected with the

Society, had on the given signal put on the red riband as the

distinctive badge of the fraternity. The Che-hien made some
show of resistance, but 'being single-handed, was immediately

stabbed, and his body left publicly exposed for several da3-s in his

own office. The Taou-tai having submitted to their demands,

his life was spared, and his escape two days afterwards connived at

by them. The Hai-fang managed to make his escape in the

morning and reached Sung-kiang in safety. Man}' hundreds of

the native peasantry immediately joined the captors, but they

received little sympath)* on the part of the shop-keepers, the

greater part of whom closed their stores and resorted to every

expedient to get their goods removed from the city ; and this

notwithstanding repeated assurances from the insurgent leaders,

that they should receive every protection and that robbery would

be punished with the utmost rigour. That this last assertion was

not a dead letter, they have given many proofs in the decapitation

of offenders brought before them for this offence. No regular

government even of a provisional character has been organized

by them, and a degree of obscurity seems to veil their ulterior

designs ;
latterly however they have declared themselves the

subordinates of T":ii-p'ing Wang, whose orders they say they are

waiting for. Several predatory excursions were at first made on

the surrounding towns and hamlets, the chief result of which has

been to alienate from them the greater part of the natives who

had entered their service. For nearly a month the city was

under the undisputed control of the insurgents, no attempt having

been made on the part of the imperial government to retake it,

until the 29th of September when some imperial junks arrived,

but did nothing of consequence. The following day troops began

to arrive and have continued to increase their numbers gradually

ever since, until they now amount to near ten thousand ; but

with all this force, besides the assistance of several foreign vessels

purchased for the Chinese government, their warlike operations

have been remarkabl}- destitute of any satisfactory result. The

insurgents still hold the city as firmly as ever, and have even erected

and manned some forts in the suburbs, from which the others seem
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incapable of dislodging them. Since the siege has been going on,

the insurgents have evidently risen in public es*:imation, a resiilt

vvhice perhaps arises rather from contrast with their opponents,

than anything inherently excellent in themselves.

The following is a copy of the seal used by the Shanghai

insurgents, which although it bears a general resemblance to the

one we have received from Anioy, differs in some particulars ; it

is printed with black ink on a square piece of vvhite calico.

»-—'-"inniiiiRmTnm-a

It will be seen that the line round the outside of the Amoy
Seal is wanting in this.

The characters in the angles are also different, and the mean-

ing less obvious, Perhaps they are proper names. The upper left

angle is Yung chuiig " overspreading loyalty;" the upper right is
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Wan wa " A myriad tiles ;" thd lower right is Gun kin " Gold of

the hill ;" the lower left is 2 'ien Hung sing "Heaven (or the

emperor) is surnamed Hung.''

In the outer octagon, the second line of the stanza has
\^

shang instead of :j;0 scang, giving the meaning,

—

Bearing on their persons the secret badge of Hung.

Tn the inner octagon, the right side line has the character |f
kwan instead of [^ vne, and may read,

—

Slopping the existing corruptions.

The lower line is the same five characters, but placed in a

different order, being read alternately right and left from the out-

side to the centre.

The line on the right side of the inner square has ^ kinig

instead of '^ htuig^ which leaves the sense about the same, or,—

•

When all the Hungs in harmony coml:)ine.

The following eight characters are stamped on the back in

red ink.

US 5C ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^I "The Hung heroes obedient to Heaven. The

Palriutism prosperity corporation."

A plate about eighteen inches square is also in use among

the insurgents, by whom copies were issued when the city was

taken to the tradesmen living inside, on the payment of several

dollars, as a pass to secure them from molestation, and procure for

them the free liberty of entrance and egress at the city or camp

Avith four gates, north, south, east and west, inside of which are

portrayed a variety of objects, presenting to the eye of the

uninitiated, a strange conglomeration of Confucian cosmogony,

Buddhist idolatry, and modern history veiled in C3'phers.

Round the outside is a border about two inches wide, on

which are inscribed the following verses ;

—

The intention of the blood-dropping contract, is originally on account of

the Ming.

In the cily of Muh-yang, the heroes are collected together.

When first beginning to "nter on life, the {flung chin.) world was my desire.

I took the oath to decapitate the Tartars, and not return to the T'sing.

At the first, the five ancesloi s on the day they were checked and oppressed,

In continued cormexion passed over the " inding entrance to Chaiig-sha.

In the Kaou ke' monastery they contemplated revenge;

liefore their celestial intentions were matun d, they were oppressed by the

mercenary soldiers.

The five men each took a province, and each a separate lodge

;

Resolving at the end of twice ninety yeais again to exterminate the T'sing.

In the White Stork- cave they themselves drew up a document,

And the divisions were illustrated in the Pavilion of the Cultivation of virtue.

On the earthen vessel was clearly determined, Duke, Marquis, and Earl.

1 '^•^^ Kaou-ke monastery, where the five priests sought a lodging after

leaving Chaug-sha. Chinese Repository, vol. 2, p. 289.

2 ^SiSJlsl White stork cave. There was one Chin Kinnan of the White siork

hill who used t' go up and down through the country pretending to speak upon

jcason, but really" in search of honest men. Cldncse Repository, \o\ 2, p. 290.
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By " tlic cnlart^cd tran.sformations of tiie thiee great ones," ' tlic Ijrcthi-en are

couiicclcd

The waters of flung flowing abroad extend to tfie four seas.

The divisions of the blacU, reJ, pink, white, and green are clearly marked
Mu/t, /J/i, Tiiio., She,' arc placed ou the right and left.

In ihe outer divisions are >iun and Tang sun, moon, and stars.

Within are .stored up Heaven and Earth, and. Hung Ying is the mark.

Siw niid Skoiii are assembled in harmony together in the celestial court;

While the disciples of llung all stand connected at the side.

The great Fmig', that noble bird will again reinstate the Ming;
The five men. each in his province will call together the brethren.

From first to last, the five lodges when once ninety ;'re completed

When the south of Keang-soo combines its military force, iiills and rivers will

be moved
The Drag m, Tiger, Tortoise and .Serpent - will exterminate the Tatsing.

'I lie combined traiisforniali.)ns of the Tsin.; and .Ming compicte four nilies.

Four and nine, three and .seven, denote prosperity in the assembly.

At one and six, Fuh-kien opens, with Kan-suh. and .Shep.-se

At two and seven, Canton returns, and Hu-kwang is perfected.

At three and eight, Kwang-si, Yuii-nan and Kwei-chow consult

At four and nine, there are the tro ips of Kiang-nan and Sze-chite'i.

At five and ten,^ are Kai-fung in Ho-nan, together with Shantung.

At the end of all, when the work is completed, there is the witness at the waist;

The five men all kee}) this signal concealed on their persons;.

That ill future, when llie lime arrives, they may manifest their true feelings.

Ode on Preserving the secomi Pass.

The guard of the second pass is Ching Ke-yew.
He has come for the special purpose of joining our connexion and extermin-

ating the Manchus.
When the teacher with the loose hair comes to rouse the men.
lie will collect the hve rivers together with tfie nine great waters.

Ode on Preserving the Pass.

The guard of the first pass Mri Too.lung
Stands erect in the right hand hall examining the heroes;

Those who have iron galls and copper livers are permitted to enter our ranks,

But if traitoirus hearts venture here, their lives a^e not of long duration.

The peach and plum blos.soms are opened, and thf brandies are covered

with leaves.

The hair of my head is not yet dry, having lately come into the world;

Ten thousand times have 1 looked for the Patriutic brethren to come and

instruct me
;

Remembering the commencement, when I saw Hung.

3 ^^^f-fc "^'"^ ''''" ^'i'"'^ fioa. These are the four characters which are

pasted on the doors of the houses in the city, liut without the supplementary portions.

The meaning is doubtful.

1 -^ )Er\ 1^ These are the four characters giving the length of the reigns of

the Manclui emperors

2 H^v^ ^M ^ Ihese four characters are used symbolically for West, Ea^t,

North and .^outh.

3 The numbers employed here are evidently borrowed from tlic \ ih king. Tn the

Ho-too, an ancient figure much esteemed by the Chinese, composed of the nine digits

arranged in a particular manner, 4 and g are placed t<jgcther at the tight hand side

In another figure called Lo-shoo, in whi:h the digits are difierently arranged, 3 and

7 form the left and right sides repectively. In the ninth chapter of the Appendix to

the Yih-king, written by t!onfuciu.s, the pa.ssage occurs, " Each number has its ]:)roper

combination," on which the commentator says, " Possessing their combinations means
that 1 unites with 6, 2 with 7, 3 with 8, 4 with 9, and 5 with 10," but iheapplicatioa

of tlie^c numbers in the proaeiit iustauce is not very obvious.
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General Tea-drinking ode.

As the changes in the colour of the tea are originally without end ;

So my talents are originally common-place, and my attainments iniperfctS.

Now that two brethren have come with ingenious questions,

May I trouble you to instruct me in two or three particulars.

TheJive colour coverlet ode.

The five colour yellow bound single coverlet,

Thirty-six wide and seventy long,

Is for the brethren of the ten thousand brandies of the Hung family;

Therefore they take this coverlet as a memorial to lay on the heart and reins.

. Ode on the waters of the three rivers of Lo.

The fountain of the waters of the three rivers, arises from the excellence of

the heart

;

Washing and purifying the hf^art and limbs, to build Muh-yang.

The true heart that consumes aright, obtains the happiness of long life,

But the traitorous heart that consumes to excess, is lost amid ihe waters.

Ode on preserving the Ftre pots.

Heaven sent down the grandson, who could eat men

;

But we happily obtained the priest of Tang to save our persons;

The true dragon has come to preserve us fiom the transit of the tire pots;

Revolving on the pivot, Heaven and earth will revert to the Ming.

The Canton tivehe lifie stanza.

Obedient to Heaven, and in harmony with the seasons, our commencement is

from our two parents.

Heaven and earth have no private motives; these originate with men.
Throughout the two capitals and the thirteen provinces.

Religious teacliers and military generals again form two divisions ;

The military lieroes at the call, come forward from every quarter

;

They come to serve the Ming dynasty, and to honour the sovereign prince.

At a future day, when collected together, all will receive dignities and em-
oluments.

The lelicitous star will encircle with its protection our prince and his ministers.

In places of resort, a separation will be observed between the houses and
lands of Manchus and t'hinese.

The multitude of the peo[ile will stand at ease and rest composed :

Heaven and earth preserving the Ming will again revert;

And the exemplary courage of the lower camp will fix Heaven and earth.

At the upper border are ten flags with the characters San,

Show, Ho, Ho, Tung, and Lung, Hog, Kwei, Shay, Hwuv, one

on each. There are also outlines of a Fir, a Cypress, a Peach and

a Phim tree ; besides a suspended lantern called the " Lantern of

Hung," and a lamp with seven lights, called the "Seven star

lamp." On the lower border, there is an upright tablet with the

inscription "Inner land of T'ae-p'ing." ' Another has "Rigidly

apprehend loose vagabonds." There are also two pillars bearing

the inscription " Kai-yin - year, 7th month, 25th da}^, at the hour of

Chow^.''' On each of the four gateways, is the name of a "great

general ;
" that on the west in Han Fuh ; on the north Li Chang-

teen, on the east Han Ming, and on the south Ching Teen.

1 The lodge room.

2 The cyclical characters corresponding to the year 1674, when tlie society was
established

3 From I A.M to 3 A.M.
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Immediately within the lower or east gate, is an upright

frame with a bell suspended in the centre. On the frame is

inscribed " Circle of Heaven ;)nd Earth ;" on the bell is " Original

merit of establishing the d^pasiy." Above this are two stanzas

as follows,

—

On presei~vmg the circle of Heaven and Earth.

The Ccelo-terrestrial protector Woo Hwan-urh,
Enters straight the gate of Hung, to guard the city pond:
When the yellow flowers disappear, the red flowers open out;

The children of Hung iu successive generations, connect ten thousand branches

in their bond.
Ode on selling fruit.

There ate fruits of five colours in Muhyang;
Thousands of men arc seen to pass, ten thousand men partake

;

The loyal '^nd patriotic buy and come aud eat;

But tlie disloyal and unpatriotic are not allowed to taste.

In the centre of the enclosure, is an annular figure, above

which is the name '' Hall of the Loyal." In the middle of this

figure, is the T'ai-kcth^ composed of the 17// and K///,^'/ outside

this is a circle composed of the eight triliiiear diagrams of the

Yih-king ; outside this again is another circle, having the same

stanzj contained in the outer octagon of the Shanghai seal, with

some slight variations ; the arrangement of the four lines is also

diflerent. Round the outside at equal distances, are five projecting

figures, each marked /v?//_^ " lodge ;

" to four of these are attached

respectively the four terms in the angles of the Shanghai seal.

Along the top of the enclosure is a row of shrines to canonized

personages, in the centre of which is a pendant ornament, inscrib-

ed at the top " Flower Pavilion," and underneath " By order of

the Commander in chief."

Beginning at the right side, the first tablet has,

—

The first ancestor Hung Koo-shing.

The fir^t female ancestor, the lady Le,

Ihe ancestor of llie second generation

rr.. J ^^ ''r I i / Seat of their si>iritSv
11) e second generation female ancestor, '

'

the lady Kin.

The little Lord Chu Hung-chuh,- in

the official station.

Inscription at the top.

Ancestral chapel of the hu family.

Inscription down the sides,

—

Out of doors, our former prince's face has not been seen.

1 According to the system propounded in the Yi!i-king the T'ni-keih or supreme
physical principle generated 2 models Yin and Yang the inferior and superiiDr or

female and male principles of nature; these 2 models generated the four images T'ni-

Yin, T^ai-yang, Seaou-Yin and Seaou Vang, or Moon, Sun, Stars and Planets; and
the 4 images generated the I^a-k^aa or 8 diagrams, from whence emanated alt

material creation

2 Grandson of Tsung-ching the Ming emperor and his empress Le. Chinese Re-
pository, vol. 18, p. 290,
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In the house, the mind of the ancient Buddhas may be known.

Second tablet,

—

Seal of the spirit of the patron of the metropolitan city.

At the top,

—

Temi)le of the city patron.

Down the sides,

—

Originally there were two capitals and thirteen provinces;

W'licn the Ming prince ascends the throne, dignities will be again conferred.

Thiid tablet,

—

vSeat of the spirit of the sacred deity Kwan.

At the ton.

—

Temple of Kwan Ti.'

Down the sides.

—

Eminent virtue and surpassing talent will lead the house of Han ;

For thousand years, through remote anti(]uity, he may be associated with

Heaven.

Fourth tablet,

—

Seat of the spirits of 108 teachers.

At the top.

—

Shai u-lin Monastery.

Fifth tablet,

—

HooTih-le "\

Fang T'ai-hung r

Tsai Tih-chung > Seat of their sjiirits.

Ma Ke-hing 1

Li Sih.kai^^ J
At the top,

—

Benevolence, righteousness, propriety, knowledge, fidelity.

Sixth tablet,—
Tiie military leader Chin Kin-nan''

1

The royal teacher Wan Yun^ \ Seat of their spirits.

The head lance Tien Yew-hung^ j

At the ton,

—

Ancestral chapel of the Hung family.

1 A famous deiiipil warrior of the Srd century.

2 Thi- five surviTinj; priests of the Shaon-Iin monastery.
3 While the five priests were at the Red flower Pavilion, Chin Kin-nan came

there, and informed them that he had been an officer in the Bosyd of War and
a niend)pr of the Han-lin. hut having been ilriven from his post t)y the machin-
ations of his enemies, he had i-etireil to the White stork liill, hut hafl now cDnie

to join their company and avenge his wrongs, Chinese Refiuintoiy, vol. 18,

p. •J99.

4 While the five priests and their company were proceeding to Che-kiang,
they passed a moi-astery, from whence a priest named Wan Yuu-lung CMUie out

to enipdre what priests they were who carried banners, and asked tiiem to enter
hi.s dwelling. Tliis man had formerly unluckily killed a man, and fled to a
monastery ; he was ten cubits high, his head as large as a peck measure-, his hair

red and hi-; arms like two beams. They told him, " The officers of this dynasty
arc ui;rfa-^on;d)le, and we are going to revenge the burning of the Shau-lin

niiiiiastcry anil murder of our brethren." He was filled with anger at their

recital and they t > induce him to join them, saluted him as their tn ho, or great

elder brorhei, and make him sreueralissimo, whereupon he took the oath. The
troop had several >kirmishes at the Five Phoenix hill, in which ihis Yun-lung lost

liis life, on the 9th month, by his horse falling upon a rocky ledge ; on this

Kin-nnn snid • Ir. was not the will of heaven that he died, his number was not
yet fulfillt il "— CZ/.Hf.se Rejwsitoiy. vol. 18, p. 290.

5 When rhe juiests had iucoiporated themselves into a society with Kin-nan
for their izeneru', a man named Hwang Chiug-ngan joined himself to them,
who !i Kin-nan, heein;: his bravery, ajipointed Head Lance of the Van. 'J"he

brotherhood took the snrnaine of Hiniq at this time. «nd patriotism for their

watch wold ; Ilwai g also changed his name to Tieii Yu-hung, Cltitust lie-

pustUiii/, vol. IH, p. 290.
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Seventh tablet,

Seat of the spirit of Tab-mo' the founder of the sect.

At the top,

—

Temple of Ling-wang^

Eighth tablet,

—

Seat of the spirit of the great god Hwa-kwang^

At the top,

—

Temple of the Five visible ones*

Down the sides,

—

The spirit of Tung Ling-kwang is all pervading.

The junior members of Fang recompense Heaven and Earth.

The order of grouping the curious assemblage of miscellanies

inside the enclosure is not very intelligible to one not in the

brotherhood, but several objects strike the eye as historical land-

marks, although they probably possess also a more hidden

application. Following the account already referred to in the

Chinese Repository^ we find the Society originated with the priests

of the Shaou-lin monastery on Kew-leen hill in the department

of Fuh-chow, in Fuh-kien. [On the right side of the plate is a

hill with tlie name " Kew-leen hill,"] Being persecuted by the

ruling powers, they resisted; in consequence of which their monas-

tery was set fire to at night, when out of one hundred and twenty

eight, all perished but eighteen men. These found their way to

Chang-sha in Hu-kwang, where thirteen of their number died of

starvation. The remaining five, Tsae, Fang, Ma, Hoo, and Le,

were saved in a vessel by two men named Seay and Woo, [At

1 One day, a red vapour ajippared in the sky, and the sage Talimo stood on the

top (if a c-loud, holdinir a pair of ashv sandals ; liwang went up and besought
him fi^r aid ; he erjqnired into all the particulars of his history, and took his

loval spirit, and carefidly put it into a gourd jar. Chinese Re/>ository, vol. 18, p.
2ti.3.

Tah-ino is the Chinese form of Bndhidarma, the 28th Bmldhist patriarch,

successor of Shakia, who was raised to the dignity A.D 4.t7. Oriuinallv the son
of an Indian prince, he embarked for China, and rook up his residence in Honan,
where he died i 49.i, leaving the secrets of Buddhist rheolojry to a Chinese,
who was ajipoinred liis successor. The similarity in the U!>me has given rise to

8 me singular misfakis with regard to this Tah-nio. It wm.s a favourite opinion
with many of tlic Roman Catholic missionaries that this was no other than the

apostle '1 honias who luid come to introduce Christianity into Chin.i ; while
Fatiier Georgi su]i})oscs him to have been a certain Thomas, a di-ciple of the
famous schisuritic Manes We are indebied to Hemusat fir bavii'g cleared up
the niy.-tery that hung over the memory of this ancient sage. See Melmiyes
A>iuiti(\ius vol 1 p 1:2.3

2 When the fiv<' priests had tarried a fortnight at the Kanu-ke temple, they
heard the trooj)s liad learned their retreat, ami fldl to the Liiig-wang tem])le.

.'•( A Buddhist deity belonging to bygone ku'pas

4 These are apparently identical, or of kinrired character with the Woo-shuig
" Five sages," ;i ela.ss of corrupt spirits severely proscrihed in the t'enal Coile,

ns heing invcked by witches and wizards. In the reign of Kang-he, a temple
to the worship of these, under the synonym of Woo-tung, existed on theLang-
kca hill. thr( e miles west of Su-chow. and was nttoi'ly de-troyed bv order of
the mandarins It was restored during the jjrescut century, ami again reduced
to ruihi aiid the idols cast into the Great Lake, iu 1824. See Su-ilivtv Fu-c/ie.
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the bcittom of the phite is a shrine, denominated the ''Temple of

patriotic combination.'' On the tablet are inscribed the two
names^' Seay Pang-hing," and WooTing-k\vei."J After a while

the priests took leave of their hosts Seay and Woo, and went to

the Kaou-ke temple to seek a lodging, where they were received,

and told all their wrongs to Hwang and his wife Chung living

there. [Above the centre figure on the plate, is a tablet with the

inscription " Chu Hung-ying of the Ta-ming dynasty." On the

right side is the inscription, " The earth is rent ; from the (^
kaoti) lofty peak, flow the ("^ ke) parting streams, at the hill whieh

has stood from remote antiquity." Down the left side is, " At
the door is held the court

; the united waters of the three rivers,

for ten thousand years have flowed to the ocean.''] After a fort-

night, hearing that the troops had learned their retreat, they fled

to the Ling-wang temple. A troop of horse pursued them, but

they escaped to a hill where they met the family of their former

friend Keun-tah, and saw a peach-wood sword coming out of the

ground, on the hilt of which was engraved the sentence ' Over-

throw the Tsing, restore the Ming.' The two women took this

sword, went out against the soldiers and compelled them to retreat.

[At the top of the plate, is a sword with the name " Peach plum

sword."] The next day the priests returned to the Ling-wang

monastery. Being pursued again by the soldiers, they fled to the

I^ung-hoo hill. [Near the Kew-licn hill on the plate, is another

marked " Lung-hoo hill."] Soon after this. Chin Kin-nan came

to the priests, and told them he had been an officer in the Board

of War, but having been driven from his post by the machinations

of his enemies, he had come to join their company and avenge

his wrongs. They were much pleased and replied " Happy are

we in getting vour aid ; now we shall succeed." Thc\- accord-

ingly divined a lucky time, viz., 25th day of the 7th month, when

thev drank their blood and took the oath of brotherhood. [On

the right of the plate is an irregularly shaped figure, down the

centre of which is the inscription. "The whole family bound

together in harnionious union." A line on the right has the four

cvclical characters Yili, Si7i, Maoii^ Yciv; Yih-maon answering to

the year 17(15 and S'li-vew being the tiftv eighth day of the cycle
;

so that this, with the line on the left side, gives,—" In the year

1765, on the fiftv eighth da}- of the cycle, the five grand lodges

were opened."] Having organized the association, the}- made

Chu Hung-chuh their head, Chin Kin-nan their general, and

Hwang Ching-gnan, Head Lance. They then raised troops and

went to Che-kiang, being joined on the way b}' Wan Yun-lung,

who lobt his life durinj'' a skirmish. His ashes were buried near

I
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Ting hill. [Above the figure last Tuentioncd, is a hill marked

*' Ting hill."] Besides the objects above specified, thj following

are also depicted :—Two shrines, one to the " IiLukihisl l^itriarch,"

and one to " Kea-lan Yay,"' a Buddhist divinity worshipped in the

temples at the present dav
;

three pagodas, the "General's

Pagoda," " Pagoda of Wan Chang," tlie patron of letters,

worshipped by the literati ;
and the " P i^oda of Hung ;"

three Pavilions, named the "Enclosure of Extienu Purity,"

"Enclosure of Peace," and upholding the Ming enclosure,

three suspended flags, one bearing the inscription, " Obedient to

Heaven and acting on right principles,"' and j|(;;/\^l|j [4 which

appears to be a contracted form ot the sentence
)![(.'{ ^s;

{'f
"jj

" Ihe

Ming dynasty will revert in obedience to Heaven ;" another has

the strange composite character "Show" in the centre
; at the

outer corner is " Convoking the military assembly ;'" the upper

corner has " Heaven," the lower corner " Earth." Attached to

the flag are two pendants, one bearing " When the Hung dust is

everywhere dispersed abroad, the heroes will all be called in ;"

the other has " The brethren from sea to sea will serve the Ming
dynasty ;" the other flag has the character Sfnuae " Commander-

in-chief" in the centre ;
along the upper edge is inscribed. " The

deposed Li and Chu Hung. In obedience to Heaven, the Ming
dvnasty will revert ;" along the lower edge is " The Tsing empire,

Muh^ Lili^ 'low, Sfic} United together in harmonious union."

There is a ship with the character Show "Old age " on the flag
;

also three squares, one having on it " Hall of united obedience
;

"

another has " All united in harmonious vuiion," and the third has

" Connected myriads is our memorial ;" two radiated circles, one

having the word " Sun " in it, and the other " Mirror ;" an incense

pot ; seven " fire pots ;" the four composite characters San t\ii

Hung hiva "The enlarged transformations of the three Great

ones ;" three fields
;
three pools, named respectively "Gulf ascend-

ing pool " " Clear water pool." and " Stone hamlet pool ;"

" Abacus ;" " Ink ;" "Pencil ;"' " Ink pellat ;" " Gnomon:" " Foot

rule ;" "Lunar crescent sword ;" " Seven star sword ;" " Priest's

gown;" "Drum;" "Scissors;" "Rod of Hung ;" "Pear;"
" Orange ;'" " Yu plant ;" and " Plantain." At the foot of the

plate is a tablet bearing the following stanza :

—

Coni'oking the Army 1ablet.

Illustrious, illustrious the middle kingdom; vast, vast, the celestial empire.
A thousand states offered her ti ibute ; ten thousand nations paid court to her.

I This sentence is quoted by the insurgent Lew in a recent proclamation. See
Norih-China Herald No. i68,

I These are the four characters denoting the respective reigns of the Manchu
emperors.
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J he liarl)arians have usurped and seized her ; resentment for this is ditlicull

to suppress.

EiiMst troops, buy horses; high erect the flowery brid;ie,

When the Fatrwtic government commences at Akih-yan^', the Tartar dynasty

will be exterminated.

What may be the ultimate fate of this formidable confederacy

is a problem by no means easy of solution, but it is one at the

same time fraught with considerable interest. Bearing in view

the character of the institution, the alleged cause for which it was

established, the manner in which it is upheld, and the way in

which they propose to attain their object, patriot and the phil-

anthropist will doubtless pause, before committing themselves in

the fiush of popular excitement. We know that a deadly

animosity is cherished by this society against the ruling dynasty
;

we have some reason to believe that if not actually proscribed,

they are looked on with a degree of suspicion by the part}' now
aspiring to the supreme power. Should the object of the Triad

Society be obtained and the Ming dynasty restored, what

benefit would accrue to the empire? Admitting that the Tsing

dynasty is corrupt, it is at least questionable whether the Ming

dynasty which gave place to it was less so.

We have seen the Pch-lien keaou society, with equally bold

pretensions brought to nought. Other bodies have at times made
partial eruptions on the surface of societ}^, but have soon disappeared

under the rigorous system of proscription to which they have been

subjected. Some of these have been of a religious and even of a

fanatical character, and apart froin their secret compact, call to

mind analogous delusions in our own country, iu such cases as

Johanna Southcote and the unfortunate Richard Brothers, who
would doubtless have been submitted to tortine and death, had

they propounded their strange pretensions in the celestial empire.

Of this class was the '/pj'^P'^^ Tsing cha iiiun kcaoii " Pure

tea sect,'' the leader of which. Wang Yung-tai, was arrested in

1816, sentenced to be cut in small pieces, and his head publicly

exposed on a pole. It appears this Wang gave out that he had

received the dogmas he taught from his ancestors, the first

progenitor of whom he said resided in Heaven. Holding the

doctrine of the reign of three Buddhas in succession. Yen-tang

Full's reign being already past, Sheh-kea Fuh being the present

ruler of the world, he taught that Me-lih Fuh the future Buddha
would become incarnnate in his family, and would carry all the

members of the sect to the land of the immortals, where they

would be free from ever)- calamity. On the 1st and 15th of every

mouth, the votaries of this sect burnt incense, made offerings of

tea, bowed down and worshipped the heavens, __earth, sun, moon,

I
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In I Si 7 a mj.nber of the imperial family was charged with

being connected with a rebellious association, called the "Great

ascending Society." He was in consequence degraded from his

natural rank by the emperor.*

Other secret associations about that time were named, " The

Society of glory and splendour," " The red-beards," " TheWhite-
jackets," and the " Short-swords."

A memorial to the emperor in 1818 gives th" names of one

hundred and ninety persons who had declared their abandonment

of all connexion with several proscribed societies, among which are

enumerated the sects denominated, the " Red Bright," the ^^
Tsi7ig k^img " Silent Void," 5'^i -^^'^" '-^''^'^ " Ro^i^ri Catholic "

^(^jjP^ Lo fiih mim " Ancient Buddhist " —-.-^^^ Yih choo hiang
" Single incense stick " j^^ Shaoii hiang " Incense offering " and
" Pure Tea " sects. The list was retained in order that if again

detected in connection with any association, they might be more

severely punished, than they would have been without a previous

pardon.'

The following is a translation by Mr, Davis of an imperial

edict, issued in the third month, 1834:. ^^ Kc'shcn (governor of

Shan-tung) has presented to us a report of the trial and condem-

nation of the banditti who have been propagating lessons of

rebellion, and has at the same time sent up lists of all those officers

who exerted themselves in the apprehension of the rebels, together

with other particulars. By these it appears that the traitor Ma-
tsin-cJmngy a native of T.sing-ho district in C/n'h-Ie province, made
himself the head of an unlawful association at Lin-tsing-clioiu in

the province of Shan-tung^ and , that he, with his associates,

organized themselves into self constituted ranks and grades of

authorit}', after the model of real officers of government. Thev
circulated secret signals among themselves, and consulted together

for the purposes of treason and rebellion. Their crime has been

enormous,and their wickedness of the deepest dye. The said

acting Foo-yjien^ however, at the head of the civil and military

officers, at once crushed the incipient evil, without giving the

slightest previous intimation, and apprehended accomplices in the

conspiracy to the number of above five hundred and seventv

persons.'"

In 1831 a secret societ}' under the name of the "Wonderful
Association " was discovered at Peking, and although we have no

detail of the practices or objects of this association, 3-et we find the

leader was put to death by strangulation.-

1 Indo Chinese Gleaner, vol I, p. 19.

2 Indo Chinese Gleaner, vol. I, p. 87.
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In the following year, the authorities at Peking ,were engaged

in an investigation with regard to another newly discovered sect

headed by one Y'in Laou-seu, who called hinself Nan Yang Buddha,

and collected several thousand disciples extending though three

provinces. His body ^vas cut to pieces by a slow process, and his

heart paraded about in the place where he taught, as a warning.

His son was immediately decapitated for conniving at this father's

deeds ; and several others of the sect were sentenced to the same

fate.'

Similar detections seem to be of not unfrequent occurence,

and we may with reason assume, that the number of secret assoc-

iations existing in the empire is much greater than the number

whose operations have been brought before the public, and if it

be a fact (whichi probably few will gainsay) that the existence of

these is incompatible with a sound state of society, then the

itiference is clear that there must be some radical error in the

system of government which has led to such a pernicious state of

affairs in the body politic.

I Ta Tsingleu leih, vol, —, p. —

.

• Asiatic Societys Transactions, vol. I, p. 396.
•(• Chinese Repository, vol. I, p. 3 1.

• Chinese Repository, vol. I. p. 295.

%s
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COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS.

When we the sons of Japhet become dwellers in the tent

of Shem, we are verily strang^ers in a foreign land. Though the

assertion may be trite, yet it is true to an extent we are scarcely

conscious of, especially within this the borders of the Land of

Sinim. Who—that has had his lot cast in these ends of the earth

for a season—does not remember the feelings with which he

looked upon the denizens of this ancient empire, during^ the first

fortnight of his residence, as he observed them strolling about

^

decked out in the richest silks and satins, and wielding^ a fan with

that grace which only a celestial can assume? Probably a feeling

of compassion arose in his mind on the occasion ;—we will not

suppose any less generous impulse; nor is it our object to adju-

dicate the relative merits, when we venture to assert that these

same celestials were equally strong in a consciousness of their own
superiority. Something has been done towards a better mutual

understanding, but still it is true that we are widely separated by

customs, feelings, and interest. They know something of our

military achievements, and they acknowledge the preponderance

of phvsical force on our side ;—mayhap their minds are also

tinged with a wholesome dread of collision ;—while we in our turn

are amused with the puerilities of their warlike strategics. Years

of commercial intercourse have to a limited extent established

a better understanding between the two races, while it is felt

that similar interests actuate the merchants of bc^th hemispheres;

and time will doubtless show that commerce has had no incon-

siderable share in removing the stumblingblocks, and promoting

the mutual civilization of the inside and outside nations. But
when we come to the department of letters, it is here indeed
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that we are to them os barbarians. Each seems to glory in the

extent of his ignorance with regard to the other; and in very

deed between them and us, there is a great gulph. This state

of things strikes one as singular in some respects, considering

that literature is the peculiar glory of this nation. A visit to a

prefectural city during a literary examination is well calculated to

give some idea of the importance in which letters are held. The
elite of the youth of China are seen pressing forward, eager to test

the success of those acquirements, which it may be has cost them
many a weary day and night during the past twelve months, and

upon which they have built their hopes of future honour and

preferment. A knowledge of the extensive machinery in opera-

tion throughout the empire connected with these examinations,

would afford more than a hint of the great pains taken by the

imperial government to select from the countless mass, those who
are best qualified by their talents to fill offices with honour to

themselves and advantage to the nation. The following remarks

have been suggested to us by the recent examination at Kwaii-

shan, which although now somewhat late to be considered news,

)ret refer to a subject, which we opine is sufficient to engage the

interest of many of our readers.

Literary examinations may be classed in four grades. The
lowest takes place at the district cit}^ about once in i8 months-

Avhere all youth desirous of competing for honours in the higher

grades must first make their appearance. Having been success,

ful in this, they next proceed to the prefectural city, where they are

examined by the local magistrate {che foo). After these prelim-

inaries, they proceed to the prefectural examination to compete

for the first degree {^sezo tsai). Having been successful so far, they

next repair to the triennial examinations at the Provincial city

which take place once in 3 years, to ci^mp^te for the second degree

{k. uj'n). The competition for the third degree {tsin szc) occurs in

the capital, also once in 3 years. A few words on the Kiang,

su examinations will give a general idea of what is taking place,

or would be taking place, throughout each of the 18 provinces,

were it not for the present insurrectionary troubles.

Sun Paou-yuen, the imperial commissioner who has been

app:)inted to coniluct the examinations throughout the province

of Kiang-3U, is a vice-president of the Board of Revenue, and

wears a red button indicating the 2nd rank. At the mature age of

58, he has reached his present position without any signal indica-

tion of extraordinary talent. Having left Peking at the close of

the Chinese year, he has taken up his temporary residence at
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Kiang-ying on the Yang-tsze kiang, and reached Kwan-shan last

month, to commence the first of a series of examinations at the

several prefectural cities of the province. He is now presiding

over a similar arena at Sung-kiang foo, after the completion of

which he will proceed to Kiang-ying to hold the examination for

the prefecture of Chang-chow, and so on till he has given all the

aspirants of the province an opportunity of signalizing themselves.

This done it will be time for him to commence anew, and repeat

the routine, which will nearly fill up the three years of his com-

mission, and entitle him to return to court and make his report

to the emperor. The examinations for the prefecture of Su-chow
are always held at Kwan-shan, in compliance with an old custom,

and here accordingly the magnate Sun arrived with a staff of

twelve subalterns on the 20th March, and on the 22nd the hall

was opened for the candidates. The town presented an unwonted

bustle, the day was fine, and upwards of ten thousand competitors

had assembled on that and the succeeding days. Before sunrise

the scw-tsais had already collected in the hall, answered their

names, and received the themes which were to occupy them dur-

ing the day. These were four in number, being exercises in

poetry and the antiquities of China ; and it should be remarked

that these texts arc given without any indication of the work from

which they are extracted, which the students are expected to

know and state, as also to explain the meaning of the texts, which

are generally remarkable for their terseness, and this has to be writ,

ten in stanzas of an appointed form. Of the texts in question

the first consisted of five characters taken from a book by one Wang
Tsung, published about 1800 years ago, and by no means a com-

monly known or much read work. If a translation of the theme

might be attempted, it would read something like this—" They
were au fait at the Five Classics." This alludes to the disciples of

Confucius. When it became bruited through the town that this

text had been given, one or two copies of Wang Tsung's work

which were discovered among the extensive book stores, immedi-

ately rose to most extravagant prices. The next theme consisted

of four characters from the works of Seun-tsze, one of the most

famous of the philosophical writers who lived in the 3rd century

B.C. It may be translated,—"The superior man nourishes the

source," alluding to the emperor nourishing purity at the fountain

head of the gnernment. The third theme was five characters

from the poems of Taou Yuen-ming who wrote about the end of the

4th century. The English of the sentence is "My soul is devoted

to music and study." The essay on this had to be written in
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Stanzas of re. en words to a lii:e. The fourth and last for the

day was,—"Imitr.te Luh Kien-iian's he-.d".ngs to the portraits of

e ghteen scholars." Luh Kien-nan was a poet and voluminous

v/riter of the Sung dynasty, and the competitors were expected to

imitate his style of poetry in an ode on the above laconic theme.

Siich formed the first day's exercise, on which the students were

ergaged till about sunset. All the?e had already obtained their first

degree at previous examinations, and the object of this was to keep

tliem up to the mark, so that it is in some degree compulsory for

all graduates to attend.

The next day was occupied with a special exercise for some

three or four hundred sew tsar's, who had from various causes,

omitted to be piesent at p.evious examinations, and had thus entail-

ed so much extra labour on the present occasion.

The 24th was devote i to the youthful talents who had not yet

mour.ted the firet itep of th,e p:e'"ern;ent ladder. Two themes were

appjinteJ for the day, the first being a line from a pcem by Luh
Kien-nan above mer.tior.ed: /. e.

—'"When the drizzling spring

showers fall on the flags, the swallows fly low."

On the 25th and 28th days the sew tsazs were again examined,

the themes being taken from the Classics and the Four books. On
March 30th, April ist, 3rd, and 5th, the aspirants for the ist degree

{sew tsais) we:e again'examined. During these four days, 340 com-

petitors in all from the pre'"ecture of Su-chow and the department

of Tai-tsang, were successful.

From the e imper'ect notes it mav be gathered that the student's

life in China, if followed up with the ardour that the subject de-

mands, is far from beii^g a sinecure, and that with all the defects

that may have ciept into the system in the course of ages, the theory

at least is sound at the bate.
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ISRAELITES IN CHINA.

It is well known that Israelites in considerable nuniLers have

been resident in Cliina from a very remote period, and brief notices

of their existence have from time to time come before the European

public. Interesting- as such incidental notices undoubtedly are,

they are generally far too meag-re to satisfy the inquiring- mind;

and we cannot but regret the absence of fuller details, which would

prove acceptable to the ethnologist, to the historian, and to those

who delight in tracing- out the wanderings and fortunes of the

chosen people in the lands of their expatriation. In the twelfth

century, Benjamin of Tudela, a Spanish Jew, made a journey

through several of the kingdoms of Asia, to discover the existing

remnants of his kindred, which he succeeded in tracing- up to the

confines of China. Had he extended his travels into that empire,

he would have doubtless left us much information on the subject,

regarding which we are now left to conjecture. The learned

Eabbi Manasseh asserts that a part of the Ten tribss crossed the

Great Wall, which divided China from Tartary, and settled in the

former country' ; and he believes that the Scriptures clearly refer to

this emigration of the dispersed tribes. The existence of a colony

of Israelites to the present da}^, in the centre of China, though

merely sufficient to attest the fact of an earlier prosperity, yet

precludes all doubt as to these people having penetrated into the

em])ire in former ages.

It becomes then a question of some interest to ascertain, if

any memento of the existence of these Hebrews has been preserved

in the literature of the Chinese; regarding which, tlie following

observations are presented in a s])irit of diffidence, with a desire

that the discussion of the (juestion may lead to farther light.
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We find that durino- tlie middle a^-es, the annals of China

contain tlie mention of several foreif^'n sects b}^ name, among- which

are Muh-hoo, Ta-tsin^ Ktng-keaou, Alo-ne, Mo-ne^ Po-sze-king-keaou^

Ho-shin, Heen-keaou, T^ecn-shin, Hoo-teen-shin^ Hoo-hcen^ Ho-heen,

&€. Of the above creeds, some receive their desig-nation from the

name of their founders 5 ^^ Muh-hoo^ Mohammedans, and Mo-ne or

Mo-ne, the Manichieans, The desig-nation of others is national ; as

Ta-tsin^ the Syrian and Po-sze-king-keaoii^ the Persian Classic

religion. One lias an honorific appellation,

—

King-kcaoti^ the

Ilhistrious religion, the name adopted by the Nestorian Christians

in China. Others are named from the objects they worshi[) ; as

Ho-shin-keaoii^ the Fire worshippers or Parsees. One of this class

is called the ^ ^ Heen-keaoii to which it is now proposed to draw

attention. T'^een-shin^ Hoo-feen-shin^ and Hoo-hee7i, seem to be

merely synonymes of Heen ; and Ho-hecn, the equivalent of

Ho-shin of the I'arsees.

Endeavouring- to ascertain what is the Hcen-keaou or Heen

relig-ion here spoken of, it will be well first to inquire into the

meaning- of the character ZT^g;/. Speaking- of the chapels of this

sect, Peih Yuen, the editor of a recent edition of the Ch^ang-ngan-

chc^, sf^ySj T find these are the same as the {T^een) Heaven chapels

spoken of in the Histor}' of the Nortliern Wei dynasty. In

ancient times there was no such character as Heenr"^ Peih Yuen's

assertion is so far borne out by reference to the native dictionaries,

for the character is not to be found in the most ancient ones; and

the earliest lexicon in which it occurs appears to be the Yuh

peen^, which gives under this character, " Pronunciation, Heen. A
foreign spirit."

The A'a'(7?7^-j)'z^«^, of later date, g-ives, '* A foreign sj)irit. In

the 'Catalogue of official grades,' there is one styled the Heen
chief. Pronunciation, HyenP

The Tscih-yun^ a work of the Sung dynasty, gives, " Pronun-

ciation, T'cen; the same sound as T'ccnP

The Yun-hwuy, a subsequent work, gives, Pronunciation,

Hycn; the same sound as HciieuT

The Luh-shoo-ftcng, published during the fourteenth century,

gives, *'In Kwan-chung (Shen-se), Heaven is called Heen.
Foreigners designate Deity by the word Heen."

1 rublisbed A D. 1787.

2 Book IX. p. 4.

3 ruhlishcfl by K06 Yk^'-wang, A.D. ,523.

4 This is of uncertain date, but was doubtless written during the Tang
dynasty. The earliest known edition is of the time of the Sung.
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The Hinig-ivoO'C/niig-yun, about the end of the fourteenth

century, jiive^, "A foreign spirit. The character is formed from the

radical Teen (Heaven). In the 'Catalogue of the T'ang- officials/

there is one called the Heen chief."

The Ching-yun-Jvvny-peen, which is a re-arrang-ement of the

materials of the preceding-, with modifications, published at the

beginning- of the seventeenth century, says, "This rhymes with

Seen. Heen. Pronunciation, Hyen. A fo"eig-n spirit. The

character is formed from the radical T^een (Heaven)."

The Ching-tsze-timg.^ published about the middle of the

seventeenth century, g-ives, " Pronunciation, Hyen. Same sound

as Heen. The name of a foreign spirit. In the * Catalog-ue of the

T'ang- officials,' there is the Heen chief."

The K"ang-he tsze-ieen, pubhshed under the direction of the

second emperor of the present dynasty, merely contains a summary
of the preceding- notes.

A new edition of the Shwo-ivan ', Shwo-wan keae-tszc tutig-

shzh, g-ives, "A foreig-n spirit. The character is formed of tlie

elements She (Spiiitual inlluence) and T'een (Heaven). The pro-

nunciation is Heen^

From the above lexicographical details, then, we learn tliat

the character |3^ is pronounced Heen. that being- the local pro-

nunciation of the word T'ecn (Heaven) in the province of Shen-se;

that this same Heen was the generic word for " Deity " among-

Western foreig-ners; that it was the name of a Being- worship[)ed

by a foreign sect in China ; and that it formed a component ])art

of the title of a government ofiicer during- the T'ang- d3'nasty.

Thus we see that the character is of comparatively recent

formation, as it is not found in any book earlier than the sixth

century; and we have the authority of Peih Yuen, noticed above,

for the fact that the word Heen is the synonyme of T''eni

(Heaven) which we find mentioned as an object worshipped hx a

foreign sect at the beginning of the sixth century; for he says the

character Heen was not used in ancient times.

In opposition to this view, indeed, Yaou K'wan* professes to

trace this religion up to the seventh century B.C. The passage on

on which he su])ports his statement is taken from Too Yu's

1 SIiw6-wun was composed by Heii Shin, and publishcil AD. 100, lieiii;^

the first dictionary arranged according to the radicals. The original work
however does not contain the character Hilen.

2 In the Se-ke ts'ujig-i/u, a collcctiou of notes critical and historical,

-written about the middle of the twelfth century, book I. p. 18.
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commentary on the Tsb chueyi,^ which is an amplification of Con-

fucius' history Ch'nn ts'erv (Spring- and Autumn Annals). ^ Tiie

text of the Ch'un is'e/v says, "In the nineteenth year of Duke He

(B. C. (331), in summer, on the forty-sixth day oFthe cycle, the men

of Choo took the Viscount Tsar.g- and offered him in sacrifice."

The Tw clinen says regarding- -this, "In summer, the Duke of Sung-

caused Wan the Duke of CJioo to off^r up the Viscount 'I'sang-

at the tutelary altar hy the river Suy, with a desire to conciliate the

Eastern foreigners.'' The (Jonimentary on this, as quoted by

Yaou K'wan, rends, "The Suy receives the Peen, and ])assing-

Chin to the east, leaving- Leang-tseaoii and Pang'-ching-, it Hows

into the Sze. Near this water a H'eeu, spirit ruled, which it was

the general practice to serve with tutelary worship; hence human

being's were slain and offered in sacrifice." This is such an evident

perversion of the original passag-e, that it would be scarcely worth

noticing-, were it not that it has been reproduced without comment

in the modern native geography Hae hvo t'oo che.^ The reading- is

supported by no authority; the word here g-iven ^ Hean, being-

in all standard editions of the Classics written ^ Yaou (Elfish or

Demonaical), which is doubtless the true version, an equivalent

form of this character being- :^ which very nearly resembles Hiien ;

and indeed the dictionary Hurxj woo cliing yiln g-ives the same form

of character (probably throug-h inadvertence) to the two definitions;

but the other dictionaries all clearly mark the distinction of the two

characters. The anachronism has not escaped native scholars, one

of whom thus tersely expresses himself in the Gae jih ts^ung

ch^aoii^: " Too Yu, in his commentary on the Txo chum, regard-

ing- the ]);issage * the tutelary altar by the river S-.iy,' says, 'There

was a Hvcn chapel upon the Suy river.' That is impossible. How
could there be a Heen chapel in China in the time of Duke Seang-

of Sung- ?
"

Is there any reason to think then that the Heen religion is

1 This was wi-itten by Tso Kew-ming, a disciple of Confucius, and is a
record of contemporary events necessary to throw light on the original

chronicle.

2 This is a history of Loo, the native state of Confucius, being the only
complete work written by tho s-ige.

3 The materials for thi.s work were in great part collected from foreign
sources by the Commissioner Lin, famous in the first war with China. The
work of editing was contided to Wei Yuen a highly accomplish! d natire
scholar, but a bitter enemy to foreigners, as is too apparent in the spirit of

the work throughout, which is a valuable one nevertheless.

4 The Gae jik ts'ung ch'aou is a miscellaneous work, discussing numerous
questions of historical interest, said to have been written by one Yg, about the

end of the Sung dynasty.
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that of the Israelites? Bearing- in niiad that Heaven is used in

China by metonymy for the God of Heaven, it may be well to

draw attention to a usiis Icqiiendi discoverablo in the Old Testa-

inent, where we find the frequent employment of the term God (if

Heaven to desi^-nate Jehovah, in tiie books written sul)se(|iiout to

the Babylonish captivity, instead of Lord of Hosts, wliicii is

generally employed m the earlier historical books and in the pro-

phetic scriptures. Tliis appears to be especially the case in the

narrative of intercourse with foreign nations, implying- the

su];remacy which the Israelites asserted for their God above all the

g-ods of the nations ; an honour which seems to have been freely

accorded also by the heathen potentates, with whom they came in

contact. During- the Babylonian exile, the prophet Daniel, having'

addressed the God of Heaven, is introduced as fearlessly

asserting- the power and omniscience of the God of Heaven,
before the despot Nebuchadnezzar, who replies : "Of a truth it is,

that your God is a God of g-ods, and a Lord of kings "
' ; and on a

later occasion, after his recovery from a humiliating- affliction, the

monarch was constrained to say, "I, Nebuchadnezzar, praise and

extol and honour the King of Heaven, all whose works are truth,

and his ways judgment."''

Cyrus king- of Persia, in his edict for the restoration of the

captives, says, "Jehovah the God of Heaven had g-iven me all

the kingdouis of the earth ; and he had charg-ed me to build him

an house at Jeriisnlfin, which is in Judah."^

Ag-ain, Dariiis, in his decree confirming- certain privileg-es

granted bv hi^ predecessor Cyrus, directs the Persian governor to

furnish the Jews with such articles as were necessary for the divine

service; "That they may offer sacrifices of sweet savours unto

the God of Heaven, and i)ray for the life of the king- and of

his sons.*
"

Artaxerxes, a later king- of Persia, who continued to confer pro-

tection and liberal favours on ihe Jews, in commissioning- Ezra, who
is called by the author of the book of the same name, "A scribe of

the words of the commandments of the Lord,^" presented him with

a letter, commencing- thus, "Artaxerxes, king- of kings, unto Ezra

the priest, scribe of the law of the God of Heaven"'^; and further

adds, "Whatsoever is commanded by the God of Heaven, let it

be diligently done for the house of the God of Heaven.^ "

Nehemiah iu like maimer, who had long been a resident at

the Persian court, addresses his complaints to the God of Heaven.

1 Daniel ii. 47. 2 Daniel iv. 37. 3 Ezra i. 2.

4 Ezra vi. 10. 5 Ezra vii, 11. 6 Ezra vii. 12. 7 Ezra vii. 23.
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It is an interesting- feet to find the heatlien monarchs of an empire

like Persia, according- this signal pre-eminence to the God of the

Hebrews, and suggests the thought that an intiuence in that direc-

tion had been exerted by the Ten tribes, already long settled in the

land. The several expressions above noted, and others which might

be named, taken in connexion with a remarkable passage in the

interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar's dream by Daniel, " Thy kingdom

shall be sure unto thee, after that thou shalt have known that the

Heavens do rule/" point to a usage, traces of which we shall find

very general through the kingdoms of Asia in later time. Frequent

examples are found in the Apocrypha, as when the third martyr

atldresses his tormentor, who required him to put out his tongue to

be cut off, when holding forth his hands, he said, "These I had

from Heaven, ond for his laws I despise them, and from him I

hope to receive them again.^ " Some two centuries later we observe

the same practice in the time of our Saviour, as where the prodigal

son is introduced saying-, "Father, I have sinned against Heaven
and in thy sight." ^ The use of this term for God is ver}' common
even among the Jews in Europe at the present time, as in the phrase

"Do all your works in the name of Heaven (God).'" It is fair

to believe that this {)ractice was introduced by the Israelites in

their wide!}' extended settlements.

But proposing to confine our attention for the present to China,

with a few preliminary observations on the name which the colony

at Kae-tung has retained, we shall proceed to itiquire under wlia,

name God has been vvorshi[)ped by the Israelites there.

Two agents of the London Missionary Society, who visited

these peO})le in 185(3, learned that a tradition existed among them

that their forefathers were known under the designation of T^enn-

chuh liedflu, '' Indian'' religion;" but in consequence of a persecution

of the sect which took place at some former period, tliat name had

been abandoned.'^ Father Trigault, in his account of the Christian

mission to China, jmbiished at the beginning of the seventeenth

century, states that in his time the Mohammedans, Jews, and

Cross-worship])ers or ancient Christians, were all known to the

Chinese under the general name of Hwuy-hwiii/ ; while, for the sake

1 Daniel iv. 26. 2 2 Maceabees vii. II. 3 Luke xv. 21.

4 Letters edifiantes et curieuses, toni. XVIIL p. 52.

5 Syria appears to have been included by the Chinese formerly under

the designation Teeii-chuh,a.Yn\. is no doubt so intendeii here, although the term

is generally translated "India." (See "Letters edifiantes et curieuses,"

tom. XXIV. p.94 )

6 Chinese Repository, vol. XX, p. 449.
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of distinction, tlio Moljnmniedans wore cnllod '' llwuv who ftbstain

from pork;" the Cross-worshippers were Cidled " Hwiiy who abstain

from animals without the cloven foot;" and the Jews were called

" Hwuy who extract the sinews. '
" The reason of this common

appellation for the three sects was not known ; the probahility is

that it originated in the desire of one or other of the parties to avoid

detection during a time of persecution. At present, the name

Hwny-Uz(', or Hwvy-liwvy^ is almost exclusively applied to the

Mohammedans, thouf:;h the Jews are also occasioniilly termed the

Lan maou Htvvy tsze, or "Blue cap Hwuy-tsze," but the common

name of the sect at Kae-fung- is Tcaou-hin heaon, or "Extract sinew

religion." Another Iraternal link between tlie ^Mohainniedans and

Jews seems to exist in the name applied to the synagog.ie, which is

inscribed over the front door of the building T-uf^g-clrin xzc, "Tem-

ple of Purity and Truth," being the same name that is used on the

Mohammedan mosques in Oiiina; and this is not of recent date, for

it is found on two old stone inscriptions standing within the pre-

cincts of the synagogue, ap])lied to the building that was restored in

the thirteenth century. Gozani, who visited them in 1704, calls

the synagogue a Le-pne sze,'^ which is also the common colloquial

name of the mosques. Another designation found on one of the

tablets is the Y'th-tszc'-h)-vrc-hraoH, ov "Israelitish religion,*" and

the synagogue itself is known as the Ytli-isze-Jd-ncc-irf.n, "Israel-

itish Temple;^" but the ])eo])le now are totally ignorant of the

meaning ot the term themselves: and probably it was never general-

ly known among- the outside Chinese.

As to the name used b}' the peojile to designate the Su])reme, we

discover a sufficiently uniform practice in both ancient and modern

time. On both the tablets we find the term Taou or '* Word,"

equivalent to the Lvf/os of the New Testament, applied to Jehovah

in a mystical way ; but otherwise the use of the word T'een

" Heaven," is universal in the sense of God. Thus in the earlier

inscrijnion we read, "The patriarch thinking upon ( T'een) God, the

pure and ethereal Being, who dwells on high,"—"He adoringly

praised the true {T'een) God,"—"His piety moved the heart of

{T'een) God,"—"Ezra inculcated the duty of honouring ( T'mj)

God b}^ ritual worsliij),"—"]\Ien in their daily avocations must not

for a single moment forget ( T'een) God, but at the Lours of four in

the morning, mid-day, and six in the evening, should thrice perform

11 I)e Clu-istiaiia Expetlitione apud Sinas, lib. I. p. 123.

12 Cliinese Eepository, vol. XX. p. 144.

IS Cliiuesc IJe]iository, vol. XX. p. 152.

1 4 Lettics cdifiaiitcs et curieuses, toiii. XVIII. p. 34.
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tlieir ndoriitions, wliich is tlie true j)rincip]e of the religion of ( T't'on)

God,"—"Reason (or the Word) is without form or figure, hke the

Reason oi'^T'cen) God, exalted on high,"—"He incessantl}' ro-

merabers { T'cen) God,"
—

''He unfailingly remembers (7^'een)

God,"—"But to venerate (7Vc/i) God, and to neglect ancestors,

is to fail in the services which are their due,"—"We reverent!}' pray

to {T'i'cii) God,"—"Every man therefore kee|)s the laws, and

knows how to reverence (T're/i) God."' It is needless further to

multinly examples; those and other analogous expressions on both

the tablets speak ver}' unequivocally of the practice in former times.

'J'hc i)hraseology of the various memorial mottoes and stanzas,

distributed about the walls of the synagogue, is all in harmony with

the above. Gozani says that the sanctuary inside the synagogue is

called T'cen-t'tnu/ "Ronse oi (T-i'cn) God," i. e. Beth-el. Their

scriptures are called the (Tl'en-Ianff) ' Divine oracles.' Their reli-

gion is called the T'cen-hcaoit, "Heaven's religion.'''" Tseang

Yung-che, the elder of the agents of the London Society, who visit-

ed the synagogue at Kae-fung (in 1851), in giving an account of

the sect, states that at the present day, "In addressing God in the

Chinese language, they use the word T^ce'i" ; and we have evidence

to the same effect from several of the sect who visited Shanghai

Gozani .says also that they worship God under the name T'i'en ^

;

and a Memoir on the Jews in China, in the same collection, says,

" In translating the name of Jehovah into Chinese, they do not say

T^ven-choo like the Missionaries, but simply T'cea, just as the

scholars of China do when they explain their term Shaiuj-ti.'^"

We thus observe a growing practice in Western Asia amons"

the Hebrews of designating Jehovah as the God of Heaven, and

sometimes Heaven
; and v.hen we find distinct notice in Chinese

history of a foreign sect distinguished especial!}^ as the wor.-hij)pers

of Heaven, spoken of as existing in China at the beginning of the

sixth century, the suggestion of an identity with the worshippers of

the God of Heaven in the West presents itself to the mind. This

name, as the designation of a foreign sect, is the more remarkable

inasmuch as the state ritual of China has designated the Supreme

b}' the name of Heaven, from fhe earliest time down to the present

day. In this latter fact we may possibly have the cause of the

Heaven worshippers having changed the character b}' which they

were identified j for while the character Teen was undoubtedly the

15 Chinese Repository, vol. XX. pp. 456— 458 passim.

16 Lettrcs t'difiautes et curicuses, tom. XVIII. p. 45.

17 Lettrcs I'difiantes et curienses, tom. XVIII. p. 36.

18 Lettres ('difiaiites et oiincuses, tom. XXIV. ]>. 73.
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corro(-t, etA'molooical representative of their object of worship, yet

tlie vague and materialistic ideas too often attaching- to the word in

the Chinese mind, would prnl)ahly lead them to desire that some-

thing- more of a personal and spiritual nature should be conveyed in

the name. That seems to be the idea not inaptly represented by

the character invented for the purpose, as will be obvious to any

sinolog-ue. Perhaps the fact that the word T-iSn was employed by

the Buddhists as the generic term for one of the inferior orders of

their objects of worship may not have been without an influence.

From whatever cause the character may have been adopted however,

the word ITveib is stated in the dictionaries to be a synonym of T'ieti

,

' Heaven.' Some indeed g-ive it the same pronunciation, while

others state that H'cen is the local pronunciation in Shen-si for

'Heaven.' Tn connexion with this we may remember that in the

early ag-es, when navig-ation was a difficult and exceptional method

of travelling', the ordinary route for foreig-ners from the West was

by Shen-si, throug-h which province they entered the emjiire, and

where g-reat numbers of them were settled. Assuming- then that

the Hi'cn worshippers are the Israelites, an attempt will here be

made to put tug-ether in chronolog-ical order the principal matters

reg-arding- their existence in China, as derived both from native and

foreign sources.

According- to the testimony of one of the stone tablets in the

synag-og'ue at Kai-fung- foo, the Israelites first entered China during-

the Han dynasty;' and we are further told in the Letters of the

Jesuits that "they came during- the reig-n of Ming--ti (A.D. 58-75),

from Si-Yih, i. e. "the Western reg-ions.'' It appears by all that

can be gathered from them, tliat this Western country is Persia,

and that they came by Khorasan and Samarcand. They have many

Persian words in their language, and they long preserved a great

intercourse with that country.-'

The Tioig-limg lie, a work of the Sung- dynasty, by Sung Tsze-

aou, speaking of Peen-leang, which is the present Kai-fung, says,

"In Ning-yuen s(]uare there is a ITcen-^nnt iiioiiasrery ; " and

adds, "It is traditionally reported that this was erected about the

time of the incursion of the Western Tartars during the Tsin

dynasty"^ (third to the fif^h century). If this be correct, then it

is the earliest location of the sect of which we have any definite

mention.

1 Chinese Repository, vol. XX. p. 454.

2 Letters oilifiautes ct curieuses, turn, XXIV. p. 62.

3 6'i A' I U'uiKj yi.i, book 1. p. 18»
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In the L>'anq king sin ke\ we meet the following notice ol

another of these edifices in the city of Chang'-nyan in Shen-si :
" At

the southwest angle of Poo-ching square^ is a Foreign Ilren

chapel." It adds, hy way of comment," this was erected in the

year A.D. 621. The (T'ien) God worshipped by the foreigners

of the Western regions is the Maheshwara of the Buddhist Classics."

This latter remark will form ground for future discussion. The

Ch'ang-ngan-che,^ commenting on the same notice, says, "the

object of worship there is the T'ie/i-spirit of the foreigners from

the Western regions. There was an officer called Sa-paou who

managed the sacred services to the 7/rc"«.-spirit, and also officially

designated a Foreign priest." * To this Peih Yuen adds, " according

to the 'complete details regarding the foreign spirit, H'ceti^^ this

chapel is stated in the History of the Northern Wei dynasty to have

been erected in the time of the Empress dowager Ling, (i. e. in

the first half of the sixth century.)" There is an apparent discre-

pancy here of about a century regarding the erection of this

chapel; but probably the two statements may be harmonized by

supposing it to have been first built in the sixth centur}', and the

year 621 being the date of its re-erection. On looking over the

biograph}'' of the empress alluded to in the Wei Histor}^, we find

it stated that, "Having ascended a lofty hill, attended by several

hundred followers, consisting of the imperial consorts, ladies of

the palace, princesses and others, she abolished the various corrupt

systems of religious worship, excepting that of the foreign IHen-

spirit."
^

The commentary of the Ch'dng-ngan-che. gives two of the names

of office connected with the religion, '^ iSa-paou" and "Foreign

]n-iest." The latter requires no remark, unless perhaps that Rabbi

would be quite as appropriate a rendering of the Chinese term. The

other, Sa-paov, which is not a Chinese word, almost involuntarily

suggests the Hebrew Savpher, a " Scribe." An attentive reader

1 This work was publishetl by Wei Shuh during the ei.t;hth centiny,

only the third out of five volumes is now extant, and that inconijilete, but there

are cdiisidcrable extracts from it in the Cli'ang-ngan-cke.

2 This was the fourth square from the north, between the iirst and

second streets west from the Imperial city.

.3 The Ck'ang-ngan-cke, by Min-K'ew of the Sung dynasty, is an elaborate

detail in twenty books of the public buildings, boundaries, and a variety of

matters relating to Ch'ang-ngan, the Western metropolis of the T'ang dynasty.

4 Book X. p. 2.

5 Unfortunately I have been unable to get any clue to the existence of

this work, which would no doubt be of grout value in the present inquiry.

(i Wti x/wo. book XIII. n, 12.
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of the New Testament will understand the growing importance

of tliis class of funclionfiries under the Jewish jjolity. Tlie

follovvinjj' is the concise account of them given in Home's "Intro-

duction, &c.
:"'

—

'''J'here is in the Gospels frequent mention of a

Set of men called Scribes, who are often joined with the chief

priests, elders, and Pharisees. They seem to have been men of

learning', and on that account to have had grefit deference paid to

them; but, strictly speaking-, they did not form any sect. The

Scribes generally belonged to the sect of the Pharisees, in whose

traditions and explanations of the law they were profoundly skilled;

and on the sabbath daj's 'they sat in Moses' seat' and instructed

the people. Oi-igiually they had their name from their employmeut,

which at first wtis transcribing the law : but in process of time they

exalted themselves into the public ministr}' and became teachers of

it, authoritatively determining what doctrines were or were not con-

tained in the Scriptures, and teaching the common people in what

senise to understand the Law and the Prophets. In short, they were

the oracles that were consulted in all difficult points of doctrine and

dtJty; and it is not improbable that they were, for the most part,

Levites, whose peculiar business it was to study and read the

Law.'" We have the most authentic evidence of this class of

officers existing among the Israelites in China. A note at the end

of the 1st section of the Law'-, is found in the synagogue at Kai-

fung, a transcript of which was sent to Europe by the Jesuit

inissionaries, containing the following sentence: "Our master, our

rabbi, R. Jacob, son of Abishai, the son of R. Eldad the (Saiipher

)

'Scribe,' and (melammed) teacher finished this.^" The date of

this is about 16:20. In a register of the Hebrews resident at Kai-

fung foo, which was brought to Shanghai in July 1851, and pro-

bably dates some time in the l?th century, there are also several

mentioned as holding this office. On the first page we have

''Rabbi Jeremiah the ( Smipher) Scribe, teacher, Sheloh, the son

of Rabbi Akil>a the teacher, Sheloh." In the record of the Kaon

family we find " Ezekiel, Samuel, Rabbi Issachar, Juse})h, sons of

Rabbi Mordecai the (Saupher) Scribe; Joshua, Shalman, Rabbi

1 Vol. III. p. 375.

2 This section, with a great many others, was bi-ought down to Slianghai by

the two messengers of the London Society, who visited the colony in 1851.

The whole are now deposited in charge of the " Society for the Propagation of

Cliriatianity among the Jews," in Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

3 Film's ''Jews in China" p. 37. The original HeV)rcw of this note, with

a Latin and Frenfh translation, is given in the Prolegomena to Bagster's

PoiyglotI liible, p. 17.
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Mordecai the (Saupker) Scribk; sons of Simaon." In the Le
family are g-iven "Rabbi keubeii the (Saupher) Scribe, son of

Eliezer; Rabbi Ezekiel the (Saupher) Scribe, son of Rabbi She-

lephidim." It is deserving- of notice that among- the few names of

office or dig-nity, found in the books at Kai-fung-, one Rabbi should

correspond to the minister of the chapel mentioned in the Chinese

work; and another, the (Saupher,) to the presiding- officer, not only

in the station indicated, but almost identical in sound, the difference

being- not greater than we might look for in a Chinese transfer.

The remaining- frag-ment of the LMng-hing sin he notices

another of tbese building-s in Ch-ang-ngau, thus: " A*t the north west

corner of Poo-ning- square' is a Hiien chapel."

These two are the only building-s of the kind named in the part

of the above works that has come down to us, but it gives the follow-

ing- summary of public building-s in the city of Ch'ung-ng-an, "The
city contains four Military tribunals, sixtj'-four Buddhist monas-

teries, twenty-seven Buddhist nunneries, ten Taouist monasteries,

six Taouist nunneries, two Persian temples, and four cha{)els of the

Foreig-n H'cen religion."

The Se-h^e tsun</-yii. mentions another of these in the same

city, thus: "In the year A. D. G31, a teacher of the //mi-religion,

named Muh-hoo-ho-luh arrived at tbe capital, and having- presented

a memorial to the throne, an Imperial rescript gave orders that a

Hi'en monastery should be erected in Tsung--hwa square"^ in Ch'ang-

ngan. It was also designated a (Ta-tsin) Syrian monastery, and a

(Po-sze) Persian monastery ^"

Several of the dictionaries bear witness to the fact of an Im-

perial officer having- been appointed to take charge of matters con-

necttKl with this body. Yaou-Kvpan speaking of this, says, "In a

Catalogue of the Imperial officers, I have seen one styled the Hi'en-

chief. When the professors of the H'cen religion first arrived, they

were received at the capital as foreigners, according- to the rites of

the ( Hiouj-Joo she) 'Guest reception hotel.' Hence in after times

the male and female members of their community were subject to

the authority of this tribunal; and such is the origin of the appoint-

ment of the officer. It was probably about the commencement of

the T'ang dynasty that the ii^/Y^/i- religion first had a chiefs" Had
1. This is the third scjuare from the north next the west of the suburban

city.

•2. This was the seventh square from the north, next the western wall of

the suburban city.

^. Book I.
ij.

18.

4. Book I.
I),

lb.
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any enterprising- Israelite traveller left us an account of las visit to

China at that early period, many questions connected with these

foreign settlers would probably have received a satisfactory explana-

thion, reg'arding" which we can now only judg-e from analogy. On
this principle, we find it the most natural thing possible that a

functionary should be commissioned to su[)eriatend the atfairs of

the Hebrews ; as we are actually assured suih was the case

with the Mohammedans, by one of their countrymen who visited

China in the ninth century: "The merchunt Soleyman relates,

that at Khan-foo, which is the centre of concourse for the mer-

chants, a Mohammedan is appointed by the sovereign to judg-e all

questions that may arise among those of his religion who resort to

that country. Such has been the will of the king of China. Upon
festival days this man performs religious service with the Moham-
medans; he pronounces the khotba and makes supplication to Heaven

for the Sultan of the Moslems. The merchants of Irac are never

dissatisfied with his decisions; indeed he acts according to truth, and

his decisions arc conformable to the book of God (Koran) and the

]»recepts of Tslamism.'" With this explicit statement before us

regarding the Moslems, even were it not expressly declared by the

Cliinese records, we should be justified in assuming a prion that

such an officer would be placed over the Israelites.

The sect is named on the Chnng-yeU'Sze pae^ or "Tablet of the

Chung yen Monastery," by Shoo Yueii-yii, in the former part of the

ninth century, thus: "Among the miscellaneous foreigners who
arrived were the Manichajans, the Syrians, and the Hiieii worship-

pers. The monasteries of these three classes of foreigners through-

out the empire are iiot equal in number to those of our Buddhists in

one small district." Tseen Ta-hin, who quotes this, adds—" Now
the chapels of theManicheeans and ^t't'/i- worshippers have long since

disappeared, and nothing is known of their origin; while this tablet

(the Nestorian inscription at Si-ngan) is the only record which gives

any details regarding the Nestorians.^" It is not surprising that a

writer of the present day should ignore the existence of the Israelites

in China, bs the few remaining at Kai-fung have scarcely been

heard of beyond their immediate vicinity, and are by the Chinese

1 Eelation des Voyages faits per les Arabes et les Persans tlaus I'lnde et a,

la Chine ; traduit par M. Keinaud, Paris, toni. I. p. 13.

2 Tseen yen tang kin shih wan pa wet suh, book III. p. 3. This is a work
on stone inscriptions, written by Tseen Td-hin, in the early part of the present

century.
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generally identified with the Mohammedans, Even the Kaifun^

foo che, a topog-r:i pineal and historical account of that city, wliicli

enters largely and minutely into a descri])tion of the jtuhlic huild-

infj-s and remarkahle objects, makes not the slightest mention of

their existence.

'J he same author, in another work, after quoting- the above ex-

tract from the tftblet, adds: "The Buddhist monasteries were unit-

ed as one, but these Foreign monasteries were of three kinds; the

Mo-ne (ManichiKans ) were the Alu-ne, the Ta-tsin (Syrians) were

tlie Kiny-heaou (Nestorians), and the Ili'en-.shin ( IIriin-s]nT\t

worshippers) were Po:<<ze (Persians).'" As Persia a])j)ears to have

been the country by which tlie Israelites reached China, and this

conclusion is supported by the number of Persian words found in

tlieir rituals, it is natural that they should be included under this

national designation; but it is obvious that the same term some-

times embraced the Parsees, and even the Nestorians.

The numbers of these foreign sectaries must have multiplied

g-reatly during the T'ang dynasty, as we are warranted in believing,

from the few indications within our reach. Chinese history informs

us that in the year 845 the Emperor Woo-isung issued an edict

for the supjiression of Buddhist monasteries, in which he commanded
" those of the religious orders belonging to the Nestorians, Moham-

medans, Fire-worshippers, Z^rt'/i-worshipi)ers''', and others, more

than six thousand'' people in all, to retire into private life ^"

1. King keaou havu. An iavestigatiou of the Nestoriau religion, by TsVen

Tu Idn.

2 A modern edition of this edict, published in the Koo-wan yuen-kvvn,

gives a different version of this sentence. Its words are Ta-tsin (Nestorians)

and Muh-hoo-pa, of which two proper names the Manchu translation of the

same work gives a literal transcript. But the meaning of Muh-hoo-pa is not

known. Gaubil, in the Memories sur lis Chinois, tom. XV, thinks it alludes to

the Mubeds of Persia, while M. Pauthier lecogni/es in the name, M'labar of

Southern India. (See " De I'authenticito de riuscri])tion Nestorienne de Si-

ngan-fou," p. 72.) It is well known to sinologues, however, that there is a

great uncertainty in the aucient proper names, as they have been republished in

the splendid imperial editions of the present dynasty. This was shown by

Klaproth thirty years ago, in a communication to the Journal Asiatique ; and

it is obvious to any one who has occasion to examine critically the modern

editions of historical works where many proper names occur. They are often

so disfigured by the improved (!J orthography, that for etymological researches

it is necessary to repair to the ancient editions. TRe quotation given above is

fram the Si-hi-ts'ung-yUy which reads Ta-tsin (Nestorians), Muh-huu (Muliam-

medans), Ho (Fire^, Hcen and others."

3 The Si-hi-ts'v7iy ?,ii gives luh-shih, " sixty," but this is evidently a typo-

graphical error for luh-tsecn, which by an additional stroke uuxkes "six thousand."

The Koo-wan yuen-kiien gives San-tsi'Sn, " three thousand."

4 Si-/d-ts^untj-i/u I. p. 19.
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Wliat may Ijuve been the immediate effect of tins edict there

are no data to prove j but the probability is that it merely rciiulfed

in suppressing- the names of the different sects, and the public

practice of their ritual services. In '^iit'i vi?e may conclude that some

of their adherents stood high in the imperial service', and about

sixteen years later they were very numerous in some parts of the

empire. This we gather from the first account of China by any

foreigner from the West, being a narrative by Abou-Zeyd Al-

llassan, an Arab of such things as he had learned from his coun-

trymen who had been there, and appears to have been written in

the twelfth century. He says, speaking of a general massacre

which took place at Khan-foo in 878; " People who are well in-

formed regarding the affairs of China relate that there perished on

this occasion a hundred and twenty thousand Mohammedan^, Jews,

Christians, and Parsees, who were established in the city, and

carried on trade there, besides the number of the natives who were

put to death. The number of persons of these four religions, who
lost their lives, is known, because the Chinese government levied an

impost upon them according to their numbers*^" The last sentence

is in admirable agreement with the previous statement, that a

superintending officer was placed over the HMn sect by the Chinese

government.

In the years 95G and 958 we find tokens of favour conferred

on them by the local authorities of Kai-fung fjo.^ The next in-

formation we get about this sect is from the tablets in the synago.

gue, which relate an immigration of seventy famdies with tribute of

Western cloth. ^ The Emperor lleaou-tsung of the Sung dynasty

said, ''Since they have come to our Central Land, and revcarently

observe the customs of their ancestors, let them hand down their

doctrines at Pcen-leam) (Kai-fung)." In the year 1163 a synago-

gue was commenced, and two years later it was finished, at the

expense of Yen too-la, while Lie Ching and Woo-sze-ta superin-

tended the religion.^ Previous to this it would a])pear, the Israelites

in China, like their brethren in western nations, had passed through

a season of revei'se, and by this special act of imperial clemency the

reinforcement was allowed to occupy the [)lace that had been hallow-

ed by the worship of their forefathers.

I Mili-chwang-micrin lull, book IV. p. 2.

'2 UeUtion des Voyages fails par lea Arahes et les Persans <laus I'lude et a
la Chine torn. I. p. 64.

3 Mill chwang muuin liih, book IV. p. 2.

4 This a]>peais to have been cotton, the plant not having been mtioduced
into China until some centuries later.

b Chiue&e Repository, Tof XX. pp. 4.34, 457.
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There is an interesting- note in the Mih-chwav{)-ynnm» J/ih,

published about this time, re^iirding- some of these phices of worship,

the first of which probabl}' refers to the synap-oi^ue jnst mentioned,

*''0n the north side of the city wall of the Eastern capital (Kai-

fung). there is a ^ee«- temple. The ^7'<?n-spirit is orip'inally from

the (Si-1/ih) Western regions. This is a foreign spirit. The

adherents came to China with the Nestorians aud Mohammedans,

and their worship is after the manner of the Parsees. The people

in the capital reverence the majesty and intelligence of this spirit,

and render to him extreme homage. The minister of the tenij)le is

surnamed SJw, with the postnomen She-chrvaTif/, and says that the

office has been hereditary in his family for many generations. Three

tablets are preserved there which were presented to them in former

times. One, denominated 'Cherishing: favour," was g-iven in the

year 862, by Ling--hoo, the Military commissioner for Seuen-woo,

who was acting as Minister of state. One, denominated 'Soothing-,'

was given in the year 950, by Wang, the Prefect of Kai-fung, with

the authority of Chancellor of the Twan-ming- palace. One is

denominated -Noble,' and w-as given in the year 9o8, by Wang, the

Prefect of Kai-fung, with the authority of Commissioner of the

Privy council. From the time of the T^ang dynasty, the Hi'e n-fi\>\v\t

has been worshipped in Peen, and the ministers may have succeed-

ed each other in the office for two hundred years, which is a

remarkable thing. On the city wall, to the east of the Choo-fang

Gate of Chin-kiang foo, there is a chapel of the //t'cT/i- spirit, but it

is not known by whom it was erected.""

Two other chapels of the sect in Ch'ang-ngan are named in the

Clicouj-vgan die, but without anything- to denote the time of their

foundation: ''On the west side of the south street dividing; the

Tsing-kung square^ is a /7m?-chapel.'"

"To the south of the Western gate of Le-tseuen srjuare' is a

H'een chapel.""

In 1279, one of the tablets informs us, the ancient synagogue

in the south-eastern part of Too-shlh-tsze street was rebuilt by the

1 This is a miscellnneous collection of facts, in ten books, supplementary

to the national histories, by Chang Pavg-he, aud evinces much depth of research.

2 Book IV. p. 2.

3 This was the seventh square from the north, against the east wall of the

suburban city.

4 Book IX. p. 4.

5 This was the fourth square from the north, on the west side of the

second street west from the imperial city.

6 Book X. p. 6.
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Woo-sze-ta, covering- an area of 350 feet square;' being probably

the restoration of one of the edifices originally established under a

former dynasty.

From some incidental remarks in Marco Polo's Travels, we

learn that the Jews were sufficiently numerous about this time to

assert a political influence in China and Tartary. Speaking- of the

Tartar prince Nayan in 108G, who had a vast number of Christians

in his army, he continues: "When the Jews and Saracens per-

ceived that the banner of the cross was overthrown, they taunted

the Christian inhabitants with it, saying, 'Behold the state to which

your (vaunted) banners, and those who followed them, are

reduced!'"* In the following chapter, speaking of the rites with

which Kubla honoured the Christian festivals at Kanbalu (Peking),

he adds :
" And he observed the same at the festivals of the

Saracens, Jews, and idolaters. Upon being asked his motive for

this conduct, he said :
* There are four great Prophets who are

reverenced and worshipped by the different classes of mankind.

The Christians regard Je^us Christ as their divinity ; the Saracens,

Mahomet; the Jews, Moses; and the idolaters, Sogoraombarkan *,

the most eminent amongst their idols. I do honour and show re-

spect to all the four, and invoke to my aid whichever amongst them

is in truth supreme in heaven.'"'' "This conduct," remarks Mr.

Wright, "towards the professors of the several systems of faith is

perfectly consistent with the character of Kubla, in which policy was

the leading feature. It was his object to keep in good humour all

glasses of his subjects, and especially those of the capital or about

the court, by indulging- them in the hberty of following- unmolested

their own religious tenets, and by flattering- each with the idea of

possessing his special protection."'' And tlie rebuilding of the

synagogue above noticed was probably a result of his toleration and

patronage.

Towards the close of the same dynasty we have the testimony

of Ibn Batuta, the Arabian envoy, as to the existence of the Jews

in China about the year 1346. In his account of the city of Khansa

( Hang-chow), he renjarks: "In the second division are the Jews,

Christians, and tne Turks who worship the sun : these are numerous,

their number is not known : and theirs is the most beautiful city.

1 Chinese Repository, vol. XX. p. 457.

2 Marsden's Trauslation, edited by Thomas Wrii:ht, London, 1954, p. 166.

3 This word is obviosly an erroneous tr.msL-ript of Shijjamouni borkhan,

Shakye monni Buddha (our God).

4 Travels of Marco Polo, pp. ! 67, 168.

5 Travels of Maico I'olo, p. 167.
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Their streets are well disposed, and their great men are exceedingly

wealthy." ^

The privileges of this people seem to have been ratified to thera

on the accession of the Ming dynasty, in the latter half of the four-

teenth century, at which time they had a good number of midlaks

or teachers among them; and a commission from among these was

appointed to take charge of and manage the affairs of the synago-

gue in Kai-fung.^

In 1421 the building was repaired under imperial patronage,

and the imperial tablet or Wan-svi/ pai of the Ming dynasty was

placed in the hall of worship, a commissioner having been sent to

burn incense there. Two years later, one of the fraternity received

a high military commission. In 1445 the front portion of the

establishment was rebuilt, but a flood that occurred in 1461, from

the overflowing of the Yellow River, almost destroyed the whole

building. It was again restored by official permission, and an

additional portion was annexed to it, in the latter half of the

fifteenth century. Families of Israelites must have been living in

other parts of China at that time, in the full enjoyment of their

religious privileges, as we And they were able to procure rolls of

the Law from Ning-hea and IXingpo, in place of those that had

been destroyed by the flood; and they appear to have had establish-

ments also at Hang-chow and Peking.^ In 1489 the building was

entirely renewed, a record of which event is preserved on a stone

erected the same year.

Another stone tablet still remains within the enclosure, dated

1512, giving a general outline of the religious views of the residents

at that j>eriod; forming a traditional memento of singular interest;,

as surviving the influence of centuries of heathen contact.

At the close of the sixteenth century they were again deprived

of their books by a fire, and the loss was in part supplied by the

purchase of a roll of the Law from a Mohammedan at Ning-kiang

chow in Shen-si, wLo had received it by legacy from a dying

Israelite at Canton; and from this Hebrew roll they were able to

make several cojiies. The synagogue was rebuilt by one of the

fraternity, of the surname Chaou, at that time magistrate of a

district city.

^'V'e have allusion to the Israelites in China about this time in

the Relation of Galeotta Perera, an Italian gentleman, who was

1 Travels of Ibn Batuta, Lee's translation, p. 217.

2 Chinese Repository, vol XX. p. 457.

3 Letters otlifiantes et curieuses, torn. XXIV. p. 62.
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many years a prisoner in the country. Speaking- of the administra-

tion of justice there, he says: "The Moores, Gentiles, and Jewes

have all their sundry othes, the Moores do sweare by their Mossafos,

the Brachmans by their Fili, the rest likewise by the things they

do worship."^

A native cyclopaedia, published about this period, speaks of

eight different systems of Astronomy promulgated at various times

in China, the last named being "denominated the 'Four heavens,' a

theory introduced by the H'een foreigners."^ It appears extremely

probable that the Jews would bring with them from the West some

of the astronomical notions current in the countries where they had

been residing. Noticing the wealth and influence of those who had

settled in Bagdad, Renaudot tells us: "They thrived bj various

means; many of them cultivated the sciences, particularly Philoso-

phy, Astronomy, and Physic.'"

It was not many years after the conflagration above mentioned,

that the Jesuits, who had newly obtained a residence in Peking,

became acquainted with the existence of the Jewish settlement in

Kai-fung, by one of the Hebrews having come to Peking to procure

literary honours. He stated that in his native city there were ten

or twelve families of Israelites, with a fair synagogue, which they

had recently restored and decorated at an exjiense of ten thousand

crowns, and in which they preserved a roll of the Law, four or five

hundred years old; adding, that in Hang-chovvfoo, the capital of

Che-kiang, there were considerably more families and a synagogue f

and that there were many in other parts of the country: but these

having no synagogue, their religion was gradually becoming extiucc.

This last statement harmonises well with what Seraedo learned

while residing in JN'anking. He was there informed by a Moham-
medan that in that city he knew of four families of Jews who had

embrace i the religion of the Koran, they being the last of their race

there, and their instructors having failed as their numbers

diminished.

The first European we hear of having visited the Kai-fung

synagogue was Jules Aleni, in 1613; but although he confirmed

what was previously ascertained, he added little new information.

1 The Principal Navigations, Vo3'ages, Traffiques and Discoveries of the

English Nation by Richard Hakluyt, vol. II. partii. p. 73.

2 San-tsai t'od'hwiiy. Astronomical section, p. 2.

3 Ancient Accounts of India and China, from the French of Renaudot j

Appendix, p. lyo.
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In 1G4'2 the synagogue was again devastated by the overflow-

ing of that scourge of Honan, the Yellow River, when a great num-

ber of their books were destroyed or washed away ; and this being

iollowed within a short period by the inve.stnient of the city of Kui-

fung. at the establishment of the present dynasty, the resident

Israelites became completely dispersed for the timej but members of

seven of the clans returned to their ancient patrimony soon after-

wards, these being commonly designated the seven clans of Hiouy-

tsze.

During the eighteeth century several Europeans were admitted

within the synagogue, but the most circumstantial account we have

is from the pen of Father Goxani. From his statement we gather

that a commendable spirit of enterprise had been exhibited by the

lernaining families, in having restored the edifice, and procured

thirteen complete copies of the Pentateuch on rolls of skin. The

several mural legends also which still exist, bearing date at various

times from 1657 down to 1797, would seem to indicate a regard

on the part of the Israelites for the sanctity of the place.

A recent notice of the existence of the Heen religion is found

in the Slutnghai hieii die} In the Biographical section of that

work we read, "Chang VVei-chung, cognomen Lelh-jin, epithet

Shih-heu, obtained the degree of Tsinsze (LL.D.) at Suen-hwa in

the year 1779. He was afterwards Mayor of Shay-hung in Sze-

chuen, where, by his economy, prudence, and benevolence, he was

reputed the best magistrate in that part of the country. The Il'ieii-

worship being prevalent in that district, an impostor claiming super-

natural powers appeared among them, raising subscriptions for the

restoration of a temj)le, by whom the preceding district magistrate

had been imposed upon. But Wei-chung meeting his pretensions

with severe personal chastisement, his influence gradually became

extinct,"^

In 1777 and 1779 successively, the oriental scholar Olave

Gerhard Tychsen sent Hebrew letters to the Jews at Kai-furis'.

through some friemls in Batavia, but it is not known if these ever

readied their destination. In 1815, Dr. Morrison forwarded to

them a Hebrew letter from some Jews in London, which there is

good reason to believe they retained possession of, although since

that time there has been no one suniciently skilled in Hebrew to

1 This is a topogmphifal account of the district of Shanghai, comprising

historx", antiquities, institutions, men of note, &c.

2 Bouk XIII. p 4d.



read it. In 1850 another Hebrew letter, accompanied by a com-

munication in Chinese, was forwarded to them by Mr. Layton the

Biitish Consul at Amoy. This was received,^ but the fear of the

authorities knowing- that they had any correspondence with for-

eig-ners, prevented them taking- any notice of it in reply.

The most recent information procured rej^arding this colony is

the result of a deputation despatched at the instance of the London

Society for promoting- Christianity among- the Jews, two Chinese

having- been specially commissioned to visit them on two occasions

in 1850, for the purpose of obtaining- all possible information reg-ard-

ng- them. The result of their inquiries confirmed in every respect

the previous accounts ; representatives of the seven clans were said

to be still there, but to all a])pearance the community was reduced

to a deplorable state of poverty; for titty years thjey had been with-

out a rabbi, and their condition indicated a state of decline threaten-

ing- a rapid extinction of the sect. The synag-og-ue still remained

with its various appurtenances, but the ravages of time were

apparent in its hastening- dilapidation; the roils of the Law on

sheep-skin and the smaller rituals were still preserved, but they

were now a dead letter to the remaining- Israelites: some of these

were purchased for the Society in London. Some of the members

of this community have on several occasions since visited Shanghai.

Within the j):ist few years the city of Kai-fung- has been repeatedly

visited by rebel bands, whose incursions have spread desolation and

miser}'" among the inhabitants. Report says that the Israelite

remnant is again dis])ersed, and that their interesting literary rehcs

have been carried with them to diiFerent parts of the country.

Another visit to the establishment by some hiuropean mig-ht succeed

in obtaining- further light regarding- their past history, and the

prospect of their future return to the same localit}'. Should the

present be the ultimate dispersion of the community, and the ancient

synag-ogue be removed, or adapted to some idolatrous use, so scanty

and indefinite are the notices of this peo[)le iu the native literature,

that the fact of their ever having been in China will soon be un-

known among- the natives except to some few aichujological inves-

tigators; and were it not for the Circumstantial statements which

have of late years been given to the public, many Eurojjeans would

be ready to place the accounts of their i-esidence iu China among-

the incredible marvels of oriental travellers.

1 It is DOW in the possession of the "Society for the Propagation of

Christianity among the Jews," at their establlshmcat in Liucolu's Inn Fields,

Loudon.
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Ill-infonxied and indifferent as Chinese authors generally are

with regard to foreign relig-ions, it is not surprising to find them at

a loss to know what system to refer the ^^(f/i-religion to; and we

do not find unanimity among- those who have ventured to speculate

on the subject.

Yaou-Kwan says it is the Parsee fliith.'

The "Catalogue of Books in the Imperial Library,"- drawn up

nnd published under the superintendence of the Emperor, during

the R'ien-hmg period, asserts that it is identical with the Nes-

torian religion of the T'ang dynasty, and the Roman Catholic of

modern times, But were there no other objection to that view,

the date of its existence in China is sufficient to refute it.

In recent times, we have the opinion of a Chinese scholar who

is perhaps better qualified than most of his counti'ymen to speak on

the subject. The late Lieutenant-governor of Fuh-kien, Sen Ke-

yu, in his ''Geography of Foreign Countries,"^ has the following

remarks, which are deserving of attention; '' From Judea westward,

the nations all worship the T''2(^n-( Heaven) -spirit. This worship

originated with Moses, about the time of the commencement of the

Shang dynasty. It is said that the T'i^>i-spirit descended on Mount

Sinai, and gave ten commandments for the guidance of mankind;

whence originated the appointment of the seventh day for rest and

worship, being a thousand and several hundred years before the birth

of Christ. This then is the source whence the Roman Catholic

religion took its rise, but it is not identical with the Roman Catholic

religion. From the time of the former five dynasties there have

been chapels of the Hi'en spirit in China. There were also chapels

of the {Hoo) Foreign Ht'ca, and the (Hi)) Fire Heen. We find this

character Heen is compounded of the two characters she (spiritual

influence) and fien (heaven), equivalent to the T'i6;w-( Heaven )-

spirit. This religion took its rise in Judea, on the eastern border of

the Roman empire. The designation ' Foreign- i/(^(??i. ' is the same

as the '//t'c/i-spirit.' The ^Heen-^'^ivW is the same as the T'ien-

spirit,' and appears to belong to the Roman empire. Tliis was the

foreshadow of the Christian religion. As to the 'Fire spirit'

1 Si k'e ts'iingyii, book I. p. 19.

2 Kin-ting sze-koo t seiitu-bhoo tsung-muh. book CXXV. p. 33.

3 Ying hwan che lev. In this compeadious sketch of outside nations, the

author has taken tlie advantage of his opportunities for consulting foreigners

regarding foreign affairs, which he freely acknowledges, and impartially uses

the iuforinution thus derived.



(Parsee) relig-ion, it came from Persia, and had no connexion with

the Roman empire. Cailiag this by the name 'Fire-Heen^ is

confounding- in one the two names {Hdi^hbi) 'Fire-spirit,' and

(T'ini'shin) T'ie?) '-spiritJ To say that the Persian (Parsee) rehgion

came from the Koman em[)ire is like tracing- out one's own family

connexions in a strange chxn."' It is not a httle remarkable how

distinctly this author alludes to the Israelites here as a separate

sect, although apparently he had no knowledge of the existf^nce

of a synagogue and settlement at Kai-fung foo, for while treating of

various foreign religions in China, he does not once allude to this

throughout his work.

In view of the various foots and opinions, which have been

thus brought together from native and foreign sources, there does

appear to be good ground for concluding that the //t^r/i- worship in

China was that of the Hebrews. Apart from the other evidence, it

should be borne in mind that a certain num.ber of foreig-n religions

are named in the Chinese books, and that these just agree in num-

ber with those that we know from other sources to have entered

China. The Mohammedans, Manichaeans, Parsees. and Nestorians,

we can clearly identify. But the Israelites, we have reason to

believe, were much more numerous than some of these others, and

have remained in China throngh a long succession of ag-es; is it

probable that they alone should be omitted, when all other sects

were named? If they have Veen entirely omittei, then the name

of a foreign relig-ious body, the ^t'V«-worshippers, alone remains

unidentified. The two neg^ative sui)positions im{)ly a strong positive,

and— to use a Chinese metaphor—"unite like the two parts of a

signet."

1 Book III. p. 37.
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THE NESTORIAX TABLET IN SI-XGAN FOO.*

More than two centuries have now passed away, since the

Jesuit fathers announced to the world, the discover}' of a marble

tablet in 16'35, recording- the establishment of the Christian religion

in China during- the T'ang- dynasty (7th and 8th centuries). This

was said to have been discovered by the Chinese, while digg'ing for

the foundation of a house at a village not far distant from the city of

Si-ng'an. The first foreigner who saw it after its exhumation was

Alvarez Semedo, who gives the following" account in his Relatione

della Grande Monarchia della Cina.^ "Three years afterwards, in

" the year 161?8, some fathers entered this ])rovince by favour of a

" Christian Mandarin, named Phillip, who was going in that

" quarter. The same fathers obtained (b}' favour and authority of

" this same Mandarin) the privilege of erecting a house and building'

" a Church for practising the exercises of our religion in the

" Metropolitan citj^ of Si-ng-an foo; where God by his infinite mercy,

" has been pleased to exhibit a memento so authentic of the sub-

" mission of this country to his law; in order thus to employ it

" anew, and by that means facilitate the worship of his name, and
*' the introduction of his gospel. 1 was permitted to be one of the

"first to inhabit this dwelling; in which I considered myself

"fortunate; because I had the opportunity of going to see the

" stone; which I went to visit as soon as I arrived without caring'

*' for anything" -else. I have seen and read it, re-read and considered

"it, at leisure and in quietness; in fine, I examined it so attentively,

"that I could not restrain my admiration ot its antiquity, and my
"astonishment at seeing" the characters, so visible, so clean, and

" v/ell engraved, that one mig'ht have said they were but just formed.

"There are several Chinese characters on the left hand edg-e of the

1 Not having the original of this work tt hand, the extnict \vc quote is

taken from Kircher's Chine lUustree,
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"tablet, containing the names of several Bishops and Priosts of tliat

"j)erio(i; there are also some other characters, which up to the

" |)resent time, no one has been able to explain ; for they are neirJier

•' Greek nor Hebrew, and which nevertheless (in my opinion)

" signify nothing- else than the same names; so that these ditierent

*' characters are used merely to make known to travellers and
** foreigners, that which the comnjonly used characters make known
"to the people of China. After this, taking a journey by Cuchin,

"I arrived at Cranganor, which is the residence of the Archbishop
*' of the coast, where I consulted the Father Anthony Fernandez of

" our company on this matter; because he is very clever respecting

" the letters that have been used since the time of the Apostle

"Thomas, and he told me they were Syriac characters; for they

" were most in use at that time." Martin Martini, Michel Boime

and others of the time followed with testimony to the same effect.

The high colouring, however, which some of that fraternity had been

in the habit of giving to matters of which they treated, raised a

naturiil suspicion among many against every statement which em-

anated from them. That these suspicions were in many instances,

if not unlbimded, at least allowed to reach an undue magnitude,

subsequent events have clearly proved. Under such circumstances

it is not surprising that scepticism was on the alert, and that from

various motives, ingenuity wns exercised to detect some deception

or to hit upon some means of nullifying the testimony in favour of

this discovery. Among the most talented op[)onents were Bishop

Home, Spizelius, LaCroze and Voltaire. Most writers on China

since their time have noticed this monument atgreater or less length.

Jt is to be regretted, however, that from the conflicting statements

which have been set forth, some of our greatest church historians

Lave been left in doubt on the subject, and the question having

been recently revived among the savants in America, K.E. Sulisbiiry

Professor of Arabic and Sanscrit in Vale college U. S. has issued a

paper commencing with the startling statement of his opinion, "that

the JXestorian monument is now generally regarded by the learned

as a forgery." This may form our apology for a few rertiarks,

which we shall preface with a translati(jn of this famous inscription,

difi'ering in some respects from those that have been hitherto given.

Tablet eulogizing the propagation of the Illustrious Relig;on in

China, with a preface composed by King-tsing, a priest of the Syrian

Church.

Behold the unchangeably true and invisible, who ex's'ed

through all eternity without origin; the far-seeing perfect iiitel-
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ligence, whose mysterious existence is everlastino^; operatinj:^ on pri-

mordial substance he created the universe, being more excellent than

all holy intellig"paces, inasmuch as he is the source of all that is honour-

able. This is our eternal true lord God, triune and mysterious in

substance. He appointed the cross as the means for determining

the four cardinal points, he moved the original spirit and produced

the two princii)les of nature 5 the sombre void was changed and

heaven and earth were opened out; the sun and moon revolved, and

day and night commenced; having perfected all inferior objects, he

then made the first man ; upon him he bestov/ed an excellent dis-

position, giving him in charge the government of all created beings
;

man acting out the original principles of his nature, was pure and

unostentatious; his unsullied and expansive mind, was free from tbe

least inordinate desire; until Satan introduced the seeds of falsehood,

to decorticate his purity of principle; the opening tlius commenced in

his virtue gradually enlarged, and by this crevice his nature was

obscured and rendered vicious; hence three hundred and sixty five

sects, followed each other in continuous track, inventing every

species of doctrinal complexity; while some pointed to material

objects as the source of their faith, others reduced all to vacancy,

evfn to the annihilation of the two primeval principles; some sought

to call down blessings by prayers and sup[)lications, while others by

an assumption of excellence held themselves up as superior to their

fellows; tlieir intellects and thoughts continually wavering, their

minds and affections incefsantly on the inove; they never obtained

their vast desires, but being exhausted and distressed they revolved

in their own heated atmosphere; till by an accumulation of obscurity

they lost th^ir path, and after long gro})ing in darkness they were

unable to return. Tiiereupon our Trinity being divided in nature,

the ilhistrious and honourable Messiah, veiling his true dignity,

appeared in the world as a man; angelic powers promulgated the

glad tidings, a virgin gave birth to the Holy One in Syria; a bright

star announced the felicitous event, and Persians observing the

splnndour came to present tribute; the ancient dispensation as de-

clared by tlie twenty-four holy men was then fulfilled, and he laid

down great ])rinci])les for the government of families and kingdoms;

he established the new religion of the silent operation of the pure

spirit of the Triune, he reu'lered virtue subservient to direct faith; he

fixed the extenr of the "ipht boundaries, thus coin])letiog the truth

and freeing it from dross; he opened tbe gate of the three constant

principles, introducing life and destroying death; he suspended the
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bright sun to invade the chambers of darkness, and the falsehoods

of the devil were thereupon defeated ; he set in motion the vessel of

mercy by which to ascend to the bright mansions, whereupon

rational beings were then released; having- thus completed the man-

ifestation of his power, in clear day he ascended to his true station.

Twenty-seven sacred books have been left, which disseminate intel-

ligence by unfolding the original transforming principles. By the

rule for admission, it is the custom to apply the water of baptism

;

to wash away all superficial show, and to cleanse and purify the

neophytes. As a seal they hold the cross, whose iniluence is reflected

in every direction uniting all without distinction. As they strike the

wood, the fame of their benevolence is ditfused abroad; worsliipping to-

wards tiie east, they hasten on the way to life and glory; they

preserve the bear! to symbolic 3 their outward actions, they shave

the crown to indicate the absence of inward affections; tliey do not

keep slaves, but put noble and mean all on an equality; they do not

amass wealth, but cast all their property into the common stock;

they fast in order to perfect themselves by self-inspection ; they

submit to restraints, in order to strengthen themselves by silent

watchfulness; seven times a day they have worship and praise,

for the benefit of the living and tlie dead; once in seven days they

sacrifice to cleanse the heart and return to purity.

It is diiKcult to find a name to express the excellence of the

true and unchangeable doctrine; but as its meritorious operations

are manifestly displayed, by accommodation it is named the Illus-

trious religion. Now without holy men, principles cannot become

expanded, without principles, holy men cannot become magnified;

but with holy men and right princi]iles, united as the two parts of

a signet, the world becomes civilized and enlightened.

In the time of the accomjilished emperor Tae-tsung, the illus-

trious and nsagnificent fouri(ier of the dynasty, among the enlighten-

ed and holy men who arrived, was the Most Virtuous Alopun from

the country of Svria. Observing the azure clouds, he bore the true

Sacred books; beholding the direction of the winds, he braved

difficulties and dangers. In the year A.D. Ci-]^), lie arriveii at fMian^--

ngan ; the Emperor sent his prime minister, Duke Pang Ileuen-ling J

who carrying the official staff to the west border, conducted his

guest into the interior: the Sacred books were translated in the

imperial library, the sovereign investigated the subject in his |)rivate

apartments; when becoming deeply impressed with the rectifuiie

a«d truth of the religion, h ; gave special orders for its dissemiaalion.
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In the seventh month of the year A.D. 639, the t'ollowing imperial

proclamation was issued :

—

"Right principles have no invariable name, holy men have no

"invariable station; instruction is established in accordance with the

"locality, with the object of benefiting the people at large. The
" Greatly Virtuous Alopun of the kingdom of Syria, has brought

" his Sacred books and images from that distant part, and has pre-

" sented them at our chief capital. Having examined the principles

"of this religion, we find them to be purely excellent and natural

;

" investigating its originating source, we find it has taken its rise

"from the establishment of important truths; its ritual is free from

" perplexing expressions, its principles will survive when the frame-

" work is forgot; it is beneficial to all creatures, it is advantageous
" to mankind. Let it be ])ublished throughout the empire, and let

" the proper authority build a Syrian church in the capital in the

"E-ning Way, which shall be governed by twenty one priests,

"When the virtue of the Chow dynasty declined, the rider on the

"azure ox ascended to the west; the ])rinciples of the great 'T'ang

" becoming resplendent, the Illustrious breezes have come to fan

" the east."

Orders were then issued to the authorities, to have a true por-

trait of the em[)eror taken; when it was transferred to the wall of

the church, the dazzling splendour of the celestial visage irradiat-

ed the Illustrious portals, The sacred traces emitted a felicitous

influence, and shed a perpetual splendour over the holy precincts.

According to the Illustrated Memoir of the Western Regions, and

the historical books of tiie Han and Wei dj'nasties, the kingdom of

Syria resiches south to the Coral sea; on the north it joins the Gem
Mountains; on the west it extends towards the borders of the im-

mortals and the flowery forests; on the east it lies ojjen to the

violent winds and titleless wafers. The country produces fire-proof

cloth, life restoring incensi^, bright moon pearls, and night lustre

geifis. Brigiiiids and robbers are unknown, but the people enjoy

hiip|)iness and peace. None but illustrious laws prevail; none but

the virtuous are raised to sovereign power. The land is broad and

ample, and its literary productions are perspicuous and clear.

The emperor Kaon-tsung respectfully succeeded his ancestor,

and was still more beneficent towards the institution of truth. In

every ])rovince, he caused Illustrious churches to be erected, and

ratified the honour conferred upon Alo[)t»n; making him the Great

conservator of doctrine for the preservation of the state. While this

doctrine perv;ided every channel, the state became enriched, and

tran(juillity abounded. Every city was lull of churches, and the
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ro3^al family enjoyed lustre ami hiipjiiiiess. In the year A.D. (iU9,

the Buddhists gaining powor raised their voices in the eastern

metropolis ; in the year A.D. ?18, some low fellows excited ridicule,

and spread slanders in the western ca])iral. At that time there was

the chief priest Lo-han, the Greatly Virtuous Kie-leih, and others

of noble estate from the golden regions, lofty minded priests, having

abandoned all worldly interests, tvho unitedly maintained tlie grand

principles, and preserved them entire to the end.

The high principled emperor Ileuen-tsung caused the Prince

of Ning and others, five princes in all, personally to visit tjie felici-

tous eilifice ; he establislied the place of worslii]i; he restored the

consecrated timbers which had been temporarily thrown down; and

re-erected the sacred stones which for a time hud been dpsecrated.

In 742, orders were given to the great general Kaou Lcih-szo,

to send the five sacred jjortraits (of the 'l"ang emperors), and have

them placed in the church, and a gift of a hundred piacfs of silk

accomjianied these pictures of intelligence. Although the dragon's

beard was then remote, their bows and swords were still within

reach ; while the solar horns sent forth their rays, the celestial

visages seemed close at hand.

In 744, the priest Keih-ho in the kingdom of Syria, looking

towards the star (of China) was attracted by its transforming in-

fluence, and observing the sun (i.e. emperor), came to pay court to

the most honourable. The emperor commanded the priest Lo-han,

the priest Poo-lun and others, seven in all, together with the

Greatly Virtuous Keih-ho, to perform a service of merit in the Hing-

king palace. Thereupon the emperor composed mottoes for the sides

of the church, and the tablets were graced with the royal inscrip-

tions; the accumulated gems emitted their effulgence, while their

sj);irkling brightness vied with the ruby clouds ; the transcripts of

iiitt^lligence suspended in the void, shot forth their rays as reflect-

ed by tlie sun ; the bountiful gifts exceeded ttie height of the souiliern

hills ; ihe bedewing favours were deep as the eastern sea. ?sothing

is beyond tlie range of right principle, and what is permissible may
be identified ; nothing is beyond the power of the holy man, and

that which is practicable may be related.

'i'he accomplished and enlightened emperor Suh-tsung rebuilt the

Illustrious churches in Ling-woo and four other placns; great bene-

fits were conferred and felicity began to increase, great munificence

was (hsplayed and the imjjerial state became established.

The accomj)lished and military emperor Tae-tsung* magnified

the sacred succession, and honoured the latent jtrinciple of nature

;
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always on the incarnation day, lie bestoweil celesrial incense, and

ordereii the performance pf a service of merit; he distributed of the

imperial viands, in order to shed a glory on the Illustrious con-»

gregation. Heaven is munificent in the dissemination of blessingSj

whereby the benefits of life are extended ; the holy man embodies

the original principle of virtue, whence he is able to counteract

noxious influences.

Our sacred and sagelike, accomplished and military emperor

Kien-chung, appointed the eight branches of government, accord-

ing to which he advanced or degraded the intelligent and dull ; he

opened (sp the nine categories, by means of which he renovated the

illustrious decrees, his transforming intiuence pervaded the most

abstruse [irinciple, wliile openness ot heart distinguished his devo-

tions. Thus by correct and enlarged purity of princi[jle, and un-

deviating consistency in sympathy with others ; by extended com-

miseration, rescuing multitudes from miser}', while disseminating

blessings on all around ; the cultivation of our doctrine gained a

grand basis, and by gradual advances its influence was diffused. K
the winds and rains are seasonable, the world will be at rest ; men
will be guided by principle, inferior objects will be pure ; the living

will be at ease, and the dead will rejoice; the thoughts will produce

their appropriate response, the affections will be free, and the eyes

will be sincere; such is the laudable condition, which we of the

Idustrious reli-iion are labuuring' to attain.n n

Our great benefactor, the Imperially conferred purple gown

priest E-sze, titular Great statesman of the Banqueting house,

Associated secondary Military commissioner for the Northern

Region, and Examination Palace Overseer, was naturally mild and

graciously disposed ; his mind suceptible of sound doctrine, he was

diligent in the performance ; from the distant city of Rndjagriha,

he came to visit China ; his principle more lofty than those of the

three dynasties, his practice vvas perfect in every department ; at

first he applied himself to duties pertaining to the palace, even-

tually his name w:is inscribed ou the military roll. When the Duke

Koh Tsze-e, secondary minister of stare, and prince of Fun-yang,

at first conducted the military in the northern region, the emperor

Suh-tsung made E-sze his attendant on his travels: although

be was a private chamberlain, he assumed no distinction on the

march ; he was as claws and teeth to the duke, and in rousing the

military, he was as ears and eyes; he distributed the wealth con-

ferred upon him, not accumulating treasure for his private use; he

made offerings of the jewelry which had been given by imperial
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favour; he spread out a i^-olden carpet for deVDtion ; now lie repaired

the old churches, anon lie increased the numher of vpli^ious

estahlisliinents ; he honoured and decorated the various eihhces, till

thej reseml)led the plumai^e of the pheasant in its flii^'ht; moreover

practising- the discipline of the IlliHtrioiis relij^'ion, he distrilxitcd

his riches in deeiis of henevolence ; evpry year he assembled those

in the sacred offico from four churches, and respectfullv engag-ed

them for fifty days in purification and preparatitju the naked came

and were clothed ; the sick were attendeti to and restored; the deid

were buried in repose ; even among- the most pure and self-denying

of the Buddhists, such excellence was never heard of; the white=

clad members of the Illustrious cong-reg-ation, now considering- these

men, have desired to engrave a broad tablet, in order to set forth a

eulog-y of their mag-nanimous deeds.

ODE.

The true Lord is without origin,

Profound, invisible and unchangeable

;

With power and capacity to perfect and transform,

He raised up the earth and established the heavens.

Divided in nature, he entered the world,

To save and to help without bounds;

The sun arose, and darkness was dispelled,

All bearing witness to his true original.

'J'he glorious and resplendent accomplished emporor,

Whose principles embraced those of preceding momirchs,

Taking- ads^antage of the occasion, suppressed turbulence,

Heaven was spread out and the earth was enlarged.

When the pure bright Illustrious religion,

Was introduced to our T'ang dynasty,

The Scriptures were translated and churches built.

And the vessel set in motion for the living and the dead.

Everv kind of blessipg was then obtained.

And all the kingdoms enjoyed a state of peace.

When Kaou-tsung succeeded to his ancestral estate,

He rebuilt the edifices of purity
;

Palaces of concord large and light,

Covered the length and breadth of the land.
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I'liii true doctrine, was clcnrly announced,

Overseers ot" the church were ajipinKted in due I'urm
;

The people enjoj'ed ha]'piness and j)eace, [tross.

While all creatures v/ere exempt from calamity and dis-

VVhen Heueti'tsung- commenced his sacred career, [tude
;

He applied himself to the cultivation of truth and recti-

His imiierial tablets sh(jt forth their efTuIj^-ence, [dours.

And the celestial writing's mutually reflected their splea-

TliG imperial domain was rich and luxuriant,

While the whole land rendered exalted homage;

Every business was llourishing throughout,

And the people all enjoyed prosperity.

Then came Suh-tsung, who commenced anew,

And celestial dignity marked the imperial movements;

Sacred as the moon's unsullied expanse,

While felicity was wafted like nocturnal gales.

Happiness revtirted to the imperial household,

'J'he autumnal influences were long removed;

Ebullitions were allayed, and risings sujipressed,

And thus our dynasty was firmly built up.

Tae-tsung the filial and just
;

Combined in virtue with heaven and eartii

;

By his Hberal bequests, the living were satisfied,

And proj)erty formed the channel of imparting succour.

By fragrant mementoes he rewarded the meritorious,

VVith benevolence, he dis[»ensed his donations

;

The solar concave a[»pcared in dignity,

And the lunar retreat was decorated to extreme.

When Kieii-chung succeeded to the throne,

He began by the cultivation of intelligent virtue;

His military vigilance extended to the four seas,

And his accomplished purit}' influenced all lands.

His light penetrated the secrecies of men, [mirror
j

And to him the diversities of objects were seen as in a

He shed a vivifying influence through the vvhole realm

And all outer nations took hiui tor example. [of nature,

I'he true doctrine how expansive !

Its responses are minute;

How difticult to name it !

I'o elucidate the three in one.
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Thf' sovereijiri lisis the power to act,

While the ministers record
;

We raise this noble monument,

To the priiise ot j^real felicity.

Tiiis wiis erected in the '2nd year oF KieR-chnnp- of

the 'l"ang- dynfisty (A.D. 7<SI)ou the ?th day of 1st inonrh,

being- Sund;iy.

W^ritten l)y Lew Sevv-yen, Secretary to the Council,
formerly Military sr.perintendent for 'I'ae-chow ; while the

Bislidp jNiri<>--sh()0 hsd the charge ot the congreg-ations of

the Illustrious religion in the east.

'i'he above tt-anslntion has been made with the assistance of

two fiic-simile impressions taken from the stone. The tivo lines

of Syriac, of winch the following is a transcript, are in Estrangelo

character, and run down the right and left sides of the Chinese

respectively:

—

Adam, Kamo Yicur-apishupo va pnpnd de Zinstan

JJ/jufni aba dahahoiha Mar Hana Jesna kathoViko Patriarchis

Kircher translates this as ibllowsj

—

"Adam Deacon Vicar-episcopal and Pope of China. "

" ]n the time of the Father of Fathers, the Lord John Joshua,

the Universal Patriarch.

"

Having- been unable to procure an impression of the Syriac at

the foot, as it appears to be on a ditferent facing- of the stone, we
give the transciipt here on the authoritj'' of Kircher :

—
Bt'sannth nlf cfinauin otaftin dinvnnoui Mar Jklhnzfid Kasim

VcurapiKkiipo de Canuhui medindf.h nuiL-utho bar niliJt napso Aldis

Aa.siso dtiu'n JBalelili medinat/i de Talihid-fitun Akini Luhlw hotio

Pupa dictabon bell. iiitdabarnutJio dpltarukan Vcftraznthaa dabkairi

dnhutt V'dlc/ie d/z/nio.

'' In the year of the Greeks, one thousand and ninety-two, the

Lord Jazedbuzid Pritst and Vicar-episcojjal of Cuiiiilan the royal

city, son of the enlightened M alias, Priest of Balach a city of

Turkestan set up this tablet, whereon is inscribed the Dispensation

of our Redeemer, and the j)reaching of the apostolic missionaries to

the king- of China.
"

After this, in Chinese characters is
—"The Priest Ling- paou."

Adam ni^schnmschano Bur Jtdbicdd Curajnuknpo.

Mar Sargis A'asiso, Vcurapishupo.

tS'ibur JcKiai Kuslmi.
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Gabriel Kasiso Varcodiakun, Vrisch mcdi>itho de Cnmdnn

vdasrag.

" Adnm the Deacon, son of Jazedbuzid, Vicar-episcopal.

"The Lord Serg-ius, Priest and Vicar-episcopal.

" Sabar Jesus, Priest

" Gabriel, Priest, Archdeacon, and Ecclesiarch of Cuindan and

Sara^.

"

The following- subscription is appended in Chinese:

—

"Assistant Examiner: the high stuM'sman of the Sacred rites,

the Imperially-conferred purple gown Chief Presbyter, and Priest

Ye-le.

"

On the left hand edge are the S^'riac names of 0)7 priests, and

61 are given in Chinese.

In summing- up the evidence pro and con for the g-onuineness

of this tablet, Professor Salisbury remarks "that there is no intrinsic

improbability in the account of the discovery; but, inasmnch as it is

not known that any one has pretended to have seen the original

monument, during- ihe last two centuries, and as the state of preser-

vation (tf the inscription and the condition of the tablet might prove

an important source of inieience as to its being genuine, it is essen-

tial to a full belief in the story, that the monument be seen by some

disinterested person, at the present day.''' It makes very little for

the argument one way or other, that we have no notice of it having-

been seen by a foreigner for two centuries, considering- we have

never heard of any foreigner having- visited the locality' during- thg

period stated. Should a visit to the sj)ot indicated prove a failure

in discovering- ics existence, susj)icion would in that case be well

founded. But altiiough no foreigner may have seen it of late, wo

have abundant evidence that it has been seen, read, examined and

criticised by natives in no way prejudiced in favour of the religion it

jirofesses to make known, lull}' competent, and thoroug-hly disposed

to detect any imlication of fraud, did such exist; but although they

have made fac-similes, although they have printed, published and

1. At a meeting of the American Oriental Society, held in October last, on

the motion of thu Corr. Secretary, seconded by the Rev. Dr. Anderson, it was

resolved. ' In view of the interesting historical facts stated in the so called

Net^toiian monument of Singau-fu, and the uncertainty, at t ^e same time, which

thrre seems to be, as to its genuineness, and in view of its not having been seen

by any European, so far as appears, since the midd e of the seventeenth century,

—that the American missionaries in China be requested to take some measures,

as they may have opportunity, in order that the monument be revisited, its

present condition described, and a new facsimile of the whole inscription taken,

by some competent person and made accessible to the learned."
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republijlied it aj^ain and a j^ain, although they speak ofthe extravag'ant

boasting- of its contents, although they charge the authors with hypo-

crisy and decit, and take occasion from it to launch forth invectives

not only against the sect it commemorates, but also against the Chris-

tian religion in every form, and more generally against all foreign

religions whatever, 3'et we never find the least trace of suspicion,

as to the existence of the stone, or the veracity of the date it bears.

P^r the present we pass over the testimony to be derived from

various publications in the Chinese language, which have been

issued both by foreign missionaries and by their native converts
;

although considering that they have thrown the weight of tli ir

character into the scale, that they were men not likely to be deceived

in the matter, and tbat in the promulgation of their own faith, they

have pndeavo\ired to give force to their arguments, liy illustrations

drawn from this monument, in their appeals to a peoj)le who had

tlie best possible means oi'judging of its authonticit}', and who under

the supposition of forgery, most assuredly would not have failed to

bring home to them with merited retribution the ci nsequences of

the iin])osture they were tiius using their influence to establish;— in

the face of these facts, we think their evirjeiice cannot be lightly

set aside, under the assumption that they were intercstpd j)arties.

^Ve will however cite another class of witnesses, who must be

entirely free from any imputation of this kind.

The ^H^-?-lB -^^'i •*'^^<^^ ^'^'i f-^~(^ ^'^ " Record of the Characters

of Metal and Stone Inscriptions," published by Koo Yen- woo a

native of Kwan-shan, at the commencement of the present dynasty,

and republished in Shanghai in 1824, on the 25th page of the 4th

vol., notices the " Fablet commemorating the propagation of the

Illustrious religion in China; composed by the priest Kingtsing;

written in the square character, by Lew Sew-yen; set up in the 1st

month of the year 781; now in the Kin-shing monaster}^ outside

the city of Singan foo. " The 6th volume wliich contains a l<)ng

catalogue of uncommon forms of charactf-rs on inscriptions, agaiii

notices the S^'riau tablet as containing ^ instead of ^ f.^/in "efful-

gence," in the sentence, " the bright gems emifted their etful^ I'ncf."

The preceding character was used in former tiui 's with this same

meaning, though it has long been abaudoned in the ordinary

literature of the day. Examples of this kind are esceedinLtly

numerous in Chinese, bit it is only scholars who have attaineil a

considerable standing, that have sufficient knowledge of the koo tcd'i

(ancient literature), to enable them to apply such words with due
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to a o^reat extent.

The Si'^^.'^H^B -Kfva77 chunff Mn shik ke "Record of the

Metal and Stone Inscriptions of Shen-si,'' published by Pieh Yuen

of Chin-yarig-, President of the Board of War, about A.D. 1780, on

the 8th pao:e of the 4th volume, has a notice of the "Tablet comme-

morating; the propagation of the Syrian Illustrious RelijJ'ion in China
j

ereetfMJ in the 1st month of the year 781: the inscription composed

bv the priest King-tsing'; written in the square character by Lew

Sew-yen, with a headinjr ; in the Tsung-shing monastery, at Singan-

loo. " After about half a page digression on the geou-raphy of

" Ta-tsin " (which we have translated Syria) ot the tablet, it proceeds

to identify the first church of this sect in China, with a church

reoorded in the "Topography of Changngan," to have been built in

the E-ning Way A.D. 639, the jiriest of which is named A lo-^ze,

which the writer remarks is merely an error of the autlior of the

topography and should be the same as A-lo-pun of the tablet.

In the ^'^'i^\^ /i''» ••/'''^ ^'/A foo "Supplementary Record of

I\Ietal and vStmie Inscriptions," j)ublished by Ye Y'ih-paou Kew-lae

a native of Kwan-shan A.D. 1790, are the following remarks on

this stone:—"This tablet states that 'the tablet eulogizing the

prupagiition of the Illustrious Religion in China, with the preface

as com;)ofeed by King-tsing, a priest of the Syrian CJiiirch ; again,

the tablet was erected in the 2nd year of Kien-chung (A.D. 781)

on the 7th day of the 1st month, being Sunday, written by

Lew Sew-yen, Secretary of the Court Council, formerly Mditary

Su[»erintendent for Tae-chow. ' At the foot and on the edges are

foreign characters. At the foot is inscribed— ' Assistant Examiner:

the High Statesman of the Sacred rites, the Im[)erially-conferred

jjurple gown Chief Presbyter and Priest Ye-cha." ['I'his stone

tablet was exanjined and set up by the Priest Hing-tung. ] These

1 This book and several other of the authorities qnoted here give this name

IS^^IJ Ye-cha, but Kircher gives ^^"ij Ye-le, and in a very carefully executed
impression from the stone, which we have recently procured in Shanuh;ii, a
manuscript note at the end, written many years ago, gives it Ye-le, which we
presunie ^o be the more correct.

'1. The line here enclo.*ed in brackets is not given at all in Kircher's copy,

but q,3 it exactly coincides with the manuscript note referred to above, there is

evi-ry reas >n to beUeve it correct. It will appear out of order here for the

Asf^isfaqt Examiner to be placed before the Chief Examiner, bat this may be

explair|e(} by t^e f4Ct of tlae Chinese immediately following the Syriac, and
is iiifeqiied doubtless to be read in the same order i.e. from left to riglit, but
the Chinese copyists not being aware of this fact, would take the right hand
line for the commencement, iu the usu.il wav. This is not a groundless con-
jecture, for it is well known, that in the Mancha and MoDg"iian books priuted

in China, where there is occasion to introduce Chinese quotations, these are
printrd contr:i.rv to the n^nal Chino-ie form, the lines succeeding each otijer

from left to right, iu accommodation to the Tartar mode.
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"Words are interspersed with the foreigri chnracters; which chnrncters

are all turned towards the left, and are untranslateable. I take the

—'Triune and mysterious in substance, the eternal true Lord A/oIio'

of the tablet, to be the lord of that relig'ion. 'The most virtuous

AlopuD from the country of Syria, arrived at Chan«>-no^an in the year

A.D. 635; and a Syrian church was built in the capital, in the

E-ning- Way, to be governed by twesty-one priests, in A.D. G-'JS.'

This shows that the Koman Catholic religion was introduced into

China, from the commencement of the T'ang dynasty, and up to

the present time, it has become disseminated through the whole

empire. T read in the 'Account of the Western Regions,' that

Fuh-lin, the ancient Ta-tsin borders on the Western sea, is distant

from the capital of China forty thousan;! le. It carries on a com-

merce with 6iam, Cochin-china, and the Five Indies. In the

flourishing period of Kae-yuen (713 — 7-4'^) there was a rush oe

Western foreigners who came from a distance of ten thousand le,

eagerly presenting- the sacred books of their various nations, which

were received into the Palace for the Translation of Classics, and

thereupon the religions of foreign regions became practised in China.

'J'lien the nuinljer of their j)riests could be estimated, by the number

of temples erected. At that time there wers 5,358 temples, ?o,0'J4:

juicsts, and 50,576 nuns; there was a censor appointed to take account

ot tlie priest-^ and nuns belonging: to the two capitals; if any of the

])iiests or nuns remained out of their temples at night, it whs noted

in a register; they were not allowed to hjdge among- the j'eople for

more than three nights; if any diil not return to their locality fuf

nine years, their names were recorded in a book, and they were

tre;ited with great severity. iNow the erection of a temple in the

euipire is a rare occurrence, but priests and nuns have becomr

innumerable.

In the PQIIl:^^^]/!^ S::e hoo t.sufn shoo fi yoou "Important

selections from tiie books in the imperial libiary," a compihition

drawn up bv order of the emperor Kien-lung and publisiied about

the year 1760, a work which occupied several years in the comple-

tion, a number of the chief ministers havin"' been eni!'a<ied on it, we

re;id as follows,—" 'Summary of Western Learning in one voluuje

wirli an Appendix in one chaj)ter, on the T'ang taltlet of the Syrian

Church.' This tablet states that in the year A.D. 630, Alopun of

the kingdom of Syria, brought his sacied liooks and images from

that distant piirt, and presented them at the chief capital, when
or.l'r^s were given by ihe emperiir, to build a Syrian church in the

E-ning- Way, to be governed by twenty one prie&ls, etc." The
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editors then jio on to (juota a number of historical incidents, which
show a ^rcat amount of research into the national antiquities, with

a view to identity the relio-ion spoken of in the tablet, and which in

some instances are anything; but flattering- to the adherents of that

relioion. These we shall notice in a subsequent jiart. At the

conclusion of their remarks on the subject, they say— " Since

Julius Aloni in writinjr this book has adduced the T'ano^ tablet as

a testimony in his favour, this still further removes any doubt as

to its being the Heen' religion. But no one has yet traced out
by proofs from antiquity, the orig-inofits propagation, and hence

it has spread all over the breadth of the land. From the time

of Wan-leih (1573-1620) scholars and great statesman have in

general limited their discourses to the doctrine of the heart, and

merely issued works of a metajihysical cliaracter, subjects which only

embrace the life of the individual ; therefore thev have not inves-

tigated antiquity to discover the evidence of facts, by which they

might put a stop to the propagation of these depraved discourses."

The ^ -5 ^ lis Kin xhihtsiiy peen " Collection of Metal and

Stone Inscriptions " was published by Dr Wang-Gae. a great states-

man of the banqueting- house, and Vice-president of the Board of

Punishments in 1805, when he had reached the advanced age of 82.

This work contains about a thousand inscriptions taken from exist-

ing- monuments of various ages, from the Ilea dynasty (B.C. 2200)

down to the end of the Sung- (A.D. 1264). Tlie 102nd volume

commences with the Syrian monument, the disciission of which oc-

cnjiies more than thirteen leaves. After giving- the size of the slot,e,

the number of the lines and characters on it, a transcript of th^

Chinese part on the face is given entire. From the critical remarks

which succeed, we select the following-, which is an extract from the

^ # !^ ^ ^'J ^ 1- ^-("^ '^•^•"^' ^"> -"^'i^' ^"^^ ^'"('t' ^'c " '^•'«'^"

examitiation (>f stone and metal er gravirigs by Lae Tsae."— "T<i the

•west of the city of Singan, where now stands the Kin-t-hing

monastery, in the time of Tsung-ching (1028-1044)^ of tlie Wing-

dynasty, Tsow Tsing-ching- of Tsin-lmg, Prelect of Singan, had a

little bov named Hoa-seng-, who was endowed with extraordinary

acuteness at his birth ; from the first he was able to walk, and soon

began to join his hands in supj)lication to Buddha, which he con-

tinued to do almost without relaxation day and night; in a short

1. This is the nane of an ancient religion in China, which the wviter-s

enileavdur to identity with the religion of the tablet, and also with the Roman
Catholic religion.

2. There is an error here as to the date, of at least three years too late.
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time, lie was taken sick; with his eyes ^^carcely opi^n, lie peorod out

sideways lauf>'hing', and then went to his lo:io' home. I'iie sjjot

chosen by divination for his burial, was to the soiuh of tlie Tsunp^-

jin monastery in Chang'-ng-an. When they l)aii dug- to the d^prh of

several fet^t, the excavators came upon a stone, wliich hiijipened to

be the tablet of the propag-ation of the Ilhistrious Religion.' Tliis

tablet having been imbedded in the earth for a thousand years, and

now for the first time re-discovered, shows the nafui-al succession

of cause and effect throughout the three generations {i.e. past, pre-

sent and future). This child having been one ofrlie pure unsliaven

ones returned again ; thus the 'pleasant habitation awniriog Chin

Pin,' and 'Yang- Ming- remaining- till the opening of the duor,' have

been shown to be no idle sayings. See the PJ |jf fti ^ L<')0 Yeio-

hoa Tsiek * Miscellany of Lew Yew-hoa' of Pin yang. The cha-

racters are in the first style of art, without the least defect. The foot

and the ends have foreign characters on them, similar to those in

the Buddhist classics." Here we see the author of this extract

either intentionally or otherwise, ig-nores all allusion to the Christian

religion on the tablet, bringing- it forward as a link in the evidence

in favour of the metempsychosis, [supposing this child in a former

state to have been one of the pure and disinterested priests com-

memorated on the tablet. But whatever may have been his theory

on this j)oint, his evidence is equally applicable to our purpose, in

showing- the existence and authenticity of the stone in question.

Further on is an extract from ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ '^ M. ]%
IWen yi'n tang k'li tihih rvan po ivei " The Tseen-yen Hall Ap-

pendices to the Metal and Stone Literature" by Tseen Ta-hin, Atten-

dant on the Imperial household in the time of Kea-king, a native of

Kea-ting-. Speaking ol this tablet, he says—" The Illustrious Re-

ligion is the religion established by the people of Syria in the

Wtstern regions." Again— "Th(>re is only this tablet that bears

record of the Illustrious Religion, and hands down any j)articulars

respecting it; according to which, it commenced from the beginning-

ol the T'ang- dynasty, when Alopun the Syrian priest, bearing- the

3. Tliis incident is alludeci to iu a manifesto by Michel 'Boim, published
in Kircher's " Chine lilustree," although he gives a somewhat diffei-ent version
of the story ; he says— -' 'I'he Governor of this phicc having been iufornied of
the iliscovery of a marble so rare, and a monument >iO precious, pressed hv a
movement of curiosity, au'^ perhaps als heCiUise he had lost a child the same
day, proceeded to the spot caused a book to he written to the praise of this

illustrou* stone aud caused this treasure to be removed, (after he had
taken a faithful copy upon a similar marble) into the temp.'e of the Tauist
priests, vvhich is distant about a milefrom the walls of ji-ngan-foo the metropolis
ot the kingiii)m ; in order to give to posterity an eternal memento, and to pre-
vent future ages from i)ciiig depr.ved of so great a buou."
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s.ioro.] books an 1 i Q:i.jes, arrive I at Gaanti^-ng-aa Tae-tsunp," order-

ed the authorities to build a Sjnaa church in the E-ning Way, to

be g-ovenieil by twenty-one priests. In the time of Kaou-tsung\

Alopun was honoureil with the appointment of Great Conservator of

doctrine for the preservation of the state, and orders were given as

before for the erection of Illustrious churches in every province. The

priests all shaved the crown of their heads, and preserved their beards^

Seven times a da}', they had worship and praise; once in seven days,

they offrred sacrifice. The imag-e they honoured was the Triune,

naysterious in substance, eternal, true lord Aloho (God). Now if we

trace buck to the year of the birth of Jesus the Lord of heaven, who is

\vorshi[)j)ed by i"Juro[ieans, it ought to be in the period Kae-hwang'

(518-631 of the Suy djaiasty. Some say this is the ancient religion of

Syria; whether such be the case or not, I have not examined. At the

end it says,—'Erected on the 7th day of the 1st month, being' Ta-

yaou-san-wan day ; ' J'a-yaou-san-wan which it speaks of, is an expres-

sion belonging to that religion. "The iireproofcloth is a cloth that can

be cleansed by fire. " It is strange that an author like this, who has

shown himself so acute by his other works, and especially in matters

of chron logy, should have fallen into the monstrous error with re-

gard to time, which he has exhibited in speaking of the period of

the birth of Christ; and can only be accounted for by the haughty

indiiference with which natives of talent too frequently treat foreign

religions, wilfully keeping themselves ignorant of facts, wliich very

little trouble might put them in possession of Notwithstanding

this egregious misconception, we imagine few will be inclined to

reject his testimony as to the existence of the scone in question,

which is all we have to do with at present.

At a later period, this autbor published another small work,

called ^ ^ ^ '^'".'7 ^enou kaou " Inquiry into the Illustrious

religion," Ironi which we extract—" In the time of VVaii-Iieh

(1073-1620)' when some people at Chang-ngan were excavating

the ground, they found a tablet of the Illustrious Religion, dated

Slid year of Kien-chung (A..D. 781) of the T'ang dynasty. The

scholars and great statesmen who had become disciples of the

Western teaching congratulated each other on the fact of their re-

ligion having been propagated in Cnina, so early as the time of the

T'ang; but if they were asked what the Illustrious Religion really

was, they could not tell."

1, There is an error here of at least four years too earlv.
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After this couies an extract from the ?Ml"&'^^^ Taou km
fangwAn tseih. "Literary miscellany of Taou-koo Hall. " by Hang
She tsenen, pn titled "Supplementary Inquiry into the Illustrious

religion." Without making particular mention of the discovery of

the stone, he proceeds as if that were an adtnitted fact, to remark

upon the relig-ion of which it records the existence, and endeavours

to draw a parallel between that and Mohammedanism, and in some

respects Buddhism and some other religions also.

In conclusion, the author of the Kin shih tsiiy peen gives his

criticisms on the opinions of the various authors quoted j from which

we extract a few senten-ces :
—" We have now examined the investi-

gations which have been made regarding the source and spread of the

Illustrious religion of this tablet. In the *Tseen-yen Appendices' it

is said * Now Jesus the Lord of heaven is worshipped by Europeans.

Some say this is the ancient religion of (Ta-tsin) Syria.' On the

tablet, there is the expression,— ' He appointed the cross as the

means for determining the four cardinal points.' Now Roman
Catholics always raising the hand and making the sign of the cross,

exactly agrees with the wordsof the tablet." Again—''The tablet

speaks of ' the Most Virtuous Alopun from the country of Sj'ria.'

The Record of te Western rfgioris given in the two Histories o^

theT'angdynaf-ty,in theiraccouLtsof the various kingdoms, state that

(Fub-lin) Judea is also named (Ta-tsin) Syria, but they do not

give a ^ingle word respecting the introduction of the Illustr ous re-

ligion info China." Again—"This tablet speaks of 'The unchange-

ably (^ chin) trve and invisible:' 'Veiling his true dignity j'

"'in clear day, h- asctndei to his trve station^' 'The trne atd

unchangeable doctrine;' 'Observing the azure clouds, he bore the

true sacred books,' Here is the word (c/dn) irvc used in profusion.

Now when Mohammedan halls are built, ihey are called Houses of

worship : but why are thty also called Temples of the tnie religion ?

Now the Mohammedan religion is unquestionably an offshoot from

the Illustrious religion ; but while in some things they are similar, in

others they differ. In consequence of the difficulty of understai ding

these religions, I have not been able to separate th' se things; and

so have piesented the various discussions on the subject, to afford

the means of more extensive inquiry. As to the meaning of the word

(^ ^dvg) 'Illustrious,' in the Illustrious religion of the t}.])Iet,

there are two passages in the inscripiion, viz— ' A (//mr/) bright (!^
suh) constellation announced the felicitous event;' and 'He suspend-

ed the ( hing) bright
( W ph ) sin to invade the chambers of dark-

ness.' '1 here is a mutual agreement in meaning hero with {Ihuj smg)
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the brio'Ut star, and (Mng hvaiiff lin chaov) the brij^bt glory reflpct-

ino- its histre; but \f^ ping being- a name of tbe imperir.l family

during tbe Tang djnast}', there is also a possibility that the word

Mng may have been substituted for \t.}

In the 5C"^^^0 Tien yik ko shoo muh "Catalogue raisonnee

of the Library of the Fan family at Ningpo, " published by Yuen

Yuen the Governor of Che-kiang in 1809, there is a supplementary

volume containing a list of the impressions of tablets in the establish-

ment. On the 10th page, we find there is a copy of the ** Tablet

commemorating the propagation of the Illustrious religion in China;

composed by the priest King-tsing; written in the square character

by Lew Sew-yen; set up in the 1st month of the year 781." On the

40th } age, among the additions, there is again noted a copy of the

"Tablet eulogizing the propagation of the Illustrious religion in

China; composed by the priest King-tsing, and wiitten by Lew
Sevv-yen ; in the year 7^2. " This last is doubtless a typographical

error for 781.

The f^^M^ Haehvotoo che "Geography of the world,"

the joint production of the well-known Commissioner Lin and Wei
Yuen an officer at court, one of the most popular works that^ has

been published of late, first appeared in 1844, and soon passed

througli several editions. The ]5tli volume which professes to be

a descriptive account of Judea, is devoted almost exclusively to the

discussion of the Christian religion, in which the author takes frequent

occasion to exhibit the spirit of bitter animosity which he cherishes

towards that religion. A large portion of the whole is allotted to the

examination of the Syrian tablet, which is given almost entire, and

most of what is contained in the /{in shih tmypeen is here reproduced,

the author thus, as it w^ere, endorsing the expression of confidence in

the existence and authenticity of the record; while not the most
remote hint of susjjicion as to the contrar}' ever appears. Some
additional extracts and remarks are also given on the same subject.

We select a few lines of a quotation from the ^^£,^|3 Ktvei-aze

liaoii hiy "Journal of varieties for the 13th j-ear of Taou Xwano-"
by Yu See, an inferior government officer. This author's remarks

1. Tlif idea which the nuthor wishes to present here, is the identity of
this sect with the Par?ees or fire-worshippers ; hence supposing the proper word
for their name was ^ ping " Illumination from fire ; " but as this charac-
ter fo nied the name of one of the emperors of the T'ang, according to Chinese
custom, no one else was permitted to use it, and hence they substituted kmg, a
word of similar import. This is one of those vain speculations in which Chinese
authors frequently indulge their imaginations, though there does not appeal- to
be any evidence t(> support the sup])osition.
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are of little critical valne, and lie shows tireat inaptitude in dealing'

witli the subject in hand, althouo-h he appears tolerably correct in

tlie detail of isolated facts. His chief aim is to show, that the

Christian religion is the natural offspring' of Buddhism. He says

—

"Jesus was born in the 2nd 3'ear of the term Yuen-show of tha

emperor Gae Ti of the Han dynast3\ A bright star announced the

g-lad tiding's in the hmd of Judea. In the 2nd 3'ear of Keen-chung'

(781) of the T'ang- d3'nasty, King--tsing- the priest of the Syrian

church set up the tablet commemorating the promulg-ation of the

Illustrious relig'ion in China, whence we hear of the first erection of

Syrian churches, in the 7th month of the 12 year of Chinkwan

(639). The tablet speaks of the 'Triune and mysterious in sub-

stance, the eternal true Lord God." Again it denominates his

mother the 'Triune, divided in nature, Illustrious and Honourable

Messiah; " and sa3's that 'a virgin gave birth to the Holy one in

Syria.' Again it speaks of 'Aloho (God),'—'Preserving their

beards, and shaving their crowns,'—'Seven times a day having

worship and praise,'—and 'Sacrificing once in seven days.' These

things, like the Manichean observances, after the Tang dynasty,

are never mentioned in the histories of the Sung and Yuen."

In a recent work ^^IlfAlil^ Kwo chaou she jin ching lea

*• Illustrations of the Poets of the present dynasty, " by Chang Wei-

ping of Pwan-yu, the 47th volume of the section, which gives a

brief abstract of the geograph3' of foreign nations, has the following

remarks on he 24th page, respecting the Cross mentioned on the

T'ang tablet. " He appointed the Cross as the means for deter-

mining the four cardinal points; he moved the original spirit and

produced the two principles of nature (See the T'ang tablet of

the Propagation of the Illustrious religion. ) The tablet of the

Illustrious religion, speaking of the Cross, says,—'He appointed the

Cross as the means for determining the four curdinal [ooints.' (Jour-

nal of Varieties for the 13th year of Taoukwang ). As Aluni and

Verbiest, two Euroj)eans, both adoj)t the tablet of the Illustrious

religion as an evidence in their favour, when Yu See refers the crigin

of the Cross to the tablet of the Illustrious religion, where it savs

—

'Heappointedthe Cross as the means for determirjitig the four cardinal

points,' this is not altogether inapplicable; but what is ujea'.it bv ap-

pointing the Cross is not well defined. Now when we examine the

Arabian Geographical Classic, we become perfectly clear on the mean-
ing of the Cross. I have appended some rpiotations from this in the

sequel. (Leisure sayings of the old fisherman.)
"

1. The blunder in the interpretation of the iiis(Ti])tioii is unpanlonalile in a
native author, unless we make very great allowance for the doctriuul dilhi'ulties
connected with the subject.
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The ^^lo'M- Yhff hvan die Ico. "Compendious description

of the world," the most recent native work on geoj^raphy, has re-

peatedly called forth the commendations of foreigners, for the liberal

and impartial mariner in which the author treats his subject, and

was reviewed at some length in some of the early numbers of the

Nm'th- China Herald. In the 3rd volume, when describing Persia,

the author takes occasion to introduce the subject of the Nestorian

tablet. After discoursing on various ancient religions, supposed to

have originated in Persia, he proceeds.—"There is also the tablet

recording the propagation of the Illustrious religion in China, as re-

lated by King-tsing, a priest of the Syrian church, A.D. 781." Again
—"The tablet of the Illustrious religion is still more lying and ex-

travagant; the Illustrious religion is the sect of Fire worshippers.

Where it says— * A br'iglit star announced the felicitous event ;' 'He

suspended the bright sun, to invade the chambers of darkness;' 'In

clear day he ascended to his true station, vfec.;' the allusions are all

to the solar ;?r(?. Again where it says— ' He appointed the cross as

the means for determining the four cardinal points:' 'Once in seven

days, they sacrifice, &c.;' it drags in the Roman Catholic religion.

"Where it speaks of—'The triune and mysterious in substance, the

eternal true lord Aloho (God),' we do not know who is meant, these

being all conventional terms. But this is merely a dressing up of the

dregs of BuddMsm.; it is not the Fire sect; it is not the (Tien)

Heaven sect; it is not the Buddhist sect; in fine there is no name by

which to classify this religion. For the Persians in worshipping the

spirit of fire, adhere to their ancient usage; rohile Buddhism 7vas

practised in India, it was their neighbour on the east; and the religion

of the spirit of Heacen prevading in iSyria, was their neighbour on the

west; .'0 that in the time of the Tung dynasty, the Moman Cathulio

religion be\ng then fiuurn^hing in Syria, it was the craft of the foreign

priests, to drag the three religions into combination, and invent the

name of the Jllitstrioits religion in order to exalt themselves; so that

the Chinese not understanding their origin and ramifications, might

be blindly ltd to adopt their J'auh; thus verifying the saying of

Chang -li, that they are only desirous of hearing something strange.

Again the tablet says—'In A.D. 639, the Greatly virtuous Alopun

of the kingdom of Syria, Ciime from afar, bringing the sacred books

and images, which he presented at the chief capital.' If Aloj)un

real!}' en me from Syria, then his religion was the Roman Catholic

without doubt; his sacred hook should be the Bible and Gospels,

which have been handed down in Mjurope, and his images those of

Jesus on the cross ; but me have not heard of these being in existence
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at that time; and when the Illustrious religion is said to stand side

by side with the fire spirit of the Persians, and to be merely a deeora-

tion of the schools of Buddhism^ this is inexplicable.

Thus tar, v^e have been particular in g'iving- our authorities, t,liat

others wishing- to do >o, may be able to verity the stateuHmts; tor

they are all lakeu from hooks, withm the reach of almost every

person in China. Those who have access to more extensive stores of

native literature, would no doubt be able to add a great accumula-

tion of evidence. The above extracts will be sufficient however to

show that there is but one voice among the Chinese as to the

authenticity of this remarkable monument, for there is nothing on

the other side of the question knowingly withheld. Besides this, if

we consider carefully the subject of the inscription, it may still

further aid us in forming a correct judgement.

According to history, the Nestorian schism took ])lace in the

beginning of the 5th century, the members of which body soon

distinguished themselves by their zealous endeavours to propagate

the faith through various countries. Their chief seminary at Edessa

in Mesopotamia became famed as the centre of an extensive system

of Missionary influenci--. About the close of the same century, this

was transferred to Nisibis, where it enjoyed the patronage of the

Persian monarchs, and was instrumental in sending many divines

through ihe countries of Eastern Asia with the special object of

converting the people to the knowledge and faith of Christianity.

Although we meet with indisputable traces of their persevering

efforts in the countries of the east during the succeeding centuries,

yet the circumstantial details left on record are meagre in the

extreme. We have reason to believe, however, that a succession of

these zealous men continued to travel eastward with this single

pur|)ose in view; and especially about the time indicated on the

tablet, whpn Mohammedanism was making rapid strides throughout

Western A^^ia, having just subdued the kingdom of Persia, might we

naturally look for parties of these religionists, seeking refuge in

distant lands, forced from their homes by the persecuting zeal of the

Mussulmans. According to the testimony of Chinese scholars, the

traces of the existence of these foreign sect .ries have been wilfully

excluded from the national histories, and unless it be on the more

durable mementoes of the stone tablets, we can only get a clue to

them in an indirect way. When however these indirect testimonies

harmonize with and corroborate the tablets, there is little danger of

being misled ; and it maybe noticed, that where a discrepancy exists,

it is customary with the native to correct their histories by the tablets.
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In the *' Apj)endices to tbe Tseeii-jen Hall tablets" there is

an cxiract from the ^M'^?^ Chvvtj-yen s:e pae "Tablet of the

Chuno-yon Monastery '' composed b\' Shoo Yuen-yu in the Qth

ct'iitiiry, tis lollowt—"Among' tbe miscellaneous foreigners who
arrived, there were the Manicheans, the {"^^ Ta tmi) Syrians,

and tbe worsbijipers of the sjiirit oi' Heaven.' The temj)les of these

three classes of foreigners throughout the emj)ire, are not equal in

number to those of our Buddhists in one small district." A search

through several works on ancient monuments and inscriptions has

failed to discover this tablet, but there is no doubt of its existence,

as it is quoted over and over again by other writers; the author of

the inscription is a prominent character in history, having been censor

during- the reign of Wan-tsung".

I hat the religions of the west, inclusive of the one now in ques-

tion, had gained a prominent standing in the empire towards the

middle of the 8th century, we know from the imperial edict of

Heuen-sung, from which an extract is given in the ^ /j^ 7C ^
Tsehfooyven hvd "Great tortoise of the National archives," a book

in 1,000 volumes published by imperial command, in the year 1012-

It states^ that " In the year A.D. 746, in the 9th month, an edict

was issued, saying—" The religion of the Persian classics having

come from Syria, has now been long handed down and practised in

China. When its votaries first erected their temples, they gave them

their own national name. Henceforth to enable others to trace their

origin, let all the Persian tenj])les belonging to the two capitals,

have their names changed to that of Syrian temples; and b t this be

complied with through all the provinces of the empire." The same

extract is found in the W M M Ip ^^ ^'? uvvg yv "West brook

collected sayings" publis-htd by Yaou Kw'ne during the Sung dynasty

which also notices several other immigrations of foreign religions

( not Buddhist ) about the same ])eriod ; one as early as A.D. 6.'32.

Tseen, in his " Inquiry into the Illustrious religion," quotes the

following passage from the ^-^J^ CAft9?_(y-?*//fln c^^^ " Topography

of Chang-ngan,"^ jiublisbed by Win Kew in tbe Sung dynasty.—"On

the north-east of the E-ning portal street, is a Persian Foreign

temple, which the emperor Tae-tsung caused to be erected for the

1. The tablet has ^^* 1 seiw shin "The spirit of autumn, " but the

author who makes the extract says, that the character Tseiw is cut in a mistake for

fl^ lieen "heaven," in which he is doubtless correct.

2. Vov. 51, page 20.

3. Chang-ngan is the ancient name of Singan.
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Syrian foreig-n priest (PPjIl^jf)' Alosze in the yojir A.D. (i;j'.).
"

Again—"To the east of the Le-tseen portal, there is an ancient

Persian temple; this is the Persian temple that Pei-loo-sze the

Persian monarch requested to be erected in the year A.D. Q77

.

"

In a fragment of a work by Wei Shuh of the Tang- dynasty, the

^^^jflB Leavg king sin he "New Record of the Two Capitals,"

there is also a notice of this last-mentioned temple. Only the 3rd

out of 5 volumes of this work is exttint, and thiit incomplete; but

what remains, being- a description of Chan<;--ngan, notices the exist-

ence of several of these foreign temples, and has been re|)ublished in

the -^ # ^ ^ Yih tsvn tmvg .shoo " Repository of Relics. " It

says,—''Un the south-east of Cross street, is a Persian temple.

This Persian temple was erectetl in the year 077, at the reipicst

of the Persian monarch Peih-loo-sze." Again,—"On the north-

east of Cross street, is a Persian foreign temple; south from this

is called the Keu-tih way." Whether these last may have been

Parsee or Christian edifices, is not easy to determine now, as it

was customary at that time, to apply the name of Persian to the

temples of all the ditferent sects which came to China from that

<juarter.

The frequency and precision with which names of places and

persons together with dates are employed in any document, has been

considered a fair test of its genuineness ; as experience has shewn

that cases of imposture are maiked by extreme vagueness in this

respect. This we might naturally expect when we consider the

intricate labyrinth which the mention of even a few historical

incidents involves. Where however the records of such facts

mutually supports and throws light on each other; and where not

only the o])en assertions, but the more latent inferences, preserve a

general consistency together, and harmonize with known history,

this must form a strong chain of presumptive evidence in favour of

the document in question. Applying this test to the Nestorian

monument, we find almost every line marked by some period of his-

tory, some geogra])hical allusion, or the notice of some custom; and

in drawing attention to a few of these, it will be observed, that

while there is no single quotation, which taken as an isolated state-

ment, might not perhaps be introduced by a modern hand, yet the

huimouious sequence in a long train ot facts, is such as a forger

would scarcely manage without tripping in some matter.

1. The tablet gives I'Pj,^^ Al.-puii. rerliaps Alosze muy be a different

form of (he same name ; or tlie author of the Topugraiihy may have fallcu into

an erroi in quoting from memory, which is a couiuiou occurrence; or which is

must likely, it is a l^umgraphical error.
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The tablet speakino; of the priest Alopun, says,

—

" In the year

A.D. G35, he arrived at Chang-ngan ; the Emperor sent his prime

minister Duke Fang Heuen-ling, who taking his subordinates to the

V est border, conducted his guest into the interior. " On referring

to the ( Tavg-shoo) '' History of the T'ang dynasty,"' we find Fa»f/

^r?/f7?.-^?»^ spoken of as one of the earliest and mostattached ser-

vants of 'I'ae-rsiing the founder. Born in 580, r)eing the son of a

government officer unil-.'i- the declining Siiy dynasty, at an early age

he fnrctoM the downfall of the reigning house, and resolved to cast

in his lot with the new aspirant. His attachment to his prince,

and his cpiiilifications as a statesman soon procured his promotion
;

in 627 when Tae-tsuug assumed the imperial dignity, Heuen-ling

was made Duke of Hing, and in G81 he was promoted to the Duhe-

dom of Wei. In 635, the year he is si)oken of on the tablet, being

that also of the demise of Kaou-tsoo the father of the emperor, we

find him receiving the confidential commission of an appointment to

superintend the operations at the royal sepulchre, and at the same

time, an acknowledgment of his merit in the additional title of Trium-

virate Associate of the Rising state, and also emolument equal to

the revenue arising from 1,300 people. During an incursion of the

Too-kuh-hwan Tartars the same year, Fang Heuen-ling is spoken

of as bolding audiences of great importance, on behalf of the emperor.

The tablet states,
—" In the year A.D. 609 the Buddhists gain-

ing power, raised their voices in the eastern mctrojiolis ;
" 'I'liis

apparently alludes to some act of intolerance practised by the Bud-

dhists towards the Christians; but history makes no mention of

this ; an attentive consideration of the state of uifairs, however, at

that period, will show that such is by no means an improbable event.

It should be borne in mind that this was during an interregnum in

the T'ang dynasty. On the death of the emperor Kaou-tsung in ^^-^,

his empress named Woo seized the reins of government, and assumed

the supreme power with the appellation of Tsih-teen. Fixing ui)on

Lo-3'ang the eastern capital as the seat of goverment, she banished

the rightful heir to the throne, and changed the name of the dynasty

from T'ang to Chow. This princess in her early days, having

Submitted to the Buddhist tonsure, was admitted as an ir mate of

a nunnery, whence she was taken by Kaou-tsung to be his consort,

and eventually empress. While residing in this religious establish-

ment, her mental character and taste probably received much of that

bias which particularly marked her after progress. Once alone and

free to sway the imperial sceptre, her partiality for the Buddhists

1. Biographical sectiou, vol. 16.
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soon developed itself in the liberal patronag-e she bestowed upon that

class. Much of the state revenue was expended in building- religious

houses, and casting- brazen images; and it was only at the im-

portunate solicitation of an influential minister TiU Jin-kee, that

she was dissuaded from going- in state to visit a pag-oda containing

relics of Buddha, at the request of a foreign priest. When about to

proceed, Tih Jin-kee cast himself on the ground before her, im-

ploring her as she cared for the national welfare to desist ; the

desired effect was thus obtained.' This took place in GOO, the year

reterred to on the tablet, and may show the great influence the

Buddhists had then obtained at court. Shortly after this, we find

a spirited memorial presented by Jin-kee, in which he enters in

detail on the various measures adopted by her majesty in reference

to the Buddhists, and sets forth with a deg-ree of freedom, the natiuuiil

calamities which such a course was likely to produce.^ In 705 the

government of this princess was overthrown, and the T'ang succession

resumed in the person Chung-tsung-,

The tablet again says,—"In the year A.D. 718, some low

fellows excited ridicule, and spread slanders in the western capital.''

Respecting- the persecution here hinted at, history is entirely silent,

as it is about nlinost everything- connected with this sect. All we

can assume is that there is nothing- improbable in the statempnt.

On the tablet we read,—" The high principled empuror Heuen*

tsung caused the Prince of Ning and others, five I'rincfs in all,

])ers()nally to vi<it the felicitous edifice." From the T'ang histury

again, we learn that the Prince of Ning was the elder brother of

Heuen-tsung, and had g-iven way to the latter in the imperial suc-

Ci'ssion. He was promoted to the pruictdoni of Ni.ia in the vf^ar 71'».

Besides these two, the emperor Juy-tsung had four other sous, the

Prince of Shin, the i^riiice of Ke, the Prince of See, jind Priucti nf

Suy. When fluuen^tsung arrived at Chang-ngan fro:n Lo-variL;- in

7Ul, ne ap]»ointed a resideijce for his five brothers in the lling-king-

Way, and named it the He?idence of the F,tc t'rtucrs. TIrsc ^•ix.

brothers a[»pear to have lived together ou the niosr, ;i:ijir;i])le tonii^,

the intercourse of the "mperor witli tlie other fi\e being frequen; and

bartnonions.^

Again the tablet states,-^"In 74-J, orders were given to the

pieat general Kaou Leih-sze, to send the five sacred portraits (nf the

Tang emperors) and have them placed in the church, atni a gilt nf

a hundred pieces of silk accompanied these pictures of iutulligeuce."

t '/''iny kien k<in<i inuli. rol. 4*2.

'1 I ' iiKj shii, l^ii>;:ra])liicai section, vol .3;*.

b r'uiiij shii, Bi(.>gr;)j4iicid icctiou, vol, ^.j.
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In the section of the T'ang' history devoted to the BiopTsipliy of

Eunuchs, Kaou Lih-sze occupies the second place on tlie list. From

this memoir, we learn that he was a native of Pwan-chow, originally

surnamed Fung", that he was born near the end of the 7th century,

and having- become a eunuch, was admitted into the jialace in his

youth; some time after, he was adopted as the son of an officer in the

palace named Kaou Yee-suh, whence he assumed the surname Kaou.

The great favour he enjoyed with Heuen-tsung- may be inferred from

a remark which that emperor was in the habit of making:,—" When
Lih-sze is in attendance, I can sleep in security;" hence, the

biog-rapher adds, he was constantly in the palace, only going- out

on rare occasions. In 741, he was made Army controlling Great

general, and also Guardian of the right palace door Great General.,

being at the samr; time promoted to the dukedom of Po-hai.^ In

the biography of the Prince of Ning, it is said that on the death of

that prince in 741, the Great General Kaou Lih-sze was deputed

to place on his shrine an inscription written b}'' the emperor.*

Heuen-tsung- being the sixth of the T'ang dynasty, the five sacred

portraits alluded to must be those of the preceding- five emperors,

Kaou-tsoo, Tai-tsung, Kaou-tsung, Chuug-tsung, and Ju^'-tsung.

'I'he tablet say*,—"When the Duke Koh Tsze-i, secoudiiry

minister of state, ai.d prince of Fun-3'ang at first conducted the

military in the northern region, etc." In the T'ang history there is

a long biography of Koh Tsze-i from which it may be seen tliat

he was one of the princij)al historical personages of the period.

According- to this lie was born in Uwa-chow in 606, and was made

JMilitarv commissioner for Si> fang "the Northern region"

ill 755, on occasion of a revolt bj' Ngan Luh-shan, a general under

the inpcri'.d government, in the suppression of which he took a very

active part; an! as a reward ftr his service, was created Duka of

Tai-kwnh in 757. In the beginning of ll'l^ he was made Fan-

ijaiKj heun. wa.)uj " Prbwe of Fui'-yaixj" and was still alive at the

diite of the ini^cription, having <iie(i in the 6th month of the saraa

year, at the venerable age of 85.^

Among the geog-raphical allusions on the tablet, the name of

most ireipient occurrence is "A^^ Ta-tsi»^ which we have trans;lated

Syria, as there is li tie room tor doubt, that this is the term most

ap[>liciible to the eight several occisions on which the name is

inti'uduced. 'I'hat the author of the inscription himself, had not a

very clear notion of the country indicated, one may be inclined to

1 7''o;i(7 s/i//, Biographical section, vol. 134.

2 ]')<>. do. vol. 4.i.

3 iJo. do. vol. 70,
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surmise, from rlie ((notation wliich ha introduces from thts Ciiincsi^

liisroiical books, written several centuries j)rior to the perioil in

question. A reference to the histuries of tlie Han and Wei dynasties

as indicated, proves p cuUarly unsatisfactory in determining- the

])recise country intended. The information furnished by these

authorities has the a{)pearance of a miscellaneous collection of state-

ments from various sources j it being- left to the sagacity of the

reader to discriminate between that which is trustworthy, and some
which is evidently bordering- on tlio fabulous. A statement in the

History of the After Han, points unequivocally to the liomaa

empire as Ta-tshi, in which it is said that the emperor Ng-antuii

(Anthony) sent an ambassador to China, AD. 163. Other parts of

the account however are exceeding-Iy difficult to reconcile, and it is

scarcely probable that the Nestoriaa missionaries would select iiome

;is a national desig-uation for their church. The account however may
''I' somewhat iiarmonized by supposing' that as Syria once forined

u part of the Roman empire, the name and gdory of tliat great

empire may have attached to it in orif^ntal iiistory, down to later

times. The after Han History corroborates in the main, the descri[»-

i(jn of l^a-fa'ui g'iven on the tablet; we find it there stated that the

country is famed for its w«/, cnrioux (jemH, fire-proof cloth, Jife-re><for-

i)i() ince?ise, brhjht-moon prarh, night-luHre (/fii)s. It is also stated

that the country is enttrcly free from alarms, robbi'ri/, tk' ft, and

hrifpindiige. 'l"he care of the sovereign in the administration of

justice is noticed, and the practice of selecting- the princes on -riccount

of their virtues, as also the g-reat extent of the land. But whiK^ the

tablet states that ''on the west it extends towards the borders of t!ie

immortals and the flowery forests; on the east it lies open to the

v.olent winds and weak waters," the Han History on the eontrarv

gjiyi;^—" I'o the west of this king'dora are the weak w.iter-; and m v-

in"- sands,' near to rhe residence of the Si w uig mu (VIothor of the

western king), almost at the place where the sun sets."* The

account of Ta-tdn. in the Wei History is substantially the same as

in that of the Han, but iriuch condensed. The author of the inscrij»-

tion however mentions another book, on which he seems to have relied,

W!-)i£Hl IB '^' y^'- ^"" ^'''' " Ill"^ft'"'^6d .\Iemoir of the Western Regions."

Although there is little probability of obtaining- this work now, yet

1 This is an evident adaptation of one of the most ancient of Cliine^<e

traditions, which records tliat the residence of the Si wuvg nm is unapproach-

able in cnnseciuentc of its being surrounded by waters so weak is to be incapable

ot U lating the lightest object, ami sands which are coniinuiilly shifting. The
" weak waters and moving sands" arc mentioned in the Yu kung chapter of

the !^hu-kiug.

2 IJoiv Han sliu, vol, 118.
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Wfi find ill tlio r'atnloo-ue of liooks, given in the cvclopapiliii 3E'/§

Xidi Iiii',^ ;i work of that name is said to have been presented to the

«Mn[K'roi' ill tlie A'cnr (UIl
,
by Wang- Ming'-vncn who was sent as

coHHiiissioiier to Tiirkestiin ; which it niav i"<^asi)nHltIv he supposed

IS the book referred to. On the heading' to the tablet/ this is called

'' the Illustrious religion of Td-tun:^' in the title to the inscription,

Kiiig-tsing- is said to be u '' priest of the Ta-t.vn church;"' and in

Ti.e emperor Miii-tsung-'s ]irochunation, he says,—*' let the proper

})uthority build a T<t-t.vn ciiurch in the capital in the E ning' Way."
IMow alrhotigh it might be inferred, tha' in the first two of these

instances, the riiime Ta-t^i'ni must necessarily be used, in compliancG

with the edict issued by FTeuen-tsung-, thirty-five years previously,

" rliat all theteuiphs of Persian origin should henceforth pass under

that desig-iiation ;" yet it cannot well be su])posed that the same

argument would apply to the imperial proclamation, issued a imndred

and seven years ])rior to the said edict j hence we are naturally

directed to S^-ria, as the cradle of this religion. It is said "the

Most VirniQus Alopun arrived from liie country of Td-tft'ui," and

Tai-tsung in bis proclamation, calls him "
'J'he GreaUy Virtuous

Alo[)un of the kingdom of 71/ ;;.S77?,." Again the tablet says,—"In

744 the priest Kih-ho in the Kingdom of To.-tsin, looking towards

the star (of China) was attracted by its transforming influence, etc."

In reference to these it may be remarked, that although Nisi bis was

then the chief seat of the Nestorian church, yet Syria was still

within their ecclesiastical jurisdiction, there being a metropolitan at

Damascus and also at Jerusalem. It is possible, however, from the

loose way in which Tn-Uin is spoken of, that its limits may have

been extended eveii far to the east of'Syria, The only other instance

in wh'cli T<i-i'i'i' is mentioned, marks the ^pot intended, with much

greater precision even than all the others | where it is said,—'* a virgin

gave birth to the Holy- one in Ta-tsinf the birth o,f our Saviour leaves

jitile room lor (piestion as to Syria being the locality alluded to.

There is still indeed another reference on the tablet to the same

locality, tliough from the figurative languag'e employed, it is much

less defiiiire than anv of the above-mentioned. instances. It is said,—
' At that tiu)3 there was the chief priest Lo ban, the Greatly V^irtu-

ous Ki-leih, and others of noble estate from the ^^ Ain fan<ji

goliien regions.'" It is well known that the Chinese in their cosmic

theories, have allotted each of the four caidinal points respectively to

\ Vol. It;;. [) 7.

"2 111 siiving the translation of the inscription in a previous part of this

nfvpcr, the he^cUn<; of the tablet was omitted ; it consists of nine larffp clmractera

yi three line«. sisjni lying,—" Tuhlet
<>J the dissMninntion in China of the Illaslri-:

0((s x<;UiJJ''"^ nf ^yi^
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one of tiieir orij^'inHl elements, in which CMtefi'ory the west is sfiid

to belonji" to g'old ; hence the furce of the above parn^^Tuph, where the

"golden regions" appears to imply those countries to the west of ('hina.

The next geograpbical allusion on the stone reads,—" a bright

star finnounced the felicitous event, and \)^^^ Po-xize ' Persians'

observing the splendour came to present tribute." This name was

well known to the Cliinese of that time, being the designation of an

extensive sect then located in the empire, niid the name of a natioa

with which the}' luid held coinineruial and politictd intercourse for

several centuries. The statement here is in admirable harmony with

the general tradiiiori of the early church, that the Magi or wise n)en

mentioned in Matthew's gospel were no other th;in plulosophers of

the Parsee sect.

Further down we read, " In the year A.D. G^Jo, Alopun

arrived at ^"^ (Jliang-ngan." This scarceiy requires any remark,

as it well known that Chang-ngan of the T'ang dynasty, is the modern

"S^ Se-gan foo, where the stone was found and is preserved to the

present time; and although there is nothing in the inscription to

indicate the locality of its erection, yet were it left to conjecture,

there is no ])lace coidd be selected with a greater show ofprobability

than this. Another allusion to the same place, however, occurs on

the tablet, which is not so obvious to the foreign reader, who is

unable to consult the Chinese original. We have translated it,

—

" in the year A.D. 713, some low fellows excited ridicule, and spread

slanders in the western capital." A translation by M. Leontiewski^

gives,—"and in the western state of Chao they attempted to decry

it." An English translation in the Chinese Repository^ gives,—" and

in S'kau spread abroad slanderous reports." A French version by

M. Dalquie^ gives,
—"et la calomnierent dans (Sy /fay (c'est i'ancienne

Cour du Koy Ucn uum dans hi Province da Xeii .v'/) " A Latin version

by Kircher* gives,—" calumnatique sunt in Sy lino (anti(pia est

liegis Ucn nam aula in J^mi .«?/ Prouincia)." While the last twj of

these versions are in error in saying that this was the residence of

Wan-wang, the two preceding- leave the locality undefined. The

charaocers we have translated "western capital" are "2§^|^ Se Huoii,

literally " western Haou ;" Haou being the name of the site, within

5 or () miles of the present Si-ngan, where Woo-wang established

his court, after the subjug'ation of the Shang- dynasty, about the end

ol the 15tl) century before the Christian era. In B. C. 196, Kaou-

tsu of the Han dynasty removed his court to this vicinity, then

1 See *• The Crass and the Dragon," p. 2S.

2 For .May 1845.

3 See L'l C/i'"e [llnstr-ee,

4 S^e China Jllnatiata,
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known fis CIinng--nLinn. Two years Infer, Hwuy-ti, the next emperor,

surrounded it with a wall, and raised it to the rank of a city. Fi'oia

that period down to theT'ari"-, Chang--iig-aa continued, with various

intervals, to be occu[)ied as the imperial residence.' It is knowu to

he the practice of the literati to g-ive the preference to the anti(|ue

names of places in their elej^ant comjiositionsj hence this desiL;-uatiou

of one of the two tlien existino* metropolises. A sinu-iilar corrobora-

tion appears to have come to light recently with respect to this site.

The Syriac legend at the foot informs us that this tablet vvas set up

))y ''the Lord Jazedbuzid, Priest and Vicar-episcopal of 'Cumti.n'

the royal city.'' Following- this record, are the names of four

dignitaries in Syriac, the last of which is,
—"Gabriel, Priest, Arch-

deacon, and Ecclesiarch of 'Cumdan' and Sarag." The Roman
Catholic fathers were sorely puzzled to apply this name to any

definite localitv. VVijile Henaudot in his '' Anciennes KelatiotH,"

endeavours to prove this to be ?Sanking, Premare denies iiis position,

in an article published in fhe " Lettres edifiantes ;"* and it is only

since the jiublicatioii if Ueinaud's Travels of the Arabians in China,

t:.at we learn that during the middle ages, the place known to the

Ar:ibs as Kumdan, was no other than Chang-ngan.'' If then this

])lace was the Kumdan of Arabian travellers, no argument is required

lo identiiy it with Cumdan in the Nestorian inscription. A topical

notice of Chang-ngan occurs again in Ta;-tsung's proclamation,

which says,—" let the proper authority build a Syrian church in the

^'i^jtj E-nhig fuiKj ' E-ning Way.'" The fragmentary work

above referred to, ''New Kecord of the two capitals," states^ that,

in the 3rd street west from tlie imperial city, the third /«/?// from the

north end is called " E-inti/j /luu/,"" and remarks on the next [)age,

1 Chinig-r/j/mi die, vol. 1, p. 1-4.

2 " Letters cilirKUi eset curienses," Tome 3, p. 57H. New e'lition. Piiris.

3 "On the yenuines.s of thf so-called Nestorian Monument of Siiitian-fu,"

by l^(l^ald K. Salislmrv, p. 4 1

'i. Not liaving the oi'iuiual work at, luuul, we
taki? this statement ou the authority of the above learned i'rofessor.

4 Pajze 14.
"

5 The Cliang-ngitn die ijives an elaborate de ail of the streets and bnildinLT

in this ancient capitiil, from which we learu ihatthecity was composed of three

jirincipal part;s ; 1st the Kiiny diiny or " Pal itial city," 4 le in extent from enst

to west, aud -i le •>'{> paces from north to south ; :iud the H'v my chinq or " lin-

peri.il citv," (m the south of the prece.linLT. 5 U 15 i paces east to west, by .'l le

1 paces north to south, c >nc:iiiiiny; 7 streets longitudin tUy, and '> tr.uisver.-e!y

;

3rd the VVue Jeoli chuiy or •Suburban city,' enclosing the two preceding- ou three

sides, being 18 /e I !.> paces from east to west, and 15 /e 175 paces from north to

south. The whole of this space was parcelled out \ntofitngs or solids(iuares,eaca

S(iuare beiii;: efjually divided by two streets, one longitudinally, and one trans-

versely in i he form of a cross and hence termed Cross streets; with the ex-

ccptiim of those_/')rt(/,v to the south of the imperial citv. in which there were no

dividing them hmgitudinally. South of the imperial city, the space was

occnpiid by i faiiga from cast to west, and nine from north to south=.36.

Ou the cast and west sides of the imperial city repectively, were I" ./''«(/<

extending the whole length from north to south of the suburijau city, while tlic

breadth of each was occupied by 3.
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that ''on the nortli east of Cross street is a Persiau foreij^-n temftl.-."*

The Cliuii(j-}H)an che states^ tliat the oriji;-irial riMine ot this was Hf-

Incang fcuKj, but was changed to 'E-ning fang in 017, the nati(>n!il

designation for that year being* E-ni'i^. Another local allusion

runs,—" The emperor commanded the priest Lo-han, the priest

Poo-lun, and others, seven in all, tog-ether wirh the Greatly Virtuous

K:h-ho, to perform a service of merit in in the J|^^ Uing h'lng

hung ' Hing-king palace.'" In the Chang ngni clit-^ we find, on rhe

east side of the 3rd street east of the imperial city, the 4th fnn(f

from the north end, was originally called Liing-k^mg fang, but the

name was changed to HingWing fang on the accession of the emperor

lleuen-tsung in 713. Within this/a??^ was the residence of the

five brothers of Heuen-tsung. As the inscription reads, we are led

to believe that the occurrence there noticed, took place in 741 or

shortly after. Now on referring to the Tsih foo yuen kmei, under

the section on "Imperial residences,"* we find it recorded, "that

in the year 714, the Prince of Sung-'* and his brothers memorialized

the emperor, requesting that he would occupy their former residence

in Chang-ngan as a royal palace, which was henceforth by imperial

decree designated the Hing Wing hung ' Hing-king palace,' and

Av;is decorated with mottoes b}' tlie emperor. In 7"J3, this palace

was first used in transacting the business of the government." Fre-

quent mention is made of this edifice in the history of that period.

In the Ta Ming yih €ung che, it is said co be five le south east from

the official residence of the Prefect of Si-ngan foo.

One of those antithetical sentences with which the inscri[)tion

abounds, and which has already been noticed, introduces

another ntime requiring a word of explanation. It is,
—"In the

year X\). HUD the Buddhists gaining power, raised their voices in

the ' eastern metropolis.'" The characters which we have translated

"eastern metropolis'' are ^j^ ^'«"V Choio, literally "eastern

Chow." It has already been stated that the empire was at this time

under the government of the ernpi-ess Woo Tsih-teen who had

removed her re.-idence from Changn-gan to Lo-yaiig'' in Hu-nan. liv

nh'rence to the
(^^['|j|f,;^; Lo-i/(rig hu^n che) "Topogra[)hy of

Lo-yang,"" we find tiie earliest notice of this city as a royal seat,

1 A quotation from tlie C/ung-iyn/i chs in a precedin.:,' part of this piqier,

in which tliis temple is.sail! Do have he-en erected for the Syrian torei>;u pn est
Alosze, can leave no doubt as to this being che temple alluded to on the tuhlec.

:> Vol. lu, p 9.

3 Vol 9. p. 2.

4 Tot. 14, p. 8.

5 This was tlie elder brother of the emperor. He was created Prince of
Sung in 710, and promoted to be Prince of Ning in 7 1 6.

n Withifi the present Ilo-uau foo, the capital of the province.
7 Vol. 10, p. I,
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diirinj? the reign of Ping--wan g (B.C. 770—720) of the Chow dynasty,

which monarch it is said, being pressed upon by the Western Tartars,

fled from the capiial Haon, eastward to the city of Lo, which was

hence denominted Knsrera Chow. The dynasty of Woo Tsih-tien

being also namd Chv.w, might afford a still further reason for restor-

ing the ancient appellation.

The next local reference -s as follows,
— '* The accomplished and

enlightened emperor Sidi-tsung rebuilt the Illustrious churches in

g|f^ 'Ling-woo' and four other jilaces." The T'ang History states

tliat this prince was proclaimed emperor at Liag-woo in ToO, while

his lather was seeking refuge in the country now known as Sze-chuen,

on occasion of the rebellion of Ngan Lo-shan. Ling--woo is the ])resent

^'j'l-j Ling-chow in Kan-suh. These live places are called ^[^ kfnoi

on the tablet. This fieun is the name of an ancient territorial

division of the empire, which had changed its signification seven

times previous to the T'ang dynasty. According* to the geographical

section of the T'ang Historry, about the year 618, the name keuii

was exchanged for that of ^Ij cV/ww throughout the empirej about

740, the name c//fw was again exLihanged for /.t.'/ai; and in 787
being the i2d year of 6uh-tsung, the term /f(^«M was finally abandoned
and cIiOTV again adopted instead.

The term Jieun occurs on one other occasion on the tablet, in

the title of Koh T?ze-i, who is designated Prince ot
-J^ p^ Fun yang

lif^nn. Although this title was conferred in 76-J, five years after

the geographical abanduument of the word keiot, yet as it is exactiv

confirmed by the biography of Jvoh Tszp-i, there is no room to

doubt its authenticity; ihe term being (irobably retained in titles of

nobility, long after the other apjilication had ceased. Fun-yan-' ia

the province of Shan-si is still known by the same name.

A little lower down, there is another part of the empire referred

to,—" When the Duke Koh Tsze-i at first conducted the military in

Mil so-faiig 't\iii northern region," <fec," 'J'his is the present
prerecture of ^^ Ning-hea in Kan-suh, which was known about
the time spoken ot, by the names of Hea-chow, So-fang, and iNin<>-^

so, one of the districts included being also named 3o-san"-. The
same name occurs again in the title of the priest E-sze, wh(? is called
the '-Associated secondary Military commissioner for su-faw^ the
Northern Region.

The last line states that this inscription was "written by Lew
Sew-yen. formerly Military superintendent for ^]\\ 'Tai chow.'"
This is the same as the presect Tai-chow in Che-kiang, which first

received that name in 622.
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Another g-eographical notice occurs on tlie Cliinese part of the

inscription, wljpre it is said of" the priest E-sze, that—"from the

distant cit}^ of (3E'^ Wnn<i-f(h\h) ' Radjagnha,' he came to visit

('1*M Chunti-hea) 'China.'" Wang^ahih, literally ''Royal residence"

which is alfeO the translation of the Sanscrit word Radjag-riha, is the

name of a city on the banks of the Gang-es, which occurs in a

number of Buddhist works. In the cyclopaedia Fa yiten choo Uii,^

an extract from the tShih urh yew hing "Classic of the twelve

excursions," states that the city of |^[^jj|g Z<:)-y2/^/;e " Radjagriha''

is called in the ^"g" Tsin yen " language of China," the city of

*' Wang'-shih ;" and that it is reported to have been the city where

the first king-s of ^j^gp^ Mo ha to "Mogaddha" lived. The'

Buddhist traveller Heuen-tsang- writes the name of this place ^^
^jJ^TfljUng Ko-lo-ckay-keih-lt;- lie, which is mprely another ortho-

graphy of Radjagriha. As this was one of the most important of

the Buddhist cities in India, it is natural to sa{)pose that E-sze was

a Budahist priest.

There are many precedents in the national literature, for the

use of Uiung-hea as a designation of China. We find this term as

early as the 3rd Ci ntury, in an ode by Pan-Koo, the historian of

the Han- and the two paits of the name are used sef)arately in tlje

same sense, in the Shoo-knuf, one of the oldest hooks in existence.

One of these, t|l|;JI Chung-kivn (the middle kingdom) occui-s in the

Section Tsze-Uae, of that classic,' and has been retained unclianged

down to the present time, now more than ^,000 years, as an unfa i-

ing tradition of those early times, when the ruling s'ar w:h

surrounded on all sides by a cluster of small feudatories, obedient to

tile commands of the sovereign. 'ibis name is also fjurd twice on

the tablet. The heading is,—" y}/i/«i! rt/7//e (Ivseimnat'ion in Climig-

kmo^ of the Ilkistrious religion of Syria" The title gives,'— " Tabirt

eulogizing the propagation of the Jllusirious religion in Chnncj-kico^"

The name given for China on the Syriac ])orton of the tablet, is

Zinntan. Those who discover China in the "Land of Sinirn," in

Isaiah, will probably find here an independent testimony in favour

of their view, while the arguments that have been brought forward

on that question, leave no doubt as to Zinxtan here :ipj)lying to

China. Kirchers's "China Illustrata " may be consulted wirh

advantage on the subject, and also an article on the "Land of

Sinim " in the Chinese Repository for March ISii. It uuiy be

1 Vol, 44, p. 13.

1 Sec Lej:gc*s triiuslatiou of the Shuu-klinj-, p. 437.
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noticed moreovpr tliat the nnnie used for China in Buddhist books

long anterior to the date of this monument, is ^^|) C//i^-??rt:.' In

an extract from a Syriac breviary, given by Kircher, the name for

China only ditftTS by one letter from that on the tablet. At a

subsequent part of the Syriac, the terra Malche dizinio occurs, which

we have given " king- of China;" but the more literal rendering

would be '' king of the Chinese."

In the Syric subscription above noticed, the priest Gabriel is

called Ecclesiarch of Cumdan and " Sarag." It is very doubtful

what place is here indicated by Sarag. Mosheim^ says it is a city

of southern China, quoting Ptolemy as his authority for the

statement.

In a previous part of the subscription, mention is made of

" Mailas, Priest of Balach a city of ' Turkestan.' " We find in the

work of Mosheim above quoted,^ a table taken from Assemani, of

the Metropolitan seats of the Nestorians, in which Turkestan forms

the 19th on the list.

There is still another national appellation in the Syriac portion,

where it is said,

—

Bef^anath alf utisaain vtarten ' diavanoid.' "In
the year of the 'Greeks,' one thousand and ninety-two." It will

be observed that the name Livanoic (lonians) emplo^'ed here for the

Greek nation, from Jacan, the ancestor of the race, is quire in har-

monywith the usage of oriental literature, where this ancient terra

has been retained long after it was given up in the west.

Some official designations occur on the tablet, which it may
not be out of place to mention. It is said,—"the Emperor sent big

^15 ^*«^-^^'2'i (Prime minister) Duke Fang Heuen-Iing." In

the "Tang History" the same term Tsae-chinis, applied to the

prime ministers. At the establishment of the Tang dynasty, the

duties of the Tsae-aeang (Prime minister) were performed by the

chief officers of the three /S'/«<'/ (tribunals,) denominated respectively

Chnvg-.shou ling (Secondary minister of state,) She cliung (Im-

perial attendant,) and Sluaig-Hhoo ling (Chief president;) who,

deliberated together respecting the goverment of the state, without

the a))pointment of Tme-seang as a separate office. At a later

period, the inferior ministers declined the duties of Shang-shoo ling,

in consequence of the emperor Tae-tsung having himself formerly

sustained that office. Hence the Piih-yay< became Chief officers

of the Shing-Khoo sing (President's tribunal,) and tliese with the

1 Sec Notices of Chinese Buddhism, by Rev. J. Edkin's, in the Shanyhai
Almanack tDr 18.')5

2 llistoriii Tjirtai-orum Ecclesistica, Appendix, p. 28.
3 Ap))en(lix, p. 2.
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Site chinicj and CInoig-xhoo lhi(] -^Qvf^ entitled Tsae S€ang.{a) Ac-
cordino- to the Biography of Fano- Henen-ling in the (T'ang'

HistoF}',) he was made ^^fl^^^llj Shang-shoo tso puh-yay

(Senior prime minister,) in 630, five years previous to the time

alluded to in the above quotation, which so far presents a perfect

agreement with facts.

Lower down, we read,—" When the Duke Koh T?ze-e, (rft^'/^

Clivng-shoo ling) ^ Secondard minister of state,' &c." The office of

Chung-shoo Img was first established during the Han dynasty, and

underwent a variety of changes both with regard to the incumbent

duties, and the name previous to the Tang. At the commencement
of that dynasty, the designation was Nvy she ling; in 620, it was
changed to Chinuj nlwo hng ; in 662, this was abandoned for that of

Yew seang; in 670, the name Chung shoo hug was again restored
;

in 085, the name Avy xhe was adopted instead j in 705, Chung shoo

ling was renewpd ; in 713, this was changed for Tsze m/< ling\ in

717, the name Chung shoo ling was again adopted; and was once

more changed to that of Yew seang in 743 ; this last was replaced

by Chung ,shoo ling in 7o7, the same year in which the Tang History

informs us that Koh Tsze-e was promoted to that dignity and just

about the time alluded to on the tablet, when he was gaining honours

by the reduction of the insurgents in So-fang,

Again it is said,
—"In 742, orders were given to the ^rj^'M.

Ta tseang-heiin (Great general,) Kaou Leih-sze, etc.," and his

biography states that in that same year he was made ^'M.'^C^M'^
Kwnn-kfun, ta tscang kemi (Army-controlling Great general,) and

'fii^Fl^^^cJi?-^^
^'^''^ keen-mun wei ta tsenng keun (Inferior

guardian of the gate Great general.) The Ta tdang-keun was a

military title first used during the latter part of the 3rd century B.C.

and employed in later tiines, with a great variety of prefixes. We
find the first mention of the Kwan-kciui ta tsianq keun, about the

end of the 5th century, and after a number of changes, the name

was re-established in 537. The title Yeiv keen mun rcci ta tseang

keun was first used in 624 (/-»)

Again the tablet has,—"Our great benefactor the Hl^t^'^ff"
Tszp, tsze kea. sha tteng (Imperially conferred purple gown priest) E-

sze, ^^;)tl/^;^^:^ -^^"^ ^*'^'' k>vang hih ta foo (Titabir Great states-

man of the Baijqueting house,) fp]^:^in^5lj (fH
^'""^ So-fang

tsee too fvo $ze (Associated secondary Military commissioner for the

Northern Region,) and ^|^t^»^ She Teen chioij keen (Examin-

(«_) Wan heen tung kaou, '•Antiquarian researches," vol. 49., p. 6.

(6; Tzihfuo yuen htvei, vol. 340, p.p. 1, 5, 19, 20,
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atioi) P;il:i '(^ (Ivcrs^'pr,) it:c." Wirlionf. liaz^inHiiL;- a conjecture as to

\' lio this ]iripsr I'v-sze \v:i8, it spems f-viilerit from the elaborate arrfiy

ot titlps appf^ndpii tn liis tiamp, thnt the writer inteniled to mark it

will peculiar honour. IN'ear altoiit the tiuip iiidicated here, we find the

practice coiniDoncirig n\ the einjipror? cont'erritiii' g'owns on members

of rhe piiestliood. Th"" first notice of such occurs in 778, when it is

S:dd the cjnperor sent a purole rol»e on occ ision ot the death of the

loreij^'n prifsT Sun-to. The fullowino- ve;ir, a ^own was conferred on

the priest Ko-tsing-. as a special token ol imperial fa'/or.(<:') Another

instance of the same distinction occurs in the subscription at the foot

of the tablet, where the Assistant examiner is called the '* T.sze tsze

h/'O-.s/tit (Imperially conft-rred jiurple oown) })riest." The reader of

middle age Chinese history does not need to be informed, that it

was no rare occurrence for priests to occiii)y civil and military offices

in the state, durini>- the T'an^j' and precedino- dynasties. Of the

three titles here jiiveu, the fii-st is merely an indication of rank, by

which the bearer is entiriled to a certain emolument from the state;

the second is his tirle as an officer actively eng'ag-ed in the imperial

service; and the third is an honorary title, which i^-ives to tlje

])ossessor a certain status in the ca])ital without any duties or emolu-

ments connected therewith.

7'ci fao is a di<:iiity of very old standing- in China, having- been

used during the 8h:ing dynasty, at least 1200 years before the

Christian era. The origin of ^'wan/y-Zw/i as prefixed to titles is to be

found in the /^.//>// /('/( (Caterer) of the Chow. (c^) The name Kwang-

liih.\x>A^ « as first used about a century before the Christian era;(«)

and the ritle Kimnij-hih tajoo was established in the beginning of

the third century after Christ. (/') Those who bore this title were

])rivil"geil to wear a silver signet suspended from the waist by a

blue rie; in l?().-^ a new order -vas created, a grade higher, who wore

a gold'U signet suspended by a purple tie, and were designated

J\.\i\ Uz- htnniij-hih tn Jho, while those of the old order were called

Iliii, t-si)ii/ liinnijj-hili iu fou\(j)

The Tsee loo kzh was a military office introduced early in the

seventli century, for the purpose of mure etfHctually guarding the

border territories; the hist ap[)ointment having been made in 610. (A)

Willi each Tsee-too -vsr, ten subordinate officers were appointed with

(t) Do., vol. .52. p.p. 2, 3.

(,l) Do., vol. 6-.0, p. I.

(e) Do., vol. fiiO. p. 3.

(/) Do., vol. 6-iU, p. .5.

{yj Do., vol. &20, p. 10.

{Iij H'u/i liieu lung kaou, vol 59, p. 12.
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the title of Tuiuj tsee-ton foo 'z-(') '1 he office of So-fann f.see-too

nze vvns established in 7'2\, with the object of" keepin<^- in check the

Ttirtiir hordes in the no'tli (/") Kob Tsze-e received this commis-

sion in 7i34: ;(/(') so that it is probable E-sze received his appointment

as Tung w-faiu] Uee-taa foo .-Z' soon nf'ter.

The office of T^ien rlinng kirn was first establisbed by the VVei

dynasty, towards the end of tlie .'Brd century, for tbe pur|)ose of

taking' cog-nizance of various (bities connectnd witli the imperial

household. The name underwent several changes previous to the

Tang. In 662 it was changed to CJuuig ya liie» ; and in 670 the

original name was restored, and continued to be used throughout

the dynasty. (/) Tbe practise of selecting a cbnss of men by examin-

ation to fill tbe offices ot government l)egan with the 'I'ang, and in

703 nominal offices were first conferred upon tbe successful candid-

ates, with the word IShe (lllxaminatioii) preHxe;l to the official

title ;(w) hence the designation of E--ze, S'le l^'ieii chvug Men.

Another instance ot the ab(jve inentioned use of Site occurs in

the Cbinese part of the subscription, wbere tbe Assistant Examiner

is styled
^:i\;riTr")(^P

'^^^''' ^"'"'-'^'^'-'"y ^''ng *' Examination High

stateman of tbe Sacred rites.' The duties of the T'ae-chang Idng,

which are of very remote origin, appear to have risen from a desire

to propitiate the spiritual powers. So earh' as tbe time of the ancient

emperor Shun, we find two officers, Pib-e and Kwei, apjjointed to

lake charge of the sacrificud rites, and sacred music; and after more

than a thousand years, the various charges connected with tbis

branch of the public service during the Chow, were all under tbe

control of an officer styled the Ta Tuang-pth or Minister of Kites.

During the Tsin dynasty wbich succeeded, tlje name was chanj^'ed

to Fang-chang ; and tbis was again changed to T^ae-chai-g at tbe

commencement of the Han. From this to the T'ang, tbe name was

several times changed, the office being always deemed one of liigh

importance in the governuient. In 661 Tuie-chany was cXvAiv^ed to

Fiing-chung ; but T'ue-ehattg was again adopted in 670; in 701 this

was replaced by the title Sze-lc; and in 70i Tuie-clinng was again

restored, one officer with tbis title being termed King, while there

were two inferiors named ^e(iou]iiiig.{^n) But tlie priest Ye-le whose

name is inscribed on tbe tablet, having the word ^Vii^ prefixed to his

(i) Sin Tang shoo, vol. 49, part 2, p. 4.

(j) T'uh\slie./ang yu lie yaon,'^ Geoy:raphy of the Historians," vol. 5, p. 41

(ft) 7\aig kien kitiig iiiuh, vol. 44, p. 23.

(Ij Wan hieii tung kaou, vol. 57, p. 1.

(ni) Sin Tang shoo, vol. 45, p. G.

(n) Wan hien tung kaou, vol- 55, p. 2,
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titlf, it is seen 1)y this that the title was merely nominal in his

case, indicating a decree of rank far inferior to^ the officer above

spoken of.

The inscription is said to be " written by Lew Sew-yen (^^j)|^
Chaoit € lang) 'Secretary to Council,' formerly o]-j^:^!^ "^'^^ sze

snn hevyi (Military superintendent) for Tae-chow." The Ckaou e lang

was a supernumerary office established durino- the Suy, and continu-

ed throughout the T'anjf, but was not retained after the^extincton

of that dynast}'. (c)

The office of Sze sze san kenn appears to have existed as early

as the Han, but there is no record of the duties pertaining to it at

that time. From the time o{ the Northern Tsie, the post was filled

b\' those distinguisiifd for merit. During the Tang, they had

charge of the construction of public buildings. (;?)

The Chinese titles and designations of meml>ers of the hierarchy

used on this tablet are all taken from the Buddliist vocabulary,

Alopun, the Nestorian apostle, seems to have enjoyed great favcuxr

under both the emperors Tae-tsung and Kaou-tsuug, by the latter

of whom he was made t%W^'^'ii^'i. Chin hivo ta fa choo (Great

conservator of doctrine for the {jreservation of the state.) The title

Chin-kn'o was conferred on various occasions during the T'ang, not

only to members of the priet^thood, but also to military officers, as a

high mark of honour, indicating a degree of merit. A monastery

in the district of Wan-nien, in the cajdtal, was also distinguished ag

the Chin-hwo sze. The title Ta J'n cJwo is obviously of Buddhist

origin. The title in full is apparently the equivalent of the Svriac

title given on the right side of the Chinese inscription,— Piipasi de

Zinstan, or " Metropolitan of China ;" and if so, the priest Adam
mentioned here, must have been a successor of Alopun.

A class of officers subordinate to this is noticed in the ode,

where it is said that in the time of Kaou-tsung ^^ Fa-choo

(Overseers of the church) were appointed in due form j" and at the,

end, it is said that " the Fn choo Ning-shoo had the charge of the

congregations of the Illustrious, in the east," at the time the

inscription was written. The first name on the margin in Syriac is

" Mar Johanan, Apiicvpo." The identity of the i hinese Fa choo

and the Syriac Apiscnpo is no unreasonable supposition, both being

a{)propriately translated by the term " Bishop."

Another name of office occurs in the Chinese subscription, in the

title of the priest Ye-le who is called -^^ Sze choo (Chief pres-

(o) Yen Itein luy kan, vOl. 97, p. 38.

(p) Wan hien tuiig kaoii, vol.- 63, p. 14.
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byfpr.) Tn the Syrinc subscripfion, the title *' Curap'iscvpo" is four

times applied to the names of individujils, i.e. the Priest Adam, the

Priest Jidbuzad twice, and the Priest Surgis. The latter name with

the same title again occurs among- the Syriac names on the marg:in.

Sze-choo of the Chinese here naturally suggests itself as the trans-

lation ot the Syriac Curapiscupo^ 8"^ving the meaning- of " SuftVagaa

Bishop."

The term
fg* &^^ being the transfer of the Sanscrit Sanga,

which is the common designation for Buddhist priests, is used

here in the title, where the composition is said to be the work of

King-tsing Seng (priest) of the Syrian church. In T'ae-tsung's

proclamation, he orders that the Syrian church in the E-ning Way
be governed by twenty-one Seng. The same word is used on six

other occasions in the inscription with the same meaning ; it i3

applied to three n iraes in the subscription ; and fifty-nine names oa

the margin also have this term prefixed. The word "• Kasiso" is

used in the line of Syriac on the right side of the inscription, in the

name Adam Kasiso ; and five names in the Syriac part of the subs-

cription are termed Kas'so; twenty-eight names on the margin also

have this word appended. There is no doubt about the identity of

the Chinese 8t'ng and the Syriac Kasiso, the translation of both

being " Priest."

On the inscription, we read again, that about the year 713,

" there vvas the 'ji^'^ aS^^w^ «/i(;w (chief priest ' Lo-han, &c.) At

another part, Lo-hun is called simply a Seng, but the previous

quotation evidently marks a superior station in the Church. Pro-

bably the Syrian of this term is to be found in the subscription,

where the Priest Gabriel is called Miach or " Eccle?iarch" ofCumdan
and Sarag.

In T'ae-tsung's proclamation, it is said,—"The'pl!;:^ Ta tih

'Greatly Virtuous' Alopun of the kingdom of Sj'^ria, &c." In an

after part of the inscription, it is said that about the year 718 there

was *' the Ta-teh Kie-lih, &c." Lower down, the emperor Heuen-

tsung is said to have commanded seven priests " together with the

Tutt.li Keih-ho to perform a service of merit, ifcc." Among- the

numes on the margin also, there is one " T<iteh Yaou-lun." This

Tatali IS a term of very frequent occurrence in Buddhist, books writ-

ten during {ind previous to the T'ang, being applied as a title of

courtesy to the tablet commemorative of the Indian Buddhist priest

Puh-kung, in Si-ngan foo, which was erected the same year as the

Nestorian tablet, according- to the dates. In the title, he is called

the Ta-teh Ho-sliung. We find !>omethiug nearly corresponding to
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this also, in the use of the Syriac prefix Mar (Lord.) This occurs

once in th.: single line down the left side of the inscription, in M(ir

John Joshua; twice in the Syriac suhscript, in the names Mar
Jazedhuzid, and iVar Serp-ius; and five limes in the margin, in the

names Mar John, J/ar Sergius three times, and Mnr Joseph.

In the first instance where Alopun is mentioned on the tablet,

he is called the _t f)^
Shavg teh (Most Virtuous) Alopun, which

appears to bo merely and intensiffication of the preceding term.

Among the Chinese names on the margin, tiiere in one styled

"^fgJIIJ Laou si<h-i/a Ken-mo,'' which is equivalent to our ter«i

"JJoctor," Keu-mo.

Some other Syriac titlesoccur among the Ecclesiastical dignitaries.

On the left side line, we find abadabaltotha Mar liana Jema Koih-

oliho pail iarchis (The Chief Father, Lord John Joshua, the Universal

Patriarch.) The identity of this title as the Palriarch of the

JNestorians is at once obvious.

In the Bubscrpit, w-e have ''Gabriel, Arcadialiun (Arch-

deacon,) and the some title occurs again in the margin, in

"Aggens, Priest and Arcodiakun of the city of Cumdan."

Again in the subscrij)t, there is "Adam, JJeschamschono

(Deacon.) "

It is deserving of remarks also how the author has contrived to

vary his expressions in noting the several dates, thus giving evidence

of a master hand in this style of comj)osition. The first noticed is

the arrival of Alopun, which took place in M>^'^.%^ Chai hran

h'i?t szfi "the ninth year of Chinkiran,'" this being the national

name for the term of years beginning with the reign of I'ae-tsung

A.D. i?'27 , making the year in question O^Jo. The word szn which is

€m|)loyed here for year, was the term useJ for that during the

Shang, and is found in the history of that dynasty in the iShoo-king,

B.C.T7o3.(y)

A little lower it is said,—That Tae-tsung issued the proclamation

in ~YZL^7f%A^^ iShih urk nieii Uew tsih yxie (the twelfth year,

autumn, in the seventh month.) This corresponds to the year A.D.

G;3S,(?') The word i ioi which represents year here was first brought

into use in the Chow dynasty B.C. 1134. (-v)

Again It is stated, that—"In ^|jf ij5 Shinf/ le nw» (the years

of ^k'uig-le,) the Buddhists gaining j)ower, etc." Sldng-le is the

(q) See Legge's "Shoo-king, "p. 191, &c.

(r) In the former part of this paper, the date 636 should he 635, and 639

shoiiUl he 638.

(s) See Legge's " Shoo-king," p. 569.
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name for the period commeDcing* from the beginning' of the Chinese

year corresponding to our 698, ami ending- on 4th day of the 6th

month in 700.(t) This was the fifteenth time the name had been

changed during the reign of the empress Woo Tsih-tien.

Immediately following the last quotation, we read,—" In

j^^^ ^^^^ ^^^''^ "^ (^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^''^ ^«'<f«,) <fec." We iind the term

ISiea ticn lasted from the beginning of the 8th month in 713, till

the last day of tlie 11th month in 713; being just about the time of

the accession of Heuen-tsung. On the Ist day of the 12th month*

the name of the whole year was changed to the " 1st of Kaz yuenj'*

So that the name Si'en tien is omitted in some of the national

chronologies.

Again it is said,—" In ^^^ Ttcn-paoii tsoo, (the beginning

of Tien-paou,) orders were given to the Great general Kaou Leih-

sze, &c." The term Tzen-puou began on. the first day of the first

month of the year answering to our 712, which is no doubt the year

alluded to here.

The next date mentioned, is
—''In (^^ San-tsai) 'the 3rd

year,' the priest Keih-ho in the kingdom of Syria, (fee." It is a fact

noted in the Chinese annals, that on the 1st day of the 3rd year of

Tienpaou, 744r, the word nie>i " year " was exchanged for fsai, which

last continued to be used tiil the 4th day of the 2nd month, of the

1st year of JCiKH-yuci, 70S, when it was abandoned for nien by

authority of the eaiperor Suh-tsui)g. jf av/z' was the word used for

year in the time of the ancient emperors Yaiu and Shun, upwards of

23 centuries before the Christian era.(w)

The tablet is said to have been erected in j^4'IIl^^iift^M
'ici^^'t B^^^i^B ^iVtVi-fA?/rt^ 'urh men, .my tsui t.V}-yo,

^ tai-tsiih yue, tsik jeh, tu-yaou-.nui nninjih (the 2nd year of kien-

chmig., the year being in the sing iso-yo, the month tai-tsuh, seventh

day, being ta-yzou-sun-wun, day.) I'he term Kien chung being

on the 1st day of the Chinese year answering to our 780, which

makes the date on the stone, the 2nd year, correspond to 781.

When the year is said to be in tso-yo, this is a tradition of an ancient

practice, according to which the year was chronicled by the progress

of the planet Jupiter through the 12 signs of the zoiiiac. As it was

found that the course of Ju[»iter through the whole circle occupied

nearly twelve years, it was termed {siiy sing) " the year star," each

of the 12 years having a special designation, according to the sign

(t) Where the date 699 is given above, it shouhl lie altered to corrcspoud

to this.

(u) See Legi^c'a "
. huo-kiu.L;." p. i;.").
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l!ien occupied by the planet. These 12 designations were made to

c lirespond with the terms of the duodenary cycle, Tsze, Chow^ i^>/

itc, and in order to counterbalance the deficiency caused by the

jnore rapid progress of Jupiter, one term of the cycle out of every

145 was abandoned. But in the course of time, the accelerated

Velocity of Jupiter showed this to be insufficient, and after the

Western Han the terms of the cycle were continued uninterruptedly,

without regard to the place of Jupiter in the heavens. The same

phraseolog-y however has been preserved down to later times, al-

though the law that gave rise to it was lost to the Chinese for many
centuries, and has been only recently recovered by the researches

of modern native scholars. So that when this formula is met with in

Chinese documents later than the Han, it is only to be taken as a

synonym of the ordinary terms of the cycle, and not in any way
indicative of the place of Jupiter at the time given. The nams
tso-yo is the equivalent of the term ^ yew, the tenth in the cycle,

being that of the date 781. The meaning of these twelve ancient

designations is now unknown to the Chinese. (zc)

The month is here called Tai-tstili. This is a vestige of an

extremely ancient terminology, to the origin of which it would be

difficult to give a date. Tai-tsuh is the name of one of the twelve

musical tubes j but this were also by a special contrivance used to

determine the temperature of the earth during the twelve months
of the year, and the seasons were fixed accordingly. (x) In an

ancient calendar " Ya ling,'- found in iheLiki ov " Book of Rites,''

the Tai-tsuh is called "the temperature tube of the first month of

spring," Although these names have now gone out of general use

in the calendar, the literati still frequently employ them as an

embellishment to their compositions. The seventh day of this month
is also called Ta-yaou-sun-wun day. No satisfactory explanation of

this term has been given j it is possibly the name of some day peculiar

to the sect. Some have given it as Sunday, which may be correct
j

for we find by calculation that the 7th day of the 1st month of that

year being February 4th, actually fell on a Sunday. An indepen-

dent calculation of the same problem, by a Chinese, according to

the native method, giving the same result, may be seen in the

Hongkong Chinese Serial, ^^^3^ Hei-iirh kwei chin, for Sep-

tember, 1855.

(w) These are to be found in the Urk-ya, probably the most ancient
dictionary in existence, composed more than a thousand years before the
Christian era.

ix) 'I he names and proportions of these 12 tubes may be seen in Legge'a
'* -Shoo-kiug," p. 48.
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A further means of verifying this date is given in the Sjriiic ;it

the foot, where the tablet is said to have been set up "in the year of

the Greeks, one thousand and ninety two." There is no difficulty

in identifying- this date, for it is well known that the Greek orSyro-

Macedonian era, being the one used by the Syrians, Arabs, and

Jews, commenced in the autumn of the year B.C. 312. (j*) So tha.

the 312th year of that era ended in autumn of the year A.D. Ij

Carrying the series down to the February of 781 reitches to about

the middle of the year 1092 of the Greek era, exactly agreeing with

the statement on the tablet.

Among the various doctrinal subjects which are touched upon

in the introductory part of the inscription, there is one especially

deserving of notice, as furnishing strong presumptive evidence ot

the Nestorian origin of this monument, where we find the expression

fj^_^—«^j^;^:^5^;^|pj" Ngo san-yih fun-shun tsun Me-she ho

*\ Our Triune, Divided in nature, Illustrious and Honourable Messiah;"

and again in the Ode it is said, ^^HJf^ Fun-shun chuh fat

^

( Divided in nature, he entered the world.) The occurrence of the

term fun-shun "Divided in nature," twice in the inscription, ig

sufficient to attract attention from the uncommon character of the

expression; but when we remember the peculiar doctrines, on account

of which the Nestorians separated from the church of Rome, there

can be very little doubt as to the origin of this term. For had the

inscription been composed by partisans of the Roman church, we
cannot conceive that they would have been so inconsiderate as to

employ an expression which, although by a forced interpretation theX

might accede to, yet would always be liable to construction in favour

of the doctrine which they termed heresy, and that too just at the

time when their opponents were making great efforts, and spreading

widely through the countries of the east. For the same reason, there

is as little ground to think that it was composed by Roman Catho-

lies of later times, as some are prone to believe; for had it been so^

it is incredible that they would designedly introduce an element,

calculated to destroy the fact it was their intention to establish. 'J'he

Jesuit Facher Kircher has written a work to prove the genuineness

of this tablet, in which he speaks of the Syrian preachers as tainted

with the heresy of the detestable Nestorius.(«) The characters fun-

shun cannot be taken in the sense of " to give a body," as some have

suggested ; for although in some cases, fun may mean "to distribute,"

yet the violence done to the language by such a rendering here, is

(y) See Pvideaux's " Old and New Testaments connected," vol. I, p. 614.
{a) La Chine Illustree, p. 76.
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^00 obvious to be admitted. The Chinese lang'uai^e is not wanting-

in terms, fully to express such an idea; •while were a concise term

descriptive of the Nestorian tenet required, it is doubtful whether a

more adequate expression could be selected than fun-slmn.

It should be observed in the second of the above phrases, that

the word tai is used instead of -j^ s7;^, w hich is the usual term ;
this

phraseolog-y is peculiar to the Tang-, and was employe! in conse-

quence of ^y^^ being- one of the characters in the name of the emperor

^ "Tai"-tsung'; his private name being* sJie-min, and Chinese et-

iquette requiring that no subject of that dynasty should make use of

such characters. This rule is observed even in the title of oneof tlie

succeeding emperors, who ;is desig-nateri '^-^ '*Tai"-tsui)g, while un-

der other circumstances his title would have been She-tsung. The

same reiiiark will apply to a sentence in the former part of the in-

scription, were it is said fpJAttif^ Tung Jrn chvh iai, "le ap-

peared in the world as a man."

It has been remarked that for aug'hl that there is peculiar to

Nestorianism, the account of the incarnation might as well havo

proceeded from a partisan of the much disputed appellation Thco-

tokos. But it may be addf'd, that if there is nothing- which can b

viewed as peculiary Nestorian in the plain scriptural account which

is given, ^^^^ ^hi'h 7ien tan sliing "a virgin gave birth to the

Holy one," there is at least as little that can be taken controversially

against that party, or even against the probability of its having

em.mated from them.

A Buddhist influence is observable in the term employed for

"angel," fl^^ !Shni tien; the tien being the generic name for the

various classes of Devas or Celestial beings, in the Buddhist my-

thology, and the qualifying term shin marking the essentially

spiritual character of the agent.
j

Some interesting notes respecting the Sacred Scriptures are

found in this inscription. After noticing the completion of tho an- I

cient dispensation, it speaks of the "preservation of twenty-seven
(

Sacred Books," exactly the number we have in the New Testament.
.

It states further that when Alopun arrived from Syria, "he brought
\

the True Sacred Books," and adds, "the Sacred Books were trans- I

lated in the imperial library." Tai-tsung also in his proclamation,

states that "Alopun has brought his Sacred Books and images from
j

Syria, and presented them at our chief capital." In the ode again

it is stated that "the Scriptures were translated and churches built."

From the prominent way in which the Scriptures are here mentioned

on several occasions, it was probably considered a matter of import-
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ance with these Nestorian missionaries to have them (iisseminated

among- the Chinese. Tlie mention of their beino; transhited under

imperial surveillance harmonises very accurately with what history

informs us of the state oi translatoriul labours about that time, under

the imperial patronage, the Buddhist Heuen-tsan^,'- being engaged

about the middle of (he 7th century in his arduous labours on the

Buddhist books, by special command. If the scriptures were trans-

lated then, and there is no reason to doubt it, it is possible some

portion of this work may still be preserved in some of those depos-

tories of literary treasures with which China abounds; no evidence

of such a fact hov'^ever has come to light iii modern times. In the

"Lettres' edifiantes" there is a notice by Gaubil in 1702 of a manu.

script being found in the possession of a Moliammedan, the descendan,

of Christian or Jewish ancestors from the west, written in characLers

almost the same as those on the Christian monument in Shen-si-

This was carefully copied, and the fac-simile forwarded to Parist

It was afterwards examined by the Baron de Sacy, who pronounced

it to be part of the Syriac version of the Old Testament, with hymns
and prayers, written in the Estrangelo character.

As the chief objector in modern times to the genuineness of

tliis tablet is C. F. Neumann, Professor of Chinese, it myas be well

tu glance at the objections vv'hich he bring-s forward. He says,
{J)\—"The authors of the inscription were Syrians, or at least of Syrian

origin, and were in constant ctimmunication with the West,—how-

then comes it, that they describe Tatschin (the West) precisely as

Chinese geography under the Tang doas? Have the Spaniards and

Portuguese, the Dutch and English, in the monuments which they

have left on foreign soil, described Europe and their father-land

according to truth, or according to the fabulous views of foreign

nations ?" A very little reliection is sufficient to remove any difficul-

ty on this point. The Chinese from the earliest times, have always

been careful to collect what information they could obtain respecting

foreign nations, officers having been a[)pointed, whose special duty-

it was to attend to this; not indeed by long and perilous voyages of

discovery, but by minutely enquiring of the euvoys from foreign

parts, the national character and customs, the distance and exteot

of the couDtrie^s, and a variety of particulars respecting the kingdoms

to which they severally belonged; all which were chronicled in the

state archives, and every accession to the previous information was

(h) We rely upon Pri'fessor Salisbury's paper ou the Nestorian Tablet,

for the statement of these objections, -svhich is given as a quotation from the

Jahrbiickeo wissemcha/tliche Kritik, tor 1830.



annpxod to the national history at the close of each dynast}'. Jn

this manner, together wich the additional matter procured by several

native travellers who visited foreign parts, the Chinese became pos-

sessed of a very respectable knowledge of other Asiatic nations, at

a time when geographical science had certainly not made great

progress in Europe; and indeed to the present day, the most auth-

entic account of some countries is to be found in the Chinese annals.

Had the Nestorians or other travellers from the West during the

Tang brought with them any additional information of importance,

the Chinese would certainly have availed themselves of the occasion.

But there is no reason to conclude that because the authors of the

nscription were of Syrian origin, they must therefore give an ac-

count of that father-land different from that found. in the Chinese

books, when these books were correct in their general statements ou

the subject. The presumption is that they would rather prefer such

statements as the natives could at once recognise, and thus more

easily direct attention to that country which it was their object to

point out. Although there may be some difficulty now, in recognis-

ing the various national features alluded to on the stone, yet there

is no proof whatever that it is a false record. The Mohammedans

in China are very numerous, and their ancestors were originally

from the west; but we might look in vain among them for the preser-

vation of any descriptions of the countries of their ancestors, more

authentic than other Chinese possess. The Jews have been resident

in China for a much longer period, but no records have been preserved

by them of the country whence they came.

Neumann proceeds,— '' Have the Chinese ever called India itself

Tatschin, and was not the name given to the West, at the period

of the inscription, Fuliu?" It is not very obvious with what view

the Professor introduces this sentence, as its tendency appears to

nullify the force of the paragraph above noticed. But as this point

seems to be given up, in a later article from his pen, it is unnecessary

to notice it farther than to remark, that although the name Fulin

is applied to that country in the T'ang History, yet Ta-tsiu was the

name by which it was generally known in the early part of the

dynasty, and down to much later times this name was used, as can

easily be proved by a reference to native Chinese works of the period.

" Upon the chronological error in respect to the Syrian patri-

archs (of three years), we will lay no particular stress; Renaudot's

ground is indeed untenable, for there was, especially under the

Tang, much communication between eastern and western Asia."

The error here hinted at is that the date given on the stone both

'I

I



according' to the Chinese and the S3Tiac being A.D. ?81, Februtiry

4th, the name of the Nestorian Patriarch for the time is j^-iyen as

John Joshua or Ananjesus, while history states that this Patriarch

died in 778. It would be desirable to know at what period of" the

year his death took place, as, were it about the end of 778, the time

elapsed between that and the date on the stone would not greatly

exceed two years, instead of three ; moreover the probability is that

this inscription was written and cut some time before the date of its

erection. Neumann speaks of there being much communication

between eastern and western Asia during- the Tangj but in view of

the information that can now be obtained on this subject, there is

no ground to believe that reports were annually passing between

Syria and China j indeed considering the difficulties of such a hazar-

dous enterprise, it is much more reasonable to assume that the

arrival of strangers from the far west was a comparatively rare

occurrence. Hence we see nothing forced in R^nandot's supposition

that the tidings of the Patriarch's death may not have reached the

Christians in China when the raonnment was erected. Assemand's

reference also is much to the point, when he draws attention to the

fact, that there is a letter now in the Vatican, which was addresseci

by certain Nestorian bishops who had been sent to Malabar, to their

Patriarch in Assyria about the year 1502, when he had been dead

already two years. Another instance of a similar kind and more

calculated to excite surprise, yet of undoubted authenticity is that

Napier the inventor of logarithms died on the 4th April, 1617,

On the 28th July, 1619, more than 2 years after his death, Kepler

who had not yet heard of this event, addressed a letter to him

describing the progress of his astronomical tables, in consequence of

the aid derived from logarithmic computation. This letter is pre-

served in the " Memoirs of John Napier of Merchiston " published in

Edinburgh, 1834. (c).

"But never, never, would a Chinese emperor, in a public decree

have dared to say of a foreign doctrine: "it must be published

throughout the land,'' without stirring up a revolt in the body of the

nation, the Schukiaoj never has a Chinese emperor caused the

sacred Scriptures to be translated and made known through the

whole empire (he specially commanded to publish it," &c.) ; never

has an emperor caused a church to be built in his capital, and never

were there churches standing in every city. We deny all this so

decidedly, because in Chinese history, where even the slightest in-

(c) This notice is taken from a review by BiiJt iu the '* Journal des

Savants" for March, 1635.



clination of the emperors to the Taoists and Buddhists is noticed^

and blamed, not the remotest trace of it is to be found.—And let it

be now considered what an emperor it was who found the doctrine of

Alopun 80 excellent,— it "as the emperor who passes for areinstator

of the pure doctrine of Kung-tse, who declared: ''there is no salva-

tion out of the doctrine of the perfect wise man." The above reason-

ng- no doubt appears very conclusive to the Professor, but unfortu-

nately for his argument, we have a fact at hand which is of more

weight than mere hypothesis. This imperial decree which is so

offensive in his sight, is acrujilly found in almost the same terms in

the 49th vol. of the J^-^ig Tang kivuy yaou ^^ Co\\Bct\on of im-

portant matters of the Tang," a book published during the Sung in

961; and now forming one in the imperial Mhnxvy Szc koo chuen

shoo, the highest guarantee for its authenticity. The ^-^f^^^R
t'ifig-tsin itth pai ke, ''Ping-tsin Supplementary Tablet Memorial,"

published in 1813, quotes (d) this j)roclamation in full from the

tablet, and adds,—"This is substantially the same as that contained

in the Tang hwuy yaou, except that the latter says "the (Po-sze)

Persian priest Alupun," Pf>rsia being the original name of the king-

dom of Ta-tsin. The Chang-ngan che erroneously gives Alosze."

INeumann objects to the statement of there being "churches stand"

ing in every city," but this is not exactly what the stone says; the

exf)ression is Igj'I-j Choo chow, which may be translated "the various

departments;" as choo does not always signify "without exception.''

INow this statement tallies remarkably with the extract from the

imperial edict by Heuen-tsung, which we have already given, where

it says "let this be com})lied with HJj^^lS 'hvo foo khin "through

the various departments;' and the coincidence of the geographicar

terms here may be again noticed. As before remarked, the worp

chow was used irom about 618 till 742, when it was exchanged lor

Joo and kiun. The first quotation being in the time of Kaou-tsung,

who reigned from 650 to ^"^'6, has the word chow ; the second being

in 745, the other terms are used in the same sense, which furnishe-

a strong collateral evidence of the truth of the former. Surely Pro-

fessor Neumann has not read Chinese history very attentively, if he

is io-norant of the great favours that have been conferred on the

Buddhists at various times by the Chinese Emperors; and in partic-

ular this very Tai-tsung, who he looks upon as "the reinstator of

the pure doctrine of Confucius," having received with honours the

Buddhist Heuen-tsang on his return from his travels, with more

than 600 of the Indian Buddhist sacred books, which this emperor

set him to get translated under his own immediate patronage.(t')

(d) Vol. 7, p. 10. Teili-luo-} ucu-kwci Vul. 51, p. 17.
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Tlip foot of r'lie Nestorian religion liuving- existed in China for

hiatiy cfnfuii(-s is establi-heii upon such abundant evidence, and so

}^er)n-;illy credited. tiifU, it vv(jidd be superfliioiis to adduce any proof,

m reference to the doubts thrown out by Neumann; neither are the

Syrian writers altogether eilent on the subject as his remarks would

impiv.

The last artiiunent brought forward b}^ the "leader of the

opposition,'' as Professor Salisbury terms him, is " that both the

Chinese and the Syri;ic characters of the inscription are modern,

not such as were in use in the eighth century." Neumann is certain-

ly a bold man to stnke his sinological reputation on this statement.

Were there no other evidence either for or against the genuineness

of the inscription, still the style of the hand-writing would form

an overpowering argument in its favour with every Chinese of any

literarx^ pretension. There is probably no people in the world who
pay so much attention to the various delicate distinctions of different

hsnd?; so that it is difficult for a foreigner to understand the minute

shades of touch, by wijich they are able to classify with an accuracy

truly astonishing, not merely the several dynasties, but the various

schools of writing under each dynasty. A loi g list of names is ou

record of those vvho have distinguished themselves in this art, from

very early limes down to the pn-sent dav; and few Chinesf gentle-

meti of any taste wuidd tljiiik of being without a set of impressions

taken from stone tablets, as sjiecimens of their works. Tliere is a

class of cahgraphers who make a particular study of these old spec-

injens, and pride themselves in being able to imitate theiu with a

great degree of accuracy; and none are more liighly esteemed or

closeh' studied than the productions of the Tatig- artists; yet with

all their care and ])ractice, it is generally admitted that a modern

imitation by the most skilful hand can nevfr deceive a connoisseur.

One of the most famous of this class in modern times, na!^^d 5!^;}^
Wang Wan-che' has written a work called '^|:[^^Mf!^,;i Kwae-yit

tang te p^j, " Ivwae-yu Hall Notes and Poster p -," cimtaining

notices ot the most approved S]iecim(jns of hand-writng ancient and

modern. On the 10th pnL'p of the -ird volume, nnticing the Nest-

orinn inscri]itio!j, lie says, -^" Ibis tablet, inscribed !>\ Low Sew-yen

is a sj)ecimen of the .style chietly aitned at by (Jhaou Yui'g/'uh. and

is distinguishea among the hand-writings of the Tang, for its ex-

treme clearness, softness, elegance, and richr^ess. The strokes ol

the characters on the tablet are slender, and not cut, to a great

(e) Itilijuu yacn /(loci, Vol. ol^ p 17.
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tiepth; but the people of Shen-si in rubbino- impressions from it,

Lave always lost sight of the excellence of irs character, in conse-

<]uence of the rarity of those who are clever at this work. When I

paid a visit to Si-nj^-an, Peih Tsew-fan holdint*- office in Shen-si that

same year, he took a general superintendence of the ancient tablets;

'this tablet was removed to the Kin-cbing monaster}'-, where he caused

a building- to be erected in which it was deposited, and gave it in

charge to the head priest Singkwan, that people from other parts

might not take impressions at pleasure. Having selected an expert

workman, I had several very fine impressions taken, and having

•obtained the exact form, I became conscious of a superiority in it

which th-e former copies did not exhibit." These remarks are deserv-

ing of attention as coming from a scholar who had attained the very

highest rank. A great number of impressions must have been taken

iiom this stone, for they are to be found in almost every city for sale,

and there is no literary man of an}' standing but knows the char-

acter of this inscription and recognizes it immediatel}' he hears the

name; and when the sug-gestion is made to the natives of the pro-

b:ibility of this being a forgery, the unanimous reply is that such a

thing was never known in China, and furthermore that it could not

possibly pass undetected; or were it attempted to pass off the JXesr.-

orian tablet for any date prior to or later than the Tang, it would be

in vain, for the hand-writing would at once betray the period

to which it belonged. With respect to the Syriac portion of the

inscription, Professor Salisbury will be admitted to be a competent

witness, and we have it upon his authority that— "the characters

fire unquestionably Estrangbelo, Neumann's declaration to the

contrary notwithsanding; " (/') nor will tie be looked upon as or;^

biased in favour of the tablet, since he gives it as his opinion "ibat

the Jesuits of China could probably have had the Syriac part of it

made up ia India." {g)

JXot only are the Chinese characters formed in exact accordance

V. ith every specimen of the period in question, but the evidence

{I rising from the style of the composition is e(|ually conclusive. 'I'hc

tiMse antithetic style of the Tang writers, with the extreme paucity

ot particles, forms a very conspicuous stage in the history of Chinese

literature; and rare indeed is the attainment of those who are able

to imitate it. The differences in style between the writers of various

ages are so extremely well defined in China, that it would be a very

hazardous undertaking for any one to try to pass off his work for

Q) Ou the genuineness of the so-calleil Nestorian monument, p. 410.

ig) Do., : . 410. The pjintiug is given here according to the origina!.
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that of a former age^ and it would be no common production that;

could puss muster before the keen practised eyes of native cuiioN

The peculiarities of the Tang* style are found very clearly marked lu

t'lR Nestoriaa inscription, sucL as to aft(>rd the most convincing-

proof to the minds of native sehalars. The intiuencM of the three

national religious sects may be traced in the phr>iseolog:y. That the

author was one of the literary cla&s there is no room to doubt, as the

work bespeaks one well versed in Confucian lore ; while the various

transfers and marked allusions to a foreig-n faith, must give it an air

oi" mystery to the general run of Chinese readers. This mystery

however disappears to one who is acquainted with Christian doc-

trines j and he finds the tenets of the Christian faith clathed in an

elegance of diction, unobjectionable even to Chinese taste. Through-

out the whole, there is an evident inclinatian to Buddhism, in the

Komenclature adopted for the various ecclesiastical ins'itutions ; while

Taouist phraseology and ideas are conspicuaus in the imperial pro-

clamation. This last peculiarity will be observed in most of the

decrees of the Tang emperors, and is to be accounted for by the

fact, that the imperial family looked upon L;iou-keun the founder

of Taouism as their ancestor, the name of both being Li.

We have thus glanced at the several points of evidence which

appear to us most conspicuous, leaving out of view what is snid

on the subject by adherents of the Christian faith, foreign or native.

We have given extracts from «pventeen diiferent native authors

(and the number might be eii^ly enlarged) respecting this tablet,

each of whom has sometliin^^- peculiar ta say regarding it; but we
have not been able to discover the slightest hint of a suspicioi as

to its genuineness or authenticity. The discovery of the imperial

proclamation it contains, also in a book of the Sung dynasty, and
the record in two different works, one of the Sung and one of the

Tang, of the existence of a foreign temple in the very spot indicated

on the tablet, form a species of corroboratian not to be over-looked

while the testimony of this work as to other foreign temples about

that tinie is valuable collateral evidence.

The Chang-ngan eke quoting from the earlier work, gives a sum-

mar}' of the religious edifices in that city during the Tang i. e. :
" 04

Buddhist monasteries, 27 Buddhist nunneries, 10 Taouist monasteries,

() Taouist nunneries, 2 Persian temples, and 4 chapels of the Heaven

worshippers." (A) The imperial edict of 740, which is to be found

in several Chinese books, speaks unmistakeabl}' of the increase af

these foreign religions in China. By a decree issued iu 845 by th^

(/O Vol. 7, p. 7.
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einneror WootsiiOi:', '•
:t!l tlinse belnnjiiny to the {Tii-t--i\n) 'SvriaT'

and (JJuh-Jwa) ' Mohammeihia ' reli^'ious orders were cominaiided

to retire to private life, and such forei<^ners as miyht be among- them

to return to their own countries." {j)

In a narrative g-iven b}' two Arabian travellers, it is stated thut

120 thousand Mohammedans, Jews, Christians and Parsees were

slain during' a revolution at Canfu in China, in the year 877.

These Christians must certainly have been Nestorians. During-

succeeding- ag^es, the Nestorians of China are mentioned on various

Occasions by Rubruquis, Plan Carjiin, Marco Polo and others; and

when the zealous Roman Catholic friar John de Monte Corvino

arrived in China in the 13th century, at the cominencement of the

Yuen, he met with a g'ood deal of opposition from this ])arty, some

curious details resj)ecting- which are given in a M. S. recently dis-

covered in the imperial library at Paris. It is there said :
—" In

the city of Cambalech there is a sort of Christian schismatics whom

they call Nestorians. They observe the customs and manners of

the Greek Church, and are not obedient to the Holy Church of

Rome aforesaid." "These Nestorians dwelling- in the said empire

of Cathay, number more than 30,000, and are very rich; but

man}!- of them fear the Christians. They have very beautiful and

very holy churches, with crosses and images in honour of God and

oi the saints. They receive from the said em[)erot several offices^

and he grants them many privileges, and it is thought that if they

vrould consent to unite and agree with these Minorites and with

other good Christians who reside in this country, they might convert

the whole of this country and the emperor to the true faith." Even

down to the lOth century, traces of the existence of these people

may be found. So that could any sufficient argument be adduced

to show that this monument was fabricated by the Jesuits during

the Ming d3'nai>ty. as some have asserted, it would still reraam

to be explained what could be thcjir object in so doing-. \Yere it

merely to prove the existenea of Christians in China during- the 7th

and 8th centuries, that was already amply proved from other

sources. Was it to give the sanction of antiquity to the peculiar

dogma? of their Church.^ Tliat could scarcely be; for we rind no

diatinguir^hing- characteristic of the Roman Catholic religion on it,

wljich is not aiiplicable to other Chriscitn com'nunities. Hud that

been their object however, it is scarcely credible that they would

have left so much, on the point to mere inference, while they have

(() Hnncj-lden luh, vol. 9, p. 7.
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descended to .-jo iimnj' minnti;v on ajipnientlv irrelevant mutters,

thus involving- tljemselves to a high de^^ree in the risk of detection^

by details of persons, places, and events, which while the}'^ come

with a natural air from a contemporary, would never r«ipay the care

and research which they would require on the part of a forger living-

eig-ht or nine hundred years after the erent. And yet it is remark-

able that the more closely these various assailable points on the

tablet are looked into, the more full and minute do we find tha con-

cidence of times and circumstances.

With respect to the form of the writing and the style of the

composition, an}' one living in China can have no difficulty in making

up his mind on the subject- as indeed he may on every other part

of the evidence; u eareful attestion to which will probably bring

every one to the conviction of that which Chinese have never doubt-

ed, that if the Nestorian tablet can be proved a forgery, there

are few existing memorials of by-gone dynasties, which can wiih-

stand the same stvle of argument.

)l^



ADVANCE OF A CHINESE GENERAL TO THE CASPIAN,

The above quer}' of E. C. B. having just met my eye, although it

s a long time now after date, yet as I am not aware that a full

answer has appeared in Notes and Queries, a few remarks may no*

be deemed out of place.

The general referred to by the Marquis, is undoubtedly Jft^

Pan Chaou, the brother of the historian of the Former Han. There

is a biography of him in the History of the after Han, but the only

passage in it at all implying an jipproach to the Caspian, is the

spntence :~" Chaou then crcssed the 'J'sung-ling range, and reached

MJ2 Hientoo^^ Hien-too we are told is probably Hindoo-Cush.

In the History of the Tsin dynasty (A.D. I2(i5-417) it is said :

—

" In the time of the Han, Pan Chacu sent iiis subordinate "^^
Kan Ying on an enibass}- to Rome. On entering the (Caspian l')

sea-going vessel, the people said to him:— 'There are objects of

deep solicitude on the ocean, and those who embark are exposed to

distressing cares; if the envoy of the Han feels no earnest anxiety

about his parents, his wife or children, then let him proceed.' Ying

declined the voyage."

This intention of measuring arms with the Roman legions is men-

tioned in many European works. I will quote a passage specially

on that point from Remusat :
—"Dejil, precedemment, ils etaien^

venus en con qnerants jusque sur les bords de la mer Caspiennelle

Dans le premier siecle de notre ere, un general Chinois, qui com-

roandait dans ces contrees, examina, dans un conseil de guerre, s'il.

convenait d'envoyer un de ces lieutenants soumettre I'empire romain.

II renon^a a, ce projet par la crainte de fatiguer ses troupes qui

avaient fait pourtant plus de trois quarts du chemin. Ainsi, tan-

dis qu' Horace et Properce promettaient aux Cesars la soumission
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yg

du pays des Seres, les Seres marchaienr, eff-'Ctivem'^nt contre Ips

Cesars, et ne s'arretaient que fatiji^ues de conquerei u douze cents

lieues des frontieres de la Chine."*

I have not hit upon ttie passage in any Chinese work, where the

subjugation of tUe Roiuun em})ire is spoken of; but Reimisat is too

judicious a writer I think, to make the assertion without due author-

ity. His other allusion to a feeling very prevalent among the

Romans at the time, that Rome was destined to become the mistress

of the world, and bring into subjection India, China, and the other

nations of the east, is amply ju>tified by a nunber of selections from

Horace, Propertius and other writers about that period, in an

elaborate article f by Reinaud in the Journal Asiatique, March to

June, 1863.

^^vp^

• Mehnges Postliumes, ji. 348.

't Relations politiques et commercia'es de I'Eoipii'e Homaiu avec l^Asis

Orieatal.
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THE SUBJUGATIO^ OF CHAOU-SlilE^f.

[COREA
]

Ihe rcconis of Cljaou-seen coiiimence vritli the ndventuros of

M Willi llie first kinji' of rliat country, a iiiember of the Wei hiniily,

nnd a native of the king-doin of Yen. (2) At an early period of the

history of Yen, the territories ot (Jhin-fan niid Cliauu-seen were

nniikeil out on the state register as peitainiiig to that kingdom, and

defensive ianip:irts were built accoriiingly.

Oil the extinction of the Ts'in dynasiv of Cliina, Yen formed

{)art (jt the outside bnundMry land oi' Leaon-tung. (3)

When tiie house ot Han came inro power, in view of the

difficulty of protec'iag such a distant doamiii, the ancient bound;u'y

wall of Learni-tung was ret)nilt, including all tlie country up to the

river Pa as belong'ing to Y'en. On th*^. revolt of L°a tlie kin<>" of

Y^en, who went over to the Ueung'-nao, .M\vaii, who appears to have

held a re9[)on?ible post in the state, and was then left to mark out

an independent course of action, collected over a thousand m^n of

(\) This fragment is a trarislation frnm the 9.'th Book of the l\eeii

H<in-nlio(i, of " History of tlie former Man dynasty " of China.

ChaoU'Sien is tLC ancient name of the couiicry now known as the, kiiiL;' loin

of Corea, and this is probably the most anc;icnt record ex ant of the

hislory of that state. It may serve as an eNampie of tlie care with

ivliich the vicissitudes of every portion of the vast Cin])ire of (.•liina and ii3

(lei'(Miilencies have been chronicled ; and as it is probabli!, the exact positiou

of Corea among the nations of the world, may, at no distant, dsite become a

question of public interest and discussion, it is hop id this humble coutti-

bution, ma}^ not be entirely without value.

(2j The kingdom of Yen covered the coniitry occuiiied by the present

metropolitan prefecture <>f Shun-tieu ; and the site of the cajiital was nut

far from the modern Prking.

(S) This name still exists as that of an extramural province, lyiug

between the Great wall and Corea, <•
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his OvVii j)artv, adopted the costume of the barbarian tribes, and

bound his hair up in a knot after their fashion. Passing beyond

the boundary with his party, he settled in the uninhabited country,

cntrencliing- himself behind double ramparts. There he gradually

drew in to his service the barbarians of Chin-fan and Chaou-sien,

as well as stragglers from the states of Yen and Tse. ''^ With

such subjects for the nucleus of a state, he assumed the w/i?of king

and named his capital Wang-hien.

During the period occupied by the emperor Hwuy-ti and his

mother Kaou-how (B. C. 194-180), when the internal uifairs of the

empire were assuming the iorm of a settled government, the gover-

nor general of Leaou-tung made a treaty with Mwan ; by which

the latter became a vassal of the Han, with authority to protect the

barbarians outside the boundary wall, and put a stop to their plun-

dering on the borders. It was also agreed, that if any of the petty

chiefs wished to pay homage in person to the emperor, no impediment

was to be thrown in their way.

When this transaction was reported at court, it received

the imperial sanction; and thus xMwan was invested with mili-

tary prestige and wealth to bring under subjection the neigh-

bouring small territories. Chin-fan and Lin-tun both came to

tender their submission, bringing with them an addition of several

thousand Ic square to his kingdom. Mv/an was succeeded by his

son, of whom we hear nothing more; and the latter by his son

Yew-k'eu, who increased the numljer of his subjects by many of

the Han fugitives whom he enticed towards him. He never paid

court in person ; and when Chinfan or any of the neighbouring

states wished to transmit memorials to the emperor, asking per-

mission to visit the court, he was careful to intercept them.

Rumours of Yew-k'eu's conduct having reached the court. She

Ho was sent to him in B. C. 109 with an imperial reprimand; but

the king steadily refused to receive the rescript. When the envoy

left, on reaching the boundary of the kingdom, he instigated his

charioteer to mortally stab the escort, one of the royal princes of

Chaou-seen^ named Chang. She Ho, then crossing the river with all

speed, entered Leaoutung, made his way to the capital without delay,

and reported that he had killed the Chaou-seen general The em-

peror, who made no particular enquiries, said She Ho had shed a glol-v

(1) Au ancient seaboarrl kingdom, corrcs[)onJing generally to t!i<-'

ii'tsout piuviuce of Shai'.tuug and southern part of ChiliH.
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on his name; and as a rewai-ii for rlje service, uiatie bim Protector

general of the tribes east ot Leaou-tun;^-. The post was a perilous

onej for the king- of Chaou-spen, resenting- his trenchery, sent a party

of troops, who attacked and put him to death. When this act of

veng-eance came to the ears of the emperor, he resolved to send an

army of convicts to attack Chaou-seen. Yang- Po the House-boat

general was comnaissioned with the enterprise; and left Tse iu the

autumn with his fleet, carrying fifW thousand Po-hae ''^ troops j while

the left general Seuen E. proceeded by Leaou-tung ; the plan heing

for the two generals to concert a united attack on the stronghold of

Chaou-seen. Yew k'eu on his part sent troops to check the invaders

at the dangerous passages. Seuen E, with a numerous force, put the

Leaou-tung troops in the van ; and these being defeated and scatter-

ed, the greater number who returned suffered capital punishment.

Yang Po, the head of seven thousand Tse men, advanced first on the

city of Wang-hien, which was held by Yew k'eu. The king hav-

ing by careful examination ascertained the small number of the in-

vading force, issued from t^ie cir-\' to meet them on the offensive

Yang Po's army was defeated and iied, and the general finding him-

self ileserted, also lied to the mountains. For more th:»n ten days he

was iu retreat, trying to collect au'Sjin his scattered forces. Seuen

E attacked the Chaou-seen army on the west of the river Pa, but

with no satisfactory result. Seeing the ill success that had attended

the expelition of tire tv/o generals, tlia emperor resolved to send We
Shan on a mission to the king,' hoping that diplomacy might prevail

where military force had failed. Yew k'eu received the envoy with

every semblance of submission, and begged to tender his allegiance.

In mitigation of his past conduct, he alleged that he thought the two

generals bad come to compass his death by unfair means, but now
seeing the envoy's credentials, he desired above ail to testify hi^

loyalty. He sent his eldest son back with the envoy, to carry his

thanks to the emperor ; at the same time presenting five thousand

horses,and an offer to supply the imperial army with provisions. More

than teu thousand armed men accompanied the mission, and when

about to cross the river, the Han envoy and Left general, suspecting

treachery, said to the heir apparent, that as he had testified his

loyalty to the Han, he ought to orcier his followers to leave their

arms behind tbem. The heir-apparent on his part suspecting some'

foul play at the hands of the envoy and Left general, refused tf'

(1) A small territoiT located about the North East corner of the pre-ciic

Shantung province ; the centre of which corresponded with the present niinoir

department of Pin, of which the city is in N. lat. 37° 34', E. long. 1 1S° Oj'.
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cvn^s tlif rivor, and rptiirnod with his lolhtwcrs. Wei Slinn, on his

return, detailed the circumstances to the emperor ; by vvliose orders

Pile was put to death for mismanaging tiie enterprise. The Left-

<^encral df^featod tiio Chaou-seen army on the bank of tlie river Pa,

and then advanced to the royal city, where he took up a position on

the north and v^est sides. He was soon joined by Yang- Po, who

set his forces in array on the south side of ti.e city. Yew-k'eu

streng'theaed his defences, and lield out for several months ag;ainst

the besieg-ers. The Han force was weakened by want of concert be-

tween the g'en-erals.

Seuen E, whose earlier experience had been chiefly within the

precincts of the palace, had scarcely the tact to control the

^inrtily spirit-s of a victorious army of Yen and Tae ^^' troops-

Yang" Po who put to sea in cou.mand of tlie Tse forces, had

already lost tiie g-ieater number by defeat and flight. His first

battle with Yew-k'eu iiad resulted in e?:haustion, disgrace and

the loss of men; and there w?4s now an impression among; the

troops that their general would lose heart. "While carrying- on the

siege, he constantly iield out offers of peace 60 the king-; but

Seuen E attacked the strong-hold with all his might. While

matters were in this state, one of the high ministers of Chaou-

seen sent a messenger privately under covei' of the night to treat

with Y''ang- Po for his adhesion to the cause of Chaou-

seen ; but although several messages passed to and fro between

the two, they could not come to a definite understanding. The two
generals several times made arrangements for a united attack;

but Y'ang Po, who was always in expectation of coming to terms

with the Chaou-seen dignitaries, took care to evade his part in the

enterprise. Seuen E also sent a messenger to the besieged, with

the hope that some loophole would turn up, by which the king of

Chaou-seeu might see his v^^ay to give in his submission
j but the

king refused to listen to him,—always clinging to the hope that

he might gain over I'ang Po. Thus by their cross purposes, the

two commanders utterly failed in reiiching any satisfactory result.

In view of the fact that Y'ang Po had on the previous occasion

been guilty of losing his army and now being- on amicable terms

with Chaou-seen, while that state still refused to submit, Seuen E
suspected Y'ang Po of harbouring- rebellious intentions, which he had

not ventured to divulge. The emperor being informed of the,unsatis-

(1) The cliief city of that state corresponded to the present minor depart-

mental city of Yii, in N. lat. 39° 50' 54", E. long. 1 14° 36'.
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factory State of thr- sieg'e, roinarkeil :—"At first wli«a the o'enorals

were unable to advance against the city, J sent Wei Shnn, who

obtained the formal submission of Yew-k'eu ; but before negotia-

tions could be completed, through the mistakes of the envoy and

^he Left general, tlie military interfered to break through the

compact. Now the tw(} generals are surrounding the city, but

through their perverse alienatioQ, they have been long occupied

in the siege with no decisive result. Let Kung-sun Suy, formerly

governor general of Tse-nan ''' proceed to the scene of action to

adjust matters; and let him follow the course which prudence may

dictate." On the arrival of Kung-sun Suy, Seuen E said to him :

—''Chaou-seen ought to have surrendered longtigo; that it has

not done so is due to the fact, that on several occasions Yang Po

failed to come up to his agreement." He then stated his views

to the envoy, to the following effect:
—"Now remaining like this

inactive will, I fear, prove prejudicial in the extreme to the in-

terests of the empire; and that not merely as regards Yang f'o,

but it will expose our army to utter extermination by Chaou-

seen." Kung-sun Suy quite agreed with what Seuen E had said,

and by virtue of his powers, summoned Yang Po to the Left

general's camp to deliberate on business. In compliance with an

intimation from the 'envoy, Seuen E caused his subordinates to

s'ize and bind Yang Po. The two armies were then united, and

the transaction was reported to the emjieror, who approved the

action of Kung-sun Suy. The combined army under the leader-

ship of Seuen E, made a most determined attack on the Chaou-

t^een stronghold, which seems to have told to some purpose; for

the council of Chaou-seen magnates, consisting of the commander

Loo-jin, the commander Han Taou, Ne-ke, the commander Tsan,

and the general Wang Kee, held a consultation, in which they

came to the following conclusion :
—

*' At first we thought to gain

Yang Po over to our side, but now he is in bonds; and the

Left general himself being in command of the united army, his

.ittacks are still more violent; and it is to be feared we shall not be

able to stand out against him. Still the king would not surrender.

Han Taou, Wang Kee, and LoD-jin, all fled to tender their submission,

but Loo-jin lost his life on the way.

In the summer of B, C. 108, Ne-ke and the commander Tsan

employed men to assassinate Yew k'eu the king of Chaon-seen, and

(2) Correspondiug generally with the present prefecture of the same

name, of whicli the ehief city is in N. lat. 3i»° 44' 24", P]. long. 117° 07' W.
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tlifin went over to tender tbeir submission. Still the city of Wang-hien

was not captured, and Cliing-sze a lii<^li luinister of the late kinp'

resolved to hold out ag'ainst the Han troops, and even organized an

attack on the army. Consequent on this movement, Seuen E sent

Chang the son of Yew-k'eu, and Tsuy the son of the surrendered

general Loo-jin issued a notification for the information of the

l)eoi)le, who thereupon put Ching 820 to death. Kung-sun Suy hav-

ing thus pncihed Chaou-seen, he divided the country into the four

regions of Chin-fan, Lin-tun, Lo-lang, and Heuen-too. Tsan was

promoted marrpiis of Hwa-tsing. Ilan Taou was made marquis of

TsVAv-tsoo. Wang Kre was made marquis of Ping-chow. Chang

Wiis made martpiis of K«. Tsuy—in consequence of the great merit

ac(piired by his late father—was made marquis of Neeyang. Seuen

E appeared in answer to a summons, and was adjudged, as having

by mutual jealousy and perverse schemes striven with his colleague

tor his own glory 5 for which he was cashiered. 'J'he verdict on

Vang Po was that when his troops reached Liehkow, *" he ought

to have wailed for Seuen E to join him with his force; instead of

which, dashing forward on his own responsibility, he had lost the

greater part of his troops. Ele ought to suifer capital punishmentj

l)ut being reprieved, he is reduced to the status of the common
people.

(\ ) Tlio port nt, wliifli tlie boats first tonclieil .ifter ciMssinjr tlic sea.
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ON THE KNOWLEDGE OF A WEEKLY
SABBATH IN CHINA.

Some inoiitlis back, a (juestion of considerable interest was

opened up in the pages of "Notes and Queries," as to the existence

in China of any traces of a Christian Sabbath. As that serial is

now defunct, it may not be amiss to resume the ventilation of the

subject in the columns of the Chinese Recorder. It appears to me
that the most notable piece of information brought forward in the

discussion is by C. D. of Amoy, in the following words:

—

"The most remarkable trace that I have found is that in the

edition of the Imperial Almanac published at Chinchew, and used

at Amoy and all the country round; the Christian Sabbath is in-

variahly marked by the character " Mih" iiSj (pronounced in Amoy

hie) which means "secret," "quiet" or "silent." I have been told

that it is also found in the almanacs published at Fuh-chau, but I

nm not sure of that. As to the fact of its universal use at Amoy
and Chin-chew there can be no doubt. T have not met with any

heathen who can throw any light on the meaning or history of this

remarkable character as it stands in the almanac, though I have

made enquiries both among the literati and at the office in Chin-

chew where it is publislud. The onlytrace of its meaning (excepting

of course the plain and unmistakeable sense of the word itself) as used

by the Chinese at present, is that it is always placed in that part of

the page which contains the inauspicious elements of each day,

which make it unluck}- for doing work. This seems clearly to prove

that the original use of the phrase was to indicate a day of rent-

the actual use of the day has died out: the very use in all other

cases of the ])hrase " mih jih" is lost, but there it still stands every

year in the heathen almanac, a silent witness that it is a day on

which work should not be done."'
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Mr. C. D. concludes by expressing- the hope that "some one
I'liny he able to throw more light on this extremely interesting'

Having- been a little more successful in my enquiries than

C 1) and believing- that T have a glimmoriiig- of light on the subject,

it will not seem oat of place to communicate the result to 77/6'

Recorder.

Let me premise, that when at Amoy I praciiied a copy of the

Almanac in question, where the vnli jih was certainly recorded

tliroug-hout under ev(-ry Sunday, but there was not a word of ex-

planation in the volume as to tlie meaning; of the term. A few days

ag-o however, I met with a copy of another edition of the same

almanac *"-^in Shanghae, in which I find three leaves of prolegomena,-

and a mass of other matter, which is altogether missing- in the one

g-ot at Amoy. Tlie j)rolegomena consist of explanations regarding-

tlie matters contained in the volume j and the seventh article gives

a precise solution of C D 's ditiiculty ; but curiously it furnishes alsa

a reason why the "w//// day" should be omitted from the almanac^

so that it looks as if it did not exactly fit into the place where it is

found.

Turning- then to the imperially authorized manual of Astrology,

^:^i^/L^|E^lf^^ •^""* i'«/<,// Arc /C'i />f?6'/i/<i«y .b-Z/t/y, I iind the passage

in question is a verbatim copy of one of a long series of articles

which were jiresenied in a memorial to the throne in 1740, jirnying'

for a thorough levision oi the contents of the national almanac. It

reads thus: — "In the flrjp^^^ •^^'i' hien shoo, "Imi)erial Almanac,"'

the {l^d^ Fnli-tnnn, " Su|i])ressed" days, the ^ /1I//A days, and the

^^ Tme i, "Cutting-out clothes" days, are all calculated accord-

ing to the occurrence of the constellations. We find on investiga-

tion, that the method of selecting times by the twent}'- eight constel-

lations of the Zodiac, came from Central Asia. "^^ The suppressions

depend iqton the pairing- of the days with the constellations, theor-

etically similar to the ^'^ Senn kuiKj, "Decade blanks" and jt^--^

Loo knng, " Iload blanks" and are consistent with principle. As
to the mill days, they are marked by the four constellations ^ F<nuf,

^ Hen, ^ Aiaou and ^ Sing, which correspond among the seven

(1) Notes aud Queries for China and Japan. Vol. 4. p.p.

(2) i^t J^ fU •^ ^. ^ iP^ ji # M 5^ ^^""^ '*«"" '^" ^''^^9 S"« t'ariy yeu

tiling shou pien Ian. This almanac is of a reputation equal to Francis Noore's

"Vox Stellarum," in england; and is to be found for sale in many of tlio

nrpicipal cities of southern and middle Chioa.

(.3) In Chinese ^ tj^ Se-j/7h, " Western rc-dons," a name applied to the cou!>»

tries IvinK ou the west of China.
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planets^*^ with g Jih. " the Sun," called in the lang'uag-e of the

West, tilth, the ruler of" joyful events; so that in China, interments

and the o[)eniiig' of mortuary sheds are avoided on those days. Novv

We find b} examination that in central Asia, tha twenty ei^-ht con-

stellations are apportioned in rotation amonj>- the seven planets, for

re)^-isterin^' the days; each aay being- suitable for certain thing-s and

unsuitable for others; entirely different from the customs of China.

Merely to adopt the Mih day from among- these is utterly indefensi^

ble. Finally, to say that the thirteen days marked by the constel-

lations j^ Jieo, -fQ Kamj, ^ b\iwj, if* Tom, ^ iVeii, ^ Ileit^

^ PfAh., ^ Kivei, ^ Lorn, ^ Krvei, fj^ dtunfj, ^ Yik, and

^ ChhvA., are suicable for cutting- out clothes, has no reason in it;

ao that both these ought to be rejected."

From tliis pa-;sag-e we see that the "J/tA, f/rt ?/ " is actually and

literally "SiTN-DAV, and we learn also that it was formerly marked

in the almanaces issued by the supreme Board at Peking-. Probab-

ly the Chiii-chevv publication is the onl\^ almanac that still retains

it, and it is i*emarkable that it should continue to publish its con-

deuination also. It may be however, as We shall see presently,

that its original admission into the etate calendar had a deeper sig-n-

ficancM 'ban the censor who penned the above passa^^e was aware of,

When about leaving- Amoy, through the assistance'of a missionary

Irieiid, 1 was enabled to get tlie opinion of an astrologer on the

subject, and the answer he gave was the day on which the peopli

formerly used to worship tlie sun. Being just on the j)oirit of starte

ing for Foochovv, I had not thm an op[)ortnnity of pursuing the

investigation farther; but the ])erfect agreement of this reply with

the eV[)lanation g-iveu in the passag-e quoted, shews that it was some-

thing- more than a random shot, and opens up a train of ideas carry*

ing- us far back into heathen mytholog-y.

In the explanation above g-iven, ii practice is referred to, which itf

is not of extreme antiquity in China,—that of pairing; in reg-ular

sequence, the twenty-eight constellations, with the Sun, Moon and

live planets, as applied in rotation to the days,—but a practice

(4) lu Chinese A^ ^ Tueili-chincf" Seyea regulators," a uanic applied to the

Sua, Moon. Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jujiiter and Saturu. Some suppose the

term was used in aneient times to designate the seven briglit stars of Ursa major*

which subsequently by an astrological device, were associated with tliu seven

planets; so that by metonomy, the latter became the establishud uiuaniiiLT. Tbii

opinion however is by no means generally received.
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which has become to some extent familiarized in connection with

astrological schemes. In the 1st book of the Hce he pee)} f(i')i(j f^hoo,

there is a short section on this subject, and as it is closely connected

with the question under discussion and the septenary division of

time, it may be worth while to translate the passaj^'e,

"^M the Association, of the timnUj-cight constellations with the days^

"In the Minutes of Research; it is said:— As the days are

sixty, and tlie constclk tions twenty eight, it follows thiit four hundre<l

and twenty is a com[)le"e C3'cle, being- a common inii'tiple of sixty

and twenty eight; hence the source of the seven sexagenary cycles

The first day (^ -^ Kea tszc) of the first cycle commences with the

constellation ^ lleti, and -jp Ti-ze, being- represented by j^. Shoo

"the Kat,"* tlie Rat thus becomes the synonym of Heio. The

first day of the sec(jnd cycle begins with ^ Kn-ei; the first of the

third is ^ Peih] the first of the fourth is ^ Kwei\ the first of the

fifth is ^ Yih; the first of the sixth is g^ Tc ; and the first of the

seventh is ^ Ke. When the seventh cvcle is completed, the series

again comn;iences with Hru for the first day, proceeds to completion

«nd again begins as before. Out in what 3'e;ir, month and day the

first cvcle be^-an is bevond the reach of investiiiatvon. Ps'ow as the

Sur, Moon and planets revolve through the twenty-eight stations,

at varying- rates of velocity, each has its own order of succession,

conjunction, deviation, perturbation, retardation, immobility, con-

ceiilmont, retrogression and irregularity. If all these are calculated

up to the chronological epoch, the result will be first day of the

sexagenary cycle, the year, the month, day and liour. The 8uii

will be in ^ Hew, the Moon in ^ Wei, and the fivj PhuuMs

successively in ^ Shih, || Puh, ^ Kwei, ^ Loiv and ^ W<i

But the moon immediately outstrips its limits; how can it be again

reduced to the rerpiisite order while passing through the stations

from H, Mnouic ^ Kivci^ In conserpience of the irregularities of

the cehstial motions, certain fixed stations have been d(>t<'rmined

on, accorning to the principle of utter absurdity. Whence arose the

practice of pairing the seven planets with the twenty eight constel-

lations .' We made extensive search through books, in order to get

some information regarding this, but without success, until we met
with the M i^^-^ IXj RH^ # iS n m U ^"^^ y^'>' ^'''^' ^"'"'"-f

''""

jell shen mjo sew i/aou Kb\g, "Western classic of lucky and unlucky

, -.1
'.i"^'^"

practice of associating the twelve auimals of the duodenarv cvcle
^Mtli the successive coustellatious is explaiued iu the preceding article iulbenee ke peen fany s/wo.
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dajs, and hours, and good and evil planets and constellations."*

From this '^e learn that in the country in question, they are ignor-

ant of the denary and duodenary cycle, and use the twenty-eight

constellations to register the daysj the seven planets being combined

with the constellations, in the same way as the denary is combined

with the duodenary cycle; not indeed implying that these planets

are to be found in the corresponding constellations. In application

of their rules, the planet and constellation which happen on a man's

birthday preside over his fate, the latter being termed his **Fate con-

stellation." 'Jo this add the plaret and constellation marking any

transaction. 'J'ry these by certain permutations, in order to ascer-

tain their good or evil influence. Then combine the characteristics

of the constellations and planets, with the degree of flexibility and

compliance of the matter in question by which is determiiicd the

favourable or adverse character of the augury; similar to establish-

ing or rej)udiating as used by astrologers in China. The constel-

lations ]^ Hev, ^ J\Juuu, ^ Sin(j, and ^ Favg belong to y /</*,

"the Sun;" ^ Wei, ^ Peik, ^^ Chang and \^ Sin belong to ^
Yvc, ''the JJoon;" ^ Shih, ^ 7'sir)/, M. Y'h, and ^ Wei, to ^
IIo, " .Mars;" ^ Peih, ^ 'Jlsav, ^ Chin, and ^ Ae, to yjc Shirvy

"Mercury;" ^ Kwci, ^ Tniig. f^ lu-o and =j- Tow, lo
-ff,

Muh,

"Jupiter;" ^ Jjiir, ^ Kwei, ^ Kdiitj iind ^ Sev, to /^ Kni^

' Venns;" anil ^ Wc, j^^ Lnv, g Te and ^ Neu, to ^ Too
"Saturn." For these, each language has its own names; take for

instance,— g Jcli or the Sun; in the [lil "fljl
Jln'Hy-linvh

"Ouigour" liiuguage, they say, ^ 3iih; in the -^ fl/f Po-aze

* It would probiibly be hopele^s to except to get a s-iglit of this book. The
only iiifoiniiitiou I can obtain re{iavflin<r it, is in OTie of the articles in the mem-
orial from which onr first extr.act is taken. The article rnns thus:—"lu the

Imjierial Almanac, the excursiouary positions of Venus do not agree with the
actual (liicciioDS. The rule is that on the 1st, 1 Uh and 21st days of eacli nuintb,

it is in t)ie ea^t; on the 2nd, 12th and •i2nd, it is in the South-east ; rerohing
throu;.'h tlic successive stations lo the North-east, when the eight positions are

complete; so that on the 9th, 19 and 29th days if is in llic Central palace (Qu.?
Nadir), and on the Idth, 2<)th and ."^Olh in Heaven (Qu.? Zenith). Investigation

shews that the star Verus accompanies the sun in its rising and setting, movinjj

to the right while it either precedes or follows the snn at no great distance.

How can it nnder these condition- move to the left? Calculation utterly fails to

sidve the difiiculty. The origin of the concci)tion is found in the Se y<h keih

heiivcf she jeii slten niio seir ijoou lihiy. A thorough search through the Buddhist
catalogues has failed to discover this classic, and we are at a loss to know from

whid: of the f[] 1^ Yin ho, "Indias" it has come; but it ajjpears that in that

country, the 3r(l ot each moon, as a rule is reckoned the 1st day, though some-
times the (lay of the 1-irsi (juarter, is reckoned the 1st, totally at variance with

the institutions of new and full moon in China. So then Avheii Venus is made
to move to the left, this also is contrary to the solar positions of China; mueb
more does it set ail reason at defiance, and ought therefore to be rejected.
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'Persian" language, ^^^ Yuou-nin-wuh; and in the ^ —

]

Tei'ii-clio, "Indinn" lanmiage, Plij j^/^HP A-ne-te-ya; all which

are the equivalents of JJ Jeh, 'the Sua' in Chinese. Similar

remarks will apply to all the others. The completion and recom-

mencement of the seven cj'cles is in thorough accordance with this.

Again this book asserts that the same rule is used by all the nations

on the west of China. We find that the rule for inserting- in the

Imperial Almanac, the several days of the sexagenary cycle, spread

over the astronomical year, without their a])p]ication, and the adop-

tion of 'he Suppressions and Bg -^ Ay/c?w-/^'i*?, "Darkened Venus,''

from among the spiritual inflictions, originated from the same source.

The other matters are irrelevant; but since the outside nations use

tills plan of recording their years, it is well for asfrono?ners to keep

a note of it; as it will be found very advantageous as a means of

indicating to the most distant regions and outlandish nations, that

a given day is marked by certain characters in the cycle. Hence

it must not be abandoned."

These two extracts then leave no douht as to the meining of

the word mth', but the exact country from which it is derived is not

so clear. In the only Ouigour vocabulary * to which I have access,

the word for Sun is Kiln, and the same word seems to run through

most of the Turco Tartar Languages. It should be remembered,

however, that the Ouigour language has been considerably' modified

since the conversion of the nation to Islamism, and possibly some

terms—such as ?>?//?,—which have now become obsolete in the lan-

guage as it exists, may still be preserved as exotics in the literature

of other nations.

There is a Ouigour M. S. in the Imperial Library at Paris, the

Kaoudat-kou-hilik, which is supposed to be the oldest composition

known in that language. The 5th chapter contains a description of

the seven planets, in w-hich the Sun is termed Jshik;f but I suspect

that is a symbolical designation, or it maybe the name of the regent

of that luminary, rather than the common word for the sun.

In several of the languages of Asia indeed, tbe term used for

the sun is sufficiently near to nnh or bit, to remove any suspicion as

to the protjability of the genuineness of such a transfer. In some

of the Burmese dialects the word for "Sun" is suggestible of a

cognate origin, thus;

—

5

in Ma])lu, it is Afii. Plii, it is 3l7(i.

Pussuko, it is Mumn. Moitii, it is Niinnt.

* Klaprotli's " Abhandlung iibcr die sprache uwl Sehrift der Uigurcii."

t Sec David's " GraDiinairc Tnrke," p, 3+.
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The Lolo, a wild race in western Cliinji, neighbouring- on

Burmab, have Mo-cha.\

In Tibetan it is Nhna.

The word in a number of the Caucasian dialects is evidently

related, such as Buh, Baalt, Barch, Barje, Bcri, Malcli, Marra,

3Iatch, Mitchsi, MitlL

The word in the Finnish dialect is not so dissimilar as to render

community of origin improbable^ thus among- otliers we find:

—

Bevvass, Chipass, Pdiw, Puiwane, Paw, Peiwaz, Peifve, Pewen,

Po'iwa.

Among- the languag-es of North-eastern Asia and Polar America

even, the same root seems to crop Jip occasionall}'.

In the Afg-han lang-iiag-e we find \mar.

But probably the closest resen:>bhuic8 is to be found auioiig the

(Jeorgian and allied lang-uag-es, thus:—
Mingreliiin, ... ... ... ... B'iha.

Suanitin, ... ... ... ... Mij.

Georg-ian, ... ... ... ... AJoi'.*

It may be a question, whether the same root does not ap|)ear

in the Semitic lang-uag-es, as in Hebrew, Shcniesh, and Arabic, Slwms.

It is to be remarked, that the term given as the equivalent of

the Sun m India, i.a., A-ne-te-ya,-\ is the name of a divinity who

X See "The Miautsli," In' the Rev, J. Edkias.
* Kla[>roth's " Asia polvglotta," ])assiin.

f The slight clisorepancv in the orthography hetwcen Anetci/a and the San-
scrit A(lift/a, is not in the least to be wondered at as a Chinese transfer. In

the 'fik ^V ^ JpL ^ 5£ I fM -^^ "'' •5^'"'''' ^<^ fiiiiifi tsri'i ehuw lining hiiuj, as trans-

lated from the Sanscrit by the Chinese priest ^ \^ E ting, during the Tang

dynasty, wc have the same word transcribed ptlj }(? i.^ A-chih-te. To remove

anything like doubt as to the identity of tlie word, ^ve have another translation

of'the same word, under the title f^J # p'C ?L tfe ^ 2 5l. fl ^"^ '""o ^^

ktaiij Isci) ming wu/ig chow king, in which the translator instead of attempting to

give the Sanscrit sounds, gives the Chinese equivalent jth the "sun," being

the first in the list of the seven planets, placed in the- exact order of our week.

Wlio is this Aditya in Indian mythology ? j'he following ciuotatiou from the

'•Translation of the Swrya-SiddhJinta," by Burgess, will show:— "Vasueeva,
the supreme jirincijde of divinity, having in the first place created the

waters, de])osited in them energy. That b<-came a golden egg, on all sides

enveloped in darkness: in it first became manifested the unrestrained, the

everlasting one. He in the scriptnre is denominated the goldeu-wombed, the

blessed: as being the fir^t (adi) existence, he is called Aditya; and being

generator, the Sun This sun, likewise named >Savitar. the supreme source of

liglit ui)on thii border of darkness—he revolves, bringing beings into being, th;'

creditor of creatures, &c., &c." Upon this I'tofesscr \Vhitney |)oints out a fidse

etymology, and remarks that "I'nlifi/ii comes, not from adi, first,' but from
ail li, 'eternity.'" This then is the being to whom the first day of the week is

dedicated; and as there was a wide spread and very ancient tradition thnt was
the day on wnich our world was brought into existence, we cannot wonder at

the numerous traces of honour being paid to the day, as fouud throughout
Leatheudoii?.
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presides over the Sun, and is not the coininoa ^vord in Sanscrit tor

Sun; nor do we find it frequently used for that purpose in [lindoo

astrononucal treatises. Itdoes occur, hovv-ever, sometimes, and we have

an incidental evidence that it was the common word in use for Sunihiy

in the 16th century. Thii's. in the Ayeen Akbery, an account of

India, written by the emperor Akbar, there is a table of the dnys of

the week in that country, where Addittee is given as the title of

the Sun in Sunday.

Here then is a well authenticated case of the knc wled^-e of the

week in China. Are any other traces of such a knowled^-e discover-

able? I believe several such might be found, and will here refer to

one which is at least as old in China as the jireceding, and T think

much older.

In tlie 'fl'^)^ ^^o^ rhehhtk, a translation in the Sch century,

by Gotarasida, a Hindoo missionary, of an Indian treatise on astro-

nomy,* or rather astrology, there is an incon trovertible recog-nition

of the hebdoraedal ])t'riod. The first chii])ter is on calculating the

number of days elapsed from any given term, the lunar fraction, the

day of the sexagenary cycle and the cay of the week,—or which is'

the same tiling-, the day of the -^ ^ Tstth yaou "seven planet'

cycle. In the example given, after dividing the whole number by

7, there is a remainder of 5; and to illustrate the application of

the rule to this number, the names of the days are g-iven in the

following- order:— 1. ^ j^ Yang-hwi), ''Mars" {die.-? 3Iiirth).

2. ^^ Clan-sing, "Mercury" {dies Mercur vi). 3. ^g Svj^-

simj, "Jupiter" {dies Juvli). ^.-^^ Tae -peh, "Venus" {dies

Veneris). 5. JE -^ Teen-sing, "Saturn" {dies Satnrm), which is

the day sought.

The coincidence here between the order of the })lanets and days

of our week, as also in the extract given above from the Ili'e-ke-

peen-fang-shoo, cannot but strike one as something- remarkable;

seeing- it is not the natural order according- to the Hindo astronomy

on r(-cord. It is not difficult to sug-gest an explanation. The diffi-

culty rather lies in choosing- between the difierent solutions that

have been proposed.

* In the
l^jj^ III':^ Ijijj'j

Fuh-kwo-leih-siang-peen, a Japanese work, publish-

ed in ISlo, I find the following incidpntal remark, speaking of the Hindoo,

•W "t RM !•£< H ^ K1 ^ tj E Iseih yaoit-ke-jeh-piikywig-kca-yih, "They re-

gister tlicir days by the seven planets, and not l)v the denarv evLde," (LJook

l,p. 18.)
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AH writers on tin's subject have quoteil Dion Cassias (.'3r(i cen-

tray A. D.) as the earliest autliorit}*, who remurks :—"that the

custom ot naming- the days after the seven planets was first adopted

by the Egyptains, and had in no very long- time, been communicated

by them to all other nations, especially the Romans, with whom it

was then already quite familiarized." f

On this passag-e Biot observes :
—" B\' the Egyptains he doubt-

less means the astrologers and new philosophers of the Alexandrian

school, then much occupied in reviving- and extending- the abstract

speculations of Plato and Pythagoras We may indeed trace

the invention up to the Chaldeans; for knowing nothing, or next to

nothing of their astrolojiical doctrines, we are always safe in refer-

ring to them any matter on which we are in the dark." I

Dion Cassius gives two hypotheses to explain the naming of the

days of the week. One of these has been given by Mr. Goodwin in

Notes and Queries;* but as there is evidently a very iraportan typog-

raphical error in it, it will be well to reproduce the passage from

Humboldt.—"If the hours of the day and the night are counted

from the first (hour of the day), and this ascribed to Saturn, the

following to Jupiter, the third lo Mars, the fourth to the Sun, the

fifth to Venus, the sixth to Mercury, the seventh to the Moon, al-

ways recommencing from the beginning; it will be found, if all the

twenty four hours of the ('following day coincides with the Sun, the

first of the third with the Moon; in short, the first hour of any one

day coincides with the planet after which the day is named." f The

planets here are placed in the assumed order of their distances from

the earth as the centre of the system.

After shewing that this application of the names of the planets

was not known at Rome in the days of Cicero, M. Biot continues :

—

* This was translated by imperial command from the Sanscrit, but does

not appear to have been authoritatively adopted by the astronomical Board

In 733, there was a practical test of three .systems; the ^^^ Z^n-<e/^, which

had been previously in use ; the ^ fj'f
Ta-yen, newly invented by -^

^-J Yih-

hing, a native Buddhist priest and astronomer of some celebrity; and the Kew-
chili. The result of the ordeal was that the Ta-yen proved correct in seven or

eight cases out of ten; the Lin-tih in three or four, and the Kew-cliih in only

one or two. The consequence was ihat the latter was utterly rejected, and al-

though the event is spoken of in many Chinese works, tlie translation itself is

not preserved in the astronomical section of the dynastic history of the Tang.

The only edition in print is to be found in the ^ -j^ ^ |^ K'ae-t/tien-cheH-kitiy,

but it is evidently full of typographical errors.

f Humboldt's "Cosmos." Vol. 4, p, 412. (Bohn's edition,)

X Etudes sur I'astrouomie Indionuc, pji. 98,99,

• Vol, 4, p 77.

t "Cosmos," Vol, 4, p. 415
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•'Bat, two centuries later, Dion represents these superstitious rela-

tions as having become to some extent national among- the Romans,

and he assigns two objects which form a sufficient key to their orioin,

these are to express, under a philosophic form the occult connexions!

between the parts of time and the order of the stars which regulate

its succession; and also, to combine, in a single mathematical con-

ception with the harmonic intervals of music, two great subjects of the

imaginary s])ecuIations to which the Neo-Pythagoreans of Alexandria

were addicted. This double mystery is revealed by an inspection

of the annexed figure, which I borrow, slightly improved, from

Scaliger, {de Emendatione temponim, book 1, p. 8) without knowing

the source from which he has taken it.

1 Sun, 3 Venus, 3 Mercurv, 4 Moon, b Satitrn,

C Jupiter, 7 Mars.

Divide the circumference of a circle into seven pqunl arcs,

representing the parrs of the heptachord. At the points ol division

place the signs of the sm, moon and ])lanets, in the order piven

sibuve. Connect these points four and four bv a continuous series

of chords, so|)arating each pair by an interval of four. Then ascrib-

ing the first day to the sun, and commencing from this point, follow

continuously the series of seven chords, in the direction indicated

by the arrows. These will lead successively to the planets in the

following order;^Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, \^enus, Saturn,

answering to the several days of the week, and which were called

in the 4th century of our era the i/od-^! ofthedaj/.'t.''''^

* "Etudes surl'astrononnc Tndienne," pp. 99-101.
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A rhird woj of explaininp; tlie names of the days of the week

5nis been proposed by Letronne, i. e.
—"The distribution of any

three planets over a sig-n of the zodiac It these ]))anets are

separated, which in each of the sig'ns are the first of the three, the

succession of the planetary days in the week is obtained. (Virgo:

Sun, Venus, Mercury; Libra: Moon, Saturn. Jupiter; Scorpio:

Mars, Sun, Venus; Sagittarius: Mercury, &c which may here

serve as an example for the first four days of the week; Dies Solis,

Lunte, Martis, Mercurii).'"*

This theory he seems to have sustained on *^^he evidence of an

ancient Greek Kirgese zodiac preserved in the Louvre at Paris. In

connection with this it may be remembered that the Chinese claim

to have received from the Kirg-ese, a Turkish tribe closely allied to

the Ouigours, ths cycle of twelve animals. f Possibly they may
have got other astrological devices also from the same source.

As it appears that the above notions in regard to the division

of time, were widely spread throughout the Roman empire in the

beginning- of the 3rd century, when the various nations of that em-

pire adopted the Christian faith, the church was constrained to

adopt the pagan nomenclature, which was too firmly rooted to give

way, and has retained its place to the present dav. The Teutonic

and Scandinavian nations, who adopted the same practice prior to

the recpjition of Christianity, replaced the the Roman gods by their

own national deities, retaining onK' the frun, Moon and Saturn.

Thus in the Anglo-Saxon, Mars is replaced by 'J 'iu. making Tuesday;

Mercury is supplanted by Vv'oden. for Wednesday; Jupiter by Thor

for Thursday; and Venus by Friga for Friday.

It has been seen that M. Biot repudiates the Chaldean origin

of the week as ruled over by the seven planets. Humboldt exj»resses

himself to the same effect, though his reasoning does not seen by

any means conclusivt!. On the other hand, Mr. Goodwin, an author-

ity to be much respected, is persuaded that Chaldea was the birth

place of t!ie institution.

Th's cycle is also fmnd in the astronomical and astrological

treatises of of the Hindoos, but none ot these are of such an aiiti(j-

uit)- as to render it improbable that they received it from the Romans

• "Cosmos,'' Vol 4. pp. 415. 41G.

t ~^W{'M,^ Wan-heen-fung-kaoii- Bool; 34R.
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or the Greeks.* Should it hoaevev he intide to appear, that the

Hindoos were in possession of this cycle prior to the Christian era,

of course the Neo- Pythagorean origin theory must fall to the ground

and the way is open for the possibility of a Chaldean origin, or any-

other origin suited to the postulates.

Assuming however that the Hindoos received tiiecvcle through

the Romans or the Greeks, they have retained the use of the Sue,.

Moon and five Planets, substituting tiieir own naticnal deities: as

the regents, in place of the Roman gods.

At a later period, the Chinese seem to have received it iVom

the Hindoos, mei'ely using the names of the {)lanets in the translation.

Here then we have twu distinct channels through whicli our

week has been introduced to the no^'ce of the Chinese, previous to

the arrival of Romish missionaries; one from India, in ihe 8fh

century or earlier, and the other from the OuigoiT*s, which I fancv

must have been much later. Although not prepared just at the

moment to adduce any documentary evidence, yet I am stronglv

inclined to believe tliat it was uot earlier than the \'1\\\ century. In

either case the institution has never taken root among the Chinese,

and the ver}' existence of any record of a seven dav week, is among

the things confined to the knowledge of the archwologist. The

retention of the solitary ciiaracter m\h in the Amoy almanac, is one

of the few lingering traces, that are now all but inexjilicable to the

mass of the people.

Whatever may be the origin of the names of tiie days, however,

there can scarcely be a doubt of the great antiquity of the use of a

period of seven days. This is confirmed by some statements in the

Mosaic writings, referring to pre-Judaic times. The knowledge of

the zodiac of twenty-fight constellations, among most Asiatic nations,

from the remotest ages, is presumptive evidence of a very high char-

acter: for if these were apiiiied to the continuous numbering of a

series of twenty-eight days, it is hard to believe that the shorter

period of seven could escape being sjiecially set apart. Jn China

* The number of Greek technical words found iiithe Hiudoo .'istrronomical

treatises, seem u 3ufifieient iudication of the source of much of their scieni-e; and
especially as iu counectiou with the present subject, the division ol the day
into twenty foiu"» hours is first found, aud the name they use for hours.' /«(7n?.

is obviouslv the Greek 'era tliere cau scarcclv be a doulit wlicDce th'jy derived
this seven-planet cycle. Iu the notes to the ^Tc-c/i^'//-/^/^, the Sanscrit ^ound.i

for several of the terms are given in Chinese characters : and auioui;- these we
find one.

J/^^ Lih-to for the Sanscrit liptd, which is from the Greek Upton-

and signifies a '-'minute " of a deL;ree. (See Whitney's "notes on the Snrya-Sidd-
banta,)
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indeed, where this zodiac is divided into tour o-roups of seven,*

corresponding respectively to the tbiir cardinal points, the seven dav

period necessarily enters largely into the speculations of the as-

trologer, hut the strong- i)ractieal tendency of all their national

institutions has heen adverse to its general adoption by the people.

Another of the articles in the meniorinl, in the introduction to the

Hct-hc-pfen-fuiKj-shoo, mentioiiiug tLiis cycle, notices one or two

facts ol" some interest:— In tl.e order of succession of the twenty-

eight constellations, according to the Star lists and Uranograj)hies,

originally the conste"ation I^ ^-^ny was before; and ^ Tsan after.

When the selectors of times tind the "g" Yeiv day coincide with the

constellation Tf><y, tiiey suppress the day. Astrologers, in pairing

the twenty-eight constellations with the seven planets adopt the

following order— Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jujjiter, Venus,

Saturn. Isuu Ijelongs to Mars and Tsan to Mercury, as determined

by the ancient order of succession. The ^ ;^ ^ A Sin fu f^wan

shooj take a 'J'suystar in advance of Istn as a determinant, places

Tsan before and after; so that the constellation 71«<?/ cannot come in

contact witii the "g" Yin' day; but astrologers consider that Mercury

and Mais are thus tiarsposed. We know that the determinants of

the constellations are merely what men select, and have nothing to

do with the accuracy of calculations. Again, as to the seven

planets, the ^ P^ Lo-how {Jfd/tu)* and ff ^ A'etoo {Ketu) f of

the Imf)eiial almanac are the places of the moon's ascending and

descending ncdes. Anciently Ilahu was coL?idered the ascending

node ; but ilie Sin-fa-S7van-ahco makes it the descending node.

Astrologeis consider Ralni to belong to Mars, and Kctu to Saturn;

iind say that the two are transposed now we find that there are

leally no such stars as Ralm and ICehi ; still less do the meanings of

the words in any way affect the calculations. So then both thtse

iijiiiter:- (Might tu be corrected, according to the ancient standard."

* It is woithy of uotice that the four I'oiistellatious attributed to Sunday,
are Ihc ret-pc ctive ctiitrcs of the foiu' groups ; and as tlie centre place is always
the post ol honour in China, and probatily in other Asiatic nations also, it may
be, that it is not wiihuut a special meaniuy that these constellations have beeu
associated in theory ^\•ith the sun. A similar tnought suggests itself ia view of

the heptachord diagram in the precciiiiig column.

f This was an astronomical thesaurus, drawn up by Longobardi, Terence,
Eho, .Schaal and others, under imperial patronage, and published about the end
of the Ming dynasty.

• The word Ka/iii, the Sanscrit name for the moon's ascending node,

f Kefii, the Sanscrit name for tlie mom's descending note.
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Tlio writer uf this note points out a curious circumstance in

coiDiecrioii with the zodiac in (|uestion, i. e. the transposition, while

the week-day order of the planets is a standinj;- tHStiniony to the or-

iginal sequence of these constellations. In order to understand this,

it must heohserved that the twentj'-eight constellations are measured

by one star se!ec';ed from each as a determinant, arul the distances

tof these vary among- themselves in equatorial extent, in such an

extraordinary manner, that while one reaches over more than thirty

pegTees, another is less than one degree, and this discrejiancy is

continually increasing. In the 3rd millenium before the Christian

era (B. C. SSf)?), we ^nd the measure of T.'<vji wa 2° 43''24", but by

the perpetual variation taking- place in the obliquity of the ecliptic,

lie circles of declination are necessarily undergoing- a continual

chunge also. From rjiis cause it apjx'ars that the circle on which

stands thedetei-miriantof Tkhi/ (LambilaOrionis, was actuiilly /crossed

by that of the determinant uf 'J.'.s(tn (Delta Orionis), r/i)out the

13th century of our eta; since which time, Tsvji which vvas jormerly

^n advance, 'J'.-<(()i, wns in the year A. D. 1800, really 34 oO'" be-

hind the latter, and by this time is still more so. * Thus we see that

the statement made above that the two constellations Tsmj and

Tsan have rbang-ed places, is literally true in the natural course of

things. rsotwithstandmg' this transposition, however, the tradi-

tional sequence is still preserved in the lists of the twenty-eight;

and on reformation of the Chint se astronomy in 1683, by the Euro-

j)ean missionartes, the enqieror strenuously opposed any change

being' made in the order of the ancient catalogues, f Such is the

«harcteristie tenacity of this peoj)le for the institutions of antiquity.

Many occurrences of the number o/ seven days, huve been no-

ticed in the j)opular customs, rites, superstitions and traditions of

the natives; among which may be included the i)assage so otten

brought Jorward from the " Yih-king." All these are probably the

relics of a very ancient observance of a seven days period, and it

may be of a Sabbath in prehistoric ages, of which we ma}' seek in

vain ior any account from the natives themselves. Much remains to

be said on this subject, but I fear I have already overstepped the

limits prescribed for an article in these pages. There is however one

other point on which I would make a few remarks.

Biot. " Recherclies sur I'ancienue astronomie Chinoise," p. 95. (Reprint"

t^il) from the "Journal ties Savants " for 1839-40).
Biot. • •Etudes siirrastronomielndienneet sur rastronomie Chinoise." p,_267.

t Souciet. " Observations iTiathemati(iues, astronomiques, geographiijues,
&c. Tome. 3, p. SO.
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Dr. F. Porter Smith, who originated this discussion, coacludei-

his comrniinication thus :
—" It may be observed that the chuvacter;-

^ J^ ^ ^ Tci-yan-san-ivan-jeh occurring- on the Nestoriaa,

Tablet, are understood to refer to the Sabbath." +

Referring' to this, C. D. says :
—"Dr. F. P. Smith is probably-

correct in identifying- the Nestorian Sen wen with the Sabbath,

especially as the old sounds seem to be Sham-bun."'*

Now the quotation given above from the Hije ke peen famj sJwo

enables us to answer this question with greater certainty'. We
have seen there the reference to the Indian and Ouigour Sundays.

Here we have a reference to the Sunday as in'a'odnced by the

Christians. The Nestorian missionaries came from Persia, and

doubtless transferred some Persian words in their teaching. The

word in question i? one such, and although the characters given b\-

oixr authority, Yaou-saTi-wuli, are slightly ditlerent from those oc

the Nestorian tablet, yet we cannot fail to identify both one and

the other, as an attempt to express the sound of Ydltsanhah, the

Persian word for Sunday. Probably an expert at the ancient

Chinese sounds would discover a much closer phonetic resemblance.

Whether C. D. is right in conjecturing that Sham-bun is a cor-

ruption of the word Sabbath, I do not know, but the Persian Dic-

tionary g-ives no hint of any such derivation. Sanbah is the word

for " da}^," and is also the name of Saturday, which may favour C

D's conjecture 5 while yak is "one": so that Yahsanbali is equiva-

lent to '' First day"; Monday is Dusanbah, or "Second day," anu

so on. Etymology alone then might decide the question.

We have another confirmation, equally if not more conclusive,

drawn from chronology. The date on the stone tablet, in which

the expression occurs, stands thus; '^I^H^^^f^^ ^fC

tk ^ '\^ 0^fl|!{i^H J'^ten-chung-urh-ncen-suy-tsai-tso-yo-

tui-tsn]i-yne-tse^]i-jeh-ta-yaou-san-7vayi-jeh. Having already', in an-

other place, entered minutely into an explanation of jthis date, it is

needless to repeat it here. The translation in modern phraseology

is :—" 2ud year of Kien-chung (A. D. 781), on the 7th day of the

1st month, being the the great {yak-sanbah) Sunday," Notv it

is a very simple operation, with the aid of De Morgan's "Book
of Almanacs," to ascertain that this day was February 4th, 781

(Old style), and that the day was. actually Sunday, new mooa,

J •' Noies. and Queries." Vol. 4, p. 16,

* Ibid. Vol.4, p. 38
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that year fallinn- on January 20th. Why it is called the ''Great

Sunday," it not so clear to me. According* to the present Church

ritual, it would be the Fifth Sunday after Epiphany. But as the

Feast of Epiphany is s:ii I to have been first observed in the year

813, it is improbable that the epithet has any reference to that.

Any one having' some acquaintance with the Nestorian calendar

and rites, might be able to throw light on the question. Possibly

it derived its significance from being the first Sunday in the Cliinese

year.

An independent calculation of this problem, by Le Shen-lan,

the ])resent Protessor of Mathemr.tics, in the Peking College, may
be found in the Chinese Serial, J^^^X^ IIea-vrli-kwei-c1un,iov

October, 1855; in which he proves the day to be Sunday.

The piece is interesting as a specimen of Chinese mathematical

chronology

From the preceding statements, I maintain the historical fact

of the introduction of the week day names into China, on at least

three separate occasions. But although many traces of them, more

or less distinct ma}^ still exist, yet we have reason to believe that

the institution never became a popular or a national one. As to one

day out of the seven being set apart as a Sabbath or da v of rest, I see

no indication of any such custom. The f^^ct of a Septenary division

of time in China, as in most other nations, however, appears to me of

far greitter antiquity than the preceding, and the (juestion of a

primeval Sab »ath remains untouched by an\f evidence we can

collect from Chinese records or tradition.

Perhaps some contributor to the Chinese Ftecorder may be able

to shed more light on the subject.

'^^®l^
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THE MONGOL ASTRONOMICAL INSTRUMENTS IN

PEKING.

Nearly every visitor to the city of Peking wlio makes a

point of seeinc; the sights of the Cathayan metropolii^, goes to

look at the dilapidated structure known as the Observatory. Yet

it may be safely said that not otie in ten of those who look vaguely

round on the fragile ruinous-like sheds, and ascend the long flight

of steps to the terrace over the city wall, have an idea of the

objects of interest that are before their eyes.

On the terrace ai^e seen eight well-made bronze astronomical

instruments, which were constructed under the direction and

superintendence of the Jesuit missionaries two centuries ago, and

remain there a standing memorial of the intelligent zeal of these

persevering pioneers of Christian missions.

Some of the more enterprising, or those who are provided

with a good cicerone, may tind their way by a little-frequented

path overgrown by tall rank weeds, and through a mass of rubbish,

to a room on the ground in an obscure corner. The enthusiastic

antiquaiT will be repaid for his trouble by a sight of the famous

style and table, by which the illustrious Jesuits demonstrated to

the Chinese court the supeiiority of European science. It is still

171 situ, apparently as they left it, but surrounded and covered by

filth not to be described ; and it would be well for those whose

olfactory nerves are over sensitive to avoid the sacred spot.

Emerging again into the principal court, a close inspection will

reveal a tablet over the central door of the sheds above alluded to.

This bears the name of ^ ^ ^ Tang Jo-wang, or "John Adam
Schall," as Diiector of the Observatory, with the epithet j^ ^ ^ 0ijj
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T'tmg-ivei keaou-sze, ''The Erudite Tencher," bestowed on him

by the emperor.

In an adjoining room is preserved the clepsydra by which the

astrouomers worked, a curious memento of the horohjgical science

of the period.

The next room is devoted to an idol shrine, and is apparently

the private chapel of the establishment.

Most of the other rooms round tlie enclosure are nominally

devoted to the employes engaged in the computation of the calendar
;

and if the doors are open, incomplete copies of sevei'al of the rare

old Jesuit astronomical books may be seen lying scattered about.

But the whole place looks sufhciently dismal and deserted.

Tlie most conspicuous objects in the courtyard are two large

bronze astronomical instruments, enclosed respectively within two

low brick-wall quadrangles, A very general impression seems to

prevail that these also are the productions of the Jesuits. I have

heard the statement repeatedly made, and liave seen it more than

once in print ; and an eminent authority, on inspecting the

photographs of these objects, has declared that thc}^ must have

been made by the Jesuits about the end of the 17th centuiy.

Better informed natives, however, state that they belong to a

much earlier date, that they were made in fact during the Yuen

dynasty. As genuine relics of the Mongol perio<l then, and curious

testimonies to the state of art and science at that time and place,

I have thought that some documentary evidence might be interesting

both in a historical and scientific point of view, A slight inspection

of these objects is sufficient to convince any one who is tolerably

familiar Avith the history of astronomical science in China that the

antiquity assigned to thevn is no myth.

Looking over a well-known description of Peking, entitled

'M ^M t^ M' Chin-yuen shih leo,^ book V, p. 22, I find a brief

notice of the Observatory to the following effect :

—

" The Observatory is at tlie south-east corner of the (Tartar)

city-wall, being raised above the parapet. It was built in the

year A. D. 1279. In the centre is the ^ ^ ^ Tszewei

teen, or " Palace of the (sidereal region) Tsze-wei
;

" inside of

which are a pair of scrolls and a cross inscription in the im-

perial handwriting. On the terrace formerly stood the ^ ji M
^ This work was written about the year 178S.
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Hwrm-teen e, " Anuillaiy Sphere" (A), the
f^" ^ Keen e}

"Compendium Instrument" (B), the ^ ^ Tuntj keio, "Bronze

Globe" (G), and the ^ % fi Leang-teen ch'ih, "Sector" (D)

;

all made by Ko Showdvini( during the Yuen dynasty. In 1673

these instruments having been found very unsuitable for use

after so many years wear and tear six new ones were made

by imperial order. There were tlie ^ ff f^ Teen-Ve e, " Ce-

lestial Globe," the ^y 'M i^ Chlli-taou e, " Eijuinoctial Spliere/'

the M '^^ M H'cn7iy-taou e, "Zodiacal Sphere," the
j;|| 2|i |^

^ Te-iyiny king e, " Azimutal Horizon," the ^ ^^ i^. %,

T'e-jnng tvei e, " Quadrant," and the
-fig, |>g ^ Ke-yen e, "Sex-

tant." These weie ph'iced on the terrace, and are used up to

the present dav. The old instruments were then removed and

stored away at the foot of tlie terrace, etc."

Ko Show-king's name comes forward very prominently in

the period of Ciiinese history to which he belongs, being alike

celebrated as an astronomer and a hydrologist. I have before me

three biographical notices of this scholar. One is in tlie -^ ^
Yuen she,^ " History of the Yuen Dynasty," book clxiv, pp. 5— 13.

Another is in the |^ ^j» f^ $§, Suh hung keen luh,^ "Supplement

to the Histoiy of the Middle Ages," book xxxiii, pp. 1— 13, This,

though agieeing in the main with the Yuen she, gives some addi-

tional details. The third account is in the Pl^ A f^ Choro jin

chuen, "Biography of Mathematicians," book xxv, pp. 1— 15,^ pub-

lished under the name and patronage of (Jj^ jir Yuen Yuen, the

distinguished statesman, well known as Governor of Canton in the

early part of the present century. This confines itself entirely to

the astronomical part of Ko Show-king's life and labours, and in

addition to what is given in the otiier two works it devotes a con-

siderable space to a description of the instruments which form tlie

subject of .this paper.

As this letter portion of the memoir is a literal transcript from

anotlier section of the Yuen she I shall prefer quoting from the

latter work, which is the more correct text.

^ In the absence of a technical name for this instrnnient I have used
the literal translation of the cliaracter httn, whicli may answer provisionally
as well as any other term.

" Written by 5J5 •{§, Snug Liien and others early in tlie Ming dynasty (14tbi

century).
3 Published in 1690.
* The work was published in 1799.
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We are told tliat
|I5 ^ f^ Ko Shoiv-king, who bore the cogno

naen ^ ,g, Jo-sze, was a native of ^ J Hing-tae ^ district, in the

prefecture of |^ {* Slnin tih, and was born in the year 1231. In

childhood he already began to give indications of remarkable power,

and the ordinaiy sports of youth had no attraction for him. His

grandfather ^[3 ^ Ko Yung was a scholar of high attainments,

distinguished at once for liis knowledge of the classics, his mathe-

matical skill and his achievements in hydraulic engineering, and

he was the contemporary and fellow-student of a circle of men who

attained to eminence by their brilliant talents. It was one of the

latter
^j] ^ ^ Leiv ping-chung, under whose instruction he placed

his grandson Show King.

It appears the attention he gave in liis early days to the

public waterways and means of transport first brought Ko Show-

king into public notice ; and in 12G2 liis patron 5^ ^ b^ Chang

Wan-keen introduced him to Kubla Khan, who had recently

ascended the throne of China. At an interview with the monarch

he introduced and expounded six memorials on the canal and river-

system of North China. The result seems to have been most

favourable on the mind of Kubla, and led to the appointment of

Show-king to the general control of the waterways of the empire.

The following year he received in addition a silver tablet

from the emperor, with office of Deputy Commissioner of Rivers

and Canals.

In 1264 we find him despatched on a mission with his friend

Chang "Wan-keen,—then Governor of "^ ^ Se-hea, or the

"Tanguth country,"—to inspect and report on the waterways in

that region.

In 1265 he was made " Junior Inspector of the Metropolitan

Waters," and planned some undertakings of great extent and

importance.

In 1275, when the Mongol General Bayan was planning the

subjugation of Hangchow, the Sung capital, Ko Show-king was

ordered to inspect the province of Shantung and the region north

of the Yellow River and draw out a plan for the passage of vessels

between the two capitals.

More than half a century previous to this time, when Genghis

Khan went on his great expedition into Central Asia, being

1 N. lat. 37° T 15" E., long. 1U° 39' Greenwich.
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accompanied by the famous sfc;^te^snlan Yelu Chutsai, on the occasion

of some discrepancies in the calendar becoming appai-ent, the latter

drew the attention of Genghis to the iiisuffioieucy of the system of

cl)rono:;;raphy then in use, and whicli had been used for two

centuries. It was in fact appreciably in arrear of the actual state

of the Heavens, and consequently threw the chronology of the

empire altogether into confusion.

At a later period Lew Ping-chung memorialized the throne,

proposing a thorough revision of the system, but he died soon after.

In 1276, when the principal part of North China had been pa-

cified, Kubla turned his attention to Lew's suggestions. An office

for the correction of the calendar was established, and Ko Show-king

and 2 'l^
Wang Seun were appointed to superintend the practical

woi'kina; of the astronomical observations and calculations. Chan"

Wan-keen and Chang Yih were the Chief Commissioners, whose

duties were to decide cases and present memorials to the throne

;

while f^ :j^ Hpai, Hang arranged and prepared all business matters.

In his first report Ko Show-king set out with the statement

that the right formation of the calendar depended primarily on the

coi'rect observation of the heavens ; and for this latter purpose

nothing was more essential than the gnomon. The Armillary

Sphere then in use, he said, was made in tlie period Hwang-yew

(A.D. 1049—1053) for f]? ;;^ Peen-king,^ the capital of the Sang

dynasty ; and did not correspond with the Mongol capital in polar

distance ; the difference being more than four degrees. In the long

course of years also the foundation stone of the style had become

deflected from its true position. Ko Show-king calculated the

amount of error and had it I'ectified.

He then selected an elevated ground with a clear atmosphere

and constructed ^ j^ Keen e, "Compendium Instrument" (B).

He also made -^ "^ ^ Kaou-ijeaou, " Lofty Gnomon " (E), to

compare observations with the preceding instrument.

The -^ 1^ il How-keihe, " Pole Observing Instrument " (J),

he made for the more accurate determination of the position of the

earth's axis.

The ^^%. I-Lwan-ieen seang, " Celestial Globe " (C), he

made to give a miniature representation of tlie sidereal heavens.

1 The present g^ *t K'ce-fung, the provincial city of Honan, N. lat.

34° 52' 5" E„ long. 11-i^ 33'.
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Although his was a correct representation of the sphere, vet

being unsuited for practical observation to meet this want

he constructed a Jo I|| ^ Lhiy-lung e, "Skeleton (Armillary)

Sphere " (A).

Another of his inventions was the ^J j^ Ymig e, " Height-

observing Instrument " (G), which seems to have resembled a vase,

the principle being the substitution of the circle for the square in

observations of the sphere.^

The jt j^ 1^ LeVi-yun e, "Vertical Revolving Circle (H),

he constructed as a substitute for the fixed meridian circles hitherto

in use.

By the ^ J^ fH CJdng-li e, "Verification Instrument" (I),

he exhibited at once the paths of the sun and moon in the

heavens.

To remedy the indistinctness and distortion of the sliadow of

the loft style he invented the ^ ^ King-foo, "Supplementary

Light Vane " (J), forming the perforated gnomon.

To facilitate the observation of the shadow by mooidight he

constructed tlie ^ JL -^^'^^^^ ^^^^^ " Peeping Table " (K).

Another invention was the B .^ ^ ^ '^'^^ V"^ ^^'^^ ^i

" Solar and Lunar Eclipse Instrument" (L), the right determination

of these being a crucial point in chronography.

One of his inventions was a ^ § ^ing kwei, "Star Dial"

(M).

Another was the £ }|$ 1^ Ting-she e, "Time Piece" (ISO-

He made also the JE ^j^ ^ Cldng-fany gan, "Adjusting

Table" (O), for detenuining the true position.

The "Jlt ^ ^ J^ew peaou heuen, "Nine Signal Level" (P)

was another invention.

The J£ ^ Ching e, "Rectifying Instrument" (Q), was

another invention, the precise character of which is not very clear.

The last in the list was the ^ J£ |^ Tso ching e, " Horizontal

Rectifying Instrument " (R).

Representations of these seventeen instruments were pi-esented

to the emperor, along with five plates representing respectively tlie

1 Here we have probably a glimmering of the fact that the discovery of

the theorv of spherical Trii,'onometry is attributed to Ko Show-king. Gaubil

Bays :
'• On ue dit pas comment Cheou-king se fit sa uietliode, et on ne saurait

decider si elle tut le fruit de ses recherches, on l^ien si il' I'apprit des

Mathematiciens Etrangeis qui etaieut k la Cour." (Observations Mathemati-
ques, etc., torn, ii, p. 115).
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^ ^ Yang-kweA, " Cifcle of Upward Observation," the ^ ^g Fow

ktcei, " Square of Downward Inspection," the ^ "jj ^^ E fang

hivan kae, "Spherical Concave of Foreign Regions," the [ij A
JXh chuhjih, "Sunrise and Suiiset," and Q :^ ^ Jih yung twan,

" The Longest and Shortest Days." These plates were all practical

results derived from the above-named instruments.

Such is the list to Ko Show-king's inventions preserved to

us in the Yuen she; to which I have appended capital letters

for convenience of reference. The names of four instruments are

given in tlie Cldn-yuen shih leo (see above) as the work of Ko
Show-king. Only three of tliese—A, B and C—have I identified

•with those in the Yuen she; but I think the fourth—D—is pro-

bably the same as G of the Yuen she list.

Only two of these instruments appear to be now extant ; and

of these we have such a minute description (along with several of

the others) in the Ytien she as to leave no reasonable doubt of

tlieir identity.

I venture to give here a translation of this description, which

would have been extremely difficult, if not altogether impracticable,

had I not obtained photogra,phs of the instruments which now

renders the piece for the most part exceedingly clear.

(^) fM M ^^"^^w e, " Compendium Instrument."^

The " Compendium Instrument " is constructed in the following

manner : There is a rectangular base frame 18 feet long and 12

feet wide. The framing is 6 inches wide above and 8 inches below,

being 6 inches thick. Inside are three transverse bars and tiiree

longitudinal. Two of tlie latter extend from the southern end to the

southeriunost of the three transverse bars. The other extends fi'ota

the northern end to the central transverse bar. A water-channel is

cut round the four sides of the frame an inch deep and an inch

and a half wide. At each of the four corners is a knee-support

projecting two inches in thickness both inside and outside beyond

the framing. A water-channel is also cut round the knee-supports,

an inch in width and the same in depth, into which the water flows

from all the four sides. Knee-supports are also placed at tiie

centres of the east and west sides, 14 inches wide and 23 inches

long, having the water-channel the same as the others.

^ Yuen-she, book xlviii, ff. 2-5.
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"The norfcli-pole cloudy frame ^ has two standards, each four

inches in diameter and 12 ft. 8 in. in length, with tortoise clouds at

the base. These stand on the knee-supports at the north-east and

north-west corners, {gradually inclining tONvards each other, and slop-

ing at the same angle as the equator, and ending in the normal rin^.

"The normal circle is 2 ft. 4 in. in diameter, 1| inches wide

and 3 inches thick. In the middle are stretcliers, intersecting in

the form of an oblique cross, the same width and thickness as the

normal ring. In tlie centre is an aperture half an inch deep on

the upper side 1^ inches square, and the lower 2\ inches deep and

one inch square, to receive tlie north pole axis pivot.

" At a height of 7 ft. 2 in. obliquely from where the cloudy

frame standards rest on the base frame there is a transverse bar.^

From the centre-line of the bar to the centre of the aperture in

the normal circle is 6 ft. 8 in.

" There are also two dragon pillars' planted on the east and

west central knee-supports, occupying the portion north of the cen-

tral line, completely ornamented with draqons, the lower part in

the form of hills. These are placed with a northern inclination

to support the northern frame.

" The two south-pole cloudy frame standards are placed on the

east and west central knee-supports, occupying the portion south of

tlie central line, resembling the northern frame in width, thick-

ness and form. They extend obliquely towards the south-west and

south-east angles respectively, intersecting in the form of a cross,*

the upper ends flush with the border of the diurnal circle,'^

at the points south-east and south-west. They are each 11 feet 5

in. in length, and their southern inclination is the same angle as the

equator. At a distance of 3 ft. 8 in. obliquely from the knee-

1 All the avixilliary portions which are not actually parts of the instru-

ment are ornamented with clouds. The accompanying photograph is not

taken in the most fiivourable position for shewing the whole of the casting.

One of the stands of the north-pole cloudy frame is distinctly seen support-

ing the north-pole, but the other is hid by the instrument, with the exception

of some diminutive portions, which a careful inspection will reveal through

the openings.
* This is distinctly seen in the photograph covered with ornamental casting.

^ The western of these two is clearly seen in the photograph, but the

base-hill is hid by the brickwall.
* In the photograph one of the arms of the cross is effectually hid by the

dragon in the foreground.
5 Literally the ^ ^0 S -f*'"^ -^'^-^ Kwan, "Hundred Part Circle"; the day

being divided, at the time in question, into so many (K'eh, " cuttings," or)

parts. The same word K'eh is now the expression for a "Quarter of an

Hour," although there are only niuety-six in the day.
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supports is a transverse bar,^ which supports the diurnal circle's

lower edge.

" Th(M'e are also two drno-on-pillars planted on the south-west

and soutli-east knee-supports, which, inclining northward, form

oblique supports to the. ends of the cross standards. In form they

resemble the northern drauon-pillars.

" The revolving meridian double circle is 6 feet in diameter,

2 inches wide and an inch in thickness. Between the two is an

interstice of an inch, and they are connected together at the north,

soutl), east and west points. At the north and south points are

round apertures to receive the north and south pole axli pivots.

The degrees and minutes of the celestial circle are cut round the

circumference on both sides ; beginning at the south pole and

terminating at the north pole, where the old minutes arc inserted.

At a distance of four inches on each side of the north and soutli

pivot apertures, are inserted straight stretchers of the same width and

thickness as the circles. Between the centres of the two stretchers

is a double brace east and w=)st connecting them together, also the

same in width and thickness. The double brace is connected in the

centre, foi-ming a thickness of three inches, through which is an

aperture four-tifths of an inch square, to receive the axis pivot of

the traversing index bar. The index bar is 5 ft. 9| inches long,

the same width and thickness as tlie circle, and in the centre is a

I'ound aperture, half an incii diameter, to receive the axis. The

two ends of the bar are shaped like a pointed sceptre, to facilitate

the indications. Half an inch from eacii of the pointed ends are

sight vanes 2\ inches high, the same vvidth as tlie index bar and

three-tenths of an inch thick. In the centre is a roiind aperture

three-fifths of an inch diameter with a fidueial line down the centre

for the delicate determination of degrees and minutes.

"The diurnal circle is 6 ft. 4 in. in diameter and two inches

wide on tli'e face. Round the circumference are distributed the

twelve hours and the hundred divisions, each division consisting of

thirty -six sul)-divisions. The circle is two inches thick ; from the

middle of the thickness upward the circle is three inches wide, and

there are cross stretchers upon which tlie equatorial circle rests.

On the inner face of the diurnal circle four rollers are fixed, to

enable the equatorial circle to rotate without obstruction. The

^ Thi.s bar is also visible in the phobogiapli.
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diurnal circle is let in an inch deep into the south-pole frame and

fixed there.

"The equatorial circle is like the revolving meridian circle in

diameter, width and thickness. The circumference of the face is

minutely divided into degrees and minutes accoixling to the twenty-

eight constellations. There are cross-stretchers in the middle, three

inches wide, having a slit in the middle an inch wide and an inch

thick. In the centre is an aperture an inch in diameter, to receive

the south-pole axis pivot. Tliere are two boundary index bars, each

5 ft. 9f in. long and 3 in. wide. The ends of the index bars are

tapered oQ. for half an inch, and degrees and minutes engraved

corresponding to those on the circle. In the centre is an aperture,

bv which they are both placed on the south-pole axis pivot over

the equatorial circle. The two ends of the upper index bar, from

the outer end of the slit to the extremity of the bar, are double

thickness, to enable both the bars to revolve freely on the circle

without the inconvenience of different heights ; while it facilitates

the observation of degrees and minutes.

"The north and south-pole axis pivots are both made of steel

six inches long, half of which forms the shaft and half the axis.

The dimensions of the shaft portion correspond to the aperture in

the centre of the normal ring stretchers. The axis is an inch in

diameter. A hole is made through the centre of the north-pole axis.

At the bottom of this hole a transverse hole is drilled from side to

side. A thread is passed up the centre, bent over and brought out

at the two transverse holes and fastened at both sides. Three

lengths of thread are passed through the hole and fastened. At the

upper and lower ends respectively threads are carried down to the

two ends of the index bars and passed through a hole, being sunk

into the under side of the index bar along the centre line, of which

a groove is cut to receive the thread. It is then cairied along the

middle of the slit to the centre of the index bar, and through a hole

in the middle part the thread is passed up from the lower side of

the index bar and fastened.^

" The ^ 1^ ^ Ting keih kioan, " Pole determining Circle" (J),

is half an inch wide and an inch thick, the position corresponding

* Whether this thread was a copper wire, or some less durable material

the text does not iiidieate. It has probably disappeared from the instrument
for centuries past, and of course no trace of it is to be seen in the photograph ;

but something Uke a small hole may be seeu iu the nortli-polar axis.
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entirely with the vaulted sphere. The inside diameter is six degrees,

each degree rather more than an inch. Tlie pole star is three

degrees distant from the true pole, and makes a barely perceptible

revolution.^ Inside the circle are oblique cross stretchers, the

same as the circle in width and thickness, and connected with

the upper part of the nornial circle. In the centre of the stretchers

is a hole a twentieth of an inch in diameter. The distance

from the hole to the centre of the north polar axis below is 6^

inches.

" There is also a brass plate attached to the cross of the south-

pole cloudy frame, two inches square and half an inch thick ; the

northern face being bevilled down inwards to a hundredtli of au

inch thick. In the centre is a round hole a tenth of an inch in

diameter. From the centre of the hole down to the centre of the

south-pole axis is also 6^ inches.

" There are two other circles. One is the [^ ^ ^ Yin wei

kwan, *' Cii'cle of Occult Latitude," on the face of which are

engraved the points of the compass. It is laid horizontally on the

base fra'me ; the centre being over the northern cross formed by

the longitudinal and transverse bars.

"One is called the jfc J5 3^ Zei/i ijun ktvan, "Vertical Re-

volving Circle " (H), and has the degrees and minutes engraved on

the face. It is placed under the standards of the north-pole cloudy

frame, directly over the centre of the horizontal circle. Above it is

attached to the transverse bar of the cloudy frame ; below it connects

with the cross formed by the base-frame bars. Above and below

are axis pivots on which it can revolve. Inside is placed a stretcher,

in the centre of which is an apertui"e, by which to attach the observa-

tion index bar, by the elevation or depression of which the altitude

of the sun, moon, stars and planets may be noted in degrees and

minutes.

"White the Revolving Meridian Circle turns freely from east

to west, the north and south respectively being elevated and depress-

ed, the degrees and minutes of polar distance of the seven planets,

the twenty-eight constellations and all the stars may be accurately

obtained.

'^ Gaubil remarks :
—" Cocheou-Jcing examina et observa longtemps le

mouvement de I'Etoile qa'on appelle aiijourd'hui polaire. II asseura qu'elle

etoit eloignee du Pole d'un pea plus de 3" Chiaois." (Observations Mathdmaii-

ques, torn. II, p. 113).
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"The equatorial circle, rotating in correspondence with the

determinant stars of the twenty-eight zodiacal constellations, turns

the boundary index bar till the two thren,ds coincide; and thus the

right ascension of the sun, moon, five planets and stars, in degrees

of the respective zodiacal constellations, may be accurately obtained.

" On the diurnal circle, turn the boundary index bar, till the

two threads coincide with the sun. Immediately below the thread

the hour and division indicate the time of day. At night the stars

are used for the same purpose.

"By these contrivances the obscurities of the luminous lon-

gitude, the occult latitude} and the cloudy standards, incident to

the old instruments when observing the rising and setting of the

sun, moon and live planets, are avoided.

" The ^ ^ Htvan-seang, " Celestial Sphere " (C), is made round

like a ball, six feet in diameter, the degrees and minutes of the

sphere being marked both longitudinally and latitudinally. Tlie

equator is in the centre, equidistant from the two poles, in each

case a quarter of the circumference. The ecliptic is elevated above

and depressed below the equator, in each case barely 24 degrees.

2

The elevations and depressions of the moon in its orbit being vari-

able a bamboo hoop divided into degrees equally throughout is used

to verify the intersections with the ecliptic, and moved from time

to time accordingly. By observations first taken by the Compen-

dium Instrument the rii;ht ascension and polar distance is ascer-

tained, and according to these numbf^rs the hoop being placed on the

globe the j)roximity and angle of the moon's orbit with the ecliptic

and equator is very obvious and easily determined when the

theory of the movement is developed by calculation. This globe is

placed on a square box, the north and south poles being respectively

above and below the surface full forty degrees, half of the globe

being visible and half concealed. There are toothed wheels set in

motion by machinery concealed within the box for turning the globe."

Such is a detailed and ver}- accui'ate description of one at least

of the two remaining Mongol instruments now in the Peking Obser-

^ I cannot explain these two terms.
* Gaubil says:

—

"Cheoii-kijuj apres avoir fait beaucoup d'observations
des Solstices, asseuraqu'au Solstice d'Hy ver Je Soleil est eloigne de 115° 21' 73"

du Pole Boreal, de 67° 41' 13" au .-VilsLice d'Ete. La difference de ces deux
distances, est, dit Cheoii-king, la distance de deux tropiqups 47° 80' 60", la

moitie est 23'-' 90' 30". C'est selou Cheoii-king la phis grande declinaison du 0.
EnmanpLc.—Reduisez a aos degres, c'est 23^ 33' 40" & 17 a IS'". P. Q. (Ob-

servations MatMmatiquts, etc., turn. II, p. 113.)
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vatory. Without the photogrn.ph it would have been extremely

difficult if not impossible to have given an intelligible vei'sion. Now
I trust it is tolerably cleai- ; but lest the translation should be

found defective in the matter of teclmical phraseology I give a copy

of the original text from the Yuen she,^ to enable scholars to

impi-ove upon my shortcomings. It will be see.., I think, that this

instrument combines two or three of those mentioned as separate

inventions in Ko Show-king's memoir.

Tiie Yuen she gives no actual description of the other instru-

ment, the Armillary Sphere ; but we gather from the memoir that

it was the same in theory as the globe above described ; differing

from it in that it was an open skeleton frame instead of a complete

globe.

From the memoir we learn that Ko Show-king was appointed

to his astronomical duties in 1276, but he had doubtless been intent

on these inventions for many years before. A native author al)ove

quoted tells us that these instruments were placed on the obser-

vatory in 1279.

There they remained apparently throughout the whole of the

Ming dynasty. When the Jesuit Matteo Ricci visited Peking in

the beginning of the r7th century he saw them and spoke of them as

counterparts of some he saw at Nanking, of which lie lias given a

brief desciiption, from which I borrow the portion referring to the

two instruments before us and two others as given in Col. Yule's

translation :
-—" First we inspected a great globe (O), graduated

with meridians and parallels ; we estimated that three men would

hardly be able to embrace its girth." ^

"A second instrument was a great spIiere(A), not less in diame-

ter than that measure of the outstretched arms which is commonly

called a geometric pace. It had a hoi-izon and poles ; instead of circles

it was provided with certain double hoops (armillce), the void space

between the pair serving the purpose of the circles of our splieres.

All these were divided into 365 degrees and some odd minutes. Tiiere

was no globe to represent the earth in the centre, but there was

a certain tube, bored like a gun-barrel, which could readily be turn-

ed abjut and fixed to any azimuth or any altitude so as to observe

any particular star thi'ough the tube, just as we do with our vane-

^ See Appendix I.

' The Book of Ser Marco Polo, second edition , vol. II. pp. 547, 548.
^ This is doubtless the " Celestial .Sphere " (C), described above.
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sights;—not at all a despicable device !... The third machine was a

gnomon (E), tlie height of which was twice the diameter of the

foniier instrument, erected on a very large and long slal) of marble,

on the northern side of the terrace. The stone slab had a channel

cut round the margin, to be filled with water in order to determine

whether the slal) was level or not, and the style was set vertical as

in hour-dials. We may suppose tiiis gnomon to have been erected

that by its aid the shadow at the solstices and equinoxes might be

precisel}'- noted, for in that view both the slab and the style were

graduated. The fourth and last instrument, and the largest of all,

was one consisting as it were of 3 or 4 huge astrolabes in juxtaposi-

tion (B); each of tliem having a diameter of such a geometrical pace

as I have specified. The fiducial line, or Alhidada, as it is called,

was not lacking, nor yet the Dinptra. Of these astrolabes, one hav-

ing a tilted position in the direction of the south, represented the

equator; a second, which stood crosswise on the first, in a north and

south plane, the father took for a meridian; but it could be turned

round on its axis; a third stood in the meridian plane with its axis

perpendicular, and seemed to stand for a vertical circle; but this

also could be turned round so as to show any vertical whatever.

Moreover all these were graduated and the degrees marked by

prominent studs of iron, so that in the night the graduation could

be read by the touch without a light. All this compound astrolabe

instrument was erected on a level marble platform with channels

round it for levelling. On each of these instruments explanations

of everything were given in Chinese chaiacters; and there were also

engraved the 24 zodiacal constellations which answer to our 12

signs, 2 to each. There vvas, however, one error common to all the

instruments, viz., that, in all, the elevation of the pole was assumed

to be 36°. Now there can be no question about the fact that the

city of Nanking lies in lat. 32^°; whence it would seem probable

tliat these instruments were made for another locality and had

been erected at Nanking, without reference to its position, by

some one ill-versed in mathematical science.

"Some years afterwards Father Matteosaw similar instruments

at Peking, or rather the same instruments, so exactly alike were

they, insomuch that they had unquestionably been made by the

same artist. And indeed it is known that they were cast at the

period when the Tartars were dominant in Cliina; and we may
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without rashness conjecture that tliey were the work of some

foreigner acquainted with our studies."

There can be no douht that the account of the last of the four

instruments here given is a sufficiently precise description of the

large instrument now in Pelving, of whicli the minute description is

given in the Yueit she, and tlie photograph it here annexed. As

Ricci was in Peking the year after he sasv these antiquities at Nan-

king, and as he died in the northern capital in 1610, there is no

reason to believe that those he saw at Peking were the same he had

seen at Nanking. Indeed the fact that the Nanking instruments

were made for the 36th degree of latitude is sufficiently conclusive

on tluit point.

It has been a question how these instruments at Nanking

should have been made for tlie 36th degree of latitude, while Nan.

ing was 32^° and Peking about 40°. The first explanations of this

puzzle I received in a hint from Col. Yule, who drew my attention

to the fact that Yelu Chutsai had established a college for the

Mongol youth at ^ [5^ Ping-yang in Shansi, which is actually in

latitude 36° 6'. This fact is not mentioned in Remusat's Memoir of

Yelu Chutsai;^ nor is it noticed in the work from which Remusat

translated,- but on turning up the memoir of that scholar and

statesman in the Yuen she we find that in 1233, just after the

capture of Peen-leang, the capital of the Kin, Yelu Chutsai estab-

lished an institution for literary composition in Yen-king ^ and a

college for classical studies at Ping-yang, wliich is said to have been

the commencement of scholastic culture under the Mongols.'* I

do not find a specification of the several branches of study included

in the Ping-yang curriculum ; but nothing is more probable than

that astronomy should receive due attention ; for this appears to

have been a speciality of Yelu Chutsai himself. When the latter

accompanied Grenghiz Khan in his expedition to Central Asia he

occupied hijaself in the calculation of eclipses, and doubtless gained

much information in his intercourse with the Persian astronomers.

In 1220 he laid before the great conqueror his new system of

chronography, entitled, the M fiE j^ "^ Ttl i^ '^'^ ching kang looo

yuen leth, " Western Expedition Clirouo^raphy of the Kdtig-woo

' Nonve.aux Melanges Asiatiqms, torn. II, pp. 64—SS.

- Suh h>uuj keen luh, book XI, fol. 1—9.

' Now Peking.
* Yv£n she, book CXLVI, fol. 5, 6.
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epooh." This was raceiv.^d by Genghiz, but was ne\'er used offi-

cially.^ We may well believ^e then that there was an observatory

at Piiig-yang as well as Peking.

Another faefc bearing on this point is the record of the advent

of Janial eddin, a Per.^ian astronoiner in 1267. He is said to have

presented a new scheme of chronograph}', termed the Js^ ^ ^ Wcoi

neen leih, " Ten Thousand Years Chronograpli}'-," which for a short

time superseded the old Kin sj^stem. Seven Persian astronomical

instruments were also presented by him, of which a brief descrip-

tion has bsen preserved. Tlie first described is an armillary sphere,

of which the pole is said to be elevated 36 degrees, a strong

presumption tliat it was made for the observatoiy at Ping-yang.2

Yet it is curious that in the list of places whose latitude is given in

the same volume Ping-yang is not named ; the only place given with

a latitude of 36 degrees being Ta-ming in the province of Chihli.^

These numbers, however, seem to be given very roughly, for there

is not a station given with a fraction under half degree ; and it is

presumable Ricci's numbers are to be taken witli the same margin.

Marco Polo makes no mention of the city of Ta-ming, nor so far as

I am aware does any other mediaeval traveller.

Tlie second instrument described by Ricci is obviously the

"Skeleton Sphere" (A), nimed in Ko Show-king's memoir.*

Ricci's third instrument, the Gnomon, thouc;h apparently the

simein principle and construction as tlie Lofty Gnomon (E) invent-

ed by Ko Show-king, was far inferior in dimensions, as may be seen

by the following description of the latter, translated from the

Yuen she.^

^ ^ Kimi Peaou. "The Gnomon."

" The Gnomon platform is made of stone 128 feet long, 4 feet

5 inches wide and 1 foot 4 inches thick. The basement is 2 feet 6

inches high. Round reservoirs aie excavated at the north and

1 Yum xht, book LII. fol. 1 . 6) Iliid.

» See Yueyi she., book XLVIII, fol. 10.

3 Yiim she, XLVIII, fol 13.

* Gaubil I'eniarki?:
—" Ou vante beaucoup un instrument dont se servoit

Cheou-khig ; on n'en dit autre chose, sinon qu'il y avoit un Tube et deux fils
;

on ajoute, qu'avec cet instrument il savoit jusqu'aux minutes, la mutuelle

distance des Planetes, des Etoiles et de la Lime." (Obse7-vafionx Mathemali-

qiiex, Astronoyniques, etc., tome 11, p. 115.) Does this refer to Ricci's sphere

with the gun-barrel tube, and two fiducial wires? I rather incline to think it

is tlie Equatorial circle of the Compe})(lium Instrument that is meant, with

the two triangle hypothenuse threads and the double sight-vane index.

5 Book XLVIII, fi. 8, 9. For the original text see Appendix 11.
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south ends, each 1 foot 5 inches diameter and 2 inches deep. From

one foot north of the style where the line descends straight from

the beam,—for a hundred and twenty feet, a central strip of four

inches wide is marked off, one inch on each side of which is divided

into feet, inches and lines, extending to the north end. One inch

from the edge on both sides are water-channels, an inch deep, con-

necting with the reservoirs at the two ends, for the purpose of

levelling.

" The style is made 50 feet long, 2 feet 4 inches wide, and

1 foot 2 inches thick, and is fixed in the stone basement, at

the south -end of the platform. It is inserted to a depth of 14

feet in the earth and the stone basement, above which it rises

to a height of 36 feet.

" At the top on the two edges are two dragons, half their

bodies attached to the style, sustaining a cross-beam. From

the centre of the beam to the head of the style is 4 feet, and

from the same point to the platform is forty feet. The beam

is six feet long, and three inches in diameter, and there is a

water-channel on the top for the purpose of levelling. At the

two ends and in the centre are transverse holes, ^ inch in diameter.

In these holes are inserted iron rods five inches long ; on these rods

are strings fastened in the centre, with weights attached to them,

to ascertain the correct position and prevent lateral deflection.

" When the style is short, the division into inches on the dial

face is sufliciently minute, and the greater part of the small divi-

sions below feet and inches are difficult to determine. When the

style is long, the inch divisions are correspondingly longer

;

but the inconvenience then is that the shadow is light and ill-

defined, making it difficult to get the exact line. In former times,

observers sought to ascertain the real point by taking the centre of

the light circle ; for which purpose some used an observation tube,

some set tip a small style, and some had a wooden circle; all de-

vices for catching the sun's reflexion from the head of the style

on the dial face. Now the style is made of bronze, 36 feet high

;

the head being clasped by two dragons, bearing a cross beam, from

which to the dial face is forty feet,i being equivalent to five styles of

^ (Gaubil, speaking of the innovations of Ko Show-king, remarks :
—"11

se servit de Guomons de 40pied3." (Observations Math^matiques, etc. , torn 11,

p. 106).
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8 feet each, and the dial and style are graduated in feet and inches.

The inch of foraier usage is only equivalent to ^ inch of the pre-

sent scale, and the minuter subdivisions are easily determined."

The preceding observations are tolerably conclusive as to the

Mongol instruments having been still in Peking in Ricci's time.

Sixty years later we again hear of them. Ricci had gone to his

fathers ; the venerable Schall had succumbed under persecution, and

was succeeded as chief of the Board of Mathematics by Ferdinand

Verbiest. The latter had come triumphantly through a scientific

ordeal, and European astronomy was in the ascendant at the

Chinese court, while the missionary sought by means of his power

and influence to promote the Christian cause among the Chinese.

I quote here a passage from the biography of this Father, referring

to the period about 1670.

" Par ses experiences, le P. Verbiest dtait parvenu a les con-

vaincre, qu'en astronomic, les Europfens avaient des principes plus

surs et des machines plus perfectionn^es que les Chinois. Ce pas

^tait immense.

" Les Mandarins des tribunaux des math^matiques, envoy^s a

I'observatoire, pour verifier les calculs du pere Verbiest, s'etaient

pleinement convaincus de I'imperfection des machines astronomiques

de I'observatoire et la confiance qu'ils avaient dans les talents du

missionaire leur sugg^ra I'id^e de s'adresser a I'Empereur pour le

prier de donner I'ordre au P. Verbiest de fondre de nouveaux

instruments pour I'observatoire d'apr^s les principes d'Europe.

Cam-Hy leur accorda cette demande et par un dipl6me rendu

publique, il chargea Verbiest de cette confection."^

Here then was the sentence passed upon the old instruments

of Ko Show-king, which were doomed to give way to the produc-

tions of modern science. Verbiest was occupied four years on his

task, which he accomplished at an expense of 19,000 dollars. As

far as I can make out, the European account tallies with the native

work above quoted, as making the date of the displacement of the

old by the new about the year 1673.

Father Le Compte, who was in Peking about 1688, is disposed

to treat the whole atlair somewhat superciliously. He is indignant

at what had been written about them in Europe. In a letter to the

* Notice Biographique stir le Ptre Ferdinand Verbiest, {^ ^ ]^) Missi-

onnaire a la Chine, par I'Abbe C. Carton. Bruges, 1839. pp. 20, 27.
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Cardinal of Furstemberg he writes :— " Be pleased, My Lord, to

read what one of our ablest Mathematicians, has upon their [Tra-

vellers] Report spoken of it [the observatory]. Nothing in Europe

is to be comj)arecl to it, whether for the Magnificency of the Place, or

the Bigness of those vast Brazen Machines, ivhich having been during

these Seven hundred years, exposed on the Platforms of those large

Towers, are still as fair and entire as if they %vere but new molten.

The Divisions of those Instruments are most exact, the Disposition

most properfor their Design, and the whole work performed with an

inimitable neatness." ^

Full of these thoughts he says, he visited the observatory,

whicli he describes as a square tower, such as were formerly used in

Europe, to fortify the city walls ; and adds :— " Upon this Plat-

form the CAi?tese Astronomers had placed their Instruments, which

tho' but few, took up the whole Room : But Father Verbiest, when

he undertook the Survey and Management of the Mathematicks,

having judged them very useless, persuaded the Emperor to pull

'em down, and put up new ones of his own contriving. These old

Instruments were still in the Hall near the Tower, buried in Dust

and Oblivion. We saw them, but thro' a Window close set with

Iron Bars. They appeared to us large, well cast, and of a shape

not much unlike our Astronomical Rings." ^ Again he says :

—

"This Observatory, of little worth, as to its ancient Machines, and

less as to its Situation and Building, is now enriched with several

Brazen Instruments which Father Verbiest has set up in it." ^

Father Gaubil, whose opinions on the Mongol instruments

would have been interesting and valuable, was unable to get a si^ht

of them. He remarks :
—" Co-cheou-Mng ayant examind les instru-

ments des Song et des Kin, les ti'ouva defectueux de 4 et 5 degi'ds,

il en fit de nouveaux qui passoient alors pour etre du premier ordre,

Spheres, Gnomons, Armilies, Globes, Quarts de cercle, Boussoles.

La plupart de ces instruments subsistent encore; mais on nepermefc

pas de les voir, ils sont dans une salle fermee." *

I can get no information as to when the present two instru-

ments were removed from their obscurity, and placed in their

present position.

^ Memoirs and Ohxervations Topographical, etc London, 1697. p. 64,
2 Memoirs and Observations Topographical, etc. London, 1697. p. 65.
3 Ibid. p. 66.

* Observations MatMmatiaues, etc. Paris, 1732, torn. II, p. 108.
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A. beautiful photogrcaph of the Ai'millary Sphere has recently

been published, by Mr. Thomson, in the 4th volume of his Illustra-

tions of China and its People.^

A lithographic reduction of the same plate forms the fron-

tispiece to the second volume of the second edition of ,Col. Yule's

Marco Polo. These pictorial representations will doubtless draw

more attention to these curious Mongol relics.

The annexed photographs are by Mr. W. Saunders, an artist

established in Shanghai.

Shanghai, 12 Aug., 1876. A. Wylik.

1 Londoo, 1873—74.
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APPENDIX II.

Description of the Gnomon.

Extracted from the Yuen-she, book xlviii, ff. 8, 9.
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The preceding list of 925 solar and 574 lunar eclipses has been

collected from various Chinese sources accessible to me, and represents

I believe nearly all that can be gathered from the native literature.

In the (irst column, the ypar does not exactly coincide with

the European year of the same date ; but represents the Chinese

year, which generally commences in our January or February;

so that there is fre-quenth'^ a discrepancy of one or two months.

For instance the eclipse which took place on Fei)ruary 3rd, 1711,

is registered as the 12th month of 1710; and that of January

2-ith, 1712, is put in the table the 12th month of 1711. The

advantage of this notation, however, in a European point of view,

amply compensates for the little apparent inconsistency ; as, for

example where we replace Kang-he 49, by AD. 1710, or instead

of Yung-ching 3 we wiite A.D 1725. To have reduced the table

altogetiier to Gregorian time, would have involved a number of

curious clironological problems, and far exceeded the time I could

give to it.

In the second column "In." placed before some of the numbers,

implies that they are intercalary months ; thus " In. 7 " is the

"Intercalary 7th month."

The third column gives the number of the day in the sexagenary

cycle; illustrating a practice which has existed from unknown

antiquity, and is an invaluable resource for identifying the date of

any eclipse.

In former times the method of dividing the night was into five

"1^ kang "watches," from the end of evening twilight, to the

beginning of morning twilight, and each watch into live P^ ch^ang^

also called ^ cltoio, and S|^ teen respectively, at different periods.

From the commencement of the present dynasty, the longitude

of the luminaries at the middle of the eclipse, is given in a fourth

column. This is according to the 28 constellations of the Zodiac,

the distance being noted from the nearest determinant star on

the west. Thus, for the year 1785, where we liave ^ Tsing

22° 24', suppose the longitude of Tsing to be 92° 30', the place

of the eclipse will be Long. 114° 54'. Tlie following are the

names of the twenty-eight constellation.s, and the longitudes of

their determinant stars for A.D. 1800, as given by Biot in hi»

" Precis de I'Histoire de rAstronomie Chinoi.se."
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^ Keo 20r 3' 0" ^ Kwei 17' 48' 12"

% K'ang 211 42 1 g Ze?t 31 10 39

^ Te 222 17 35 g irei 44 8 47

^ i^l^n^ 240 8 48 |^ 2/adu 57 12 1

its -^iw 245 25 i Ferh 65 39 58

j^ TFei 253 27 15 ^ T'.wi/ 80 54 47

^ A^'e 268 28 15 :# Ts'a?* 79 34 6

=f Tow 277 23 6 ^ Tshig 92 30 21

4^ A^ew 301 15 11 ^ Kwei 122 56 24

5^ I^eu 308 55 54 f|l Lew 127 31 4

^ ^ew 320 36 16 ^ ^'m^r 144 29 44

^ TFee 330 33 45 fji C/um^^ 152 54 37

^ ^9/h/i 350 41 59 ^ r?/i 170 56 9

^ Pei/i 6 22 9 1^ (7/im 187 56 52

Anterior to the present dynasty it was customary to record the

positions of tlie heavenly bodies by equatorial measurement, which

I have marked Right Ascension, although it differs from the

application of that term in European Astronomy, in giving the

place in degrees instead of hours. I merely make this remark

for the better understanding of the ancient theory ; for the recorded

observations of olden times are of too rude a character, to render it

of any great importance whether we consider them as Longitude

or Right Ascension.

The fifth column gives the extent of the eclipse in digits and

minutes, the diameters of the sun and moon respectively, being

divided into 10 digits.

The five following columns give the times of Beginning, Total

Immersion, Middle, Re-appearance of Light, and End of the Eclipse,

The two letters 1. d. appended to many of the early eclipses,

signify that they occurred on the last day of the calendar month.

The two last columns shew the native authority and the

section or book from which the record is copied. Seven of the

solar and fourteen of the lunar eciipses, of which I have failed

to find a notice in any Chinese work within my reach, are given

on the authority of Gaubil, who professes to liave extracted them

from Chinese authors,—as published in the 3rd volume of Souciet's

"Observations Mathematiques, Astronoiniques, Geogrnphiques,

Chronologiques, et Physiques." The following are the several works

indicated by tlie letters :

—
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^ § l-n '^'''ioo king. Book of Government.

B 5# IS '^^«« '^iw^- Book of Odes.

C § ^ Ch'un ts'eiv. S{)riiig and Autumn Annals,

I^
ifi, IS She M. Historical Record.

E
||^f ^Jl ^ T'seen /i(i« sAoo. Book of the Former Han.

F ^ ;j'|| ^ i/^oey /iiw s/ioo. Book of the After Han.

Gr H 13 iS '?«^ -^^if'y c/ie. Memoirs of the three Kingdom.?.

H ^ § Tsin shoo. Book of Tsin.

I ^ ^ 5'««t/7 shoo. Book of Sung.

J [^ S" GKin shoo. Book of Chin.

K ^ ^ Wei shoo. Book of Wei. •

L 'Jit W ^ ^-^^^ ^^^ ^^''0^- Book of the Nortliern Tse.

M jgj ^ Chow shoo. Book of Chow.

N |?f ^ Suy shoo. Book of Suy.

(^ ^ iV^fln she. Southern History.

P :}t ^ -Pe/i s/ie. Nortliern History.

Q ^^ J^ -M Sin t'dng shoo. New book of Tang.

1^ S £• fii ^ AT'ew tuoo <ae s/te. Old history of the Five Dy-

nasties.

5 3^ ^ Leaou she. Leaou History.

T ^ ^ J^i'>i she. Kin History.

U ^ ^ Ynen she. Yuen History.

V 0^ ^ Ming she. Ming History.

W Ijll ^ Sh?vo ynen. Flowers of Conversation.

X "^ •^ "{4 Kob kin chod. Remarks on subjects, old and new.

Y ji^ J^ T ung che. National archives.

Z M ^ ^ Tdng hwiiy yaou. Notabilia of the Tang Dynasty

6 jl. i^ ^^ 9 Tnng keen kang muh. Mirror of History.

A ^ J|!{ jE ^ ^^'*''' '*^<'''^ t'ung k'aou. Antiquarian researches.

B M ^ Wi 'M. ^ '^'^'^'' '^'^^^^ ^^^^'^ ^'"^^^ k'abu. Supplement to

Antiquarian researches,

^ ^ 19 ^ 1^ j1 ^ //?«(;?/i5' ch'ao ivdn Men t'ung k'abu. Anti-

quarian researches of the present Dynasty.

D g f^^ f§ Hung keen luh. History of the Middle ages.

•^ If ^ Hi tl '^?^^^ ^^^^''9 ^^'^'^ ^"''^- Supplement to the History

of the Middle ayes.

i
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F M* jI'H m ^ ^ m Fimg choio hang Men tseuen peen. Fung-

chow's Mirror of History.

Cr ^ |£ ^ ^ Ming kefang moo. Outline history of the Ming.

H ^ i^ |§ Woo Mo peen. History of the early Ming.

The Sung and Kin, who ruled contempora^ieously, had their

respective capitals at Hang-chow and Peking, and have each left

a record of Astronomical observations. These must necessarily

in great part refer to the same object; and it is worthy of remark

how frequently the Hang-chow astronomers allude to the cloudy

state of the atmosphere, as cutting off their view of the eclipses,

while their contemporaries in the north register the same pheno-

mena, without allusion to any cloudy interruptions in the clear

atmosphere of Peking.

A good many of the eclipses are recorded as calculations, with

a note appended to the effect that they were not seen by the official

observers. Some of these were afterwards calculated by Schall,

the President of the Astronomical Board at the commencement of

the present dynasty, who found that eclipses actually took place

about the times predicted. The difficulty of observing very small

eclipses with such instruments only as the Chinese possessed, can be

readily appreciated by practical observers. Schall attributes

negligence to the observers, which may be true; but it is not

improbable that motives of state policy might sometimes bo an

inducement to ignore an eclipse. There are probably a good many

errors in marking the months ; which is not surprising, when we

consider how many ages the records must have been handed down

by manuscript transfers, before the art of printing was introduced.

Altogether we have here a catalogue of eclipses of obvious

utility to the historian, and probably not without their value to

the man of science ; and although the number of errors is naturally

very consider£^ble, yet there are so many counter-checks, that at the

expense of a little time and care almost any of them may be

rectified.
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NOTES ON THE ECLIPSE, &c. MENTIONED IN THE SI-YU-KL

In the narrative of Kiu Cli'ang-ch'un'a jouroey, pa^e 22, we read :

—

"On the 1st of the 5th month, 1221, at noon, an eclipse of the sun happened,

while we were on the southern bank of the [Kerulun] river. It was so dark

that the stars could be seen, but soon it brightened up again." We find

the following allusion also to the same event, on page 39;—"There was

also an astronomer, whom the master asked about the eclipse, which had

happened on the 1st of the 5th month. The astronomer said : 'At this place

(Samarcand) between 7 and 9 o'clock in tlie morning it was at its greatest,

when six-tenths of the sun was eclipsed.' The master then remarked, that he

observed the same eclipse on the river Lu-kic [Kerulun], and just at noon

it was total ; but that, when he arrived in his journey to the south-west, at

the Kin-shan, the people told him, that at that place the eclipse was at

its greatest at 10 o'clock in the morning, and seven-tenths of the sun was

eclipsed. Thus the same eclipse was seen at different places in different

aspects."

In the above extracts, while there is a want of precision, such as we
might expect from a writer who had not made a special study of astronomy,

and whose record made no pretension to scientific detail
; yet the incidental

mention of the facts that he gives, are interesting in themselves, and, as we
shall see, give a stamp of authenticity to the xvhole narrative.

Now we find by calculation, there was a solar eclipse on May 23rd (old

style), 1221, central at about 3h. 45ni.* civil reckoning at London; the

moon's distance from the node being a little over three degrees and a half.

The longitude of Samarcand is east from Greenwich, say 66° 59', which

turned into time gives 4h. 27m. 56s. Add this then to the London time 3h.

45m., gives 8h. 12m. o6s. as the time of central eclipse at Samarcand. The

Chinese text is •f* ^ fl|f ^ 3£, i.e., "The centre of the eclipse was at

Tiiid-chin." The hour chin extends from 7 to 9 a.m., so that mid-chin is

actually 8h. a.m. ; but the text does not by any means imply a rigorous

exactitude to minutes ; nor is it at all a forced interpretation, to give our

result of 12 minutes and 56 seconds past 8 in the morning as fairly within

the meaning of the text.

Again we find Ch'ang-ch'un says:—"When he arrived in his journey

to the south-west, at the Kin-shan [Altai mountains], the people told him

that at that place the eclipse was at its greatest at ten o'clock in the morning."

The Chinese text is more vague however. It is Gi fl$ ^ S? i.e., "the

eclipse was at its greatest during the hour sze." The hour aze extends from

9 to 11 a.m. and any time within these limits will agree with the text. From
such data, and considering the great extent of the Altai range, it is very

difficult to determine the spot where Ch'ang-ch'un got his information. In

the course of the narrative, the diarist notes that they arrived at the north-

eastern side of the Altai on the 15tli day of the 8th month ; and says they

* The error does not exceed a few minutes ; and for our present purpose the numbers
may be assumed correct.
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stopped there for some time. This we may suppose to have been the place, if

we could determine its positioQ. The Chinese text of the Si-yu-ki has a

Rote appended by Tung Yew-ching, a native scholar, who gives the position as

N. lat. about 48" and E. long, about 88°. This would be in the neighbour-

hood of Cobdo, a not unliiioly place, which we may accept faiite de mieiix,

88° is 5h. 52ni. in time, which added to the time at Lo ulon, 31u 45m. gives 37

minutes after 9 in the forenoon, as the time of the middle of the eclipse at the

Altai, and quite in accordance with the Chinese text.

In the record of the personal observation of the phenomenon by Ch'ang-

ch'un's party, it is said that the eclipse was seen at noon, while they were on

the south bank of the river Kerulun ; and from tiie fact that the stars were

visible, we nuiy infer it was total, which Ch'ang-oh'un himself declared to be

the case, when he was at Samarcand. In order to vindicate the literal

accuracy of this statement, the point of observation must have been in E.

long. 123° 45m. which is clearly too far east ; as the party was then on the

south bank of the Kerulun, to the west of tlie great lake Kerulun ; the

debouchure of the river into the lake being about 116° 30'. We must,

however, remember, that portable time measures in those days were almost

unknown, or were of the very rudest description ; and it is highly improbable

that our travellers were provided with any instruments of this kind while on

the journey. We may well believe then that they could not really tell

within half an hour or moi'e of the exact time. Let us suppose them at

the time to have been in E. long. 116° 15', which is quite possible and

even probable ; they would then have seen the eclipse central half an

hour before noon, and in the absence of any standard of measurement,

might very easily consider it noon and record it as such. An allowance is also

to be made for the time during which the sun was under total eclipse

;

as it is not said to be central but total at noon.

To shew that May 23rd was identical with the 1st of th« 5th month,

reference may he had to the 80-year table of the sexagenary cycle* which has

been composed for this purpose. By this table we find the 1st of January,

1221, corresponded to tlie term "£ )% jin-seuh, the 59th of the cycle. The

same term would consequently recur on May 1st. Following up the table

for 22 terms further brings us to ™ ^ Jcea-shin, the 21st of the cycle,

corresponding to May 23rd of the Julian calendar. Referring next to the

Kin-she, or "History of the Kin Dynasty," book xvi, fol. 7, under the

year in question, is the record, ^ M W ^ M H'^^ ^? "Oa
the 1st of the 5th month, being ^ ^ kea-shin,—or the 21st of the cycle,

—

there was an eclipse of the sun." The same statement is repeated in book xx,

fol. 5. We have it again in the same terms in the ITung-kien-luh, book xcvi,

fol. 21, another of the national histories. One other particular of this eclipse

is furnished by the History of the Sung dynasty, which dynasty was

contemporary with the Kin. We learn from that, tiiat the suu was in

* See Chinese Recorder and Missionary Journal, vol. v., P. 103 ; Observations on Comets,
fcj John Williams, F. S. A. Appendix B.
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the constellation § peih at the time of the conjunction. Now we find that

the date in question, May 23rd, 1221, was 65 days from the vernal equinox,

equal to about 66 degrees. Peih is the 19th of the 28 zodiacal constellations,

and extended at that time from about the 56th to the 73rd degree of right

ascension ; so that at the time of the eclipse the sun was actually in about

the 10th degree of peih. Thus we have a harmony of all the data with

the facts, and Ch'ang-ch'un's narrative is in perfect agreement with the

national histories.

Since the above was written, reference has been made to Gaubil's list of

eclipses,* in which this is recorded under the year 1221, with the official

note that it occurred on the 1st of the 5th month,—and the calculation of a

native astronomer Hiiig Yun-lou, who using the Yuen dynasty tables,

concludes that the eclipse had begun at sunrise,—an obvious error.

On page 22 we read, that after following the course of the Kerulun for

sixteen days, Ch'ang-ch'un came to a bend in the river, where he turned off

to the south-east and struck the post road from Yu-rh-li to Caracorum. Ten

days more brought them to the summer solstice at a place where the shadow

of the gnomon measured 3 feet 6 or 7 inches. This indication may assist

us in determining the position of the travellers. Taking 3 feet 6| inches,

—

the mean of the two figures given,—as the shadow of an 8 foot stile (the

standard used in China from time immemorial), we have the sun's altitude 66"

7', which must have been in latitude 47'^ 21'. According to this it is jDrobable

they were south of the southern bend of the Tura river, somewhere about E.

long. 107°, in the site of the present Tsetsen Tuchetu khanate ; and as four

stations farther to the north-west took them across a river, that was doubtless

the Karuha.

On page 36, the diarist of Ch'ang-ch'un's journey, after mentioning

a city built of red stones to the south of the river Talas, says:—"Passing

over a stone bridge, and travelling five days along the south-western

mountains, we arrived at the city of Sai-lan. There is a small tower in

Sai-lan. The ruler, a Mohammedan, came to meet us, and directed us

to our lodging. During the first days of the 11th month much rain fell.

The 4th of the 11th month (November 20th) was the new year of the country

people. They were walking in parties congratulating each other."

The above extract furnishes an incidental evidence of the reliability of the

narrative. Even if the writer had not indicated the fact, we know from

history that the city of Sairam was at time inhabited by a Mohammedan

population; but he says explicitly that the governor of the city was a

Mohammedan ; and it is quite in harmony with the tolerant spirit of

Tchinguiz khan in matters of religion, that the remaining inhabitants were

allowed to retain their Mohammedan customs without interference. The

Mahommedan calendar dates from July 15th, A.D. 622. The year consists of

12 lunar months of 30 and 29 days alternately, with an intercalary day added

' "Observations Matlieraatiques, Astronomiques, Geograiihiques, Chronologiques, et

Phjsiques," par Etienne Souciet, tome iii, p. 354.
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to the l2th month at intervals of two and three years, making 11 intercalary

days every 30 years. It is easy to calculate any year from these data

;

but Mr. Sedillot has published a table of the first day of each hegiral year

up to A.D. 1882. From this table we see that the first day of the hegiral year

618 was Thursday, February 24th, A.D. 1221.* Consequently the 1st of the

Mohammedan (or hegiral) 10th month,—which was tl e Chinese 11th month,

—

would be November IGth. But the narrative says they held the yearly festival

on the 4th of the (Chinese) month. How was this ? To understand this, it

must be remembered, that the Mohammedans were accustomed to determine

the first day of the month, not by astronomical calculation, but by the time of

the first appearance of the new moon. It must be remembered also, that the

Mohammedan day, like our astronomical day, began at noon. The new moon
would be invisible on the first and probably the second day after conjunction ;

and we may suppose they first got a eight of it on the evening or night

of the third day ; so that the 1st day of the popular month would begin

on the Chinese (or true) 4th day (November 20th) at noon. The Chinese

text is ^ nP W .^> "Just about noon they passed mutual congratulations."

The sight was one which must have vividly recalled to the minds of the

Chinese travellers the new-year custom of their native country. In Milne's

Life in China, p. 416, is a translation of a Chinese Mohammedan almanac, in

which the 10th montli (Shawal) has the following note:—"The whole month

is a festival of congratulation." The Chintise scholar Tung Yew-chin^, quoted

above, remarks that the 9th month ends with a day of fasting ; and we see

by Mr. Sedillot's tract, that the 1st day of the 10th month is a fixed festival,

entitled the "Fete of the Great Beiram," i.e., the conclusion of the first

A'ldal-fethr. Thus the passage in question,—which at first sight looks

incongruous,—is in perfect harmony with the facts of the case.

* Tratie du Caleudrier Arabe, p. xxiv.
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ASBESTOS IN CHINA.

The fact of a fibrous stony substance having been woven into

cloth and applied to various uses in domestic economy by the an-

cients, is well attested by history. The existing specimens of cloth

made of this substance, known as asbestos, remove every ground

of doubt as to the veracity of the older annalists-. The Danish

historian Worm, who lived during the first half of the 17th century,

states that the making of cloth from asbestos was a thing totally

unknown in his time ; but the Italian, Batista Porta, who died in

1615, declares that the spinning of this material was then known to

every one in Venice. In No. 273 of the Philosophical Trans-

actions, a description is given of the method of preparing the sub-

stance for weaving.* The various references to the use of this by

the ancients contained in the Greek and Latin authors are well

known, and may be seen in Smith's Dictionary of Antiquities and

other works; but it is not so well known that kindred records are

found in Chinese books, both ancient and modern. The writer of

this having lately received a piece of fire-proof cloth, brought from

Thibet to China, and apparently of recent manufacture, has been

induced to examine the native works, from which a few passages

are selected respecting this article. According to European ac-

counts, the asbestos of the ancients was obtained from India, or the

islands in the Mediterranean. The material spoken of in Chinese

books as
>X. '<%. ^ Ho-hwdn-poo, " Fire-proof Cloth," f there is rea-

son to believe is identical. This is not said to be an indigenous

product, but is generally mentioned in ancient times as tribute

brought from a foreign land.

* Chambers' Dictionary of Arts and Sciences.

t Ho-hwdn-poo is literally, " Cloth which is purified by fire," but
" fire-proof cloth " may be used as a. convenient synonym.
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The earliest allusion is by ^ -^ ^ "Wang Tsze-nien, an author

about the middle of the 4th century, in his '^^ J^ |5 ^heh-e-ke,

"Record of Gleanings,"* and reaches back as far as 2,200 years

before the Christian era, about which time it is said the people

of ^ iJj
Yu-shan brought a presentation of yellow cloth to the

Emperor Shun. This is not very distinct, but as we learn from the

same authority that the same nation on two later occasions

brought ofifering of fire-proof cloth, it is no unfair inference to

suppose that the former offering was of a similar character. ^ij

^ Lih-tsze, a Taouist writer, who flourished at the close of the

5th century B. C, has the following passage in his paper entitled

-^ ^ T'ang-wdn, "Tang's Questions":! "When ^ -£ Muh-

wanf, of the Chow dynasty (about 1000 B. C), fitted out a great

expedition against the Western ^ Jung, the latter presented an

offerin" of a Kwan-woo sword and some fire-proof cloth. The

sword was one foot eight inches in length, a red blade of choice

steel, and would cut jade stone like clay. The fire-proof cloth

was cleansed by being thrown into the fire, when the cloth

became the colour of the fire and the dirt assumed the colour

of the cloth. When taken out of the fire and sliaken it became

white as snow."

This circumstance is again mentioned ^j'M'^M '^""S Fang-

so, in a semi-fabulous work called -p '^\\ "g^ Sheh-chow-ke, "Record

of the Ten Islands," about the end of the 2nd century B. C, who

also states in the same place, | that the king of a country in the

west seat an envoy to the court oi ^^^ Woo-ti, of the Han, in

the 4th month of the year 114 B. C. with an offering of four ounces

of a famous cement and a bright hair cloak. The emperor not

knowing the extraordinary properties of these articles caused them

to be put in his depository. The hair cloak was of a yellow colour

;

when left in the water for several days it did not sink ; although

put in the fire it was not scorched. When the emperor was made

aware of this he expressed his acknowledgment to the envoy, and

sent him back with gifts of various articles which were rarities in

his own country.

* Book 9, p. 4.

t Last page.

t Page 5.
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We learn further that the Yu-shan nation sent an offering of

red cloth in the time of || ^ Hwan-ti, of the Han (A. D.

147-167), whose general, ^ ^ Leang-ke, had a single garment

made of it.* This he was in the habit of wearing when there

happened to be a great assemblage of guests, en which occasions

he would insist on declining the wine cup till it got spilt on his dress,

and then pretending to be annoyed took off his robe and ordered it

to be thi'own in the fire. It blazed up as if it were reduced to ashes
j

but the stains being removed, and the fire extinguished, the

cloth appeared bright and clean as if it had been purified with

lees,t

The next account we have of the fire-proof cloth being brought as

tribute, is in the second month of the year A. D. 239, in the time

that China was divided into three kingdoms, when some foreigners

from the Western regions brought an offering of the article to the

court of ^ ^ Tse-wang, of the Wei, and were introduced by

double interpreters. The emperor directed his great generals and

military officers to put it to the test and exhibited it to all the

officers. J

The Sheh-e-ke^ mentions another embassy from the Yu-shan

country to |eP i^ Woo-ti, of the Tsin, in the year 280, which

brought an offering of fire-proof cloth. The event was noticed aa

having been preceded by a phenomenon in the heavens of a remark-

able character. The envoys stated that the hills in their country

contained a veined stone which ignited, and from which the appear-

ance of smoke was visible all the year round. This was called the

cleansing fire ; and when dirty garments were thrown on this fire

stone, although they contained an accumulation of filth, they were

made as clean as new.

Again, in the year 380 ^ ^ T^een-chuh, " India, " presented

an offering of fire-proof cloth at the court of ^ Tsin.[|

The ^ IS Sze-kung-ke, " Record of the Four Dukes," a

book of the Leang dynasty (502-557), gives the following state-

* Sheh-e-ke, book 9, p. 4.

t The preceding is from Foh-tsz6, who flourished about the latter part of

the 4th century.

X San-kwo-che, "History of the Three Kingdoms," book 4, p. 1.

§ Book 9, p. 4.

II
Sheh4ufi.-k6-chun-tseiv, "Annals of Sixteen Kingdoms," Book 37, p. 11.
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ment :
—"Some merchants from the southern ocean brought three

pieces of fire-proof cloth as a present, which the emporor had de-

posited among the miscellaneous cloths. Having sent Duke 5tw

K'ee on some other business, on coming to the place where the cloth

was kept, the Duke recognizing it at a distance, said, " This is

fire-proof cloth ; two pieces are manufactured from the bark of a

tree, and one is made of woven rat's hair." On making enquiry of

the merchants their statement exactly agreed with that of Duke

K'eS. On asking him the difference between that of the tree and

the rat the Duke replied, " That made of bark is stiff, while the

hair is pliable, by which they may be distinguished. Take some

wood cut down on the north side of the hill and set a light to it

by means of a solar speculum ; the character of the bark will then

become changed." On trying this it was found to be true."

A quotation in the |^ ^ ^ i^^ Kih-che-Jcing-yuen* " Mirror

of Science, " states that the foreign merchants who came to trade on

the south of the mountains, are in the habit of bringing fire-proof

cloth ; the writer remarking that he has seen it, that it is of an ash

colour, but he did not ask whether it was made from the bark of a

tree, or the hair of a rat.

These circumstantial details are sufficient to establish the fact

of fire-proof cloth having been known in China from an early

period. The speculations of native writers, as to the material of

which it was made, will probably not be thought equally worthy of

credit with the bare recital of facts which came under their notice.

In early times they appear not to have suspected that it was a

mineral product, but have contented themselves with applying to

the animal and vegetable kingdoms respectively for a solution of

the difficulty. The following apocryphal narration by Tung Fang-

80, in his Sheh-chow-ke,-\ seems to be the origin of many groundless

statements by succeeding writers :
—

"|^ ]^ Yen-chow, " Burning

Island, " is a place in the southern ocean, 2000 li square. The

distance from China to the northern side is 9,000 li. On

this island is the wind vivifying animal, which resembles a

leopard of a blue colour, about the size of a fox. It is taken in a

net, and although exposed to the fire with several loads of fuel,

* Book 27, p. 25.

t Page 3.
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when the fuel is completely consumed the animal stands out from

the ashes unburnt, without even having its hair scorched. It is

impervious to hewing or piercing, and when struck it is like a sack

of ashes, but it is put to deatli by giving it several tens of blows

on the head with a hammer. If it opens its mouth towards the

•wind, it comes to life again in au instant, but if its nostrils are

stopped, with some rushes taken from the rock, its life becomes

extinct. An elixir is made of its brain mixed with the Chrysan-

themum Indicum, which insures 500 years of age to those who eat

ten pounds of it. There is also the fiery forest hill, on which there

is the fire lustre animal, about the size of a rat, with h.iir three or

four inches long, sometimes red and sometimes white. The hill may

be about 300 li in length ; on a dark night the forest is visible from

the reflection of the animal's lustre, like the light of fire. The hair

of this animal is woven into cloth, which makes what is called fire-

proof cloth. When the clothes of the natives are dirty they cleanse

them with a solution of ashes, but if that fails they put them into

the fire during the time occupied eating two bowls of rice, and

being then shaken, the dirt falls off, leaving them white as

snow."

The following is from the |1^ ^ ^ Shin-e-king, " Book of

Marvels,"* another work by the same 'author as the preceding:

"Beyond the southern desert, is a burning mountain, forty li in

length and five or six li in breadth. This mountain produces

trees unconsumable by fire, among which there is a fire rat, a hun-

dred pounds ill weight, with hair more than two feet in length, and

as fine as silk. It ordinarily lives in the fire, and is of a deep red

colour; but sometimes it comes out, and its hair is then white. It

is put to death by being sprinkled with water, when the hair is

spun and woven into cloth for use. If the clotli gets soiled it is

put into the fire for purification, which renders it quite clean."

A passage in the
:;[c ^ I^P IS 2\ie-ping-yu-lan, " Tae-ping Impe-

rial Observer,"! which professes to be a quotation from the ^ jjjijj f^
Soic-shin-ke, " Records of Investigated Wonders,"| a work wxitten by

r^? ^ Kan Paou, about the commencement of the 4th century, is as

* Peaces, 6, 7.

t Book 820, p. 9.

J The i^assage is not to be found now in the printed copies. It was
probably taken originally from an older manuscript edition.
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follows:—"Within the precincts of the Kwan-lun (Himalaya)

mountains, is a burning fiery hill. On the hill there are beasts,

birds, plants and trees, which all thrive in the midst of the fire;

hence fire-proof cloth is either a texture made from the bark of

the plants and trees on this hill, or else from the covering of the

birds and beasts." The f| 1^ ^ E-wiih-che, " Memoirs of Marvels,"

has the following remarks on the same subject:— " In the ^ '^ Sze-

teaou kingdom there is a burning island, on which there is a plain

of fire, which lights up spontaneously in spring and summer and

dies out during autumn and winter. There are trees growing on

it which do not waste ; the branches and bark renewing their

fresh appearance; but in autumn and winter, when the fire

dies out, they all wither and droop. It is customary to gather

the bark in winter for the purpose of making cloth. It is of

a slightly bluish black colour. When it is dirtied or soiled it

is thrown into tlie fire again, and comes out fresh and bright."

The ^ ^ IB Fa-mung-ke, " Tutor's Record," quoted in the

Kih-che-king-yuen* remarks that, "there is fire rat cloth in the

W^estern regions."

The ^ ^ Huenlan, Delicate Observer, also quoted in the

same work,t says :
—" In

0j{; ^ Pe-k'een there is a burning island,

producing a tree, the substance of which can be woven, and makes

what is called fire-proof cloth."

The ^J f§ i^ Shan-hae-king, *' Hill and Ocean Classic,"| a work

allowed by the most judicious critics to be several centuries older

than the Christian era, has the following passage :
—"Beyond the

Kwan-lun mountains is a burning mountain, upon which any

object that is thrown is immediately burnt."

M IM. ^'^ Po, who wrote about the end of the third century,

A. D., in his commentary on the above says :
—"Ten thousand li

to the east of ^ ^ Foonan (Siam) is the kingdom of ^ ^ Ke-po.

More thai) five thousand li farther east is the burning mountain

kingdom, where, although there may be long continued rain on the

mountain, the fire constantly burns ; there is a white rat in the fire,

which sometimes comes out to the side of the mountain, in order to

* Book 27, p. 2,3.

t Book 27, p. 24.

1 Section 16.
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seek food, when the people catch it and make cloth froin the hair,

which is what is now called fire-proof cloth."

A more recent commentary on the same passage has the fol-

lowing extract from the ;;^ j^ """ 3^ * Ta-tsing-yih-hing-che,

"Geography of the Ta-tsing Empire":—" In the g f^ >}\\ Tsze-jen-

choiv, 'Spontaneous Combustion Island,' there is a tree which grows

in the fire, the bark of which, when woven, makes fire-proof cloth.

Fire-proof cloth is of two kinds, of which this is one."

• The Jg 1^ fa Sheh-e-he, " Record of Wonders,"* by fj Wjj Jin

Fang, who lived towards the end of the fifth century, has the fol-

lowing note :
—" There is a burning mountain in the south, which is

ignited all over, but the fire goes out in the lUth month ; after the

fire is extinguished the plants and trees all put forth branches; but

when the fire lights up the leaves drop off, the same as winter in

China. When the wood is used for fuel it is not consumed by

burning. The bark, when woven, makes fire-proof cloth."

The S 4* IB Huen-chung-ke, " Exquisite Middle Record,"

quoted in the Klh-che-king-yuen,j says :
—" In the south there is a

burning mountain ; this mountain produces a tree which is used

for fuel without being consumed ; the bark, wlien woven, makes

fire-prooof cloth, of which there are two kinds."

The 1^ § M # Yay-kih.ts'uy-shoo, " Rustic's Repository,"}:

by 2 ^ Wang Mow, an author during the Sung dynasty, has the

following': "I have seen a miscellaneous statement respecting fire-

proof cloth, which said that ' some considered it was woven from

the bark of a tree, and some declared it to be woven from the hair

of a rat ; it is uncertain which is correct.' I consider there is foun-

dation, for both these statements." On looking over the Sow-shu-ke

I find it stated that :
—" Within the precincts of the Kwan-lun moun-

tains, is a burning mountain, on which there are birds, beasts, plants

and trees. If the cloth is not made from the bark of the trees it is

made from the covering of the birds." Again, in the Sung Memoirs,

by '/f' ^^ Tsun-yo, it is said :
—" Burning island is in the southern

ocean, and produces the ^i' ^^ Ke5-keuh animal. When this animal

is caught by the people, it cannot be injured by chopping or piercing.

* Book 1, p. 11.

t Book 27, p. 25.

t Book 30, p. 12.
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Although they make a large fire, bind the animal and throw it into the

flame, it remains unscorched. Again the burning mountain country

constantly produces fire, which is not extinguished by incessant rain.

In the middle of the fire is a white rat. When the forests on burning

island are exposed to rain the bark of the trees becomes scorclied, when

exposed to fire it becomes white. The people of the island collect it in

the spring months and weave the bark into fire-proof cloth. This cloth

may either be made of the bark of the trees, or the hair of the rats."

The ^ ^ -J*
Nan-yue-che, "Memoir of Southern Yue," quoted

in the Kih-che-kincj-yuen, states* :
—

" In Kwang-chow there is a tree

which resists fire. On the north of the hills it is called the

Watch-fire; some call it the Guard-fire. It is very much planted

on the house tops there as a preventive against fire ; but as there is

no frost nor snow in the south it reaches the size of a tree."

Tiie same work has next the following quotation from ^ 3^

^ M Ifi
Fuh-chin-tsze-te-ke, "Fuh-chintsze's Geography":

—

" South-east from the city of ^ |^ Tung-woo there is the fire-

conquering tree. There is a plain covered with an inextinguishable

fire of burning charcoal ; hence Fung Fang-so calls it the unconsum-

able tree."

The above is followed by a quotation from the
:fc -^ ^ ^^ |B

Tae-ping-Invan-yu-ke, " Tae-ping Universal Record " :
—" The uncon-

sumable tree is commonly much used to make arrow heads. When
burnt it forms charcoal, but is not reduced to ashes. It is produced

at J^ j'I'l
Keaou-chow ; the leaves are like rushes ; tliey are bound

together and used as torches, being commonly called the Ten

Thousand-year Link."

Next is a quotation from the ^ ^j ^ Kde-sha7i-t'oo, " Illus-

trations of Mountain Scenery," as follows :
—" ^^ M Seu-woo hill

produces the unconsumable tree. This tree is black, resembling

charcoal, and is without leaves."

The same page has the following quotation from the ^ |tt
||^

Chue-kang-luh, " Book of Husbandry ":—"At the Wild Horse River,

in the Ouigour country, there is a tree called ^' f^ So-so. When
set alight it burns the whole year round without going out, nor is it

reduced to ashes. The native women make caps of the roots which

can be put in the fire without being burnt, like the fire-rat cloth."

* Book 66, p. 12.
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The ]^ ^ Nan-she, "History of the Southern Empire,"*

written by ^ JE ^ Le Yen-show, about the middle of the seventh

century, has the following passage :—" ^ ^ Fc.:^-nan (Siam) is

bounded on the east by -^ jff Ta-chang (great expanse) ocean

;

in this ocean is a great island, on which island is the kingdom of

^ ^ Choo-po ; east from this kingdom, is the island of ^ J^

Ma-woo ; east from this more than a thousand li across the Chang

ocean, is the spontaneous combustion great island. On this island

there is a tree which grows in the fire. The people in the neighbour-

hood of the island peel off the bark and weave it into cloth, of which

they make handkerchiefs, the same as ^ ^ Tseaou-ma, " Raw

Hemp," of a slightly bluish black colour. When it is the least soiled

they throw it into the fire, and it comes out pure and clean. Ifc is

also used to make lamp wicks, which never get exhaustod."

After making due allowance with regard to the substance

spoken of, this last passage remarkably corroborates the statements

of ancient classic writers. The Cliinese term here translated

handkerchief is ^ f[j Shoiv-kin, " Cloth (or towel) for the liands,"

exactly corresponding to the Greek ^eiptKayela of Sotacus, and

^eipofiaKTpa of Shabo, Plutarch and Pliny, who speak of these

articles being made of woven asbestos. The last sentence in the

above quotation calls to mind the same asbestos, meaning " in-

extinguishable," which was given by the Greeks, who used it for

making wicks of lamps, in consequence of its being indestructible

by fire. " Pausanias mentions that the golden lamp which burned

day and night in the temple of Athena Polias at Athens, had a wick

of this substance."! This mineral is said to be applied to the same

use at the present day in some parts of the United States. It is

difficult to identify most of the places above mentioned, which are

said to produce this article. There are some notices, however, more

definite on this point.

This J^ §^ Woo-luh, " "Woo Register," quoted in the Tae-ping-

yu-lan,\ says:—"In the district of "i^ ^ Peh-king, in Cochin

China, there is a fire rat, from the hair of which cloth is made

;

it is submitted to the fire and then twisted into tliread ; the fabric

being called fire-proof cloth."

Book 78, p. 7.

t Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities.

X Book 820, p. 8.
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Western writers state that asbestos was brought from India

in ancient times ; hence it was called limim Indicum. This agrees

with the quotation previously given from the Sheh-luh-kwo-chun-tsew.

We find that it was also obtained from the vicinity of Carpasus in

Cyprus ; hence it is called by Pausanias Xivov Kapnaoiov, " the

Flax of Carpasius
;
" and being procured from Carystus in Euboea.

Plutarch terms it XiOog Kapvoriog, "the Carystian Stone."* In the

following quotation Ta-tsin is generally understood to point to

the Roman empire, including the countries on the north and east

of the Mediterranean sea ; so that this furnishes another coincidence,

mutually favouring the veracity of both accounts. The passage is

from the description of -j^ ^ Ta-tsin in the ^ J^ S: How-han-shoo,

" History of the After Han."t " The land produces gold, silver

and curious gems. There is the night lustre gem, bright lunar

pearl, fowl startling buffalo stone, coral, amber, glass, pearl-stone,

vermilion, blue and azure sapphire, gold embroidered cloth, gold

thread tapestry, various coloured damask gilt and fire-proof cloth."

There is a passage to the same effect on the famous Nestorian

tablet discovered at Sin-gan, which says respecting Ta-tsin:—"The

country produces fire-proof cloth, life-restoring incense, bright

lunar pearls and night lustre gems."

The How-han-shooX has another passage of a similar character

in the account of a nation called the ^ ^ Tan-mang, south-west

from China, near the present province of Szechuen ; it is as

follows :
—"Their contributions of tribute cloth, fire flannel, trained

birds and huge quadrupeds were all conveyed to the inner

magazine." The commentary states that "the fire flannel is fire-

proof cloth."

It appears, however, that China had its sceptics in early times

with regard to the actual existence of such a substance, as will

be seen by the following quotation, which is a commentary on

the extract from the History of Thx'ee Kingdoms, given above, by

H j^ Pei Sung, published A.D. 429. " In the time of the Han

dynasty, at a remote period, there were offerings of this cloth

from the Western regions ; but during the long interval that

* Smith's Dictionary, etc.

t Book 118, p. 11.

X Book 116, p. 13.
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elapsed between that and the commencement of the Wei dynasty

people came to doubt of its existence. The Emperor ^ ^ Wan-ti,

considering that the fierce consuming nature of fire was incom-

patible with the preservation of life, wrote an essay to show the

absurdity of the thing, and to warn intelligent people against

giving heed to it. When the Emperor 0^ ^ Ming-ti ascended

the throne he issued an edict to the three dukes, saying :
' The

maxims in the essay by my imperial ancestor are imperishable.'

He caused it to be cut on stone outside the door of the ancestral

hall, and also with the lapidary classics in the Grand College,

to be a perpetual testimony to coming generations. Upon the

occasion in question, when an envoy from the Western regions

made an offering of fire-proof cloth, the emperor caused the

inscription to be obliterated, when it became a subject of general

ridicule. Formerly returning from the Western expedition, when

I came to Lo-yang, I made a general inspection of the antiquities,

and seeing that the stone with this essay was still preserved in

the Grand College, while it was not to be found outside the door of

the ancestral hall, I enquired of the old people, who said that at

the commencement of the ^ Tsin dynasty, when they made use of

the Wei ancestral hall, they removed this stone into the Grand

College, and that there were not two separate stones set up. I

consider this statement to be incorrect."

^ 'I'h
? Paou-po-tsze,* a Taoist author, at the beginning of

the fourth century, A.D., in an argument against the propriety of

making experience the standard of faith, takes occasion to introduce

the above circumstance by way of illustration in the following

terras :—" Wan-ti, of the Wei dynasty, having examined every

subject, and acquired an extensive fund of knowledge, professed

to be well informed with regard to every object in nature. He
declared that there were no such things in the world as a knife

that would cut jade and fire-proof cloth ; which opinion he recorded

in an essay on the subject. Afterwards it happened that both these

articles were brought to court within a year ; the emperor was sur-

prised, and caused the essay to be destroyed ; this course being un-

avoidable when he found the statements to be without foundation."

* Book 2, p. 3.
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A passage in the "^ "^ ^ Hiva-muh-kaou, " Botaiijcal Invest!'

gator," quoted in the Kih-che-king-yuen* informs us that the tree

spoken of above is allied to the mineral kingdom. It is as follows :

—

"The U % T'oo-king, "Illustration Classic," says :—' The

unconsumable tree grows at Shang-tang.' It is now to be found

among the hills of Tuh-chow and Loo-ngan. It is of the character

of a mineral, of a bluish white colour, resembling rotten wood.

Wlien exposed to the fire it does not burn ; hence its name. Some

call it the soap stone root ; for it is produced in places where soap

stone is found ; the same being also named the unconsumable tree

(or wood). There is no particular time for gathering it. Now
among the hills at ^ >)'\\ Choo-chow a species of pine stone is

produced, I'esembliiig the trunk of the pine, but in reality a stone;

some say that the pine in the course of time becomes changed into

stone. Many people take it to decorate their mountain lodges, and

also shape it into pillows. Although it is not used in medicine,

it is noticed here as being of a homogeneous character with the

unconsumable wood."

The pine stone alluded to in the preceding paragraph, is

probably petrified wood ; but there is a passage in the ^ ^ Yuen-

she, " History of the Yuen Dy nasty,"f by^ ^ Sung Leen, published

in 1369, which leaves no doubt that asbestos is the substance spoken

of. It is difficult to identify the hill mentioned here ; but as

asbestos is said to be found in TartaryJ it is not unreasonable to

suppose a coincidence in this also. The quotation is from the

biography of j5p| B^ 3|§ {|^ A-ha-ma-teh||, a minister who was brand-

ed for his treacheiy. In a memorial to the throne he states :—

•

" '

'iU '^ ^ Poo-keh-tse§ hill produces a stone tissue, which is

woven into cloth that resists fire.' He requested that an officer

might be sent to gather it."

The same fact is also preserved in the Imperial Records, in

the same history,^ where it is said :
—"In the 12th month (of the

year 1267), on the 58th day of the cycle, the ffj P |3 p] Che-hod-

* Book 66, p. 12.

t Book 205, p. 2.

:;: Chambers' Dictionary of Arts and Sciences. Article, "Asbestos."

II
Tliese are the characters given in the revised edition, published during

the present dj'nasty. In the original edition the name is |!rI 'g* ^ A-bo-nia.

§ In the original edition this is Pie-k'ee-cheh ^Ij ^ ^.
H Book 6, p. 12.
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yung sze, " Cliancellor of the Exchequer " (A-ha-ma-teh), stated that

there was a stone tissue at Poo-keh-tse hill which, when woven into

cloth, resisted the fire. The emperor gave orders to have it

gathered."

A short extract is given in the Kehcle-king-yuen* from the

1^ ^ fl 'S JJc Soo-wuk-e-ming-soo, " Disquisition on Common

Things with Strange Names," on this subject, as follows :
—" Accord-

ing to the Yung history 'Pe6-k'e6-cheh hill produces a stone tissue,

the cloth made from which resists the fire.' tB 5t ^ Yang Shing-

nganf says :
—'Fire-proof cloth comes from ^ ^ Kien-chang, in

the region of ^ Shuh. The substance is white as snow, and is

obtained from crevices in the .stones, being the same as what

the Yuen history terms the stone tissue."

5;^ ^ Chang Ning, an author during the Ming dynasty, has

the following remarks in a little work called ^ ^|j ^ =* Fang-

choio-tsa-yen, "Desultory Notes on Regions and Islands";—"The

first fire-proof cloth I saw was at the house of Chang Sing-e, in

Soochow, and at the |^ •— Shun-ylh, " Pure Unity " Buddhist

Cloister, in the district of ^ ^(J Jin-ho (at Hang-chow) ; in both

instances about the size of a two cash piece. I have recently

seen some at the house of Choc Ming-yu, long and narrow, like

the sash of a dress. When saturated with oil it could be used as

a candle
;
placed over the fire it might be used to burn incense on.

When the oil was exhausted, and the fire extinguished, the cloth

was as perfect as before. The statements regarding Leang-ke's

handkerchief, the tribute in the time of Woo-ti, of the Wei dynasty,

and the record in the Yuen history of the stone tissue at Peg-k'eg-

cheh hill, which could be woven, are all credible, and no fables."

The ^ i\\ 12 Min-seaou'ke,'l "Fuh-kien Memoranda," a work

of the present dynasty, by jq) ^ X Chow Leang-kung, has the

following passage :
—" When I was at ^ § Kan-yuen the graduate

Seay Urh-tseang brought out a strip of cloth and burnt it in the

fire; it became quite red as it were reduced to ashes; but when the

fire was extinguished the cloth was the same as at first. Urh

* Book 27, p. 21.

t The author of a work called the Ji' ia&^ Tan-yuan-tsuxKj-luh, " Red
Lead Record.''

X Book 1, p. U.
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Tseang said :
—

' This is the cloth that is purified by fire. Twenty

years ago it was very common in Fuh-kien, nor was it considered

of great value ; but now it cannot be obtained.' This shewed that

the article came from beyond the seas. The ancients said that

it was woven from the bark of a tree that grew on a burning

mountain ; while some say that it is from the hair of a rat. The

statement that it is from the bark of a tree, is the most probable, as

its colour is more like hempen than woollen fabrics."



MAGNETIC COMPASS IN CHINA.

The following remarks were suggested by a perusal of Capt.

Shadwell's " Memorandara ou the Magnetic Elements ia China,"

published in the Asiatic Society's Journal.

The priority of the Chinese in the use of the magnetic compass

is now so generally acknowledged, that any argument adduced

to prove or illustrate it would be altogether superfluius. There

is a clear statement of the use of the instrument, given in the

She ke, written about the commencement of the Christian era.

The fact of the declination of the needle having been known to

them also from an early date, is not so well understood. There

is, however, undoubted evidence of the fact, as may be seen by two

or three quotations from native authors ; at the head of which we

place an extract from the Lih sedng k'adu ching, an imperial work

which appeared about the end of the 17th century. On the 4th

book, 2nd page, it says :
—" To determine the situation and fix the

position, is the most important consideration in astronomy; for the

north and south being determined, observations may then be

taken of the meridian stars, and the sun's course may be calculated.

In a general way it is very easy to know the north and south ; but

in fixing a definite line, it must not deviate by a hairbreadth, if we

would insure absolute accuracy. The magnetic needle cannot be

taken as the standard, for it is found to have a declination, which

varies according to the locality. Hence to obtain a direct north and

south line, it is necessary to take observations by the sun and stars."

As the whole of the above work is merely a reflexion of the

astronomical knowledge introduced by the Jesuits, the evidence

it contains does not carry us much earlier than the 17th century ;

but a passage from the life of Yih-hiug, a Buddhist priest and

imperial astronomer at the commencement of the 8th century, will

show that the subject had engaged attention at least 900 years
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earlier. Ifc is said, that—"on comparing the needle with the north

pole, he found the former pointed between the constellations heu and

wei.* The pole was just in 6 degrees of hen, from which the needle

declined to the rightf (east) 2° 95'.+ As it declined to the right

of the north pole, it was necessarily to the left of the south pole."

We find also a reference to the same fact in a work written

during the Sung dynasty, by Ch'in Ta'uu-chung, entitled Milng k'e

peih t^an. On the 7th page of the 24th book, he says :
—" Scientific

people rub the point of a needle with load-stone, which imparts to

it the property of pointing to the south, but it always declines

slightly to the east, and is not direct south. When it floats on the

surface of water, there is too much oscillation. The finger nail,

or the rira of a cup may be used to balance it on, when it will turn

more freely ; but being hard and smooth, it is liable to fall. The

best plan is to suspend it by a silk fibre, thus—take a single-cocoon

fibre of new silk, and attach it to the centre of the needle by a

piece of wax the size of a mustard seed ; then suspend it free from

any current of air, when the needle will always point southward.

Some are magnetized so as to point to the north. I have in my
possession, both north and south pointing needles. The southern

direction of the load-stone, like the western direction of the cypress

tree, is a principle hitherto unexplained."

Although the Chinese may be said to have no knowledge of

the change taking place in the magnetic elements, yet the two pre-

ceding quotations, it will be seen, furnish data of a certain kind

on that head,—rude it is true, but perhaps not without a certain

value, in view of the paucity of kindred information. Assuming

that the notes were made from observations at the capitals of the

respective periods, we find that at the beginning of the Sth century,

the variation of the needle at Cbang-ngan (the present Si-ngan), the

capital of Shen-si, was 2° 95' E. while at Pien-leang, the capital

Ho-nan, three centuries later, there was a slight variation W.
In the Lih e, written by Sou Kwang-k'e, the Christian man-

darin known to Europeans by the name of Paul Seu, we have the

* The oonstellatioD heu cornmences in Aquarius 19 deg. 13 m. 17 s. ; icei

begins in Aquarius 29 deg. 11 ni. 13 s. The 28 constellations of the Zodiac are

here used in an imaginary circle, the winter solstice being placed due north,

t In speaUiiig of riglit and left, tlie persen is supposed to face the north,

X The degree at that time was divided into 100 minutes.
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followinof paragraph :
— " The diieiition of tlie magnetic needle is

not a true meridiiiu line. By a syeteinatic exaniiimtion, we find

that it differs for every place. In tlie capital (Peking) the declina-

tion is 6° 40' E. If a wnn dial were constructed, with this for a

meridian, it would be in advance of the solstitial meridian over

21 m. 36 8. nidereal time."

In the Kwei-jeli-ke- yaou, a small woik on the Bundial, by Mei,

Wah-ngan, the most celebrated mathematician of the present dynasty

who flourished about the middle of the 17lh century, we have the

following :
—

" The exact meridian shadow must be taken due

fioath ; but direct south of the heavens i.s not the direct south to

which the magnetic needle points ; it must be taken a little to

the west of the raagnelic meridian. Schaal says that ' the needle

coincides with the shadow of the gnomon when the latter ia

moved 7^ degrees east;' but this is doubtful."

The same author reraaiks :
—" The indications of the needle

are different for every place. For I^anking the declination is

3° E. For Soochow the declination is 2\ degrees E."

The subject is noticed in many other Chinese works. It

slionld be remembered that unless otherwise notified, the vaiiation

is always taken from the south pole. From the above and other

sources, making the necessary transpositions, we obtain the follow-

ing appioximative results. Schaal's statement is generally looked

npon by the Chinese as a very rough approximation.

Date. Place. N. Lat. E. Long.
Declina-
tion.

Observer.

1st half of 8th century Chang-gan 34° 16' 108° 57' 2" 95' E.* Yih-hing.

Latter half of 11th do. Pien-leang 34° 52' 114° 33' Slightly W. Chin Tsun-chung.

1st half of 17th do. Peking 39° 54' 116° 28' 7° 30' W. John Adam Schaal.

Do. do. Do. .. » » .,
5" 40' W. Seu Kwang-ke.

1690
'. Canton 23° 8' 111° 16' 2» 25' W. Fontenay.

Middle of 17th century Nanking 32° 4' 118° 47' 3° O'W. Mei Wuh-ngan.

Do. do. Soochow 31° 23' 120" 25' 2» 30' W. Do.

1817 Canton 23° 8' 111" 16' 0» 0'

1829 Peking 39° 54' 116" 28' 1" 48' W.

' This allows 100 minutes to the degree.

A. W.





JOTTINGS ON THE SCIENCE OF THE CHINESE

ARITHMETIC.

There are a few discoveries, such as the magnetic needle and

the typographic art, whicli have been of indisputable service in the

advancement of civilization, priority with respect to which, is

by universal consent ascribed to the Chinese ; a certain superiority

in some of the arts, many will admit that these people possess;

some questions in modern science have received a practical illustra-

tion in the ordinary habits of the "Flowery" race, and some few-

have been constrained to admit, that they have for time out of

mind, possessed a perfect knowledge of facts, which have been

but recently arrived at through the medium of theory in the west.

Beyond tliis few are disposed to accede to the pretensions of this

people, and the suggestion of any degree of eminence in abstract

science is by many thought to be unworthy of a moment's con-

sideration. It is possible, however, that a little investigation might

establish juster views. The object of the following desultory

notes, made from time to time, in the course of some researches

entered upon, with another purpose in view, is to draw attention to

the state of the arithmetical science in China, a subject which

has not been so fully explored as it might with advantage, and on

wliich some erroneous statements have been current in modern

publications.

The Roman Catholic missionaries who had from the commence-

ment of the seventeenth century begun to acquii'e fame and influence

at court, continued to retain and fortify their position, and on

the cliange of dynasty taking place, they found themselves even

more favourably circumstanced than before ; by means of tlie works
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of Ricci, Schaal and others, much of the science of Europe had

been laid open to the Chinese; their system of astronomy and

methods of computation had at length overcome the scruples of

the native mathematicians ; the Astronomical Board was placed

very much under their control, and the native methods which liad

continued to be used till the end of the Ming dynasty, were now

fairly supplanted by the Western rules. In these circumstances

the young Emperor Kang-hi, who assumed the reins of government

at the age of fourteen, was brought in some measure under the

tutorage of the foreign missionaries, and being natui-ally gifted with

a hi"h degree of intelligence he readily entered into the spirit

of their instructions, and became deeply imbued with a love for

science in all its bearings.

During the brilliant reign of this emperor, men of genius

were attracted from the remotest corners of the empire by the

splendours of the impeiial court and the encouragement offered

to the devotees of science ; among others appeared a man of no

ordinary mental standing, ^ ^ ]^ Mei Wuh-ngan, a native of

Hwuy-cliow ; not, however, in the character of an aspirant for

office, or as a mere candidate for imperial favour, for being zealously

attached to the interests of the Ming dynasty, he steadily refused

to the end of a long life every offer to enter the service of their

successors.

With this man the emperor held frequent consultations on

subjects congenial to the minds of both. Mei had become tho-

roughly conversant with the works of the foreigners, as is evident

from the voluminous writings he has left behind him ; but his

shrewd mind did not allow him to stop here, for on ransacking the

stores of aatiquity he came to the conviction that in over-estimating

the merits of the missionaries, his countrymen were unjustly

neglecting the ancient native works; and that in fact there was

very little in the recently introduced theories which they had

not themselves possessed for centuries before. This assertion Mei

proceeded to prove and illustrate by extensive quotations from

the remaining works of the ancients, and it was probably owing to

the development of this fact in a great degree that we may ascribe

the cause of the foreigners so soon after havinji declined in favour
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at the imperial court ; for in a large mathematical work, the

^ ^ ^ ^. Leuh-leih-yuen-yuen, compiled by the personal eflfbrts

of Kang-hi and his cliief councillors, and published soon afterwards,

the influence of such views is clearly to be traced. In one of the

introductory chapters to that work, after acknowledging their

obligations to Ricci, Scliaal, Verbiest and other foreigners, for

the good service they had rendered towards the perfection of the

numerical sciences, the question is suggested,—Whence did these

foreigners originally gain their knowledge ? and the answer is

complacently given,—that it has flown abroad from the central

land. The scanty notices of celestial phenomena, recorded in the

histories of the early monarchs, are held to be confirmatory of

this view ; and if few written evidences of the flourishing state of

science at that period, have corne dosvn to the present age, the

cause is to be attributed to that catastrophe in the history of

literature, the burning of the books by Chi Hwang-ti, the first

emperor of the Tsin dynasty* above two centuries before the

Christian era. Fortunately we are told, during the palmy days

of the sages, when the transforming influence of the central kingdom

had extended to the uttermost bounds of the habitable earth their

books on science had been translated into the languages of

foreigners ; and hence it happened that when all the native works

were consigned to the flames the foreigners became the sole

depositories of these valuable treasures, the veritable productions

of the celestial sages. In this way the superiority of foreigners

where admittexl is ingeniously accounted for.

One may be inclined to smile at the statement above set forth,

and if the assertion of some modern writers be correct it will

be perfectly legitimate to do so. If, however, instead of dispatching

the subject in that summary style we take the pains to enquire

how far .Chinese authorities may be trusted in the matter we

may find that as a practical question it is deserving of investigation,

and facts may be brought to light which will show that the

Chinese had some knowledge of mathematics at a very early

date.

* For a notice of this event see Williams' " Middle Kingdom," vol. 2,

p. 160.
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To ascertain the actual state of arithmetic among the Chinese

it might be sufficient to I'un over tlie contents of some of the

principal modern publications on that science; but as they have

confessedly gained something from tiie Roman Catiiolics during tiie

past two centuries, and previous to that time, their intercourse

with the Arabians during the Yuen dynasty, doubtless added

to their stock of mathematical acquirements, it will he interesting

to discover somewhat respecting the state of their knowledge

ajiterior to these successive accretions.

Setting aside the vagaries of Fo-hi, as little to the purpose, the

earliest definite notice of the science of numbers is to be met witii in

the p§. ^ i^ @ Tunrj-kien-kanginnli, " General History of China,"

where it is stated, under the reign of ^ i^ Hwang-ti, that he

caused his minister ^ "^ Li Show to form the j]^ ^ Kew-chang,

"Nine Sections of Arithmetic."' Many other improvements are

attributed to this monarch, and among them the sexagenary cycle.

Although there is much vagueness about records of that early

period which is scarcely admitted within the range of autlientic

history, yet it is a remarkable fact that the present chronological

era of cycles dates its commencenjent from the sixty first year of

that emperor (B.C. 2637).

The Nine Sections, attributed to Hwang-ti, have formed the

nucleus of arithmetical science in China, and although it vi^ould

be difficult to conjecture how far the ancient sage was acquainted

with the substance of these sections, or whether indeed it be true

that they ever came under his notice, the Avork has been handed

down to us with abundant evidtiice from a very i-emote peiiod,

and has been largely expounded and illustrated by an almost

unbroken succession of authors down to the present day.

The history of ^ Yaou has been frequently quoted, to show

that the Chinese had made a considerable advancement in science

by his time (B.C. 2300). From the ^ fg Shoo-king we learn

that he had a Board of Astronomers for making the calculations

and forming a calendar, with a view of the tnotions of the Jieavenly

bodies, that the solstices and equinoxes were marked, and that

the length of tiie year was known within an hour of the true time,

All this indicates that some attention wA'S paid to the science of

f^^umbers.
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But the document which can be traced with certainty to the

greatest age, in which we have any detail of mathematical prin-

ciples, is a brief dialogue held between the famous j^ ^ Chow

Kung and a nobleman of the recently vanquished Shang dynasty

named Kaou, generally known as "j^ ]^ Sh..,ng Kaou, about B.C.

1100. It is entitled the J^ ^ Chow-pi, Thigli-bone of Chow.*

As it is an object of some interest on account of its great antiquity,

the translation is given here of the first section, which forms an

epitome of the whole :

—

" 1. Formerly Chow Kung addresaiug Shang Kaou, said :—I have heard

it said my lord that you nre faiaous at numbers ; may I venture to ask you

how the ancient Fo-hi established the degrees of the celestial sphere ?

There are no steps by vvhioh one may ascend the heavens, and it is

impracticable to take a rule and measure the extent of the earth ; I wish

to ask then how he ascertained these numbers? 2. 8hang Kaou replied :—The

art of numbering originates in the circle and quadrangle. 3. The circle is

derived from the quadrangle. 4. The quadrangle originates in the right

angle.t 5. The right angle originates in the multiplication of the nine digits.

6. Hence, separating a right angle into its component parts, if the base be

equal to 3, and the altitude to 4, a line connecting the farther extremities will

be 5. 7. Square the external dimensions, and half the amount will give the area

of the triangle. 8. Add together all the sides, and the result will equal the

sum of 3, 4 and 5. 9. The square of the hypotheneuse being 25, is equal to

the squares of the two short sides of the triangle. 10. Thus the means by

which ^ Yu restored order throughout the empire was by following out the

principles of these numbers, 11. Chow Kung exclaimed ;—How truly great

is the theory of numbers ! May I ask what is the principle of the use of the

rectangle ? 12. Shang-kaou replied :—The plane rectangle is formed by

uninclined straight lines. 13. The direct rectangle is used for observing

heights. 14. The reversed rectangle is used for fathoming depths. 15. The

flat rectangle is used for ascertaining distances. 16. By the revolution of

the rectangle the circle is formed. 17. By the junction of rectangles the

square is formed. 18. The square pertains to earth, the circle belongs

to heaven, heaven being round and the earth square. 19. The numbers of the

square being the standard, the dimensions of the circle are deduced from the

square. 20. The circular plate is employed to represent heaven ; the celestial

colours are blue and black, the terrestrial are yellow and red ; the circular

plate is formed according to the celestial numbers; it is blue and black

* The name which at first sight appears a little outrd, receives its explanation from the

two characters ^ )]x Keu-koo used to designate the base and altitude of a triangle, and which
mean originally the Leg and Thigh. It may call to mind also a similar device in our English

term, Napier's Bones.

t The term right angle is used here to designate the '^ ]]x keu-koo, ivio short sides of iv

right angle triang
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outside, red and yellow inside, in order to represent the celestial and terres-

trial stations. 21. Therefore he who understands the earth is a wise man

;

he who comprehends the heavens is a sage. This knowledge begins witli the

straight line ; the straight line is a component part of the rectangle, and the

numbers of the rectangle are applicable to the construction of all things, 22.

Chow Kung exclaimed, Excellent indeed !

"

The sentences are numbered here for convenience in reference.

Several things deserve attention. In 3 there is allusion to the

quadrature of the circle ; 4 and 5 refer to plane mensuration ; G

gives the ratio of the hypotheneuse to short sides of a right angle

triangle; 7 states that a quadrangle bounding the three angles of a

triangle contains double the area of said triangle ; 8 states the

whole to be equal to the sum of the several parts; 9 is the well

known 47th proposition of the 1st Book of Euclid ; 13, 14 and 15

show that the author understood the application of trigonometry to

the measurement of distant objects; 16 gives the fundamental

principle upon which the area of the circle is calculated ; the

circular plate mentioned in 20 seems to have been some ancient

instrument for representing the appearance of the heavens and the

earth, the form of which is not very well understood now.

At the 11th page of the 2nd Book of the ^ jgl Chow-li, Chow-

Ritual, the authorship of which is attributed to Chow Kung, in the

list of the officers of instruction, the duties of the Royal Tutor are

said to be " to train up the eldest sons of the prince and the

nobility, in the six arts, to wit, the 5 classes of rites, the 6 kinds of

music, the 5 laws of archery, the 5 descriptions of carriage-driving,

the 6 rules of writing and the 9 methods of numbering." The 9

methods of numbering are explained by the commentators to be the

Kew-chang or Nine Sections.

With the exception of an occasional allusion in the ancient

classics we have little further respecting the science previous to the

great conilagration, when Chi Hwang-ti ordered the destruction of

all the native books. Subsequent to this period the works are too

numerous to admit of recording even their titles ; a brief notice of

some of the most prominent must suffice.

About a century before the Christian era ^^ ^ Chang Tsang

published the -^ ^ ^ :^)| Kew-chang-sioan-slmh, " Arithmetical

Rules of the Nine Sections," which professes to embody the principles
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of ariUiraeMc employed by the Royal Tafcor during the Chow
dynasty. It is not given fortli, however, as an original composition,

bat merely pretends to be a revised and corrected edition of a much

older work, the author of which is now unknown. The work has

been preserved by snccessive editions down to the present time,

but it is now extremely rare ; it is piobably the oldest exemplar of

the Kew-chang extant. Commentaries have been written on it by

several authors.

During the thii-d century ^ ^ Sun-tsze, an author of con-

siderable note, pul>lished his ^ fiii Stvan-king, "Arithmetical

Classic." This work is referred to by almost every subsequent

writer on the subject. Several commentaries have been written

on it.

About the same time also appeared the ^ ^ iB jiM! Shuh-soo-

ki-i, " Record of Rules and Calculations " by f^ -^ Seu Kew, which

has been explained and commented on by succeeding authors.

Before the sixth century ^ -^ pj^ Hea How-yang published

bis ^ ^ Swan-king, " Arithmetical Classic," in which he broached

some innovations on ancient practice, not confining himself strictly

within the limits of the Kew-chang, which had been invariably

followed by all his predecessors.

About the fifth century ^|] ^ Lew-hwuy published ^ ^ "^

Jprt ^ ;^ lljl
Chitng-cha-keae-tsih-wang-chi-shuh, " The Whole

System of Measuring, by the Observation of several beacons." This

was republished in the eighth century under the title of f§ ^ ^
^ Hae-taou-swan-kirig, " The Island Arithmetical Classic," the

name beino- adopted frotn the first problem in the book, which is

on measuring an island from a distance.

^ "Sfi" Woo Tsaou, who was about contemporary with the two

preceding, wrote a ^ f^ Swan-king, " Arithmetical Olassic," which

is much referred to.

At the beginning of the seventh century a treatise on trigono-

metry was published by H |f| Chaou Shwang, called the j^ f!?

^ f^ Chow-pi-sivan-ki7ig, " Arithmetical Classic of the Chow

Trio-onometry." This, however, is said to be but a subsequent

edition of a very much older work, which is looked upon as the

original native production on trigonometry.
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In the seventh century fj| ^ Chin Lwan wrote a treatise

called the 5. 5^ ^ tl!§
Woo-kin{/-swan-sImh, "Arithmetical Rales

of the Five Classics," embodying the various problems alluded to in

the Yih-king, Shoo-king, She-king, Li-ki, Chun-tsew, Heaon-king

and Lun-yu. A commentary was written on this work by ^ ^
J^ Li Chun-fung.

About the same time as the preceding 5^ 5ii JIM.
Chang Kew-

kien wrote his ^ ^ Sioan-king, "Arithmetical Classic," the con-

ciseness of the text of which, it is said, renders it difficult to be

understood. Several authors of celebrity have undertaken to write

commentaries on and illustrate it.

Towards the close of the eighth century I ^ ji5. Wang Heaon-

tung, an imperial librarian during the Tang dynasty, issued his

W^ "^ ^ W^ Tseih-koo-swan-king, "Arithmetical Classic of Ancient

Formulge," with a commentary by himself ; it consists of 20 problems

on solid mensuration, in illustration of the 5th of the Nine Sections.

The text is said by natives to be very abstruse. An edition of this

work was published atSoochow in 1803 with all the problems worked

out at full length and explained by 51 ^ t Chang Tun-jin.

During the Tang dynasty a Buddhist priest, named —• fj
Yih-hing, was raised to power, in consequence of his mathematical

attainments. His works on astronomy, arithmetic, the variation

of the magnetic needle and kindred subjects have gained him a

lasting reputation. It was probably about or before this time that

the Chinese received what little they seem to have got from India.

Several of the highest terms in their series of numbers evidently

bespeak an Indian origin, an ]§ '{pf \^ Hong-ho-sha, literally

"Sands of the Gauges "=10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,

000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 extending to 63 places of figures,

M fa" l5 A-seng-chi, reaching to 57 places, etc.

During the Sung dynasty, which lasted from 950 to 1280,

several authors of note appeared. Among others -^ ^ fS Tsin

Kew-chaou about 1240 published the ^"^ 'j\a^ Soo-shoo-ketv-

chang, " Nine Sections of the Art of Numbers."

Ten years later ^^ J^ Yang Hwuy published a work entitled

p^ w ^ ^ ^ f^ Siang-kiai-kew-chang-swan-fa, " Explanation

of the Arithmetic of the Nine Sections," besides ^ M ^ M M ll^
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Siang-kiai-jeh-yung-swan-fa, " Explanation of Arithmetic for Daily

Use," and ^ f^ jj, ^ /^ 5{^ Shing-choo-tung-pien-jnin-nnih, " Com-

plete Treatise on the Mutations of Multiplication and Division."

The works of the last-mentioned two authors were republished in

Shanghai three years since.

At the commencement of the Yuen dynasty, about 1300, ^ ^
^ Ko Show-king made considerable improvements on the methods

of calculation hitherto adopted. The introduction of spherical

trigonometry is ascribed to him, and although his production is

now lost there is still a work published in the Ming dynasty

called ^ ;^ ^ f^ Hoo-shi-swan-shuh, "Arithmetical Rules for

Arcs and Versed-sines," embodying his principles with illustra-

tions.*

During the Yuen dynasty ^ ^ Li Yay published JglJ U ^ H
Tseh-yuenhai-king, " Mirror of the Mensuration of Circles," in which

a species of algebra is applied to the solution of problems in trigo-

nometry. Wliile this dynasty was in power it is probable that

some improvements may have been introduced by the Arabs,

as we know that they held much intercourse with China at that

time.

It appears, however, that many of their books on science which

they introduced were not translated into the native language, and

consequently remained a dead letter after they were bequeathed by

their original possessors. Some of these were found in the imperial

library on the accession of Hung Woo, the founder of the Ming

dynasty. This monarch employed two of his ablest scholars, with

the aid of Mahommedan officers, to translate them, but the subject

was altogether so foreign to their attainments and the terms em-

ployed beyond their comprehension, that there is reason to think

that the result of their labour would be but an unprofitable

productioii. When they had completed their task the book was

called the ^ 7C ^ ^ '^ § Kien-yuen-sien-shing-chi-shoo, " Book

of the Former Sages on the Celestial Origin." This book is now

unattainable, but there is ground to believe that it was the trans-

lation of some works on Algebra.

* It is asserted in Murray's China, vol. 3, p. 259, that previous to his

time the ratio of the circumference to the diameter of the circle had not
been known nearer than 3 to 1. This is a mere fiirment.
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In the earlier part of the Ming dynasty arithmetical science

seems to have been at a very low ebb, scarcely any work of im-

portance having appeared, although several books were written on

the manipulation of the abacus and its application to the various

formulse ; so that on the arrival of the Jesuit missionaries in the

seventeenth century, their recently perfected theories had the

advantage of comparison with the native science at one of the most

unfavourable periods of its history.

It is by no means an easy task to arrive at the exact meaning

of most of the books here mentioned, for little assistance towards

their interpretation can be gained from the oidinary run of teach-

ers ; few general principles are given, but they are left to be

deduced from a variety of examples, and these for the chief part

are stated with most perplexing brevity, besides being burdened

with a number of obsolete terms and antiquated allusions ; a

separate rule is generally given for every problem, but a careful

analysis of the various examples will enable the student to g-iin

insight into the principles they illustrate.

Those who are fond of tracing the origin of numeral characters,

will probably find in these records a strong cori'oboration of the

digital theory, or that which assigns the number of fingers on the

hands as the foundation of decimal notation. In this respect the

ancient Chinese characters approximate to the Roman numerals.

It has been erroneously stated by some authors that the Chinese

have used the ^ ^ Sioa7i-2:>an or abacus from time immemorial,

whereas its introduction appears to be of but comparatively recent

date. In ancient times calculations were carried on by means

of ^ Show or tallies made of bamboo, and the written character
Bar '

is evidently a rude representation of these. From 1 to 5 the

numbers are represented by the respective number of parallel

strokes ; from 6 to 9 inclusive, one stroke is drawn to represent 5

;

and the additional number is represented by so many strokes

perpendicular to it; thus
[jf

3, "f 6, ff 7.* Having thus obtained

* We finrl an incidental evidence of the antiquity of these symbols

in the .S3r.i vol. of the Tso-chuen, a historical work written by a disciple

of CJonfacius five centuries before the Christian era, where it is said,—In the

oOth year of Seang Kuiig an old man, on being asked his age, replied,—I am
but ahunible individual and unable to compute years ; I only know respecting

the year that I was born, that it was on the first day of the cycle in the first
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a simple but sufficiently effective system of figures, we find the

Chinese in the actual use of a method of notation depending on the

theory of local value several centuries before such theory was

understood in Europe, and while yet the science of numbers had

scarcely dawned among the Arabs.

In the Penny Cyclopoedia, vol. 2, p. 338, it is said: "Tlie

Chinese have no written method of expressing local value, though

their Swan-pan is a pi-actical use of the principle." Sir John Davis

in a paper read before the Asiatic Society in 1823 stated : "The

Chinese possess no real science of their own, and that they obtained

none from the Hindus, is, I think, proved by the readiness with

which they adopted that of the Europeans." This remark he goes

on to support by several arguments, and he has been frequently

quoted as an authority by vvriters on the subject. Again the same

author in his interesting work on the Chinese, vol. 2, p. 283,

remarks :
" The Chinese numbers are written in words at length,

that is, unlike the Arabic system of numeration, where the powers

of the numbers increase or diminish decimally according to position."

An example from any native work will be a sufficient reply to the

above statements. The following is taken at random from the works

of Tsin Kew-chaou of the Sung dynasty, and is a fair specimen of the

ancient notation :—
1 =o^i!iii=T I =Troooo

Txiiiax
In this subtraction sum it will be seen at a glance that the author

had the same view with regard to local value, including the use of

the cypher, as that universally adopted by modern civilized nations;

the above sum in European figures stands thus :

—

1,470,000

64,464

1,405,536

It is taken out of the middle of a complicated problem.

month, from which to the present time, 445 cycles lacking one-third, have
elapsed. On hearing this, the enquirer repaired to the palace for a solution

;

to \\ hich the Recorder Chaou repKed : ^^Hlf ^-^THill-^. The
character ^ Hae has 2 for its head, 6 for its body ; the two lower limbs
resembling the body, which is the number of days. Sze Wan-pih rejoined:
Then his days are 2,666 decades. The antique form of the character will

make this clearer ^. If we analyze this figure we find it composed of ^ 2 for

the head, _L 6 for the body, while tiie two hnver members are each Y 6.

Reversing the figure of the symbol does not alter its power.
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In the old arithmetical works, no initiatory rules are ^iven

corresponding to our Addition and Subtraction ; but these are

supposed to be understood by the student, before commencing his

methodical application. They iiave indeed the words
'fjn

^jb Kia-fa,

Addition, and ^ f^ Kien-fa, Subtraction, but the reader must be

careful not to confound these with the notions which the same terms

convey to us. The Chinese Kia-fa is a substitute for our mul-

tiplication, performed by successive additions to the original sum,

while Kien-fa is a substitute for division ; each of these are divided

into five or six rules, the main featux^e of which consists in reducing

the first figure of the working factor to unity, and treating the

remaining figures as aliquot parts. The English itlea of addition is

conveyed by the words ^ Ho or f^ Ping, " to coujbine." And
here it may be remarked that in the modern use of many of the

terms there is an obvious deflection from the ancient meaning of

these same terms, the cause of which will be explained by sub-

sequent remarks in tliis paper.

Their ^ ^^ Shing-fa, Multiplication, is the same in theory

as ours, but instead of beginning at the right hand as we do,

they begin at the left. Multiplication by a single figure is called @
Yin.

Division by a single figure is termed |^ Kwei ; wiiere the

divisor consists of more than one figure, or long division, it is called

^ Choo ; these terms, however, do not cover the same extent of

meaning as our word Division ; they merely apply to division by

concrete numbers, v^^hich, as the word choo implies, is in theory the

same as repeated sulitraction ; division by abstract numbers or

where a number is divided into any number of equal parts is ex-

pressed by j|5 Yo. The working factor whether multiplier or divisor

is called ^^ Fa ; the worked factor, whether multiplicand or dividend

is ^ SJdh ; a single multiplication of the divisor in a division sum

is termed 'j^ Shang.

The ancient Kew-chang consists of 246 problems in all, dis-

tributed under the following nine heads :

—

I.

—

-^ gg Fang-tien. Plane Mensuration ; which contains

besides an exposition of multiplication and division, a series of

examples with rules attached, for measuring fields of various forms.
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quadi'angular, triangular, circular, semicircular, segment, annular,

&c. The rule given for uieasuriug the triangle is to multiply the

base by half a perpendicular dropt from the opposite angle, or the

converse of this. 6 rules are given for finding the area of the

circle:— 1. Multiply semi-diameter by radiu ; 2. Take J of square

of semi-circumference ; 3. Take a twelfth of square of circumference
;

4. Take ^ of 3 times the square of diameter; 5. Take \ of product

of diameter and circumference ; 6. Take 3 times square of radius.

Although the ratio of the circumference to the diameter of the

circle is here set down at 3 to 1, native authors tell us that it

was not that the compiler was ignorant of a much closer approxima-

tion to the true value, but the necessities of the case did not

require it; in the ^ ^ Meih-suh of |3| ftfi ^ Tsoo Chung-chi,

published about the end of the 6th century, it is set down at

22 to 7, while Lew Hwuy, still earlier, gives it 157 to 50.

Two rules are given for segment fields :—-1. Add the product

of the sine and versed-sine to the square of the versed-sine,

and halve the sum ; 2. Multiply the sum of the sine and

versed-sine and halve the amount. Two rules ai'e given for

annular fields :— 1. Multiply half the sum of the outer and

inner circumferences by the diameter; 2. Take a twelfth of the

difference between the respective squares of the outer and inner

circumferences.

II.—^ ^ Shuh-poo, Proportion. This section is chiefly oc-

cupied with Rule of three questions, on the comparative value

of grain of divers kinds and qualities. The various weights

and measures are all regulated by the Hwang-tsung, one of the

musical tubes, which is divided into 90 parts in length, one division

forming a fun (line), 10 fun., 1 tsun (inch), 10 tsun, 1 sliih (foot),

&c. ^\\% Htuang-tsung contains 1,200 grains of rice, and 10 of these

tubes full are equal to a ho ; 10 lio are equal to a slmig (pint), &c.

The 1,200 grains contained in the Hioang-tsung are equal in weight

to 12 choo (penny-weights); 24 penny-weights make a Zea?i^ (ounce)

;

16 ounces make a kin (pound), &c.

III.—^ ^ Shwaefun, Fellowship. This section teaches the

division of property among several partners, in unequal shares, such

as the relative proportions of 4 to 6, 2 to 8, 3 to 7, &c., in continued

progression.
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IV.—>J? ^ Shaou-kwang, Evolution. The object of this section

is to elucidate the extraction of the square and cube roots, which it

does in a series of 24 problems, where the principles are applied

not merely to equilateral squares and culies, but also to parallelo-

grams and parallelopipeds of every possible dimension. The rules

are very much the same as those in use at the present day in school

books in England, while the arrangement of the nomenclature certain,

ly does not suffer by comparison with our system ; for the various

parts of the process taking their naoies from the geometrical figure,

the operator is enabled to see at every step the particular object of

what he is performing. The next lower term to the given power

is called ^ fa^ff " square
;

" in the cube, the next term is the ^
lien, "angle" or "line;" while the lowest in each in the ^ yu,

" corner or " unit." There is no reference to any higher power

than the cube.

V.
—

"f^ ^ Shnng-kung. Solid Mensuration. This section

treats principally of the calculation of public works, such as build-

ing walls and fortifications, raising turrets and mounds, excavating

pits and fosses, the rules being applied to ascertain the cubic

measurement of all rectilineal bodies where the surfaces are not

at right angles to each other, or where a mean is required between

two dimensions, such as the prism, the pyramid, the cone and

their respective frustra, &c., &c. ; but the application is not confined

merely to substances, or even spaces, for several problems are

given on the comparative speed of different kinds of travelling,

on foot, on horseback and by boat; also the comparative qualities

of labour, &c. ; all worked out on the same fundamental principle.

VI.—J^ ^ Kiun-shoo. Alligation. The main object of this

section seems to be the levying of an average impost, according to

the amount of land, the number of the population, the distance

and the portability of the tribute ; it is also applied to the mixture

of various articles differing in price, so as to attain a given standard
;

and to find the respective numbers of several kinds in a given

assemblage. The following is one of the examples of the last-

mentioned division :—Suppose there are a number of rabbits and

pheasants confined in a cage, in all 35 heads and 94 feet : required

the number of each? Ans. 23 pheasants, 12 rabbits.
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Vil-—S if^ Yin-nuh, Surplus and Deficiency. This consists

of a kind of proportion, where the required sum is obtained through

the relative ratios of the remainder or deficiency of two series ; the

questions take the following form :—A number of men bought a

number of articles, neither of which are kncwn ; it is only known

that if each man paid 8 cash, there would be a surplus of 3 cash
;

and if each man paid 7 cash, there would be a deficiency of 4 cash

;

required the respective numbers? Ans. 7 men, 53 articles.

VIII.—^ 1^ Fang-chiiig, Equations. This section is remark-

able as containing an exposition of the use of the terms j£ citing,

"plus" and ^ foo, "minus," In a series of 18 problems it gives

the method of ascertaining the value of unknown quantities from

certain conditions of combination, depending on the number of

terms in the equation. The following is one of the simplest

examples :—If 5 oxen and 2 sheep cost 10 taels of gold, and 2 oxen

and 8 sheep cost 8 taels, what are the prices of the oxen and sheep

respectively? Ans. Each ox 1 tael and 13 twenty-first parts;

each sheep, 20 twenty-first parts of a tael.

IX.—^ ^ Kiri-koo* Trigonometry. This section is illustrat-

ed by 24 pi'oblems, some of which are curious in themselves, and a

selection is here given, preceded by the corresponding rules, from

which the character of the whole may be judged. Nothing is

attempted beyond the right-angled triangle, the capabilities of which,

however, are tolerably well exhausted. In the following examples

let a represent the base, b the altitude and c the hyputhenuse.f 1.

Given the difference of altitude and hypothenuse, and the base ; to

find the liypothenuse.

(rt2_c_62) ^ .2c—h Ex.

There is a pool 10 feet square, with a reed growing in the centre,

which rises a foot above the surface ; when drawn towards the

shore it reaches exactly to the brink of the pool ; what is the depth

of water? Ans. 12 feet. 2. Another method.

* It is not pretended that the names here given are a translation of the
Chinese cliaracters ; they liave been adopted from an analysis of the several
rules, and although these do not exactly correspond with the rules of same
name in Western treatises, yet as there is generally a near approximation
it has been thought more convenient to use them than to transfer the sounds
of the characters, or to give a literal translation ; as for example these would
read :—1. Squaring fields. 2. Rice and money. 3. Declining divisions. 4.

Paucity and breadth, &c.

t Algebraic symbols are used here for the sake of brevity ; it is not
meant to imply that these are in the original.
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(a« + JI^-') ^ 2c^ Ex.

On opening a two-leaved door, when the inner edge of the leaves

are a foot from the door frame, there is an opening of 2 inches

between the leaves ; what is the width of the door ? Ans. Each

leaf 50^ inches. 3. Another method.

a--^c—6 + c

—

b Ex.

A chain suspended from an upright post has a length of 2 feet

lying on the ground, and on being drawn out to its full extent, so

as just to touch the ground, the end is found to be 8 feet from the

post; what is the length of the chain? Aus. 17 feet. 4. Another

method.

(n \ 2 c

—

b c—b ^
l) --2- +-^=cEx.

There is a circular beam of wood in a wall, the dimensions of which

are not known, but on inserting a saw it is found that when it has

entered an inch in depth the saw-cut is a foot in length ; what is

the diameter of the piece of wood ? Ans. 2 feet 6 inches. 5. Given

the sum of the altitude and hypothenuse, and the base, to find the

altitude.

b + c—a--rb + c Ex.

2

There is a bamboo 10 feet high, the upper end of which being

broken down on reaching the ground, the tip is just 3 feet from

the stem; what is the height to the break? Ans. feet 4 and 11

twentieths. This problem is said to be contained also in the Indian

mathematical work, Brahmegupta (see Journal Asiatique, Mars,

1839). 6. Given the base and altitude to find the sum and dif-

ference of these and the hypothenuse.

2ab-^c + a-\-b Ex,

What is the diameter of the largest circle that can be inscribed

within a right-angled triangle, the two short sides of which are

respectively 8 and 15. Ans. 6,

Such is a very superficial outline of this venerable memento of

a bygone age. A curious characteristic deserving of notice is the

fact that every section and subdivision commences with a stanza

of rhyme, embodying in a general way the rule in question ; the

1
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meaning is not always very apparent on the surface, but the

quaintness of the phraseology is calculated to fix them on the

memory ; and on a minute insisectioii it will be seen that they

contain in a concise form the leading ideas which they are intended

to convey, very accurately expressed.

In examining the productions of the Chinese one finds con-

siderable difficulty in assigning the precise date for the origin of

any mathematical process ; for on almost every point, where we

consult a native author, we find references to some still earlier

work on the subject. The high veneration with which it has been

customary for them to look upon the labours of the ancients, has

made them more desirous of elucidating the works of their pre-

decessors than of seeking fame in an untrodden path ; so that

some of their most important formulae have reached the state in

which we now find them by an almost innumerable series of

increments. One of the most remarkable of these is the ^ |^
Ta-yen, " Great Extension," a rule for the resolution of in-

determinate problems. This rule is met with in embryo in Sun,

Tsze's Arithmetical Classic* under the name of ^^ yf> ^ ^
Wuh-puh-chi-soo, "Unknown Numerical Quantities," where after a

general statement in four lines of rhyme the following question is

proposed :

—

Given an unknown number, whiek when divided by 3, leaves a remain-

der of 2; when divided by 5, it leaves 3; and when divided by 7, it leaves

2 ; what is the number ? Ans. 23.

This is followed by a special rule for working out the problem,

in terms sufficiently concise and elliptical, to elude the comprehension

of the casual reader :

—

Dividing by 3 with a remainder of 2, set down 140 ; dividing by 5 with

a remainder of 3, set down 63 ; dividing by 7 with a remainder of 2, set down
30; adding these sums together gives 233, from which subtract 210, and the

remainder is the number required.

A more general note succeeds :

—

For 1 obtained by 3, set down 70 ; for 1 obtained by 5, set down 21 ; for

1 obtained by 7, set down 15 ; when the sum is 106 or above subtract 105 from
it, and the remainder is the number required.

• Xative writers are divided in opinion as to the time when Sun Tsze lived ; some
consider him tiic same as Sun Woo-tsze, a mihtarj' officer during tlie Ileptarchj-, about B.C.
220. The more probable opinion, however, is that he lived towards the end of the Han oi
during the Wei d3-nastj- in the third century oi the Christian era.
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In tracing the coui'se of this process we find it gradually

becoming clearer till towai'ds the end of tlie Sung dynasty, when

the writings of Tsin Keu-chaou put us in full possession of the

principle, and enable us to unravel the meaning of the above

mysterious assemblage of numerals. Applying the principles of

the Ta-yen as there laid down :—Multiplying together the three

divisors 3, 5 and 7, gives 105 for the ^^ -^ Yen-moo, " Extension

Parent." Divide this by the ^ ^ Ting-moo, " Fixed Parent," 7, the

quotient 15 is the ^ ^ Yen-soo, " Extension Number." Divide

this again by 7, and there is an overplus of 1, which is the p§ ^
Ching-suh, " Multiplying Term ;

" by which multiply the Extension

Number 15, and the product 15 is the ^^ Yung-soo, "Use
Number," or as it is given above,

—

for 1 obtained by 7, set down

15. Divide the Extension Parent 105 by the Fixed Parent 5,

and the quotient 21 is the Extension Nurhber. Divide this again

by 5, and the overplus 1 is the Multiplying Term. Multiply the

Extension Number 21 by this, and the product 21 is the Use

Number; which is given above,

—

for 1 obtained by 5, set down 21.

Divide the Extension Parent 105 by the Fixed Parent 3, and the

quotient 35 is the Extension Number, Divide this again by 3, and

there is a ^ Ke, " Remainder " of 2. This Remainder being more

than unity is then submitted to a subsidiary process termed ^ —
Kiu-yih, " Finding Unity," which is the alternate division of the

Extension Parent and Remainder by each other, till the remainder

is reduced to 1 ; the result in the present instance is 2, which is

the Multiplying Term ; by which multiply the Extension Number,

and the product 70 is the Use Number, which is the meaning of

the sentence,

—

for 1 obtained by 3, set dotvn 70. Having thus

obtained the several Use Numbers multiply the corresponding

original remainders by these :

—

70x2 = 140; 12x3 = 36; 15x2 = 30; add these numbers to-

gether as stated in the rule, and the sum is 233, from which subtract

as many times the Parent Number 105 as it will admit, which

making 210 the remainder is 23, the number required.

The general principles of the Ta-yen are probably given in

their simplest form, in the above rudimentary problem of Sun Tsze.

Subsequent authors enlarging on the idea, applied it with much

effect to that complex system of cycles and epicycles which form

I
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such a prominent feature in the middle-age astronomy of the

Chinese. The reputed originator of this theory as applied to

astronomy is the priest Yih Hing, who had scarcely finished the

rough draft of his work -j^ f^* Jp: ^ Ta-yen-leilb-slioo, when he died

A.D. 717.

But it is in the " Nine Sections of the Art of Numbers " by

Tsin Keu-chaou that we have the most full and explicit details on

this subject. Here we have the various applications of this theory

worked out at great length ; the first problem being to find a

solution of a passage in the Yih King treating of the origin of the

divining numbers :

—

Qw. In the Yih King it is said :
—

' The Great Extension Number is 50,

and the Use Number is 49. Again it is said :
—

' It is divided into 2, to

represent the 2,spheres; 1 is suspended to represent the 3 powers; they are

drawn out by 4, to represent the 4 seasons ; three changes complete a symbol,

and eighteen changes perfect the diagram.' What is the rule for the Ex-

tension and what are the several numbers ?

The 4 cardinal numbers— 1 the senior male, 2 the junior female, 3 the

junior male and 4 the junior female—are used to start with as the Origin

Numbers. In a second row, opposite each number respectively, is placed the

product of the other three.

Origin Numbers - - - - 1 2 3 4
Extension Numbers - - - 24 12 8 6

The sum of these lower numbers gives 50, the Great Extension Number

alluded to in the text of the Yih King : 50 being an even number and

consequently unsuitable for the Use Number, the Origin Numbers are

severally taken in pairs and common divisors sought : where this is obtained

the number which gives an odd quotient is divided by it, but the other is not.

The result of this last operation gives the Fixed Parent Numbers, and the

Extension Numbers are obtained the same as before.

Fixed Parents 1 1 3 4
Extension Numbers - - - 12 12 4 3

Subtract from the respective Extension Numbers as many of the

corresponding Fixed Parents as they will admit, so as always to leave some

remainder.
Fixed Parents 1 1 3 4
Remainders 1 1 1 3

The three Remainders 1 become the respective Multiplying Terms, and

submitting the last Remainder 3 to the process for Finding Unity, the Multi-

plying Term 3 is obtained. By these four terms multiply the respective

Extension Numbers, and the Expansion Use Numbers are obtained.

Fixed Parents 1 1 3 4

Expansion Use - - - - 12 12 4 9
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The second Origin Number 2 liaving been reduced 1 at the beginning,

once the Extension Parent 12 is consequently added to the second Expansion

Numbei-, and the Expansion Numbers then become the Fixed Use Numbers,

and stand as follows :
—

Origin Numbers . • - . 1 2 3 4
Fixed Use Numbers - - - 12 24 3 9

The four upper numbers here are those employed in drawing the divining

straws. The sum of the four lower numbers is 49, which is denominated the

Use Number in the text of the Yih King, being the number of the straws used

in divination. These 49 divining straws being divided at random between the

two hands, one iiand containing an even number, the otlier must contain odd.

In the present instance the left hand is supposed to hold the odd number .33,

though unknown by the enquirer. In drawing tliem out by 1 at a time, as it

is known there must be a remainder of 1, the number 1 is suspended at first, as

it is said in the text, 1 is Hunpendtd to rej^yestiit the 3 powers. The straws are

then drawn in so many successive operations by 2, 3 and 4 at a time,

which give respectively the remainders 1, 3 and 1, and these are not put

down in three parcels. Making the suspended 1, the first parcel, we have

then the following numbers :

—

Use Numbers 12 24 4 9

Parcels 1 1 3 1

Multiply these parcels by the respective Use Numbers and the Full

Nnmljers are obtained.

Full Numbers 12 24 12 9

Adding together these 4 numbers gives 57, from which subtract the

Extension Parent 12 as many times as it will admit, and there is a;remainder

of 9, which make the dividend, and divide it by 3 the Extension Measure,

when the quotient 3 is the junior male, and lepresents the single stroke

symbol.

In this number by changing the odd number in the left hand

different symbols might be obtained. 1, I'epresenting two whole

strokes ; 2, representing one broken stroke ; 3, one whole stroke

;

and 4, one whole and one broken stroke. Such was the means

employed in former times for diving into futurity; the various

diagrams of Fo-he being thus obtained were supposed to set forth

the destiny of enquirers. Some knowledge of the Yih King is

necessary to enable one to understand these diagrams, which are

evidently the relics of a very ancient system of divination.

The 2nd problem is to find the epoch of conjunction of the

terms of concurrent cycles of time. The question is given as

follows :

—
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Let the solar year be equal to 365^ days, the moon's revolution 29||g

days, and the Keatsze 60 days. Suppose in the year A.D. 1246, the 53rd day

of the Kea-tsze or sexagenary cycle of days is the 1st of the 11th month; the

57th day of the Kea-tsze is the winter solstice or 1st day of the solar year;

and the 1st day of the Kea-tsze is the 9th day of the month. Required the

time between two conjunctions of the commencement of these three cycles

;

also the time that has already elapsed, and how much has yet to run. Aiis.

The time between two conjunctions, 18,240 years : 22.5,600 months : 6,662,160

days : number of years already past 9,16.3 : number of years unexpired, 9,077.

The 3rd problem relates to the calculation of labour ; 4 com-

panies of men vai-ying in number being engaged in raising an

embankment; each company has an equal portion of work allotted

to it ; the amount of the work i.s not stated ; but the force of each

company, and the quantity left unfinished by each company after

the last full day's work are given, from which it is required to find

the gross amount of the labour performed.

The 4th problem supposes 7 treasuries, each possessing an

equal sum of money originally, but being continuously reduced

by daily drafts differing in amount, on the respective funds; the

original stock and the number of days which the exhausting process

has gone on in each, are both unknown; from the known daily

drafts and the remainders it is required to find the original sums.

The 5th problem gives 3 agriculturists, having each an equal

quantity of grain to dispose of; which being sold at 3 difierent

places according to different measures, the respective surplus quanti-

ties over the full measures being given, it is required to find the

"whole amount.

The 6th problem supposes 3 companies of troops proceeding

to the capital, the daily rate of each, and the hours of the day

at which they arrive being given, to find the original distance.

The 7th problem refers to couriers of different speed, the daily

rate of travelling being given, to find what would be the first

place on the road, where both would halt for the night.

The 8th problem is on erecting the basement for a building,

with one of 4 difierent kinds of bricks, which the builder is at

liberty to select at will ; the dimensions of the several bricks are

given, with the surplus or deficiency in the gross dimensions, from

which it is required to find the dimensions of the erection.

The 9th problem is as follows :

—
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A report being raised that 3 rice bins each conttiining the same amount

have been robbed, the original quantity is not known, but it is found that

in the left hand one there is still 1 ho left; in the middle one, there is 1

shing 4 ho left; in the right hand one there is 1 ho remaining; the thieves

being caught, A confesses that he took a horse-ladle at night and filled it

several times oiit of the left hand bin, putting the contents in a bag; B
confesses having hastilj' taken a wooden shoe several times full, out of the

middle bin ; C says he took a bowl and filled it successively out of the right

hand bin. Examining the three vessels the horse-ladle is found to contain 1

shing 9 ho, the wooden shoe, 1 'ihing 7 ho, and the bowl, 1 nhing 2 ho. '\^'hat

is the amount of rice lost, and how much did each take ? Ans. Lost, 9 shih

5 tow 6 shing 3 ho. Stolen by A, 3 shih 1 tow 9 shing 2 ho ; B, 3 shih 1 toiu 7

shing 9 ho ; C, 3 shih 1 tovj 9 shing 2 ho.

The second division of Tsin's work is on the calculation of

astronomical terms, whicli are also worked out by the Ta-yen. The

1st problem is how to calculate the ^ K'i, " Time from the Winter

Solstice to the end of the Kea-tsze" for any given year. The 2nd is

to calculate the ^ Jun, "Time to the Winter Solstice, from any

previous point in the 11th month," for any year. The 3rd is on the

computation of the various terms (23 in number) requisite for

adjusting the inequalities of the annual, lunar and diurnal revolu-

tions, reduced from a period of 7,848,138 years. The 4th is on

calculating the inequalities of the apparent motions of the planets.

The 5th is on the comparative length of the shadow on the sun-dial

The remaining four questions of this division, on measuring the fall

of rain, and the fall of snow, do not properly belong to the Ta-yen.

At a time when astronomical instruments were far from having

attained the precision of the present day, and observations were at

best but comparatively rude, it will be seen that the above calculus

was one of considerable importance, as enabling the astionomers, by

a kind of dead reckoning to fix the length of the ^'ear and the various

astronomical periods.

This appears to be the formula, or something very like it,

which was known to the Hindoos under the name of the Cuttaca, or

as it is translated "Pulveriser,"* implying unlimited multiplication,

which is not far from the meaning of the Ta-yen, or " Great Exten-

sion." The process with its results, as found in the mathematical

works of India, has engaged much attention in Europe, and given

rise to some singular conjectures as to the antiquity of the science.

• See Edinburgh Review, November, 1S17 ; Art. Arithmetic and Algebra
of the Hindoos,
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Considering the long period that the study of mathematics

had been cultivated among the Chinese, one cannot feel surprised

at their having attained a respectable proficiency in the use of

numbers, while yet the science had scarcely obtained a footing in

England ; nor would it be unreasonable to expect a much higher

stage of development than actual evidence goes to prove. From the

days of Chow King downwards, every age had furnished its quota

of professors, each for the time looked up to by their respective

disciples as master of the science par excellence ; but the extent

of the various improvements on which they severally established

their fame, merely amounted to matters of detail, while all paid

homage to the Keio-chang, in endeavouring to throw new light on

its time-honoured formulae, or as they would say, to restore it in

some degree to its pristine lustre.

The close of the thirteenth century, however, brings to our notice

an innovation on the long-prevalent monotony. At this period we

find a grand step made toward the theory of analysis, in the publica-

tion of the
j5[^ 5c TC

—
* Lih-tien-yuenyih, "Setting up the Celestial

Monad," a new branch of arithmetic, which may with propriety be

termed the Cliinese algebra; as indeed the identity has been clearly

seen and stated by native authors several centuries later, when the

European algebra was introduced by the Roman Catholic mission-

aries. It is somewhat remarkable that we find this branch of science

introduced almost contemporaneously by three different authors,

living far apart, under different monarchies, and apparently un-

known to each other. In their works there is not the slightest

reference to each other, and it is to be regretted that we have

not some explicit detail of the circumstances which gave rise

to their several productions. Each has treated the subject in

a different manner, and seems to have concentrated his force on

a part wliich is less dwelt on by the others. The first which

appeared before the public was the work of Tsin Kew-chaou,

alluded to above, in which the Monad as a symbol of an unknown

quantity, is employed in the Ta-yeii ; but the illustration of its ad-

vantages there is so feeble, that were the name omitted, one might

easily pass it by without observing a new germ in the calculus.

The capabilities of the element, however, expand as he approaches

the subject of Evolution, and we fuxd him resolving equations of the
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6th, 7th, 8th degrees and upwards, with tlie greatest fi-eedom and

simplicity imaginable. Passing over that for the present, we shall

find in the work of the next author Li-yay Jin-kiug, some element-

ary details, better calculated to elucidate the theory. In the preface

to the " Mirror of the Mensuration of Circles," he tells us that from

his youth he had given himself to the study of the
f|^ ?'^ ;;fL § Tutig-

yuen-hexo-yung ; but as modern native autliors seem quite at a loss to

know what tl)at can be, the information is of little practical value.

In the Tien-yuen-yih, unity is employed as the representative of

an unknown number ; this being combined with an extension of the

theory of local value, in order to represent the successive powers of

the Monad or unknown number. The Monad has the character ^
Yuen written by tlie side of it, to distinguish its place in the column.

Immediately below the Monad is the place for the natural number,

which is marked by the character
^fc Tai, implying that it is the

place of -j^ 1^ Tai-kieh, or extreme limit. Immediately above

the Monad is the square ; next above is the cube ; again above, the

fourth power, and so on upwards ad itijinituni. Thus the equation

a3 + 15a;-+66x- 360 = would be written

—

I
1 Cube of Mono,d.

I = 15 Square of Monad.

T J_7t; 66 Monad.

HITQ^—360 Natural Number.

In the above it is seen that the cube, square, ttc, are all

indicated by their relative position with respect to Tai, the

characters being used only to express the co-efficients. In practise

the character Yuen is omitted when Tai is used ; or if Yuen

be used Tai is omitted. It is not a little remarkable, that

while it has been gravely asserted by most respectable authorities

in Europe, that the Chinese are ignorant of the meaning of local

value, we find here on the contrary, that they have pushed the

principle to a degree of refinement unpractised in the west. It

may be noticed, too, that instead of the old form of writing the

equation used iu Europe, a3^ + 15*^ + 66a; = 360, the method invented

by Hariot, of placing all the significant terms on one side, is precisely

that used by the Chinese some five centuries earlier ; and although

in itself but a variation in algebraical language, yet it is said by

De Morgan to have been the foundation of most important branches
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of the science.* In Tsin's original work, positive and negative

numbers are distinguished by the former being in red ink, and

the latter in black ; and this custom seems to have been in use

long before his time, for we find Lew Hwuy referring to it in

the sixth century. It is said to represe^.t the bamboo tally

numerals used in ancient times. Li Yay was the first to introduce

the diagonal stroke drawn through the right hand figure, as above,

which has been used ever since. The principle of the Tien-yuen,

as given by these writers, consists in expressing a compound

numerical quantity called the ^. ^ Ki-tso, containing the unknown

number involved to any degree, which term shall be equal to a

given natural number, called the [pj ^ Tung-soo, or ^ ^ Yeiv-soo.

These two quantities being amalgamated, the resolution of the

equation brings out the value of the Monad or unknown number.

Multiplication by the Monad is accomplished by moving all the

terms up one stage in the column ; if by the square of the Monad,

they are moved up two stages ; for the cube, three stages, and

so on. If any of the places from Tai upwards happen to be left

blank, they are supplied by cyphers. Of course division is the

inverse operation to the above, every term in the column being

moved down a stage, two stages, three stages, &c., according to the

power of the divisor ; the place next below Tai is the square root of

the Monad ; next is the cube root; biquadrate root, &c., all follow

in succession.! After the amalgamation of the two equivalents above

mentioned, the designations which the various places in the column

had retained during the operation, are all effaced, and the order of

the series inverted, the lowest term in the column being moved to

the toja and vice versa ; the upper term then becomes the ^ ^Sliih,

or sum of all the others ; if there is only one more term, it is called

^^ Fa, the divisor; if there are 2 more, the second is called -jj Fang^

or ^^ Tsung, and the lower |J^ Yu ; for any greater number of terras,

the Yit always remains at the bottom, and the additional terras are

placed between it and the Fa7ig, with the name of ^ Lien, according

to their number beginning from Fang, as 1st lie7i, 2nd lien, &c.

* "On the study and difSculties of Mathematics," by Professor De
Morgan, p. 12.

t For tlie sake of simplicity, 1 is assumed as the co-efficient of these

several powers, but it is obvious the principle is the same, if any other
iiambers be used.
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Having the various terms thus ai'raiiged, the unknown number

is then released by a simple process called by Tsin J^ Jf| §^ ^ Ling-

lung-kae-fang, "Harmoniously Alternating Evolution," the knowledge

of which in Europe, is of very recent date. One example taken from

a great number in Tsin's work, will best illustrate this. It is

required to extract the root of

—

x'^-\- 1534464a;2—526727677600, or

to find the value of x.

720 ]§] Shang. Value of x, the Monad.

—526727577600 « Shih.

-14940217600
14940217600

-^ Fang.

731124800

76249600

747010880
1534464 Jt [^ Shang-lien.

1044464

64464

-1405536

-1461936

T M Hia-lien.

-700

—1400

—2100

—2800

-2820

-1 m ^w-

—1

In the above example, the several terms are set down with the

Chinese names Shih, Fang, &c., against them, the units in each being

2 places more to the left than in the term above it, because there is

found to be 3 figures in the root. The first figure of the root being

7, is set down at the top. The Yu— 1 is then multiplied by this 7,

and the product added to the Hia-lien 0, regard being had to the

place in the column, which gives—700 ; the Hia-lien—700 is then

multiplied by 7, the product being added to the Shang-lien 1534464,

J
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still preserving the same place in the column, gives 1044464 ; again

this is multiplied by 7, and the product added to the Fang 0, gives

731124800; this multiplied by 7 and the product combined with

the Shih, leaves—14940217600, &c. The second figure in the root

being found to be 2, the same process is repealed, moving all the

terms to the right 1, 2, 3, &c. places.

In this operation, the reader will at once detect the famous

theorem of Mr. Horner, " for solving Equations of all orders," first

published in 1819 ; of which De Morgan says, that it is a "method

which must place its author among those valuable inventors, who

find out simple adaptations which have been overlooked by their

predecessors,"—from such a source, no mean commendation. It

appears some have thought proper to dispute the right of Horner

to the invention, and it will perhaps be an unexpected occurrence

to our European friends, to find a third competitor coming forward

from the celestial empire, with a very fair chance of being able to

establish his claim to priority. However this cannot detract in

any degree from the merit of Horner, whose right is doubtless well

grounded. In the above example, the numbers which are added to

the several terms are not set down, but merely the successive results

with a line between ; in the original, where a negative number is

combined with a positive, or a positive with a negative, these are

both set down ; but as the rationale of the process will be quite

clear to any one who is familiar with Horner's Method, the extra

numbers are omitted here, to avoid prolixity. The original is ac-

companied with very minute letterpress description of every step

in the process.

We give for the sake of comparison, the same sum worked out

according to Horner's directions.

—1
—700
—700

1534464
—490000

1044464
—980000

731124800
45124800

776249600

;

—29238720

747010SS0

526727577600(720
5117873600LO

14940-^17600

;

—1400
—900

14940217600

64464
-1470000

—1405536

;

—56400

—14619.16

-2100
—700

—2800

;

—20

-2820
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Althou'^li Tsin is the first author in which v^e find this rule

fully developed with regard to compound equations, yeb it should

be observed that Yang Hwuy, a contemporary writer, in his analysis

of the Kew-chang, gives precisely similar rules, though unac-

companied with examples, for the extraction of the square and

cube roots, called i^ ^ ^ Tsang-cUng-fang, ''Accumulating

Involution ;
" these are quoted from one ^ ,^ Kia Hien.

At the beginning of the work of ;^ -jit f^ Choo Shi-ki, the

third author above alluded to, the followang table of the " Ratio of

the Liens in the involution of numbers, up to the 8tli power,"

is given; not as anything new, however, for it is denominated

the " ancient method ;
" but at what time it was first discovered, we

have no sufficient date to determine :

—

1 tiginal sum.

1 1 Factors.

1 2 1 Square.

1 3 3 1 Cube

1 4 6 4 1 Biquadrate.

1 5 10 10 5 1 5th Power.

6 15 20 15 6 1 6th Power.

7 21 35 35 21 7 1 7th Power.

28 56 70 56 28 8 1 8th Power.

A slight examination will enable any one to understand the

mechanical structure of this table, which it is clear migiit be carried

to an unlimited extent. Having already attained such a dexterity

in dealing with the higher powers, the transition from this to

Horner's Method was an easy and almost natural consequence.

Choo Shi-ki published his % ^ !§ Sze-yuen-yuh-kien,

" Precious Mirror of the Four Origins," about the year 1303 ; in

which he makes a decided step in advance of his contemporaries,

by using the Monad for known as well as unknown quantities.

Four several Monads are used, w-hich are styled respectively.

Heaven, Earth, Man and Thing. The three first are generally

(not necessarily) employed to designate known quantities, and the

last, ifj(I Wuh, " Thing "* for the unknown quantity. Here again we

* "The Persians and Arabs employed the word answering to ' thing' in
their language for the unknown quantity, and the Italians adopted the word
' cosa' for the same purpose : hence algebra came to be called the Rtgola de
la Cosa, in Italy, and the Co*sil-e Ai-t in England." Penuy Cyclopaedia, vol.

1, p. 325. The coincidence here is curious.
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must yield precedence to the Chinese, for until the time of Vieta,

who lived in the 16th century, arbitrary representations of numbers

were never used in Europe for anything but quantities sought.

The Tien-yuen, or Heaven, is written below Tai, the powers in-

creasing as they descend ; Earth is written, on the left side of

Tai, the powers increasing as they recede from Tai in a lateral

direction ; Man is written on the right side, the powers increasing

towards the right ; and Thing is written above, the powers increas-

ing as they ascend.

Thus the four simple Monads or a + b + c + x are written in the

following form :

—

1

1 * 1

1

The square of the above, or a^ + 2ab + 2ac + 2ax + b^+ 2&c -I- 2bx

-{•C"+ 2cx+x^, is as follows:

—

2 2

2

1 :fe

2

1

2 2

1

A very little practice is sufficient to render any one perfectly

familiar with the several terms of this algorithm. The left being

the side for the Earth Monad or b, the 1 removed 2 stages from

Tai is b'^ ; in the next column, the upper 2 standing opposite tlie

place for the Thing Monad, signifies twice the product of Earth and

Thing, or 2bx ; the lower 2 standing opposite the place for the

Heaven Monad, signifies twice the product of Heaven and Earth,,

or 2ab ; the 2 standing diagonally against I'ai, indicates twic©

the product of Earth and Man, the 2 Monads in the same horizontal

line, or 2bc ; the other diagonal 2 above Tai is twice the products

of Heaven and Thing, or 2ax, &c. The operations connected with

this formula are as simple as in the Tien-yuen, except it be with

regard to multiplication, and even in that, the ajDparent intricacy

is more imaginary than real, the several columns being taken
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separately and the products added together afterwards. The process

of amalgamation and reduction is carried on till all the columns

are gradually reduced to one, when the root is extracted the same

as before.

ISTotwithstanding the advantage presented by the Tien-i/tien,

it does not seem to have been cultivated to any great extent by

subsequent authors during the Yuen and Ming dynasties. We
find it employed by Ko Show-king in the construction of his new

system of astronomy, the j^ ^^ ^ Show-she-lih, which was used

throughout the Yuen dynasty. In the middle of the 16th century

M I'M ^ Tang Shun-che revised Li Yay's "Mirror of the Mensura-

tion of Circles," and added an elucidation in detail of the various

problems ; but this afterwards fell into the hands of gg ^, jf^

Koo Ying-tsiang, a self-taught mathematician, who being ignorant

of the principles of the Tien-i/iien, cast aside Tang Shun-chi's

addenda, and published the original text with a series of rules,

in which the true meaning of Li's work is very much lost sight of.

Ko Show-king's work on " Arcs and Yersed-sines " was also re-

published by this author, the principles of Tien-yuen being alike

misunderstood and disregarded. After this time we do not hear

of any one during the Ming dynasty giving attention to the subject

;

and the knowledge of it is said to have been preserved by a "mere

thread" to subsequent times.

In the reign of Kang-hi, towards the end of the 17th century,

a treatise on algebra, fg j^^ "jj Tsie-kun-fang, as it was then

known in Europe, was composed and laid before the emperor by

some of the foreigners engaged in the Astronomical Board. The

name of the author has not been preserved in connection with

his work, but it is clear he could have had no knowledge of the

Tien-yuen. We find this document made use of in the Leuh-lih-

yuen-yuen, which was prepared by imperial authority during tlie

same reign, but as it is there presented, it does not show any

advantages superior to the Tien-yuen, and had the imperial

counsellors been familiar with the latter, it is probable it would not

have been omitted in the work. A strange mistake has arisen in

connection with this branch of the science, probably arising from

some faulty wording in the original memorial; for the books

that take notice of it, say that "in Europe it is known by the
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name of PnJ |^ H^ £ ^ A-urJi-je-pa-la, ' Algebra,' which word

being translated means, 'Rule derived from the East,'" and eking

out this misconception in true Chinese style, they say, " the people

of the West thus acknowledge that it is of Chinese origin." That

the compilers of the algebra in the work just mentioned were

ignorant of the Tien-yuen, there is strong reason to believe, from

the fact that the technical terms employed are all different. Thus

instead of Tien-yuen-yih, they say —
• ;|^ Tih-kun ; instead of

Ching and Foiv, they say ^ To and >^ Shaou ; for Tung-soo, they

use ^ ^ Teng-soo, kc. In extracting tlie roots of equations, the

former has clearly the superiority.

No arl^trary symbols are used in the Tsiey-kun-fang, but

the designation of the several powers are set down against the

respective co-efficients; this, however, is not absolutely necessary,

for the terms may be indicated by position the same as iu Tien-

yuen; they are written hoiizuntally instead of being in a per-

pendicular column.

In the beginning of the 17th century the study of the Tien-

yuen was revived by Mei Wuh-ngan in a work called the '^ 7]^

5§ ^ Chih-shumy-i-chin, "Pearls dropped in the Red River,"*

in which he institutes a comparison between that and the Tsiey-

kun-fang which had been introduced by the Europeans. Since

that time the subject has engaged much of the attention of

students, among whom the most famous who have written, may

be mentioned ^ |^ Li Juy and Chang Tun-jin, both of Soochow, at

the end of last century ; the former of whom in this jg ^ I-shoo,

" Posthumous Works," has lef c some valuable details on the science.

Among other subjects, he treats lar-gely on the number and ratio

of roots real and imaginary to any equation, and the method

of finding the same ; the latter has published a number of the

most important ancient works on arithmetic, illustrating the

various formulse at great length, by means of the Tien-yuen. A
later writer, ij^ j"-^ |^ Chang Tso-nan, in a mathematical com-

pendium styled ^ 1^ ill ^ ^ i^ Tsiiy-wei-sha7i-/ang-swan.heo,

* This singular title bears allusion to a tradition respecting the ancient
sage Hwaiig-ti, who, it is said, while out on a pleasure excursion on the Red
River, in the neighbourhood of the Kwaii-lun mountains, accidentally dropped
some valuable pearls in the water, where they lay for a long time, but were
ultimately regained.
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*' Mathematics of the Lagerstrfemia Hill Institution," annexed to the

division on Plane and Solid Mensuration, gives a supplementary

section, on the art of using the Tien-yuen, but there is little

original matter in his work. In the same work, the 4rth volume

on the Mensuration of Solids treats of the Tsieykun-fang ; this

last form, however, seems to have received but little favour from

native mathematicians.

An edition of the "Precious Mirror of the Four Origins" has

been recently published at Yang-chow with minute illustrations of

the whole te.x;t, and three volumes of rules, by j^ ^ ^ Lo Ming.

hiang, in which he entei's into an elaborate and interesting detail of

the fundamental principles of the science. This author has Jikewise

published a number of smaller works, showing the application of

Tien-yuen to tlie trigonometrical canon, astronomy, &c. These last

and many other works of a kindred character have been published

at the expense of Yuen Yuen, who is well known to foreigners

by his formerly having been Governor of Canton, and to natives by

his munificent patronage of the arts and sciences.

The exact sciences had evidently been in a declining state

from the commencement of the Ming dynasty, down to the time

of the arrival of the Romish missionaries. The consequences

of this neglect were beginning to be felt in the confusion that

was taking place in the calculations of the Astronomical Board.

Matliew Ricci, the first who arrived at Peking, soon turned his

attention to this subject, and translated a treatise on European

arithmetic as a preliminary step, which was afterward revised

and published by ^ j^ ^ Li Chi-tsaou, a Christian mandarin,

under the name of |^I ^ ^ jg* Tung-wan*-swan-chi, "Guide

to Arithmetic in the Common Character-" this comprehended

the common rules as they then stood in Eui"ope, beginning with

Notation and reaching to the Rule of Three. Schaal and his

coadjutors, by their labours did much to introduce the knowledge

of European mathematics, and published some works of great

importance on the subject. The compilation of the Leuh-lih-yuen-

yuen in the reign and under the special supervision of Kang-hi

was an undertaking worthy of the monarch who conceived the plan.

* This title has reference to the t|i ^ Chung-yimg, Chap. 28, Sect. 3.
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In it various desultory efforts of preceding writers were wrought

into a harmonious whole, wliile their works were thus placed on

such a standing as would ensure their most extensive usefulness.

As the publication of tliis woi'k may be the science, it will not

be amiss to give an outline of the contents of the 3rd division

of it,* called the ^ ^ /^ ^ Soo-li-tsing-wan, "Repository of the

Subtleties of the Principle of Numbers," which treats entirely of

the abstract sciences, and which is at the present day the authoriz-

ed guide for the calculations used in the Astronomical Board.

It is divided into 2 Pai-ts ; the first comprehending f> volumes

treating on the theory of quantity. The 1st volume commences

with an, enquiry into the origin of the principle of numbers, in

which, true to the Chinese philosophy, it conducts us quietly up to

the time when the ancient sage Fo-hi saw the dragon horse emerge

from the Yellow River with the scheme of decimal notation por-

trayed on his back. This chart is then given and also another

held equally sacred, which the great Yu is said to have observed

on the back of a tortoise which rose out of the river Lo, containing

and looked upon as an era in the history of the elements of multi-

plication and division. The first section of the Chow-jie, with a

commentary, completes the volume. The next 3 volumes contain a

treatise on geometry in 12 books, on a much more difi"use plan

than that of Euclid, and consequently deficient in the demonstra-

tions of that author; it embraces planes and solids of every form,

and the last book, being on Proportion, gives various mechanical

devices for the construction of figures, including the use of the

wooden square, the parallel rule, the diagonal scale, the protractor,

and the sector, with methods for reducing plans, maps and drawings.

The last volume contains what may be called palpable arithmetic,

entering scientifically on the theory of calculation, which it

illustrates by means of counters, and also by geometrical figures.

The 2nd Part treats on the practical application of the various

branches of arithmetic, in 40 volumes, and is divided into 5

sections. The first or Introductory section in 2 volumes, includes

Tables of Weights and Measures, Notation, Addition, Subtraction,

* A detailed account of the 1st division has recently appeared in the
North.China Herald, in an article on " The Introduction of European Astro-
nomy at Peking."
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Multiplication, Division and Fractions, The second section in 8

volumes on Lines, embraces Proportion, Alligation, Progression,

Fellowship, Surplus and Deficiency, Position and Equations. The

third section in 12 volumes on Surfaces, contains Square Root,

Trigonometry, ancient and modern, the use of the 8 lines of the

Trigonometrical Canon, Method for finding tlie several dimensions

of the triangle from each other, Geometrical Mensuration, Measure-

ment of figures of various forms I'ectilinear and curvilinear, Ratio

of various figures contained in the circle, and in which the circle

is contained ; and Relative ratios of regular ploygons. The fourth

section in 8 volumes on Solids, treats on Cube Root, Measurement

of bodies of various forms rectilinear and curvilinear. Ratio of

various bodies contained in a sphere, and in which a sphere is

contained, Relative ratios of regular polyhedrons, Relative weight of

various substances, animal, vegetable and mineral, and Piling. The

concluding section in 10 volumes treats on Algebra, Miscellaneous

problems not embraced in the preceding rules. Logarithms, and

2 volumes in explanation of the use of the Sector. Besides the

above, there are 8 supplementary volumes of tables, 2 containing

tlie sines, cosines, tangents, cotangents, secants and cosecants, for

every 10 seconds throughout 90 degrees. The 2 next give a table

of the divisors of numbers from 1 up to 100,000 to facilitate the

computation of logarithms. At the end of every 10th thousand,

a list of the prime numbers is also given. The 2 next volumes

contain a table of the logarithms of natural numbers from 1 to

100,000 calculated to 10 places of figures. This is apparently a

transcript of the table that was published in Holland by Adrian

Vlacq in 1628. At the end is a catalogue of the logarithms of

the ratios of a great number of mathematical terms, and the

relative gravity of vaiious substances. The last 2 volumes have

a table of the logarithms of sines, cosines, tangents, cotangents,

secants and cosecants for eveiy 10 seconds from zero up to 90

degrees. The very familiar phraseology in which this book is

written, no doubt laid open the science to the capacity of many

who had hitherto been deterred from the study, by reason of the

peculiarly rigid and to some extent quaint character of the ancient

books. While there is every possible guarantee for the purity

of the style and the absence of barbarisms, it embodies the substance
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of all that was really useful in the previous writings of Europeans.

The illustrations and explanations to every rule are profuse almost

to a fault ; the principle of every operation being laid down with

great minuteness at the end of the problem. Perhaps the chief

objection that this exposes it to, is that i- swells out the work

to such an extent as to place it beyond the reach of any but a

very limited number. Since the publication of the above, a great

number of works on the same subject have been constantly issuing

from the press, all more or less characterized by conformity to

this.

About the year 1633, the theory of Napier's Rods* was

introduced in a work presented to the emperor by James Rho,

an Italian missionary, then in the Astronomical Board. This

theory has been reprinted in several native works under the name

of ^ ^ Shoiv-sivmi, "Tally Calculation," in distinction from ^ ^
Pih-sivan, " Pencil Calculation," while the use of the abacus is

termed 3^ ^ Choo-sivan, Pearl or " Ball Calculation." Some books

also give J^ ^ Chih-swan, Foot or " Sector Calculation," and there

is an ancient method called ^ ^ ^ Chang-kin-sivan, " Finger

Calculation."

Although it has been a predominant feeling with most native

writers to trace everything of a scientific character to a remote

native origin, yet they seem never to have questioned the right of

John Napier to the invention of Logarithms ; nor have they on

that account undervalued the discovery ; and even at the present

day we find some applying themselves with great zeal to the

subject, ignorant of the advances that have been made in the

West, since the days that it was first brought before the Chinese.

There is one ^ ^ ^ Li Shen-lan, a relative of Li Juy above

mentioned, now residing in Shanghai, who has recently published a

small work called i^j" ^ ^ ^, Tuy-soo-tan-yuen, " Discovery of the

Source of Logarithms," in which he details an entirely new method

for their computation, based upon geometrical formulae ; which

he says in his introduction is "ten thousand times easier than

the methods used by Europeans," and that "although they can

just calculate the numbers, yet they are ignorant of the principle."

* First published in Napier's " Rabdologije, seu Numerations per Vir-

gulas " in 1617.
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This small indication of self-satisfaction may be very well over-

looked, as quite pardonable in one who has had no better aid than

that afforded by the Leuh-lih-yuen-yuen, and who has here given us,

as the result of four years' thought, a theorem, wliich in the days

of Briggs and Napier, would have been sufficient to raise him to

distinction.

A mandarin at Hangchow, named ^ ^ Tai Heu, has also

been engaged for some time past on a new method of obtaining

logarithms ; the blocks for which are now being cut, and it will be

before the public in a very short time. It is well known that

there are at present many of a similar turn of mind, in different

parts of the empire ; and it is surely interesting to find these

signs of intellectual activity, striving against the difficulties with

wi)ich they have to contend, and standing out in bold relief from

the mass of mental torpor, so characteristically congenial to the

institutions of this truly conservative empire. It is true the Celes-

tials are disposed to look with a feeling akin to contempt on the

mushroom antiquity of our Western lore
;
yet it is equally true that

a spirit of inquiry still germinates among tliem, which if fostered

by a greater freedom of intercourse, will doubtless tend much

to smooth the asperities which now exist, and thus prove mutually

advantageous. And may we not hope that the same spirit of

inquiry which would lead them to seek after truth in science, would

also, if rightly directed, teach and prepare them to investigate it in

a much higher and more important sphere of knowledge;—even

to understand themselves, and the relation they sustain to that

great Being, whose name they have preserved,—whose knowledge

they have lost.
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CHINESE LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

I. The Colloquial Language.

On the first access of Europeans to some knowledge of the language

of China, the most exaggerated notions were formed of its eccentricity

and of the difficulty of its acquirement. A more intimate acquaintance,

however, tended to dispel the illusion, and to show that much of the

singularity that appeared to attach to it was really due to the fact that

the written medium pi'eserved the key to that agglutination or word-

building, the traces of which in other languages disappeared before those

who used them began to put their thoughts on record. It is true the

language has very marked peculiarities, as the following observations,

will show ; but these are merely a special phase of the universal develop-

ment of human speech, arrested to some extent at an early stage by the

use of a written character. The neglect of most writers on the language

of China to distinguish clearly between the spoken and written foi-ms,

has resulted in the most confused notions entertained by those who are

not familiar with the subject. That a close analogy exists between

the oral and written media of communication cannot be denied ; and

yet it is equally true that their resj)ective peculiarities are too distinctly

marked to admit of the identification of one with the other. It is

difficult indeed to believe that people ever spoke in the curt and

sententious style of the books, and we have no evidence to j^rove a

closer approximation of the two forms in any preceding age than we
find at the present day. Be that as it may, it is easily demonstrable

that in the oral medium as we now find it we have to do with a poly-

syllabic language. That a contrary view should ever have obtained,

appears due to the confusion of ideas above referred to.

It has been said, and not without a show of reason, that English

is nearer a monosyllabic tongue than the Chinese. The fact that

(0
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Chinese happens to be wi itten in monosyllabic symbols does not really

affect the question. English might be syllabically written with similar

phonograms ; and were these to a certain extent at the same time

ideographic, the analogy would be perfect. The following sentence is

taken at random from Thoms's Chinese Speaker :
" When a man goes

forth to take a walk, his com-pan-ions may be pull-ing and haul-ing

at him." Merely separating the syllables in this manner shows the

whole theory of Chinese monosyllabism. Now look at the Chinese

equivalent of this sentence : Jiti chuh-lai tsow-taou, pdny-yew-mun Id-

Id-chay-cluiy. Here the groups connected by hyphens are as insepar-

able in sense as are those in the English version ; and to dissever one

of the syllables of pdng-yeiv-mun, for instance, would do as much

violence to the sense as a similar operation on the corresponding

English term com-jian-ions. In the various dialects there are many

polysyllabic words for which there are absolutely no characters. The

number of syllables in the language is, as might be expected, variously

estimated by different authorities. Morrison, basing his system on

that of the native dictionary Woo chay yhn fod, gives 411 simple

vocables ; but taking into consideration the varieties produced by the

aspirates, they amount to 533 ; and by the further distinctions of the

tones, the number is swelled to nearly 1,G00. Premare, in his Notitia

Lingute Siniccp,, gives a list of 1,331 as the complete catalogue.

Giitzlaff estimates the whole number at 1,781. Mr. Wade, who has

given uncommon attention to the subject for more than ten years,

makes the whole number of simple and aspirated vocables in the

Peking dialect 420, while by the application of tones the number is

increased to 1,454. Probably the number of syllables in the Nanking

and w^estern Mandarin dialects may be somewhat in excess of this.

The Fun yun, a native dictionary of the Canton dialect, gives the

number of syllables when affected by the tones and aspirates as

1,582. Drs. Maclay and Baldwin, in their Foochow dictionary, which

is based on the native work Ts'eih I'm j^a yin ho ting, a dictionary of

the Foochow dialect, gives a list of 495 syllables that may be formed

without aspirates or tones ; but that is considerably more than the

number in actual use. Even admitting that a perfectly accurate

estimate could be made, it would doubtless be found that the numbers

vary considerably for different parts of the Empire.

Mr. Edkins, who has given more attention to the sounds of the

Chinese language than almost any one else, tells us that there has been

a considerable secular transformation going on in the pronunciation
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from ancient to modern times ; many relics of the older language being

still preserved in the local dialects. The Mandarin or general dialect

of China, which is that of the official class everywhere, is also the

common language, with slight modifications, of several of the northern

and western provinces. This is marked by the almost entire absence

of consonantal terminations, w, ng, and rli being the only ones admitted.

The provincial dialects of the south, however, have largely preserved

the finals k, m, p, and t, and in one or other of them nearly all the

letters of our alphabet may be found, either as initials or finals. It

would be almost impossible to give even an approximation to the

number of words in any of the dialects, made up with these syllables.

In Stent's vocabulai'y of the Peking dialect, the most recent work of

that class, the author says : "It does not contain all the combinations

of characters, but a selection only of useful ones (amounting to upward

of 20,000) sufficient for the use of beginners." It should be remarked,

however, that while a large proportion of these are polysyllabic words,

there are a great number of them also formed by combining two or

more words.

No attempt having been made, even by foreign students, to reduce

colloquial Chinese to an alphabetic system, the nearest approach has

been to lay down two series of letters to represent the initials and

finals, by which every syllable may be spelt. The following two lists,

with one slight modification, are those adopted by Medhurst in his

Chinese dictionary, and are used throughout this article : 20 initials

—

ch, ch', f, g, h,j, k, k' , I, m, n, p,p\ s, sh, t, t\ ts, ts', y ; 55 finals

—

a, a,

ae, an, an, ang, dng, aou, ay, e, ea, eae, eang, eaou, eay, ee, een, ei, el//,

en, eo, eu, cue, euen, euh, eun, eung, ew, th, in, ing, o, 6, oo, ow, He,

Hen, uh, un, ung, wih, uy, tva, wd, wae, wan, wan, wang, wang, wei,

wo, 1(10, ivuh, ivuy, ze. One of the most important elements in Chinese

orthoepy, and one upon which it is admitted to be most difficult to

make one's "self understood b}^ a stranger, is the tones. Thete are

certain modulations of the voice, which, applied to a vocable, determine

respectively the diffei*ent meanings of the word so spoken. The tones

of the language have a history which shows a gradual change from

ancient times to the present. According to Edkins, there was a time

when the Chinese did not differ from other languages in the matter of

tones. In the time of the Chow dynasty (twelfth to third century

B.C.) there were but three, the even, long, and short, or first, second,

and fourth of the present series. During the Han period (206 B.C.

to A.D. 237) another tone began to make its appearance, the re cediug,
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or third of the category. At some period not earlier than the tenth

century, the first was divided into an upper and lowei-, thus forming

a fifth tone ; and so was completed the system we find in use now

in the midland and western Mandarin-speaking regions. The first or

even tone is the musical monotone, neither admitting of inflection in

the tone nor variation in the volume of voice. The second or long

toneis that rising inflection which is heard in our own language, in every

question that indicates some degree of surprise, and in the common

expressions ah ! indeed ! The third or receding tone is a monotone

like the even, with this difi'erence, that it is an inverted swell, and dies

away upon the ear like the tones of receding music. The fourth or

short tone may be regarded as an abrupt monotone, like the a in the

English word rat, omitting the final consonant. In Canton all the

four tones are divided into upper and lower, forming eight in all.

In the Shanghai dialect there are also eight. In Foochow there are

theoretically eight tones, but practically only seven. In the neigh-

bourhood of Amoy there are seven ; and in the Hakka dialect in

Canton province there are only six. The most recent change among

the tones is the abandonment of the short in the Peking dialect,

where the words of that class are distributed among the other three

classes, leaving only four tones now in that region. Gvitzlaff thus divides

the syllables of the language among the four tones : first tone, 533 ;

second, 501 ; third, 519 ; fourth, 221, Besides the aspirates and tones,

accent is also to be taken into account, as modifying the utterance of

a word; particular members of a sentence, according to the dialect,

being subject to this modification.

Chinese possepses a grammar, in wliich all the parts of speech

are nearly as well defined as in that of any other language ; but

depending as it does so much on the value of position among the

members of a sentence, it is less flexible than that of inflected tongues.

Polysyllabic nouns are formed in various ways, among which are the

following: 1. The combination of a root noun with a final particle,

as yin-tsze, silver, where yin is the root and tsze the particle
;
jih t'oiv,

sun, where jih is the root and foio tlie particle. 2. Combination of a

root noun with a personal suftix, as chodjm, master, com^^iosed oi chou,

master, and jm, man; nCing-foo, agriculturist, from nung, farmer, and

foo, person ; t'oo-Jwo, butcher, from too, butcher, and hoo, resident

;

muh-tsedng, carpenter, from muh, wood, and tsedng, mechanic ; shioiiij-

show, water-carrier, from shwtiy, water, and show, hand. 3. Combina-

tion of a specific noun with a generic, as pih-shoo, the cypress, from
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ink, cypress, and shoo, tree ; le-yu, the carp, from le, carp, and yA,

fish ; tci-le-shih, marble, from td-le, the name of a place, and s.Mh,

stone. 4. Combination of a number with a root noun, giving a

special meaning, as sze-paou, writing materials, from sze, four, and

paou, precious objects (i.e. ink, pallet, peucil, and paper)
;

^>?/i-sm£jf,

the i^eople, frotn jnh, a hundred, and smj, suina nes. 5. Combination

of two substantives of allied meaning, as fung-suh, custom ; e-sze,

meaning. G. Combination of two antithetic roots, as tung-se, thing,

from tung, east, and se, west; td-seaou, size, from td, great, and

seaou, little. 7. Combination of two roots in construction, as

swdn-fd, arithmetic, fi-oni swan, calculation, and fa, laws of ; shoo-

fang, library, from shoo, books, and fdng, room. 8. ComL)ination of

an adjective and a substantive, as ladu-shoo, rat, from laiu, old, and

shod, the genus mus] ledng-sin, the conscience, from iJdng, good, and

sin, heart. 9. Combinations of three, four, and more syllables are

not uncommon, as mae-mae-jtn, a trader, from mae, buying, mae,

selling, and jtn, man ; wae-kivo-jin, foreigner, from wae, foreign,

kivo, country, and jtn, man. Adjectives are chiefly distinguished by

the addition of the syllable teih to a qualifying root, as hauu-teih,

good
;
pih-teih, white. Sometimes they are formed by the combina-

tion of two roots of allied meaning, as lan-to, lazy, from Ian, idle, and

to, indolent. Ordinal numbers are formed by prefixing te to the

cardinal, as san, three, te-san, third. The personal pronouns are wo, I

;

7ie, thou ; t'a, he or she. The plural is formed by the addition of

the syllable mien, as wo-mua, we. Verbs are formed by the com-

bination of two or more syllables: 1. By a root and an auxiliaiy, as

lid-lae, to bring, from nd, to take, and lae, come ; he-fih, to remember,

from ke, to remember, and tih, obtain. 2. By two verb roots, as

lie-hiaan, to rejoice, from he, to be pleased, and hwan, to be delighted.

3. By a verb and a noun root, as shwo-hwd, to talk, from shwo, to say,

and hwd, words. Adverbs are formed in various ways, by the combina-

tion of two or more syllables, as le-meen, inside, i. e. inner face ; wae-

t'ow, outside, ^. e. outside head ; ch'a-pdh-to, nearly, i. e. differ not much;

tsung-tsecn, formerly, i, e. from before ; mdn-mdn-teih, slowly ; ch\hig-

ch'dng-teih, constantly
;

ping-inng-gan-gan, comfortably
;

yih-tse,

altogetlier, i. e. one arrangement
;
yih-tlng, certainly, i. e. one fixed.

Prei^ositions are sometimes monosyllabic, sometimes dissyllabic, as

t'ling, with ; ch'od-leaou, besides. Postpositions are of very frequent

occurrence, as shdng, above ; lied, below ; tseen, before. Most of the

conjunctions of other languages are found in Chinese. They are
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either disjunctive, as hwo-she, oi' ; or adversative, an jen-urh, however;

or causative, as ke-jen, since ; or conditional, as jo-she, if. Inter-

jections are very numerous in Chinese. To express avei-sion, they say

pd-leadu-pd-leaou ; for sorrow, k'o-seih-leadti ; for commiseration, ^'ci-

leen ; for surprise, ae-yd, &c. In composition the adjective precedes

the substantive, and the genitive precedes the nominative. The

antecedent precedes the consequent ; the verb is preceded by the

subject and followed by the complement. The gender of persons

is generall}^ expressed by ndn, male, and neh, female, followed by the

syllable j7n, person. For the lower animals tsze is used for the

female and heunj for the male. Sometimes also hung is used for the

male and 7nod for the female. For persons, grammatical number is

generally expressed by the plural affix, miw, but it is frequently

indicated by some expression in the phrase. Such terms as chung,

a multitude, too, all, keae, altogether, tseufn, the whole, and to, many,

indicate the plural number, rendering any affix to the noiin un-

necessary. The genitive case is generally expressed by the affix

teih; for the dative, kelh is prefixed; the instrumental takes the

prefix 2}e; for the ablative, tsdng is prefixed; for the vocativC; o is

affixed ; for tlie locative, tsae is prefixed. There are many other

syllables used with the same powers. The moods and tenses of verbs

are generally undeistood by the context. Sometimes for the present

indicative jou-kin, now, may be introduced between the pronoun and

the veib. An indication of former time, as nd-she, at that time, will

express the imperfect. The perfect may be expressed by the postfix

ko, or leadu, or ivdn-JeaCu ; the negative is formed by placing muh-yeio

before the verb. The pluj^erfect is formed by putting eking before

the verb and ko after it. A future is made by i)lacing tseang-lae

before the verb; 7/aow is'also used. The second peison of the im-

perative mood is made by affixing pa to the verb ; the third perf^on

maj' be made by placing yaou-ting between the pronoun and verb.

The optative is formed by preposing pa-pvh-tih or Iton-piih-tth. A
negative imperative is made liy placing ^ee before the verb. A salient

feature in the language is the use of a class of words that are inter-

posed between a number and the substantive with which it is con-

nected, in the same manner as we use the word head in speaking of

so many " head of cattle " ; but whereas this phraseology is rare and

exceptional in English, it is on the contrary of almost universal occur-

rence in Chinese. It is difficult to render such terms literally into

English ; but, to take an example for the sake of illustration, a
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Chinese, instead of saying yih-taou, a knife, or one knife, would say

1/lh-pd-taou, one handle knife, pa being used for most instruments

held by a handle. Again, san-t'eaou shay, three serpents, t'eaou being

generally aj^plied to objects where length is the characteristic. Chang
is applied to objects of the sheet kind, as paper, mats, &c. ; keen is

applied to houses, leang to carriages, tvei to persons, and ko, which is

of most general application, is used with humrn beings and inanimate

objects indefinitely. There are twenty or thirty such words in

extensive use, and a much larger number of restricted application.

By European writers they have been variously named, classifiers,

numerals, distinctive numeral particles, numeratives, auxiliary sub-

stantives, &c.

II. The Book Language.

A knowledge of colloquial Chinese is doubtless an important

step toward understanding the written language, as theoretically and

in the great leading features they are identical. Yet it is found that,

even to a person well versed in one or more of the d'alects, it is still

necessary to make a special study before he can see his way through

the native literature. !N^ot only must he gain a familiarity with a

considerable number of the characters, but the grammatical details

have so much that is peculiar, that the application required is little

if any less than what has been already spent in acquiring the spoken

dialect. The more remarkable characteristics are conciseness of

diction, the substitution of monosyllables for polysyllables, the em-

ployment of special particles, the absence of classifiers, and the more

or less extensive use of stereotyped phraseology, consecrated by the

usage of antiquity, and in many cases covering some recondite allusion,

the resulting idea being such as nothing but the traditional explana-

tion could unfold. The Shwo-wdn dictionary, which was comj)leted

early in the second century of our era, contains 9,353 different char-

acters and 1,163 variants. This number has gone on increasing from

age to age since that time, so that a recent edition of that work gives

the number of characters in the language as 52,325 ; and even that

number might be considerably increased were all the technical char-

acters and variants included. Buddhism alone, we are told, has

added 26,430, but most of these are confined to the works of that

religion. The imperial dictionary of Kang-he, the most recent wcn-k

of the class, gives 43,496; but when the obsolete forms and those to

which no sound or meaning is attached are subtracted, the number
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remaining and in actual use is reduced to 32,873. It is not to he

supposed, however, that the profouudest scholar is master of anything

like this number ; 10,000 or 12,000 would probably suffice to make

an accomplished graduate. An official historiographer under the Han

dynasty was required to know 9,000 characters. In the " Canonical

Four Books " there are altogether about 2,400, and with the five

classics inclusive the number only amounts to about 4,600. AVith

a ready command of 2,000 or 3,000 a person may assume a very

respectable status in the literary scale. Giitzlaff gives a computation

of 24,235 as the number now in use.

Had we no historical data to guide us, an inspection of the

structure of this vast mass of characters would natui'ally lead to the

conclusion that they were not the result of a simultaneous effort ; and

it becomes a question of some interest to know by what incipient

stages the system began to shape itself, and on what principle the

gradual accretions have been going on from age to age. In leply to

such questionings many of the natives have occujjied themselves in

the most profound I'esearches regarding tlie characters ; and according

to the generally received theory, the whole system may be classed in

six categories, i. e. the luh shoo, or six classes- of characteis. The fii'st

of these is called Vedng-hlng, or hieroglyphs. These were termed

wan, or figures, being the simplest forms, and were intended to repre-

sent visible objects, as (o) jih, the sun ; <n> mvh, eye; ^^ k'dw, mouth.

The eai'liest efforts of this kind are probably all lost sij;ht of for many

ages past ; but the most ancient examples that have come down to us,

in the grotesque figures on the bronzes of the Shang and Chow

dynasties, give some faint resemblance to the objects they are intended

to repiesent. The second class is termed chc-sze, or indicatives, and

these show the first tendency towaid the expression of abstract ideas,

pointing to some property or condition ; as 1^ slidng, above
; | luid,

below ;

"^^
san, three. In the third class, liv:dy-e, or composites, the

first attempt appears to represent figurative ideas, by the combination

of two or more hieroglyphs ; as ^ mhi(j, bright, formed by the com-

bination of sun and moon. These were termed tsze, or derivatives,

in contradistinction to the simpler ivdn, or figures. In the fouith

class, called heae-sh)ng, or phonetics, we have a still farther develop-

ment of the graphic art, and the first approach toward an alphabetic

symbolism. In this division one part of the character is hieioglyphic

6r ideographic, and the other merely represents the final sound, as in

yX kuiuj and Vpl ]t,6, both signifying river. The same hieioglyph,
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V' shwuy, or water, is the generic idea in both, and gives no clue to

the sound ; while in the first the accessory _^ kung, work, and in the

second ^j k'o, can, are simply phonetic elements, and add nothing to

the meaning. The very inadequate resources of the thiee previous

classes to supply the necessities of a modei'a^ely develojied literature,

may be seen in the fact that this class is reputed to contain no fewer

than 21,800. These four classes indeed include the whole of the

written characters, and the two remaining divisions are merely special

applications of already existing forms. The fifth class, called chuen-

choo, or deflectives, includes characters which have come to be used

for others of the same sound, as ^v, used for 'y^ yue, pleased. The

sixth class, called km-tsedy, or substitutes, contains those characters

which, besides tlie primary and obvious meaning, have acquired a

secondary and metaphorical sente, as -^ ch'ang, long and a superior
;

i^^kiny, wai'p of a texture and classic. These classes, the tradition

of which dates back to a considerable antiquity, are not always

arranged in this order, which is adopted, with the explanations, from

Twan Yiih-tsae, one of the most erudite scholars of the present dynasty.

Some authors, however, only make the first three classes to affect the

forms of the characters, and the other three the sounds. Otliers again

consider all the six classes as I'eferring to the forms.

Apart from the elementary comiiosition of the characters, there

has been a great diversity in the modes of writing the same, from

ancient to modern times. Some native authors enumerate as many as

thirty-six different styles of writing ; and the Yu-che-shtng kingf06, an

ode by the emperor Keeu-lung, in jjraise of his ancestral city Mookden,

is printed in thirty-two different forms of Chinese seal characters, and

as many of the INIautchoo ; but the greater paii; of these are fanciful or

imaginary. _ Some seven or eight will include nearly all the styles

that have been in general use. The invention of the earliest known,

termed kod-ivdn, or ai-cient figures, is atti'ibuted to a sage named

Tsang-hee; and under this term are included the semi-pictorial forms

found on the ancient bells and vnscs. In the eighth or ninth

century B. C. this was replaced by a different style, invented by one

Chow-she, termed the td-chuen, or gi'eater seal character ; and this

in its turn gave way to the seaou-chuen, or lesser seal character,

accredited to Le-sze, the minister of the famous Che-hwang of the Tsin

dynasty (227 B. C). In these two latter styles much of the pictoi'ial

had disappeared. The Shiuo-ivdn is a dictionaiy of the lesser seal

character. With the sjircad of literature, however, and the gradual
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adoption of silk for writing on iu place of bamboo tablets, the seal

characters with their curved lines were found to be too cumbersome.

About the end of the same dynasty (206 B. C.) the le-sJioo or ofl&cial

character was invented by Ching Mo. As the name implies, this was

probably used in governmental documents; it is still sometimes employed

for prefaces to books. The htng-shoo or running-hand is an elegant

form of manuscript, especially suited to the hair pencil, which was

already in general use at the time of its introduction during the Eastern

Han dynasty (A. D. 56-220). The invention is ascribed to Lew Tih-

shing. The ts'adu-shoo or cursive character is an extremely abbre-

viated hand, much used in rough draughts and dailj- transactions. It

was introduced about the same date as the preceding, by a scholar

named Chang Pih-ying. The k'eae-shoo or typographic character is

the square form generally used in books and printed documents, which

was introduced about the eleventh century. The three latter kinds are

in general use at the present day. Great pains are taken by the Chinese

to secure the correct and graceful form of their characters, and the most

minute rules are laid down for their formation, both as to the order of

sequence and jiroportions, which are carefully enforced by the teachers.

All the character's in the language are reckoned to be made up of the

eight elementary parts contained in the character 4f^ yitng, signifying

eternal, i. e. a dot, horizontal line, perpendicular line, hook, spike,

sweep, stroke, and dash. There is a small native work containing

ninety-two short rules for writing, illustrated by examples. These

examples, Avith a paitial translation, have been published by Davis, in

the Transactions of the Roi/al Asiatic Society, vol. I, under the title,

" Eugraphia Sinensis."

Dictionaries of the characters are numerous, and, as may be

supposed, it was necessary to adopt some artifice in the arrangement

of these, in order that by a fixed method any character might be easily

discovered in the mass. To effect this, a certain number of dis-

tinguishing characters were at an early age selected, to which all the

others might be respectively i-eferred. Tliese are termed poo by the

Chinese, which has been variously translated elements, keys, and radicals.

The latter is probably the most convenient term. The number of these

radicals has varied in different ages. The Shioo-ivdn hus 540 ; the

Yuh-pi'en, completed in 523, has 542 ; the Liiy-peen, by Sze-ma'Kwang,

has 544; in the Luh shoo pim e, which appeared early in the Ming-

dynasty, the number of ladicals is reduced to 360; in the Ching yim

louy p'ccn, published about the beginning of the seventeenth century.
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tliere are 239, aud a supplementary class of characters at the end,

not referable to any radicals ; the Tsze wuy, which was published at

a later pei iod of the same dynasty, contains only 214; and the two

principal dictionaries that have been published during the present

dynasty, Ching tsze t'ung and K'ang he tsze teen (which latter forms

the basis of Medhurst's Chinese and English Dictionary), have both

adopted the number fixed by the Tsze wuy. These ai'e divided into 1

7

classes, according to the number of their strokes. In the 1st class are

6 radicals, each comj)osed of a single stroke ; the 2nd class has 23

radicals of 2 strokes each; the 3id class has 31 of 3 strokes; 4th class, 35

;

5th, 22 ; 6th, 29 ; 7th, 20 ; 8th, 9 ; 9th, 1 1 ; 1 0th, 8 ; 1 1th, 6 ; 1 2th, 4
;

13th, 4 ; 14th, 2; loth, 1 ; 16th, 2 ; 17th, 1. These for the greater

part rej)resent elementary hieroglyphs, and are prol)ably as judicious

a selection as could have been made. Gon§alvez has reduced the

number of the radicals to 127 in his Diccionario China-Portuguez,

but it is doubtful if his system will ever extend beyond the woi'k in

which it first ajjpeared. Most of the radicals represent generic ideas,

and have been classed by Kidd under the following 10 categories; 1st,

celestial objects, as sun and moon; 2nd, atmospheric phenomena, as

wind and rain; 3rd, human properties and relations, as head and

father; 4th, inferior animals, as tiger, bird, and fish ; 5th, elements

of nature, as fire and water; -6th, teiresti'ial productions, as wheat

and rice; 7th, abstract qualities, as black and bitter; 81h, weapons

and utensils, as lance and dish ; 9th, verbs, as to walk and to follow
;

10th, miscellaneous tenns, as eri'or and garments. Under one or other

of these heads every character in the language is to be found, and in

very many instances the radical gives the generic idea of the si^ecial

character sought. The radicals do not hold any uniform 2)osition in

the characters. Some are placed on the right side, some on the left,

some at the top, some at the bottom, some in the middle, some on both

sides, some surrounding the suj^plenientary part, some embracing the

top and right side, some the top and left side, some the left side and

bottom, some at one of the corners, and a number of others promis-

cuously placed ; all which must be learned from practice. Many of

them are very much abbreviated and altered in form when used in

composition, so as scarcely to bear any resemblance to the isolated

figures. Under each radical in the dictionary, the related characters

are arranged seriatim, according to the number of additional strokes
;

so that having discovered the radical and counted the number of extra

strokes, it is in most cases a very simple process to pick out the
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character in question. There is a great difference in the numher of

characters attached to the various ladicals. According to the Tsze

wuy, which contains about 30,000 characters, the 140th radical, ts'adti,

herb, has 1,423 under it; the 85th, shtvui/, water, has 1,330; the 75t]i,

muh, tree, has 1,230 ; the 64th, show, hand, has 1,012 ; the 30th, k'ow,

mouth; the 61st, sin, heart, the 38th, neu, woman, all have large

numbei's connected with them ; and so on through the whole list, the

numbers gradually decreasing till we come to the 138th, kdn, a limit,

which has only five characters under it. The character having the

greatest number of strokes is JbI^ p^^^', the sound of thunder, the last

. la ea .
.

under the 173rd radical, hj^ ya, rain, being a quadruplicate form of

^j* lit//, thunder. In some works of a higher class, pedantic authors

are in the liabit of using strange and obsolete forms, in place of the

ordinary characters. In novels and books of light reading many of

the characters are so much abbreviated that a special piactice is

necessary to enable one to read them off with ease. In epistolary

correspondence and other writings by the partially educated, it is

a very common practice to replace the proper character by another of

the same sound without legard to the meaning, thus moving un-

consciously a step in advance toward phonetic writing. As it is a

point of etiquette to refrain from mentioning the private name of an

emperor, it has become customary to avoitl writing the characteis; and

when one occurs, it is replaced by another of the same meaning.

Thus the T'ling-t'een, a work of the Tang, speaking of the famous

Buddhist traveller Fa-heen, changes the last character Men, meaning

brightness, for the synonymous character niing, because keen happened

to 1)6 part of the private name of the emperor Chung-tsung. Some-

times the character is abridged by one or more strokes, as in the

name of the Kin dynasty Tartars, who were formerly named Neu-chin
;

but the private name of the emjaeror Hing-tsung of the Leaou dynasty

containing the character ]^ chin, the Chinese historians of the period

omitted tlie two lower strokes, thus foiming the character Tpf cMh,

and they have I'etained the name of Neu-chih ever since. Sometimes

the character is mutilated without changing the sound, as in the case

t»i iTOL ^"inij, ])a.vt of the private name of the emperor Taou-kwang, which

is now commonly written ^S. ning, with the same sound and meaning.

In more formal documents it is replaced by ^, a homoplionous synonym.

A curious illustration of the same practice is found in the K'ang-lte

dictionary. The character ':^ heuen, which formed part of the name

of the reigning monarch, having been the 96th radical in the y^^cc ici(,i/
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and Chhig tsze thing dictionaries, was promoted to the DSth place in

the new dictionary, being the first in the five-stroke class. In common

use, as in the name of the idol Heuen-te, it is often replaced by "tt7

yu/:n. The private name of Confucius was _5^ Keio, which in reading

the Chinese avoid pi'onouncing, by saying vioio ("such a character")

instead. In like manner it is considered a niai^k of filial piety to

refrain from writing the name of a parent ; and some invariably omit

one or two strokes when sucli characters occur.

The Chinese write in vertical columns, following from right to

left, and it is customary in tbe better class of works to raise the name

of the dynasty a character above the other columns ; even should it

occur anywhere in the middle of a column, that column is abruptly

bi'oken off, and the imperial character carried up to commence another,

while the sense of the passage is continuous, as if there were no break.

The title or functions of the emperor are i-aised two characters above

the other columns, and the titles of the imperial ancestors are raised

three characters. In inscriptions and documents, the mention of aia

emperor is frequently preceded by a blank of two characters' length,

as may be seen in the famous Nestorian inscri2:)tion at Se-gan, The

Taiping rebels, in their proclamations, were accustomed to elevate the

title of the heir apparent one character, the designation of Jesus Christ,

and also the chief Hung Sew-tseuen, two characters, and that of God

the Father three characters above the other columns.

The prevalence of monosyllables in the written language has been

referred to. Thus, for the word silver, instead of yin-tsze of the

colloquial, yin alone is used'; for sun, instead oi jih-tow, the syllable

jih is used ; instead of choo-jin for master, cJioo is used. For the verb

ke-tih, to remember, ke is employed ; and liwan, to rejoice, takes the

l^lace of he-hivan of the colloquial. Another peculiarity of the written

language is the capability of some of the characters assuming the 7'ule

of different parts of speech, according to the positions they occupy in

a sentence. Thus the same character repi'esents the verb shih, to eat,

and the noun sze, food ; another rei:)resents yd, music, and Id, to delight

in ; e in the first tone signifies garments, while the same character

pronounced in the third tone means to dress. In classical books we

find a character undergoing an analogous change of meaning even

without any alteration in the pronunciation ; as laou, meaning old

and to treat one as due to age ; a-lso yew, young and to treat one as due

to youth. Tliis peculiarity extends to other parts of speech also, as e,

strange and to be astonished.
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All the cases of nouns may be indicated by position, and the oblique

cases also by certain particles. The genitive is preceded by che.

The dative is preceded by yu or hoo following a verb. The accusative

is preceded by e, yu, or hoo. The vocative is followed by hoo. The

ablative is preceded by yu, hoo, tsze, or tsung. The locative ii^ preceded

by yu, or followed by chung, nuy. keen, che-chung, che-nuy, or che-keen.

The instrumental is preceded by e. Moods and tenses of verbs are

generally indicated by the general construction of a sentence, though

particles also are sometimes used. Past time is indicated by the prepo-

sitions tsdng, chang, he, king, and e. Occasionally tsearig is employed to

mark the future. Pronouns are sparingly used, unless the sense or the

rhythm actually requires them. The first person is often replaced by

a term of humiliation, as yu, the stupid one ; while a term of exaltation

is used to replace the second person. When the pronoun yu, I, has to

be written or printed, it is often put in smaller type than the other

characters, as a mark of humility
;
just the reverse of our English

practice.

III. Literature.

It has been said that the Chinese iiave the most extensive

literature of any nation in the world ; and it is ceitain that in no other

are the records so continuous and complete for a period ranging over

2,000 years. The very earliest fragments that have any claim to

genuineness do not extend higher than the first thousand years B. C,

and it is not till the latter part of that period that we meet with

any noticeable list of authors. The works of Confucius then come

before us ; also several of the great writers of the school of

Taou, some famous moralists and writers on the military art. The

mechanical appliances in aid of literature at that time, however, must

have been sorely discouraging to authorship. Even several centuries

subsequent to Confucius slips of bamboo were still used, on which the

characters were scratched or engraved. These were gradually super-

seded by the silk texture, and in the beginning of the second century

of our era paper was invented, the pencil having already been brought

to a considerable degree of perfection. More than two centuries before

Christ, history speaks of an effort made by the first monax'ch of the

Tsin dynasty to destroy the great body of the existing literature, his

decree exempting only writings on medicine, divination, husbandly,

and the annals of his own house. The decree was supposed to be

executed, and entailed at the same time the death of a great number
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of scholars. In 190 B. C. the law for the suppression of literary works

was repealed by the emperor of the Han then reigning, and a stimulus

was given to learning. The historian of the Western Han, which

came to an end in A. D. 24, gives a catalogue of works in the imperial

library, comprising classics, philosophy, poetry, military tactics, mathe-

nmtics, and medicine, consisting of 11,292 sections, by more than 500

authors. Works were then written on scroll^, and continued to be

so down to the tenth or eleventh century, when printing came into

general use, and the huge piles of manuscript rolls gradually dwindled

down to the dimensions of a few antiquarian curiosities. It has

frequently been asserted that there is nothing in Chinese books to

repay the trouble of learning to decipher them ; and in view of the

protracted study necessary to acquire a competent familia. ity with the

subject, there is a certain amount of trutli in the statement. It should,

however, be noted that the books of the Chinese have not had fair play

at the hands of Europeans ; and too frequently it happens that, either

from want of the requisite attainments on the part of the translator,

or from a desire to hold up to ridicule a subject uncongenial to his

taste, translations and quotations have been little better than cari-

catures. At the same time, it must be admitted that some translations

have been very favourably received by western scholars, and give the

earnest of much tliat may yet be discovered in this unexplored mine.

In taking a rapid review of the literary productions of the empire,

it will be convenient mainly to follow the order and classification

generally adopted by native writers, and to commence with what are

termed the King, or " Classics," Avhich are supposed to have been

written by or to have passed under the revising hand of Confucius.

These are held in tlie highest reverence, and looked upon as the

standard from Avhich there is no appeal. They are five in number, and

four of them at least, there is good reason to believe, passed through

the hands of the sage in one form or another. One, the history of his

native state, is said to be his own composition; but another, the

Book of Rites, appears in such a fragmentary state, that it is

thought by critics to be a compilation by some scholar during the

Han dynasty. The earliest of these, the Ylh-king, is a veritable

mystery. The nucleus of the work is a series of figures composed of

Avhole and bisected lines. These were at first eight in number, and

attributed to the legendary sage Fuh-he, each consisting of three lines.

Eanged in octagon form, these eight trigrams are very extensively

used as decorative objects, on dishes, vases, bells, utensils, the lintels
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of doors, the f^nble.s of houses, the ceilings of rooms, and a numherless

variety of other positions, being rated to comi)rise a vast amount of

hidden wisdom. Their names are keen, heaven ; t'uy, vapour ; le, fire

;

cAiw, thunder ; sun,yf\nCi; ^Vm, water ; kan, mountain; ^w(«a, earth.

These are variously looked upon, as the heads of categories, the rudi-

ments of written language, or symbols of philosophic systems. By

squaring the number, 64 were produced, each formed of two of the

original trigrams, superposed one on the othei-, and each one having

a separate name. Tliese hexagrams, which are assigned to a later

hand, form the themes of so many separate sections in tliis famous

book. Wan-wang, the founder of the Chow dynasty, while in prison

for a state offence, employed his time in studying these symbols, and

appended a short text to each, under the name of T\oan. These are

followed by remai'ks in detail on the several strokes of each hexagram,

which are called seang (figure), and are said to have been added by

Chow-kung, the son of Wan-wang. The additional portion of the

work tradition ascribes to Confucius, being a kind of commentary,

reflections, and apparently irrelevant remarks on the texts of Wan-

wang and Chow-kung. Although more than 500 commentaries and

ti'eatises have been written to elucidate this strange book, it is scarcely

saying too much to assert that none of them have succeeded in

bringing an intelligible meaning out of it. If there be any meaning

at all, it is probably a work on divination or some occult art. There

is a Latin translation of the Yih-lcing by Pfere Regis and otlier Jesuit

missionaries (edited by Julius ^lohl, two vols., Stuttgart and Tiibiugen,

1834). The second classic, named the Shoo-king, contains a sketch of

the ancient history of China, from the twenty-fourth century B.C. down

to the emperor Ping-waug of the Chow dynasty, 721 B.C. It appears

to have been compiled by Confucius, from the historical remains of

the Yu, Hea, Shaug, and Chow dynasties ; but in the vicissitudes of

the earlier ages it has evidently suffered much in its integrity. Tradi-

tion asserts that it consisted of 100 chapters as it left the hand of

Confucius, but nearly all the existing copies having been consigned to

the flames by Che Hwang-te, the book-burner, the now existing copies

are the outcome of the mutilated fragments and half-suspected ver-

sions bequeathed to posterity by the first three or four centuries of

the Christian era. Even in its imperfect state, however, it is a most

interesting document, and apart from its historical character, and

description of the great flood, it supplies more than hints regarding

the principles of government, astronomy, music, agriculture, and other
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subjects of great importance to our knowledge of those ancient times.

About 150 treatises, exegetical and illustrative, have been written

about the Shoo-king as a whole or in j)aiticular portions. It has been

translated into French by Gaubil (edited by De Guignes, Paris, 1770
;

also in Pauthier's Livres sacres de VOrient, 1841), and into English

by W. H. Medhurst (tShanghai, 1846) and James Legge, D.D. (vol. iii.

of The Chinese Classics, Hong Kong, 1865). The third member

of this pentateuch, the She-king, consists chieflj' of a collection of

ballads used by the people of the various petty states of China in

ancient times, selected and arranged by Confucius, to the number of

311, of six of which, however, nothing but the name remains. The

book is divided into four parts: 1, odes of the various states; 2,

minor odes of the kingdom ; 3, higher odes of the kingdom ; 4, temple

liymns. From these stanzas we get more insight into the life and

manners of the people in the early ages than from any other woik

extant. They are simple in composition, frequently descriptive of

rural and domestic life ; many are martial odes, with covert political

allusions, and hints at the prevailing state of society. L'pon this als^o

about 150 illustrative works have been written. It has been trans-

lated into Latin by Pfere Lacharme (edited by Mohl, Stuttgart and

Tiibingen, 1830), and into English by Dr. Legge (vol. iv. of The

Chinese Classics, Hong Kong, 1871). The evidence for the Le-ke,

or " Book of Rites," seems less satisfactory than that for the otheis.

Subsequent to the book-burning merely scattered fragments of the

original work were to be found, till Tae Tih, a scholar of the first

century B.C., made a collection of miscellaneous pieces, to the num-

ber of 214 sections, only a small proportion of which, however, are

believed to have belonged to the work of Confucius. He reduced the

collection, to 85 sections, which has since been known as the Ta tae le.

This was revised by his nephew Tae Shing, who reduced the whole to

49 sections, in which form it has been called the Seaou tae le, and

has been transmitted from age to age as the Le-ke, and by imperial

authority ranks as one of the five classics, though secondary in grade.

It is the most bulky of the whole, and is replete with lessons and

rules for daily conduct, public and private, bearing throughout the

theory that true etiquette is but the manifestation of rectitude of

heart. ]\Iore than 70 works are to be found illustrative of this book.

There is a French translation by Callery (Turin, 1853). The Chhin-

tsew, the last of the five, is the only one actually written by Confucius,

being the histoi'y of Loo, liis native state, from 722 to 484 B.C. As

(2)
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an incipient effort in the art of history making, it appears to have

called forth much admii-ation and eulogium in early times; but, con-

sisting as it does of a very bald detail of state occurrences, it can

scarcely maintain a high position in the judgment of unbiassed critics.

There are about 250 works illustrative of this text. (English, " The

CKun-tsew, with the Tso-chuen," vol. v. of The Chinese Classics,

by Legge.) Besides the special commentaries on the separate classics

before referred to, there are about 80 exegetieal works treating of all

the five. In 1270 a woi"k was published, called Choo tsze yuliiy, in

140 books, consisting of the discourses of Choo He, as recorded by

several of his disciples. From this Chiug Chuen extracted and

arranged the philosopher's elucidation of the five classics, which he

published in 1725, under the title Choo tsze woo king yu luy, in 80

books. The name of Choo naturally gives much weight to this com-

pilation. A sixth classic, under the title Y6-king, or " Book of ]\[usic,"

is spoken of in ancient times as also the work of Confucius ; but it is

now lost, and the only vestiges on the subject extant are a section in

the Choio-le and another in the Le-ke.

During the T'ang dynasty a compilation was made under the name

of the Shih san king, or ". Tliirteen Classics." In this collection three of

the commentaries on the CKun-ts'eiv were also admitted to the rank of

secondary classics. Of these, the most important and best known is

the Tso-chuen, by a scholar named Tso, supposed to have been a

disciple of the sage. This is a narrative of events contemporaneous

with the Ch'un-ts'eiv, but so fully developed, and so much superior to

the lattei', that it has been said, " In no ancient history of any country

have we such a vivid picture of any lengthened period of its annals,

as we have from Tso of the 270 years he has embraced in this work.''

The other two commentaries, named after their respective authors

Kung-yang chuen and Kuh I'eang chuen, are much less known and

read than that of Tso. The substance of both was handed down orally

for centuries, but that of Kung-yang was put into writing about the

beginning of the Han dynasty, and the Kuh leang chuen more than a

century later. They consist chiefly of scholia and expositions of the

text of the classic. A number of works have been written in eluci-

dation of these three commentaries. Besides the " Book of Rites
"

above noticed, there are two other works of the same order, reckoned

among the secondary classics. The Choic-le. or " Ritual of the Chow
Dynasty," claims a very high antiquity, and has been at various times

repudiated, and again accepted as genuine. The evidence now seems
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to be in its favour. It contains a full account of the government

organization during the Chow dynasty, giving a catalogue of the

officers with the functions of each. It is divided into six sections,

entitled respectively by the names of heaven, earth, and the four

seasons, the last of which, the winter section, was never recovered

after the burning of the books, and has been supplied by another

ancient document, called the Kaou hung he, or " Artificer's Recoi'd."

In the Chow-le is found the type of the present six administrative

boards at Peking, About sixty works have been written in reference

to this book. (French by Biot, Paris, 1851 ; English by Gingell, The

Ceremonial Usages of the Chinese, B.C. 1121, London, 1852.) The
E-le appears also to be of very remote origin. The subject matter

consists of rites of a more private and domestic character. The book

is now little studied or read, although there are about forty works on

record treating it in detail. The Sze-shoo, or " Four Books " far
excellence, having long held their place as secondary classics, are now
far better known and incomparably more read than any of those above

mentioned, being the class books of the schools all over the empire.

Foreigners frequently designate them the " Canonical Four Books."

The first of these, named the Ta-Mo, originally formed part of the

Le-he, but was separated from it by Choo He, who arranged the

collection as it now stands. It consists of eleven chapters, the first of

which is called the classic text, being the words of Confucius on the

fundamental principles of ruling a kingdom, which he traces to the

source of personal self-government. The remaining ten chapters are

by his disciple Tsang Ts'an, amplifying by quotations from history the

sententious text of the sage. Several versions of the Ta-Mo have been

published, generally in collections : in Latin, by Ignatius a Costa

(with the Chinese text, Keen-chang-foo, 1662 ; without, Paris, 1687) ;

in English, by Morrison (London, 1812), by Marshman (with the

Chinese and a praxis, Seranipore, 1814), and by Legge (in Tlie Life

and Teachings of Confucius, London, 1869); and in French, by

Pauthier (Paris, 1837). The Chung-yung is the work of Tsze-sze, the

grandson of the sage, and is the most profoundly philosophic of the

four. It tieats of the moving principles of human action, and

illustrates the practice of virtue by an ideal perfect man. When all

the passions and affections are held in perfect equilibrium, the heart

is said to be correct. Besides other editions and translations, the

Chung-yung has been published by Remusat in Chinese and Mantchoo,

with Latin and* French versions (Paris, 1817); and in English by
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Legge (London, 1869). The Lun-yu consists of a collection of pithy

sayings and detached dialogues between Confucius and his disciples

and others ; apparently i-eminiscences of the sage and his teachings.

There is much in the doctrines laid down calculated to fortify men in

the practice of vii'tue, and we even find the golden rule of Christ

expressed by Confucius more than once, though in a negative form.

There are some things in it, however, sanctioned by this great teacher,

to which a Christian cannot assent. There is a Latin translation in

Confucius Sinarum Philoso2)hus (Paris, 1687); German, in Schott's

collection (Halle, 182G) ; English, by Marshman (first half, Serampore,

1809), and by Legge (Loudon, 1869). The fourth of the "Four

Books " is known by the title of Mdng-tsze, that being the name of the

author, which in European works is Latinized into Mencius. He is

said to have been a pupil of a disciple of Tsze-sze, the author of the

Chung-yung, and flourished during the fourth century B.C. He had

much intercourse with the princes and grandees of his time, and

appears to have been lively in his character and ready-witted in

conversation, ever ready to frown down oppression and tyranny by

cutting sarcasm and well-timed parables. His work, which is larger

than the three others put together, contains a record of his sayings

and dialogues with various characters with whom he had come in

contact ; the main object of his teaching being to commend the

practice of benevolence and integrity. He takes occasion also to aim

his shafts at several of the heresiarchs of his time. Although, like

many other philosophers in that age, he had a numerous company of

disciples, he does not appear to have occupied that high position in the

mind of his contemporaries which subsequent generations have

accorded him. His work is said to have escaped the general burning,

as being considered extra-classical ; and it was not for several centuries

that it was jDromoted to the Iionoured rank it now holds. The Chinese

text, with a Latin translation by Julieu, was published at Paris in

1824. It has been translated into English by Legge (Hong Kong,

1861). There are 170 or more exegetical works on the "Four Books,"

and by far the most popular is Choo He's commentary, which is read

in the national college of Peking. There is a Latin version of the

whole, together with the Heaou-king and the Seaou-heo, by Noel

(Prague, 1711 ; translated into French by Pluquet, Paris, 1784).

The " Four Books " have been translated into English by Collie

(^lalacca, 1828), and into French by Pauthier (Paris, 1841). The

Heaou-king is a tract extolling the virtue of filial piety and inculcating
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its practice, and is reckoned one of the secondary classics. It pro-

fesses to be a conversation between Confucius and his disciple Tsang

Ts'an, recorded by another disciple. Gi'ave doubts are entertained as

to its authenticity by many scholars. They say neither the style nor

the doctrine is in keeping with its pretensions. Thirty or more

exegetical works have been written on it. Besides the Latin and

French translations before mentioned, there is a French one in

Memoires concernant les Chinois (Paris, 1779), and an English one by

Bridgman in the Chinese Repository (Canton, 1836). The Urhya,

the last of the thii-teen classics, is a kind of dictionary of terms used

in the classical and other writings of the early ages. Tradition

ascribes the authorshija to Tsze-hea, the disciple of Confucius, and tlie

nucleus of it is even said to have come down from Chow-kung, regent

of the empire in the beginning of the Chow dynasty. The work is

divided into nineteen sections, according to subjects, as— 1, Ancient

Terms ; 2, "Words ; 3, Phrases ; 4, Kindred Relations ; 5, Houses

;

6, Utensils, &c. ; each term being found with a brief exj^lanation in

its own special category. The oldest commentary, by Ko Po, a scholar

of the fourth century, is generally published with the text. Other

works have lieen written on the Crh-ya, but none of equal reputation

with this. This is the type of a class of works which, though admitted

as appendages to the classic division, are yet put in the lowest grade.

Another work of some reputation, arranged on the same principle as

the Urh-ya, is the Lvh shoo hoo, written about the close of the Sung

dynasty. Although there are many cyclopaedias arranged on this

principle, there are comparatively few works that we should call

dictionaries. A more general plan is to arrange the characters under

a fixed number of radicals. Several of the best known lexicons on

this plan have been already mentioned. The Chinese were first

initiated into the science of analyzing sounds by the Hindoo mission-

aries in the fifth century, and the Ytih peen is the earliest extant

woi'k in which we have the system of syllabic spelling ai^plied. This

system consists in the employment of two characters to represent the

pronunciation of a third, the exponent characters being followed by

fcTj ts'ee, imj)lying bisection. The initial of the first exponent is then

to be prefixed to the final, including the tone of the second. The

result is the sound of the character required. From that time began

the jDiactice of indicating the sounds of characters in the dictionaries.

A third class of dictionaries is those in which the chai'acters are

arranged throughout according to the sounds; a certain number of
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symbols being selected as finals, to which all others with the same

finals respectively are referred. These dictionaries are first divided

into four parts, corresponding to the four tones, and subservient to

these is the arrangement of the finals. The earliest of this class extant

is the T'ang-yun, a production of the eighth century, with a system

of 206 finals. The Tsce yun che chang t'oo, a small work by the

historian Sze-ma Kwang, is the first of this class in which the Hindoo

system was adopted. He employs 36 initials, under which are

arranged, according to the four tones, 3,130 characters. The Le poo

yun led was issued under imperial patronage in the eleventh century,

to rectify the disorders that were creeping into the rhymes at the

examinations. The original copy had only 9,590 characters, but in an

augmented edition subsequently published the number amounted to

13,647. The Woo yin tse^h yun, which appeared about the end of the

twelfth century, contains 53,524 characters, and reduces the number

of finals to 160, under each of which the chai'acters are referred in

order to the 36 initials. lu the thirteenth century, Lew Yuen of

Ping-shwuy again reduced the number of finals to 107, and his system

with slight variations has continued in use to the present time. The

Hung woo eking yun, which was published under the immediate

patronage of the first emperor of the Ming dynasty, reduces the

number of finals to 76. Although this work is well known, it never

came into general use. About the commencement of the present

dynasty, Koo Yen-woo, a scholar of great talent and acquirements,

wrote several small works of this class. P'wan Luy, one of his pupils,

was the author of the Luy-yin. In this he makes a selection of 147

finals, and increases the number of initials to 50. He treats largely

of the modern changes in pronunciation. The Woo chay yun suy,

published in 1592, is arranged according to the 106 finals. The Yin

yun ching go is a concise work of modern date, arranged according to

65 finals. The Woo chay yvn foo, published early in tlie eighteenth

century, has 36 initials and 128 newly selected finals. The Woo fang

yuen yin, a dictionary of the Mandarin dialect, published in 1710, has

12 initials and 20 finals. The Fei ivcin yun foo, compiled under the

special superintendence of the emperor and published in 1711, is

arranged according to 106 finals distributed among five tones. It is

usually bound in 110 thick volumes, and is probably the most

extensive lexicon ever published. The quotations from preceding

works are extremely numerous and complete, far exceeding anything

of the kind that had been done before. Works of this class are
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very numerous, and much more used by students than the radical

division.

In the number and extent of their histories the Chinese stand

unrivalled. Their dynastic history alone is a marvel. During the

Sung dynasty the Seventeen Histories, including so many dynasties,

were published in a single work. Under the Ming a corresponding

work was issued, with the title of the Twent ij- one Histories

;

and during the present dynasty the Twenty-two Histories and

Twenty-four Histories have successively appeared. These are the

work of nearly as many authors, the history of each dynasty

being generally written in the period of its successor, with all the

advantages of access to the national archives ; and several of the

authors stand liigh in the literary scale. The last named collection,

beginning with the She ke, and ending with the Ming sJie, or " History

of the Ming dynasty," numbers in all 3,264 books or sections, and

averages probably two or three of these books to a voirme. The

whole are written on a generally uniform plan, though each differs

somewhat in detail, and there is much diversity in the style of execu-

tion; Pan Koo's Ts'een han shoo, or " Book of the Former Han," for

instance, being looked up to as a model, while scholars are lavish of

their censures on the historian of the Sung. As a rule, each history

is divided into three sections: 1, "Imperial Records," containing a

succinct chi'onicle of the several reigns of the dynasty ; 2, " Memoirs,"

consisting of a succession of articles on astronomy, i ites, music, juris-

prudence, political economy, state sacrifices, uranography, meteorology,

geography, and literature, giving the state of these various subjects

during the dynasty; 3, " Narratives," in which are included biogra-

phies of -all persons of eminence, and short historical statements

regarding foreign countries. The She ke, by Sze-ma Ts'een, in 130

books, the first of the series, is much praised for its style, and is

exceptional in its arrangement. Commencing with the mythical

period of Hwang-te, it reaches down to the emperor Woo-te of the

Western Han. A great part of the materials had been collected by

Sze-ma T'an, the father of the author. It is divided into five sections :

1, imperial records ; 2, chronological tables ; 3, eight treatises on rites,

music, harmony, chronology, ui'anography, sacrificial service, water-

courses, and weights and measures ; 4, genealogical history of the

princes; 5, narratives of persons and countries. Much of the original

work is lost. There are double histoiies, the old and the new, of the

Tang dynasty, and also of the five dynasties succeeding, both of which
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are admitted into the standard collections. The uew histories of both

these are by Gow-yang Sew, a scholar of esiablished reputation early

in the Sung. In the Sin woo tae she, or " New Histoi'y of the Five

Dynasties," he has departed somewhat from the beaten track, both

as to style and arrangement. He omits the memoirs altogether, and

divides his work into five sections : 1, imperial records; 2, narratives;

3, researches; 4, genealogical registers; 5, appendix. It was printed

by orders from the emperor, after the author's death. Another class

of histories may be termed annals, giving the consecutive run of events

as a whole chronologically arranged. The Ch'un-ts'ew of Confucius

is undoubtedly the earliest example of this kind ; and the next in

pretension is the Chah shoo ke neen, or " Bamboo Aimals," which we

are told was found in the tomb of one of the Wei princes, A.D. 284,

sujjposed to have been there for several centuries. The record, which

was on slips of l)amboo, began with the fabulous reign of Hwang-te,

and extended to 299 B.C. It is the general conviction that the

original text has been long lost, and that the book now bearing that

name is a fabrication. There are some things, however, that favour

a belief in its genuineness. (French by Biot, Paris, 1842 ; English by

Legge, Hong Kong, 1865.) The records of several of the dynasties

have been written separately in this fashion, but the most celebrated

production is the great woi-k of Sze-ma Kwang, entitled Tsze che t'ling

keen, on which he was engaged for nineteen years, in the latter part of tlie

eleventh century. This, with the various appendices, comprising 326

books, embraces a period from the commencement of the fourth century

B.C. down to the end of the five dynasties preceding the Sung.

A prefix to this history, entitled 2"ung keen wae ke, in 10 books, was

composed by Lew Shoo, the associate of Sze-ma Kwang ; beginning

with the myths of the fabulous period of Fiih-he, it ends at the place

where the T'ung keen begins. About a century after the time of

Sze-ma Kwang, the T'vng keen kang 7nuh, which is a reconstruction

and condensation of the Tung keen, was drawn up under the dii'ectiou

of the celebrated Choo He. The fiist book only, on the jH'inciples of

the work, is from the hand of Choo liimself, the remainder being

compiled by his j^upils under his guidance. The whole is compressed

into 59 books. An elucidation of this was afterward published by

Yin K'e-sin in 59 books. Lew Yew also wrote a tieatise on the

principles adopted in the composition, in 50 books, on which he was

occupied for thirty years. Wang K'lh-k'wan, in the early i^art of the

fourtcontli century, wrote an examination of the discrejiancies connected
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with Choo's work. During the Yuen dynasty, Wang Yew-heo puhlished

his researches on the T'lmg keen hang miih. In 1359 Seu Chaou-

wan completed a critical examination of the same. Early in the

Ming, Ch'iu Tsie published his correction of errors, being flie result

of a minute investigation of the Kang-muh. In 1465 Fung Che-shoo

published his illustrations of the Kang-miih drawn from other sources.

About the close of the fifteenth century, Hwang Chung-chaou dissected

these last mentioned seven works, placing each paragraph under the

corresponding part of the Kang-muh, when the work assumed the form

it has retained to the present day, a very valuable compendium of

history, the result of a vast amount of erudition. There is a French

translation by De Mailla {Histoire generah de la Chine, 13 vols., Paris,

1777-'85). During the Sung, Kin Le-tseang wrote an additional

section, carrying the history back to the time of the monarch sage

Yaou, and from that down to 431 B.C., where Choo's work commences.

A further portion was afterward comj)osed by Ch'in King, extending

back to the fal>ulous era of Fiih-he. These two last portions were

combined into one by Nan Heen in the Ming dynasty. In accordance

with an imperial rescript issued in 1476, a supplement to Choo's

history was composed by a committee of fifteen scholars. Near the close

of the Ming, these several sections were revised and published as

a single work, by Ch'in Jin-seih, the national historiographer. It was

divided into three parts, known respectively as the introductory,

principal, and supplementary sections. Having been again revised and

submitted for imperial inspection, it received the imprimatur in 1708,

and a new edition was issued in 91 books, under the title Yii jpe

t'ung keen kang muh. The Fung-chow kang keen tseuen peen is an

abbreviated history in 32 books, by "Wang Fung-chow, and embraces

the period from Fiih-he down to the end of the Ming dynasty. Mor-

rison drew his historical information from this work, when composing

his View of China for Philoloyical Purposes {Macao, 1817). The

Kang keen e che liih, by Woo Shing-keueu, is an abridgment of the

T ung keen kang muh, from tlie commencement of history to the close

of the Ming dynasty. A considerable portion of this work, from the

time of the monarch Yaou to B.C. 722, has been translated by Med-

hurst, and printed as an appendix to his Shoo-king. In this class of

books, every year, besides 1)eing headed by the year of the monarch's

reign, or some portion of his reign with a special designation, is also

marked by two characters of the sexagenaiy cycle, thus providing

a double check against error in the chronology. This cycle is formed
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by the combination in pairs of two series of characters, one number-

ing 10 and the other 12. In the most ancient works the cycle of 60

is never used for tlie years, but only for the days. In the dynastic

histories it is used for both the years and days. In the Kang-muh it

is very sparingly employed for the days.

A third class of histories may be designated " complete records,"

deviating as they do from the formal divisions of the dynastic histories,

and paying little regard to the restraints of mere chronological

technicalities. Dealing with every historical event ^;er se, they bring

all kinds of incident and information to bear on the matter in hand,

regardless of contemporary questions which have no immediate

bearing upon it. Tlie histories of sevei'al of the dynasties have been

written on this plan ; but one of the principal works of the kind is the

Yih she, a chronicle by Ma Siih of the present dynasty, in IGO books.

The subjects treated extend from the creation down to 206 B. C. The

Tung che is a historical work belonging to still another class, which has

been termed " separate histories." The plan is very much the same

as that of the dynastic histories, but they are not limited as to the

stretch of time they embrace, whether it include a great number of

dynasties or merely one. The work just named is a history of the

empire from Fiih-he down to the Tang dynasty. The division of the

work is into imperial records, biographies of empresses, registers,

compendiums, and narratives. jMatters of much interest are found

in the compendiums. It was composed in the 8ung dynasty by

Ch'ing Tseaou, and is in 200 books. The Tunj teen is a work not

unlike the preceding in character, though some native writers place it

in a different class. It also consists of 200 books, and was composed

by Too Yew, a scholar of the Tang. It is divided into eight sections,

on political economy, literary graduation, government offices, rites,

music, military discipline, geography, and national defences. It

extends from the earliest period of history to the middle of the eighth

century, and is a work highly esteemed by the Chinese. The Wan
keen t'ung k'aou, by ^la Twan-lin of the Sung, is a woi-k well known to

European scholars, from the frequent quotations and extracts made

by sinologues. It consists of 348 books, which include a period from

the commencement of histoiy to the early part of the thirteenth century,

very near the author's time. He has exj)anded the eight sections

of the T'ung teen into nineteen, and added five more, on bibliography,

imperial lineage, appointments, uranography, and phenomena. It has

been wrongly named a cyclopaedia by Europeans. These three works
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are looked upon as a set by the natives, who call them the San teen,

ov " Three Canons." A supplement to Ma Twan-lin's work was

completed by Wang K'e in 1586, consisting of 254 books, bringing it

down nearly to the end of the Ming. This continuation was revised by

imperial commission, and an order issued in 1767 for the composition

of analogous supplements to the Tung teen and Tung die, which

were completed, bringing the whole down .o the close of the Ming.

A second supplement to all the three was also executed by imperial

commission, extending the details to the eighteenth century. These

contain a great fund of valuable and interesting matter, but unfor-

tunately the text is very full of typographical errors.

There is a class called " Miscellaneous Histories," as a specimen

of which may be mentioned the Nan keang ylh she, a work in 30 books,

composed about the end of the last century, under imperial patronage.

The subject is the unsuccessful efforts of the last three descendants'

of the Ming family, Fuh-wang, Tang-wang, and Yung-raing-wang, to

i*e-establish the falling dynasty. It contains records of the princes

and biograpliies. jNlany eventful episodes find a place in this class.

Biogi'aphies, including autobiographies, jiersonal adventures, and

travels, form a very numerous and interesting class, and extend over

the whole range of Chinese hii^tory from several centuries before the

Christian era. The Kaoii sze chuen, composed about the fourth century,

contains the biographies of ninety-six scholars. The Tang isae tsze

chuen, the work of a foreigner from the west during tlie Yuen dynasty,

coutains the biographies of 397 authors and authoresses during the

T'ang and succeeding five dynasties. The Mwan chow ming chin chuen

is an imperial work in 48 books, containing biographical memoirs of

all the famous Mantchoo ministers up to the middle of the last

century. There is a similar record of the Chinese ministers of the

present dynasty, entitled Han ming chin chuen. The Koo Tee neu

chuen is a biography of famous women, written by Lew Heang in the

first century B. C. There are a great many female biographies

published at various times. The Ta tsze gan sze san tsang fa, sze

chuen is a history of the life and travels of the famous Buddhist priest

Heuen-chwang, but the book is very rare. (French by Julien, Paris,

1853.) The Se she he is a short but interesting sketch of the progress

of the Mongol army under ihe conqueror Hulagu, through central A&ia,

as far as Bagdad, from the year 1252 to 1259. The narrative is

given by Ch'ang Tih, an envoy from the camp to the Tartar court

at Karakorum. This has been frequently reprinted, sometimes in a
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separate brochure, and sometimes forming part of a collection.

(French by Remusat, Paris, 1829 ; and by Pauthier, 1865.) The E yth

liih is an account of an embassy through Siberia and Russia to the

Tartar settlements on the Volga. (English by Staunton, London,

1821.) The Tsing hae fun he is a narrative of the adventures

of a notorious pirate fleet in the China seas. (English by Slade, in

the Canton Register, 1829; and by Neumann, London, 1831.) The

Ch'oiv jin chuen, a biography of philosophers in 46 books, appeared in

1 799, from the pen of the well-known scholar Yuen Yuen, formerly

governor of Canton. Recently a supj)lement of six books has been

added. Besides memoirs of all the celebrated men of science in

China, the last three books form an appendix, treating altogether of

foreign astronomers and mathematicians; among whom are found

Meton, Aristarchus, Euclid, Claviiis, Newton, and Cassini ; and the

Jesuit missionaries Eicci, Ursis, Aleni, Longobardi, Diaz, Terence,

Rho, Schall, Verbiest, Stumpf, Smogolenski, Kugier, Pereyra, &c.

There are also a number of Buddhist biographies, some giving an

account of the Indian founders and luminaries of the faith, as the

Che yue lull ; and others recording the lives of those who have attained

distinction in China in the same body, as the Kaou sang chuen, and

the supplement to the same. When it is remembered also that more

than half of the dynastic histories are occuj^ied with personal memoirs,

it may be imagined how much reading of this kind is included in the

national literature.

" Historical Excerpts " also form a distinct class, and although it

includes some tolerably voluminous works, they ai-e not so numerous

as most of the other classes. As an example may be noticed the She

wet, in 330 books, published early in the present dynasty, consisting of

choice extracts from the national history. As the tenn king was above

explained to mean originally the warp of cloth, and metaphorically

classic literature, so here the word wei, which is the counterpart of

king, means originally the woof, and in its metaphorical sense implies

the equal necessity of this to complete the great web of history.

*' Contemporary Records " as a class include the histories of

various states holding an independent status beside the central govern-

ment of China. Such is the Sh"ih Inh kim cKtin ts'eiv, a history of sixteen

dynasties that existed contemporaneously with the Tsin and Sung.

The names of these states are the Former Chow, After Chow, Former

Yen, Former Tsin, After Yen, After Tsin, Southern Yen, Hca, Fonner

Leang. Shuh, After Leang, Western Tsin, Southern Leang, Western
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Leang, Northern Leaiig, and Northern Yen. The oi-iginnl work of

this name, in 102 books, written about the fifth or sixth century, is

lost ; and the present work, composed during the Ming, is one of the

most ingenious literary frauds on record. The Gan nan che led, in 19

books, is an account of Anam, by a native of that country who sought

refuge in China after having surrendered a city to the IMongol troops

in the reign of Kublai Khan. A small ck ss consists of " Chronicles

of the Seasons," such as the Suy she kwang he, a work of the Sung,

detailing the natural indications of the months throughout the year,

with the particular duties attaching to each.

Geography is a very voluminous class, if we include topographical

works in the designation. The Bhan hae king, or " Classic of Hills

and Seas," is a small work full of monstrosities, and on'y claims notice

on account of its great antiquity, as it is thought by some comjjetent

critics to be at least as old as the Chow dynasty. The Ta ts'ing yih

t'ung che, in 500 books, is a carefully compiled geography of the

empire, comprising an amazing amount of statistical information.

The genei'al plan of the work is to describe in succession the several

provinces of the empiie, noting the astrological division, limits, con-

figuration of the country, officers, population, taxes, and renowned

statesmen belonging to each. Under each prefecture and department

there is a more detailed description of the various districts, descending

to additional particulars regarding the cities, educational institutes,

hills and rivers, antiquities, passes, bridges, defences, famous tombs,

temples, men of note, travellers, remarkable women, religious devotees,

and productions of the soil. A considerable section at the end is

devoted to a description of the extra-frontier dependencies and foreign

nations. This in itself is a huge work, but it sinks into insignificance

when compared with the mass of topographical writings, which number

thousands of volumes. For each of the eighteen provinces there is a, T'ung

die, or " Provincial Topography," which may be considered a greatly

amplified development of the headings in the last named work. As

an example take the Che heang t\mg che, or " Topography of Che-kiang

Province," in 72 books, which although scarcely above half the size

of some of them, is considered a very favourable sjiecinien as to the

general plan and execution. In this province there are eleven foo or

prefectures, each of which has its foo che, or prefectural topography.

Take as one of these the Ning-po foo die, or " Topography of Ningpo

Prefecture," the first edition of which appeared in 1730, in 36 books.

In this prefecture are six he'en, or districts, to each of which there is
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a keen die, or district topography ; as for instance the Yin hem che,

or " Topography of Yin District," in 30 books. These are by no

means the most voluminous of the series, and when it is remembered

that there are 267 prefectures and 1,473 districts in the empire, and

that each of these with rare exceptions has its record, some idea of

this mass of detailed minutiae may be formed. But even this does

not include the whole; for there is a very extensive series also of

similar accounts of famous hills, lakes, rivers, and places of note, such

as the Bohea hills, Pootoo island, Silver island, the Western lake at

Hangchow, and others far too numerous to refer to. There are many

accounts of neighbouring countries also ; as the Ch'aou sem che, a

description of Corea written by a native of that country. The Chin

la fung t'oo ke is a description of Cambodia, wiitten by a member of

a Chinese embassy to that country in 1295—7, and is now the only

authentic account in any language of the state of that country in the

ancient days of its prosperity. (French by Remusat, with a map, in

Nouvelles annales des voyages, vol. iii ; without the map, in Novveaux

melanges asiatiques, 1829.) The Wei tsang t'oo shih is an account of

Thibet. (French by Klaproth, Paris, 1831.) The Ilae taou ylh che

is an account of Java and the Malayan archipelago. (English by

Medhurst, The Chinaman Abroad, Shanghai, 1849.) The Se tsang ke

is a record of the country and customs of Thibet, with an itinerary

at the end. There are a number of interesting accounts of central

Asia by Chinese Buddhist travellers in different ages. The Fiih kwo

ke contains an account of the travels of the priest Fa-heen through

Turkistan and India in the fifth century, where he went to investigate

the state of Buddhism. (French by Kemusat, Paris, 1836; new ed.,

with illustrations, in Charton's collection, 1862.) In the L6 yang kea

Ian ke, a description of the temples in Lo-yang, the metropolis of the

Northern Wei dynasty, is a similar account of a mission of Buddhist

priests in the sixth century. (German by Neumann, Berlin, 1833.)

The Ta t'ang se yih ke is an account of 138 kingdoms of central Asia,

translated chiefly from the Sanskrit, by Heuen-chwang, a Chinese

priest who had travelled through most of these countries, during an

absence of sixteen years from his native laud. (French by Julien, 2 vols.,

Paris, 1857.) The geography of Commissioner Lin, Ifae kioo t'oo die,

in 50 books, is a description of the world, first issued in 1844. The

latest edition is enlarged to 100 books. A later production, the Ying

hwan die led, by Sen Ke-yu, formerly governor of Fo-kien, and now

(1873) holding a high official post in the capital, though less bulky,
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is on the whole a much better account of the nations of tlie workh
Tlie maps, though very sparsely filled with names, are correct in the

general outlines. The Ewany yu ke, a geography of the empire in 24

books, written about the commencement of the seventeenth century, is

very useful as giving the ancient names of places at different periods.

A small number of books have been classed together as " Official

Repertories," treating of the numbers and dutie^^ of various classes of

officers of the empire, such as the Leih tae cMh kwan 'peami, in 63

books, which consists of a series of tables of the officers of the several

departments of government, and the changes that have taken place

in the names and duties of the respective offices, from the earliest

times to the present dynasty.

" Works on the Constitution " comprise some very formidable

productions ; as the most voluminous of which may be named the

Ta ts'ing huiiy teen, in 80 books, giving a development of the general

principles of the government under the present dynasty. There is an

accompanying section of illustrative plates in 132 books; and a very

imposing supplementary section in 920 books, consisting of a historical

detail of the changes that have taken place in the several departments

of the government since the commencement of the dynasty. Separate

w^orks also exist on the govei'nmental regulations of each of the six

supreme boards, and also of several of the subsidiary ones. A code

of laws of the empire is published in 47 books, with the title Ta ts'ing

huh le, a book remarkable for the clearness of its phraseology, the

reasonableness of its stipulations, and the general consistency of its

ordinances throughout, (English by Staunton, London, 1810; French

by Sainte-Croix, Paris, 1812.)

"Catalogues," under which head ai'e included books on inscrip-

tions, are also tolerably numerous. The catalogue of the Sze koo tsetien

shoo library, with the historical and critical information appended to

each title, forms one of the finest specimens of bibliography possessed

by any nation. The Wan yuen ko shoo muh is a catalogue of the

imperial library of the Ming dynasty. It was republished in 1800

in 20 books, a bare list of titles. The With gan leih swan shoo muh

is a catalogue of the mathematical and astronomical works wu'itten by

Mei Wuh-gan, compiled by himself, containing much curious informa-

tion on the state of the science in China. The Kin shoo miih lith is

an index exjpurgatorius, in two parts, the first containing works of

which parts only are objectionable and forbidden ; the second consists

of books that are condemned in toto. There are several ten thousands
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of volumes in all, chiefly written about the close of the lai^t dynastj',

and nearly all of a political tendency. Other lists are in circulatioi*>

com^jrising a long array of novels and light reading, forbidden in con-

sequence of their licentious tendency. The most complete work on

inscriptions is the Kin slnh tsuy peen, in 160 books, a comjjrehensive

collection fi'om nearly 2,000 before Christ to the beginning of the

thirteenth century of our ei'a. The texts are given ?'« extenso, and much

critical addenda.

Although native scholars altogether exclude novels from a place

in their literature, yet they ai"e in fact a very important and in-

fluential class of reading, forming as they do the views and ojiinions

of the large mass of the people on the history of their own country,

being almost the only source from which they gather any ideas on the

subject at all. They are not so numerous, however, as might be ex-

pected under the circumstances ; nor do they to their readers lose

any of their freshness with age. They are more or less colloquial in

language, and are studied by foreigners as exercises in the Mandarin

dialect. From one and another a tolerably connected view of history

may be obtained. In the Fung shin yen e we have the adventures

of Woo-wang, son of the founder of the Chow dynasty, about the twelfth

century B.C. The Lee kwo che embraces the last five or six centuries

of the same dynasty. The Se han yen e covers the first two cen-

turies B.C., being the story of the "Western Han popularized ; and

the Tung han yen e, which is a corresponding tale of the Eastern Han,

includes the first two centuries of our era. The universally read and

most popular story of tlie San-kwo che yen e turns altogether on the

troubles that followed on the overthrow of the Eastern Han, when the

country was divided into three states, embracing the period from 1G8

to 265, (French translation of the first 44 chapters, by Pavie, 2 vols,,

Paris, 1845.) The Nan plh chaou yen e describes the succeeding

period, when the empire was divided between the northern and

southein dynasties. The Suy {ang yen e is a popular record of the

Suy and Tang dynasties. The Tseen Vang relates the downfall of

the Tang dynasty. The Tang ivoo tae chiien gives the latter part

of the Tang with the succeeding five dynasties. The Shivuy hoo chuen

is a tale of brigandage about the close of the eleventh century ; and tlie

>Shivd yd tseuen chuen is founded on the history of Yo Fei, a famous

general of the twelfth century. The Se yew he is a mythical account of

the adventures of Heuen-chwang, the Buddhist priest who w^ent to

India in search of Buddhist books in the seventh century. The Kin ping

I
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mei is a picture of the dissolute manners of the age at the beginning

of the twelfth century. As a literary work it stands high, but is con-

demned for its immoral character. The Se yang ke is an apocryphal

history of the expedition of the eunuch Ching Ho to subdue the

refractory nations of the southern ocean, at the commencement of the

fifteenth century. The Ching tih hwang yew keang nan chuen recounts

the adventures of the emperor in a supposed incognito journey through

Kiang-nan province in the sixteenth century. (English by Tsin-shen,

Malacca, 1846.) Life in the metropolis during the present dynasty

is depicted in the Hung low mung, written in a very colloquial dialect.

The Haou kew chuen {" The two Fair Cousins") is a tale of social life.

(English by Percy, London, 1761 ; French, Lyons, 1766; German by

Marr, Leipsic, 1766.) The Yuh keaou le is also a picture of domestic

manners. (French by R6musat, Paris, 1826; by Julien, 1864;

English, London, 1827.) The Ping shan lang yen is more admired

for the language than the plot. (French l)y Julien, Les deux jeunes

filles lettrees, Paris, 1860.) The Leaou cluie che i? is a popular book

of fairy tales, or rather stories of elfin foxes and such like, by P'oo

Sung-ling, and published by his grandson in 1740. Thei'e are in al!

300 of these legends, collected by the author chiefly from the mouths

of the people, among whom there is a strong belief in the possession

of foxes by these ethereal s[)rites. The Kin koo ke kwan is a small

collection, as the name implies, of marvellous tales of fiction relating

to ancient and modern times. The Lung t'oo kung yan is a series of

causes celebres in the Chinese courts of justice, giving a curious insight

into some of the more tortuous cases of jurisprudence among them.

In contrast with the preceding, there is a class of authors tex'med

orthodox writers, who are deemed the special uf)holders of the doctrine

of Confucius, and whose works are assumed to be the proper objects

of study for all who aspire to eminence in the government or the

school of the literati. Every age has had its men of mark in this

school, and, comparing the writings of various authors, we find con-

siderable latitude of views among them. Before the Christian era we

have such names as Seun Hwang, the opponent of the views of

Mencius regarding the original rectitude of human nature, whos-e

writings are known by the title Seun tsze; Kea E, the author of the

Sin shoo ; Lew Heang, author of the Sin seu and Shwo yuen ; and

Yang Heung, author of the Fd yen and other works. It would be

easy to go on from age to age, quoting such scholars as Han Wan-

kung, Lin Shin-sze, and a host of others ; but the period that calls

(3)
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for special notice is the eleventh century, which forms an epoch in the

history of the orthodox school. The philosophic views first propounded

by Chow Leeu-ke were followed up by Chang Ming-taou and the two

brothei's Ch'ing Haou and Ch'ing E. The renowned philosopher of

China, Choc He, was the pupil of Ch'ing Haou, and by his writings

gave a lustre to that school of teacliing, that has been able to bear

down all opposition. These men thought out for themselves a system

of the universe, and formed a theory according to which all nature

was developed by a process of evolution from a primal monad, or even

something beyond that. The writings of Choo on natural and ethical

philosophy have had a wonderful influence over the native mind. In

1713 the emperor ordered a collection to be inade of the principal of

Choo's philosophical works, which were published under his immediate

supervision, with the title Choo tsze tseuen shoo. One of his most

widely popular productions is a small work for the instruction of youth,

entitled Seaou Mo. (Latin by Neel, Prague, 1711; French by Pluquet,

Paris, 1784 ; the first two out of six books in English by Bridgman,

iu the Chinese Repository, Canton, 1837-8.) It was one of Choo's

pujjils, Ch'in Chun, who first introduced the term Sing le as the

designation for mental philosophy, and a number of works have been

since written on that science. The third emperor of the Ming had

a collection made of all the principal writings on this subject, em-

bi'acing the productions of 120 scholars, which was published in 1415,

with the title Sing le ta tseuen shoo, in 70 books. This was revised

by an imjDcrial commission in the last century, and compressed into

12 books, with the title Sing le tsing e. Several of the monarchs of

the present dynasty, as preceptors of the people, have written hortative

and didactic works, enforcing Confucian ethics. In 1655 a treatise of

this kind, under the title King sin luh, was issued by the first emperor.

It is divided into seven parts, and directed against heart vices. The

Shing yu kwang heun, or " Homilies on the Sacred Edict," consists of

sixteen maxims byShing-tsoo,t]ie second emperor of fhe present dynasty.

A short homily was added to each of these by the succeeding emperor

in 1 724, and orders were issued to have one of these read and explained

to the people of eveiy district, on the 1st and 15th of each month.

(English by Milne, London, 1817.) Several elementary school books

may be mentioned as belonging to this class, small in size, but widely

known and read. The San tsze king or "Trimetrical Classic," is

a tract written in columns of three chai-acters each, the subject matter

including the elements of history, morals, and I'elative duties. Of
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this and tlie next, there are several translations in English, French,

and German. The Tsecn tsze ivcin, or " Thousand-Character Classic,"

is a small work consisting of 1,000 difi'erent characters, said to have

been thrown together promiscuously, from which the author formed

this rhyme, in lines of four chai'acters each, in a single night. (Latin

Ly Hoffmann, Leyden, 1840.) These two tracts form tlie preliminary

studies of the schoolroom, and are memorized by the scholars. Another

little book which is in very common use is the Yew heu she, or " Odes

for Cliildren." (English by Bridgman, in the Chinese Eepositorij,

Canton, 1836.) The Pih kea sing is a mere catalogue of 454 of the

family names of China, and is one of the elementary school books,

AA^orks on agriculture form an important though not a very

numerous class. Under this head native writers include the art of

grazing, breeding cattle, rearing silkworms, and a variety of collateral

branches of industrial science. A. famous work of this kind is the

N'ung ching tscuen shoo, a cyclopaedia of agriculture, as it has been

termed, in 60 books. It is the production of Sen Kwang-ke, an early

disciple of the Jesuits in the seventeenth century, better known to

Europeans by the name, of Paul Sen. After a series of pertinent

quotations from the classics, he treats of the division of land, processes

of husbandry, hydraulics, including European methods, agricultural

implements, rearing silkworms, planting trees, breeding stock, manu-

facture of food, and pi-ovision against dearth. A still moi'e compre-

hensive work was compiled by imperial order in 1742, with the title

JShoiv she t'ung k'aoif.

Medical treatises are excceilingly numerous and various in their

subjects. Medical practice in China, it is true, stands very low in

comparison, with European science; yet, considering the attention that

has been given to the subject for 2,000 years, it is scarcely reasonable

to condemn in toto their medical literature till we know something

more about it. The medical art is divided by them into nine

branches, relating respectively to the main arteries and blood vessels,

their ramifications, fevers, female complaints, cutaneous complaints,

cases of acupuncture, eye complaints, throat, mouth, and teeth

complaints, and bone diseases. Each of those departments has its

liteiature, while there are also very many works of a general

character. The Tung e 2>uou keen, a large work of Corean origin,

embraces the whole compass of medicine, and has bt en several tunes

republished in China. Books of prescrijDtions are very numerous-

Materia medica has also received a considerable share of attention.
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as may be seen ])y the large work of Le She-chin, the Pun ts'aou hang

muh, in 52 books, on which the author was engaged for thirty years,

having made extracts from upward of 800 jjreceding authors. It is

in fact a kind of natural history, embracing the three kingdoms

of nature, the subjects being arranged under the several divisions of

water, fire, earth, minerals, herbs, grain, vegetables, fruit trees,

garments, and utensils ; insects, fishes, Crustacea, birds, beasts, and

man. It was written toward the end of the Ming, and several

editions have been published during the present dynasty. The

nucleus of the work is traditionally ascribed to the half-mythical

Shin-nung.

Works on astronomy and mathematics, though tolerably numerous,

have a somewhat limited circle of readers, yet these are among the

elite of Chinese intellects. The oldest work on this subject is the

Chow j)e swan king, a tract on the elements of trigonometrical

observation and the nidiments of astronomy. It is thought to be

a relic of the Chow dynasty. (French by Biot, Paris, 1842.) The

Sin e seang fd yaou was written by Soo Sung at the close of the

eleventh century. The author had constructed a large celestial globe,

with machinery to represent the mechanism of the heavens and

illustrate the seasons, the whole set in motion by water power. The

work named was written specially to explain the theory of these

movements. The Kth seang sin shoo, by Chaou Yew-k'in, appeared

during the Yuen dynasty, and differed in several particulars from the

orthodox views of the time. It ascribes the length of the day, not to

the distance of the sun, but its altitude, and the heat of the

atmosphere to the accumulation of air. The planets are made to

circulate round the earth in parallels of declination, while they revolve

round the pole of the ecliptic in tortuous paths. It ascribes the

apparent increase in the size of the sun near the horizon to its nearer

approach to the earth than when in the zenith. In other matters also

it deviates from the received doctrines. On the arrival of the Jesuit

astronomers in the seventeenth century, a great revolution took place

in the native theories ; the result of which was the compilation of the

Sin fd swan shoo, in 100 books, about the year 1634, by an imjjerial

commission consisting of natives and Europeans. It is divided into

1 1 parts, treating respectively of the elements of the system, standard

numbers, calculations, instruments, general operations, sun's course,

fixed stars, moon's path, nodes and conjunctions of sun and moon, five

planets, and nodes and conjunctions of the five planets. The Ptolemaic
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theory is still adhered to, but Tycho Brahe's discovery of the variation

in the obliquity of the ecliptic is stated, and his numbers adopted for

that and other elements, as also his solar and lunar tables. The

European astronomers were received even more favourably on the

establishment of the present dynasty than they had been during the

Ming, and their influence is apparent in the great thesaurus entitled

Leiih leih yuen yuen, compiled under the direct superintendence of the

emperor in the first half of the eighteenth century. This is composed

of three parts ; the first, entitled Leih seang k'aou ching, on astronomy,

has several points of divarication from the great work of the Ming.

The obliquity of the ecliptic is given from native observation as 23°

29' 30''', being two minutes less than Tycho Brahe's statement. In

the correction for the sun's velocity, the new work takers account of

the minute motion of the perihelion, and the epoch is changed from

1628 to 1683, but the Ptolemaic theory is still retained. In a

supplementary portion, however, the elliptic orbits of the planets are

suggested, and Kepler's law of equal areas in equal times is stated-

The sun's parallax is given as ten seconds, instead of three minutes, the

old number. The circulation of Mercury, Venus, and Mars about

the sun is also named, bi;t the whole are still made to revolve about

the earth as a centre. The second part of the great work, entitled Soo le

tsing yun, is on pure mathematics, treating of the theory and use of

numbers, geometry, and mensuration, with a description of the

European system of algebra, and tables of the numbers of trigonometry

and logarithms. The third part, entitled Leiih leu ching e, is on

music, including a description of the European system, by Thomas

Pereyra. The Tsth yuen hae king is a work on trigonometry by Le

Yay, finished in 1248. This is remai'kable as being the earliest book

containing the T'een yuen, a native system of algebra, about which a

great deal has been written during the present dynasty.

Although nearly all the dynastic histories have a portion specially

allotted to divination, there are few separate works on the subject

extant earlier than the Tang dynasty. From that time on there has

been no lack of a constant supply, every age having added to the

accumulating mass. Under this head are included works on astrology,

geomancy, divining by the tortoise, by straws, by diagrams, and in

a variety of other ways. The H'ee he peen fang shoo is the authorized

guide to astrology, published under imperial patronage in 1741. The

astrological portion of the almanac is composed according to the

principles laid down in this treatise.
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C'ycloi:)a'dias as a class embrace a variety of bulky works,

combiniBg to some exteut the characteristics of our cyclopaedia and

concordance. So early as the second or third century we find it was

the custom to make digests of the national literature for the emperor's

inspection, and thus originated the class under consideration.

Methodically arranged according to subjects, under each heading

extracts from former works on the topic are given. Some of the more

important of these thesauri were compiled by imperial commission

during the Sung dynasty, as the Sze luy foo, in 30 books, composed

in anomalous verse with a running commentary by the author, Woo
Shiih ; the T'ae ping yu Ian, in 1,000 books; and the Tslh foo yuen

hwei, also in 1,000 books. The Yilh hae, in 200 books, was also

published under imperial patronage in the twelfth century. Even

these voluminous collections, however, are but pigmies compared with

the work that was carried through by the second emperor of the ^ling

dynasty. With a printed library of 300,000 books, and mure than

double that number in manuscript, he conceived the idea of resolving

the whole into a monster cycloj^sedia. A commission was appointed

to dissect the whole of the existing volumes, classical, historical,

jihilopophical, iind literary, embracing astronomy, goographj'-, the

occult sciences, medicine, Buddhism, Tiiouism, and the aits. Three

presidents of commission were appointed, under whom were five chief

directors and twenty sub-directors, besides 2,1 09 subordinates. The

work was completed about the end of 1407, numbeiing in all 22,877

books, besides GO books of contents, and was entitled Yung 16 ta teen.

A copy was made from the original draught, but the government was

deterred from printing by the great outlay that would be necessary.

Two other copies were made in the sixteenth centuiy, but during

the troubles that ensued at the close of the Ming, or previously, the

original draught and two of the copies were consumed by fire. On
the restoration of peace only one of the copies was to be found, and

that was deficient 2,422 books. By this manuscript collection 385

ancient and rare works have been preserved, which otherwise would

have been irrecoverably lost. Many of these have been since

reiii'inted.

Under the term " Minor Authors " are included a host of works,

chiefly miscellaneous narrations, records of marvels, traditions, and

anecdotes. A good specimen of the class is the Yew-yang tsd tsoo, in

20 books, written in the eighth century. It treats largely of the

strange and the superuatural, but it is useful in the investigation of
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many archfeological questions. The Chue kdng luh, in 30 hooks, was
written at the close of the Yuen dynasty, and contains a number of

notices regarding the downfall of the Mongol empiie. There is a good

deal of miscellaneous information about the affairs of that dynasty, and

some few notices relating to countries in the west. The books of the

Buddhists alone would form a tolerably extensive library. The

translation of Sanskrit works into Chinese was commenced in the first

centuiy, and continued almost without interruption till the ninth,

during which period they added from 2,000 to 3,000 works to tlie

literature of China ; and some of these translations are now the only

examples of the works to be found in any language, the originals being

lost. By far the greater portion of these belong to the three classes,

King, " Classic," Leiih, "Discipline," and Lun, "Metaphysics"; cor-

responding to the Sanskrit Sutra, Vinaya, and Shastra, including

the Dhdrani, or " Charms." The remaining are chiefly biographical

and descriptive, including the Avadanas and Agamas. The Lalita

vistara, a life of Buddha, has been four times translated into Chinese,

with as many different titles, about the years A.D, 70, 308, 652, and-

one subsequent. An abstract has also been published under the title

Ching taou ke. Besides the translations, there is a considerable body

of native Buddhist literature, among which may be mentioned the

Fd yueii clioo lin,\\i 120 books, completed in 668, a comiDrehensive

cyclopjedia of the Buddhist religion, detailed in 100 sections.

Among the writings of the Taouists, the Taou tih king of Laou

Keun, the leputed founder of the sect, will ever stand pre-eminent.

AVritten in classic diction, and embodying as it does some profound

speculations, it has attained an exceptional reputation, and even the

fastidious literati think it no shame to study the treatise of the old

philosopher. (Fx'ench by Julien, Paiis, 1842; English by Chalmers,

London, 1868; German by Planckner and by Strauss, both Leipsic,

1870.) Leih tsze and Chwang tsze are two works of the same school,

named after their respective authors, who wrote several centuries

before the Christian era ; and the very age of their productions has

insured them a certain degree of deference as ancient writers. Later

down in the stream of time we find a great deterioration in Taouism.

Gradually its pi'ofessois gave themselves uj) to the study of alchemy,

tlje search after the philosopher's stone, the use of charms and amulets
;

rituals were introduced and images set up in the temples. Thus we

have the Tsan £ung Jc'e, a treatise on alchemy written in the second

century ; and the well-known work of Ko Hung in the fourth century.
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under tlie title Paou p6 tsze, is a treatise chiefly on the immortals,

alchemy, charms, exorcism, &c., with a section on government and

politics. Leu Tung-pin, who flourished during the Tang dynasty, one

of the leputed eight immortals, is also a name recognized in the world

of letters. His original compositions are published under the title

Leu chin jin wan tselh, literary and poetical, coloured by Taouist views.

The Tae shang Jean ying peen, or " Book of Rewards and Penalties,"

professing to be the work of the founder, appears really to be a pro-

duction of the Sung, but the author is not known. The object of the

book is to elucidate the doctrine of future retribution, and it has

attained a greater popularity than any other Taouist 2)roduction.

(French by Remusat, Klaproth, and Julien, 1816, 1828, and 1830;

English in the Canton Register, 1830.)

In poetry and polite literature, the writings of the Chinese are

veiy voluminous. Their poems are most frequently descriptive of

nature and natural scenery, domestic life, or the cares of the world.

Martial odes are not infrequent. Epic poetiy is almost unknown in

China ; but we find occasional details of historical events. Somewhat

singularly, the Tsoo sze or " Elegies of Tsoo," form a class by them-

selves. These are a series of plaintive poems mainly written by K'euh

Yuen, a minister of the kingdom of Tsoo and relative of the prince.

Distinguished by jjrolnty of character, he was the victim of slander by

his envious colleagues, and ended his existence by throwing himself

into a river. His fale is still commemorated in the dr.igon boat

festival. His principal piece, Le saou, is a justification of his public

character. (German by Pfizmaier, Vienna, 1852; French by Saint-

Deuys, Paris, 1870.) A good many commentaries have been written

on the collection. One of the best editions of the leading piece is the

Le saou keae, published in 1741, by Koo Chiug-t'een, with an original

exposition.

Another class is termed " Individual Collections," containing the

original productions of single authors. Writings of the kind made

their appearance at an early period in the Christian era, consisting

generally of post-mortem compilations. In the sixth century these

began to be divided into several sections according to time or subject.

This has been a most prolific class, but one in which comparatively few

authors find a place in the ranks of fame. In the bibliographical

catalogues of the Sung dynasty there are not found a tenth part of the

names of authors in this class contained in those of the Suy and

Tang dynasties ; and the catalogues of the present day scarcely contain
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a tenth part of the titles of those recorded as extant during the Sung.

Among the most famous is found Le t^ae 'pih tselh, the productions of

Le Tae-pih, the renuwned poet of the Tang d} nasty ; also Tung jio

tseven tseih, in 1 1 5 books, from the pen of the scarcely less celebrated

Soo Tung-po, the Sung poet. Both these have been frequently

republished with commentaries. The writings of Luh Kew-yuen,

a contemporary and friend of the renowned CI oo He, were arranged

by his son, and edited by his pupil Yuen Seg in the thirteenth century,

with the title Seang shan tselh, in 28 books. This holds a prominent

place among the elegant writers of the Sung dynasty, and consists of

letters, memorials to the throne, records, prefoces and dedications,

miscellaneous pieces, poems, sacrificial documents, epitaphs, and

sepulchral inscriptions. The emperors of the present djaasty have

distinguished themselves in this class more than in any other; and

we have a bulky series from the different monarchs. Thus there is a

literary collection of 176 books, besides another of poems in 28 books,

by the second emperor of the line. His successor has left a collection

in 30 books, and the fourth monarch has left collections to the amount

of 166 books. Single poems should also come within this category,

such as the Hiva tseen he, a love tale written in metrical stanzas.

(English by Thoms, Chinese Courtship, London, 1824.)

In the sixth century a new class of works appeared, which

may be termed anthologies. The first of these was compiled about

530, by the son of the founder of the Leang dynasty. It is named

Wan seuen, and is still one of the best known, the contents being

selections from all preceding writers of fame. The subjects into

which it is divided are anomalous verse, poems, elegies, sevens

verse, decrees, appointments, orders, instructions, essays, manifesta-

tions, statements, declarations, accusations, documents, memorials,

epistles, notifications, replies, rejoinders, farewells, piefaces, eulogiums,

commendations, contracts, historical relations, commendatory historical

narrations, discourses, literary gems, admonitions, monumental legends,

obituai'ies, laments, inscriptions, epitaphs, memoirs, dirges, and sacri-

ficial orations. A notable work of this kind, with the title Koo wan

yuen keen, in 64 books, was published by imperial commission in 1685.

It gives an uninterrupted succession of choice literary selections,

from the time of the Tso chuen down to the end of the Sung dynasty.

The annotations of five eminent scholars are appended. A huge

compilation of the poetiy of the Tang dynasty, under the title Tseuen

iang she, in 900 books, was issued in 1703, by imperial commission.
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Ui^ward of 2,200 people were employed in making the collection,

wliicli they gathered from private histories, miscellaneous works,

monumental records, and eveiy available source, nitiking altogether

48,900 pieces. The writings of Le T'ae-pih and Too Foo hold

a prominent j)lace in the collection. In the fourth or fifth century,

when poetry and composition began to be more under the restraints

of fixed aud conventional laws, critiques on poetry and literature first

made an appearance ; and to this class we are indebted for a fund

of information on the history, changes, internal mechanism, and chief

aim of this much cultivated branch of art. As an example of these

works may be noticed tije She hco yuen he hvjo fa ta ching, in eighteen

books, by Yu Seang, issued in 1697. The various objects of the themes

of poetry are detailed in the order of a cyclopaedia. The theme is

first explained, then its various applications, followed by quotations

from the poets, the ideas embodied, and the application in the

successive parts of a poem. This is followed bj^ a kind of rhyming

dictionaiy, in which a number of quotations are given under each

rhyme, and notes for the artistic management of the same.

In the last class are placed the " Rhymes and Songs." The tsze,

or rhyme, is a composition between prose aud poetry, in which the

rhyme is repeated at tlie end of lines of indeterminate length,

unfettered by the laws of versification. It first began to be used in

the Tang dynasty, but is much more common in recent times, being

generally applied to light and trivial subjects. A large work of this

class is the Tu ting lelh tae she i/u,^ia 100 books, published by
imperial commission in 1707. This is a comprehensive collection of

the choicest rhymes, from the commencement of the art in the Tang
elynasty down to the end of the Ming, comprising 1,540 articles,

making upward of 9,000 verses. A list of rhymers is included. The
k'eiih, or longs, embrace dramatic comiDositions, these being in great

part choral effuiious. These are barely acknowledged by literary

men as forming a part of the literature of the nation, although they

are to be found in every book store. A much valued work of the kind

is the Yuen jin jnh chimg k'euh, or " Hundred Plays of the Yuen
Dynasty," being a selection from the productions of more than 200
dramatists who wrote about that period. As a dramatic coni|:osition

the S'e seeing ke, or " Record of the Wettern Pavilion," holds the higlie^t

place in native estimation; aud next to it ranks the Pe-pa-ke, or

" Tale of a Guitar." A well-known collection of recent date is

entitled the Chuy pih k'ew, numbeling several tens of dramatic pieces.
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It has long been the custom in China to publish large

collections of separate works, under the name of Ts'uny shoo,

sometimes confined to specialities, but very often ranging over the

whole field of literatui'e, and containing some choice or rare ti'eatises

in each department, according to the compiler's taste or fancy.

These may consist of few or many volumes, some collections

extending to hundreds. By this means many works are preserved,

which would otherwise probably be lost sight of altogether. As an

example of these, the Han wei tsuny shoo is a collection of 96 works

written during the Han and Wei dynasties, and republished in the

Ming dynasty by Ch'ing Yung in the above form.

IV. Printing. •

There is reason to believe that printing by wooden blocks was

known to the Chinese in the sixth century, though we scarcely hear

anything of its application for four centuries later, till the advantages

of the art became so manifest that we are told that in 932 Fung Taou

and Le Yu, two ministei's of the Later Han, memorialized the thionc

to have the "Nine Classics" I'evised and printed. The monarch com-

plied, and in about twenty years the cojjies were in ciiculation. From

that time, so rapidly did this stereotypogiaphy advance, that by the end

of the thirteenth centui y the greater part of the manuscript literature

of former iiges was already in print. Some few s])ecimens of the Sung

dynasty typograjjhy are still to be found in libraries, but they aie very

lare. The mounted manuscript rolls seem to have been immediately

succeeded by long strips, "printed on one side, and doubled up in a

succession of folds to a book size. This i:)ractice is still continued

for the sacred books of the Buddhists. The next step in advance was

the folded sheets stitched together in volumes, as is the practice at

the present day. In the eleventh century a scheme for printing by

movable clay type was invented by a mechanic named Peih Shing
;

we have a minute detail of the process, but there is no account of its

having been brought into use ; and it is not till the seventeenth century

that we hear of movable type being actually employed in printing.

A fount of copper types was then made in the imperial printing office,

and the Koo kin t'oo shoo tseih ching, a gigantic collection of books in

6,000 volumes, was printed with them. The types, however, having

fallen out of use, a laige proportion of them were purloined by

untrustworthy officials, and the remainder melted up to conceal the
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fraud. In the following century a set of wooden types was made in

the same establishment, for the purpose of printing another collection,

the Sze hoo tseuen shoo, noticed above, the printed catalogue of which

contains about 3,440 separate works, comprising upward of 78,000

books or sections. The use of these types, however, has been very

limited. At present the Peking Gazette, the daily official organ of

the government, is printed with movable wooden type ; but both the

type and the manipulation are of the clumsiest order, and the impres-

sion is one of the rudest specimens of typography that can be found.

The printing press has not yet been introduced there. Some private

firms have used movable copper types for printing for nearly a century

past, and in 1850 we are told of a bookseller in Canton who had cast

150;000 tin types from clay matrices. The S2)ecimen of them given

in the Chinese Kejjository is very creditable to the aitist. About

forty years ago the Rev. Samuel Dyer, of the London Missionary Society,

initiated the use of movable type for China according to the European

method. The same work was carried on to perfection by Mr. Cole,

and subsequently by Mr. Gamble of the American Presbyterian Mis-

sion ; and so great has been the success of the latter, that not only are

his types used by several European firms, but a considerable number

of Chinese have also commenced printing with movable types after

the western fashion. Some of the natives have also commenced type

founding, and even the making of electrotj'pes. Books are thus being

printed and newspapers put into circulation, and it is difficult to fore-

tell what may be the result of this new impetus.

V. Sinology,

The study of the Chinese language and literature in Europe is

almost entirely a growth of the jiresent century, previous to which

very few besides the Roman Catholic missionaries had any knowledge

of the subject. The first grammar we hear of was printed at Canton

in 1703, in the Mandarin dialect, with the title Arte de la lengua

mandarina, by Father Francis Varo. Bayer published his Museum
Sinicum in 2 vols, at St. Petersburg in 1730. This contains a short

Mandarin grammar, and another of tlie dialect of Chinchow in Fokien
;

also a Chinese vocabulary. Fourmont in France was engaged on

kindred studies, and in 1742 published his Linguce Sinarum Man-
darinico} Hieroglyphicce Grammatica du^ylex, which proves to be a

slightly modified translation of Varo's grammar. Five years later he
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published his dissertation on the written language, Meditationes

Sinicm, a work full of errors. Little else of a philological character

appeared in the last century, and any slight interest that might have

been created seemed to be on the decline, when E^musat was appointed

professor of the Chinese language in Paris in 1815. The lectures and

writings of this distinguished sinologue began to draw the attention

of Europeans to China as a great fact, and to 'nvest the literature of

the nation with a new interest. His successor, M. Julien, has fully

sustained the reputation of the chair. The following are the principal

works of a philological character that have appeared :

—

Dictionaries.

1. In Latin. Dictionnaire francois et latin, composed by Father Basil

de Glemona and edited by De Guignes (Paris, 1813). The first part

of a supplement to this, by Klaproth, was issued in 181£, containing

scarcely a quarter of the whole, but no more was published. De

Guignes's was republished at Hong Kong in 1853, without the French,

as Dictionarium Sinico-Latinum. Gonfalvez, Vocahularium Latino-

Sinicum (Macao, 1836), Lexicon Manuale Latino-Sinicum (1839), and

Lexicon Magnum Latino-Sinicum (1841). Callery, Systerna Phonetico-

scripturce Sinicce (Macao, 1841), arranged on a peculiar phonetic system

of his own device. Perny, Vocahularium Latino-Sinicum (China,

1861). 2. Portuguese. Gou^&lvez, Diccionario Porttogiiez-CMna (Macao,

1831), and Diccionario China-Portuguez (1833). 3. French. Perny,

Dictionnairefrancais-latin-chinois de la langue mandarine 2>arlee (Paris,

1 869), with an appendix as large (1872). 4. Russian. Grafitchakai/a

sistema kitaiskikh ieroglifov (St. Petersburg, 1867) ; Esaiya, Rusko-

kitaiski slovar (Peking, 1867), and Predovlenie k' rusko-kitaiskomu

slovariu (1870). 5. English. Morrison, Dictionary of the Chinese

Language^ (6 vols., 4to, Macao, 1815-23); 2nd part, Alj)habetic

Chinese and English (republished at Shanghai, 2 vols., 8vo, 1865) ;

Vocabulary of the Canton Dialect (Macao, 1828); Medhurst, Chinese

and English Dictionary (Batavia, 1842-3), and English and

Chinese Dictionary (Shanghai, 1847-8); Lobscheid, English and

Chinese Dictionary (4 vols., Hong Kong, 1869), and A Chinese

and English Dictionary (1871); Doolittle, Vocabulary and Hand-

hook of the Chinese Language (2 vols., 4to, Foochow and Shanghai,

1872-3); Kwong Tsiin-fuh, English and Chinese Lexicon (Hong

Kong, 1868); Williams, English and Chinese Vocabulary, in the

Court Dialect (Macao, 1844), and Tonic Dictionary of the Chinese

Language, in the Canton Dialect (Canton, 1856); Chdlvaem, English

and Cantonese Pocket Dictionary (Hong Kong, 1859); Stent,
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Chinese and English Vocahi(,Jary. in the Pekinese Dialect (Slianf^liai.

1871); Medhnrst, Dictionary of the Hokkem Dialect (Macao,

1832); Maclay and Baldwin, Alj^habetic Dictionary of the Chinese

Language, in the Foochow Dialect (Foochow, 1870).

—

Grammars.
1. Latin. Vvem^ve, Notitia Linguce Sinicoi {IslixlaccQ., ISZl). 2. Por-
tuguese. Gonfalvez, ^r«e CAma (Macao, 1829). d. French. Eemusat,
Elemens de la grammaire chinoise (Paris, 1822) : this has been

republished, edited by De Eosny; Bazin, Memoire sur les j^rincipes

generaux du chinois vulgaire (Paris, 1845), and Grammaire man-
darine (1856); Bochet, Manuel jyratique de lalangue chinoise vidgaire

(Paris, 1846) ; Julien, Syntaxe nouvelle de la langue chinoise (Paris,

1869-'70). 4. German. Endlicher, Anfangsgrunde der chinesischen

Grammatik (Vienna, 1845) ; Scliott, Chinesische Sprachlehre (Berlin,

1857). 5. Russian. Hyakinth, Kitaiskaya grammatika (St. Peters-

burg, 1838). ii. English. Marshman, .CZrtiizs ^Smica (Serampore, 1814);

MoiTison, J^ Grammar of the Chinese Language (Serampore, 1816);
Giitzlaff, Notices on Chinese Grammar (Batavia, 1842 ; J. G.

Bridgnian, The Not'dia LingiKt Sinica? of Premare, translated into

English (Canton, 1847) ; ^Mmmers, Handbook of the Chinese Language

(Oxford, 1863), and The Rudiments of the Chinese Language (London,

1864); Lobscheid, Grammar of the Chinese Language (Hong Kong,

1864); Edkihs, A Grammar of Colloquial Chinese, as exhibited in the

Shanghai Dialect (Shanghai, 1853; 2nd ed., 1868), and A Grammar
of the Chinese Colloquial Language, commmily called the Mandarin
Dialect (1857; 2nd ed., 1864) ; Baklwin, Manual oftlie Foochow Dialect

(Foochow, 1871).—Among the phrase-books and manuals we may
notice Morrison's Dialogues and Detached Sentences in the Chinese

Language (Macao, 1816); Shaou-tih's English and Chinese Student's

Assistant (Malacca, 1826) ; Legge's Lexilogus of the English, Malay,

and Chinese Languages (Malacca, 1841); Bridgman's Chinese Chres-

tomathy in the Canton Dialect (iVFacao, 1841 ; Williams's Easy Lessons

in Chinese (Macao, 1842); Medhurst's Chinese Dialogues {^himgh^i,

1844; revised ed. by his son; 1863); Edkius's Chinese Conversations

(Shanghai, 1852); Doty's Anglo-Chinese Manual, with Romanized
Colloquial in the Amoy Dialect (Canton, 1853); Hernisz's Guide to

Conversation in English and Chinese (Boston, 1854); Lobscheid's

Beginner's First Book, or Vocahulary of the Canton Dialect (Hong
Kong, 1858); Wade's Hsin-ching-lu, or Book of Experiments (Hong
Kong, 1859); Macgowau's Collection of Phrases in the Shanghai
Dialect (Shanghai, 1862); Thoms's The Chinese Speaker (Ningpo,
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1846); Eilkins's Progressive Lessons in the Chinese Spoken Lanr/icage

(Shanghai, 18G2) ; Martin's The Analytical Reader (Shanghai, 18G3);

Lobschcid's Select Phrases and Reading Lessons in the Canton Dialect,

and Tourist's Guide and Merchant's Manual (Hong Kong, 18G4);

Evibery's Easy Phrases in the Canton Dialect (Canton, 1866); Lob-

schcid's Household Companion and Student's First Assistant (Hong

Kong, 1867); Wade's Yil-yen Tzu-erh Chi, a Progressive Course

designed to assist the Student of Colloquial Chinese, and Wcn-chien

Tzijb-erh Chi, a Series of Papers selected as Specimens of Documentary

Chinese (London, 1867) ; Macgowan's A Manual of the Amoy Colloquial

(Hong Kong, 1869) ; and Wylie's Notes on Chinese Literature (Shanghai,

1867).





A DISCUSSION" OF THE ORIGIN OF THE MANCHUS,
AND THEIR WRITTEN CHARACTER.

Ok the Origin op the Manchus.

Beyond the north-east corner of China proper, and bordeiing on

the sea of Japan, an immense tract of country lying between 38 and

56 degrees north latitude, and 116 and 143 degrees east longitude,

is known l)y the name of Manchuria, or as it sometimes called

Eastern Tartary.* This country has been little visited by for-

eigners, and our information regarding it is meagre in the extreme.

It is now divided into the three provinces of Moukden, Kirin and

Sagalien-ula ; and is watered by the Sagalien, the Sungari, the

Nunni, the Usuri and a number of smaller rivers. The country

is said to be barren, thinly peopled and mountainous ; the principal

of the mountain chains are the Seih-hih-tih, the Outer and Inner

Hing-an and the Kolmin-shanggiyan ranges. Tiie latter of these,

known as the Long-white Mountain, although the least in extent,

has attained the greatest celebrity, as the being the place whence

sprung the Tartar family now holding the supremacy in China.

According to the concurring testimony of Manchu and Chinese

authors, the present dynasty are the descendants of the ^ (^

Neii-ch'ih, who ruled the northern part of the empire, under the

name of the Kin dynasty, from A.D. 1115 to 1232. Relying on

this authority, it is unnecessary to notice some doubts which have

been insinuated by foreigners on this point,! especially as the

statement receives strong corroboration by a comparison of the

language peculiar to each,

* :^ Vn # ^ H Td-is'ing-h2vily-teen-i'o6. " Plates to the Statistics of the
Td-ts'ing Dynasty." Vol. 90, 91.

t Langl^s' Alphabet Manchou, page 17, &c.
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From ancient times, mention is made of a race of people

inhabiting this country, under the name of ^ '^ Suh-shin, and

the more recent name oi -^ ^ Neii-chin is considered to be merely

a modification of the same sounds.* The Suli-shin are said to have

brought tribute to Woo-wang, B.C. 1103, of a famous description of

arrows.!

In the time of the After Han dynasty (A.D. 25 to 219), the

country is spoken of under the name of Jg g Yihleu, tlie people

being described as a kind of Troglodytes, without a prince, and

living in caves, the rank of the inhabitant marked by the depth of

the dwelling, the most honourable, having a descent of nine steps.

A great occupation with them appears to have been rearing swine,

whose flesh they ate, while the skins served them for clothing,

and with the fat they covered their bodies in winter to a con-

siderable thickness, in order to defend themselves against the

cold ; having passed the summer in a state of nudity, save a slender

garment about a foot in depth round their bodies. They are

described as dirty in their persons and habits ; and are said to

have been expert at archery, being able to aim with precision

at a man's eye, while their arrows being poisoned, carried certain

death with them. J

During the Northern Wei dynasty (486 to 559), their country

was known by the name of :^ "* Wuh-kieh, when the people are

spoken of as bold and courageous, being the most energetic of all

the eastern hordes ; their language is said to be peculiarly distinct

from all the other tribes, who are careful to keep them at a due

distance. Their dwelling houses are compared to grave mounds,

the entrance being at the summit, whence they descend by steps.

The men are said to wear tigers' and leopards' tails attached to

their heads. About the year 475 they sent an ambassador, Yih-

lih-che, to China, and the custom was frequently repeated at

irregular periods, until the middle of the sixth century
.§

*M^rE Shinrj-ivoo-ke, "Wars of the Manchu Dynasty." Vol. 1,

page 1.

t Jg j^ i^ @ T'ung-he6n-kang-mUh, " General History of China." Part 1,

vol. 7.

+ ^ 91 § Hdwhdn-shoo, "History of the After Han Dynasty." Vol.

115.

§ H # Wei-shoo," History of the Wei Dynasty." Vol. 100.
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lu the time of the Suy dynasty (581 to 617) this country

went by the name of
|;^ |g M6-h5 in Cliina, which is said to

be a corruption of the name Wtih-kieh,* the people being then

dividtid into seven tribes, the Suh-m6, the Pih-ttih, the Gan-chay-kiih,

the Fiih-nee, the Haou-shih, the Hih-shwuy and the Pih-shan.

They are described then as very licentious in character. About

581 they were in the habit of bringing tribute regularly to China,

when the embassy was sumptuously entertained by the monarch

Kaou-tsoo, whom they gratified by exhibiting their national war

dance, t

In the time of the T'ang dynasty (618 to 906), the M6-h5

are noticed as being divided into several tens of tribes, some

being .annexed to Corea, and others in a state of vassalage to

the Turks, their neighbours on the west. The Heh-bhwuy M0-h6

are said to be the most northerly of the tribes, being noted for

their courage, so much so as to prove a source of annoyance to

tiie hordes in their vicinity. From the same source we learn

they had a hennlitary princehood, and their only implements

of warfare were bows and arrows. It was their custom to bury

their dead without a coffin, tlie horse of the deceased being killed

and offered in sacrifice in front of the corpse. About 620 they

sent tribute once or twice to China. Shortly after this the Chinese

becoming better acquainted with these people, discovered that

their national name was Neii-chin, which it is probable had been

retained -by them from remote antiquity, as this is said to be

merely a corruption of the sound Siih-shin, and that the various

appellations by which tliey had been designated in the interim

were either the distinctive narties of some of their predominating

sub-divisions, or else names imposed on them by foreign authority.

Their neighbours, the ^ j^ Se6-tans, termed them J^ i^ Liu-chin,

which is merely another variety of the pronunciation of the same

name, and quite in harmony with the mutations in Chinese

orthoepy. From 682 they continued the practise of sending tribute

regularly till towards the close of the T'ang dynasty, the chief

sometimes accompanying it in person, and sometimes sending an

ambassador. The Pih-shan having become annexed to Corea,

* jl ^ Thing-ch6, "National Annals." Vol. 194.

t ff ^ Suy-shoo, " History of the Suy Dynasty." Vol. 81,
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on the subjugation of that country, the majority of tribe took

up their residence in China. The Heli-shwviy alone maintained

their integrity as a tribe, being divided into sixteen lesser

tribes.*

The Pih-tuh, Ganchay-kuh, Haou-shih and others, on occasion

of the overthrow of Corea, became dispersed, dwindled away,

and were no more heard of ; but the scattered remnants of these

people afterwards uniting with the Corean refugees, under the

leadership of Ta Tso-yung, a Corean. the latter was appointed

Prince of P'ei-hae, by the court of China in the year 712. Al-

though this title was conferred at first, merely as the designation

of a noble of the Chinese empire, yet he soon asserted the

independence of his government, merely retaining a nominal

connection with China, as a tributary state. Tso-yung was

succeeded at his death by his principal son Woo-e in 718. An
embassy bearing tribute from this prince, arrived at the Chinese

capital in 726 ; and this practise they continued to follow up

at short intervals, till the end of the T'ang dynasty, as also during

the Leang and After T'ang ; their offerings on one occasion in

777, having included eleven Japanese dancing girls. Their line

of princes were appointed, subject to the approval and confiraia-

tion of the Chinese court, and the state seems to ha\e attained

such a degree of comparative civilization as to have given

them an illustrious distinction among the surrounding tribes;

having a I'egularly organized government and an established state

ritual.

t

About the middle of the tenth century the Tartar tribe of

Seg-tans, having subdued the kingdom of P'ei-hae, gained over

the territories of Liao-tung, Chihli and Shen-si, became establish-

ed under the name of Liao dynasty, and incorporated with them

a large number of the Neu-chins, who had formerly been subjects

of P'ei-hae, and were known under the name of the Civilized

Keia-chins, to distinguish them from the Heh-shwiiy tribe, now

denominated the Wild ISTevi-chins, who had retreated beyond the

Sagalien river,

* M ® ^ K-'&w T'ang-shoo, "Old History of the T'ang Dynasty," Vol.

199.

+ 5tc ft Sung-shoo, "History of the Sung Dynasty." Vol. 491.
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From this time the Wild Neii-chins continued to keep up

an intercourse with the Chinese court, to which they were in

the constant habit of bringing tribute, chiefly of horses ; while

the Chinese endeavoured to employ these warlike nomades, as

a check upon the more distant states, over w! om they themselves

could exercise little direct control. The Liao who had ever looked

with jealousy on the conduct of the Neu-chins in this matter,

and had made it their policy to sever the relation thus established

with the Sung empire, at length succeeded in bringing them so

far under their influence about 1023 as to receive tribute from

them, which henceforward they ceased to take to China. When
A-pa6u-ki, the first Liaou emperor, ascended the tlirone, these

formed one of 36 tribes nominally dependent on him ; but anti-

cipating that they might prove a source of trouble, he contrived

by artifice to secure the removal of several thousand of their

principal men to the country south of Liao-yang, where he placed

them in conspicuous posts, by this means dividing their strength.

He was also careful to cut off all intercourse between these people

and their original countr}'', and gave them the name of H5-soo-

kwan • they were also designated the Yellow Head Neii-chins

and were characterized as simple but courageous, and indifferent

to life or death. Another tribe was located to the north-east

of Corea, and acknowledged the authority of the military governor

of Heen-chow. These were called the Hwuy.pa Neia-chins.

In 1032, on the accession of the Liao emperor j^ ^ Hin^-

tsung, whose private name was ^ J£ Tsung-chin, these people were

induced to change their national designation from -^ M ISTeil-chin to

^ lit Neii-ch'ih* ; it being contrary to long established custom, that

any other should presume to use the characters of the emperor's name.
* Remusat and Klaproth both spell this name Jou-tchi, which is

probably near the ancient pronunciation. (See pages ii, iv, supra). lu the

IE ^ 3^ Ching-tsze-t'uvg dictionary the character ;^ is said to be used for ^p
in ancient compositions, and is pronounced Ja. Biot in his " Dictionna^ire dea
villes et arrondissements dans I'eiiipire Ciiiuois,"' •jives this name ^o iS. Jou.
tchi. This pronunciation gains support from the Ouigour orthography of the

same word ~On ^ .J""^^ TchortcJiog ; as also from the form in which it

appears in several Persian works, jurjeh and jurji. (Recherches sur les Ian-
gues Tartares, p. 15). But in the History of the Kin dynasty, in the Manchu

language, a comparatively recent production, this name is spelt JTv^ > ^' >

Ni6-c\i, which wo may safely take as the correct modern pronunciation.
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Towards the end of the eleventh century one Yang-kO, of

the surname Wan-yen, a brother of the hereditary leader, gained

influence among the Neu-ch'ihs as a commander, and was elected by

them as their chief. Like other founders of dynasties the record

of this man's ancestry is preserved up to the sixth generation.

The first ancestor being named K'an-fuh, G6-I06 was his son;

Yang-hae vvas the son of G6-I06 ; Suy-k'\v5 was the son of Yang-hae
;

Shih-lo6 was the son of Suy-k'wo ; Hoo-lae was the son of Shih-lo6.

Hoo-lae had three sons, the eldest of whom was named Hih-le-p'o;

the second, Poo-la-shiih, and the third, Yang-ko. When Yang-U6

was raised to the chief station, he organized something of a regular

government throughout the various tribes of Nevi-ch'ihs, and

collected taxes from them for the public service. Tlie highest of

his ofiicers were all styled P'6-k'eih-lee, and were distinguished

by the names of the sun, planets and 28 constellations of the zodiac.

From the chief of five, to the chief of ten thousand, each ti-ained

his dependants in the military art, while they employed their

leisure time in the chase. In their military adventures the

lancers were placed in the front ranks, the sw^ordsmen wei"e placed

next, and the archers were put behind ; the points of their arrows

were six or seven inches long, and barbed ; at less tlian fifty paces

distance the archers did not shoot. Every five, every ten and

every hundred men had their special officers. Tlie cinquevirs

beat tiie watch ; the decurions carried ensigns ; and the centurions

carried drums; so that the general of a thousand men had a

complete staff of flags, streamers, drums and arms. When a

cinquevir was killed in battle, the five men under him were be-

headed ; when a decurion was killed, .the cinquevirs under him

were beheaded ; when a centurion was killed, all the decurions

under him were beheaded.

By this time the Liao dynasty, which had already been con-

siderably more than a century in power, was now evidently on the

decline ; their military force was becoming weaker, and their govei-n-

ment paralyzed by internal treachery, so that at last Hung-ke, the

Se6-tan monarch, found himself unable to carry out his commands.

In 1102 the Liao general, Siaou Hae-le, rebelled, when the

Liao monarch commanded Yang-ko to suppress the disorder.

A-kuh-ta undertook the service and killed Hae-le; from which
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time, he gained a much higher sense of his own strength, and of

the weakness of the See-tans. The same year Yang-ko died, and

was succeeded by Wo6-la-tung. In 1103 the Neii-cli'ihs formed a

treaty with the Coreans, and the following year the Coreans in-

vaded the country of the Neu-ch'ilis, by whom tliey were defeated.

In 1113 A-kuh-ta styled himself Chief P'6-k'eih-lee. Before this,

on an occasion when the Liao monarch came on an angling ex-

pedition to the Hwan-t'un river, having invited all the Neu-ch'ih

chiefs within a circuit of a thousand li, to an entertainment, he

commanded them to dance in his presence. A-kuh-ta alone refused.

The monarch would have killed him, but was dissuaded by his

ministers. This incident being followed by other aggressive acts

of an irritating character, tended to foster a spirit of growing

discontent among the ISTeu-ch'ihs towards the Liao state, which

only waited a favourable opportunity to manifest itselt. A-kijh-ta

now determined to resist them, openly revolted against the Liao

dynasty, and took Ning-keang-chow, while the Liao monarch was

hunting at Kiug-chow. In the following year A-kuh-ta gained

some decisive victories and completely routed the Liao troops,

whereupon his brother Wo6-k'eih-mae, and some of his counsellors,

urged him to take the title of emperor. A-kuh-ta's scruples having

been overcome, he was proclaimed in the 1st month of 1115, and

the dynasty was named the Ta-kin or Great Gold ; the name

of the chief river' in their locality being the Gdn-ch'uh-hob, which

in their language signified Gold. A-kiih-ta was named Min; his

brother Wo6-k'eih-mae was made Gan-pan P'o-k'eih-lee ; and Sa-kae

and Seay-yay were made Kw5-lun P'6 k'eih-lee. The Liao prince

being now e.Kcessively enraged, raised an ai-niy of upwards of

a hundred thousand men, and headed an expedition in person

against the Neu-ch'ihs. The latter heating of tiie formidaljle

preparations which the Seetans v/ere making, began to lose heart,

when A-kuh-ta assembled all his officers, and looking up to heaven,

addressed them thus :
—" You undertook to raise troops, to assist

me to subdue the ferocious See-tans, and to establish a new dynasty
;

but now they are about to come down upon us and exterminate

us one and all. I fear there will be no possibility of withstanding

them ; far better were it, that I and my family should be delivered

up to them, than that the whole nation should be cut up. Thus
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the impending calamities may be turned into blessings." At the

conclusion of this address all the chiefs bowed in concert, saying :

"Since it is so, then let us all die together." This incident

imparted courage to the Neu-cli'ihs, who now advanced to meet

the enemy with renewed valour, and proved signally victorious,

putting to flight the See-tans, and capturing Hwang-lung-foo. In

1117 the Kin took eight more chow cities, and demanded a formal

recognition by the Liao court*

In 1118 the Kin were acknowledged by the Chinese, who

forthwith sought to open negotiations with them for the sul<jugation

of the Liao. The Kin did not fail to follow up the advantage

they had already acquired over the latter, who were completely

overthrown by them in 1124. Not satisfied with this, however,

they nftxt made formidable inroads upon the empire of the Sung,

and eventually gained over nearly all the country to the north

of the Yellow River, and some extensive portions to the south of

it, besides rendering the ^ Hea kin^^dom tributary to them.

Having thus emerged from a state of barbarism, to one of com-

parative refinement, the Neu-ch'ihs were careful to improve their

position, so far as to have given to their reign no mean place

among the dynasties of China. In 1128 a Board of History

was appointed, and the national records for the first time committed

to writing. The following year the subjects of the state were

forbidden to wear the Chinese costume, and were ordered to submit

to the Tartar style of tonsure, under penalty of death. In 1137

the ^ H^ Ta-raing system of chronology invented by ^^ ^ Yang-

kieh, President of the Kin Mathematical Board, was brought

into use. Several other astronomers of note are mentioned among

the future occupants of this office. In 1138 a regular system

of government officers was established throughout the country.

The subjoined table gives the dates of the several reigns

and the national designations during this dynasty :

—

Einperor, National Designation, Reign commenced.

^ II T'ae-tsoo H^ P Sliow-kwo A.D. 1115

5^ $i T'ien-fo6 „ 1117

jJC ^ T'a^-tsung 5; f" T'ien-hwiiy „ 1123

' * X iSIt jS # •Wdn-hient'ung-k''adu, "Antiquarian Researches." Vol.

327.
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Emperor. jVational Designation. Reign commenced.

.^. ^ Hi-tsung 5; ^ T'iea-keuen AD. 1138

^ M -Hwang-tung „ 1141

^ ^ Ti-liang ^ (I T'ien-teh „ 1149

^ !7C Chin-yuen „ 1153

jE m. Ching-lung „ 1156

ift ^ Sht^-tsung
;;c ^ Ta-ting „ 1161

% ^ Chang-tsung ... BjJ ^ Ming-ch'ang „ 1190

jfe^ ^ Ch'ing-ngaa „ 1196

^ ^ Ta(^-h6 , 1201

^ 7]C il Ti-yung-tse... ± ^ Ta-ngan „ 1209

# ^ Tsung-k'ing „ 1212

M '^ Che-ning „ 1213

^ ^ Seuen-tsung ... :^ |§ Chin-yew „ 1213

M ^ Hing-ting „ 1217

5c 315 Yugn-kwang „ 1222

^ ^ Gaetsung IE j/C Ching-ta „ 1224

5; ja T'ien-hing „ 1232*

In the beginning of the 13th century the Kin dynasty having

been established about ninety years, a new source of danger

sprung up from one of the Tartar hordes, who had hitherto been

tributary to them. K'e-uh-wan Tih-muh-chin, who had succeeded

his father Ya-suh-k'ae, as chief of the Mongol tribe at an early

age, was in the year 1206, elected emperor at a convocation of

the neighbouring chiefs, with the designation of Genghis Khan,

by which name he is better known to Europeans. The aggressive

acts of this prince were soon felt in weakening the power of the

Kin monarchy, and these being followed up by his son and successor

Ogdai khan, the dynasty was brought to a close by the latter

in the year 1234. From this time the Neii-cli'ih Tartars again

receded to the wilds formerly inhabited by their ancestors, and

one of the first acts of their successors of the Mongolian, or -jQ

Yuen dynasty, was the establishment of five commanderies, for the

purpose of repressing any tendency to rising among them, about

the northern border.

f

* ^ A Kin-shi, "History of the Kin Dynasty," passim.

t 7C & Yuen-sM, "History of the Yuen Dynasty." Vols. 1, 2.
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A Chinese author describing their condition about this time,

says:—"The country above the Nunni river, from the sea to

the Sagalien, is iniiabited by Wild Neu ch'ihs, who are occupied

chiefly with agriculture. When they meet on ceremonial occasions,

each man carries a fish bladder full of spirits, and all take their

seats on the ground, sing and drink ; when any slight contention

occurs, they fall to fighting with their bows and arrows. From

p]" tJv K'6-miih westward the inhabitants construct dwellings

with the bark of the ;j;^ Hwa tree ; while travelling they carry

these on their backs and spread them out on frames when they

stop. They make their living by rearing horses and hunting.

Those living between the
fpj j^ 0-uie and ^ ^ San-loo rivers,

bear a great resemblance to the K'6-muh tribe ; they use boats

constructed with five planks, by means of which they navigate

the waters with great rapidity. Four tribes living in the ^ ^Ij '^

K'eih-lee me region, are effeminate, avaricious and deceitful
; they

live upon the fish they catch ; in summer they are clothed with the

skin of fish, and in winter they wear dog skin ; they neither sow
the difierent kinds of grain, nor rear cattle. They use dogs for

cultivating the land, and also eat them at their entertainments.

There is one tribe of Wild Neu-ch'ihs living in K'eih-lee me, more
than three thousand li distant from ^ §£ -f* No6 urh-kan who
are hardy and covetous; they figure their faces and fasten up
their hair in a knot; on their caps they wear red cord tassels

and have green dresses with various coloured sashes; havin<T

trowsers, but no gowns. The women have pearls and ornaments
suspended from their caps, and small copper bells attached to

their dresses. These people live on the animals they shoot on
the hills. In summer they dwell in the open fields ; in winter they
settle in houses. There is one tribe called wild men of the northern

mountains, who ride about upon deer. Another tribe have their

dwellings scooped out of the level ground, an aperture being left

at the top, through which they ascend and descend by steps

;

they spread out grass to lie upon like dogs. The ^ "^ % Wo-k'o6-
wiih are on the east of Noo-urh-kan ; the men are very hairy,

and wear bear-skin caps and figured cloth dresses. When their

parents die they take out their intestines and stomach, dry them
in the sun, and carry them on their backs, invariably makin"
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an offering to these, when tliey eat and drink ; after three years

tliey cast them away. A neighbouring tribe is denominated ^
M. 3^ Kieh-Ii-me, in which the number of the women greatly pre-

dominates. When a female is born among them, dogs are brought

as presents; when she is ten years of age, sh^ is given in marriage,

•which occasion is celebrated by an entertainment of raw meat.*

The Yuen dynasty having giving place to the Ming in 1368,

it was an object of solicitude with the latter to conciliate this

somewhat intractable population. Overtures were proposed to them

on the succession of Hung-wo6, and partly by intimidation, partly

by offers of rewards, several of the chiefs were induced to tender

their submission to the new dynasty. Such wt^re foithwith install-

ed in office, nominally under the imperial government, being made

military chiefs and leaders of their respective tribes, and while

each tribe was allowed to follow its own peculiar customs, it

was stipulated that they should render a triennial tribute, as an

acknowledgment of their loyalty. It was thought, by employing

their chief men in the defence of the various passes, that they

might thus be diverted from their predatory habits; and 'still

further to promote this object, a market was opened at K'ae-yuen,t

where they were enabled to dispose of their horses, in exchange

for salt, rice and cloth. While some were thus disposed to sub-

mit to the domination of the Ming rulers, the greater part were

by no means willing to place themselves under the restraints which

the latter sought to impose. Frequent were the collisions in

consequence, and these in many instances proved far from being

satisfactory to the Ming. One of the most formidable revolts

was headed by Yay-seen in 1444, on which occasion he caused

the imperial diplomas, and all evidence of connexion with the

Chinese empire, held by the chiefs, to be destroyed. Fiom this

time the slight link by which these Tartars had been attached

to the central empire, became much weakened, and while the

supremacy of the Ming was virtually ignored, mutual contentions

between the various hordes were matters of unceasing occurrence f

* 3^ ^ iHt jS # Siih-wan-hien-t''ung-lc'abri, " Supplement to the Anti-
quarian Researches." Vol. 236, page 24, &c.

t 24.35 North Latitude, 123.40 East Longitude.

t ^ W E^^ Hwang •ming-iizi-e-hadu, "Researches respecting Foreign
Nations, during the Ming Dynasty." Vol. 1, page 23, &c.
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Such was the state, of matters about 1580, when a man above

the ordinary stamp, appeared on the arena of conflicting interests,

in the person of IsToo-urh-ha-ctah, afterwards known as T'aetsoo,

At first n)erely cliief of a single tribe; by his military prowess,

his steady perseveiance and undaunted courage, he succeeded in

uniting the scattered tribes of Tartars throughout a vast teri-itory

on the north and south of the Sagalien river, and freeing his

adherents from the foreign yoke. Born at Hih-t'o6-a-la, the present

Hing-king* in 1559, witliout a remote genealogy, the obscurity

of the family is shadowed forth in the current tradition, which

ascribes their origin to an angelic female on the Kolmin-shanggiyan

or Long-white hill, about the time of the Liao or the Kin dynasty.

According to this account their first ancestor was named Aisin

Gioro, whose descendants, after a few generations, fell into distress,

and after a few more, Cha6u-tso6 was born, about 1450. Hing-tsoo

was the great grandson of Chaou-tsoo ; the fourth son of Hing-tso6

was King-tso6 ; the fourth sou of King-tsoo was Heen-tso6 ; and

T'ae-tsob was the eldest son of Heen-tso6. In 1583 T'ae-tso6

having already done much towards consolidating the strength of

his nation, which was now named the Manchu, after the name

of the tribe to which he originally belonged, was threatened by

the secret machinations of one of his own family, named Ke-k'an-

wa^-lan. With the connivance of the latter, the Ming soldiers

attacked the Manchu city of Kob-lih, the governor of which,

A-t'ae, being married to the granddaughter of King-tso6, while

the city held out against the siege, King-tso6 and his son Heen-tsoo

both repaired to the fortress to rescue their female relative, but

A-t'ae refused to let her go. The besiegers finding themselves

unable to make any impression on the city, decoyed the people

out under the false pretence that those wdio submitted would

be pardoned, when the whole of tlie inhabitants were massaci'ed,

including King-tso6 and Heen-tso6. T'ae-tso6 met with a formid-

able opposition to his progress in the Y6-hih tribe, who were aided

bv the Ming. In 1593 these, together with the Ha-ta, Wo6-la

and Hwuy-fa tribes, the K'o-urh-sin and Kwa-urli-ch'a Mongolians,

and some hordes under vassallage to the Manchu and Kolmin-

shanggiyan tribes, joining three companies of the Ming troops, made a

* About 42 North Latitude, 124 East Longitude.
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combined attack on T'ae-tso6, who withstood the allied forces at

Ko6-lih hill, and eventually put them to the rout, killing Poo-ch'ae-

chih, prince of Ye-hih, capturing Poo-ciiea-t'ae, prince of Woo-la,

beheading four thousand men and taking three thousand horses

and a thousand coats of mail. After this there wa*s a general

recognition of T'ae-tsoo by all the tribes ; and as his power

extended his anjhition increased. Having at first raised troops

for the defence of his own territory, by degrees as he acquired

dominion over adjacent tiibes, he induced the oificers of tiie

Ming dynasty to ratify a ti'eaty with him, in whicii mutual rights

were claimed and stipulated. The bad faith of the Chinese officers,

howes'er, both with respect to this and other matters, gradually

kindled a flame of vengeance in the breast of T'ae-tsoo, which

at last broke its boundary in a determination to in\ade the

imperial domain.

In 1618 in the third month, when about to advance on an

expedition against the Ming power, he caused a catalc)gue of seven

grievances to be drawn up, which he read puljlicly in an appeal to

Heaven, as follows :
—" While my grandfatlier and father had never

injured a straw or an inch of ground on the Ming territory, the Ming

wantonly raised a disturbance on the frontier, and put to death my

grandfather and father, which is the first object of resentment.

Although the Ming raised a quarrel with me, yet being desirous of

living on amicable terms, I entered into a treaty with them, which

was engraved on a stone tablet, to the effect that ' Manchus and

Chinese should be mutually prohibited crossing the border, and

those who crossed should be put to death.' Now some having been,

under such circumstances, treated with leniency, the Ming mis-

construing this leniency, and ignoring the terms of the treaty,

crossed the border to assist (our enemies) the Y6-hih tribe, which

is the second object of resentment. The Ming people being in

the habit of crossing the border every year, between the Tsing

and Ya-luh rivers, for the purpose of plundering, in accordance

with the treaty, some of these have been visited with capital

punishment; but the Ming turning their back on the treaty,

charged us with putting these to death on our own authority,

seized K'ang-koo-le and Fang-keih-nuy, our envoys to Kwang-ning,

with ten attendants, whom they put to death at the border

:
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which is the tliird object of resentment. When the Ming crossed

the border, to assist the Ye-hih with their troops, they caused

the maiden who was betrothed to me, to be sent to the Mongols:

which is the fourth object of resentment. The three departments

of Ch'ae-ho, Shan-ch'a and Fob-ngan, have been for generations

cultivated by the people guarding our border, but the Ming troops

have driven them away without allowing them to reap the fruit

of their labours, which is the fifth object of resentment. The

extra-fi-ontier tribe Ye liili having sinned against heaven, the

Ming put confidence in tlieir statements, and sent an envoy with

a despatch, reviling and insulting us, which is the sixth object

of resentment. Formerly on two occasions the H&-ta assisted

the Ye-hih in invading our territory, when we returned the

aggression; Heaven having delivered the Ha-ta people into our

hands, the Ming taking part with them, constrained us to send

them back to their own country; after which the Ha-tS people

were visited with several incursions by the Y6-iiih. Now in the

subjugation of kingdoms, those who comply with the mind of

Heaven, are victorious, and preserve their standing; while those

who oppose the Celestial dictates, are defeated and perish. How
can those who iiave died in battle be restored to life? Shall those

who have been taken prisoners be sent back again ? Heaven

establishes princes of great kingdoms, that they may attain uni-

versal rule; why should our kingdom be marked out as an object

of hatred 1 At first, the several states of Hoo-lian united their

troops to invade us ; therefore the Ho6-lun were suppressed by

Heaven, which has looked with favour (m us. Now the Ming as-

sisting the Ye-hih, who are cast off by Heaven, has opposed the

Celestial dictates, reversed the order of right and wrong, and acted

false in their decisions, which is the seventh object of resentment.

On account of these seven grievances I am now going to subjugate

the Ming." On the publication of this manifesto T'a^-tso6 forth-

with proceeded to take vengeance on the Ming, with a force of

twenty thousand, horse and foot, and the success that attended his

arms in every direction, was such as to inspire confidence in his

host of followers. Inured to war from his youth, this prince knew

how to direct his attacks with most powerful effect, and during the

eight years following the declaration of this famous manifesto, the
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Ming found their sbrengtli sorely reduced towards the Manchu
frontier. In 1626 T'ae-tsoo died, and was succeeded by T'ae-tsung,

at the age of thirty-five, who followed up the conquests of his

father in a similar spirit. He was formally proclaimed emperor in

1636, his dynasty being designated the Ta-ts'ing. At his death in

1643, he was succeeded by his ninth son, Shiin-che, who is looked

upon as the first Manchu emperor of China.* The following is a

tabular list of the juonarchs of the present dynasty :

—

Ancestral Designation. Name of Reign. Reiqn com.

\kM%Mi^ Slie-tso5-chang Hwang-ti ]\^ f^ "Sl.iin-che A.D. 1644

^Mt:. M.^ Shing-tsoo-jiu „ j^ ,EE K'ang hi „ 1662

'1ft ^ iS ^ '^ She-tsung-hien „ ^ IE Yung-ching „ 1723

i^ ^ M 1: 'r^
Kaou-tsung-sun „ ^ [5^ Kien-lung „ 1736

t ^ # ^ ^ Jin-t«»"S-.i"y » ^IKia-k'ing „ 1796

^^^M:^ Seuen-tsung-ching „ 'M "^ Taou-kwang „ 1821

J^ ^ Hien-fung „ 1850

On the Origin op the Manchu Character.

There are few instances in which we find greater facilities for in-

vestigating the history of a written chai^acter than in the case of the

Mancliu. While we have notices of tlie condition of this people, back

to a very early date, their literary history is but of recent origin. The

rude aspect of the nation, and the want of all traces of written records

of any kind among them, might furnisli sufficiently satisfactory evid-

ence on the point, but history explicitly informs us that during the

9th century they were still without a written character.!

Nor is the statement materially affected by the fact that a largo

section of them who were incorporated in the kingdom of P'ei-hae,

may have become initiated to some extent into the Chinese literature,

during the period in which that state flourished ; for no works have

been handed down to us as the result, and it is probable that what

they then gained, was speedily lost on the dissolution of that power.

Whether these possessed a character peculiar to themselves, we are

not informed, but we may imagine the art was not cultivated to a

great extent among them, since it is recorded that in 833 the

magnate Kaou Paou-ying arrived with three youths from P'ei-hae, at

the Chinese court, requesting that they might be allowed to remain

some time to receive instruction and return.

* MW^^ Tmig-hwa-m.h, "State Records." Vols. 1, 2, 3, passim.

+ K'eiv-t'dng-shoo. Vol. 199.
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If the subjects of the P'ei-hae were accustomed to writing, still

the great body of Tungous Tartars knew nothing farther than

the use of wooden tallies, with certain rude conventional marks,

which served as bonds in case of contracts. Accordingly it is

recorded of the Seg-tan tribe that A-pabu-ke, the first emperor

of the Liao dynasty, employed a great number of Chinese, and

they instructed him, by an adaptation of the Official Chinese

hand, with certain additions and contractions, to construct several

thousand characters, by which the engraved contract tallies were

replaced.* These, which were called Uncial Characters, were com-

menced in the 1st month of the year 920, and were finished and

ordered to be generally used in the 9th month. In 924 a stone

tablet to the memory of Lung-p'ieh-go khan was engraved in

See-tati, Turkish and Chinese characters.!

Although the See-tans thus early took the lead, the example was

not followed by their neighbours at least for many years ; for up to

the 12tli century we still find the Neu-ch'Ih chiefs issuing their

orders by the old device of an arrow with a notch in it, while

matters of urgency were distinguished by three notches. | On

their establishment, however, as the Kin dynasty, having captured

a number of SeS-tans and Chinese, they for the first time gained a

knowledge of the written character used by these two nations. A-

kuli-ta, their first emperor, saw the importance of turning his atten-

tion to tliis matter, and in 1119 gave orders to Kilh Shin, to invent

characters on the same principle as those of tlie See-tans, but suitable

for expressing the sounds of the Neii-ch'ih language and bearing a

resemblance to the Chinese Pattern hand. This order was complied

with, and the characters put into circulation, they being termed

Uncials. A set of letters were afterwards invented by the Emperor

Hi-tsung, which were called Small Characters, and were first brought

into use in 1145. The Classics and Histories of China were publish-

ed in the Neii-ch'ih character.§ The use of these alphabets seem to

have outlived the dynasty, for a college was established for the special

study of the Neu-ch'ih in 1407, during the Ming dynasty. 1|
Eighteen

* Wdn-hien-t'nng-Jc^adu. Vol. 345.

+ Suh-w<Xn-hieu-t'ung-Fadu. Vol 184, page 31.

J Wd7i-hien-ftmg-Fa6u. Vol. 327.

§ Suh-iou)i-hien-t\ui!/-k\iou. Vol. 184, page 31.

II
Reiiiusat's Melanges Asiatiques. Vol. 2, page 248.
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different works in the Neu-ch'ih character, are still preserved in the

Imperial Cabinet Library at Peking.* Specimens of it are also to

be found on several stone tablets in different parts of the empire.

But although the ancient Neii-ch'ih character may have answer-

ed the purposes of the state for the time beinrr, the literary spirit of

the nation was not sufficient to preserve it in use through many

generations, for on the conquest of the Ming by the Manchus, the

latter were without any national character or literature. In tracing

the history of that now in use, the way is clear as far as the Ouigour.

Beyond this we cannot speak with certainty as to its derivation. At
•what time the Ouigour character was first known in China, is still

a question for investigation, the I'esolution of which might material-

ly assist in determining the source whence derived. Ma T\vang-lin

informs us that besides the Chinese characters, the Ouigour nation

had the ]^ ^ Hod-tsze, "Foreign Characters."! Although this word

Hod was used generically for all foreigners of Central and Western

Asia, yet when applied to the written character there is reason

to believe that it is restricted in its sense to a particular alphabet >

-for Wei Tseih, a Chinese author in the 9th century, enumerating 56

different kinds of writing that have been used in China, mentions

as the 54:th, the ^h ^ j^ ^ Wae-kwo-hod-shoo, " Ho6 writing of

foreign nations," which he says was introduced by the prince
fpj

J^ ^ M A-ma-kwei-me, and resembled in form the Siad7i-cktie7i, or

Lesser Seal Character, f Besides this he makes special mention

of the Sanscrit alphabet, thus shewing that the Hoo did not

include every kind of foreign writing. The question as to the

derivation of the Ouigour character has been discussed at some

length both by Remusat and Klaproth. The former considers it

as unquestionably the off-spring of the Estrangelo form of the

Syriac, a source which satisfies the conditions with much propriety,

when we consider the great intercourse that was maintained with

the Tartar nations by the Nestorians who used this character

during the middle ages. And if this which is the generally received

opinion be correct, the genealogy is further to be traced by two

intermediate stages up to the Early Phoenician, with little room for

* 5l iSi ^ S 9 Wan-yucii-Jco-shoo-mnh, "Catalogue of the Imperial
Cabinet Library." Vol. 18.

t Wdii-hiefi-t'ung-k'adu. Vol,

i Suh-wan-hien-t'uny-k'adu. Vol. 184, page 25.
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doubt.* A glance at the latter, the Aramgean character as

preserved on Egyptian monuments, the Palmyrene, and lastly

the Estrangelo Syriac, will be sufficient to show the great pro-

bability of such a parentage for the Ouigour. A question arises,

however, as to the direction of the writing; the Syriac used in

the west being invariably written in horizontal lines, while the

Tartar character in the east, is written in perpendicular lines.

Remusat himself supplies the most natural solution of this difficulty.

The fact of its being required frequently interlinear with the

Chinese, suggests the idea of its conformity to that literature, while

the lines succeeding each other from left to right, preserves the

form common to most of the Semitic languages, as may be seen

by turning a page of Tartar with its ri^ht side downwards. The
suggestion is still further borne out by the fact that the only

known specimen of Syriac in China, wliich is on the Nestorian

monument at Si-ngan Fu, is written in perpendicular lines in

accommodation to the Chinese, wliile the Ouigour manuscripts that

have been discovered in the west, are written in horizontal lines.

A specimen of the Syriac letters from the Si-ngan Fu tablet will be

the fairest criterion with which to compare the Ouigour letters :

A £ K S I H

ui

feo

w.

D M N T Z R L

* Kitto's Cyclopccdia of Biblical Literature, Vol, 1, page 122.
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The above exemplar of the Ouigoui- letters, is taken from a

facsimile of part of a manuscript, Ouigour-Chinese Vocabulary,

given in the f| J^ ^ ^ Liong-wei-2jih-shoo* the characters being

in an easy running style ; while the Nestorian characters on the

contrary, are from a carefully executed piice of art. Both are

given the full size of the originals. Other examples might no doubt

be found, in which the resemblance is much more striking.

M. Klaproth, while he equally holds to the Nestorian origin of

the Ouigour character, asserts that it is directly derived from the

Sabean, or character used by the Christians of St. John, stating that

this alphabet was also used by the ISTestorian missionaries, but he

does not cite his authority for this fact.f

Some authors, however, have undertaken to deny this origin,

asserting that the resemblance is more apparent than real, while

that between the Ouigour and Zend is more real than apparent. J

When Genghis khan began his conquests, on subjugating the

Naimans, f^ i^ H ^ T'a-t'a-t'o6-kae,§ a Ouigour by nation, the

preceptor to Ta-yang, khan of the Naimans, was taken prisoner.

Having been entrusted with the national seal, he was endeavouring

to make his escape with it when caught. On being asked by

Genghis " why he cari-ied that seal, seeing the people and territory

of Ta-yang had now reverted to the Mongolians," T'a-t'a-t'o6-kae

replied, " It is entrusted to my care, and I will preserve it to death

;

unless I find my former prince and deliver it to him, how dare I

entertain any other motive?" Genghis, struck with his fidelity,

again asked, " What is the use of this seal 1 " to which he

replied, "It is used as a witness in the receipt and outlay of the

national property." Genghis being much pleased with his bearing,

appointed him to a confidential office, allowing him still to retain the

seal, which was henceforward employed to stamp all imperial edicts.

Being asked by the emperor if he was thoroughly conversant with

his own national literature, T'a-t'a-too-kae showed tlie whole extent

* Part 9, Division 3, Vol. 4.

t Memoires relatifs a. I'Asie. Vol. 2, page 328.

t See an article by Schmidt in the " Mines de I'Orient." Vol. 6, p. 325,

and Davids' " Gramnmire Turke." Discours picliniinaire, p. 15.

§ This name is spelt i^t^MtM T'a-t'a-tung-a in the original History
of the Yuen, which ortliography is followed by Klaprofch. The names in this

article are according to the revised edition, published in the time of

Kien-lung.
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of his acquirements, whereupon he was commissioued to instruct

the heir apparent and the princes in the use of the Ouigour

character and its application to the promulgation of national an-

nouncements.*

The Mongolians previous to this, not having any written

language of their own, now adopted the Ouigour character and

language in all their state documents, and this custom was continued

through the reigns of Ogdai, Guiyu and Mengkih khans.

f

M. Klaproth, who has collected a number of facts on this subject

from authors in various languages, European and Asiatic, gives the

follosving quotation in reference to this alphabet from Ibn Arab-

schah, an Arabian author :
" The Djagatai have a written character

named the Ouigour, which is known as the writing of the Mongols :

is consists of fourteen consonants, according to the following

division ;

—

Mongol. Arabic. Mongol. Arabic.

A ) ^ i) ^ ^

•*%

9 \I| ^ y -

s V »

' 7

G

* Ymn-she. Vol. 121, page 6.

t " Abhandlung iiber die sprache und schrift der Uiguren,"' page 58.
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What restricts their consonants to this number is that the

gutturals are all written and pronounced alike. This applies also

to letters of the same organ, such as V* be and 5 fe ; j ze,

J^ sin and o>i sad; til) te, J^ dal and jj tha. With this

character they write their diplomas, edic*^s, commai^ds, books,

regulations, laws, annals, poetry, history, public and judicial

transactions, tariffs, and in general all that relates to the govern-

ment and legislature of Genghis khan. Whoever is clever at

this writing will never suffer want among them, for it is the key to

wealth.*

In the reign of Kubla khan, Donda, the brother of that emperor,

headed a mission to Tibet, to bring Saadja Bandida to the Mongol-

ian court, where he occupied the office of High-priest of Lamaism

for seven years, during part of which time he occupied himself in

adapting the Ouigour character to the Mongolian language, but

he died before his system was complete, having still retained the

14 Ouigour consonants as before.

f

He was succeeded by Bachspa, another Tibetan, in 1260, who

was deputed to carry on the work, but the latter casting aside

what had been done by his predecessor, invented an alphabet

of an entirely different character, grounded on the Tibetan form.

This was finished and put in circvdation by imperial command

in 1269.1

* Meuioires relatifs a I'Asie. Vol. 2, page 318.

t '' Abhandlung, &c.," pages 58, 59.

X Ymii-she. Vol. 202, p. 1. There are a great many .specimens of this

writing still preserved through the country, on stone tablets, coins, seals, &g.

A very good example of an imperial edict may be seen in the Confucian
temple in Shanghai ; there is another copy of the same in the Confucian
temple of Sung-kiang Fu. The following are the alphabetic elements procured
from an analysis of the Siianghai inscription :

—

7T\^ ^tch' EI^ R^ <M- *A^o

rs^' m^ ^7n 3^ ^A rs^
51^ g. J^ts Ry IM- ^^ ia

E^^.9 :^d {Jits' Ujy,

«

OI* <1^
J^ch o5« 15] ds Pl^ Ifl* 1=;-

^tch EIp |5o ^sh ^c ^a
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While great efforts were made by the emperors to bring

the Tibetan-Mongol alph.abet of Bachspa into general use, very

few seem to have adopted it by preference ; hence the complaints

repeatedly made of the obstinate attachment of the officers to

the Ouigour writing. Timor khan, the grandson and successor

of Kubla, having set Tsordji Osir to translate the Tibetan religious

books into Mongolian, in the new Tibetan-Mongol writing, the

latter is said to have been stopped by the difficulty of the process

;

whereupon recurring to what his relative Saadja Bandida had done,

he added such letters as were necessary for the execution of his task.

At a later period, during the reign of Ha-shang khan, he made still

farther amendments. His various additions consisted of the vowels

a, 0, 6 and i; the consonants sh, s', ds and pu ; and the finals n,

2?, k, m, I, r, t, i, u and ng. He retained the Tibetan numeral

figures unchanged, these being originally of Hindoo origin.*

With these several improvements, the number of the letters of

the alphabet amounted to thirty-two, being very near the form in

which it was afterwards continued :

—

Original.

a h k w si g d m n t ts r I

Additional.

a V i sh s' ds ^;2t n jt k in I r

2^ <) ^ ^
t i u oig.

A number of letters were added on later occasions for the

purpose of representing tlie sounds of Sanscrit and Tibetan words

when transferred. These were termed Galik letters, but as they

have never come into common use for the pure Mongolian language,

they can scarcely be considered an integral part of their alphabet, f

* " Abhandlung, &c.," pnge 60.

t For the form of these letters, see Schmidt's " Grammatik der Mongo-
lischen spi-ache," page 5.
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Although for the sake of simplicity the Mongolian elements

are here considered as alphabetic symbols, yet it sliould be re-

membered they are never so treated by the natives, the ultimate

form of subdivision with them being the syllable, composed of a

consonant and vowel, or two consonants with a vowel between.

In this manner the number of their written characters amounts

to 127 ; these being compounds of the 30 elements given above
;

and are all arranged under twelve classes, according to their

terminations.

In the above form, with the exception of some unimportant

modifications, this character was used by the Mongc's throughout

the Yuen dynasty, and by means of their widespread influence

it became the character of otBcial correspondence among other

Tartar nations ; the rigid formality of the original type having

given way to a free running hand, in which the diacritic points

were omitted, and the letters thrown together in such a hasty

manner as to require minute inspection by one unpractised

in tire art, before he can trace the analogy. During the Ming

dynasty this was termed the |^ |9 Td-la ; and in 1407 a

certain number of students wei-e appointed by imperial authority

to be instructed in the knowledge of this writing and language.

The JNlongolian tribes being still sufficiently formidable to render

it an ol)ject with tlie Chinese to hold easy communication with

them, so the Manchus also in their diplomatic intercourse with

the Mongols, found it expedient to gain a certain proficiency

in the literature of the latter, long before they became masters

of China ; and we are told that they trained a number of youth to

the study of this and other foreigia languages.*

Ill 1599 T'ae-tsoo, the first Manchu emperor, gave orders to

^ M f* /'S
Grih-urh-teh-ni, a scholar belonging to the yellow

bannei', well skilled in the Mongolian literatui-e, to assist the

high minister (^ ^ K6-kae to invent a system of writing for

the Manchus. Ko-kae memorialized the emperor to the effect

that " as the Mongolian character had long been in use, the

remodelling would be attended with great difficulty." The emperor

replied, " If our native language must be translated into the

* Reoliurches sur les laugues Tartarcs. Page 219.
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language of the Mongols, before it can be read, then it must

remain inaccessible to those who have not studied the Mongolian.

Why should it be more difficult to form characters to express

our national language than to study the language of another

nation 1 " Gih-virh-teh-ni then memorialized, saying, " Your servants

are ignorant of the art of modelling new characters ; hence the

difficulty." The emperor again met this by remarking, "There

is no difficulty ; merely apply the Mongolian characters to the

sounds of our language, and connect the syllables together to

form words ; thus the written character will show the meaning."*

Soon after this Ko-kae suffered capital punishment for a state

offence, and the work of forming the cliaracters was entrusted

to Giii-iirh-teh-ni alone, which, having accomplished, the emperor

caused the alphabet he had constructed to be put into ciiculation,

from which time the native character dates its origin. After

the death of Gih-urh-teh ni the superintendence of this work

was committed to ^ ^ Ta-hae, a literary officer under the

Blue Banner, who, together with ^ ]S^ fiH K'o6-urh-shen and others,

removed difficulties and made additions, arranging the whole

under twelve classes.! The following shows the stage to which

* The force of this last remark does not at first sight strike one who
is accustomed to read his mother tongue; but its pro])riety maj' be made
apparent by considering the condition of tlie Chinese at present, with
whom a tolerably extensive knowledge of the written character is often
attained, without the ability to understand a single line; and so with
the Manchus at the time spoken of, although many might be able to read
the Mongolian cliaracter, yet comparatively few understood the written
language. Klapinth in a severe critique on the labours of Langes, published
in IS15, under the name of Baron Leon-tiew, gives the following as the

reply of the emperor:—" Ecrivez la lettre "Vr a; attachez-yun tM ma,

at vous aurez "VttM ama, p^re ; ecrivez la lettre "V e ; ajoutez-y me t4
,

^,vous aurez erne VH , mere.—J'ai tout bien considere ; ainsi Ecrivez, et

appliquez cette regie aux autres mots." This generally accurate writer
does not state his authority for these remarks ; they are not given in
the Ciiinese work quoted here. The form of ama as he gives it, does not

^J.exist in the language ; it should be "W'

+ i^ '}\\ ^ E, S Mtimn-chow-ming-cMn-chuen, "Biography of Renowned
Manchu Statesmen." Vol. 8, pages 28, &c.
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this writing had arrived during the reign of T'ae-tso6, being taken

from a facsimile engraving in Langes' Alphabet Mantchou, page 59.

The transcription is given in modern characters by the side, and

will afford an easy means of comparison.

L

I

/I

It'
The coins of that period (in Chinese ^ ^ T'ien-raing),

which are occasionally to be met with, also contain a superscription

in the same character.
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Ta-liae is said to have sliown great abilit}'' iii liis youth, having

attained a knowledge of Chinese and Manchu literature when

only nine years of age. On reaclung manhood he was appointed

by the emperor Officer of the Boai-d of Letters ; all state com-

munications with the Chinese, Mongols and Coreans being

composed by him. In 1632 Ta-hae undertook a thorough revision

of the original syllabary as composed by Gih-urh-teh-ni. The

emperor addressing Ta-hae, said, " Hitherto our twelve classes

of characters have not been marked with lings or points, and the

natural divisions have been run together without distinction.

Now a youth who has studied this writing, wlien lie merely meets

with ordinary words in it, understands them witliout difficulty;

but when proper names occur he is sure to fall into error. Do
you now invent a system of rings and points, in order to mark

the distinctions, that so the characters may clearly express the

sense and sound, and tlie study may be attended with greater

advantage." Ta-ha6 thereupon applied himself to follow out the

emperor's views, and arranged the points and guttural marks now

in use. Besides this, finding the characters of the twelve classes

insufficient to express all the sounds of the Chinese, he added

a number extra. Still even with these additional it was found

that some sounds could not be accurately represented ; whereupon

he resorted to the expedient of running two syllables into one,

after the manner of [the Chinese (^ -^ fan-ts'ee) syllabic spelling,

and this was found to be more efficient for the Manchu than

the Chinese. The Manchu writing as thus augmented consisted of

upwards of 1,300 syllables, and from that time to the present tliere

has been no change of importance in tlie form of the characters.

In 1669 the Emperor Kang-lii caused a stone tablet to be erected

to the memory of Ta-hae, on which a recoi'd of his labours is

set forth.*

The following are the alphabetic elements of the Manchu

as now in use, giving the initial, medial and final forms for

each letter ; but it should be observed as before that the

natives do not cairy the analysis of their writing to this

extent, the system as taught by them being essentially syl-

labic :

—

Mivdn-choio-ming-chin-ehue7i. Vol. 3, page 2], &c.
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Initials. Medials. Finals. Initials. Medials.

A i •4 -2^
Ch, Tz A h

E -r"

'41 -ii^

Y vl wi

I jt
/I <>

K O o
^ a q)

G O' O'

u j; a<' q)
Gh O'' Oo

>r
^ 3

K' >S

N 't'
'A •4 ^'^

G' >5.

K ^ "1 3 "1^
Kh >5o

G ^ 4. R Tl n
H ^ 4o

F d' ^ a' ^
P <^ q) J> W <1 <^

P' ^ <3^ *N
Ts' >^

S > > Tz' K

Sh ->
Tsz >\

T, D ^ ^' M (^' q
J T-

T, D - h ^ X^«
Sz ^

L ^ -Ui -^vJ

Tsir +
M ti -n ia

Tzh' >»-

Teh, Ts u U

Although there is a uniformity in most books printed in the

Manchu character, yet the natives do not scrupulously adhere

to this style on all occasions, for we find that as in Chinese, the

Manchu also is capable of modifications in the detail, according

to the use to which it is applied. The following page shows a

specimen of the free manuscript style, corresponding to the ^ g:

hing-shoo in Chinese ; being the commencement of the draft of

a memorial from some officers of the Bannermen to the emperor.
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Transcript of the Preceding.

^. ^ i^ ^
-I* ^

•4

4̂1 ^^ 11 ^^
'

tl ^,, )r\1^ -

1^

Û
Co

1 r
'4n^^

C3 4o »

ii
1^

q oT
'1 s

4o

4r 2^ /J J. /I - '^ ?

Translation.

^'Respectful Memorial of the Slave Yung ShuA and others."

" Whereas this memorial is presented for inspection :—because on the
13th clay of the Sth month of the present year, a despatch was received

from the Cabinet council (containing the Imperial Will as transmitted on
the 28th day of the intercalary 7th month), of the ,32nd (year) of Kien-
lung.—

"

In 1748 the Emperor Kien-luiig published a poem in praise

of Moukden, the capital of Manchuria. This was printed in 32

different kinds of Chinese character ; and a corresponding number

of exemplars gave as many different styles of the Manchu chai'acter.

A considerable number of varieties of the Mancliu cliaracter may

be observed on the official seals. The following are three varieties

selected from many others :

—
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Signet op the Chief Director of Education for Hoo-kwang.

Transcript of the above in thk Common Character.

I'!

d I

^1

3-r

@ tuh

\m Hoo

^ kwang

^heo

i^ oiling

^ kwau

lV7 fan;:
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Signet of the Iktendant of Circuit for Soochovt,

SUNQ-KIANG AND T'aI TSANG.
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Transcript op the Preceding in the Common Characteb.

1

2,
!* iC T'a^ iL Kiang

cV
^

'i

-4

hue

kwan Sod

ij ES" ^^"S # Sling

.?3

Skal op the Mayor of Shanghai.
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Transcript op the Preceding in the Common CnAEAcyrEB.

tf Tf/I s
J ^ 2^1

9 ^

1^ ^
^s.

«^i
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